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LETi1ER OF TRANSMITTAL. 
W .A.SHINGTON, March 11, 1887. 
GENERAL: I have the l10nor to transmit herewith a report· upon the Natural History Col-
lections made in Alaska by Mr. E. W. Nelson, during the years 1877 to 1881, ~ntended to form 
No. III of the Arctic Series of Publications of the Signal Office. 
It seems proper to add a brief statement of the manner in which the volume has been pre. 
pare<l and my own connection with it. 
Upon his return from Alaska in 1881, Mr. Nelson at once began work upon the ornithoiogical 
portion of the present volume, intending later to take up reports upon his collections of Mammals 
and Fishes. The ornithological report was well advanced towards completion when failing health, 
directly traceable to exposure in the North, compelled an abrupt cessation of labor and an imme-
diate departure ·of Mr. Nelson for the ,Vest, where he has since resided. Meantime the entire 
subject of the nomenclature of North American ·Birds has been revised, and a check list issued 
by the American Ornithological Union. In addition a number of reports upon, and partial lists 
of, Alaska birds. have been issued. It thus seemed very desirable that Mr. Nelson's report upon 
Alaskan birds, covering, as was intended, the whole territory, should be revised and brought up 
to date. 
At Mr. Nelson's request, and in accordance with the wishes of the Chief Signal Officer, the 
writer has undertaken to do this, .a°:d in addition to supervise editorially the whole volume. 
The chapters on Mammals and Fishes have been prepared by Mr. Frederick W. True and Dr. Tarle-
ton H. Bean, both well known authorities upon their respective subjects, Mr. Nelson furnishing 
the field-notes in both cases. Mr. W. H. Rd wards has added a chapter upon the Diurnal Lepidoptera 
collected by Mr. Nelson, an introduction to which iR furnisbeu by the latter. 
The results of Mr .. Nelson's investigation embodied in the present volume will prove, it is 
believe<l, a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the natural history of Alaska, both on 
account of the extent of his collections and the able and faithful manner in which his field obser-
vations were made. 
It is greatly to be regretted that Mr. Nelson was unable to complete his reports as he iuten¢1.ed, 
and to give the manuscript tlle final finishing touches, for tlie lack of which no editorial super-
vision, however careful, can fully compensate. Acting in his editorial capacity, the present writer 
lrns not hesitated to amend and change in the ornithological chapter wherever later and ful!er 
information required, and thus he shares to a considerable extent the responsibility of authorship. , 
The field observations and the general deductions have been left practically as Mr. Nelson wrote 
them. 
CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, u. s. ARMY, 
Wcish·ington, D. 0. 
S. Mis. 156--2 
H. W. HENSHAW. 
"'· 
NARRATIVE 
On .April 25, 1877, the writer embarked, at San Francisco, upon the Alaska Commercial Com-
pany's steamer St. Paul for .Alaska. His instructions from the Chief Signal Officer were to pro-
ceed to Saint Michaels, in Norton Sound, and take charge of the signal station at that point. The 
first object of the trip was to secure an unbroken series of meteorologic observations, and, in 
addition, to obtain all the information possible concerning the geography, ethnology, ancl zoology 
of the surrounding region. · 
After a stormy passage of twelve days across the North Pacific, tlre Aleutian Islands were-
reacbed. The night before arrival a vague glimpse was caught of the islands just as darkness 
closed about. All night we moved slowly ahead at reduced speed, and at daybreak every one 
was on deck eager for the sight of land. 
We were well repaid; the sun arose and revealed the line of islands extending a\ray to the 
jiorizon on either hand in massive grandeur. 
Not a breath of air fanned the glassy surface of the sea, which was ·only broken by the wake 
of the steamer and the circling ripples from the breasts of thousands of water-fowl. A.bout the 
ship whirred and circled auks, gulls, and fulrnars, as we moved through the pass of A.koutan to 
Unalaska Harbor.. On both siues of the pass the barren, wind-swept, rocky slopes, marked in 
places by great patches of snow, came down to the sea in series of cliffs and sharp declivities. 
The seaward faces of the islands appeared desolate and gloomy enough, save where great flights 
of water-fowl clustered about some jagged point;, or a picturesque waterfall formed a line of silvery 
spray down the face of a cliff on its way to the sea. 
We were soon steaming by the rocky pillar called the "Priest,," that guards the eDtrance of 
Unalaska Eay, and, passing a small fleet of Aleuts in their kyaks, cod-fishing, ran alongside the 
wharf at the village of Unalaska early in the morning. This town has been the central depot 
for the sea-otter trade and a general supply station ever since the Russians first locateq. in thE. 
Territory. It is a small village, consisting of a score or so of native huts and the modern buildings 
of the fur company. It is built close to the water, on a sand-spit, at the head of the bay, and · 
possesses one of tlrn most disagreeable climates in the world. Here I passed a few weeks explor-
ing the neighborhood while awaiting the departure of a Yessel for Saint Miclrnels. During this 
time I accepted the opportunity for making a visit to Sanak Island, lying about 100 miles to the 
eastward of Unalaska. This island is the center of the most productive sea-otter-hunting-grounds 
in the Territory, and here thousands of tho beautiful Emperor Geese pass the winter. 
My excursion was made in a small schooner manned by a,.captaiu and two Aleut sailors. The 
hold was filled with A.lent hunters and their kyaks, on their way to the hunting-ground. We 
' were scarcely clear of Unalaska Island when a violent gale overtook us and we ran for A.koutan 
Bay. For nearly half a day we beat back and forth under the storm-lashed cliffs, and were una-
ble to bring the vessel about promptly enough, at the turn, to clear the reefs and gain the desired 
shelter. 
Tlle small crew was powerless to work the sails, and some of the Aleut passengers were called 
on deck to assist. They soon became so terrified by tlle tempest and the water that was shipped 
m·ery few moments that they returned to the llold and refused to work. Fortune favored us at 
lengtli, and a squall striking us just at the right moment carried us safel~ hy the headland, so close 
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that a hat might haye been to ed again t the cliff, aud a few minutes later we were lying uu<ler 
the helter of the shore at tlle head of the bay. When the wind abated a little I went ashore for a. 
hort tramp along the beach. 
I wa surprised to hear the weet notes of the Aleutian Wren rising cheerfully iu the face of 
tlle storm. 
A little later the notes of the Rock Grouse (Lago1Jus rupestris nelsoni) were heard; so it appears 
that in these storm-beaten islands a gale of sufficient power to drive to shelter every feathered 
inhabitant of more genial climates does not interrupt the ordinary course of life among the l.tardy 
land birds. 
The next morning a fair breeze carried ns speedily to our destination. 
Sanak Island proved to be a low, wind-swept islet, surrounded by the numerous reefs and out-
lying rocks about which the sea otter passes much of its time. A single fur trader was stationed 
here to gather the skins and to supply the hunters with a few necessary articles. None of 
the hunters are permanent residents, but live on other islands, some of them nearly a thousand 
miles to the westward, and are brought here in the small trading vessels b,y the fur companies. 
After a half a clay pa secl in rambling o,er the island. I :went on board again and we returne<l to 
Unalaska. 
Soon after my return I sailed on another small trading scliooner for my final destination, Saint 
Michaels. We passed through a belt of dense fog which hung about the seal islands, and but for 
the great numbers of fur seals that swam playfully about us and the thousands of murres we should 
not have been aware of our proximity to this group. Thence on for nearly two weeks we were 
at the mercy of a series of vexatious calms. Off the Yukon mouth the sea was very muddy, ancl 
fragments of drift-wood, green pine branches, and bla<les of grass were plentiful more than 100 miles 
from the delta. 
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to secure au unbroken meteorologie record, was fully accomplished, and a record of nearly 
twelve thousand observations was brought back. During my residence as the guest of the 
Alaska Commercial Company the agents of this compa,ny very kindly volunteered to take my 
observations during various periods, thus enabling me to make a number of expeditions in differ-
ent directions, by means of dog-sledges in winter and by k:Yaks in summer . 
. A few days after my arrival at Saint Michaels the fnr traders from the Yukon arrived. with 
then· annual supply of furs from that region. These traders are of various nationalit"ies, and are, 
as a rule, very hospitable and obliging in ernry way, as I bad ample opportunity to Jearn. 
The stations, or tra<l.ing posts, on the Yukon extend from Kotlik, in the Yukon delta~ to Fort 
, Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, close to the British boundary, and about I ,500 miles from the sea-
coast. There are eight trading posts in this distance, with one white man at each. The traders 
select their stock of goods at Saint lVIicbaels ·each spring after the arrival of the annual supply 
vessel, and having loaded them into bargi.'S the latter are towed to their respective stations by a 
small steamer. The year is then passed iu trading with the natives, and the succeeding 'spring 
they return to Saint Michaels with their boats laden with furs. As each trader brings a crew of 
:natives from his station, all dressed in holiday finery, and the coast traders bring in their Eskimo 
employes, Saint Michaels becomes the center of an extremely picturesque and animated gathering 
for a few weeks during tbe last of June and first of July. After true Indian custom the representa-
tives of each Indian tribe try to outdo their rivals in wrestling or other pastimes, and the period 
covered by these visits is a very animated one an<l full of inter, st even to the casual observer. 
The brief holiday season is soon gone, the· ,-essel leaves for San Francisco and the traders for 
their stations, and Saint Michaels is left to itself and the permanent residents. These latter, 
during my stay, consisted, besides myself, of from two to three agents of the fur company and 
the Russian workingman, who cared for the dogs and kept us supplied with fire-~ood from the 
drift along the beach. From time to time the arrival of a party of Eskimos, on a trading expe-
dition, and m winter an occasional fur trader from the stations within a few hundred miles, 
. afforded the only breaks in the sameness, except such amusements as we contrived to devise our-
selves. 
During the first year I explored the district lying immediately about Saint Michaels, and 
secured a considerable series of zoologic· and ethnologic specimens in addition to the meteorologic 
work. The next year my investigations were extended over a wider field, and the 1st of De-
cember, 1878, in company with Charles Petersen, a fur trader, I left Saint Michaels with a sledge 
and team of eight Eskimo dogR. We traveled along the coast to the mouth of the Yukon, and up 
that stream to .Andreovski, Petersen's Station, and the second trading post from the sea. Thence 
we proceeded southwest aeross the upper end of the Yukon delta, by tbe eastern base of the 
Kuslevak Mountains, aud reache<J. the sea-coast just son th of Cape Romanzoff at a previously un-
known shallow bay, which I have named in honor of Capt. C. L. Hooper, U. S. R. M. From this 
point we proceeded south along the coast, or near it, to Cape Vancouver. ,Just north of this cape 
lies a large shallow bay, previously unknown, which I named in honor of General W. B. Hazen, 
Chief Signal Officer. A high mpuntain capping the short range which extends out on Oape Van-
couver I named Mount Robert Lincoln, and a large inlet back of the island upon which is situated 
Cape Vancouver I named in honor of Prof. S. F. Baird. 
The island upon which Cape Vancouver and Mount Robert Lincoln arc situated has been named 
in honor of the <liscoverer by the Chief of the Geographical Division of the Census Bureau, to 
whom these <liscoveries were first submitted. 
A large shallow lake near the head of Baird Inlet I named in honor of Mr. v\T: H. Dall, of the 
Coast Survey, whose extensive investigations in this region are well known. 
The second day beyond Cape Vancouver, Petersen, who had accompanied me thus far, said 
that the weather was too bad to travel further and turned back. From that point I proceeded, 
accompanied by an Eskimo, to the mouth of the Kuskoquim River. After traveling about 90 
miles up its course we turned back toward the Yukon, which we struck about 100 miles above 
Andreovski. Turning up the river I then continued tbe journey to Paimut Village, the last Eskimo 
settlement on the Yukon. A few miles above this point is the first settlement of pure-blooded 
Indians, or Tinne. At Paimut I turned back again and retraced my steps down the river to the 
s:'a coast and along the coast to Saint Michaels. 
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Thi expedition thus completed a very successful recounaissance of a region previously un-
known both as regards its g:eographic and ethnographic features. A. very fine series of ethnologic 
pecimens was secured from the natives ·over the entire route traversed. Some of their curious 
winter festivals were witnessed and several vocabularies secured in addition to a tolerably correct 
sketch map oft.he district made from compass bearings taken each day. The winter fauua of t,he 
district was noted as carefully as possible during the expedition, ancl I reached Saint Michaels 
safely after an absence of about two months. The ·usual discomforts of A.retie winter travel were 
greatly heightened during this expedit~on by the unusually inclement weather. 
The country in the region between the mouths of the Yukon and Kuskoquim is principally low 
and marshy, and during two weeks of the time spent in traversing it violent storms of snow, rain, 
and sleet accompanied by high winds prevailed. During this time my bedding became saturated 
with moisture, as did also my clothing, and day after· day forced marches were made over a country 
covered with slush and water. At night a miserable shelter was improvised from our sledges or 
found in the underground huts of the natives. These were reeking with moistnre and decaying 
filth which the warm weather had thawed out, so that the floor, forming our resting-place, was a 
soft mass of decaying filth of all descriptions and varying in depth from an inch or two to six inches. 
Each .night I gave my gloves and socks with some of my outer garments to various members of the 
family present, and these, for a small present of-tobacco, slept in the wet garments and partly dried 
them by the heat of their bodies ere morning. These storms :final.ly culminated in a terrific gale 
as I approached the sea-coast south of Cape Vancouver, and just at sunset, by great good fortune, 
I reached a couple of buts built on a, knoll about 5 miles from the coast. The best of them 
was :fl.oo<led with water, leaving a space about 3 feet wide of bare ground around the sides, but 
in going out and in we were forced to wade through a foot of water all along the entrance passage. 
Here my interpreter and myself crouched against the wall in silent misery for two days, while one 
of tllemost Yiolent tempests I ever witnessed swept over the desolate tundra. This wind was accom-
panied by a den e fog and, after two days, when we continued our journey to the coast, we found 
that the gale had caused an extraordinary bigh tide the previous day, and the rising sea, bearing a . 
ma sive sheet of ice, had swept over all the low coast Ja,nds to the base of the small knolls where 
we had fouml shelter. Had we been delayed half an hour in reaching these knolls on the uight of 
our arrival we must' inevitably have missed tb~m and been lost in the o-verwhelming mass of ice 
that covere<l. the low land of all this district. 
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ated about mid way on the seaward face of the delta. The driver was then sent back to Kotlik 
with the sledge, leaving us in camp with the kyak. Soon after t~is the ice became unsafe to 
venture upon in the network of channels that· surrounded us and we were imprisoned upon our 
islet. Then folbwed about two weeks of the greatest misery it was my fortune to endure while 
in the north. Day after day the wind blew a gale from the ice-covered sea, and was accompanied 
by alternate fog, sleet, and snow. Without a fire, and with no shelter but a small light tent 
made of thin drilling and pitched on a bare marsh facing the sea, the Eskimo and myself crouched . 
in our scanty supply of blankets, benumbed with cold, and ·unable to better our condition. 
Finally, the weather moderated, and the geese, rlucks, and other water-fowl flocked to their breed-
ing-ground. In a short time a fine series of skins and eggs of the Emperor Goose anu other birds · 
was secured, and as soon as the ice left the river we hired a native, who chanced along in bis kyak, 
and, lashing his kyak firmly alongside of ours, we piled upon the deck thus improvised our 
boxes of specimens and camp equipage and returned to Kotlik. Leaving the specimens there to 
be brought to Saint l\iicbaels by the fur trader, and hiring a second man to paddle, I started up 
the coast for Saint Michaels, about 70 miles distant. We had been unable to provide ourselves 
with gut-skin shirts to keep out the water, and after passing Cape Romanzoff, on the secornl day, 
the wind beg·an to freshen to a gale. In a short time the sea became covered with white caps, 
that developed into huge rollers near shore and. forbade our trying to land. We made for the 
mouth of the Pikmiktalik River, about 10 miles up the coast, with the hope that we could reach 
there before the boat swam·ped. _ 
The water was icy cold, and as nearly every wave dashed over us and added to the water in 
tlte kyak, we were soon wet to the skin and sitting in water constantly increasing in the bottom 
of the boat. All three worked desperately at the paddles, and just as I began to despair of our 
reaching the river in time a welcome break in the shore line showed its vicinity. The kyak 
was at once headed for this opeuing, and we were soon among the breakers. As we neared the 
mouth the breakers became heavier, until one huge roller caught the stern of the kyak and lifted 
it high in the air, while the bow cut the water in the trough of t,he swell advancing at terrific speed. 
The faithful Alexai dug his paddle into the water and strained every. siuew to keep the boat 
head-on, . but the cowardly fellow in the stern-hole lost· his wits and with a cry dropped his paddle. 
Alexai and myself were barely able to prevent the boat broaching-to, and a few seconds later the 
roller broke with a roar behinu us and we were safe in the smooth water of the river. The boat was 
ru:o. ashore among a large bed of drift-wood, and upon trying to get out I found that sitting in the 
icy water, which bad covered my legs and hips for several hours, had deprived my lower limbs of 
the power of motion and of sensation. The men dragged me out and built a huge fire, before 
which I slowly thawed out and r estored my circulation. The following day we reached Saint 
·Miclrnels safely. The remainder of the year was occupied in continuing investigations about this 
place. 
On February D, 1880, in company with a fur trader and two Eskimos, I left Saint Michaels with 
two sledges. We proceeded up the coast of Norton Sound, and on the second and third day 
traveled in the face of a high wind with a temperature of - 35° Fahr. Tl.le cold was very intense 
for the next two weeks, and for several_ days while we remained at the head of Norton Bay the 
mercury was frozen. The night of February 13 we stopped in a miserable little hut occupied by 
three families of Eskimos. This hut was not over 10 by 12feet and 5~ feet high. Here sixteen people 
slept that night, including ourselves. The air was extremely bad, so much so that the candle I 
lit to write my journal by went out in a, few moments, and matches when lit would fl.are up and 
go out as if dipped in water. Even our pipes would not stay lit, and we were soon in total dark-
ness. I asked the owner of the house to remove the gut-skin cover from one corner of the smoke-
hole in the roof, but he refused, saying it was too oold. When I finally threatened to remove the 
entire cover be complied and we managed to secure a good night's rest. 
Following the coast line we passed around Norton Bay and thence past Golovina Bay, and 
around the coast to Sledge Island, situated just south of Bering Straits. We found the people on 
the point of starvation in all this district, and most of the dogs were already dead, while the others 
were fast _becoming skeletons. We were the first -white winter visitors to Sledge Island, aud our 
arrival created considerable excitement. The lack of dog-feed made us hesitate to stop, hut the 
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chief man of the village tolcl us that they would try to gather a little food for the dogs and would 
give a, dance in our honor that night if we would remain. We did so and the dog-food was forth-
coming. The dance proved a very interestiRg one, performed mainly by the women. Here a fine 
series of ethnologic objects was secured, ancl our return trip began, as we learned from the natives 
that there was ab,olutely no dog-food to be had farther north. The return trip along the route 
followed in goiug was a very laborious one, owing to the condition of our dogs and the nearly 
incessant storms of wind and snow that prevailed, aucl the heavy loads of furs and ethnologica 
we were carrying. We finally reached Saint Michaels April 3, after having worn out three sets 
of dogs. Those in harness at- the time of our arrival were barely able to crawl along, acd left 
· bloody footprints on the ice at nearly every step. The results of this expedition consisted of a fine 
series of ethnol6gic specimens from all the coast visited and vocabularies of four Eskimo dialects, 
besides geographic and other information of much value. 
November 16, 1880, in company with a fur trader, Fredricks, I left Saint Michaels, and between 
that time and January 19, 1881, we crossed the mountains to the head of the ... \.nvik River, down 
which we traveled to its junction with the Yukon. At this point is located the fur-trading station 
of Anvik, which is in charge of Fredricks. Bad weather delayed us here some days, but we 
finally got away, and traveling· up the Yukon we crossed Shageluk Island and explored the coun-
try about the head of the Innoko River, returning thence to Anvik, and down the Yukon back to 
Saint Michaels. On the way I stopped and witnessed one of the great Eskimo festivals, in honor 
of the dead, at Rasboinsky. As was the case with the other sledge journeys mentioned, the main 
object in view was to study the ethnology of the districts visited, but the zoology and geography 
of the route were also attended to as closely as the time and means at my disposal would allow. 
The three main sledge expeditions mentioned, with numerous shorter ones, covered over 3,000 
miles, and resulted in amassing a g-reat number of specimens and a large fund of information 
on various subjects. After the close of this expedition, until the last of June, 1881, _I was busily 
employed in completing my data and closing up my work at Saint Michaels. 
The last of June, 1881, the revenue steamer Oorwin called at Saint Michaels on her way north 
in search of the missing Jeannette. Through the courtesy of the Secretary of the Treasury, the 
commander, Capt. 0. L. Hooper, was directed to take me on board as naturalist of the expedition. 
During the remainder of the season I was the guest of Captain Hooper and received many favors 
at bis hands. We left Saint Michaels and sailed to Saint Lawrence Island, where the captain 
hatl been instructed to land me to investigate the villages there, which had been depopulated 
by some disease during the two preceding winters. The surf was too heavy to risk landing at 
the desired point on thi visit, so we passed on to Plover Bay, on the Siberian roast. Taking 
on coal there, from a supply left by a Russian man-of-war, we passed north through Bering Straits, 
vi iting on the way all of the i lands in the strait , and leaving a party on one of the Diomede 
I lands to take ob ervation on tides and currents. Thence we coasted the shore of Siberia to 
orth Cap , taking on board a ledge party which had been left there earlv in the season. We 
then returned to Saint Lawrence I land, where a landing was effected, and~ fine series of Eskimo 
crania and other valuable pecimen secured, after which we returned again to Saint Michaels. 
Th re my collection were tran ferred to the Alaska Commercial Company's steamer St. Paul, 
f r hipm nt to an Franci co, and the Corwin once more returned to the Arctic. During the re-
m ind r of the a n we -vi ited all of the Arctic coast of Ala ka from the straits to Point Bar-
r w including Kot£ ne und. We were the fir t and only party to cale the cliffs of Herald 
I land, and w r tb fir t r ach th ic -bound hore of Wrangel Island, o long discussed by 
!IT b r a < pr babl ext n ·ion outh of an Arctic continent. The evere u age undergone 
by ur taun h littl v I wbil in the i e-pack warn du to 1 ave the A.retie before winter closed 
b i dl of t m b r w lef th A.retie and, after topping for ome nece ary 
·an 1 ran i c . om ward l>oun<l" bad a grateful sound to my 
half year, in then rth and th timb red hill of Mendocino, 
1 m igh w r d the coa. t the la t of October. 
min m r id u in th n rth c n i t · of ~ r at num er of peci-
f maun ·ri n In a lif o t the pr ·en v lume I have pub-
ir 1 Jh rv c u fog h crni • f the rwiu in a volum of" ot 
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and Observations" made during that cruise and issued by the Treasury Department. The geo-
graphical results of the expedition between the Yukon delta and the Kuskoqnim have appeared, 
with a map, in the "Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly R,ecord of Geog-
raphy" for November, 1882, and are embodied with other information in the" Report on the Pop-
ulation, Industries, and Resources of Alaska," prepared by I van Petroff for the Census Offiee. 
A report upon the meteorology of Saint Michaels, and vicinity, made to the Ch:ef Signal 
Officer, and a series of illustrations and notes contained in the official report of the Corwin's 
cruise by Captain Hooper, have also been published. 
The volume devoted to Alaskan ethnology, upon which the author is engaged at present, will 
complete. the series. 
In closing this brief outline of work accomplished I take pleasure in acknowledging my 
indebtedness for favors received from the Alaska Commercial Company and particularly from its 
officers at Saint Michaels, Messrs. Neumann and M. Lorenz. To their genial companionship 
I owe many pleasant hours .during the wearying monotony of life in this isolated region; and 
without their kindly assistance it would have been impossible for my work to have been carrird 
on so successfully. The fur traders, one and all, forwarded my work with voluntary assistance, 
and my thanks are particularly due to Messrs. L. N. McQ_uesten, Charles Petersen, Fredricks, 
and Williams. 
My thanks are also due Prof. S. F. Baird for p-Jacing the material in the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and National Museum at my disposal and for aid extended in various other ways. 
To Messrs. W. H. Dall, Robert Ridgway, and Dr. L. Stejneger I must also express my obligations 
for favors conferred since my return from the north. The latter gentleman has conferred valued 
assistance in the revision of the bird report. 
Finally, I wish particularly to acknowledge the kind services of my friend, Mr. H. W. Henshaw, 
in connection with this report. He has re"°ised the nomenclature of the ornithological portion in 
order to bring it into accord with the Check List of the A~erican Ornithologists' Union, :q.ow the 
standard in this country, and bas had editorial supervision of the entire volume. 
E. W. NELSON. 
SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZ., March 3, 1886. 
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BIRDS OF ALASKA, WITH A PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPH OF ALASKAN 
ORNITHOLOGY. 
INTRODUCTION. 
In view oi the fact that the author's personal observations covered a large portion of the 
Territory, this report has been extended to include all the species of birds known to occur within 
Alaska. In addition to 
0
the territory personally visited, as detailed in the accompanying narrative, 
I received from one of the fur traders, Mr. L. N. l\foQuesten, about two hundred bird-skins collected 
along the valley of the Yukon, between the mouth of the Tanana River and the point where the 
Yukon crosses the British boundary line. By teaching intelligent natives how to prepare bird-
skins, I also secured various specimens from the course of the Yukon below the Tanana and from 
the Kotzebue Sound region. The collection gathered by me amounted in all to over two thousand 
bird-skins and fifteen lmnclred eggs. To complete the report I have made free use of the skins 
contained in the Smithsonian collections, obtained by other collectors in A.laska, and the literature 
on that; region has yielded many notes and facts of interest. The author's aim has been so_ far as 
possible to embody herein all of importance that is known concerning the birds of Alaska, but for 
unavoidable causes he has been compelled to curtail that portion relating to the swimming birds 
subsequent to the ducks and geese. To ex-plain a lack of information concerning some species 
found, even in the districts best known to me, I may state that zoological work was done in hours 
snatched from confining official duties, or when relieved of these for a time by the co-operation of 
the fur company's agents, who frequently attended to my meteorological work for a day or two at 
a time in addition to occasional longer periods. An absence on my 1part, however, always entailed 
extra work upon my return. The month of June is the most favorable time for ornithological 
work in the north, but this is the season when our annual mail arrived, and the closing of the · 
official records for the preceding year made it difficult to gain time for outside work. 
Between June 17, 1877, and June, 1881, my time was passed at Saiut Michaels or in exploring 
the surrounding region. For the ornithologist this is a rich field, and the varied attractions of sea 
and shore draw a great variety of species. This abundance of birds, however, is a characteristic 
feature during summer in high northern latitudes. N ordenskiold has well remarked that it is not 
the larger animal forms, such as the seals, whales, and walrus, that first draw the attention of the 
voyagerinArctic seas, but the innumerable flocks of birds which swarm in the polar latitudes during 
the long summer day of the north. Around all of the rocky islands of Bering Sea and Straits 
the auks, gulls, and fulmars fill the air and cover the s~a in myriads. This was also the case on 
Wrangel and Herald Islands, in the Arctic, which are perpetually inclosed by the ice-pack. These 
islands all reminded me of huge bee-hives, only the bees perpetually swarming about them· are in 
the shape of birds. If one stands on the beach under one of the bird cliffs and looks up toward 
the sky he soon feels giddy, from gazing at the circling throng. 
The work of a naturalist in the north is one of almost continual hardship, yet the guccession 
of novel experiences lends a peculiar zest to such a life. Many of the most enjoyable days of my 
life were passed on expeditions in which it was a constant struggle to obtain the bare necessities 
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of life. One speedily come to disregard the discomforts of such a life, and the changing episodes 
attending each day, together with the strange anu often beautiful scenes, are all that linger in his 
memory. The mJ·sterious beauty thrown o,Ter land and sea by the twilight that covers the earth 
during the short time the sun remain~ below the horizon in midsummer cannot be described, and 
at such times the distant note of some restless gull or loon breaks the stillness with an uncanny 
effect. When camped on the coast in summer I frequently went out during these twilight nights, 
gun in hand; and wandered abont in the deep silence, finding the water-fowl at rest in the bidden 
pools or on their ne&ts. 
The winters are long and severe at Saint Michaels, as they are elsewhere in this region. 
Spring opens late, and most of the cranes, snipe, geese, and ducks arrive while the ground is still 
mostly covered with snow and the muddy pools are covered witl?- ice. At this time the birds feed 
upon the heath-berries, which the frost has preserved since the previous fall. 
In 1880 we had cold, wintry weather at Saint Michaels, with scarcely a sign of spring, up to May 
18, and only a few stray water-fowl bad been seen; on the 18th and 19th, however, the temperature 
arose to 39° and 43°, and the loud cries of geese and the rolling notes of Sandhill Cranes were 
heard all about as though the birds had sprung from the ground. This was an. u,nusually late 
eason, since, in 1878, the flight of water-fowl was well under way by May 12, a·nd was nearly o,Ter 
lJy the 29th. Indeed, by the latter date, many birds had already deposited eggs. The dates for the 
-opening of spring on the coast do not correspond with those of the interior., where, along the Upper 
Yukon, in 1877, the snow had nearly disappeared by April 20, and ducks and gulls had already 
arrived. Although the Alaskan coast climate of Bering Sea is so much colder in spring than the 
climate of the interior, it is much milder than the Siberian coast climate of Bering Sea at that 
time. 
On June 5, 1881, the vegetation about Saint Michaels was well advanced, scarcely a patch 
_ of snow was visible, the sea was free of ice, and the water along shore registered 55°. The birds 
had already nested and many had young. 
Two days later, at Plover Bay, on the Siberian shore, and only a few miles further north than 
Saint Michaels, we found the season nearly a month later. The bills about Plover Bay were still 
nearly covered with snow banks, the water of the sea stood at 38°, and the inner bays along shore 
were still covered with ice. Only the hardiest plants had appeared and the birds were just nesting . 
.A. similar difference · in climate on the two shores of Bering Sea bolds good throughout the 
ummer, and i due, mainly, to the following causes: 
Upon the Alaskan coa t the sea is very shallow, ancl enormous quantities of warm, fresh water 
are di charg d into the ea by the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers. The warm currents thus pro-
duced rot and carry oft: bore the winter ice, and consequently have a very marked effect on the 
coa t climate. n the other hand, upon the Siberian coast, a deep, cold sea is in direct communi-
cation with the .A.retie a in, along which the heavy Arctic ice gathers each winter. In addi- ' 
tion ther are n tream of any ize flowing into the sea. These conditions result in a much 
more limited flora and a maller number of bird on the Siberian coa t of Bering Sea than i 
found on the oppo ite m rican hore. The cold Siberian coast compareR favorably, however, in 
thi r p ct with oth r r ti land . After coa ting along all the northern shores of Europe and 
orden. kjold writ 'that h found the bird fewer in number bnt with a greater variety of 
n tli hukchi p •nin ula than npon Nova Zembla, Spitzbergen, or Greenland. 
r mu n lo i ht of th fact, in thi connection, that the e la t-named lauds are Arctic 
i.l n l , fr qu nt r of charact ri tic Arctic water-fowl, wherea the Chukchi 
P nin l i ntin ntal a, with only part of it bore ufficiently rugged 
t , ttr, · th 
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By September 28 (1878) most of the birds had left the viciuity of the Vega's: quarters there or . 
were seen passing high overhead toward the southern e·ntrance to Bering Straits, on their way 
south. From that date to October 19 an endless procession of birds moved by on this course, 
but by November 3 even the gulls became rare. This great flight of birds came from the north-
west, toward the New Siberian, Wrangel, and tbe group of islands discovered by the Jeannette 
party. A number of species of birds are common to both shores of Bering- Straits.· Species of 
circumpolar distribution are, in a number of cases, represented by a dark form on the American 
continent and a light one on the Old World side, notably the Hawk Owl, Great Gray Owl, and 
the Rough-legged Hawk. 
SIBERIAN, OR OLD WORLD, SPECIES KNOWN TO OCCUR IN ALASKA. 
1. Cyanccula suecica. 11. Aegialitis mongola. 
2. Saxicola mnanthe. 12. Charadrius dominfous fulvus. 
3. Phyllopseustes borealis. 13. Limosa baueri. 
4. Pa.rus cinctus obtectus. 14. Tr-inga acuminata. 
5. Budytes flavus leucostriatus. 15. Eurynorh!:ncltus pygmmus. 
6. Anthus cervinus. 16. Tringa ferruginea. 
7. PyrrhJI,la cassini. 17. Anas penelope. 
8. Ul·ula cinerea lapponica. 18. Oidemiafwwa. 
9. Surnia ulula. 19. Larus schistisagus. 
IO. Arckibuteo lagop1l,S. 20. Fu-lmarus glacialis glujJischa. 
SPECIES FROM THE COASTS AND ISLANDS OF THE PACIFIC. 
1. Aphriza 'l'irgata . 3. Numenius taiiitiensis. 
2. Beteractit-is incanus. 4. Puffinus tenuirostris. 
SPECIES KNOWN TO OCCUR ONLY IN ALASKA. 
1. Parus atricapillus turneri. 
2. Troglodytes alascensis. 
3. Leuco8ticte griseonucha. (This bird 
occurs also upon the Commander 
Islands, but its proper position is 
with the birds of this list.) 
4. Plectrophenax hyperboreus. 
5. JJ:felospiza cinerea,. 
6. Perisoreus canadensis furnifrons. 
7. Lagopu$ rupestris nelsoni. 
8. Lagopus rupestris atkhensis. 
0. Tringa ptUocnemis. 
10. Stema aleut-ica. 
11. ·.2/JJstrelata fisheri. 
SPECIES HAVING THEIR CENTElR OF ABUNDANCE WITHIN THE LIMITS OF ALASKA. 
[Species having their center of abnnd::mce within the limHs of Alaska, and upon which, to a great extent, rests 
the distinctive characteristics of the avifauna -of that region. All of the specie:; in this list are known to occur 
outside the limits oftbe Territory, and none of.them have been named in the preceding lists.] 
l. Leucosticte tephrocot·is littoralis. 
2._ 11-ielospizafasdata rufina. 
3. Amrnodramus sand·wichensis. 
4. Pfroides americanus alascensis. 
5 Gr·us canadensis. 
6. Branta canadensis ni'in·ima. 
7. Philacte canagica. 
8. Arctcnetta jisclterf. 
9. Phalacrocorax pelagicus robustus. 
IO. Rissa brevirostris. 
11. Xema sabinii. 
12. Fitlma-rits glacial-is rodgersii. 
13. Urinator adamsii (provisionally in 
this list). 
14. Simorhynchus pusillus. 
15. Brachyrhamphus marrnoratus. 
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Owing to the gteat extent of Alaska and the diversity of its topographic and climatic features, 
no generalizations of value can be made concerning the Territory as a whole. For this reason 
I have subdivided the Territory into its well-marked "faunal areas, and have gh-en the salient 
features of each under the following subdivisions: 
GENERAL CHARACTER AND EXTENT OF ALASKA, WITH THE .FAUNAL SUBDIVISIONS . 
.A.-GENERAL NOTES. 
On most maps this Territory either occupies a small space by itself in one corner or projects 
as an insignificant spur from the main continental mass, so that it is difficult to appreciate the 
great area which it rea11y covers. It extends north and south from Cape Kaigan, latitude 54° 42', 
to Point Barrow, 71° 27'; in longitude from near the 140th to the 187th degree west from Green-
wich. The limit thus assigned includes the westward extent of the Aleutian . Islands and the 
narrow coast belt forming the southern end of the Territory. The actual land area within the 
Territory is estimated to be more than 580,000 geographical square miles. For about 2,000 miles 
its southern coast, including the Aleutian Islands, is washed by the warm current of the North 
Pacific. North of this nearly all of Bering Sea is in closed between the Aleutian Islands and the 
mainland coast to Bering Straits, forming another stretch of coast of nearly 2,000 miles. North 
of the straits extends the Arctic coast, some 700 miles, to the vicinity of the Mackenzie River delta. 
The eastern boundary is formed by over one-half of the western side of British .America~ 
This vast area, with its varied seas and great extent of latitude and longitude, also presents 
a great variety of topographical and other physical features . 
.As a natural result of the varied climatic and geographical conditions, several distinct faunal 
areas might be expected to occur. That such exist, and are well defined, I propose to demonstrate 
below. Commencing at the southern extreme, the districts are discussed in their geographical 
sequence. ' , 
B.-PAUNAL DISTRICTS. 
(1) SITKA.N DISTRICT. 
Although the characteristic faunal and flornl forms of this district are mainly those common 
to the coa t regions of British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon, and as such have· been grouped 
in what is termM the Northwest coast fauna, yet in the present connection I have considered it 
more convenient to distinguish it by the above term. 
From the southern extreme of the Territory the main Rocky Mountain chain extends along, 
and parallel to, the coast, with its we tward base reaching to the sea. 
Thu extending northward along the coast, the mountains curve about Mount Saint Elias as a 
center, and thence extend in a westerly course along the peninsula of .Aliaska, and beyond their 
cattered elevation form the .Aleutian I lands. Very rarely is the crest of the mountains 25 miles 
from the coa t, and it i u ually much nearer. 
The e mountain are very high, with many peaks ri ing from 10,000 to 15,000 feet, and culmi-
nating with aint Elia , ahl to b about 19,000 feet above the sea. The western slope of the 
mount, in i ,ery a rupt. 
1 rom thew t com the warm water of the northern border of the Japanese current, which 
flowing a out Ka<liak I land, bath the coa t thence ea t and onth. The Sitkan di trict i~ 
tri tly limit d to the c a t dir ctl , influenced by tbi current. 
ompanying tbi warm corr n of water i a warm, moi ture-lauen air current, which, 
triking th a r pt ancl rugg d 1 ordering the hor , i precipitat din abundant fogs and 
r iofall tlrn r lucing climat of the ame ch ra ·t rand but a little more severe than that of 
i. tri ·t f Briti h olum ia \\1 a hington, and r gon. a con equeoce the magnifi-
ii rou for t whi h o, r th more outh rn r gion name<l. xtencl in almo t unbroken 
1th,; ar(l t th n ini v f itka · th n e northward an l we tward along the coa~ of this 
h fi r · ntin ut ome . f tree. are mi ing, while all gradually 
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diminish in size until they reach their limit on the coast about opposite Kadiak Island. This large · 
island is included within the present district, and forms its western boundary. Strangely enough, 
although the eastern part of Kadiak is heavily wooded, the, western part of the island is destitute 
of trees. The climate is somewhat drier and the winters colder in the Kadiak portion than else-
where in the district. • 
The forests are almost wholly coniferous, and theA.bies sitkensis, A. rnertensiana, A. canadensis, 
and Pinus contorta are generally distributed and form the great bulk of the trees. In the region 
about Sitka and southward, the yellow cedar, Oupressus nutkatensis, is a striking and handsome 
tree of great size, reaching 100 or more feet in height and 5 or 6 feet through at the base. 
Taking the climate of Sitka as typical of this district, and bearing in mind that it becomes 
milder to the south and drier and colder to the north and west, we have, as the results of nearly 
fifty years' observations by the Russians, the following data: The maximum temperature du:ring 
this peri()d was+ 87°, with a minimum of-4°, the mean annual temperature being 43°.28. The 
mean annual rainfall during this period was over EO inches, with the record for one year reaching 
103 inches. The mean annual number of days on which rain and snow fell was 198, and it varies 
from 190 to 285, according to Mr. W. H. Dall. · 
To show the seasonal distribution of these factors I subjoin a table giving means for observa-
tions taken at Sitka during fourteen years between 1849 and 1862, inclusive: 
Thermom- Rainy days. Rainfall, 
eter. · inches. 
0 
Spring......................................................... 41. 3 
Summer.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54. 3 
.Autumn ............................................. ·...... . . . . 44. 2 
Winter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31. 9 












The enormous precipitation upon the seaward face or' the mountains a.long this coast hai:rpro-
duced a large series of some of the finest glaciers in the world, which extend to the sea in many 
of the bays. The effect of this damp climate and heavily-wooded region upon the animal life 
found there is so well known, as illustrated on the coast of Washington and Oregon, that it scarcely 
needs mention here. All of the colors of the birds and mammals Tesident here are intensified and 
are darker than those shown by the same or allied species resident elsewhere. Pale browns be-
come rich rufous, or rusty-red, and grays become dark brown, with corresponding changes in other 
colors. The red on Pinicola enucleator and .Acanthis linaria, in resident examples, is more intense; · 
enough so to nearly produce recognizable races. 
It is a well-known. fact to fur traders that the furs of animals kiiled in this district are much 
darker or more intensely .colored than elsewhere in the Territory. This holds good with both cin-
namon and black bears, besides other species. 
Sciitrus hudsonius douglassi is the most familiar and striking example of this intensity of col-
. oration. Spermophilus empetra kodiacensis, described from Kadiak specimens and not known from 
other parts of the Territory, has the top of the head and middle of the back a much darker shade 
of brown than is exhibited by typical empetra, which occupies most of the surrounding region. 
Ourious1y enough, kodiacensis exhibits, at the same time, a much pa,ler or grayer color on the 
sides and below than is shown by empetra. 
Among the birds of this district the effects of climatic influence are even more marked than 
among the mammals. In the following list are named the species showing this most plainly: 
Turdus aonalaschkce, T. ustulatus, Parus rufescens, Troglodytes ltienialis pacificus, Leucosticte 
tephrocot-is littoralis, Melospiza fasciata rufina, Passerella iliaca unalaschensis, Oyanocitta stelleri, 
Megascops asio kennicottii, Bubo virginianus saturatus, .Accipiter atricapillus striatulus, Den-
dragapus obscurus fuliginosus, Bonasa umbellus sabini, with .Acanthis linaria and Pinicola enucleator, 
in which the intensification of color is apparent but not sufficient to warrant se1;aration from the 
typical form. In addition to the foregoing species the following birds are only found in the Sitkan 
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district, m Alaska, viz: Corvus caurinus, Trochil1!,s rnfus, Empidonax difficilis, and Buteo borealis 
calurus. The southern half of this district is occupied by the Thlinket Indians, who are gradually 
replaced by Eskimo in the western part of the district as the climatic and other conditions of life 
become more severe. 
(2) ALEUTIAN DISTRICT. 
Commencing at the Shumagin Islands and the western and southern coast of Aliaska Penin 
snla, this district includes all of the great Aleutian chain of islands e~tending about 900 miles 
or more to the westward with the Pribylov, or Fur Seal group, included. These islands ext~nd in 
a Jong curve, and divide the waters of the North Pacific from those of Bering Sea. Between the 
islands a swift tidal current runs back and forth, forming tide.rips about the reefa and islets. The 
Shumagins and the coast of the peninsula are low, but the general character of the islands is mount· 
ainous. The islands are not large as a rule, and the largest two of the group, U nimak and 
Unalaska, are only about 60 by 30 miles in their greatest extent. The shore. line of the islands is 
much cut up by bays and projecting reefs, and on most of them the mountains begin to rise abruptly· 
from the shore. The flanks of the bills are rolling, and an occasional valley or comparatively levet 
plateau is found. The islands are of volcanic origin, and a number of volcanoes are still slight.ly 
active. The highest peaks in these islands are from four to eight thousand feet high. 
The islands are entirely destitute of trees, and the only bushes are dwarf willows and a few 
others, which rarely reach 5 feet in height. The mild damp climate causes a luxuriant growth of 
grasses, flowering plants, and three or four species of ferns in dry situations along the lower valleys 
and sheltered places within two or three hundred feet of the sea level. Above this sphagnum 
mosses and other northern plants begin to predominate, and gradually become more scanty, until, 
according to Chamisso, the limit of vegetation is reached-2,450 feet above the sea. The snow 
line is about 3,500 feet above the sea. The climate is mild as compared with other regions in the 
same latitude, but the almost continuous cloudy or stormy weather and the extremely common 
occurrence of :fierce gales, often accompanied by rain or snow, render the climate one of the most 
disagreeable in the world. Observations taken by the Russians at Unalaska Island for the :five 
years ending in 1834 give an average annual temperature of 370,s. The minimum temperature 
observed during that period was 0°, and 77° tlie maximum, or a to_tal range of 770, In 1828 the 
mean temperatures of the seasons were, spring, 36°.6; summer, 51°.5; autumn, 38°.7; winter, 
36°.27. This mild temperature is due to the warm waters of the North Pacific, which inclose the 
i lands at all seasons. Ice never forms except on the inner bays, and even at the Pribylov group 
sea ice rarely forms; in winter these islands form the southern limit of the ice.pack of Bering Sea,, 
which never comes within sight of the Aleutian chain proper. Upon the Pribylov Island, St. 
Paul, -12° bas been recorded, being the lowest temperature known to the writer as having 
been ob erved within the limits of this district. 
The perpetual cloudy weather on the islands of this district can be best appreciated by refer. 
ence to the following table, the result of seven years' observations at Unalaska. 
The rainfall in this district has beon placed at between ~7 and 40 inches, but the high winds 
pr v n t a ati factory d termination: 
I Days all Days half I Days all I Month. Days all Days half I Days all :
1 
I clear. clear. cloudy. · clear. clear. cloudy. 
, ________ .___ --------1 
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of 53 clear day , 1,263 partly clear day , and 
or tw month iu the year, but never remain 
ala ka arbor, about fifty 
the fi llowing gen rn: Empe· 
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trum, Vaccinium, Bryanthus, Pyrola, Arctostaphylos, Ledum, Oass·iope, Lupinus, Geranium,Epilobium, 
Silene, Draba, Saxifraga. .Masses of Emp.etru11i nigrum, a Bryanthus, and three species of Vaccinium 
tinge parts of the slopes with their colors. 
Tl.te list of mammals peculiar to or having their center of abundance in this district is a short 
one, but all are notable species. The Sea Otter ( Enhydra marina) and the Fur Seal ( Oallorhinus 
ursinus) are the two most valuable fur-bearing animals in America. The latter, with the Sea Lion 
(Eumetopias stelleri), are eminently characteristic of this district, where their breeding grounds are 
situated. The birds more or less characteristic of this district are not very numerous, as the bleak 
and .rugged islands, swept by frequent gales arid washed by two tempestuous seas, offer few 
attractions for land birds. 
Widely separated from the mainland and surrounded by peculiar climatic conditions we would 
look for certain modifications of form among the r~sident la.nd birds. This is the case in every 
instance, and Troglodytes alascensis, Leucosticte griseonucha, Melospiza cinerea, Lagopus r·upestris 
nelsoni, and Lagopus rupestris a.tkhensis are all resident and peculiar forms, with Tringa ptiloonemis 
and Ammodramu~ sandwichensis, similarly modified and breeding there, but which are known to 
winter to the southward. 
The sea-fowl surrounding these islands, and having their summer, and sometimes winter, head-
quarters within the limits of this district, are Rissa brevi-rostris, Larus schist-isagus, Brachyrhamphus 
kittlitzii, B. marmoratus, Simorhynchus pygmmus, Synthliborhamphus antiquus,. S. wumizusume, 
Diomedea albatru.s, Oceanodroma f urcata, Fulmarus glacialis rodgersii, F. glacialis glupischa. 
All ·of these water birds are known to extend· their breeding range beyond the. limits of this 
district, and Larus 8chistisagus, with Fulmarus gla.cialis glupischa, probably have their center of 
abundance on the Asiatic coast, but are common in Alaska only in this district. 
In examining the land birds of this district, including Arquatella ptilocnemis, the most notice-
able peculiarity of the insular varieties appears to be a more robust and stouter form as compared 
with their mainland congeners. There is also a difference in coloration, which is usually darker on 
the island forms, excepting the races of the Sitkan district. This darkening of the colors of birds 
on the Aleutian Islands is toward gray shades, in distinction from the rufous exhibited in the 
Sitkan district. The Aleutian land birds exhibit an increase in the length of the bill without a 
proportionate thickening of the same. The cause of the more robust physique of the land birds 
of this district as compared with their mainland relatives appears in the constant struggle for 
existence they must maintain in a most inclement climate and against the high winds that prevail. 
As to some extent illustrative of the conditions that attend bird life hue I may cite the first view 
I had of Troglodytes alascensis. It was on Akou tan Island, and so fierce a gale was blowing that I 
had difficulty at times in keeping my feet; yet on the crest of a steep cliff-like slope, in the very 
teeth of the gale, one of these birds clung securely to a small dwarf willow and sang lustily at 
short intervals, unmindful of the fierce wind and wintry landscape about him. One of the weaker 
mainland relatives of this bird, in such a wind, must inevitably have been dashed from I.tis perch 
and driven far out to sea to perish miserably, as do_ so many land birds each year. 
The aborigines of this district are as characteristic as amy of the faunal divisions. The natives 
are the Aleut branch of the Eskimos and are the most widely differentiated of any branch of that 
great family. 
(3) AL.A.SK.AN ARCTIC DISTRICT. 
Tl.tis district covers the treeless coast belt, varying in width from 3 or 4 to 100 miles ( except 
where the trees reach the coast at the head of Norton Sound), which extends from the peninsula 
of Aliaska through Bering Straits and around the Arctic shore to the mouth of the Mackenzie River. 
including the islands of Bering Sea and straits north of the Fur Seal group. To set forth th~ 
characteristics of this district more clearly, I have grouped the birds under two heads; first, those 
having their center of abundance and their breeding ground here; and second, those ,'3pecies 
which are found as stragglers from other regions but occur nowhere else iu Alaska, or but rarely 
outside these limitA. The islands of this district are low and rocky, except those in Bering Strait;, 
which are small and rise precipitously from the· sea; they are all barren and forbidding in appear-
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ance, and their climate is much more severe than on the neighboring mainland. In winter tlrny 
are surrounded by the pack ice, an<l the summers are short and cold. Their general characteris-
tics, climate, and bird fauna really belong rather with the adjacent Siberian shore than the Amer-
ican. 
The belt bordering the Ala.skan coast of Bering Sea belonging to this district is mainly low, and 
much (Jf it consists of broad marshy tracts but little above sea level. At intervals rise low mount-
ainous masses a, few hundred feet high, producing bal<l headlands when they occur on the 
coast,, Near Eering Straits the coast becomes µiore uniformly hilly. The country between the 
mouths of the Yukon and Kuskosquim Rivers is the breeding resort of great numbers of water-
fowl. 
All of this district bordering on.Bering Sea is lmrren of trees, but along the courses of the 
rivers and in sheltered spots on southern slopes of hills a more or less abundant growth of willows 
and alders is found, which reach 8 or 10 feet in height in the Yukon delta. Bushes are also 
large and plentiful about the head of Kotzebue Sound, but are more and more dwarfed and scat-
tering nortb. of this point. 
The coast country south of Bering Straits is mainly rolling and co-rnred with a mat of vege-
· tation consi~ting of a bed of spha,gnum mosses, interspersed and overgrown with various grasses. 
and :flowering plants. _The low country near the Yukon month is cut up by tide creeks, lagoons, 
ponds, and small .water-courses. 
The bottom of the sea all along this part of the coast slopes very gradually from the shore, 
and is constantly being brought nearer the surface by the vast deposit of mud brought down 
each year by the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers. In consequence of the shallow sea and the enor-
mous amount of warm fresh water poured from the rh·ers during the summer, the climate of the 
Bering Sea coast and Kotzebn.e Sound portions of tllis district is rendered much milcler at this season 
than it would be otherwise. The shallow water, its warmth, and the amount of sedimentary mat-
ter contained in it, render these portions of Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean unfitted for the 
swarms of small marine crustacea and other animals which fill the water of the clear, cold, and 
deep parts of ·the Arctic basins. This reacts upon the animal life, and various auks, fulmars, and 
whales that abound in the deep cold water of the Siberian coast of Bering Sea, and thence north 
in the Arctic Ocean, are rarely seen on the American coast of Bering Sea or Kotzebue Sound. 
The portion of this district lying north of Bering Straits, excepting the country about the head. of 
Kotzebue Sound, is essentially Arctic in all of its features. 
South of Bering Straits the coast country is more sub-Arctic in its general character, but to 
the north the results of a rigorous Arctic climate appear in both plant and animal life. The surface 
of the country in this part of the district is low and broken over much of its extent by rounded 
hills ri ing into low mountains in parts. The immediate coast line is low and barren, broken in 
places by bluffs and rocky promontories, the shingly beaches are backed in many places by lagoons, 
the rolling tundra extending inland and covered with a layer of. moss and other Arctic vegetation. 
From 50 to 100 mile inland, low, straggling belt of pruces commence to appear along the water-
mild and rather pleasant, but north of this 
eYen years 
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preceding June, 1881, the temperature ranged from + 7G0 to - 55°, a total of 131°, with an annual 
average range for the four years preceding June, 1881, of 116°.2. For this latter period the 
average monthly temperatures were as follows : 
.Average rnonthly tempemtu1·es fo1· the four years p1·ccedi11g June, 1881, ctt Saint Michaels. 
Month. 
January ............. . 
February ........... . . 
March .............. . . 













September .......... . 
October . ............ . 
December .......... . 










The mean annual temperature is 25°.5. There are but two seasons in this district, a long 
cold winter, during which the sea is frozen o,er completely for many miles from shore, and a 
short summer . 
.As soon as the warm days begin in May the hardier plants b.egin to spring up, and a week of 
warm weather the first of June shades the hill-sides with green in sunny spots. A little later and 
the hills are covered with flowers: 
The general arrival of birds is from May 15 to 25 in ordinary seasons. The land birds begin 
to move south by the end of July: The first geese arrive at Saint Michaels the last of April 
and the Barn Swallow about May 20. The last of September only a few water-fowl remain arnl 
by the middle of October the sea is freezing over. From the first to the middle of June ea<'Jt year 
the sea ice breaks up and is blown offshore. Snow lies on the ground from the first of October 
until the middle or last of May. The average annual rainfall is 18.36 inches. The following table 
shows the character of the "eatlier for the four years a]ready mentioned: 
Months. 
t!!li~~t ::~: :: :::::: ~::: :: : :: : 
.April ......................... . 
May . .......................... . 
June ...................... . ... . 




















Days Days D 
totally partly ays 









August........................ 21. 0 
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 0 
October........................ 19. 2 
November..................... 13. 7 











Total... ..............••... 1si"2f13L5f 55. 5 
From the northern portion of this district the only meteorological record we have is that of 
the Point Barrow Expedition . 
.As these observations were taken at the extreme northern portion of the district, I append a 
brief_ summary of them for the purpose of comparing the climatic conditions there with those 
of the southern portion of the same district._ .Although considerably farther north than Saint 
Michaels, and on the shore of the Arctic Ocean, yet there is comparatively little difference. 
Summer opens at about the same time at both points. .The first bird arriva!s occur at both local-
it,ies in .Apri1, and by the end of May the migration .is about over and birds have begun to nest. 
The range of the thermometer during twenty.two months at Point Barrow was from 65°.5 to 
-52°.6 or a total of 118°+. For 1882 the average monthly temperatures were as follows: January, 
- 15°.49; February, -23°.6; March, -4°.55; April, _40_36; May, 210,99; June, 340_52; July, 
43:::i,21; · .August, 37°.86; September, 31°.46; October, 8°.77; November, _70,12; December, 
-17°.10, with an average of +8°.83 for the year. 
The rainfall and melted snow amounted to 8.01 inches during thjs same year. 
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A rnicci angustif olia. 
















MICHAEL IN Jl"N:K, ltlil. 
.. 
1 Oxytropis podocarpa. 
Astragalus alpinus. 
Astragalus frigid us littoralis. 
Lathyrus maritimus. 












Corydalis pauciflora .. 
Pingu.icula villosa. 
Mertensia paniculata. 
Polygonum alpinurn . 




Oarex vulgaris alpina. 
Aspitlimn frayrans. 
Woodsia ilvensis. 
Besides ·e"Veral small species of Salix, Iris sibirica, and others. 
At the same eason the following additional species were fouLd on the shores of Golovina 
B~y: 
pirea betulrefolia. 
Trienta,li eitropma arctica. 
Chrysanthem,itni arcticum. 
A.rtemisia ulgari tilesii. 
Arenaria peploicle . 
Gentiana, glauca. 
Elymus arenarius. 
Poa trivial is . 
, Carex vesicaria alpina. 
Aspidium spinulosumi. 
\ e 1 U<l ,d from tbe Corwin at Cape Tb.omp on, midway between Bering Straits and Point 
Barr w on July 10, 1 I, an<l found near the hore there a eries of warm, sheltered little valleys 
an<l ·lop ·. Tb w r w 11 drain d and covered with a. profusion of flowers. Within a mile of 
our 1 ucliucr.pl: c w · ·tue<l. the following pecie 
, Ranunculus a,ffinis. 
Oaltha asarif olia. 
I Geum glaciale. 
Drya octopetala. 
PolJJ[Jonum bi ·torta. 
um x cri. pus. 
oykinia richard ·onii. 
'a ifraga tricuspidata. 
axijraga c rnua. 













Arenaria verna rubella. 
Arenaria arctica. 
Stellaria longipes. 




Vaccinium uliginosum niucronatu,m. 
Vaccinium vitis-idma. 
31 
Draba stellata nivalis . . 
Draba incana. 
Salix polaris and two o:her undetermined wil-
Oardamine pratensis. 
Oheiranthus pygmmus. 
Parrya nudicaulis aspera,, 
H edysarurn boreale. 
Oxytropis podocarpa. 
Cerastium a lpinum behringianum. 
lows. 
Festuca sativa. 
Glyceria --- sp. 
Trisetum subspicatum molle. 
Oarex variflora. 
Oarex vulgaris alpina. 
Oystoperis frag-ilis. 
About 100 miles further north on the coast, east qf Cape Lisburne, althoug~ we had more time 









Anemone narcissiflora var. 
Oxytropis campestris. 
Erigeron uniflorus. 





It should be stated that the plants taken during the cruise of the Corwin were identified by 
Prof. Ai;;a, Gray, so that·the species named are well authenticated: 
LIST OF BIRDS CH~RACTERISTIC OF THIS DISTRICT. 







Branta canadensis minima. 
















These. species are all more numerous within the limits of this district than elsewl.Jere in the Ter-
ritory, and with Yery few exceptions their b~eeding ground and center of abundance is found 
somewhere within its limits. 
In addition to the species of birds already named as characteristic of this area, a number ot 
other species occur there during the latter pa.rt of summer, but are not known to breed within its 
limits. 
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Since these species are unknown, or are much rarer elsewhere in the Territory, they become 
characteristic of thi district. They are as follows: 
Cyanecula sitecica. 
PhyllopseitStes borealis. 










Rangijer tarandits grmntandicits. 
Odobmnus obes1us. 
Histriophoca f q,sciata. 
JJ1.onodon monoceros. 
The people of this district are typical Eskimo, much more closely related to the Greenland-
ers than to their Aleutian neighbors, although belonging to the same family. 
(4) AL.A.SKAN-0.A.NADI.A.N DISTRICT. 
This district is coincident with the distribution of timber on the Alaskan mainland north of 
the mountains bordering the south coast (the Alaskan Range). 
Its southern point is near the head of Bristol Bay, in about latitude 58°, and its uorthern limit 
in about 69°, where the tree limit is reached. 
Upon the south, as already noted, lie the Alaskan Mountains; the entire western and north-
ern boundary is the inland border of the treeless belt of tundra . which skirts the coast. In two 
places this district approaches the coast, first, at the head of Norton Sound, and next, at the head 
of Kotzebue Sound. The treeless coast belt gradually increases in width to the north until it 
becomes, in places, 100 miles wide. 
On the east this district merges into other faunal areas in British America. In its southern 
half the country is motrntaiuous, but the mountains become fewer and lower to the north, until 
tbe low, rolling plain bordering the coast is reached. The district lies almost wholly witliin the 
drainage basin of the Yukon and Kuskoquim. Rivers, except its northern-portion, which is drained 
into Kotzebue Bonnel and the ,.t\rctic by s~veral small rivers. The greater portion of this region 
is covered with trees, but numerous tracts of open tundra and marshy plains like those near the 
sea-coast are found throughout its extent, and under much of it is a substratum of permanently 
frozen earth. 'rhis latter is less widespread and deep than it is on the coast. The White Spruce 
(A.bies alba) is the mo t abundant .tree, becoming dwarfed near the coast and at a few hundred feet 
elevation, but along the course of the Yukon it sometimes attains a height of 100 feet and measures 
3 £ et at the butt. It is ordinarily about one-half this size or less. 
Th birch (Betula glandulosa) reache from. 30 to 50 feet in height, and is sometime8 2 feet in 
diam.et r, bnt is u ually very much smaller. 
Th poplar (Populus balsi1nijera and P. tremuloicles) are abundant in lower parts of the river 
vall y , and the former specie is particularly common on the sandy islands in the rivers·. Several 
p i of al<l r , including Alnus viridis, A. incana, and A.. rubra, attain the size of trees; another 
birch (Betula nana) and everal large willow (some of these growing 50 or 60 feet high), with the 
ald r , r very plentiful long the tream . A small larch (Larix -- sp.,) is found scattered over 
m f the partls·-wo ded upland . From the accounts of the fur traders I am inclined to believe 
tbat th r peci of tree. are found but I cannot name them. All over this district a luxuriant 
gr wth f gra and flow ring plant c ver the oil. In the bog and other suitable places on the 
P n rr n cur larg area f pba num mo e and an accompanying Arctic vegetation. We 
v ~ w r or of th ·li.m t fr m within thi di trict, but all agree in crediting it with a <lry 
b t -' mm r u ·h 1 l t w ath r, a cl not uncommon thunder- bowers at that sea on. The 
th r 11 n r m 6 t 1 fi et of now fall • and the temperature 
t th 
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Four fur traders lidng at J,'ort Yukon in 187 5 or 1876 told .rµe that the weather was intensely . 
cold there for two months, and that for six weeks a small bottle of mercury banging on a project-
ing log at tbe corner of the cabin was frozen solid most of the time. Mr. W. H. Dall once saw 
the thermometer standing at +112° at Fort Yukon in summer. From this same explorer I quote 
the following average temperatures for Nulato and Fort Yukon. Both these stations are in the 
midst of this district, and Fort Yukon lies under the Arctic Circle: 
I 
Me_an temperatures. I Nt11ato. FortYukon. 
~R~~e~·:::::::::::: 
Autumn ........... . 












In a brief meteorological record kept for me in 1880-'81 at Fort Reliance (the point where the 
Yukon crosses the Brit.ish boundary line), by Mr. L. N . .McQuesten, I find the lowest winter tem-
peratures were -65° and -67° on the 19th and 20th of November, 1880, but the thermometer 
recorded -50° and lower several times afterwards during that season, with long periods of minus 
temperatures. On May 16, 1881, the temperature arose fo +58° and the ice in the Yukon broke 
up and beg'an to move down. 
Among other plants recorded from the-Yukon by Dall are mentioned red and black currants, 
goo_seberries, cranberries, raspberries, thimble berries, salmon-berries, killikinik-berries, blueberries, 
bearberries, twinberries, dewberries, service-berries, mossberries, and the fruit of Rosa cinnamomea; 
certainly an abundance of small fruits. 
The species of birds and mammals found in this district, and distinguishing it from the other 
faunal areas of Alaska, are numerous. . 
'rhe mammals having their Alaskan center of abundance here and occurring rarely or very 
much less numerously elsewhere in Alaska are-
Lynx canadens-is. 
Gam'.s occidentalis (the black variety). 
Vitlpes fulvus argentatus (Black Fox): 




U rt;US richardsoni. 
Ursus americanus. 




Erethizon dorsatus epixanthus . 
Lepus americanus americanus. 
Lagomys princeps. 
Aloes americana. 
- Rangifer ta-randus (a large dark variety). 
Ovis montana dalli. 
.Among birds, the following species appear to have their center of abun<lance in this district: 
Pewits cinctus obtcctus. 
Parus atricapilliis turneri. 
Parus hudsonicus. 
Per-isore11,s ocmadensisjU1nijrons. 
Piooides wnericanus alascens'is. 
The birds common jn other parts of the nort-h, but not found in the other districts of Alaska: 
Turdus alicice. 
Merula migratoria. 







S. Mis. 156--5 
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Nyctala tengmcilmi ricltardsoni. 
Bubo virginianus .~ubarcticus. 














In addition to these characteristic species are a number of intrusiYc forms not sufficiently 




;Junco hyema.lis oregonus. 
Bubo virginianus saturatus. 
No doubt there are a number of others along the southern border. 
Tile- Rocky Mountain Goat (Aplocerus montanus) ~s numerous in the Alaskan Range near its 
southern border, but as its habitat lies between two of the fanual areas it cannot be classed justly 
"ith either. In this district, as will be noted, occurs a curious blending of the faunas of the 
Canadian and Hudson Bay districts with those of the west coast and the extreme north. In out-
lining the fauna! areas here I ha-ve laid particular stress on the mammal3 and birds, but I may 
meution tbe fact that each district,, as outlined, has certain essentially characteristic species of 
fishes; some butterflies also occur only in certain areas. 1n the coast districts, no doubt, other 
peculiar species of the lower forms of animal life will be founu limited to or characteristic of the 
fannal areas as I have defined them. 
BIRDS OF ALASKA. 
C0LYMBUS H0LBCELLII (Reinb.). Holbrell's Grebe (Esk. E-tii-td-tuk). 
This species was not uncommon along the coast of Norton Sound in the fal1, and a few isolated 
pairs nested each summer in the marshes. Along the course of the Yukon they are much 
more common, and breed in considerable numbers. They w~rn taken also at Sitka by Bischoff, 
and they breed nort,h to Kotzebue Sound at least. Selawik Lake, at the head of the sound jus.t 
named, is the point of greatest abundance there. It is a rare straggler to the Commander Islands, 
In the vicinity of Saint Michaels they occur in fall from the end of August to the middle of Octo-
ber. In spring the species was first seen in June. Eggs from the Y nkou measure from 2.10 to 
2.35 in length by 1.25 to 1.45 in breadth, with the usual elongated form. The colors of bill and 
feet vary somewhat. Specimens ta.ken the middle of October had the upper mandible greenish-
black, the lower greenish-yellow; the legs and feet black on the outer side, and dull greenish-
yellow on the inside; the toe-webs orange-yellow. Others taken the same season had the outside 
of feet aml''legs blackish; the inside of same of a more or less bright orange-yellow; greater 
pa~t of lower mandible orange-yellow, changing to greenish-yellow on lower edge of upper man-
dible, and then to greenish-black along upper half .of the same. Iris always bright yellow. 
The specimen of Grebe taken at Unalaska ou December 14 and cited by Ivir. Dall as P. cooperi i~ 
probably a young bird of this specjes. 
The only specimen of Grebe taken upon the Fur Seal Islands by l\ir. Elliott and identified by 
Dr. Coues as the true grisigena is really an immature specimen of the present spMies. 
C0LYMBUS .AURITUS Linn. Horned Grebe (Esk. E-ta-ta-tuk). 
Like the preceding bird this handsome species occurs along the eastern shore of Bering Sea 
in very small numbers during the breeding season, but is not rare in autumn. 
It is also a common summer resident along the Yukon. It occurs rarely on the Commander 
Islands. One skin was secured for me at Fort I{eliance, on May 14, and others were taken the 
same month lower down the river. The last ones were seen along the coast of Norton Sound the 
middle of October. At Nulato they were taken by Dall the last of May, and in June he secured 
a parent bird and two eggs from an Indian at Fort Yukon. The eyes of the specimens taken at· 
Nulato contained the following brHliant colors: The ball of the eye white, a bright scarlet areola 
around the outer erlge of the iris, which latter is de.fi,ned by a white line. The iris proper is bright 
crimson, with its inner edge brilliant white shaded with pink. The pupil consists of a central 
black spot, with a broad ring of dark purple. In the National Museu!ll collection is a skin or' this 
bird taken at Sitka in tlrn winter of 188'.!. 
URINATOR IMBER (Gunn.). Loon (Esk. Tu-hl~(j-'lt-11/ltk). 
This Loon is less common on the shore of Bering Sea than either tb.,e Red or the Bl~ck-throatecl 
species, but it is far from rare at most places. Tbie,y usually began to arrive about the shore of 
Norton Sound immediately after the ponds and marslly streams opened in spring, from the middle 
to 25th of May, and some pa.ssed still farther north, wl.Jile _ other.s remained to breed in the vicinity. 
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Their eggs are deposite_d on some islet in n, secluded pond, and tho young are letl tu a stream or 
to the coast as soon as they are able to follow the parent. In autumn the larger streams and 
bodies of water arc their resorts, and they are rarely seen after the first of October. The skins of 
this bird are used by the natirns in their bird-skin clothing, and are especially prized for tool-bags. 
Tlrn skin is removed, and the holes left by cutting off the head, wings, an<l legs are sewed up, aud· 
a slit made down the back as a mouth to tbe bag thus formed. The border of this orifice is com-
mo:ily edged with a band of seal-skin provided with Loles, by means of which the mouth is laced 
together. 
Throughout the interior of the Territory this bird is a common summer resident, and was found 
breeding abundantly at the wesrern extremit,y of the Aleutian Islands by Dall. As tLe same 
author found one in the eastern end of the chain on Sept.ember 2 it may be safely ~sserted that the 
species is found throughout the chain. Tl:le.Eskiruo brought me a number of skin~ from Kotzebue 
Sound and Selawik fatke, and their skins· were found among the natives wherever I went, so that 
their distribution ma,y be given as covering the entire Territory; 
URINATOR .A.D.A.MSII (G_ray).· Yellow-billed Loon. 
This fine species, the largest and least known of the Loons, is a not rare summer resident in 
certain localities about the head of Kotz~bue Sound. At Point Barrow this species is rather com-
mon. 1\1.r. Murdoch states that they were not often noticed during the season of 1882, but in 1883 
they were fairly abundant. They were first seen by him the last of May and first of June in the 
open "lead" offshore and flying thence inland. Later in the season they were found about open-
ings in the ice a.long shore and in the adjacent lagoons, moving offshore, however, with the ice. 
These birds were generally silent, but he noted that their '• laugh" was harsher than that of the 
Great Northern Loon. On the Commander Islands Stejneger took one specimen and saw another. 
During my residence at Saint Michaels specimens were brought me by the Eskimo from there, 
and parts of the skins of guite a number of others were seen or obtained from the· same region. 
All the natives from there seemed to be perfectly familiar with the bird, .and assured me that 
tliey nest every summer in about equal numbers with torqua.tus, even -outnumbering the latter in 
some places. Selawik Lake and the Kunguk River were the places that all seemed to claim as the 
points of greatest abundance. The shore of Norton Bay is a breeding ground for a few pairs, as 
is the low coast of Bering Straits from Golovina Bay to Port Clarence. During a sledge journey 
along. this coast ragments of the ~kin were seen, usually comprising the skin of the neck divided 
and with the beak in front, and thus fastened as a :fi_llet about the head, the long white beak pro-
jecting from the wearer's lnow. Fillets made of this bird's skin in the same manner are commonly 
used by the natives of th~ coast just named and about Kotzebue Sound. They are worn during 
certain religious dauces held in winter, and are esteemed highly by the natives from some occult 
power they are supposed to possess. On October 14 tbe only specimen secured by me at Saint 
Michael was brought in by a native. It was in company with a mate, but the latter escaped. It 
measured 30 inches in length by 55 inches in extent, and had a dark hazel iris. The type of this 
pecies wa secured on the Alaskan side of Bering Straits by Dr. Adams, of the British Navy, 
during the earch for Sir John Franklin, and since th3:t time, beyond the fact that the bi.rd ranges 
r mo t f the orth rn circumpolar mainlands, little bas been added to its history. From the 
· mpari on I he ve made 1J twe 11 my .Ala kan pecimens of adamsii and irnber, the decision of Mr. 
i gway in r orr izin the . p ifi.c rank of the former appear to be justified. This species was 
fir t 1 · rib in th roe ding of tlle Zoological Society of London for 1859, on page 167. 
Black-throated Loon (E k. Tfi,n-ii-chVtlc). 
rican shore of the ea and about Kotzebue Sound. 
upon the Fur ea I lamls a, single specimen of 
y th native , who were n t familiar with the pecies. 
h r h a il ·I 1 macretl water-fowl, are mu h u d by the natives 
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from Saint Michaels south for clothing. The nath·es snare an<l. spear them in the shallow ponds 
an<l. lagoons where they breed,.and Dall mentions having seen one dress containing the skins from 
over one hundre<l. loous' throats. 
In spring the Black-throated Loons arrive rather late, coming to the vicinity of the Yukon mouth . · 
from the 15th to 25th of May. They appear singly, and are soon after found scattered in pairs among 
the numberless ponds on the marshes along the coast. The eggs are usually placed on some small 
islet in a secluded pond. There is no attempt to make a nest, and frequently the eggs lie in a spot 
washed by water when the wind blows from the right quarter. In spite of this, however, the young 
are duly hatched, and by the 1st of July may be found swimming about with their parents. 
When the young can follow their parents all pass to the · coast, and during calm, pleasant 
weather, the last of July and in August, they are very common in all the shallow ba,ys along shore. 
On one occasion downy young, not over one-fourth grown, were found on August 30. They were 
ill a pond over 2 miles from any place where fish could be found, so that the parents must have 
flown 4 miles at least for each fish taken to them. One of the young birds had a half digested 
tomcod about 6 inches long in its gullet, and one of t,he parents was seen coming in from the sea-
. coast 5 or 6 miles awa,y with a fish of the same size crosswise in its beak. On one occasion I came 
suddenly upon one of these birds in a small pool, and the bird seeming to appreciate the useless-
ness of trying to dive, tried to take wing, but fell upon the grass only a few feet from the water. 
Hoping to capture the bird alive, I pursued it at full speed as it progressed toward a neighboring 
pond. The bird a<l.vanced by raising the fore part of the body by pressing downward with the 
wing-tips, and at the same time, by au impetus of wings and legs, threw the body forward in a series 
of leaps. In spite of my efforts, the bird distanced me in a race of about 30 or 40 yards, and launched 
into a larger pond. 
After the 15th or 20th of September very few of these. birds are found, but whether they migrate 
by way of the Yukon Va11ey and south through the interior, or down the west coast, is not known. 
The eggs are. dark olive, blotched with black spots, which are generally confluent at the larger 
end. Very frequently the spots are crowded into a black patch at the very apex of the larger end. 
They are generally of an elongated shape, but occasionally are somewhat oval. Extremes in size 
ar~ 3.08 by 1.95 and 2.75 by 1.76. 
URINATOR P .A.CIFICUS (Lawr.). Pacific Loon (Esk. E-tun-u-chl1Jk) . 
This Loon is very common at Point Barrow, according to J.Vlurdoch, where it was the only Black-
throated species found by him. They arrive early in June and leave the end of September. It 
also breeds commonly on the Near Islands, according to Turner. Its habitat is limited to the North-
west Pacific, where it appears to be generally common. It occurs as far south in winter as Cape 
Saint Lucas and Guadalupe Island. · 
URIN.A.'.l.'OR LUMME (Gunn.). Red-throated Loon (Esk. Kulch-lcho-pe-yuk) . . 
Throughout Alaska the present bird is by far tile most abundant species of Loon. 
At Saint Michaels and the Yukon delta they arrive with the first open water from l\.fay 12 to 
20, and by the end of this month are present in large numbers. Their arrival is at once announced 
by the hoarse, grating cries, which the birds utter as they fly from place to place or float upon 
the water. When the ponds are open on the marshes the Red-throated Loons take possession, and 
are extremely noisy all through the first part of summer. The harsh gr-r-ga gr-r gr-r-ga ga gr-r, 
' ' ' ' ' r1s111g everywhere from the marshes during the entire twenty-four hours, renders this note one of 
the most characteristic that greets the ear in spring in these northern wilds. 
The Russian name gegara, derived from the bird's notes, is a very appropriate one. 
From the first of June until the first of July fresh eggs may be found. The nesting-sites chosen 
are identical with those of the Black-throated species. Like the latter species, also, the eggs, two 
in number, are laid directly upon the ground, and . the spot chosen is frequently wet and muddy. 
One nest was found Gn frozen ground, and ice was floating in the pond. The young are led to the 
streams, large lakes, or sea-coast as soon as they are able to follow the parents, and they fall easy 
victims to the hunter until, with the growth of the quill-feathers, they attain some of the wisdom 
of their parents. 
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The end of August sees all npon the wing, except now and then a late bird, and from Septem-
ber 15 to 30 they gradually bt: come more and more scarce, until only a ,ery few can be found the first 
of October. The habits of th:~ species and the Black-throated Loon are very similar in the nortll, 
and both agree in being far less SD.Y than when in their winter homes. 
The Red-throated Loon is one of the v~ry few birds which raises its voice in the q,uiet of tlie 
short Arctic night. In spring, with cranes, they foretell an approaching storm by the increased 
repetition and vehemence of their cries. 
At Arnchitka, on the western end of the Aleutian chain, Dall found ~hese birds breeding abun-
dantly. A female surprised with a young one in a small pool sank slowly until only her neck 
remained in view, and the chick at once took position on the parent's back. 
The species breeds at Point Barrow, where M~rdoch found it common. It is also uurnerous 
and breeds upon the Commander Islands. 
LUND.A. CIRRH.A.T.A. Pall. Tufted Puffin (Esk. Ke-Zang i'ik). 
This s'pecies has the same distribution as the next one, but is found in very small numbers lts 
compared with the host of the other species. Their habits and migrations are also the same. A 
few inu.ividnals were seen at Cape Lisburne and Kotzebue Sound, in the Arctic, and they are known 
from there south to the Californian coast. In the Aleutian Islands they are much more numerous 
than farther north, but they are rather common in Norton Sound. It breeds abundantly on the 
Near Islands, where it does not winter. They are extremely abundant about the CommandeP 
Islands, where the natives capture them in band-nets. The skins of both this and the followin g 
species are used by the Eskimo of the coast and islands for clothing, and the silky tufts of cirrh ata 
are sewed into ornamental work by the Aleuts: 
This bird lays a single rough grayish:white egg, measuring about 2.80 or 2.85 by 1.90 or 1.95. 
The egg is usually laid in a small depression in the damp earth at the bottom of a cre'vice in 
tlrn rocks. The young when taken in hand try to bite, and peep loudly. ·when kept together in 
a box I found the young birds, over half grown, very quarrelsome, and they were also voracious 
eaters. Tbe two largest ones were continually quarreling, and seizing each other by the beak 
they would pull and tumble about until separated. Two young ... birds soon became very tame and 
enjoyed petting, but a half-grown corniculata ai ways remained vicious. The last survivor of this 
party was a ba1f-grown cirrhata, which I kept as a pet in one corner of my ro.om in :1 box open a t 
the top. 
This bird never liked to be handled, but enjoyecl beiug near me, and would follow me from 
one room to the other with the most absurd expression of gravity. At daybreak each morning 
"Dick" would climb out of his box and come into my room and stand in front of my bed, looking 
up fir t with one eye and then the other; if no notice was taken be would soon compose himself 
· t o 'leep until I got up and gave him his breakfast. 
In December the bird was not over two-thirds grown and still wore its firs t plumage, while 
it bill wa till without a sign of its proper spring-form. "Dick" was given in charge of a native 
clurino- m temporary absence, and before my ret.nrn was killed by a dog. 
younO' bir l taken at ea by an E kimo on October 10 still had down attacliecl to tlle 
~ ath r . Th fee an l leg of tbi bird were dingy olive, the bill blackish at base~ changing to 
dull · 11 wi hon the out r two-third.' , with an underlying orange shade. Iris, dark hazel. The 
ba ·al thir f i.l.1 bill i . beathetl in a leathery membrane, which marks the portion which is 
b th auult . 
of th ill moul t of thi, specie ee Stejneger ( loo. cit.). 
ORNI 'ULA.TA ( .... aum. ). Horned Puffin (E k. Ka-ttiJdi-p z'f,k), 
t r , the pre ence of rugged cliff>, or ·rock y 
r ed in the sueltcr tlrn s 
r notr ide ttb .re. The.yarere ' icl ent 
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from foe Aleutian chain south, but are snlllmer residents theuce uorth. They are equally abundant 
along both shores of Bering Sea, and south ·they are found on tbe coast of California and that of 
Japan. They also occur on the Commander Islands. Thousands of them breed ou every rocky 
island and whenever a vessel nears laud in this region the clumsy form of the Puffin soon becomes ' . a familiar sight. Sheltered fjord-like bays or the surf-washed shores of exposed islands are 
equally chosen as the birds' haunt, aud they are equally abundant in the shallow waters of the 
Alaskan coast of Bering Sea and the deep cold waters of the Siberian shore. 
At tl.10· Fur Seal Islands these birds arrive about the 10th of May, in pairs, but near Saint 
Michaels I have never seen.them before the 10th of June and rarely before the 20th of that month. 
At the latter place and at other northern points their arrival is governed by the date when the ice 
leaves tlle coast for the summer. The young take wing in August at the Seal Islands, but north of 
that point they are rarely fledged befo1:e some time in September. 
On September 9, 1879, I visited a small islet a few miles from Saint Michaels, where the Puffins 
were breeding in great num hers. The islet arose about 25 feet above the sea and was a mass of 
rugged basaltic bowlders. Ainong the crevices hundreds of the Puffins were breeding. Both 
species were here, but the tufted species was in very small numbers compared with the host of 
the other kind. The young were mostly about half grown, but many only jnst froni the shell and 
some not even yet hatched were found. The young could be easily located under the stones b.r the 
thin metallic piping note they kept uttering during the parents' absence. A8 we walked about 
the old birds could be heard scuttling about below, uttering a hoarse, snuffling, rattling note, which 
sounded at a short distance like a low growling noise. With a slipping noose on the end of a ram-
. rod it was an easy matter to capture any number of them by simply walking about an'd peering 
down iuto the crevices, and wben a bird was seen pass the noose over the bird's bill and drag 
tbe captive out. They would scratch and bite viciously and utter their usual note in a loud 
hoarse key. 
During our stay the air was full of birds circling about, and ofrnn passing within a fow feet of 
us. The young were easily captured by removing the -stones, and they also fought when taken. 
The loose rocks were surrounded by a network of passages, and if it had not been for the birds 
stupidity they could have easily avoided capture. As we began removing the stones overhead, 
young or old ·w.ould scramble forward and thrust their great beaks into the first crevice which 
offered, although not an inch wide, and then they would push and struggle desperately to force their 
way through until taken in band. Even when they managed to escape after being dragged out 
they would frequently scramble back to the sarue place again. It was a common occurrence for 
them to strike among the rocks with a thud as they tumbled oft' their perches towards the water, 
and then scramble over the rocks with laughable haste and finally plunge under water and make 
off, or go flapping desperately along the surface until exhausted. Overhead .circled hundreds of 
the birds, nearly all of which carried fishes in their beaks for their young. These fishes were 
sticklebacks and sand-lances. Some of the birds carried from three to five small fishes at once; 
the latter were all placed side by side crosswise in the bird's bill. · 
At this time the bill-moult was just commencing. Tl.le first evidence of this process is shown 
by tlle wearing away of the lower mandible on the under surface at the angle. This wearing ap-
pears to be brought about by the friction of this point on the rocks, as the birds use the projecting 
angle as a hook to aid them in climbing-as I frequently saw them do. The wearing of the lower 
edge of this mandible leaves a horny scale-like plate on each side of the mandible. with its lower 
edge free and easily scaled away in small fragments. The inclosed angle of the -~andiule is now 
a soft cartilaginous projection, which sbri:vels and reduces the size of the beak at that point. 
Next tbe horny, bead-li.ke rim along the base of the upper mandible gradually loosens at each end 
below, and at the same time becomes freed from its attachment to the mandible, leaving a deep 
sulcus between, exactly as if done by a skillful cut with a scalpel. This bead-like rim now forms . 
a part of the skin of the head and morns as such perfectly independent of the beak. Then the 
narrow piece of sheath between the nares and the cutting edge of bill loosens and scales off. The 
entire base of the mandible is now in an exfoliating state and scales away workino· toward the 
• ~' 0 
J~ornt of the beak. The narrow piece along the frontal line is pitted-each pit marking the posi-
tion of a feather, as is shown in many cases where minute feathers are present. When tliis horny 
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cornr is removed a callou membrane bearing feather is expo ed, and these featllers extend up 
and pierce the fallen scale. The basal angle of tlle lower mandible becomes pliable before the 
horny cover break , and a dark suffusion shows as though a watery fluid had exuded between the 
horny sheath and the cartilage. · 
· A biTd taken the middle of September hacl the bill only a little over one-half the size usual in 
spring and the beak was soft and pliable. When these binls are at rest the membranous horns 
over the eyes are soft and incline inwards over the top of the head, but when the bird becomes 
excited they are erected and stand stiffly upright over foe eyes. 
From the island already described a number of these birds, both young a.ud old, were take~ 
home alive, and kept in a pen for some time. They fed upon the fragments of fi::;h thrown to them, 
and but f'or the cold weather could have been retained for months. They were awkward-appear-
ing birds and would sit blinking in the same spot for bon~s at a time. The moment they caught 
sight of a person, however, they became panic-struck and would rush to tile darkest corner of 
the pen, where every bird tried to hide its head fo the corner. When first taken they were ex-
tremely vicious, biting and using their long sharp claws with considerable effect. ·Although bitten 
l>y them 'dozens of times yet they never drew blood, but when they secured a good hold they 
could pinch pretty hard. 
Young and old leave their northern breeding grounds about the 20th of September. .A. small 
island in Kotzebue Sound is a resort for thousands of these birds in summer. Eggs of this bird 
measure about 2.75 by 1.75, and are white, more or less soiJed, and indistinctly marked with fine 
reddish-brown specks. 
CERORHINC.A. nIONOCER.A.T.A. (Pall.). Rhinoceros-Anklet. 
Bischoff secured nine specimens of this bird at Sitka during the Telegraph Explorations 
Since that time nothing additional concerning the habits and distribution-of this species in Alaska 
has been learned. 
PTYCHOR.A.l\fPffGS .A.LEUTICUS (Pall.). Cassin's .A.uklet. 
This species occurs on the coast of the North Pacific from the .Aleutian Islands to Lower Cali-
fornia. · 
CYCLORRHYNCHUS PSIT1'.A.CULUS (Pall.). Paroquet .A.uklet. 
In the passes among the Aleutian Islands these birds were-common in May, 1877, and on June 
17, the same season, they were again seen off the eastern end of Saint Lawre11ce Island. We 
were on our way to Norton Sound, when, during the day mentioned, we became beset by the pack-
ice aml heltl for about a day. When the ic~ opened and allowed us to escape, the water became 
covered by thousands of these strange little birds. The sun was jn t rising after its brief disap-
pearance below the northern horizon when we made sail from our unsafe berth and made slow 
progre s through the moving ice. The c~kes were of every shape and size, and were rendered still 
more fanta tic by the peculiar light. The ice showed beautiful shade of blue and green topped in 
dazzling white. The ea wa almo t black, except where it refiecteu the vivid crimsons of tlie sky. 
F r off to the we taro ·e the tall cliff> on th hores of Saint Lawrence I land. A thin white 
mi t form land vani hed O\"' r tile ice, which the ri ing wind began to force on before it-. Tile 
grin ing of ic ·Cake , one again 't the oth r, and the low but increa ing roar of the waves as they 
gc in <.l pow r among the ·eparc ting fragm nt , all united to render this one of tbe most grand and 
impr i "'e c n , wi ne d during my nor hern experienc . The only ounds of animate creat-
or h ar a the v · 1 made it, p ril u way in a zigzag course, ev ry now and then coming in 
nt ct ith a, pi of ic O a. to wr nch e, rytliing on boar<l, W re the low wbi 'tled noter. 
f tb an th Ore t d ul~ wllich n w urrOi:mcle l u y thou and, . For ome hour , in 
ha 1 ft the ic w 11 bin , th bir l w r all about swimming buoyantly from 
r k 1rryiog awa fr m the 1 w of th el. The following clay a few were seen off 
th I nt xperi w 1 tllat thi · bird i very rare along the 
ik a num r f r they appear to have a trong prefer. 
i-Ian it1 t linit. 
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During the cruise of the Corwin in 1881 I found the Paroquet Anklet breeding iu extreme 
abundance on the islands in Bering Straits, and great bunches of them were brought on board by 
the Eskimo. Being without fresh !neat we bought them and they were served up on the cabin 
table for some time, but were fishy and could only be tolerated. This was in July, and they were 
nesting in crevices among the masses of loose stones along the sharp slopes on the islands and 
the 1.Jigh cliffs. From our anchorage thousands of them could be seen flying about and the surfacA 
of the sea was dotted with them for miles. . 
They are found for a short distance north of the straits on the American shore, but along the 
diberian coast they were found for nearly 200 miles northwest of the straits. They are abundant 
summer residents along the same coast south to Plover Bay. at least. In Plover BaJ'. they were 
common its entire length, some 18 miles inside the heads; they are also abuudant about Saint 
Lawrence and Saint Matthew's Islands. · 
Wherever we found these birds during our cruise they were always observed feeding offshore, 
and at Plover Bay every one shot had its craw distended with small crustaceans, and as these 
latter animals swarm in all the waters of this bird's haunts it is only reasonable to suppose that 
they form its usual food. Brandt's idea that the peculiarly shaped bill is used to pry open 
bivalves is not ·well founded. The deep water and very abruptly sloping beaches where these 
birds are most numerous render it impossible for them to find a supply of bivalves, and the 
bird's beak is altogether too weak to be used in the manner indicated. Mr. Dall suggests that 
the peculiar bill is used for picking crustacea out of crevices in the rocks and from under round 
stones. The idea that the peculiar .recurved bill of this bird must .have some unusual office is not 
unnatural, but my observations of the bird's habit of invariably feeaing some distance offshore and 
rarely ia water less than 10 to 20 fathoms deep, render any such. use highly improbable if not 
impossible. 
OQ the Fur Seal Islands they breed in abundance, arriving there early 'in May, and nest 
ou the cliffs, where its eggs, one to each bird, are laid on the bare ground at the bottom of the 
crevices. They have a low, sonorous, vibrating whistle and do not fly in flocks.like most other 
auks. This peculiarity was also noted at the breeding places in Bering Straits. Mr. Elliott's 
observations, like DJY own, are that '' it feeds at sea, flying out every morning, returning in the 
afternoon to its nest and mate." They frequently sit dozing for hours at the entrance to their 
neRt. In Bering Straits a large number of eggs were easily .secured. They were fresh in July 
and were white. Those taken by Elliott on the Seal Islands measured from 2.25 by 1.50 to 2 .. 35 
by 1.45. 
At the Seal Islands the ;young take wing about the middle of August. Old and young leave 
the islands by the first of September. At Amichitka Island, at the western extremity of the 
Aleutian chain, Dall found these birds rather common, and in the Shumagins, in July, 1880, Dr. 
Bean found them abundant, so their breeding ground appears to extend the entire length of the 
Aleutian Islands. 
For the bill-moult of thjs species see Stejneger (Zoe. cit.). 
SIMORHYNCHD'S CRIS1'.ATELLUS (Pall.). Crested Anklet (Esk. Tii/-gt-ulc). 
This strangely ornamented bird has a range almost identical with that of the preceding spe-
cies, and I do not recall a single instance in which the Paroquet Anklet was seen in any numbers 
where the present species was not found. A few were observed in the passes near Unalaska in 
May, and the 13th of June a single pair were seen off the Seal Islands. This bird breeds plenti-
futly on the Near Islands, but does not winter there. They also breed on the· Commander Islands. 
The night·of June 17, like 0. p~ittaculus, they were extremely m1mer<;ms among the ice off Saint 
Lawrence Island, and off the Yukon mouth the next day they outnumbered the other species. They 
were in pairs and small flocks, and either sat in the water and stared wonderingly at us ·as we 
passed, scarcely getting out of our way, or flew about with a buzzing flight like a heavily-laden 
bee. They continually uttered a chirping note, arid were very con~picuons by reason of their 
bright-colored bill. One bird fell upon deck. 
S. Mi~. 156-6 
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On Octouer 13, 187D, an Eskimo brought rue a young bird of the year taken by him at ea off 
Saint Michael . The bird measured D inches iu length by 19 inches in extent. ~rhe iris compri ed 
a broad outer ring of greenish white and a narrow ring of late-blue, borclering the pupil, both 
sharply defined. The bill wa dark horn color, the feet and tar.si blue. Specimens were al o 
brought me in spring from the north coa t of Norton Sound. 
In Bering Straits, and about Saint Lawrence and Saint Matthew's Islands, this species and 
C. psittaculus have the same habits and are found in equal abundance. They choose the same 
nesting sites, and each lays a single white egg upon the bare rock or ground. 
Along the Siberian coast S. cristatellus is much less numerous than C. psittaculus, the Diomede 
Islands in the straits being the center of abundance of both. 
Upon ·the Fur Seal Islands they also breed in great numbers, occup_ying the cliff's with tl.te 
other auks. They arrive there in May, and deposit their eggs so deep down in the crevices tl.Jat 
Mr. Elliott had much trouble to secure four specimens. On the Diomedes I secured a considerable 
number with but little difficulty. Elliott credits these birds with a loud "clanging honk-like 
sound" during the breeding season, and as being silent at other times. · 
The t>,ggs taken on these islands are chalky white in color, and measure 2.31 by 1.Gl hlrgest, 
and 2.06 by 1.50 smallest. Tlle ;young are fully :fledged about the 10th or 15th of August. At 
this time, and until late iu fall, the crest is scarcely to be detected, except as a slight ruffling of 
tbe feathers late in the season. The food of this species consists of crustacea and other small sea 
animals, which swarm in the North Pacific and Bering Sea. 
Unlike 0. psittaculus this ~pecies is very rarely found in bays, preferring the open watrr out-
side, where they frequently gather upon tbe water in close bodies, covering acres. At other times 
they gather in long lines to feed about a tide-rip. They arc resident and breed in great almu-
dance about the entire Aleutian chain and thence east to Kadiak, at least. 
The small rotrndetl palpebral ornaments of these birds are used by the Eskimo of Beriug 
Straits to ornament their fishing-lines, and the crests and bright-colored bill ornaments are also 
much used by the same people and the Saint Lawrence islanders as ornaments for their water· 
proof coats. 
The bill-moult of this species occurs the last of August and durin_g September, and leaves the 
bill strikingly changed and reduced. "Birds taken by us in Bering Straits in September were iu 
the midst of this change, and · the bright-colored corneons parts about the base of the bill were 
removed with the greatest ease by the thumb and fingers. 
SIMORHYNCIIUS PYGM.lEUS (Gruel.). Whi kered Auklet. 
Concerning thi species I have no original observations. It breeds abundantly on the Near 
I land but doe not winter there. It also breed on the Commander Islands. The youug was 
de cribecl a a ·pecies by Uoues under the name of cassini, but its trne relationship llas been 
known for some time. 
In Dall s Ii t of the birds of the Territory thi specie is only mentioned in recording the 
capture of a pecimen of "cassini," which flew on board their vessel while becalmed in Unemak 
Pa , near Unala ka, on Augu t 3, 1866. The pecies is unknown from the Fur Seal Islands, 
and w; ha e no knowledge of it number and di tribution in the Aleutian chain. It is quite 
po i 1 that i may ba:·rn been o,erlooked, being taken for the next specie which abounds ever·,._ 
wb r. 
I IORHYNCH Ts PUSILLt:, (Pall.) . Lea ·t Auklet. 
'The 1 ·t of 




Like tlt Paroquet and Cre ted Auk.lets, this species bas a great preference for the ,deep western 
half of B riug ea, except along the .Aleutian chain. During the summer of 1881 we found them 
br diner upon the i ,]and in Bering Straits in great abundance, especially a.bout the Diomedes 
and Ki;g or Okewuk Isla11d. As we lay at anchor close under the Big Diomede the cliffs arose 
almo t sheer for hundreds of feet. Gazing up toward one of these banks we could see the air 
fill cl with minute black specks, which seemed to Le floating by in an endless stream. The roar 
from tlle rush of wa·rns against tbe base of the cliffs was deadened by the strange bummin_g chorus 
of faint cries from myriads of small throats, and, as we landed, a glance upward showed the island 
standing out in bold, jagged relief against the sky, and surrounded l>y such inconceival>le numbers 
cf flying birds tpat it could only l>e likened to a vast bee-hive, with tbe swarm of bees hovering 
about it. The mazy flight of the birds had the effect sev:eral times of making me dizzy as I watched 
them. Breeding there were several species of Auks and Guillemots. Our first visit was foade 
about tlle middle of July, and most of the birds, including the present species, bad fresh eggs. 
The Least Anklet Jays a single small white egg in a crevice on the cliff or under loose bowl-
der~. Measurements are 1.68 by 1.18 and 1.60 . by 1.12. Although the birds nesting on these 
islands bad eggs at the · time of our visit, yet the millions flying about were nearly all in pairs, 
which al ways kept close together and rarely joined with any others of their kind. Like the other 
Anklets, they are not at all shy, and are snared by thousands by the Eskimo on these islands. 
Tbey-sometimes wander into the Arctic to the north, and a single pair was seen about 30 miles 
north of Cape Lisburne, well within the Arctic Circle. 
I do not think they breed north of the straits, exec.pt, perhaps, on some of t·he cliffs along the 
Siberian shore. They were common along the Siberian coast to the south of the straits, exc~pt · 
in lhe bays. 
On Saint Lawrence and Saint :Matthew's Islands they are al>undant summer residents, aml 
upon the Fur Seal Islands they are found in equal abundance. l?rom Mr. Elliott's obserrntions 
we make the following notes concerning ·the habits of the species on these islands. Tlwy are 
the most characteristic species breeding on this group. · 
The first arrivals appear about the first of l\fay in small flocks of a few hundreds or thonsands. 
They appear to be in a frolicsome spirit, and hover over 1he water, alighting now and then, and con-
tinualJy uttering a low chattering note. The first of June they are in foll force, and prepare to 11e~t 
by millions upon both islands. They frequent loose masses of bowlders and the cliffs upon both 
islands, but are most numerous on Saint George's, an area of over 5 square miles of basaltic shingle 
on this island being a favorite resort.. While walking over their breeding ground the notes and 
noises made by the birds under foot are very amusing, and the birds pup in and out with an odd 
manner and bewildering rapidity. 
Like the other Anklets, they go off to sea every day to feed upon small crustacea. 
The downy young is grayish black, and the first plumage darker than that of the aclult. 
This species is abundant on the Near Islands, where it breeds on Agatt(i, but does not winter 
there. Stejneger founrl them about the Commander Islands in winter, but does not think they 
breed there. 
SYNTHLIBORAMPHCS ANTIQUUS (Gmel.). Ancient l\furrelet. 
During the explorations of the Telegraph Expedition this species was taken at Saint George's 
Island of the Fur Seal group in the .Aleutians, near the peninsula of Aliaska, and at Sitka. In the 
summer of 1880, on June 9, Dr. Bean secured several specimens at Sitka. It breeds abundantly on 
the Near Islands, where a few are resident. They breed also on the Commander Islands. On 
June 2, 1872, J.\fr. Dall found these birds breeding abundantly at the Chica Islets, in Akoutan Pass, 
near Unalaska. The birds were caught sitting on their eggs in boles in the banks similar to those 
used by the Fork-tailed Petrel. Two eggs were found in a nest. The same naturalist found this 
species abundant the entire length of the Aleutian chain, and states that, although they cougre-
gate in great flocks offshore, they frequent the bays and harbors much more than the other smalJ 
Auklets. · 
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The last of May and first c,f Jnne, 1877, the writer found these birds rather common in the bays 
about Unalaska. They were in pairs .and not shy. ,vhen one was shot the survivor would fly 
about iu a circle, frequently alighting in the water and uttering a low, plaintive whistle. 
SYNTHLIB0RilfPHUS WUMlZUSUME (Temm.). Ternminck's Murrelet. 
Tile present species has been credited to the north western coast of America, and I mention it 
here merely to call attention to the fact that no explorer bas found it in the region covered by this 
paper .. 
18. Bn . .ACHYR.AMPHUS M.ARM0RATUS (Gruel.). Marbled Murrelet. 
Large numbers of this l\forrelet were taken at Sitka by Bischoff in both. the winter (or wran-
geli) ~nd the summer plumage. They have been found in the .Aleutian Islands by Dall, and during 
the summer of 18£0 Dr. Bean took them at Sitka, where they were in small flocks about June 9. 
They were found near Unalaska in May, 1877, by the writer, and they probably reach their north-
ern lirriit in this chain, where they breed. 
There is a fine field in these islands to study the habits and di'stribution of the Anklets, 
Murrelets, and Guillemots of the North Pacific. Although the grounrl has been visited, yet no 
systematic wo.rk has ever been attempted. 
BR.ACHYR.A:MPIIUS KlTTLI'IZII Brandt. Kittlitz's Murrelet. 
The first example of this rare bird known to exist in any American museum was secured by 
the writer in Unalaska Harbor the last of May, 1877. The birds were in company with S. antiquus 
and B. marmoratus, a~d like the latter were not shy. Their habits appeared to be the same, all 
feeding upon small crustacea. These three species kept about the outer bays all the last half of 
lVIay, but about the first of June became scarce, as they sought their breeding places. Since my 
capture Mr. Turner has taken another specimen in the Aleutian Islands, and the species may be 
found more common there when the islands have b~en more thoroughly explored. 
CEPPHUS M.ANDTII (Licht.). Mandt's Guillemot. 
This species occurs on the .A.retie and Bering Sea coast of Alaska and about the islands in 
the e water , but its relatfre abundance, as compared with that of the following species, I am un-
able to girn. As bnt oue of the naturalists who have visited this region within the la.st fifteen 
year meutiou it in his paper, it has probably been confounded with columba. Murdoch found 
the e bird in the open water offshore at Point Barrow iu the fall up to December, when the sea 
closed. 
OEPPHUS C0LUMDA Pall. Pigeon Guillemot (R k. OMg-u-vtlc). 
KITTLITZ' S MUR-R.EL'ET 
JJ-rar·h vra/n/upkus kitttitz ii. 





They nest upon the Fur Seal Islands, and are especially numerous on the Diomedes in Bering 
Straits, where we secured fresh eggs the middle of July, 1881. They are not common on the east 
coast of the sea, where the wv,ter is shallow, and are scarce also in Norto~ Sound for the same 
reason. 
A few pairs of a black Guillemot~ which at the time I took _ to be this species, were seen in 
Kotzebue Sound and others at Cape Lisburne, but the deep bays and deep water on the Siberian 
coast of Bering Sea aud the adjacent Arctic afford them a favorite summer resort, and they find 
an abundance of breeding places on the cliffs there. The red feet of these birds are used by the 
Eskimo of the straits for ornaments on some of their clothing, and the skins are used for clothing. 
In winter their plumage changes to a pied mixture of black and white, and when hunting far out 
at sea the Eskimo of Norton Sound find them late in November about the boles in the ice. 
A specimen in this . muttled dress was brought·me on August 24 one season at Saint Michaels. 
It measured 13 inches in length by 22.50 inches in extent. Its beak.was dark horn-colored. except 
a strea,k of light flesh color along the culmen over the nostrils. The.iris was hazel and the feet and 
legs dirty flesh color. In spring, the last of March and first of Apri1, they are again found among 
the open spaces at sea by the native bunters. . · 
URI.A. TROILE CALIFORNICA (Bryant). California Murre (Esk. A.thl'-pa). 
An abundant resident along the entire Ale·utian chain and the mainland coast of the Paci:fi.c. 
Birds and eggs have been taken at Sitka and Kadiak, and they occur throughout this region. 
On the Fur Seal Islands Elliott found them to occur in small numbers. They breed on t.he 
Commander Islands. They swarmed about Herald Island when we visited there August 12, 
1881, and the downy young, small black balls of down, only a day or two old, were taken 
there. v-Vhen we landed upon the unknown shores of Wrangel Island we found them breeding_ 
on the cliffs there, but in smaller numbers. Wbile we were scaling the cliffs on Herald Island 
these Guillemots would scarcely make way for us, and a few feet away sat almost bolt upright and 
stared· at us with a comical. expression of a,rnazement. Their close resemblance to the next species 
with which they were associated rendered it impossible to distinguish them except at very close 
quarters. A party of about fifty was seen on the cliff of Saint George's Island on one occasion, 
but they were more common in twos and threes. 
URI.A. LOMVIA A.RR.A. (Pall.). Pallas's J\forre (Esk. 1-thl'-pa.) 
Wherever the coasts and islands of Alaska are bor<l.e:ted by rugged cliffs and rocky declivi-
ties tllis bird is found in great abundance. They occur at K_adiak and along the adjacent coast 
from Sitka to the peninsula of Aliaska. The precipitous shore lines of tbe Aleutian Islands afford 
them a favorite resort during the breeding season, and the surrounding waters make their winter-
ing place. They were extremr;ly plentiful in great flocks in the passes near Unalaska during May, 
1877, and storms forced them to find shelter in the deep bays. The middle of June, the same sea-
son, they were seen in large numbers off the Fur Seal Islands and off Saint Lawrence Island. It 
is an abundant resident of.the Near Islands. At Point Barrow it is reported by Murdoch to be an 
occasional visitor, usually in the· broken ice offshore. The Eskimo sometimes found a stray indi- · 
vidual off Saint lYiichaels the first of lv.fay, but they were rarely seen until the last of this month. 
During June they gathered about their nesting places in Norton Sound as the ice disap-
peared, but several seasons fresh eggs were brought in the last of July and first of August. 
Cape Denbigh and a long cliff west of Cape Darby, on the north shore of Norton Sound, are noted 
breeding resorts, the latter place being called A.thl pul i' gtt (or l\forre Place) by the Eskimos. All 
the islands of Bering Sea are frequented by myriads of them in summer, their abundance about 
the Fur Seal group and the Diomede Islands in the straits being specially noticeable. They breed 
in small numbers on Chamisso Islet, in Kotzebue Sound, and on the cliffs near Cape Lisburne, but 
were not seen by us north of that point. They are very numerous on the Siberian coast, and were 
the most numerous birds on Herald and Wrangel Islands. They breed abundantly on the Com-
mander Islands, according to Stejneger. Whenever we approached these islands during the sum-
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mer of 1881 small parties of these birds inrnriably came off to us when we were within a few miles, 
and, circUng about the ship with outstretched necks and inquiring eyes, seemed to demand the 
cause of this first intrusion into their solitudes. On the Fur Seal Islands they breed in countless 
multitudes, and although they do not begin to lay until the 18th or 25th of June, yet on mild 
winters some of the birds never leave the vicinity of these islands. 
They lay tlleir eggs as thickly as they can be cro\Yded together on the points and narrow 
sbel-ves of the cliffs. Each female deposits a single egg. They quarrel desperately, and Elliott, 
from whose observations we take these notes, records the fact that hundreds of dead birds are 
found along the bases of the high cliffs on Saint George's, these birds having fallen and been 
dashed upon the rocks while clinched in combat. Incubation lasts a.bout twenty-eight da.ys, and 
tl.le young attain their :first plumage about six weeks later. 
On Saint George's Island, towards the end of June, when the females begin to set, the males 
fly around the island in great files and platoons, always circling against or quartering on the wind 
at regular hours in the morning ·and evening, making a dark g-irdle of birds rnore than a quarter of 
a, mile broad and 30 miles long. They utter a peculiar growling or hoarse chattering note when 
on the cliffs. Tbe birds are very stu1Jid, and pay but little attention to the presence of a person 
near their nests. 
I ham frequently amused rnyFielf by approaching the birds within 10 or 15 feet, as they sat 
almost bolt upright on their single egg, and tossing stones at tllem. They stared at me without 
any sign of fear, cnly ducking their heads to avoid the stones. 
In spring they are found scattered oYer much of the North Pacific and all of Bering Sea. 
Wherever these birds occur abundantly in tlle north they are of great value to the Eskimo, as 
their flesh and eggs are easily obtained for food, and their skins afford very warm and durable 
clothing. 
The most common outer garment worn in Saint Lawrence and the Diomede Islands in Bering 
Straits is made of murre skins. 
STERCOR.ARIUS P0M.A.IlINUS (Temm.). Pomarine Jaeger (Esk. A-kl{ikh-tat-yu-lik). 
Strangely enough, although this bird is a common species about the Yukon mouth and along 
much of the coast north to Point Barrow, where, according to Murdoch, it is the least com-
mon of tbe Jaegers, )·et until Dr. Bean's recent paper (Zoe. cit.) none of the later explorers iu that 
region had noted it, with the ingle exception of the record by Elliott that it is a rare visitant to 
the Fur Seal Islands. 
The earliest arrival of this·bird iu spring was May 13 at the Yukon mouth, where the writer 
found it searching for food along the ice-co-rnred river channels. They became more common, until, 
by tlle la t of the month, from a dozen to twenty might be seen every day. 
They are clum 'Y and cowardly as compared witll their smaller relath·es. When one of tbis 
peci s chances to cro s the path of the smaller pecies, the latter almost invariably gives chase 
and beats it clum y antagoni t off the field by repeatedly darting down from above. This attack 
·mbarra tho large bird o that it fl.incbe and dive , and often alights and watches an oppor-
tunity to cape from its nimble a sailant. One that wae driven to alight in the river thrust its 
head und r wat r at e1. woop of its as ailant, and exhibited the most ludicrous terror. When 
on the wing t11 y n ·ualls war<l off an attack from one ide by a half.closed wing, and if above, both 
wing ar rai , formiug au arch d bi 1d above the back. 
~bil camping at th ukon mouth in l\1ay my tent was pitched directly on the river bank, and 
I fr 'l ently amu 1 my· If by throwing pieces of :fle h upon the ice, some 20 yards away, and 
ti.Ju ~ a tr ·tin the Ja g r . On ·e,eral occa ion the maller ,_pecie drove the larger ones off and 
cl ' <1 ur the p il. 
h • larg ircl ha 1 w, bar "b chattering cry when feeding with it companions. They 
1 • a ut ~"" inch 1 n 4 in ·he: i pread of ing and. have a bazel iri · beak dark born 
. ' ancl hrrllt horn 1 r n the r mai der. The fe t and leg are either uniform 
itll a ·ar ing amou t f livi 1 lue the latt r ometime co ering o-ver half 
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the urface. Off the Yukon mouth they are abundant in spring, but at all seasons they are rare 
near Saint Michaels. During the cruise of the Corwin I found them abundant about Saint Law-
rence Island and everywhere in Bering Straits . 
Alo11g both shores of the Arctic to the north they were very numerous, and to a great extent 
replaced the other two species. They are especially common along the border of the ice-pack and 
about the whaling :fleet, where they fare abundantly. They go south as winter closes in, an<l. un-
doubtedly occur at the latter season in large numbers along the Aleutian chain and the adjacent 
parts of the North Pacific. 
The peculiar twist to the long tail-feathers of this species renders it conspicuous and identifi-
able almost as far as seen. 
STERCOR.A.RIUS p .ARASITICUS (Linn.). Parasitic Jaeger. (Esk. A-lclukh-tat-yu-vtk). 
This tyrannical bird occurs about the entire coast line of Bering Sea, but it is most numerous 
along the low, marshy coast of Norton Sound, and thence south to the Kuskoquim River. Its 
breeding range covers the entire region from the Aleutian Islands north to the extreme northern 
part of the mainland. Upon the Aleutian Islands Dall found them in summer and winter. They 
were taken during tlte breeding season on Kyska and Amchitka, near the western end of the chain. 
They have been taken at Kadiak, an<l. are plentiful from the Yukon mouth up to Nulato and prob-
ably above. Elliott found them occurring as stray Yisitors on the Fnr Seal group, and the writer. 
noted them in the Bering Strait vicinity during the rnmmer of 1881. · 
During summer these Jaegers show a much greater preference for marshes and the low barren 
grounds so common in the north thaD: they do for the vicinity of the sea-coast. At the Yukon 
mouth and near Saint Michaels they arrive with the first open water from the 10th to the 15th of 
May. The snow still lies in heavy drifts on most of the open country, but the Jaegers take posses-
sion and feed upon the shrew-mice and lemmings, which are common on this ground. By the last 
of May they are very common, and twenty or thirty may be seen in a day's hunt. 
Birds in the black plumage are rare in spring, but are sometimes seen, and at the Yukon 
month on May 31 I found a pair in this plumage mated. The eggs are lai<l. upon the mossy kuolls 
or uplands in their haunts about the 5th of June. The nest is merely a depression in the moss 
containing two eggs, indistinguishable from those of the next species, and measuring from 2.40 by 
1.70 to 2 by 1.50 inches. 
The young are on the wing by the end of July and early August. The last birds move south-
ward or keep out to sea after the 20th of September. On cloudy days, or in the dusky twilight, 
these birds have a habit of uttering loud wailing cries, interspersed with harsh shrieks, which are 
am~:mg the most peculiar notes heard in the northern breeding grounds. 
At all times the Jaegers are given to wandering, and one is likely to find them almost any-
where along the coast. They are not infrequently seen harrying terns or gulls to make them dis-
gorge fish just caught. If successful the-.y dart down and rising under the falling morsel catch 
it in their capacious mouth. This robbery is often performed by two birds in unison, but whether 
the birds alternate in disposing of the spoil or not could not be learned. 
When a Jaeger is wounded others of its kind show much concern, and I have secured several 
birds in succession which were drawn within range by the cries and struggles of their companion. 
The habits in general of this and the following species are extremely similar along the coast region 
of Bering Sea, and both breed abundantly ou all that broad belt of low barren plains and marshy 
country bordering the coast along the entire northern end of the continent. This is a common 
species about Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla, where it breeds, laying two eggs on the bare ground, 
on low, unsheltered, and often wet islets or headlands. Wh~n surprised near its nest it creeps 
along the ground. with flapping wings to decoy away the intruder. 
They are very greedy, and frequently swallow so much that they are unable to fly until a 
portion is disgorged. Nordenskjold, from whom the preceding is taken, writes that the Pomarine 
and Long-tailed Jaegers are more common farther east towards Bering Straits. · 
This species is more common than pomarinus at Point Barrow where, like the latter, it was 
not found breeding by Murdoch. This species occurs on the Oommander Islands, and is common 
on the Near Islands, where they breed on Agattu. 
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26. STERC0R.A.RIUS L0NGICAUDUS Vieill. Long-tailed Jaeger (Esk. Yfing-tk). 
This graceful and handsome bird is the most common of the Jaegers on the Alaskan coast and 
vicinity, and especially about Saint Michaels. They arrive in this vicinity about l\fay 12 or 
15, but are not numerous until ten days or more later. They are first found quartering the mar hes 
in smu11 parties of from two to six or eight. They have a shrill pheu-phe~-pheu-pheo, uttered while 
they are flying, and when the birds are quarreling or pursuing one another the ordinary note i 
often followed by a harsh qua. At other times they have a r~ttling kr-r-r-r, kr-r-r-r, kr-r-r-r, kr'i'., 
kr1-kr1-kri, the latter syllables shrill and querulous and sometimes followed by the long-drawn 
pheu-pheu-pheu in the same tone. They appear to be rnucli more playful than the other Jaegers, 
and parties of six or eight may be seen pursuing one another back and forth over tlle marsh. The 
long, slender tail-feathers u-od extreme grace on the wing of these birds render them very much 
like the Swallow-tailed Kite. 
The mating occurs with a great amount of uoisy demonstration on the part of se-veral rivals, 
but once paired the birds keep lJy themselves antl early in Juue deposit their eggs iu a depression 
on the mossy top of some knoll upon rising ground. In on_e instance, on June lG, wllile I was 
securing the eggs of a Ma.crorhcimphus, a pair of these Jaegers kept circling about, uttering harsli 
screams and darting uown within a few feet. .As I approached the spot where the snipe's eggs lay 
I had noticed these birds ou a knoll just beyond, but had paid no attention, but .as the birds kept 
leaving me to hover over the knoll aml then return to the nttack, I examined the spot, and. there, 
in a cup-shaped depression in the moss, lay two dark greenisl.J. eggs marked with an abundance of 
spots. During tlie breeding season these birds and tlie preceding species have a cunning habit of 
tolling oue away from their nest by dragging themsel \'es along the ground :1ud fcigniug the 
greatest suffering. Tuey roll about among the tussocks, beat their wings, stagger from side to 
side, and seem to be unable to fly, but they manage to increase the distance from their starting 
point at a Yery respectable ra.te, and ere long suddenly launch forth on the wing. 
After a successful hunt tllc Jaegers of this and the last species alight upou some prominent 
knoll and sun themselves, their white breasts st10wing for a long distance. They are very curious 
at times, and I have called them within gunshot on several occasions by tossing some conspicuous 
object into the air as the birds were passing. On one occasion I saw a, Jaeger swoop dowu at a 
duck paddling quietly on the surface of a pond, all(} the latter went flapping away in mortal terror 
while the Jaeger pas ·ed on, probably highly pleased at giving the cluck such a fright. 
'J:heir taste is omnivorous and they harry the marshes for mice and lemmings, and feast upo_u 
the dea<.l ftsh a111l other animal matter cast up by the sea, or search the hillsides for l>errie.. The 
arrival of a Yes el in their neighborhood calls them about to secure the offal tllrown ornrboard. 
The E 'kimo say tl.J.at they eat just what men like, hence the name given them, derived from tlle 
word _yuk or man. 
Up to the preseut date they are not known from the Aleutian chain. Elliott saw but two on 
the Fur Seal I land , and this was the la t of July, and the bird were evidently stragglers. They 
are al.mndant along the low coa t to Bering Strait , but, except about Kotzebue Sound, tliby are 
not c mmou to the nortil of that point. It i al o found on the east coast of Siberia, and I am led 
t b •li ve, from account brought me by native , that it breed also on the Upper Yukon. 
11 the Ja gers are very e tractive to the eggs of other birus, and in spring nests of various 
ater-fowl are oft n de troyecl by them. · 
Lil~e th otli r Ja g r , hi p cie move south during September. The long-tailed species 
i · le · fr ueutl ·found· a than the la t, and i · rarely found about the ice-pack north of Bering 
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to~sed them and if a fragment was held up in the hand they would hover a few feet over it, 
although nof daring to come closer. They also soon became used to our shooting and scarcely 
noticed it even when near by. Unfortunately our companionship lasted only about ten days, when 
r broke camp, and so lost the opportunity of gaining their complete confidence. After the first 
few days they seemed to appropriate the camp and made a fierce attack upon any others of their 
kind that chanced near. 
This is the common Jaeger at Point Barrow, where Murdoch did not find it breeding. It ap. 
pears to be rare on the Near Islands, where Turner saw only two. 
GAVIA ALBA (Gunn.). Ivory Gull. 
Specimens of this little known species were seen on several occasions by the naturalist of the 
Jeannette, Mr. R. L. Newcomb, during the long imprisonment in the icy sea to the west of our 
northern coast. Murdoch noted it as a rare visitor at Point Barrow, and in addition these birds 
have been noted by various expeditions among the network of channels north of British America, 
especially by McClintock at Cape Krabbe, in latitude 77° 25'. From the region north of Europe 
we bave most of our knowledge concerning the Ivory Gull's habits. 
Malmgren found them nesting abundantly on the limestone cliffs in Murchison Bay, Spitz-
bergen, latitude 82° north. This was on July 7, 1861, and their nests were in clefts and niches 
midway on the cliffs, and above them were nesting Kitti wake and Glaucous Gulls. The nests con-
tained one egg each, and consisted of shallow depressions, in loose soil on the rocks, lined with a 
few dry plantsi grass, moss, and feathers. Ori July 30 the eggs contained large young. These 
birds have the habit of watching about seal-holes in the ice, waiting for the seal, whose excrement 
the gull devours. 
RISSA TRIDA0TYLA P0LLICARIS Ridgw. Pacific Kittiwake (Esk. Ptkak). 
The entire coast line of Alaska with all its numerous islands, both near the mainla.nd and far 
out at sea, are inhabited by this beautiful gull. The explorers of the Telegraph Expedition found 
it abundant from Sitka to Bering Straits. 
On the Near Islands Turner records this gull as not abundant and not known to breed. On 
the Commanders it breeds abundantly. The writer's first acquaintance with them was in the 
Aleutian Islands in early May, 1877, when they were common, and again the same season, on June 
13 and 16, they were found migrating off the Fur Seal Islands and the Yukon mouth. At Saint 
Michaels each year they arrive from the 10th to the 18th of May, and were first seen searching for 
food in the narrow water-channels in the tide cracks along shore. As the open spaces appeared 
they congregated there until in early June when the ice broke up and moved offshore. At this 
time the Kittiwakes sought the rugged cliffs along tl.ie shore of the mainland or the precipitous 
islands dotting Bering Sea and the adjoining Arctic. Although nesting abundantly at the head 
of Norton Bay none were found near Saint Michaels after the migration until toward the end of 
July or 1st of August, when they were found again about the outer points and rocky islets off-
sh.ore. Tiley are very gregarious and fly to and from .their feeding grounds in long straggling 
flocks. During t he middle of the day they were us ually found gathered in a large body on the 
rocks. 
By August 5 or 10 the young, conspicuous by their black nuchal area, were found in consider-
able munuers with the adults. When one of their number is shot the others circle about for a 
short time, but when a second or third is kil1ed the rest make oft~ usually straight out to sea, and 
do not return for hours. From the end of August they frequent the, inner bays and mouths of 
small streams, and are often seen iu large parties feeding upon the myriads of sticklebacks which 
are found along the coast at this season. 
They pursue their prey in the same graceful ma~mer as the terns, by hovering over the water 
and plunging down headforemost. It is an extremely interesting sight to watch a large flock 
passing over calm water in this manner. They are limited strictly to tine-water and rarely ascend 
even the Yukon delta over a few miles. 
S. Mis. 15fJ--7 
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They are resident upon the Aleutian Islands and breed in great abundance upon all the 
islands of Bering Sea, the Straits, and along the Arctic coast to Cape Lisburne. 
In Kotzebue Sound, during August, 1881, I saw hundreds of them nesting on the granite 
ledges of Chamisso Island, and found them very unsuspicious. Although the young were able to 
fly I caught one upon the nest and knocked others off the ledges with stones before they would 
take wing. The nests were composed of matted fragments of moss and grass gathered on the 
adjacent slopes or were mere hollows in the loose dirt. The other occupants of the ~slet were 
puffins. 
The cliffs on the ice-bound shores of Herald Island also were occupied by them, and we found 
them about the edge of the ice from this island to Point Barrow during the Corwin's cruise. In 
autumn they kept about Saint Michaels until the middle of October each year, when the ice form-
ing over the bays forced them away. · -
Mr. Dall secured the nest, eggs, and young in down of this species on Unga Island, in the 
Shumagins, on July 11. There he found the birds nesting in great numbers, and writes that the 
nests at first appeared as if fastened to the perpendicular face of the cliff. A close examination 
showed that two parallel strata of metamorphic sandstone were weathered out so as to project from 
1 to 4 inches from the cliff, and upon the ledges thus afforded the birds had managed to fasten 
their nests, although the latter projected ·over the edge of the support more than half their width. 
The nests were built of dry grass, which was fastened together and to the cliff in some peculiar 
manner. The depression in the nest containing the two eggs was very shallow and the surround-
ings were very filthy. The birds were unconcerned at his approach, only those nearest him leaving 
their nests, and one bird which bad lost a nest with two young flew uneasily about the spot a 
moment, and as he rowed away the bird began a violent assault upon her next neighbor as if 
attributing her loss to her. They had a shrill, harsh cry when disturbed and a low whistle when 
communicating with each other. In the weRtern part of the Aleutians these birds are far less 
numerous than in the eastern half. 
Throughout it range this species bas con iderable curiosity and comes circling about any 
strange intruder to its haunts. In ihe bay at Saint Michaels they were frequently seen following 
a school of white whales, evidently to secure such fragments of fish or other food as the whales 
dropped in the water. It was curious to note how well the birds timed the whales and anticipated 
their appearance as the latter came up to blow. 
Upon the Fur Seal I lands Mr. Elliott found them breeding in great numbers with the 
following pecie . He found the color of the chicks to be imilar to those of brevirostris until two 
or tbreP- week old. 
RISS.A BREVIROSTRIS (Bruch). Red-legged Kittiwake. 
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They commence nest-building early in May and usually complete the structure about the last of 
June. They use dry grass and moss cemented with mud, which they gather at the margin of the 
small fresh-water sloughs and ponds scattered over the islands. Two or three eggs are laid, usually 
the former number, and if they are removed the female deposits another set within ten days. 
Incubation oc-cupies from twenty-four to twenty-six days, aud the male assists in the work. The 
downy young is pure white with whitish-gray bill and feet. The natives make pets of the young, 
but when the fall migration occurs the birds grow restless and soon fly away to the south with 
their kind. 
LARUS BARR0VIANUS Ridgw. Pacific Glaucous Gull (Esk. Ku-kfzh-u-wulc). 
The Glaucous Gull of the Pacific coast, having proved to be distinct from the .Atlantic coast 
species, has been described by lVlr. Ridgway under the above name. (Auk, July, 1886, 330.) 
References by earlier authors to the Pacific coast bird nuder glctucus will be understood to 
apply here. 
The _solitary islands of Bering Sea and all its dreary coast-line are familiar to this great 
gull. In ·summer it occurs from the Aleutian Islands north to the farthest points reached by the . 
hardy navigators in the Arctic Ocean adjoining. It is numerous at Point Barrow, according to 
Murdoch. .At Saint Michaels they appeared each year from the 12th to 30th of April, follow-
ing the leads in the ice as they opened from the south. They are the first of the spring birds to 
occur in tile north, and. their hoarse cries are welcome sounds to the seal-hunter as he wanders 
o-ver the ice-fields far out to sea in early spring. They become more and more numerous until 
they are very common. They wander restlessly along the coast until the ponds open on the 
marshes near the sea, and then, about the last half of May, they are found straying singly or in 
pairs about the marshy ponds, where they seek their summer homes. Here they are ·among the 
noisiest of the wild fowl. · 
They have a series of hoarse cries like the syllables ku-ktl-kfl, ku-kf1-ku, ku-lee-oo, kf1-lee-oo, 
kCt.-lee-uo, ku-ku-ku, ku-kf1-ku. The syllables ku-ku are uttered in a hoarse nasal tone, tile rest, in 
a shrill, screaming cry, reaching the ear at a great distance. These notes are· used when quarrel-
ing or COl.llmunica,ting with each other, and when disturbed ou their breeding ground.. At 
Unalaska, during May, 1877, I found them about the cliffs on the outer face of tlle island, and they 
protested vig0rously against our presence a~ they glided back and forth overhead or perched on 
craggy shelves. 
In the Yukou delta also, on May 13, 1879, I found them common, and although they were not 
yet seeking their breeding places their shrill cries were heard on an sides. At this date they lrncl 
bright almost waxy orange-yellow bills with .a pale horn-colored shade at point and a bright ver-
milion spot on the angle of lower maudible. Their iris was light hazel, and feet and legs livid 
flesL-color . 
On June 4 their first nest was found. It was placed on a small islet, a few feet ~cross, in the 
center of a broad sliallow pon<l. The structure was formed of a mass of moss and grat3s piled up 
a foot or more high, with a base 3 feet across, and with a deep central depression lined with dry 
grass. There was a single egg. The female, as she sat on the nest, was visible a mile a way and 
not the slightest opportunity was afforded for concealment on the broad surroumling flat. ' 
On June 15, near Saint Michaels, another nest was found, an equally conspicuous structure. 
Like the majority of their nests found by me, it also was located on a small islet in a ·pond. It·. 
was 2 feet high, with a base from 3 to 4 feet long by 2 wide, and measured about 18 inches across 
the top. In the apex was a depression about 5 inclies deep and O inches in diameter. This bulky 
tructure was made np of tufts of moss and grass rooted up by the bir~s' beaks. The ground 
looked as though it had been rooted up by pigs in places near the nest and on the outer edge of 
tlrn pond, and while I was examining the nest, which contained three eggs, one of the old birds 
came flying up from a considerable distance, carrying a large tuft of muddy grass in its beak and 
dropped it close by ou seeing me. One of the eggs taken was white without a trace of the usual 
color marks. While I was securing the eggs the parents swooped down close to my head utter-
ing harsh crjes. · ' 
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The youug are hatched the last of June or first of July and are on the wiug early iu 
August,, At this time the young of this species, in company with those of glaiwescens, aire found 
quartering the marshes, tide-creeks, and sea-coast in every direction and are very unsnspicious 
and curious, following every boat or kyak they come across. Tl.teir note is like that of the adult. 
At this time the feet, legs, and base of bill of the young are pale flesh-color, outer third of latter 
dark horn color, iris hazel. 
The last of August and September forms the moulting season of the adults, anu their iris be-
comes golden yellow, the gape, ridge of culmen, and a bar across the mandible where occurs the 
vermilion patch in spring, are ·yellow, the rest of bill dull flesh-color. Feet and legs pale flesh-color. 
The wing-feathers of these gulls are lost in pairs, one from each wing, and fall in rotation from the 
innermost secondary to outer primarr. The tail feathers are dropped in rapid succession, but the 
wing-moult extends over weeks. 
These are among the last birds to quit the marshes, and are found very numerous along the 
coast until the last of October, when the ice closes the water. 
The fur traders securecl young birds from the Upper Yukon at Fort Reliance on September 28 
and October 18, the river being frozen over on the latter date. They occur at intervals along the 
entire Yukon. 
Mr. Dall r~cords the capture of the young (under the name of hutchinsi) as taken at Fort Yukon 
by Mr. Lockhart. 
During the cruise of the Corwin in the summer of 1881 the writer found this fine bird every-
where along the coast of Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean visited by us. 
They nest upon all the Aleutian Islands, although not enumerated by Mr. Dall in his lists of 
the birds found there, he doubtlessly including both this species and gla,ucescens under the latter 
name. 
Upon the Fur Seal group both species occur and breed, but in his list of the birds found on 
these islands l\fr. Elliott only mentions the "Burgomaster.,., Although the latter are very com-
monly seen circling over these islands, they nest almost exclusively upon Walrus Island, a detached 
rocky islet, where the birds have no fear of the depredations of foxes, which swarm on the larger 
islands. 
They nest the first of June, laying, as on the mainland, three eggs. In three weeks the young 
appear, covered with a white, downy coat, soon giving place to the brownish gray first plumage. 
Mr. Elliott thinks there were about fl.ye or six hu·ndred nests on Walrus Island in 1872. 
'Ibi::5 fine bird also nests on Saint Matthew's, Saint Lawrence, and the Diomede Islands in 
this sea. 
Their habit vary with the locality. At oue part of the coast they _nest on small islets in 
mar by lakes, and at other they place their nests overhanging the breakers on some rugged cliff, 
and again the upland on some sea-girt isle is the chosen spot. 
Except about their breeding places or about a great feeding· resort the Burgomaster is inclined 
to be suspicious and does not allow a near approach. The young require at least three years in 
which to acquire their full plumage. 
North of Europe and A ia Nordenskjold found the Glaucou Gull nesting on the Bear Islands, 
pitzberg u, N~va Zembla, ancl the New Siberian I land . 
LAu.u, LE ~ P'IER s aber. Iceland Gull (E ·k. Ku-kizh-u-wulc) . 
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LARUS GI.,.AUCESCENS Naum. Glaucous-winged Gull (Esk. Ku-kizh-u-wulc). 
During May, 1877, these birds were abundant about Unalaska and also upon Akoutan and 
Sanak Islands, to the east. The adults had lemon-yellow bills with a large orange-yellow spot on 
the angle of lower mandible; their feet were flesh-colored. By May 20 they had reoccupied their old 
nesting-places along the cliffs, and although they bad no eggs yet they resented, by loud cries and 
great restlessness, any intrusion into their haunts. 
It breeds abundantly on the Near Islands and also on the Commanders. 
At Saint Michaels they arriYe early in May with barrovianus and remain until the end of 
October, when forced south by the newly-formed ice. 
This bird has a more southern distribution than bctrrovianus or leucopterus. It is found on the 
Pacific coast from California north. During the Telegraph Explorations they were taken at Sitka 
and Kadiak. Throughout the Aleutian chain Mr. Dall found thi.s a very abundant resident species, 
although most numerous in the eastern half of the group. He secured nearly-fledged young at 
Kyska early in July. From the same author I quote the following interesting notes. 
The habit of this and other species in breeding on isolated rocks and small islands, is account,e~l for by the 1mmu~ 
nity thus gained from the ravages of foxes on the eggs and young brood. 
Ou the 2d of June, 1872, many eggs in a pretty fresh condition were obtained on the Chica Rocks and islets in the 
Akutan Pass. The eggs were very abundant, more than three being rarely found together, and were laid on almost 
any little depression of the ground, with little or no attempt at a lining. .A.bout the 18th of July, on the Shumagins, 
at Coal Harbor, on a peculiar high, round island, abundance of eggs were found, but most of them pretty well 
incubated. In this case, the island being covered with tall rank grass, the nests were almost concealed, and, either 
from the dead grass naturally occurring in the depressions, or otherwise, all of them had more or less dry grass in and 
about them. The gulls built solely on the top of the highest part of the island, in the grass, and never on the ' lower 
portfon, near the shore, nor on the shelves of the rocky and precipitous sides. The young, in down, were obtained 
July 16, and the iris of these specimens, as well as the beak and feet, was nearly .black. 1'he iris of the adult bird 
is a clear gray; the bill chrome-yellow with a red patch anteriorly, anu tie feet flesh-color. 
The usual nesting-places of this species are the faces of rugged cliffs, at whose base the waves 
are continually breaking and the coast exposes its wiklest and most l>roken outline, tlle locations 
described by Mr. Dall being exceptions to the rul.e. All about the coasts and islands of Bering 
Sea this gull is a common summer resident, but it is not by any means common north of the straits, 
where it is replaced almost entirely by barrov-ianus aud leiwopterns. The ltabits of these two 
species are almost identical where they are found together in Bering Sea and they are not easily 
distinguished until very near or unless the two chance to be side by si.cle. vVe have no record of 
its occurrence in the interior, although it may frequent tlie Lower Yukon with leiwopterus. 
The center of abundance of this species in summer may be located along the Aleutian chain, 
le1tcopter1ls having its center of abundance along the nortliern shores of Bering Sea, and barro-
v-ianus north of the straits. In winter the two latter frequent the Aleutian chain, while many of 
the glaucescens move south. 
LARUS NELS0NI Hensh. Nelson's Gull. 
Since the description of this species in the Auk for July, 1884 (p. 250), nothing whatever has 
been added to our knowledge respecting it, and the type specimen remains unique. Its resemblance 
to several of the larger gulls is likely to keep us in ignorance of its range and habits for a long 
time to come, or until it is made the object of special attention by the naturalists visiting Alaska. 
The type specimen was captured by Mr. Nelson at Saint Mich'aels June 20. 
The immature gull taken by Murdoch at Point Barrow and mentioned in Report of the Inter-
national Polar Expedition, 1885, p.123, under L. kumlieni, is too immature, as Mr. Ridgway now in-
forms me, to be satisfactorily identified, though believed at the time to be that species. The record 
of the L. kunilieni from Alaska is therefore to be cancele<.1.-H. W. H. 
LARUS SCHISTIS.A.GUS Stejn. Slaty-backed Gull. 
In September, 1880, Capt. 0. L. Hooper, of the Corwin, took the first example of this l>ird 
known from the west coast of America. It was secured at the Diomede Islands, in Bering Straits, 
and is in the National Mnseum collection. 
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The first record of its capture was of the specimen taken by Dr. Bea11 on October 1, the same 
season when a young bird was taken at the head of Chernoffsky Bay, Unalaska. The birds were 
abundant there at the time, feeding at the mouth of a small river flowing into the bay. 
Further work in this region may show that this specimen is of regular and common occurrence 
at many points on the Alaskan coast, although it was not noted by myself nor by any previous 
explorer there. 
Stejneger found it an abundant breeding species near Petropaulski, Kamchatka, and an oc-
casional visitor to the Commander Islands. From these records it appears· that this is a witlely 
distributed species in Bering Sea and the adjacent parts of the Pacific. · 
It is probable that the gull taken by Captain Moore, of the British ship Plover, in 1840, at 
Choris Peninsula, and identified by Mr. Harting as the Larus occidenta.lis, is the L. affinis, though 
it may possibly be the present species. Mr. H. remarks that it is of the same size as argentatus, 
but with shorter wings and a darker mantle. 
L.A.RUS A.RGENTATUS SMITHS0NIANUS Coues. American Herring Gull (Esk. Na-go-
yukli-ltk). 
Like the preceding, the Herring Gull has but a limited known distribution in the Territor-s, 
Mr. Dall found it abundant on the Upper Yukon, replacing there the leucopterus of the lower 
river. The same author records its arrival before the ducks, by May 2, and found it breeding on 
islands in the river, laying its eggs in small depressions on the bare ground. Hartlaub records it 
as not numerous at Schutlichroa May 30. 
36. L.A.RUS CA.CHINN.A.NS, Pal~. Pallas's Gull (Esk. Na-r)o-yukli-Vtk). 
Tllis gull occurs along the Siberian coast of Bering Sea, but just how commonly is not known. 
It also reaches the Alaskan shore from Kotzebue Sound to the Yukon mouth, at least during the 
summer, and probably breeds on our shore. They were somewhat common in Plover Bay, East 
Siberia, the summer of 1881, where they are also recorded by Dall under the name of L. argentatus, 
and were also seen in Bering Straits. 
During my residence at Saint Michaels I saw a number of gulls at long intervals, which were 
probably of this species, but I was not able to make a positive identification. October 16, 1880, a 
native secured and brought me a :fine specimen of this gull. The L. borealis, recorded by Dall 
a not uncommon at Saint Michaels and as plenty at Plover Bay, is the present species. 
L.A.RUS BRACHYRHYNCHUS Rich. Short-billed Gull. 
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They show considerable curiosity upon the appearance of an intruder, and very frequently fot. 
low one for some distance, uttering a sharp, querulous "kwew," "kwew." When one or more are 
shot the others circle about a few times, but show very little solicitude over the fate of their com-
panions. 
All the examples shot by me in lVIay were extremely handsome, the soft, white plumage being 
shaded with a delicate rose color. Adult birds taken at Saint Michaels the last of August had a 
silver gray iris mottled with lavender; bill yellow at tip and dingy yellow at base; feet dingy 
olive greenish or yellowish. The young of the year at the same season have a hazel iris, dark 
horn-colored bill, dull flesh-colored at the base, and pale flesh-colored feet and legs. Upon their 
first arrival in the north these birds seek the vicinity of their summer resorts and are found in 
the same vicinity until the young are able to fly. 
They nest, like the Glaucous Gull, upon small islets in ponds and lakes. 
Along the coast of Bering Sea they feed up·on sticklebacks and other small fry which abound 
in ~he sluggish streams and lakes. A bulky nest is prepared of grasses and moss early in June, 
in which two or three eggs are laid . 
. From the 18th to 25th of July most of the young are able to fly, and early in August old and 
young gather along the courses of streams or near the larger lakes. From thi's time on many of 
the birds are found also about low spits and mud flats along· th& coast: 
The young frequently follow boats for long distances on a stream or near shore, and they are 
so unsuspicious that they may almost be knocked down with a paddle. 
The old birds pass through the fall moult the latter half of August, and by the middle of 
September they are in the new dress, and gradually disappear from the north until by the end of 
this month they become rare. 
· In September they fraternize more commonly with the Kittiwakes than at any other season, in 
the bays and along the coast. 
LARUS PHILADELPHIA. (Ord). Bonaparte's Gull (Esk . .A-tung-at). 
On the coast of Bering Sea this is one of the rarest of the gulls. At the Yukon mouth on June 
4 a single specimen in the immature plumage was secured while feeding in some shallow ponds in 
company with numerous Sabine's Gulls and Arctic Terns. This was the only spring bird seen by 
me in the north, and being in the winter plumage w&s probably a barren bird straying· beyond 
the usual range at this season. 
On September 19 and 20, 1879, I found them numerous in flocks along the tide-channels near 
Saint Michaels. They were hovering in parties with many Short-billed Gulls closP, to the surface 
of the water and feeding upon the schools of sticklebacks. They were only seen once again near 
the locality named and that was at about the same date ·the succeeding fall. 
Near Sitka s11ecimens were taken by Bischoff, and my native collectors brought me specimens 
from t,be vicinity of Nulato, and reported it as occurring about the lakes near the head of Kotzebue 
Sound. 
Dall found it rather common on the marshes along the Yukon, and notes that they are nu-
merous and breed on the Kaiyuh River near Nulato. Eggs have been taken near Fort Yukon. 
RHOD0S'.l'ETHIA. R0SEA (Macgil.). Ross's Gull. 
It is with great pleasure that I add this rare and elegant species to our west-coast fauna. 
The only specimen secured by me, and the only one seen, was a young bird of the year in its first 
plumage taken near Saint Michaels, Norton Sound, on October 10, 1879. The Eskimo to whom I 
showed the bird always insisted that it was a young Sabine's Gull, and could not give me the 
slightest information concerning its occurrence, although it may be more or less frequent near 
Bering Straits. This specimen measured in the flesh 12.5 inches in total length by 29 inches in 
extent of wfogs: Wing, 9.5 inches to carpal joint; tail, 4 inches; bill, .6 inch along culmen. The 
tail contained. ten feathers and was cqjleate. Bill, black; iris, hazel; feet and legs dull fleshy 
purple. 
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Since the above was written the Ross's Gull has )Jeen reported by Murdoch as abundant at 
Point Barrow in the latter part of September and in October, 1881. None were seen in spring or 
summer. "They appeared in large, loose rl.ocks, coming in from the sea and from the southwest, 
all apparently traveling to the northeast." It is not known where they breed or where they 
winter. 
The species was first discovered north of British .America, and all the specimens known up to 
the date of the capture of mine were secured about the Arctic coast and islands north of Europe 
and on the opposite American coast. 
A specimen is recorded from between Nova Zembla and Franz-Josef Land by Payer in the 
English edition of "New Lands within the Arctic Circle," Vol. II, p. 91. 
Three specimens of this gull were brought home by the naturalist of the ill-fated Jeannette. 
During the long drift of this vessel in the ice northwest of Bering Straits a number of these 
birds were seen and secured, but during the long journey over the ice only three examples were 
kept. In spite of this and the length of time since the birds were killed, their plumage still glows 
with a beautifully rich and delicate shade of rose color. While cruising in the Corwin off Wrangel 
Island, in search of the Jeannette during August, 1881, the writer saw a small gull in immature 
plumage, which at the time was identified as ,a young Xerna. The bird kept at some distance from 
the vessel and was fishing in the water between the floating ice. Since my return to Washington 
I have examined the Saint Michaels bird carefully and am convinced that my so-called Xema, off 
Wrangel Island, was in reality a young Rhodostethia. 
During Parry's adventurous journey over the ice north of Spitzbergen it was seen several 
times and was also noted in Waygatz Straits. 
XE:MA. S.A.BINII (Sab.). Sabine's Gull (Esk. Nli-yuthl'-na-ulc). 
All the marshy coast districts on both shores of Bering Sea are chosen resorts for this beauti-
ful gull during the breeding season. It is especially numerous along the Alaskan coast from the 
Kuskoquim mouth to Kotzebue Sound, and on the Siberian side from Plover Bay to beyond the 
Straits, but they occur more as birds of passage along the latter coast than as_ summer residents. 
It occms in small numbers on Saint Lawrence Island, but is unknown from the other Bering Sea 
islands and the Aleutian chain. They undoubtedly winter along the eastern part of the latter 
group, and thence south to some undetermined point along the Pacific coast. 
It is rather numerous about Point Barrow in summer, and Murdoch thinks they breed there. 
The earlie t arrival noted by me at Saint Michaels was on 1\fay 10, 1878, and the latest date 
in fall was October 10, 1879. 
My acquaintance with thi bird began on my tirst excursion near Saint Michaels on June 
26, 1 77. We were caught by a bead-tide at the mouth of the "canal,'' some 15 miles from the 
fort, an<l tied up to the bank to await the change. We stopped soon after midnight, and taking 
my gun I trolled off acros the mar hes fa the oft twilight. For some time only the hoarse cries 
of di tant loons or the rolling note of a crane broke the silence. The whole scene was desolate in 
the extreme; not a lh-·ing thing could be seen, and the bleaching fragments of drift-wood scattered 
among the numberle pond were all that broke the wide extent of level marsh. About 1.30 
a. m. the ky became brighter, and the ri ·h ton s of the wan , mellowed by the distance to a har-
moniou cad nc , came from the larger lake , while ·rnrious other inhabitants of the marsh from 
tim to tirn add d th ir ,oice · to the choru . In a few minute a long, traggling train of small 
gull wa · n pa ing ov r the I nds in ·ilent proce ion. Approaching them they were found 
t bu ·i]y nga din f edin<T on the mall :fi. he. and ,ariou mall larvre found in these pools. 
Th ir m ti n' , n app aranc w re much lik tho e f Bonaparte's Gull, when seen at a distance, 
ut th Y rar ,1 plun ,e int th wat r like the latter, a the Xema have the habit of hovering 
a fully 1 e ~ r th wat rt i k up a or el, or of alighting for an in tant in the water and 
ri iDM a ii on th · li btl that car ly a ripple i mad on the urface. Ten or a dozen 
au ifnl I ·im n h without i.ffi ulty a t ird flew about. 
t nn h ir l t among the m t numerou of the 
tb pond and mall tide creek were nearly 
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free from snow and ice, dating from tpe 15th to 25th of May. At this season they wander in com-
pany with the Arctic Tern, but the last of May or first of June they congregate about the parts of 
the marshes selected for their nesting ground. 
Their food throughout the season consists of sticklebacks at times, but mainly of such small 
larvm and crustaceans as occur in brackish ponds. 
The feet and legs of the a<lults a.re black, but are frequently mottled with light patches, as are 
the feet of Stercorarius. 
The eggs are rarely deposit~d earlier than on June 5, and generally some days later. 
The first young are on the wing about the 15th to 20th of July, and they are very common by 
the 10th of August. 
As August draws to a close, young and old forsake the marshes to a great extent, and the rest 
of the season are found scattered along the coast feeding at the water-line on the beaches. On a 
number of occasions I have mistaken the young of the year of these gulls for plover or other 
waders as they sought their food along rocky beaches. In such cases they run out with each retir-
ing wave and back before the incoming one with all the agility of a wader. 
A young of the year taken Aug·ust 24 measured 13 inches in total length by 32.5 in spread of 
wings. Its iris was hazel; bill dark bluish horn color along culmen; fleshy horn color along 
gape and base of lower m_andible; feet and legs dull livid :fle~h color. 
Toward the end of September they become more and more scarce until only a comparatively 
small number are found at the beginning of October, but the last ones remain until the 8th or 
10th of this month, and these birds are usually young of the year. 
Sabine's Gull bas a single harsh, grating, but not loud note, very similar to the grating cry 
of the Arctic Tern, but somewhat harsher and shorter. When wounded and pursued or captured 
it utters the same note in a much higher and louder key, with such a grating file-like intensity 
that one feels like stopping his ears. It bas the same peculiar clicking interruptions which are 
so characteristic of the cry of a small bat held in the hand. A low, chattering modification of this 
is heard at times as the birds gather about the border of a favorite pool, or float gracefully in 
company over the surface of some grassy-bordered pond. The same note, in a higher key, serves 
as a, note of alarm and curiosity as they .circle overhead_ or fly off when disturbed. When one of 
these gulls is brought down the others of its kind hover over it, but show less devotion than is 
usually exhibited by the terns. 
On June 13, 1.880, about 20 miles from Saint l\fichaeis, while egging in company with some 
Eskimo, we found a pond sqme 200 yards across, in the middle of which were two small islands. 
A gunshot caused at least one hundred of these gulls to rise like a white cloud over the islet, 
and showed us that we bad found a breeding place. As we stood on the shore a few birds 
came off, and circling close about us for a few moments, but rarely making any outcry, returned 
to the island, where the others had already settled again and appeared to be sitting upon 
the ground. The water of the lake we found to be about wai~t-deep, under which lay a solid bed 
of ice of unknown depth. ~ 
The smallest island lay nearest, and sending one of my me~ out to it he found a set of two eggs 
of the Black-throated Loon, one set of the Arctic Tern's eggs, and two of Sabine's Gull. Proceed-
ing to the next island be found a set of Aythya marila nearctica eggs as he stepped ashore, and a mo-
ment later cried out that the ground was covered with gulls' eggs. · ~t the same .time he answered 
with chattering teeth that the water in the lake was very cold. Having never seen the nest 
of this gull I called my man back and he transported me upon his back to the island after nar-
rowly escaping several falls on the way. The island was very low, and the driest spots were but 
little above the water. Built on the driest places were twenty-seven nests, containing from one to 
three eggs ~acb, and as many others just ready for occupancy. Four or five nests were frequently 
placed within 2 or 3 feet of each other. In about one-half the cases the eggs were laid upon 
the few grass blades the spot afforded with no alteration save a slight depression made by the 
bird's body. In the majority of the other nests a few grass blades and stems had been arranged 
circularly about the eggs, and in the remainder only enough material had been added to afford 
the merest apology for a nest. 
S. Mis. _156-8 
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While I was securing my prizes the birds p.overed over~ead in great anxiety, although they 
rarely uttered their grating cry, and in the very few instances when a bird darted down at us it 
was in perfect silence. While we were on the island several Glaucous Gulls and Jaegers pas ed 
by, and in every case they were attacked by several of the Xemas and driven hastily away. Two 
nests had been despoiled either by these birds or a muskrat, as the broken shells showed. When 
the eggs were secured a large and fine lot of the gulls were obtained, and we then made our way 
back to camp heavily laden with spoils. Solitary nests were afterwards found either on islands 
like the last or on the border of a pond. In one instance the female left her eggs when I was 
over 100 yards away and flew directly away until she was lost to sight. 
STERN.A. TSCHEGR.A.V.A. Lepech. Caspian Tern (Esk. Tu-kWh-koi-yukh-puk). 
This great Tern occurs as an occasional visitant to the coast of Bering Sea, from the Yukon 
mouth to Saint Michaels at ieast, and is undoubtedly found still more frequently south to the 
known haunts of the species along the Pacific coast. It is well known to the Eskimo in the 
vicinity, who call it by the same name as they do the Arctic Tern, simply adding a suffix meaning 
"the big." Several were seen during my residence both at Saint Michaels and the Yukon mouth, 
but none were obtained. These birds occur also along the east coast of Asia, and are found in 
India in winter. 
STERN.A. p .A.RADIS.tEA. Briinn. Arctic Tern (Esk. Tii-ktlth-koi-yuk). 
Throughout all Northern Alaska, both on the coast and in the interior, the Arctic Tern is an 
abundant summer resident, breeding wherever found. Near Saint Michaels they arrive about the 
same time as Sabine's Gull, the first arrival noted being on May 10, but.the main body of the 
birds come between the 15th and 25th of this month, when the ponds and streams on the coast 
open. By the latter date they are common, but the first eggs are not laid till about the 5th 
of June, though the date varies with the season. One set was found on the island, close to the 
nests of the Sabine's Gulls, on June 13, and but for the difference between the eggs could not 
have been separated from those of the latter. The young are rarely on the wing before July 20, 
and I have secured both fresh eggs and downy young the 29th of July. 
The last of August and during September these terns seek the coast and mouths of streams, 
and become rather scarce about their breeding grounds, and by the 20th of September very few 
are to be found, although single individuals are sometimes seen until the 1st of October. 
When these terns first arrive the ground is still partly covered with snow and the birds keep 
in flock of various size. When the snow disappears the flocks break up and they breed in scat-
tered pair . On June 12 I found a nest upon a small wet islet in a pond. The islet was cov-
ered with hort grass, and my attention was drawn to the spot from seeing the parents continually 
attacking the passing gull and jaegers. When I drew near they swooped at me aud circled about 
without a cry until both were shot: The nest was lined with a few dry grass stems and contained 
two egg , and the female bore another ready to deposit. Another nest similarly situated was lined 
with material procured within a few feet, and the ground was turned up in small spots all about 
wher the bird had uprooted the gra , many mall bunches of grass being half uprooted and 
left, the ta k proYiug too heavy. 
The middle of ugu t the young are very common on the marshes, and follow an intruder 
a.bout from pla e to plac , uttering an odd squeaky imitation of the note of the adult bird . 
They he dle ly hov r clo overh ad, and the expre ion of innocent wonder in their soft black 
Y m k them mu ing little creatnr to wat h. 
T war th nd of ugu. t the un have a dark hazel iri ; feet and legs varying from dull 
-r di ht din rr"' r g -yellow. ill dark horn color at tip and along culmen; basal half 
r nar dull r n rr -r r lull lak · gap orange. Some specimeus have the bill nearly all 
·ki h h rn ol r. 
th d the e bir 1 abund nt and breeding on the Shumagin 
a aint ... le tthew I Ian 1 , where it br eu , and 
nth Fur al group it mu t oc ur there in the 
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During the cruise of the Corwin in 1881 we found these graceful birds on both the Alaskan · 
and Siberian shores as far as we went. It arrh·es at Point Barrow about June 10 and leaves 
about the end of August. It breeds in that ,1 icinity. It is numerous on the Near Islands, breed-
ing on Semichi. They breed sparingly also on the Oommander Islands. 
Along the Yukon Dall found these birds very common in large flocks, and found the downy 
young on June 22, near Fort Yukon. They frequently followed bis boat long distances, and were 
seen sitting on sticks of drift-woo<l or hovering over the river. 
During ·collinson's famous yoyage to the north coast of .Alaska he found these birds at sea 
north of Point Barrow in latitude 75° 30' north, the most northern point reached by any explorer 
in this region except the Jeannette crew. 
During Nordenskjold's voyage they were found common on Spitzbergen but scarce on Nova 
Zembla, and were seen about the New Siberian Islands, and during the cruise of the Corwin the 
writer saw them over nearly all the Arctic basin north of Bering Straits. 
At the points visited by the first named explorer the birds' eggs were found on the bare 
sanely or pebbly ground. 
S'11ERNA ALEUTICA Baird. Aleutian Tern (Esk. fg ![.litfj-u-na-ghuk). 
Among the results of the Telegraph Explorations in Alaska was the discovery of this geo-
graphically narrowly limited Tern. From the time of its discovery upon Kadiak Island, by 
Bischoff, who also secured a single egg, nothing has been published adding to the bird's history up 
to the present date. In 1875-'76 the Smithsonian Institution received specimens taken in the 
vicinity of Saint Michaels by Mr. L. M. Turner, thus adding much to the bird's known distrL 
bution_. During the writer's residence at Saint Michaels he found these birds to be regular and 
common summer residents in certain restricted localities where they nested. They extend their 
range to the head of Norton Bay, and also reach the Siberian coast of Bering Straits, as shown by 
their presence in Saint Lawrence Bay, where Mr. R. L. Newcomb, naturalist of the Jeannette, 
found them in 1879. 
The facts given above comprise all we know at present of this interesting bird's history, and 
from it we see that they breed throughout their known range, and undoubtedJy winter in- the 
vicinity of Kadiak and the coast of the Northern Pacific adjacent thereto. This speeies is strictly 
limited to the sea-coast, and breeds· upon small dry islands on the coast. They reach Saint 
Michaels from May 20 to 30, rarely earlier than the first date, and are found scattered along the 
coast in company with the Arctic Tern for a short time, but early in June they gather about the 
islands w);lere they nest. 
One of these islands is about a mile from Saint Michaels, in the mouth of a tide-channel known 
as the '' canal." This islan<l is nearly half a mile across, rises about 30 feet from the beach in a 
sharp incline, and has a rather level top covered with a thick mat of grass, moss, and other vege-
tation. The upland is dry, and here the birds breed, laying ·their eggs directly upon the moss, · 
with no attempt at a lining, which wouJd be entireJy unnecessary there. Some 18 miles to the east-
ward, along the coast, and less than a mile from the Eskimo village of Kegikhtowik, is another 
island in a bay, presenting almost the same characteristics as the one first described, and upon 
tlle higher portions the birds nest e-ven more commonly, for as against the twenty pairs or so 
uesting on the first island some thirty or forty pairs occupied the latter island both seasons when 
it was -visiteu by the writer. From the proximity of native villages, and owing to the persecution 
receirnd at tlrn hands of Turner and myself, the birds on these islands were very shy, and it was 
no easy task to secure specimens. 
On each island they were in company with about an equal number of Arctic Terns, but while 
the latter were darting down at our heads or circling back and forth within easy gunshot, the 
other species kept at an elevation of some 40 yards, and after one or two were taken the -rest 
arose out of gunshot and passed back and forth overhead in safety. 
They can be distinguished from ar~tica, even when out of gunshot overhead, by their darker 
under surface and their slightly slower wing-strokes. The old bird~ have a black bill with slight 
horn-colored tip, and black feet and legs. Both old and young have the iris hazel. 
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The eggs are rarely laid before June 5 or 10, and·'I found one egg with an embryo two-thirds 
grown on September 1, but this is very unusual. When partly :fledged the young have pale, dingy, 
orange-yellow feet and legs; tip of beak and culmen dark horn color; gape and rest of beak pale 
orange-yellow. 
The young in any stage may be readily distinguished from the young of paradiscea by the 
deeply cleft toe-web, whereas the web of the latter is nearly full. The young of aleutica are 
batched from the last of June until September, and the first ones are on the wing by the last of 
July. The old birds stray along the coast after the first of July and until about the middle of Sep-
tember, pfter which none are seen until the following season. 
Ou September 1, 1879, I visited the island near Kegikhtowik and found from sixty to eighty 
adults of this species haunting the vicinity and circling in graceful flight all about the island. 
When we landed and passed over the island the birds showed considerable anxiety and continn-
ally ·uttereu a thin, clear, trilling whistle. With the exception of some broken egg-shells and the 
old depressions ~howing the nesting sites, nothing bnt a single egg was found there, but as we 
walked out on a low cape, covered with large scattered rocks, we put up, one after the other, 
a considerable number of young birds just able to fly, ancl a goodly number were secured. When 
they arose they had a queer, erratic, dazed kind of flight, reminding me of the flight of an owl sud-
denly disturbed in the daytime. The old birds kept flying in to'.Yard the point with small fishes in 
their beaks, but although we concealed ourselves in the rocks others of the party evidently warned 
them, so that only two or three of the adults were taken. One young bird was fired at and missed 
and flew wildly out to sea, when ·it was joined by an olu bird which kept close to it, and as the 
young bird became tired and turned toward shore the parent met it and forced it to turn back. 
This maneuver was repeated over a dozen times, until the young bird was forced off to sea out of 
sight. This was one of the most striking instances of bird sagacity I met with in the north. 
The downy young of this species appear to be distinguishable from the young of all other 
species. The color above is a grayish buff, profusely blotched with black. The black of the chin 
and throat extends somewhat to the upper portion of the breast. The breast is pure white, sbad. 
ing into a very dark gray on th.e belly and side . There is considerable difference in individual 
specimens, some being of a light buff aborn. 
As compareu with the downy young of pcirac1iscect from Labrador, these birds are darker 
abow, buff instead of a light fulvous, aud with more black blotching. The black of the under 
parts in paracliscea, is limited to the chin and throat, while the belly is of a much lighter color. 
The young when just on the wing have the occiput blacki8h brown, the head above spotted 
with ame. The feathers of back, wing cov-ert , and tertiaries are edged with bright ochraceous, 
which al o tip the tail-feathers. The econdaries are broadly tipped with white, making a con-
picuou wing-band. Under part white, the breast wa hed with smoky brown. Upper mandible 
black, lower yellow. Tile rump i cishy in tead of white, as in the corresponding stage of para-
disccc,. 
HYDROCHELIDON NIGR.A. s RIN.A.)IENSI (Gmel.) . Black Tern. 
Tile only record of this bird's occurrence in Ala ka i that given by J\fr. Dall, who obtained a 
ingle pecim n with an· eg from an Indian at Fort Yukon. Both bird and egg were taken in the 
mar h near that place in June. 
DIO')lEDE ' !GRIPE ' Au . Illack-footeu Albatro . 
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At times thirty or more are gathered close about the vessel, and again only two or three are 
visible far off toward the horizon. A few scraps of food thrown overboard is sure to attract the 
nearest ones, and the others take the cue from them and hurry in from all sides. They have a 
curious guttural note as they quarrel over the food and a whining cry when on the wing. 
When taking wing they half spread t}?.eir wings and paddle rapidly along as if running on 
the water, until they gain sufficient impetus to glide easily up. In rough weather they rise 
easily from the crest of a wave as though impelled by some unseen force, but in a calm they 
rise with much more difficulty. Like other albatrosses the flight of this bird is a marvelous 
exhibition of grace and ease. Their wings are exceeding thin and sharp, as viewed on either edge, 
and the tips appear sensitive to every breeze and ripple in the air. 
In lVIr. Dall's notes upon this species in his several papers he credits them with being able to 
distinguish a discolored spot _ in the water a yard across at least 5 miles away. The same natu, 
ralist learned from Capt. George Holder that these birds nest, during the winter months, on the 
coral island of Gaspar Rico, near the equator. This gentleman was on a voyage in search of new . 
guano islands, and found these birds nesting as described. They are not known to nest anywhere 
on our coast, nor on the adjacent islands. 
According to Dr. T. H. Bean the fresh birds measure nearly 80 inches in extent by 28.50 in 
length, with a bill from 3.W to 4.31 inches long. · The iris is umber-brown, and the base and tip of 
bill black, the remainder plum beous. 
The naturalist just quoted considers latitude 51 ° north as the northern limit of nigripes. 
DIOMEDE.A. A.LB.A.TRUS Pall. Short-tailed Albatross. 
From latitude 50° in the North Pacific this fine bird becomes more or less numerous, and 
thence north nearly or quite replaces the preceding species. 
During May, 1877, I found them very common between the islands east of Unalaska. 
The birds were very conspicuous from their white plumage and great size. During calm. clays 
they were most numerous, and ten or fifteen were frequently in sight at a time. Unlike the Black-
footed Albatross these birds do not appear to follow vessels, and, in fact, are so shy that as a 
rule they give a wide berth to any species of sailing craft. 
They were found throughout the Aleutian chain by Dall, who observed the carcass of a very 
young one on Attn in August. They are resident about the islands, and in the ancient shell-heaps 
their bones are of common occurrence. Elliott states that they were numerous about the ~ur Seal 
Islands thirty years ago when the whale-fishery was carried on in that part of Bering Sea. Since 
the decline of this the birds have become more and more uncommon there. They rarely visit 
Norton Sound, but the writer found them common about Bering Straits in summer. A number 
were seen about the Diomede Islands, and others about Saint Lawrence Island and. the opposite 
Siberian shore. A number of their beaks were found in some deserted Eskimo villages on the 
latter island. 
During his summer cruise Dr. Bean found these .birds around the Gulf of Alaska, but consid-
ered the mouth of Cook's Inlet and the vicinity of the Barren Islands as their favorite resort. He 
also found them shy and difficult to secure. The Kadiak Eskimo call them "Kay-mah-rye-erlt." 
The natives of Alexandrovsk sometimes spear .them from their kyaks. .A bird secured by Dr. 
Bean measured in the flesh 88 inches in extent; wing, 21; tail, 6.75; bill, 5.19; tarsus, 3.87; 
middle toe and claw, 5.12. 
Turner reports this species common about the Near Islands in March. 
In about latitude 40° 30' N., all(] longitude 142° 23' W., Dr. Bean observed an albatross which 
his notes indicate to be Dioniedea rnelanophrys. This brings the bird within the range of nigripes, 
and it is barely possible that it may reach the Aleutian chain. The colors, as noted, were: Head, 
neck, lower parts, and rump, white; under surface of wings light colored; elsewhere the bird is 
dark gray, like nigripes. (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., v. 170, 1883.) It is slightl.v smaller th
1
an the 
latter species. The bill is light, and a dark streak extends from the bill behind the ear. 
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FULM.A.RUS GL.A.CIALIS GLUPISCH.A. Stejn . Pacific Fulmar. 
This is the common Fulmar of ~he :North Pacific. A number of specimens are in the National 
Museum collection from Unalaska. 
From the account of the voyage of the Vega we learn that F. glupischa occurs on Bear Island, 
Spitzbergen, and Nova Zembla, being more common on the two former groups. 
They nest abundantly on Bear Island, choosing sloping cliffs not difficult of access. On May 
28, 1866, their eggs were found upon the bare ice which covered the rocks. At one place a bird 
was found, by .one of the early explorers, frozen fast by one leg, as it sat on its eggs, in .August. 
On the north part of Nova Zembla, Barents found some Fulmars nesting upon a piece of ice covered 
with a little ·earth. 
In the Cruise of the C9rwin (p. 113), I state that "as we approached Ounalaska in Sep0 
tember, large numbers of dark-plumaged Fulrnars were also seen in company with the common 
species (rodgcrsi), but then, as before, it was impossible to secure specimens. The intensity of the 
dark coloring in many of these specimens seemed to preclude the idea of their being referable to 
Rodgers's Fulmar." A number of these dark birds were also seen north of Bering Straits on two 
occasions. As Dr. Stejneger bas already suggested, I think these birds may be safely referred to 
his recently described form. 
Turner records these birds as rare on the Near Islands, occurring most frequently on Semichi, 
and this record, with my observations, as noted, covers all the information a,t band concerning the 
presence of the form in .Alaska . . 
On the Commander Islands it breeus in the greatest abundance on high cliffs and promontories 
rising from the sea. The eggs are dull-white. On these islands Stejneger found both a dark and 
a white phase, the latter being far less numerous. 
FULl\URUS GLACI.A.LIS R0DGERSII (Cass.). Hodgers's Fulmar. 
The type of this form was secured in the North Pacific by Stimpson, during Rodgers's Expedi-
tion into that region. 
All of the Bering Sea islands situated offshore and north of the Alr,utian chain are frequented 
by these Fulmars during the breeding season. During the summer of 1877 they were found very 
common north of the Aleutian I lands and about the Fur Seal group. As we neared the western 
shore of Bering Sea ancl came into shallow water the Fulrnars disappeared, and during the four 
years pa eu at Saint Michaels only a single specimen was taken. This was secured on October 
15, 1879, and measured 17.50 inches in .length by 41 inches in extent. The bill was of a varying 
shade of greenish-yellow and bluish-green; the iris very dark hazel; feet and tarsus livid bluish. 
During the summer of 1881 we found thi Fulmar very numerous in Bering Straits and about 
Saint Lawrence Island and the west coa t of the sea. North of the straits they were also found 
abundaut along tlie Siberian coa t and northward, but rare on any part of the Alaskan shore. 
They were common off Herald I land, where they were breeding in August, and also off the south 
bore f Wraugel I land. 
'Ihe flight of the e bir<l ', like that of all their kindred, is full of grace and buoyancy, and the 
bird form almo t the only object of intere ton a large part of their range. Their wandering 
habit 1 ad them from one place to another, so that on some of our passages through the straits 
th y w re a uudant, on oth r they were ,ery carce. 
TlJ f d of thi ir l con i t f the mall fragments of animal matter the surface of the sea 
affor · Th Y gath r a out a wbalc carca , and drink the large globules of oil wllicli cover the 
, , ,· m tim i r mil ·, ab ut a der., ing cetacean. In Plover Bay Siberia on one occa ion, 
t . h . ' ' 1 ·' t 011 thu fl ating about iu th m rning, and in the afternoon a Fnlmar wa shot from 
ran n ·icl r 1 1u ntity f p trid oil when th bird wa taken up by the feet. 
L · i.~r ·l · £ 11 w v : 1' f ran 1 ngth f time, although th y gather about any food thrown 
· Hl if tli · · b n t n ar a d quarr 1 v r i . 
tb m · al l ncl . Ir. lliot f nn th e Fulmar breeding an 1 tell u that th y are 
P ·tr ·l kiu fouu about thi group. Th y reach these i land very early in 
• 
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the ea.son auu repair to the cliffs, especially on the south and east shores of Saint George's Islan<l, 
where, selecting some rocky shelf on the face of the cliff, safe from all enemies except man, they 
depo it a single egg upon the bare rock and proceed at once with the incubation. They are very 
de,oteu to their eggs, and our author states that they may even be pelted to death with stones 
before they will desert their charge. The eggs are laid by the 1st to the 5th of June, and measure 
about 2.90 by 1.90. The color is soiled white; the shell is rather rough, and the egg is scarcely 
more pointed at one end than the other. 
The natives of the islands obtain the eggs, which are said to be very palatable, by lowering 
one of their number over the cliffs on a rope or raw-hide thong. "The chick comes out a perfect 
puff-ball of white down, gaining its first plumage iu about six weeks. It is a dull gray, black at 
first, but by the end of the sea8on it becomes like the parents in coloration, only much darker on 
the back and scapularies." The writer saw young birds in both the stages just mentioned, in Sep-
tember and October, 1881. During September Fulmars were seen about the Straits, and in Octo-
ber they were extremely numerous off the harbors in the Aleutian Islands, and so fat that they 
could scarcely rise from the water during calm weather; whether ·they were of this or the forego 0 
ing species it is impossible to say. The Fulmars taken about Spitzbergen are said to have a red-
dish-orange suffusion in the white plumage during spring. 
PUFFINUS TENUIR0STRIS (Temm.). Sle~der-billed Shearwater (Esk. Muk-luk ttng-
u-rne-ulc). 
During the Telegraph Explorations Mr. Dall secured a skin of this bird from an Eskimo. 
The bird was killed in Kotzebue Sound, and the natives called it the " M11klok ting-myuk," or 
Seal Bird, and said that it followed the seals in their migrations. This record extends the bird's 
range through Bering Straits to the Arctic Circle. 
The writer saw no bird which could be referred to this species on the eastern side of Bering 
Sea, but just northwest of the straits, the last of August, 1881, quite a number of dark-plumaged 
uir<ls were seen, with many Rodgers's Fulmars, which appeared to differ in size and appearance 
from tlie latter, and which I am iuclined to think belonged to this species. Many young dark-
plumaged Fulmars were seen at the same time. 
Again, the last of September, as we approached the liarbor of Unalaska, many of the same 
l>il'ds were seen in the same company . 
.As the single specimen secured by Dall is the only one taken north of the Aleutian chain, 
the species m~st be regarded as very rare there. It is reported from Sitka by Schlegel, and also 
from Japan and the Kurile Islands. 
By a slip, my notes upon this bird in the Cruise of the Corwin were given under the name 
of P-riocella tenuirostris (Aud.). 
In addition to the single specimen of this bird taken by Dall in Kotzebue Sound, one was 
taken at Unalaska, August 31, 1828, by von Kittlitz, and a third specimen, from Sitka, is said to 
be in the Leiden Museum (cf. Stejneger, Auk, July, 1884, p. 234). Another specimen has been 
taken recently on Kadiak Island by Mr. W. J. Fisher . 
.l.ESTREL.A.'1' .A. FISHER! Ridgw. .Fisher's Fetrel. 
This species was described from a specimen taken on Kadiak Island by Mr. Fisher. (See 
Proc. U. S. National Museum, 1882, pp. 656-658.) Nothing di~tinctive is known of its habits. 
OCE.A.NODR0M.A. LEUC0RH0A (Vieill.). Leach's Petrel. 
In May aud October I found this petrel abundant in the passes through the Aleutian chain 
and for some distance on each side of the islands, rarely, however, passing 100 miles to the north, 
although being found everywhere on the North Pacific, even hundreds of miles offshore. They 
are always more CO!"llmon, however, near land. 
Bischoff found them abundant near Sitka, and Dall found them breeding on the rocky islets 
near Attu and on the highlands of Kyska and Amchitka, all near the western end of the Aleutian 
• 
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chain. The male is said to assllme a large pa,rt of the duties of inclll>ation. A single white egg is 
usually laid in the end of a burrow from 6 inches to a foot deep. The burrow is usually in a turfy 
bank and is rarely straight. They disgorge a reddish, oily fluid when handled, which has a strong, 
musky odor. Tbe birds are largely nocturnal in their habits during this season. Fresh eggs were 
taken from June 10 to the end of July. Our author also states that birds from the islands are 
darker than those from Sitka. Upon these islands they are summer residents, arriving in May and 
going south in winter. 
These birds breed all along the coast to Southern California and are probably the species 
which breeds on the Mendocino County coast, and are called '' musk-birds" by the people there. 
They breed also on the Commander Islands according to Stejneger. 
OCEAN0DR0MA FURCATA (GmeL). Fork-tailed Petrel (Esk. 07'-wtk). 
The Aleutiau Islands form the main home of this elegant bird. It is seen in the North Pacific 
for one or two hundred miles south from the islands, but the passes and waters within a few miles 
of the outer shores afford them their most frequented haunts. The middle of June, 1877, they 
were common offshore west of Nunivak Island, in Bering Sea, and they are frequent autumnal 
visitants to all parts of this sea. I obtained several specimens at Saint Michaels usually during 
October. The Eskimo find them fWen after the sea is covered with ice. At such times they are 
usually near an air-hole, and in several cases were captured alive, being too weak from starvation 
to escape. They are also sometimes found on the Lower Yukon, and, strangely enough, one was 
captured about 75 miles up the Tanana River, where the bird was found sitting on the ice near an 
air-hole late in November. In the flesh they measure about 8.75 inches long by 18 in extent. 
During the cruise of the Corwin, in 1881, these petrels were seen on several occasions in 
Bering Straits and about Saint Lawrence Island, and in Plover Bay, Siberia. 
Two specimens were taken in Kotzebue Sound by the Eskimo during· my residence at Saint 
Michaels, so its range reaches the Arctic Circle. They never pay the slightest attention to a vessel, 
and have the same style of flight and habits at sea as Leach's Petrel. They were found breeding 
upon the Chica Rocks in Akoutan Pass, near Unalaska, on June 2, by Mr. Dall. The nests were on 
the edge of a steep bank near, but 10 or 12 feet above, the shore. They were in holes exteuding 
obliquely downward and back and about a foot deep. In the bottom was a littie dry grass and fine 
roots. The eggs were white and but one in a nest. The same naturalist afterwards found these 
birds breeding from the pass named west to the end of the chain. The soft delicate colors of this 
petrel render it one of the mo t elegant of the northern water-fowl and especially marked among 
the other petrels. When caugbt on the nest they eject the musky, oily contents of their stomachs. 
Their l1abits seem 1.o be very much like those of Leach's Petrel. 
Stejneger found thi bird breeding on Copper Island, one of the Commander group. The eggs 
were depo ited singly in bo1e , three or more feet deep, among the basaltic rocks. Both male and 
female birds were found incubating. The eggs are dull white, with fine sp9ts of lilac and dark color 
about the larger end. 
OCEAN0DR0}U H0RNBYI (Gray). Hornby's Petrel. 
While on my way to ancl from the Aleutian Islands a petrel conspicuous by its white collar 
and under urface wa en repeatedly, and, although none were secured, yet it was identified by 
it peculiar patt rn of col ration. 
The birl wer e u both in ~fay aud in October while crossing a part of the Pacific some 
5 mile broad ordering the 1 utian bain. 
l ~ TE.-1 i bi blyprobabletbat the bird. referred to aretbe O.fislteti, r ecently de cribed by Mr. Ridgway.-
II. W.H.] 
ci . of petrel were een while iu thi ame part of the North 
ur th ir i entity remain unknown. 
w re a1 o n ut n t identified. A thorough examination of the 
11 ad l ne or m re r eci of thi. · fat ily to our fauna. 
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_ PII.A.L.A.CR0C0R.A.X DIL0PHUS CINCIN.A.TUS (Brandt). White-crested Cormorant. 
Two specimens of this species are recorded (as dilophics) by Dall as having been taken at 
Sitka by Bischoff during the Telegraph Explorations. 
Turner records it as an abundant resident of the Near Islands. 
55. PH.A.L.A.CR0C0R.A.X PEL.A.GICUS Pall. Pelagic Cormorant. 
According to Stejneger true pelagfous occurs upon tbe Aleutian and Commander Islands, and 
is replaced along the coast of the Alaska mainland by the following variety. TMs, then, is the 
cormorant I found abundant in the Aleutian Islands in May of 1877, and in the fall of 1881, where, 
als_o, it has been reported by others. Turner reports it as abundant on the Near Islands. 
PHAL.A.CR0C0R.A.X ,PEL.A.GICUS R0BUSTUS Ridgw. Violet-Green Cormorant (Esk. 
A.-ga-zliuk). 
This is the most abundant species of cormorant found in the Territory. It occurs everywhere 
on the coast, from Norton Sound to Sitka, and breeds on almost every rocky promontory. Like 
the other species of cormorants they are inquisitive, and frequently circle.about boats and vessels 
which approach their haunts. 
A female taken on July 8 had a brown iris and a carnnculated and coral-red gular sac, with 
a nearly black mandible. Another, taken on July 26, had ,a dark-green iris; otherwise similar. 
Although these birds nest abundantly on the cliffs about the north shore of Norton Sound, and a 
few near Saint Michaels, yet they are never very numerous about the latter place. They usually 
arrive there with ·the first open water from the 5th to 10th of June, ancl are found in small 
m1mbers until the ice forces them away the middle of October. They rarely ent~r the inner bays, 
except early in spring or just before ice forms -in fall. One taken October 12 had a livid, flesh-
colored gular sac, and a horn-colored bill. They keep about the rocky points and islets on the outer 
face of the islands or on bold cliffs facing the open sea, and although shy about Saint Michaels 
they are much less suspicious when about their breeding places. 
The Eskimo on the Aleutian Islands, and thence north to the Straits, make use of cormorant- . 
skins for clothing, and the filamentous white feathers of the flanks are used in ornamental work · 
as fringes. 
PH.A.L0CR0C0RAX URILE (Gmel.). Red-face<l Cormorant (Esk. 1J1.iin-uhl-kiil-tk). 
In the ]'ur Seal Islands this is a resident species. A male an<l female taken by Mr. Dall on 
Amchitka the last of July showed respectively the following points of coloration: Iris olive-brown; 
base of mandible dull ashy blue, with a narrow orange border to the naked membrane. 
The female had a pale olive-brown iris; base of mandibles and culmen bright blue; remainder 
of naked space scarlet. In his report upon tlle birds of the Fur Seal Islands (loo .. cit.) Dr. Coues 
makes the following ·pertinent notes: 
In the adult pluniage it is readily recognized by the naked red skin which entirely surrounds 
the base of the bill, and the blue base of the under ma_ndible. Eggs taken by Mr. Elliott have the 
chalky incrustations common to the eggs of cormorants, and are ,of the usual shape, measuring 
about 2½ inches long by li wide. Concerning the bird's habits on these islands I take the fol-
lowing notes from Mr. Elliott: It comes under the cliffs to make its nest and lay before any other 
species, and two eggs were taken from a nest on a reef at Saint Paul Island, J nne 1, 1872, over 
three weeks in advance of the nesting season of the majority of the other water-fowl. The nest 
is large, carefully rounded, ancl built upon some jutting point or narrow shelf along the face of a 
cliff. In its construction sea-weeds, grasses,. and a cement, largely made up of the bird's excre-
ments, are used. The eggs are usually three, sometimes four in number, and are small as com-
p~red with the size of the bird. They are of a whitish gray, green, and blue color, but become 
soiled very soon, as the birds are-very filthy about their nests. The young appear after three 
weeks' incubation, and are without feathers and almost bare even of down. They grow rapidly 
and are fed by the old birds ejecting the contents of their stomachs, composed of small fish, crabs, 
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and shrimp , over and around the nest. At the end of six weeks they equal their parents in size 
and are :i;eady to take wing. Not until the beginning of the second. year do they get the bright 
glossy plumage and bright colors on the gular sac. This shag is a stupid and very inquisitive 
bird, and utters no sound whatever except when flying over and around a boat or ship, which 
apparently bas a magnetic power of attraction for them. At such times they sometimes utter 
a "low, droning croak." In their stomachs our author found the remains of small fish and coils 
of parasitic worms. 
As this bird is found during the whole winter, in spite of severe weather, perched on the 
sheltered bluffs, the natives (of these islands) regard it with a species of affection, for it furnishes 
the only supply that they can draw upon for fresh meat, soups, and stews, always wanted by the 
sick; ancl were the shags sought after throughout the ~year as they are during the short spell of 
intensely bitter weather that occurs in severe winters, driving .the other water-fowl away, they 
would certainly be speedily extermiuated. They are seldom shot, however, when anything else 
can be .obtained. 
Upon Saint Matthew's and Saint Lawrence Islands, as well as upon the cliffs on both shores of 
Bering Straits and the islands in the middle of the pass, this cormorant is a more or less common 
summer resident. It is rather common about the cliffs at the head of Norton Sound, and is seen 
at long intervals near Saint Micha.els, and nests on Cape Vancouver, Nelson Island, and Cape Ro-
manzoff. Unfortunately my opportunities for studying the species of this genus in Bering Sea 
were very limited, but I may note here that these birds offer an }TIViting field of investigation for 
such naturalists as may visit the Tertitory in the future. 
MERGANSER .A..l\i:ERIC.A.NUS (Cass.). .American Merganser. 
Not a sfogle individual of this species was seen by the writer during over four years' residence 
in the Territory. Records of its occurrence in this region are furnished by Mr. Dall. It was 
taken at Sitka by Bischoff and at Fort Yukon by Lockhart. The same writer secured the heads 
of several specimens killed in the outer bay at Unalaska the 20th of December after a severe 
storm. He considered it as an accidental visitor, although he was informed that it occurs about 
the Fur Seal Islands in winter. Hartlaub records the capture of a male at Chilcat .April 26. It 
has also been recorded from Alexandrovsk Island, Kenay by Finsch, from Kadiak by Bean, who 
took a female July 30, 1880, and from Chilcoot by Hartlaub. (Stejneger, Orn. Exp 1. Kamtsch., 1885, 
p. 177, footnote.) 
MERGANSER SERR.A.TOR (Linn.). Red-breasted Merganser (Esk. Pat-ytlcli.). 
Thi species is recorded from Amchitka Island, in the Western Aleutians, by Da,11, who found 
it breeding. Specimens were taken by Bischoff at Sitka and Kadiak, where they breed. It, is a 
common re identof the Near I land and occurs on the Commander Islands. On an island in the 
Yukon delta Dall found six nests of this bird. They were all carefully concealed under dead 
leaves and were generally heltered by a log of drift-wood, and in a small hollow lined with down 
from the parent's brea t. They contained from six to ten rich cream-colored eggs. 
At U nala .. ka, on J uue 5, 1877, I found a, small flock of these birds near the mouth of a creek 
at the h ad of a bay, and was led to suppose they were nesting in the vicinity. They are not re-
corde l from the Fur Seal L land , where they undoubtedly occur in the migrations. 
During the umm r of 1 1 I fouml them breeding upon Saint Lawrence Island a11d along the 
ib ric u c a t from lover B y to Cape North through Bering Strait . On the Alaskan coast 
the· ur cl ver whcr in nitable places from Sitka north to Icy Cape and 11erbap to Point 
G rrow. Th Y , r ratlier nnm rou about the head of Kotzebue Sound and tho adjacent Selawik 
Lek · t T kon clta and aint )Iicha 1 th y generally commence to arrive with the 
middle of ... fay aud orne easons even a late a the 25th. The first 
rn and the ite f r tho ne t n the marsh i ordinarily the same as that 
f duck with the u.-ual f re:ight a to c ncealment and proximity to a 
Y e up t Au "U t 3, and ou the Gth the downy young only a 
bi· ir i xtr m ly gr ariou and arri e in :flock/ of from ten to 
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seventy-five birds in spring, and during the entire summer it is a common occurrence to start up 
a party of from five to ten or more. In the brackish ponds and tide creeks of the marshes they 
find an abundance of food in the myriads of sticklebacks which swarm in these waters . 
.As fall approaches, early in September, the stray parties commence to unite into flocks of 
from a dozen to n~arly one hundred, and are found everywhere from the sea-coast up to the bases 
of the mountains back of the marshes. They are not shy, and fly in compact flocks, which a single 
discharge will often decimate. They remain late, being found until the 10th of October, unless 
the season is early. 
The first of .August, one season, I surprised a female with young only a few days old in a pond 
not over 25 yards in diameter, near Saint Michaels. The pond was bordered by smooth muddy 
banks, and · there was not the slightest chance for concealment, so the old bird marshalled her 
brood to the farther side of the pond, as I drew near, uttering frequently_ a low, distinct, but 
husky, kha-kha-kha. Desiring the young I fired some five or six shots until several were ~illed, 
yet, meanwhile, the distressed parent showed not the slightest care for her own safety, but after 
each shot swam uneasily to and fro among her young, uttering her call, and trying to urge them 
to gather about her. She was so absorbed in l.J.er maternal feelings th,at she did not heed me in 
the slightest, even when I adYanced to the water's e<lge and splashed the water and shouted. 
Throughout the interior of the Territory, except in the most mountainous districts, this is a common 
summer resident. 
L0PH0DYTES CUCULL.A.TUS (Linn.). Hooded Merganser. 
This species is introduced here on the authority of Dr. Bannister, who_ states that he saw a 
flock at Saint Michaels in October, 1865, and shot one, but the lack of a boat prevented the- speci-
men being secured . 
.ANAS B0SCH.A.S Linn. Mallard (Esk. Dk-shuk-puk or J!u-giikh-puk). 
This is one of the least common of the ducks found on the Alaskan shore of Bering Sea. .A 
few were noted during the migration on the Near Islands, and it breeds on the Commander Islands. 
At Unalaska, in the .Aleutian Islands, I saw a single specimen, a male, in a fresh-water pond on 
May 19, 1877. Mr. Dall does not mention this among the species found by him west of Unalaska 
in these islands, but notes it as one of the most abundant winter residents at Unalaska, where it 
is numerous by October 12, and remains until .April and May. 
Mr. Elliott found them as occasional visitors on the Fur Seal Islands, and notes a pair which 
reared their young on Saint Paul Island during the season of 1,872. In the interior, on the main-
land, the Mallard is a common, and in some places abundant, summer resident. Dall found them 
among the first ducks to arrive at Nulato, on the Yukon, in spring, generally coming about the 
1st of May with the "Butter-ball." · 
This naturalist found a set of eight eggs of the Mallard laid on the rotten wood in the hollow 
to1> of a stump about 6 inches from the ground. They were concealed under a layer of leaves and 
feathers. They are more numerous in suitable districts higher up the Yukon tllan on the lower 
part of its course. 
Bischoff found them at Sitka, and I found them breeding within the .Arctic Circle along the 
north shore of Kotzebue Sound in 1881. - · 
~n the :Vicinity of Saint Michaels they usually arri\7 e from the 10th to the 15th of May, and 
remam until the last of September, and sometimes until the first few days of October. They are 
never common on the marshes in this district nor on the lower part of the Yukon delta, although 
they are generally distributed, and breed wherever found. 
I rarely hunted a day on these marshes, however, without hearing the loud familiar note of 
this bird. The Indians and Eskimo save the bright green scalps of the males 'for ornamenting 
clothing or for making small work-bags and pouches. .... 
.AN.AS PENELOPE Linn. Widgeon. 
During two years spent upon the Fur Seal Islands in Bering Sea Mr. Elliott obtained or saw 
a few individuals of this species. They were never in pairs, and the f~w seen were supposed to be 
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wind-bound or a tray. i1r. Dall obtained a specimen at Unala ka October 12, 1871, and notes it 
as not uncommo11 among the ducks brought in there by the Aleut . He gives it a a winter vis-
itant, migrating about l\1ay 1, but as it has never been found along the coast of the mainland to 
the north I am inclined to believe that it breeds in the Aleutian chain, merely seeking more 
secluded quarters on the approach of pring. 
It was not noted by me either on Saint Lawrence Island or tlie coast of Siberia during the 
summer or-1881, although it might have been pre ent, as our short visits at each place gave but 
little time for a thorough survey. 
It is a numerous but irregular -visitant to the Commander Islands. 
AN.A.S .A.lYI:ERIC.A.N.A. Gruel. Baldpate. 
The present species may be considered among tlle least common of the ducks which breed on 
the marshy flats bordering Bering Sea. They arrh-e at Saint Michaels from l\Iay 5 to 10, in 
spring, and remain until the frosty nights of late September and ~arly October send them off with 
the other water-fowl. They were so uncommon about Saint Michaels and the Yukon mouth that 
I learned nothing about their habits in the mating season. Their first eggs are laid the J.ast of 
l\fay, in situations exactly like those chosen by the Pintail. 
A brood of half-grown young was found in a pond the middle of August, and small ducklings 
were seen on several occasions during July. Old and young are on the wing l>y the 1st of 
September. I once came suddenly upon a female widgeon, with her brood of ten or a dozen little 
ducklings, in a small pond. As I approached the parent uttered senral low, guttural notes and 
suddenly fluttered across the water and fell heavily at my feet, so close that I could almost touch 
her with my gun. :Meanwhile the young swam to the opposite side of the pond and began to 
scramble out into the grass. Willing to observe the old bird's manreuvers, I continued to poke at 
her with the gun a she fluttered about my .feet, but she always managed to elude my strokes 
until, just as the last of her brood climbed out of the water, she slyly edged away, and suddenly 
flew off to another pond some distance. I then ran as quickly as possible to tlle point where 
the ducks left the water, yet, though but few moments had elapsed, the young had concealed 
themselves so thoroughly that, in spite of the fact that the grass was only 3 or 4 inches high and 
rather sparse, I spent half an hour in fruitless search. 
Mr. Dall found these birds more common at Nulato than on the coast, and I had specimens 
brought me from Ifort Yukon and other points in the interior, and from the coast north to the 
north shore of Kotzebue Sound, where they breed. 
Thi duck i a summer vi itor to the Near I land . Bean took a specimen in Kotzebue 
Sound the la t of Augu t, an<l Stejneger took a single specimen on the Commander Islauds. 
This 
ANAS C.A.R0LINENSI Gmeliu. Green-winged Teal. (Esk. Ttng-sh/ung-t-a-g·ulc). 
aint )Iichael by l\Iay 10, in early eason , and 
ociably inclined, and is comm only found in 
them a ou the marshe . 
ort lianc n he Upp er Yukon, May 3, 
dnck.. 
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.At the Yukon mouth and near Saint Michaels they nest the last of May, and choose a dry 
knoll near a small pond, where their eggs, numb~ring from eight to a dozen or m_ore, are laid on a 
bed of grass stems and feathers. · 
Toward the end of August, old and young may be found dabbling in the mud along the bank 
of some secluded tide creek or the grassy margin of a marshy pool. They are the least suspiciQus 
of the ducks, probably because the Eskimo usually conside~ them too small to waste a charge of 
powder and shot upon. 
ANAS DISC0RS Linn. Blue-winged Teal. 
In his list of Alaskan birds Mr. Dall reports this handsome duck as being found sparingly at 
Fort Yukon and the Yukon mouth, but he did not Ree it at Nulato, where, however, it undoubtedly 
occurs. 
Captain Smith secured its eggs at Cape Romanzoff, just south of the Yukon mouth. 
In the paper just quoted, Mr. Bannister records it as "not very abundant, but not uncommon" 
at Saint Michaels where several specimens were seeu by him in the hands of the hunters in early 
spring. 
During the four years passed at Saint Michaels by the writer he failed to even see a single 
individual of this species, although during that time thousands of dead ducks were examined, not 
to mention the numbers seen in the field; neither did any of my various collectors along _ the 
coast and along the course of the Yukon bring me a skin. From this negative evidence we must 
consider this species as of great rarity on the coast of Bering Sea, at least north of the Kusko-
quim River. It is doubtfully recorded as a winter visitant at Unalaska Island by Dall, but this is 
undoubtedly erroneous. 
SPATULA CLYPEATA (Linn.). Shoveller. 
Like the preceding. species the present bird is one of the leas·t common ducks found on the 
shore of Bering Sea. It was found on the Commander Islands and in Kamchatka by Stejneger. 
The Shovellers usually arrive in the vicinity of Saint Michaels about the 11th or 20th of May and 
are usually found in pairs or singly. They breed on all the marshes with the other water-fowl from 
Kotzebue Sound to the mouth of the Kuskoquim. 
The eggs are deposited the last of May and first of Jnne in a dry spot near some pond or stream, 
and the nest is usually lined with grass and feathers, the latter from the parent's breast·. 
Mr. Dall considered it rather rare along the Yukon, but skins were brought me from Fort 
Yukon and Nulato, where it was reported to me as being a rather common species. Although not 
common along the sea-coast, yet one could rarely take a day's hunt in spring or fall without seeing 
· one and often several of these birds. It is also found on the coast in the Sitkan region, but neither 
Dall nor Elliott mention it among the birds of the Fur Seal and Aleutian · Islands. 
DAFILA ACU'.11.A. (Linn.). Pintail (Esk. Uk-shuk-uk). 
The Pintail is one of the most common, if not the most common, of the ducks which breed 
along the Alaskan shore of Bering Sea. On one season it reached the vicinity of Saint Michaels 
April 29, and the ordinary date is from the 1st to 5th of May. One spring a small party was found 
about a small spring-hole in the ice on the sea-shore the :first of May, while a foot of snow still cov-
ered the ground and the temperature ranged only a few degrees above zero . . As snow and ice dis-
appear they become more and more numerous, until they are found about the-border of almost 
every pool on the broad flats from the month of the Kuskoquim River north to the coast of Kotzebue _ 
Sound. 
They are summer residents on the Siberian coast in suitable locations, and we found them also 
upon Saint Lawrence Island in the summer of 1881. Neither Elliott nor Dall mentions them as 
occurring on the Fur Seal and Aleutian Islands, although they are certainly found on the latter 
group. Bischoff found them at Sitka and Kadiak. 
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Along the Yukon, Dall found them very abundant, and noted their arrival at Nulato about 
May 1. There they began ne ting about l\'.Iay 20, placing their eggs in the edge and lining the 
nest with dry gra and feathers, and, as is a common habit with water-fowl, covering the egg with 
feathers and gra s when leaving them unprotected. 
As the young are hatched they are led to the small creeks and rivulets, where the birds remain 
until the young take wing, after which all pass to the great marshes, where they grow fat feeding 
upon the roots of the horsetails (Equisetum,). I take the preceding from Mr. Dall's paper, as it shows 
several differences between the bird's habits in the interior as compared with the same on the sea· 
coast, where my observations were made. 
As the numerous ponds on the marshes open about the middle -of May: the flocks in which the 
Pintails have thus far kept company disband, and the birds scatter over the country. They are 
shy at this season, but while lying in a blind in the midst of their haunts, I have witnessed many 
of their odd habits. 
With the exception of the Old Squaw Duck (Harelda), the habits of the Pintail are more peculiar 
than those of any of the ducks I am familiar with breeding in the region. Once, on May 17, while 
sitting overlooking a series of small ponds, a pair of Pintails arose and started off, the male in full 
chase after the female. Back and forth they passed at a marvelously swift rate of speed, with fre-
quent quick turns and evolutions. At one moment they were almost out of view high overhead, and 
the next saw them skimming along the ground in an involved course very difficult to follow with the 
eye. Ere long a second male joined in the chase, then a third, and so on until six males vied with 
each other in the pursuit. The original pursuer appeared to be the only one capable of keeping 
close to the coy female, and owing to her dextrous turns and curves he was able to draw near only at 
intervals. Whene,er he did succeed he al ways passed under the female, and kept so close to her that 
their wings clattered together with a noise like a watchman's rattle, and audible a long distance. 
This chase lasted half an hour, and after fl. ve of the pursuers had dropped off one by one the pair 
remaining (and I think the male was the same that originated the pursuit) settled in one of the 
ponds. 
This is about the first of the water-fowl to commence nesting, The date when the first eggs 
are laid varies from May 18 to 25, according to the season. As a consequence the young are 
hatched early in June and are on the wing early in August, before any of the other species. The 
eggs are placed in a depression on some tussock or among the grass and other vegetation beside 
a pool, usually where it is pretty well concealed. The eggs number from six to a dozen in a set. 
They are rather small, and are usually pale olh?e-green when fresh. The nest is lined with 
gras · tern and feathers. When the young are hatched the p_arents lead them to the adjacent 
pool, and they keep iu the most secluded parts of the marsh until able to take wing. In fall the 
Pintail feed upon the various berrie growing on the hill-sides until they become extremely fat, 
and a young bird at this season i the mo t deliciou of the water-fowl found in the north. 
In spring, during the mating ea on, it is common to see a female Pintail accompanied by two 
male,. After repeated ob ervation I was led to believe the females of this species to be polyan-
drou to a certain extent. On one occu ion a female was een flying along preceded by two males. 
Ev ry f w rod the form r halted lightly, and drawing her head back uttered a sonorous nasal 
"qua k a if to encourage her e cor . It i al o common to see a female, when pur ued by 
ev ral mal , plung und r wat rat full peed followed by her pursuers, and al] suddenly take 
, ing ag in fr m th wat r a few yard b yond. Th Old Squaw Duck i the only other species 
I luw n 1 thi . 
I , which i u ed a a call to it mate, in addition 
·onor u than that of the Mallard. They have also a harsh 
y r llinO" tb nd of the tongue with the mouth ready to utter 
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away close to the ground from 100 to.300 yards without a single wing-stroke. The sound producod 
by this swift passage through the air can only be compared to tlle rushing of a gale through tree-
tops. At.first it is like a murmur, then rising to a hiss, and then almost assuming the proportions 
of a roar as the bird sweeps by. 
Toward the end of August they unite in flocks of from five to fifty or more, and the end of 
September finds but few remaining of the large number of a few weeks previous. A few remain 
until the 8th or 10th of October, and then the wintry blank follows. 
This duck is not common at Point Barrow, where they are seen mostly during the migrations. 
They are numerous on the Commander Islands in summer, according to Stejneger. 
AYTHY.A. V.A.LLISNERI.A. (Wils.). Canvas-back. 
The Canvas-back is recorded by Dall as a common species in the vicinity of Fort -Yukon, 
breeding there in abundance. He did not observe it elsewhere in the Territory, nor did I find any 
evidence of its presence anywhere along the west coast. · 
The Fort Yukon record places the breeding limits of the Canvas-back within the Arctic Circle. 
It should be looked for on the marshP-s about Nulato. 
AY'.I.'HY A MARIL.A. NE.ARC'.I.'IC.A. Stejn. .American Scaup Duck (Esk. A.-hltg-u-nuk). 
Everywhere, in suitable locations, over all the mainla.nd portions of Alaska, this is a common 
and frequently an abundant summer resident. 
Dall found it a common species along .the course of the Yukon, and Biscllo:ff obtained many 
specimens from the Sitkan region. 
From the Yukon mouth to the northern shore of Kotzebue Soun<;!, I found it plentiful. This. 
species is a common resident of the Near Islands. Dall rightly records it as an early arrival in 
spring, as a specimen taken May 1 at Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, was brought me by a 
fur trader. At Saint Michaels and the Yukon delta the season is later, and they rarely arrive 
before the 8th or 10th of May. From May 13 to 16 they generally become numerous, and are found 
scattered over the marshes, usually gathering in parties on the larger ponds until the end of this 
month they divide into pairs and set about their nesting. In fall they remain late, the last ones 
leaving from October 7 to 15, just as severe weather sets in. 
The nesting sites chosen are such as the Pintail and most other ducks choose-a dry, grassy 
tussock or knoll close to some pond-the onlj1 difference being that the present species appears to 
desire a position nearer the water, if anything, and the nest is frequently at the point of some 
small jutting cape and so near the water that the parent can swim to and from the nest. 
The eggs are large for the bird and rarely exceed eight in number. The nest is composed of 
dry grass stems, gathered. close at harnl, and a large fluffy bed of down plucked from the parent's 
breast. The first days of June is the time usually chosen for depositing the first eggs, and some are 
not laid until nearly a month later. On August 16, 1878, several broods of young, from one-half 
to two-thirds grown, were seen, and on August 30, half-grown young were found in company with 
the female, whose primaries and secondaries were just starting after her summer moult. 
In the north as in the south these birds show a predilection for the larger bodies of water, 
and at once after the young are hatched they are marshaled off to the largest pond in the vicinity, 
so that it is a common occurrence to find a pond with six or eight broods of these ducks united in 
a large flock, whereas the other fresh-water ducks keep in the smaller pools and more than a single 
brood in a pond is the exception. 
AYTHY.A AFFINIS (Eyt.). · Lesser Scaup Duck. 
This species is recorded by Hartlaub, from Portage Bay, near Ohilcat River, May 23. 
In his paper upon the birds of the Territory, Mr. Dall records the Little Scaup Duck (.A.. affinis) 
as not uncommon at the Yukon mouth, where he also writes that he secured its eggs. This record 
is extremely doubtful, since during my visit to the Yukon mouth the spring of 1879, and my long 
residence only 60 miles north of there, not a single example of this bird was obtained or seen, nor 
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did any of my collectors in yarious parts of the Territory secure it. Among hundreds of the 
large species killed during my residence at Saint Michaels, a few of the smaller species must 
certainly have occurred if they reached that region. 
AYTHY.A. COLL.ARIS (Donov.). Ring-necked Duck. 
This species is resident, but not common, on the Near Islands, according to Mr. Turner. 
GL.A.UCIONETT.A. CL.A.NGUL.A. A::\IERIC.A.N.A. (Bonap.). American Golden-eye (Esk. 
Ya-stkh). 
In the Aleutian Islands this bird is a winter resident, as observed by Dall, and the same author 
records it as the first duck killed at Nulato; May 3, 1868, and as always being one of the first 
arrivals along the Yukon. 
It is a common duck along the rivers of the interior and -reaches the sea-coast at the Yukon 
month in the breeding season. 
Dall bought a skin of this bird from Indians on the Yukon, near :Mission; it was ·stuffed and 
ornamented with beads, but instead of being used as an ornament for the lodge, as recorded, it is 
really a child's toy, as are the Harlequin Duck-sldns mentioned in the following pages. 
On the coast of Bering Sea the Golden-eye is an extremely rare duck, occurring merely as a 
straggler. The last of September, 1880, I found a party of four birds of the year in a pond near 
Saint Michaels and secured three of them. 
Dining over four years collecting from the Yukon mouth north along the coast of Bering 
Sea and the Arctic to Point Barrow these four birds were the only ones of their kind seen by me, 
excepting a few skins brought from the intm~ior by my copectors. 
It is not known from any of the islands in Bering Sea north of the .Aleutian chain, although 
likely _to occur upon all of them. 
GLAUCIONET1'A ISLANDICA (Gmel.). Barrow's Golden-eye. 
Specimens of this species were ob~ained at Sitka by Bischoff during the Telegraph Explorations, 
and Dall notes it ·as of rare occurrence upon the Yukon. 
Hartlaub records adult birds from Portage Bay January 4, Irebruary 21, and ;young at 
Cbilcat April 24. 
74. Crr.A.RIT0:NETTA. .A.LBE0LA. (Linu.). Buffle-head. 
Like the preceding specie the Butter-ball i an extremely rare bird on the coast of Dering 
ea, but i rather common along the river cour ·es of the interior. Bischoff fonnd it at Sitka, and 
at the Yukon month. Dall notes them a abundant and probably breeding. 
During my vi it to the latter point, extending tl.Jrough the last lrnlf of Ma,y au<l the first half 
of June, not a ingle individual wa een, nor wa it found by me along the coast farther to the 
north. 
IIYEMUI.' (Liuu. ). 011 , fJllc w (E ·k . .A..h-li-hlu gtik). 
fir 1 a ·h high n rt!J rn le titud in pring, and along the 
mo ta nn ant pecic during th .. umm r. 
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.At Point Barrow this is one of the commonest ducks, arriving the middle of May and leaving 
only when the sea freezes over completely. December 9 is Murdoch's latest date. On the Near 
Islands it breeds sparingly and is abundant in winter. It is a resident· on the Commander Islands. 
The fall of 1791 Sauer noted the arrival of this duck at Unalaska the 1st of October and records 
it as wintering there. 
·The seal hunters find them in the open spaces in the ice off Saint . Michaels from the 1st to the 
20th of April, and the first open water inshore is sure to attract them. .After their arrival it is no 
uncommon occurrence for the temperature to fall to 25 or 30 degrees below zero, and for furious 
storms of wind and snow to rage for days, so the first-comers must be hardy and vigorous to with-
stand the exposure. • 
In fall they retreat before the ice and by the 15th or 20th of October they are either on their· 
way south or well out to sea. The great majority of these ducks, however, do not come inshore 
· to their nesting ground until the ponds and tide creeks are pretty well open, somewhere from the 
12th to 25th of May and most of them resort to the sea-coast during the month of September. 
Most of the birds reaching the marshes after the middle of May are paired. 
The winter plumage is frequently retained through the nesting season, .and I have. shot males 
close to their nests in full winter dress, although it was in mid-June. Between the two plumages, 
that of winter and summer, is every imaginable gradation, and it was a very difficult matter, as I 
found, to procure specimens in perfect summer dress. In the breeding season the males have a -· 
pinkish flesh-colored bar across the top of 'the bill. The earliest set of eggs secured by me num-
bered five and was taken on May 18 at Saint Michaels. From that date until the end of June 
fresh eggs may be taken, but the majority of the young are out by the last of this month. 
From the Yukon delta along the coast in each direction their nests are almost invariably 
placed in close proximity to a pond or tide creek-the sloping· grassy bank of the ponds being a 
favorable location. The parents always keep in the immediate neighborhood and swim anxiously 
about in the nearest pond-when the nest is approached. .An unusual amount of dry grass-stems 
and down plucked from the parent's breast· composes the nest, and if the eggs are left they are 
carefully hidden in the loose material. · 
The young are found the mi<lclle of .August about the ponds and marshy lakes, some only _a 
week ·or so from the shell and others already trying their wings. As fall approaches young and 
old are most common along the shores of the inner bays and arµong the tide-creeks. 
They are among the least suspicious of the ducks, and are easily approached witbiu gunshot, 
but their poor flesh and great dexterity in diving render them scarcely worth the amount of am-
munition required to obtain them. · 
During all the spring sea.son until the young begin to hatch, the males have a rich musical 
note, imperfectly represented by the syllables A-leedle-a, a-leedle-a, frequently repeated in deep, 
reed-like tones. Amid the general hoarse chorus of -water-fowl at this season, the notes of the Old 
Squaw are so harmonious that the fur traders of the Upper Yukon have christened it the" Organ 
Duck," a well-merited name. I have frequently stopped and listened with deep pleasure to these 
harmonious tones, while traversing the broad marshes in the dim twilight at midnight, and while 
passing a lonely month on the dreary banks of the Yukon delta I lay in my blankets many hours 
at night and listened to these rythmical sounds, which with a few exceptions were the only ones 
to break the silence. These notes are somewhat less common during the day. The male is often 
seen swimming rapidly about tlie female, his long tail-feathers raised to an angle of about 75 
degrees and vibrating rapidly from side to side as he passes before the female, uttering the love-
note at short intervals. If he becomes too pressing in his suit, the female suddenly dives and is · 
instantly followed by her partner, and then a moment later they appear and take wing·, and a 
playful chase en "ues, the two diving at full speed and flying above· or below in rapid succession 
until they are tired. It is common for two or three males to join in this follow-the-leader kind of 
game after the female, and in the end the latter usually ·flies to some secluded pool with her choice, 
while the discomfited suitors move off in search of some easier prize. Several males often con-
tinue to utter their musical notes while chasing a female, and make a very pretty chorus. 
Although these birds are far more numerous along the coast of Bering Sea and the .A.retie than • 
they are in the interior, yet they are also rather common summer residents along the Yukon and 
S. Mis. 156--10 
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other large streams. As a rule they are le s gregarious than most other <luck , although often 
congregating about a good feeding ground. It is a resident along the entire Aleutian chain and 
about all the other i lands of Bering Sea during summer. I found them also along the coa t of 
-the Arctic to Point Barrow. They breed upon the Fur Seal Islands. 
Sauer mentions this species as arriving about Unalaska the 1st of October, the season Bil· 
ling 's expedition passed there, and remaining a11 winter. 
HISTRIONICUS HISTRIONICUS (Linn.). Harlequin Duck (Esk. T£.tii,.tgtk) . 
.Amo.ng the host of water-fowl which flock to the distant breeding grounds of Alaska in spring 
this elegantly-marked bird is the most graceful and handsomely colored. As if conscious of its 
beauty, the Harlequin Duck leaves the common-place haunts sought by the crowd of less noble 
fowls, and along the courses of the clear mountain streams, flowing in a series of rapids into the 
larger rivers, they consort with the Water-ouzel, Swainson's Thrush, and such other shy spirits as 
delight in the wildest nooks, even in the remote wilderness of the far north. Dark lichen-covered 
rocks, affording temporary shelter to the broad-finned Northern Grayling or the richly-colored 
salmon trout as they dart from rapid to rapid1 steep banks overhung by willows and alders, with 
an occasional spruce, forming a. black silhouette against the sky, and a stillness broken only by the 
voices of the wind and water, unite to render the summer home of these birds, along the Yukon, 
spots devoted to nature alone, whose solitude is rarely broken, and then only by the soft foot-
steps of the savage in pursuit of game. At times, however, the sharp prow of a birch-bark canoe 
cuts the surface of the stream and is forced far up a_mong the hills. All the denizens of the 
waters are alarmed; Ouzel, Thrush, and fish take refuge in the first shelter, and the Harlequins 
rise, and, circling behind the intruder, settle anew in some quiet eddy or pool, where the current 
is less violent. Perchance the occupant of the canoe tries to get a shot at some of the ducks 
ahead, but he is rewarded by seeing his woul<.l-be victim disappear under water like a flash to 
reappear and take wing a moment later, and, to add to his discomfiture, the current whirls him 
down stream at a pace difficult to control. 'fhe bunter's reward comes, however, when after a 
sufficient distance is gained the boat is turned about and allowed to glide rapidly down-stream. 
Be.fore long a pai.r of the ducks, so shy before, but now unwarned, are seen paddling idly about or 
p1·eening themselves upon some convenient rock. The boat glides silently within range, ·and ~t 
the report the ducks float dead or wounded upon the water. This is repeated until the larger 
stream is reached and perhaps a dozen birds fall victims. 
It was found at Sitka and Kadiak by Bischoff; in the Aleutian Islands by Dall; on the Fur 
Seal group by Elliott, and from the Yukon mouth to Kotzebue Sound, through Bering Straits, 
by the writer. At Saint Michael they were rarely detected before the 1 t of June, and were 
een about the inner bays at rare intervals from then until fall. They are much more com-
mon there during September, and a male young of the year, taken October 16, was just changing 
it fir t plumage for the dress of the adult male. The examples found on the coast there are 
merely stragglers from the inland breeding places. 
A male taken June 4 had its toes .and tar i dark olivaceous brown; web black; bill, bluish-
ulc: ck with a dull blui ·h horn-colored tip; eye hazel. 
an illu tration of the variation in the habits of this bird in different urroundings, the 
following note from he Fur Seal and .Aleutian I lands are to the point: 
hi.le at Unala ka during the la t of :M:ay and fir t of June, 1877, I found the Harlequin 
uck v ry numer n:. During May th y were foun<.l in flock of various sizes about the heads of 
the inn r a u nally clo e t the mouth of ome fr h-water stream. They were al o found, 
but in m, 11 r numb .r · a ut the ut r ba and in the I a e between the island . On June 5 
th h l unit into ~v ral v rv l rO'e fl k numb ring everal hundred each and us earlier in 
' ' 'DD w r ~ ry hy t king fli lit at th fir t < larm and moving off with a confusion of low 
ha t rin" not . 
u t 11 
·k. hnrnagin I land near the penin-
n on an l around the bore of the Fur 
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Seal Islands. Th'ere they were in the habit of "idly floating amid the surf in flocks of fifty or 
sixty, or basking and preeni~g on the beaches and outlying rocks." "It may be seen all the year 
around, excepting only when forced away by the ice-floes." 
This author was confident that the birds breed upon these islands, but he never found the 
nests, nor did the natives know of its _nesting place. The natives killed many of them in fall and 
spring, and they are said to be not shy there and to be remarkably silent, the author quoted never 
having heard a note from them during the whole year. As in the Aleutian Islands, they 3:re·very 
gregarious. It is possible that many or all the birds which pass the summer about these islands 
are barren, and hence do not seek the breeding grounds with the rest of their kind. North of the 
islands mentioned these ducks seek the streams of the interior for nesting places, and if the 
birds found about the rock-girt shores mentioned remain there to bree~ the contrast in habits 
is indeed striking. 
The Indians of the Yukon, from Nulato down, stuff the skins of the males of this species and 
ornament them with small strings of beads and bright-colored cloth, and give them to the children 
as toys. . 
This duck is a very abundant resident on the Near .Islands. On the Commander Islands it is 
also a common resident, but Stejneger does not think that the birds found there in summer breed, 
being, apparently, barren. 
ENIC0NETT.A. STELLER! (Pall.). Steller's Duck. (Esk. U-no-goli luk). 
The coasts and islands of Bering Sea may be given as the eastern range of this fine duck. 
West ward from there it breeds by tens of thousands along the north coast of Siberi_a, and 
reaches the northern coast of ,European Russia. 
While in the Aleutian Islands, the last of May, 1877, I found these ducks rather numerous in 
the quiet waters of sheltered bays and fiords. They were extremely shy, however, and in spite of 
all my efforts not a single one was secured. The residents of these islands told me that in winter 
they are very abundant in the portions of the bays not ice-bound, and a great many of -them are 
killed for the table. 
Throughout the Aleutian chain Steller's Duck is a common resident, very abundant in winter 
but less numerous in summer. It was taken at Kadiak Island by Bischoff, and from the papers 
of Mr. Dall we learn that they winter in great numbers on Sanak Island, near the eastern end of 
the chain. It is also a resident on the Shumagin group in the North Pacific, near Kadiak, and I 
have been informed that they abound in great flocks on the north coast of Aliaska Peninsula in 
summer. 
Dall found them gregarious in winter and associating with the King Eider, but keeping away 
from other species. The pairing commences the first of Ma,y, and thence through .the mating 
season they are found in pairs. 
The same author states that if a nest is visited the birds abandon it at once. He found a nest 
May 18, 1872, on a :fl .. at part of a small island near Unalaska. It was built between two tussocks 
of dry grass, and the depression was carefully lined with the same material. The nest was entirely 
concealed by overhanging grasses, and was revealed only by the bird flying out at his feet. The 
nest contained a single egg. He noted the following variation of the iris of this bird at different 
. seasons: November 21, dark-brown; December 18, pale-brown; May 18, red-brown. In May, 
1872, this species and the Pacific Eider were abundant at Unalaska, whereas in May, 1873, 
although the season was later, not a single one of either species could be found, a good illus-
tration of the variation in distribution of these birds in different seasons. 
Upon the Fur Seal Islands this duck occurs as a straggler during the migration. In Elliott's 
report upon these islands Dr. Ooues mentions an egg of this species, in the Smithsonian collec-
tion, which came from Kamchatka, and measures 2.20 by 1.60, and is like the egg of the common 
eider in shape, color, and texture of shell. 
On Saint Lawrence Island we found Steller's Duck breeding in small numbers during the 
summer of 1881, and along the coast of Siberia from Kamchatka north it is a regular summer 
resident, moving south to the Aleutian and Kurile Islands on the approach of winter. 
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During our e"\"'eral vi its to the north coast of Siberia in the summer of 18'81 we foun<l enor-
mous flocks of these bird frequenting the broad river mouths and lagoons of thjs coast, northwest 
of Bering Straits. 
In autumn, as they pass outh, stray individuals and parties are found in Norton Sound. 
Tho e taken there are usually young of the year. The earliest date of their capture at Saint 
.Michael , during my stay., was on September 21, and the latest on October 15, just as the bay began 
to freeze over. They are more numerous about this latter date. Six specimens, all young of the 
year, taken on the date named, had dark-blue bills and slaty-olive feet and legs, with irides dark 
hazel. 
Their dimensions when fresh were from 16 inches in length by 27 inches in extent of wings to 
17.25 by 29. 
When found at Saint Michaels they usually frequented outlying rocky islets and exposed reefs, 
and fed in the small tide-rips. 
The shallow, turbid water of Norton Sound seems to be offensive to the majority of these 
birds, as their chosen haunts are along coasts where the water is clear and deep close to the shore. 
This duck is rather common at Point Barrow, where they arrive early in June and leave by 
the middle of August. Although Murdoch found small parties of these birds scattered over the 
tundra there in t,he breeding season he found no nests. The majority of the breeding birds ap-
peared to go to some distant breeding ground. The males assume a brown plumage after th~ 
breeding season, according to this naturalist. 
It is abundant in winter on the Near Islands, where they breed sparingly. On the Com-
mander Islands they winter in great abundance, arriving about November 1 and leaving toward the 
encl of J\fay. 
ARCT0NETTA FISCHERI (Brandt). Spectacled Eider (Esk. Ung-u). 
a wiut r vi ·itant, and he note that 
It wa. not not d l>y Elliott among 
n t k n .at Kadiak Island. It is 
The 
n m u h on thi · clat but th main lw<ly of 
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They fly in small compact flocks, rarely exceeding fifty birds in a flock, antl skim close along 
the surface of the ice or marsh with a flight very similar to :hat of other heavy-bodied sea-ducks. 
Vtry soon after reaching their destination the flocks disband and the birds quietly pair, but the 
first eggs are rarely laid earlier than the first days of June. 
Most of my eggs were taken fresh between the 10th and 20th of this month, and I obtained 
the young just o~t of the egg on July 23. The middle of August young birds are frequently seen 
. from a few days old to those nearly ready to take wing. During this month the adult hirds pass 
through the summer moult, and with the half.grown young desert the marshes and tide-creeks for 
the sea-coast and outlying rocky islands. 
By September 1 scarcely a single individual can be found on tlie marshes, and by the 20th they 
are scarce along the coast. 
Their food in summer consists of _ small crnstacea, grass, Reeds, and such other food as the 
brackish pools afford. 
When first paired the birds choose a pond on the marsh, and are thenceforth found in its vicin-
ity until the young are hatched. Their love-making is very quiet. I have never heard any note 
uttered. except by the female while conducting her brood out of danger. As the grass commences 
to show green and the snow and ice are nearly gone, although the other denizens of the marsh are 
already well along in their housekeeping, these ducks choose some dry, grassy spot close to the 
pond, and making a slight hollow with· a warm lining of grass, they commence th~ duties of the 
season. 
One nest found on June 15 was on a bed of dry grass within a foot of the water on the border 
of the pond, and when the female flew off the single egg could be seen 20 yards away. Tus-
socks of dry grass, small islands in ponds, and knolls close to the water's edge are all chosen as 
nesting places, and as a rule the nest is well concealed by the dry grass standing about. If the 
nest contains but one or two eggs the female usually flies off and remains until the intruder is 
gone; but if the set is nearly completed or incubation is begun she will soon return, frequently 
accompanied by the male, and both circ_le about, showing the greatest uneasiness. The female will 
sometimes alight in the pond, within easy range, and both pareuts may be obtained by watching 
near the nest. The male is rarely seen after the young are hatched, but the female shows the 
greatest courage in guarding her brootl, as the following incident will show: A brood was swim-
ming away from me, and the female tried to protect them by keeping between the young and 
myself. I fired two charges of No. 12 shot, killing all the young, yet, in spite of the fact that 
the parent received a large share of the charge each time, she refused to fly, and kept trying to urge 
her dead offspring to moye on, until a charge of larger shot mercifully stretched her among her off-
spring. Upon removing the skin her back was found to be filled with fine shot, and her desperate 
courage in defense of her brood shows the strength of parental feeling. Other similar instances 
attest the courage and devotion of this species. 
The eggs usually number from five to eight or nine in a set and are small for the size of the bird. 
Extremes measure 2.82 by 1.81, 2.60 by 1.87. In color they are of a light olive drab. 
During August the fall moult takes place, and the males assume a plumage much like that of 
the female. 
The iris and pupil of these ducks are very small, with a broad ring of bright milky blue sur-
rounding the iris; to a casual observer this blue ring appears to he the iris. The spring male 
has the eye as just described, the feet and legs dull olive brown, except scales on front of tarsus 
and toes, which are dingy yellowish. The bill is dull orange. The bill of the female is dull blue, 
feet and tarsi dull yellowish brown. 
The young of the year in fall have eyes like the adults; dark .olive-brown bills, with dull yel-
lowish, shaded with olive-brown, legs and feet. The males and females are very nearly of the 
same size, and average from 20 to 22.5 inches in length by 34 to 36.5 inches in spread of wing. They . 
are heavily built, like all Eiders; they are considerably smaller than the Pacific Eider, but as much 
larger than Steller's Duck, which latter has more the build and shape of a Gad.wall, and is the 
least clumsy of its kind. The Spectacled Eider is so restricted in its range and so local in its dis-
tribution, even where it occurs, th~t, like the Labrador Duck and the Great Auk, it may readil,y-be 
so reduced in numbers as to become a comparatively rare bird. A species limited in the breeding 
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season to the salt marshe between the head of Norton Bay and the mouth of the Ku.:koquim 
River occupies but a very small territory, and a glance at the map will show this coast line not 
to exceed 400 miles, even following its indentations. The width of the breeding ground will not 
exceed l or 2 miles, and there are long stretches where it does not breed at all. 
In addition to the natural struggle for existence, the pecies has to contend against thom:1-
ands of shQtguns in the hands of the natives. The diminution in all the ~pecies of water-
fowl breeding along the coast is more and more marked each season, and while this may mean a 
desertion of one region for another in the case of the great majority of geese and ducks, yet for 
uch narrowly-limited species as the Spectacled Eider, and to a less extent the Emperor Goose, 
this diminution is but the beginning of extermination; moreover the present scarcity of large 
game along the coast is having great effect in causing the natives to wage a continually increasing 
warfare upon the feathered game. 
S0MATERI.A. V-NIGRA. Gray. Pacific Eider (Esk. 1,Ht-kluik). 
Along the coast of the North Pacific, both shores of the Aleutian Islands, and all the islands 
of Bering Sea, and the coast of the adjoining Arctic Ocean to the northern limit of the main-
land, is the broad area over which t.he breeding range of this bird extends. The shores and islands 
of Bering Sea form their great breeding resort, altllough they are common outside these limits 
in many places. Including the Aleutian Islands and thence south they are residents wherever 
found, but probably most numerous in winter. 
In the Aleutian Islands Dall found them to be resident and to winter abundantly, although in 
summer they were much more abundant toward the western end of the chain. Although Elliott 
did not note them in his list of the Seal Island birds, yet they undoubtedly occur there during 
summer, as it is in their direct line of flight to the north from the .Aleutians. 
The species is very abundant at Point Barrow in summer, and breeds in great numbers along 
the coast east of that place. According to Murdoch, Bean found it breeding at Cook's Inlet, and 
it is a common resident on the Near Islands. On the Commander Islands Stejneger found it breed-
ing. Murdoch tells us that the whalers call these birds "canvas-backs." The last of May, 1877, 
I found them rather numerous about Sanak Island and the adjace~t reefs. They were frequently 
seen sunning themselves on projecting rocks or islets near· shore, but were rather shy and took to 
the water or flew off at the first alarm. They were seen in Unalaska Harbor a few days later, and 
the same sea ·on, from June 16 to 18, as we lay off the Yukon mouth and approached Saint Michaels, 
e pecially about 10 or 15 miles oft bore from the latter place, we passed through flocks number-
ing hundreds of the male of this specie . 
The ea wa rathe:c rough as we drew near the shore, and the heavy-bodied eiders were in 
mo t in tance unable to rai e them elve from the water, and the approaching vessel caused 
them to flap along the water until, a if animated by a single purpose, dozens of them would dive, 
only to reappear a few moment later and truggle off again. 
The E kimo there sometime find them off bore among the ice-floes the last of April or first 
<lay or two of May, but thi · i not common. In ordinary sea ons they are first seen near shore 
at aint .dichael and the Yukon mouth from May 10 to the ~0th, according to the state of the ice. 
During th la t t n day f May the pond and tide creek on the marshes open and the eiders 
pr c to h th ir ummer home . 
Tb fir g ar rar ly po ·it d fore the fir t of June, and I have found fresh ones until 
tue fir, t of Jul . Th ir ourt hip mu t be conducted before the bird reach the breeding ground, 
h , v ue\"' r . any l mon tr tion uch a are u ual among mating birds. The small flocks 
· n at fir t gh- plac at on ·e to olitary pair , which re ort to the alt mar he . The nesting 
·it i u lly r ot clo t a all pond r a ide ere k and not often in close proximity to 
th Th mo -gr wn 1 p f ome mall knol1, a gra y tu ock, or a depression made 
n Y th t in gr wt f nrrounding v getation, are all cho en a ne t 
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noted by me where the nest was so near human habitations. The nest is us~ally lined with ·<lead 
grasses and son:ietimes fragments of moss when the first egg is laid, and the down is added as the 
eggs multiply. The male is a constant attendant of the female until her eggs are nearly all depos-
ited, when he begins to lose interest in family affairs, and dozens of them may be found at all 
hours sunning themselves upon the long reefs about shore, and if we are behind the scenes on the 
marshes they may. be seen flying silently back to their partners as the dusky twilight of night 
approaches from 8 to 10 in the evening. As the males congregate about the reefs they have a low 
guttural note, which is the only one I have heard this species utter. 
From. the 15th to the 20th of June nearly all the males desert their partners and are thence-
forth found at sea or a~out outlying reefs and islands in large flocks, as already described. 
Toward the end of June the first young appear, but the majority are not hatched until tho 
first of July. As the young are hatched they are led to the nearest large pond or tide-creek, and 
thence to the sheltered bays and mouths of streams on the sea coast. .A.bout this time the females 
lose their qnilJ feathers, and, like the young, are very expert in diving at the flash of a gun. 
At this time the Eskimo amuse themselves by throwing spears at the young, but the latter 
are such excellent divers that they are rarely hit. 
As a rule the young do not fly before the 10th of September, and broods with the female are 
- often seen unable to fly even later. The fem.ale has dingy olivaceous yellow feet and tarsus; the 
bill dull greenish yellow, paler at the nail; iris dark hazel. 
As the end of September approaches they become more and more scarce, and thence on until 
the cold weather forces them. south are only found off the outer reefs and islets. , 
The male appears to assume a plumage very similar to that of the female in fall, but in spite 
of my efforts I could not secure a single individual in this dress. In May, 1877, while 400 miles 
off the Aleutian Islands in the Pacific, an eider, apparently this species, was seen heading north. 
During the cruise of the Corwin these ducks were found nesting .along the Bering Sea coast 
of Siberia, but becoming rare along the .A.retie shore. Northwest of the Straits, east of Point Bar-
row to the mouth of the Ooppermine River, this species occurs in great abundance. 
The considerable difference in breeding habits between the Pacific Eider and its North .Atlan-
tic relative is very striking, the S. molissima nearly always nesting in colonies, even so far north 
as Spitz bergen. The walrus hunters in the latter region credit the fem.ales with the habit of steal-
ing eggs from. one another, and say that the male stays near and gives the alarm. on the approach 
of <langer. 
In color the eggs of the v-nigra are very similar to those of the Spectacled Eider, being, like 
them, of a light olive drab. They are usually of a decided oval, and measure from 3.12 by 2.04 to 
2.87 by 2.03. 
SOMA.TERI.A. SPECTABILIS (Linn.). King Eider (Esk. Gna-hltk). 
On the Yukon, near the rapids, several hundred miles from. its mouth, Mr. Dall found a specimen 
of this handsome bird lying dead on the river bank, this forming the only inland record in the 
Territory. The set of eggs from Saint Michaels, doubtfully identified as of this species by the 
same author, probably belong to some other species. 
The same naturalist found it a not uncommon winter resident in the Aleutian Islands at 
Unalaska, and it undoubtedly occurs along the entire chain at this season and far southward along 
the Pacific coast. He records the color of the iris as varying from a pale clay-brown to a light 
warm. brown. At Saint Michaels I found t,he King Eider a very rare bird, and although it is well 
knowu to the Eskimo they say it is nearly always found at sea far offshore. Two specimens, young 
of the year, were brought me on October 12, 1879, and were the only ones taken during the four 
years of my residence there. In Bering Straits, especially on the Siberian side, and on Saint 
Lawrence Island they were common. This was particularly the case in Saint Lawrence Bay, where 
large flocks were seen. .A.long the low coast notthwest of Bering Straits, near Waukarem and 
Tapkan, they were extremely abundant in company with Steller's Eider and formed immense flocks. 
During the same months, July and August, they were found in large numbers also near the 
ice.fringed coast of .Alaska from Icy Cape to Point Barro~ and thence eastward. The birds seen 
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there were males, the females being with the young among the ponds inshore. The male we1e 
not shy, and many were killed by the natives with slings as the birds flew in co.mpact flocks over-
head. At Unalaska, from May 18 to 30, 1877, there were large flocks of these birds about the outer 
harbors. They were just assuming the breeding dress and were not shy, for I rowed within 
gunshot of a flock, in au open boat, several times the same day. The middle of Eeptember, 1881, 
as we came south through Bering Sea, we passed many flocks of this and the Pacific Eider. The 
skins of all the eiders, but especially of this species and the Pacific Eider, are used in making 
clothing by the Alaskan Eskimo, and the skin of the female, split down the back, with head, 
legs, and wings removed, is a very common article of foot-wear; it is used inside of the seal-skin 
boots, and is very comfortable in winter. South of the Yukon mouth SrY_!ateria v-nigra plays an 
jrnportant part in some of the religious festivals, which come off in December each year-a kind 
of Eskimo "harvest-home." 
Mr. Murdoch names this as the most abundant bird found at Point Barrow, where it occurs in 
enormous numbers during the migrations, but only breeds there in comparatively small numbers, 
the great body of these eiders nesting along the coast to the eastward of the point. They arrive 
at the point from April 27 to May 5, according to the season, and a few linger in autumn until the 
sea is frozen over-until December 2, in 1882. · 
My own observations agree perfectly with Murdoch's, that the male eiders lose their light-
colored plumage after the breeding season ancf assume a brown plumage, somewhat similar to 
that of the female, except that the male retains one or two pairs of white patches, by which it can 
be distinguished at a distance from the female. Although i did not secure specimens to illustrate 
this yet I saw thousands of the birds in this plumage in Bering Sea and the Arctic, particularly 
during the summer of 1881. The males seen during August and September of that season were, 
almost without exception, in the brown plumage, and included all the species of eiders found in 
that region, namely, Somater·ia speotabilis, S. v-nigra, Eniconefta, stelleri, and Arotonetta .fischeri. 
This bird is said to nest sparingly upon Spitzbergen and to be common in summer on Nova 
Zembla. 
OmRMI.A. .A.MERICA.NA Sw. & Rich. American Scoter (Esk. Ku-k-tim-zha-ghuk). 
Along · the Alaskan shore of Bering Sea and of Kotzebue Souud in the Arctic, these scoters 
are common or abundant summer residents. It breeds on the Near Islands, and is plentiful there 
in winter. It occurs .- sparingly on the Commander Islands. It was among the species found winter-
ing in the Aleutian Islands by Dall, who saw it also in the Shumagins. It has not been noted on 
the Fur Seal Islands, but was seen by me about Saint Lawrence Island and both shores of Bering 
traits during the ummer of 1881. 
At the Yukon mouth Dall found a nest of this species on June 17. The nest contained two 
white anu rather large egg , and wa in a bunch of willows on a small island, and was well 
lined with dry gra s, leaves, mo , and feather . 
· At Saint 1Ylicbae1s the e ducks are never seen in spring until the ice begins .to break offshore 
and the marshe.., are dotted with pool~ of open water. May 16 is the earliest date of arrival I 
rec rd d. Toward the end of thi month they leave the leads in the ice and are found in abun-
dance amono- th , alt and fre ·h water pond· on the great marshes, from the Yukon mouth north 
an 1 ·outh. The mating i quickly accomplished, and a nesting site chosen on the border of some 
pon l. The pot i · artfu1ly hi den iu- the tanding gras , and the eggs, if left by the parent, are 
r full - cov red with ra and mo . As the set of egg i completed, the male gradually lose 
iut r t in th £ mal aud oon de ert her to join great flocks of llis kind along the sea-shore, 
u,·u· Uy k pina in th ,icinity of a bay i 1et, or the mouth of ome large stream. These flocks 
ar ~ r . arly in June and conti ue to grow larger until the fall migration occurs. l\foles may 
b f nu 1 m h mar he. wi h femal all throuo-h the a on, but the e are pairs which breed late. 
f fr h ''"Y t k on 1gu t and a brood of downy . oung was obtained on Sep-
imila.r to tho e of the male eiders at this season. 
en r tw nt hour in advance of a torm, they 
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come into the sheltered bays, sometimes to tb.e number of a thousand or more. At such times 
they ::-b.ow great uneasiness, and frequently pass hours in circling about the bay, sometimes a 
hundred yards high and again close over the water, the shrill whistling of tlleir wings makiug a 
· noise which is distinctly audible nearly or quite half a mile. Until the young are about half 
grown the female usually keeps them in some large pond near the nesting place, but as August 
passes they gradually work their way to the coast and are found, like the eiders of the same age, 
along the reefs and about. the shores of the inner l>ays until able to fly. 
From the 10th to 15th of October the last ones leave the coast and move southward. This 
species rarely ascends the Yukon, even to Nulato, and is more strictly a sea-shore species than 
either of the two following. 
OIDEMI.A. DEGL.A.NDI.Bonap. "'\:Vhite-winged Scoter. 
This is less comm011 in Alaska than either the 0. perspicillata or 0. arnericana. The last of May, 
1877, I saw a few of them about Unalaska Harbor, and during the succeeding seasons they were 
found a~ not rare visitors to the vicinity of Saint Michaels, where they breed in very small 
numbers. As fall approaches they become more common there, and are found in company with 
the Velvet Scoterabout the seaward face of the islands. During the last of September, and upto 
the time the formation of sea-ice forces them away, they are rather common all along the coast. 
I found nothing in their habits differing from those of the allied species with which they 
associated. 
Several' specimens were brought me from Nulato and the Lower Yukon, taken during the 
breeding season. 
Bischoff secured this species with its eggs at Sitka during the Telegraph Expedition, and dur-
ing the cruise of the Corwin I found them on both shores of Bering Straits and in Kotzebue Sound, 
where they breed. A few were also seen along the Siberian coast northwest of the straits. 
The scoter taken at Bristol Bay by McKay and announced by Mr. Ridgway in the Proceedings 
of the U. S. National Museum as Oidemia fitsca, the European Velvet Scoter, proves, as he now 
informs me, to be the present species. 
Tbe notes under JJ!lelanettci fusca in the Cruise of the Corwin really belong under deglandi 
OIDEMI.A. PERSPICILL.A.TA (Linn.). Surf Scoter (Esk. ·Tu-tiil-tk). 
In company with the 0. arnericana these birds first appear in tbe vicinitJT of Saint Michaels 
about the middle of May. Alt-hough not rare during the breeding season on the marshes of the 
Yukon delta and about Saint Michaels, yet it is very much less common than the latter. 
It breeds commonl,y on the marshes along the Yukon, even above Fort Yukon. A consider-
able number of specimens was brought me from the latter point and from Nulato. Dall procured 
the downy ~7otrng below :Fort Yukon on June 23, aud records that they were found abundant at 
Sitka by Bischoff. 
In the Aleutian Islands they are winter residents. It was found breeding at Sitka by Bean, 
and Turner report8 it as a common resident in the Near Islands. During the summer of 1881 I 
found tlleill common about th~ head of Norton Sound, on both shores of Bering Straits, and in 
Kotzebue Sound. 
Although I did not find these birds nesting commonly near · Saint Michaels, yet from about 
the last of June or first of July, until autumn, immense flocks of males frequented the shores of Saint 
Michaels a11d the adjoiuing Stewart Islands. The seaward shores formed the ordinary haunts of 
the e birds until the approach of a gale forced them to seek the lee of the islands or the sheltering 
bays. From the fact that these flocks are formed exclusively of males it is evident that the females 
assume the duties of incubating the eggs and rearing the young. 
The main breeding ground of this species remains unknown to me, for, although females and 
youug were not rare in summer, yet they were never UL1merous enough to account for the vast 
numbers of males to be found. 
On August 23, 1878, I visited Stewart Island, about 10 milss to the seaward of Saint Michaels. 
As I neared the island in my kyak I found the water literally black with the males of this species, 
S. Mis. 156-· 11 
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which were united in an cnormou flock, formiug a continuous band around the out r nd of th 
island for a di 'tance of about 10 miles in 1 ngtb, and from one-half to three-fourth of a mile in width . 
.As the boat approached them those neare t began to ri e hea,ily by aid of wing and feet from 
the gla y urface of the gently undulating but calm water. The fir t to ri e communicated the 
alarm to tho e beyond, until a far as could be een the water was covered with :flapping wings, 
and the air filled with a roar like that of a cataract. The rapid vibration produced in the air by 
tens of thousands of wings could be plainly felt. 
In all my northern experience among the '\\ater-fowl which flock there in summer I nenr saw 
any approach to the number of large birds gathered here in one flock, nor shall I oon forget the 
grand effect produced by this enormous body of birds as thPy took wing and swept out to sea in a 
great blaek cloud and settled again a mile or so away. 
The following year early in September I found a similar congregation at the same place. On 
Octouer 9 or 10" each year both young and old, which have joined in small flocks, are common an 
along the coast, and are found until the new-formed ice forces them away a week or so later. 
It was common in summer to see males in the bimaculata plumage among the large flock . 
.At Unalaska, . .May 10, 1877, I secured a male as it swam alongside the steamer as we lay at 
the wharf, and later in this month they became numerous about the bays in that vicinity. Iu 
the mating season they have a low, clear whistle for a call note, and may be readily decoyed within 
gunshot by imitating it from a blind. They are very curious also at 1 bis time, and I ham , een a 
flock rise and come up wit.bin a few yards of me as I was trying to creep within gunshot of them. 
The white iris and bizarre coloration of the bead of the male render it a, ,ery odd and striking 
species. 
CHEN IIYPERBORE.A. (Pall.). Les er Snow Goose (Esk. lfilng- i) . 
The handsome Les er Snow Goose is uncommon 011 the eoa -t of Norton Soun<l and about 
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These birds seek a nesting ground along the course of the Lower .Anderson River and the 
neighboring region along the .Arctic ccast. · 
.ANSER ALBIFRUNS G.AMBELI (Hartl.). American White-fronted Goose (Esk. 
Luk-hluk). 
In early seasons the first White-fronted Goose reaches the Yukon mouth and the vicinity of 
Saint .Michaels by .April 27, as in 1877, but the usual time is from tbe 5th to the 8th of May. 
From about the ·10th of May they are Yery common, and remain to breed in considerable numbers 
all along the .Alaskan shore of Bering Sea and on the .Arctic coast of Point Barrow, where they 
are plentiful, arriving the last llalf of l\Ia,y . . It was taken on the Commander Islaads by Stejneger. 
During the summer of 1881 a number were found feeding upon Saint Lawrence Island, and they 
also nest on the Siberian shore in the ·dcinity of Bering Straits. During the migrations they occur 
at various points along the .Aleuiiau chain, lmt are not known to breed there. Dall found their 
eggs all along the Yukon, from Fort Yukon to tlte sea., and it is well known as a widely-spread 
species, breeding ail around tlrn Arctic mainland portions of .America. . · 
Over the northe:rn part of most of the Old World is found a closely-related race of this bird 
distinguished by a slightly smaller bill auu darker colors. ·when the White-fronted Goose first 
arri,·es in the north the lakes are but just beginning to open and the ground is still largely covered 
with snow. 'Ihe last year's heath berries afford them sustenance~ in common with most of tlrn, 
other wild fowl at this season. .As the season advances they become ·more numerous and noisy~ 
Their loud call-notes and the cries of the males are heard eYerywhere. 
The mating season is quickly ended, however, and on May 27, 1879, I found their eggs at the 
Yukon mouth. From this date on, until the middle of June, fresh eggs may be found, but very 
.soon after this latter date the downy young begin to appear. These geese cl10ose for a nesting 
site tlie grassy border of · a small Jakelet, a knoll grown over with mo&s and grass, or even a :fiat,. 
sparingly cornred with grass. .Along the Yukon Dall fonnd thew breeding gregarions1J7 , deposit-
ing their eggs in a hollow scooped out in tJrn sand. At the Yukon mouth and Saint Michaels 
they were found breeding in scattered pafrs over the flat country. Every one of the nests ex-
amined by me in these places had a slight lining of gra1:,s or moss, gathered by the parent, and 
upon this the first egg was laid; as the complement of eggs is approached the female always 
plucks down and feathers from her breast imtil the eggs rest in a soft warm bed, when incubatiom 
comrnence·s. The eggs vary considerably in shape and size. Some are decidedly elongated; 
others are as decidedly oval. In color they are of a dull white, but ordinarily present a dirty 
brown appearance from being stained in the nest. 
The following measurements show abo1-1t the extent of the variations in size. The egg-s 
measured are from a very large series taken in the vicinity of Saint Michaels: Maximum, 3.45 l>y 
2.28; minimum, 2.98 by 2.10. Within these limits there are innumerable gradations. 
The young are pretty little objects, and are guarded with the greatest care by the parents 
the male and female joining in conducting their young from place to place and in defending the~ 
from danger . 
. The las_t of June, in 1877, I made a1_1 excursion to Stewart Island, near Saint Michaels, aud 
wlnle crossrng a flat came across -a pair of these geese lying prone upon the ground in a grassy 
spot, with necks tretclled out in front and their young ·crouclJ.ing prettily all about tllem. Very 
· frequently during ruy Yisits to the haunts of these birds the parents were seen leading their young 
away through t_he grass, all crouching and trying to make themselves as inconspicuous as possible . 
.At Kotzelme Sound, during the Uorwin's visit, in .Tnly, 1881, old and young were very com-
mon on the creeks and flats at foe head of Escho1tz Bay. 
'Ibe downy young has tbe middle of the crown and entire back, including the upper surface 
of the wings and outer side of t!.tigbs, sooty-brown with an olive shade. From the bill a baud 
extending back through the eye is of a slightly darker shade than surrounding feathers. Nape 
aud back of neck olive yellow. E~tire lower surface rich lemon-yellow washed with lighter on the 
abdomen. A full grown young of tbe year, taken the 1st of September is much like the adult 
except in la(king tlie white at the base of the bill and the dark mottlin~ on the breast. A.bout 
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the ba e of the bill the feathers are mixed blackish and brown. Head and neck 1, le brown, 
lightest on the neck. Back ashy brown 1 feathers edged with grayish brown. Rump dark brown. 
The entire surface below is uearly uniform pale dingy-brown, much darker on tbe ide . Tlrn bill 
is dull yellow-ish, bordered around the gape, nostrils, and along the ridge of culmen by dark horn-
color. The iris is dark hazel, surroumle<l by a dull yellow membrane. Feet and tarsi dingy 
yellowish. 
During August and September the geese and many otber wild fowl in tbe north feed upou 
• the abundant berries of that region and become rnry fat and tender. All through September, 
old and young, wl1ich have been on the wing since August, gather in larger flocks, and as the sharp 
frosts toward the end of September warn them of approaching wiuter, commence moving south. 
T·he marshes resound with their cries, and after some days of chattering, flying back and forth, 
and a general lmstle, they suddenly start off in considerable flocks, and the few laggards wbich 
remain get away by the 7th or 8th of October. 
BRANT.A. C.A.N.A.DENSIS HUTCHINSII (Sw. & Rich.). Hutchins's Goose (Esk, Tu-
ta.lk-ko-chik). 
The history of the present bird is but little known, and most authors, since the tim~ of the orig-
inal description, have referred to it under the name leucopareia. This must have been done in every 
case from lack of proper material, as I hope to show in the following notes. Although this bird is 
one of the commonest species on the Lower Yukon, yet, strangely enough, in their paper upon the 
birds of Alaska, Messrs. Dall and Bannister did not record it from there, but simply note: "Two 
specimens obtained by Bischoff at Sitka." These specimens are really occidentalis. At the Yukon 
mouth and in the vicinity of Saint l\1ichaels, I found this species arriving with the smaller minima 
at the same dates and in about equal numbers at the Yukon mouth, but much less common at 
Saint Michaels. From my observations I should decide the center of .abundance of this species 
to be along tbe Lower Yukon and thence south to the Kuskoquim. Its distribution a.ppears to 
be Jess general than that of the smaller form, whose habits it shares. Iu examining the National 
Museum series of geese I find examples from Northern Illinois which are identical with the speci-
mens of hutchinsii from Alaska. In order to show the differences between the three forms as 
plainly as possible, I give below a brief diagnosis of each, with measurements appended: 
Oana,den8is.-A typical specimen from Northern Illinois. The well known, large, white cheek-
patches and black head and neck need only be referred to; the entire back, iucluding exposed 
feathers of folded wings, is dark-grayish brown edged with lighter. The _rnmp is black with white 
upper tail-coYcrts, which form a ring about tbe tai.l by joining the white of abdomen. The dark 
color of the l>ack reaches forward to the sharply-defined edge of the black on the neck. Entire 
lower surface from the edge of the black on tbe neck in front to the white of abdom~n, pale-grayish 
brown, pretty well defined posteriorly by the white area which occupies the abdomen and under 
tail-coverts. Tail-feathers, l 6. 
Hutchinsii.-A series from A1a ·ka, California, and :Northern Illinois. The main difference be-
tween this fotm anu. canadensis i' the smaller size of the former. The color variations are mainly 
limited to the abdomen and throat. Th dor al urface of hutchinsii is like that of canadensis, 
with no point of variatiou I can ob erve. In hutchinsii the black of head and neck tends to as-
sum a glo ier lack, and the dark color Ycry commonly eucroache upon the white cheek-patches, 
frequently eparatiug them by a broad, black throat-band. The main di, tinction, however, besides 
tbe mall r ize, i in the much lighter color of the lower surface. Tile white abdominal area ex-
., f rw, r a1 almo t incl e · th tlligh in omc ca es, and almo t invariably there i , no defi-
liu • f markatio b tw n th white and rown areas. In addition, the grayish brown of 
H r achmen of the whit npon it po terior border gives a mot-
n m in ta.ace the white of a domen extend· anterior to the 
r r 1 , ny jgn f a wllit o11ar at the ba, e of' the black on tlJe 
il £ a b r ·, 1 . 
la k of hea an 1 11 ck a in th pr c ding-. Tli black en. 
xt n iv ly tb, n in occidentali , aud the ulack 
1J a k i u nall · omewhat larker than in 
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the two preceding forms, and the light edgings of the feathers more sharply contrasted with the 
o-eneral color. These characters are not always to be trusted, however. Very frequently the neck 
b 
at the base of the black is surrounded by a ring of white, varying from a single series of feathers 
to a band half an iuch broad. Whether this white ring is present or not the feathers .surrounding 
the base of the neck are much darker than the rest of the back or breast; and, in case the white 
ring is absent,, the-black neck area shades gradually into the color of the hack and breast in place of 
. the sharp limit seen dividing the colors in the other two forms. The color of the entire under 
surface, except the abdomen, is very much darker than in either of the other two forms, and the 
feathers are edged and glossed. with a (hill bnrnt-umber shade, giYing a peculiar tint not seen on 
the others. In consequence of the dark colors ou the lower surface of minima tbe contrl:}.st• 
between the abdominal white and the dark brownish of the breast is striking. Tail-feathers, 16. 
There is no difference in the number of tail-feathers so far as I have been able to find after exam-
ining over one hundred birds of the various forms. 
I 
Height 
Wing. Tail. Tarsus. Culmen. of bill at 
base. 
Oanadensis. 
.April-, Chicago, Ill ..................... 17. 50 5. 40 3. 15 2. 00 . 92 
Hutchinsii. 
0 May 15, Yukon mouth ................. 16.15 5.10 2. 85 J. 43 . 70 o May 6, Nulato, Alaska . ................ 16.10 5. 45 2. 86 1. 45 . 76 
~ Chicago, Ill.. ............ -~ ............ 14. 50 4. 75 2.M l. 39 . 75 
o Washoe Lake, Nevada .... ............. 15. 35 4. 95 2. 00 1. 5u . 83 
Minima. 
~ Saint Michaels, Alaska ...... : ... ...... 14. 40 4. 70 2. 48 l. 10 . 66 
o Saint Michaels, Alaska . ...... ......... 13. 90 4. 50 ~- 65 1.11 . 72 
~ Yukonmouth . ... : ..................... 13. 30 4. 62 2. 40 I. 09 . 65 
'/ California.~ ..... .. ..................... 14. 70 5. 00 2. 03 1. 25 . 78 
- ·--··--
The last specimen measured in the 'minima series presents a com binatio11 of the characters of 
tLat form and llutchinsii, but is nearest minima.. A. specimen in the National Museum collection, 
taken at Sitka in May, which is one of the two specimens cited by Dall from that locality under 
the name· occidentalis, only agrees witll this form in haYirig a slightly smaller bill than is usual in 
canadensis. It measures as follows: Wing, 18; tail, 5.80; tarsus, 3.15; cnlmen, 1.62; depth of 
bill, 88. 
In his paper on the birds of the Western Aleutian Islands, Mr. Dall, under the heading of 
Bernicla n:igricans, gives some interesting observations concerning this bird. He informs us that 
it does not breed east of Amchitka Island, bnt some nest on A.mchitka, Kyska, and other islands 
there. 
'l'hey choose the hill-tops for their breeding places, according to the naturalist -quoted, and l.te 
ecured eggs on June 15 and the unfledged J·oung July 10. 
The nesting habits, notes, an<l. general mode of life of Hutchiu's Goose are i<l.entical with those 
of minima, so they need not be specially referred to here. Eggs of this bird taken at the Yukon 
mouth in June, 1879, measure 3.02 by 2.10, 3.08 by 2.11, 3.04 by 2, 3 by 2.11, 2.90 by 2.07. 
So great is the Y1:1riation in size in the eggs'of this bird arnl jhose of minima, that unless the 
egg are identified on the spot it is a hopeless task to try and separate them afterwards. By tbe 
test of measurements alone the same difficulty would be experienced in separating the birds them~ 
elves as they grade insensibly from one to the other, but remoYing hittchinsii and the two extremes 
are found in the other two forms. 
BRA.NT.A. CANADENSIS OCCIDENT.A.LIS (Baird). White-cheeked Goose. 
During my resj<lence on the coast of Bering Sea this bird w~s not seen, and as hundreds of the 
two other related forms were examined both at Sajnt Michaels and the Yukon mouth, it appears 
~vipent either t,hat the White-cheeked Goose proper never reaches this part of the Territory, or, 
if at all, merely ·as a very rare straggler. 
Mr. Dall records Elpecimens at Sitka dudng the Western Union Telegraph Expedition. 
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BRA.NT.A. CAN.A.DENSIS MINIMA. Ridgw. Cackling Goo e (E k. L itk-ltUf.k-hla-ghuk). 
This is the mo t common and generally di tributerl goo e fouud breeding along the Ala, kan 
coast of Ber_ing Sea. From the .. ea- bore its breediug grouud ntends along the cour es of tile 
great rivers far into the interior. During the summer of 1881 they were found in al,undance about 
the head of Kotzebue Sound, and were seen at various points along the Arctic coast to the vicinity 
of Point Barrow; so there i ' no doubt t!Jat its breeding ground reaches thus far. 
In Dall and Bannister's paper the notes upon leucopareia and hutchinsii are to be united under 
the above heading, sine~ they unquestionably refer solely to the present bird. While descending 
-the Yukon, Dall found their eggs laid upon the bare sand-banks, as were those of tlie White-
fronted Rpecies. 
It is recorded by Elliott as an occa~ional visitant to the Fur Seal Islands during the migra-
tions, but is not known to breed. In the vicinity of Saint Michaels and the Yukon mouth the e 
are the first geese to arrive in spring; the first come from the 25th to the. 30th .of April, but 
the main body do not arrive until from May 5 to 20, according to the season. The first goose 
of the season is hailed with delight by both natives and white residents, who set at work repair-
ing their guns and making ready for the welcome change from a diet of fish eaten all through the 
winter to geese, which soon becomes the st~ple. 
As May advances and one by one the ponds open, and the earth looks out here and the1·e from 
under its winter covf>:ring, the loud notes of the various wild fowl are heard, becoming daily more 
numerous. Their harsh and varied cries make sweet music to tlle ears of all who have just passed 
the winter's silence and dull monotony, and in spite of the: lowering skies and occasional snow-
.squalls every one makes ready and is off to the marshes. 
The flocks come cleaving their way from afar, and as they draw near their summer homes raise 
a chorus of loud notes in a high-pitched tone like the syllable '' luk," rapidly repeated, and a r·eply 
rises upon all sides, until the whole marsh re-echoes with the din, and the new-comers circle slowly 
op to the edge of a pond amid_ a perfect chorus raised by the geest all about, as if in congratula-
tion. 
Even upon first arrival many of the birds appear to be mated, as I have frequently shot one· 
from a flock and seen a single bird leaYe its comp.anions at once and come circling about, uttering 
loud call-notes. If the fallen bird is only wounded its mate will almost invariably join it, and 
frequently allow itself to be approached and shot without atten1pting to escape. In some instances 
I have known a bird thus bereaved of its partner to remain in the vicinity for two to three <lays, 
calling and circling about. Although many are mated, others are not, and the less fortunate 
males fight haru and long for po ession of females. I frequently amused myself, while at the 
Yukon mouth, by watching flock of gee eon the muddy banks of the river, which was a favorite 
re ort. The female kept to one ide and dozed, m; dabbled their bills in the mud; the males were 
cattered about, and kept moving un a ily from ide to side, making a great outcry. This would 
la t but a fi w minute , when two of the warrior would cro s each other's path, and then began 
the battle. They would , eize ou another by the bill, and then turn and twist ·each other al>out, 
their wing banging loo ely by th ir ide mean while. uddenly tlrny would clo ' e up and each 
would belabor bi rh·al with th b ad of the wing, until the ound could be heard two or three 
buudr d ·ard . Tlle wing- troke were alway ~ar<led off by the other bird's wing, o but little 
<lama lon , u t it u nally rd d in the weaker bird breaking loo and runniug a way. 
u t l> £ r th male a 11 tu r th y u uall · utt r a , eries of peculiar 1 w growli11 g or 
gg ar wLit 
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incubatiou begius. all are soiled and <l.ingy. The female usually crouches low on her nest until an 
intrutler comes within a lumd_red yards or so, when she skulks off through the grass or flies silently 
away, close to the ground, and only raises a note of alarm when well away from the nest. When 
the eggs are about hatching, or the young are out, both parents frequently become perfectly reck-
less in the face of clanger. 
The young are hatched from the middle of June until the middle of July. 
The old birds moult their quill feathers from the 20th of July until late in August, and flocks 
begin forming as soon as the birds are on the wing again. From that time until tlle last of Sep-
tember and first of October, when they migrate, they are fouud scattered oYer the country, feeding 
on various berries, which are ripe on the hill-sides. 
One season, at 10 p. m., on the 29th of September, an immense flock of these birds, with other 
geese, was heard leaviug the marshes, although the darkness was intense. The following day four 
inches of snow fell and winter set in, thus affording an excellent example of what true w~ather~ 
seers these birds are. · 
From the time the young are hatc1led until the moult, these and the allied geese may be tolled 
within gunshot, as they fly from place to place, by the hunter merely lying or kneeling on the 
ground and swinging his cap an<l. making an outcry .or imitating their note. I have seen this done 
again and again by the Eskimo, and have done it often myself. 
The first plumage of this bird is a dull grayish umber- brown; the head and neck almost 
uniform with the rest of the body and without any trace of the white cheek-patches. As is common 
to the young of many water-fowl, the feathers of head, neck, and much .of the-rest of body are bor-
dered with a lighter shade than tlle main part of the feathers. 
BRANTA NIGRICANS (Lawr.). Black Brant (Esk . .Luk-hliig-u-nlik) . . 
Each season, as the chilling storms and gloomy weather of middle l\fay begin to give place to 
a softer temperature and other proofs of approaching summer, tlrn- Black Brant first makes its 
appearance on the east coast of Bering Sea. It is· rarely found at the Yukon mouth before May 
15, and it usually arrives from the 18th to the 22d of this month. The week or ten days following 
the arrival of these birds in spring includes the bulk of their migration, after which none are seeri 
until fall, unless it may be an occasional pair which stop to nest in the marsh.es from the Yukon 
mouth north to Kotzebue Sound. This is a Yery rare occurrence, however, as my own experience 
aud that of tbe Eskimo goes to prove. 
In autumn there is a striking difference iu the number taking the coast of Bering Sea as a 
pathway to the south, and in place of the myriads which pass north iu spring along this coast, 
only a few scattered parties and stray bird:3 make their appearance between the 1st and the 15th 
of October. The cause for this is not known. but it may be dne to the ·fact that in spring the birds 
a.re forced to keep along the shore to find f~od on the exposed flats, whereas in fall they can find 
more or less food in passing across the sea from one point to another. The maiu flight of the 
other geese has passed, and many of those which remain to breed have already paired wheu the 
height of the Brant flight occurs. 
Tlle weatller hlls become jnst mild enough to render camping somewhat comfortable by this 
time, an<l. at Saint Michaels we counte<l, each spring, upon a few days' sport with these birds as the 
cream of the shooting season. The nights during the last half of May are scarcely darker at Saint 
Michael than early twilight in lower latitudes, and the air, frosty and bracing between sunset and 
sunrise, renders camping at this season doubly attractive. The soft, hazy outlines of the land-
scape, aud the solemn silence brooding over all, make the night scenes impressive. The early 
sun pours its rays in long bars of light through the mountain tlefi.le8 upon the marshes and 
awakens to life the noisy multitude which has congregated about the opening pools and bare 
spaces. A sp1..,edy toilet made through the icy rim of a pool, and a hasty breakfast, quickly disposed 
of, and one who wishes the best of the Brant shooting must soon gain his station. A rubber 
blanket spread on the wet moss allows a CJmfortable place to lie upon at full length, until, as the 
sun begins to make itself felt, the birds take wing from their resting-places about the borders _of 
the countless ponds and slough-holes ou the broad stretch of marsh. Iu flocks of from ten to 
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sP.veral hundred birds they come gliding along clo e to the ground, almo t invariabljT drawn out 
in single file, flying abreast, and with continuou,s and gracefully sinuous undulation . 'rhe e 
undulations are produced by the birds successively rising or lowering a foot or two, the motion 
commencing at one end of the flock and passing successively along. 
The wing-strokes oft.his species are much more rapid than those of the other , and th ir flight 
is also more swift, so that it takes a quick eye and sure hand to stop them as they dart over one 
while Ile lies upon the ground. .Many a charge of shot has the writer sent on a fruitless erraucl at 
these birus, until he has gained a lasting memory of their prowess on the wing. During the winter 
residence of this Brant upon the· shore of California it is noted for its pertinacity in following the 
outline of the coast as it passes from place to place. In the north this habit still clings to them , 
and although they frequently pass over broad, marshy flats, yet a low ridge, but a few yards high 
above the general level, is sufficient to turn their course arid send them skimming along its base 
and around the obstacle rather than over it. For this re':lison our best shooting was usually found 
near the eml of a ridge crossing their line of flight. 
While upon the ground or in flight they have a low guttural note something like the syllables 
_gr-r-r-r-r. When alarmed this note, repeated often and with more emphasis, was the only cry 
bearct. 
They are very gregarious, at least during the spring migration, at which time my knowle<lge 
of them was gathered; single individuals were rarely seen, and these always hurried to join the 
first flock they fell in with, while small flocks very commonly united with larger ones. I regret 
that I hat.l no opportunity to study this interesting bird during the nesting season. Their breed-
ing ground, however, lies considerably to the north, for, during the cruise of the Corwin, in the 
summer of 1831, we first met them in the vicinity of Point Barrow, where the Eskimo brought 
many of them on board. This was in .August and their quill-feathers had been moulted and they 
wei'e sorry-looking objects. 
Some old whaling captains assured me that they have frequently seen these birds coming 
from over the ice to the north of Point Barrow in fall; and to the hardy navigators of these seas 
this is strong evidence in support of the theory that bodies of land _lie beyond the impenetrable 
icy barrier which heads off their advance in that direction. Perhaps it was the droppings of this 
birtl whiyh we· found on the dreary shores of vVrangel Island, when our party from the Corwin 
were the first human beings to break in upon its icy solitude. 
Above th~ Yukon delta tbe Black Brant is a rare straggler, but it is taken at times up to 
Nulato. Dall took one there the 29th of 1\fay, and informs us that they are also found at Fort 
Yukon dn the head.water of the river. There, in spring, they are as numerous for a few days, as 
on the coa ,t. Strangely enough the same author was informed that these geese are not seen at 
Fort Yukon in fall, and a' the ame is virtually the case on the coast of Bering Sea at that 
eason, the query arise a. to the path taken by the myriad· which pass north during a "°eek or 
two in pring. 
Mr. Dall writes that on hi ' return to the coa t of California in the latter part of October . 
normou flock of the e birds were eeu about 100 mile offshore. Tiley were flying south and 
frequ ntly ettled in tlle water near the hip. The author just quoted notes eggs and youug aid 
t be of ti.ii.· pe ie tak n on the Western Al ntian I land , but I am induced to l)elieve that these 
O' , u l y no()' r ally b long to B. minima, a the latter bird i the only one sait.l to breed upon 
th· i ·Jan L if th' t, t ment.· of re i lent can be relied upon. While at Unalaska on my way to 
'an Fr~ nci. · :, w a fl ·k of the B . minima, dome ticate 1, and upon inquiry learned that they 
fr m b w teru ncl of tlie cbain where the natiY . arP, in the habit of rearing the young 
c ml n ·ing tb 01 £ r f od in wint r. Elliott cl e not include the Brant among the visitants to the 
t mt, nor di l I it l wh re in ring Sea <luring my crui e the summer of 1881. 
m oint. f iut r ·t up n thi bird n t mentioned here I mu t refer those interested to 
Y th writ r in the 11l ti .i.: utta11 Ornitholo ical Club, where ome of their 
tre t l m r in d il. 
.Ir. an (loc. cit.) · w fl k 
ap · Li l ll 11 t u rr ] , _,:., an 1 
h 1 r, · ~i · L ], er o.· al u" .·h r 
bir<l migrating outh along the Arctic coa t near 





At 1'01nt .varrow, according to .LViurdoch, these binls ar:rive at the end of the water-fowl 
migration in spring, as tney do in Norton tsound. J::·hey leave the forwer place for the s_onth by 
tne enct of September. .A. few breed there and lay trom four to six eg·gs in a marshy place. 
A young female of the year has tl.ie white nuchai collar of the adult indicated by a sprinkling of 
white feathers in front and on sides of neck, but not behind. The featl.iers of the back are edged 
with brown. 'l'bere are two white bands across middie ot' wing, aml'the secondaries and tertiaries 
are tipped with white. The feathers of aoaomen are tipped with grayish, but the broad, white 
i1eckrngs along the sides and tlank of the auuit are wanting. 
90. PHIL.ACTE C.A.N.A.GIC.A. (Sevast.). Emperor Goose (Esk. Ntt-chaii-thluk). 
Among the various species of birds more or less peculiar to Alaska this goose is perliaps the 
most noteworthy. 'l'he limited area covered by it in its migration, its narrow range, reaching only 
across tile area bounded by the Aleutian 1s1ands on the south, and the vicinity of Bering Straits on 
the north, all(t the 1itt1e known concerning its iite-history, ·au joine<l. to render this bird one of the 
principal objects of my attention at i::,amt lViicnaeis. 
The .Aleuts call t.liese birds '' beach geese/ from their habit of frequenting the beaches, on 
these islands, at 1ow tide, to feed. Un i::,anaK all(( other of the Eastern Aleutian falands, on the 
Pamfic side of the charn, these Dmis wmter in extraor<linary abund.ance, and are found at, times 
the entire length of the cbam, .J.\fr. DaH's statement (?roe. Cal. Acad. Sci., February 8, 1873, and 
March 14, 1874) of the absence of these'-bmis on the western Lalf of the Aleutian Islands being 
based upon ~rroneous information. Tney are tar more numerous, however, on the eastern half. 
Elliott records them as stragglers on the .lmr Seai Islands, where they sometimes land in such 
a,n exhausted condition that the natives eaten them in open chase over tlte grass. Dr. Adams 
found them at .Port Olarence, in :Bermg t,traits; in the summer of 1851. While lying becalmed off 
the Yukon mouth, June 17, 1877, I saw three of tnese birds heading across the sea towards Saint 
Lawrence Island, where, during the summer or 115tH, they were found abundant on the south west 
coast. 'I'hey were also found there by l!iiliott some years previouslJ', thus showing them to be 
regular summer residents. · 
Upon the north coast of Siberia, just west of Bering Straits, Nor<lenskjold found them in-
eal'ly summer, so there is little question that tney breed thus far nortll at least, although I did 
not find a single specimen cturing my Yis1ts to tne same shore in the summer of 1881. On tbe 
.A.la kan side it is not very rare in Uo1ovma .Hay and Port Clarence, uoth near the Straits, and 
tbence south it is found more commoniy, aithough stiil scarce, until tlte Yukon delta is reached; 
here, upon the seaward part of tn1s series or' islands and -along the marshy coast to the south, 
oetween the Yukon and Kuskoquim 1"ivers, they fin<l their most congenial breeding ground, and 
here they occur in great uumbers, not, however, to the exclusion of the other geese, as Mr. Dall's 
rnt"ormant told him was the case on the Kuslevak mouth of the Yukon, a statement I did not find 
verified on my visit to that part or the deita. 
As an important part of this bircPs h1Story i include here some extracts from the Nova .A.eta 
Acatl. Petropol., where, in 'l.'ome XIII, pp. 346 to 351, is the original description based upon a speci-
men securecl by .Hlllings on his voyage to our coast near the close of last century. Tliis specimen 
was ctescnbed on Uctober 8, u,uu, at the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, as quoted above . 
.it is stated that tllis example was obtained upon the isle of Canaga, or K3:ktak, one of the 
Aleutian islands nearest tne American coast, and situated behind the Cape Alia.ska: "Et que le 
nom de l'espece, c'est a ctire 'Uanagica, a ete impose a, cet oiseau du noru de la premiern isle, ou 
ue celui des principaux llabitans de l'1sie Kyktak, appe11ee Oauia.gues on Cauagues, qui peut-etre 
ayant appr-1voises cet oiseau font renciu domestique." ,vuich latter is a, rather na'ive surmise 
on tue part of our worthy author, not sustained by s_ubsequent im1estigation. A miserable wood-
cut accompames this aescript10n. i have ueen to considerable trouble to locate the island whence 
the or1gma1 specimen came, but lla,e Deen unabie to find it under the names given on any Eng_lish, 
.t(.ussrnn, or Americau chart i llave examined. 
Up to the time of the Telegraph E~pedition but little was kuowu of these geese, and the little 
informat10_n secured by the expiorers at tLat time served to draw the attention of ornithologists 
to tnis byperoore'an species. , 
t,. lviis. lbo-- tl 
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During my re i<lence at Saiut Michaels, stray par.ties of Emperor Geese were seen now and 
tbcn, being more common in fall than earlier in the season. Toward the end of September or fir t 
of October each fall, a few are taken by E kimo on the broad marshes about 10 or 15 miles south 
of Saint Michaels. · At ti.ii~ season tlrny are in flocks of from ten to fifty or more, and are rather 
shy. During the last of l\lay and fir t of June, 1870, the writer camped on a lonely islet in tlie 
middle of the Yukon delta for the purpose of gaining some knowledge regarding the habits of 
these geese.and the other water-fowL There, under the chilling snow-squalls of a backward 
spring, the coming of these fine birds was impatiently awaited. _ 
On May 2:3 my Eskimo hunter brougllt in the first one, a magnificent male in fine plumage. 
From that time on they became more common daily until the first of June, when they had arrirnd 
in full force, and their form and notes became as familiar as those of the White-fronted and White-
collared Geese (gambelii and 1ninirna). The. river was still under a firm sheet of ice, and heavy 
snow-banks covered half the earth when the first arrivals appeared and sougl1t a, feediug place on 
any muddy flat just appearing from its s11.owy covering. 
The early-comers were more shy than those later in the field, and in spite of contiune<l effort 
the number of skins in my box did not increase rapidly. It was not long before they began to 
arrive in flocks, and were less shy. They were easily distinguished at a long distance by their 
heavy bodies, short necks, and short, quick wing-strokes, very much like those of the Black Brant. 
Although not as agile on the wing as the latter bird, nor, in fact, as the other geese, yet when under 
way they are swift flyers. 
While passing from one feeding ground to another they commonly utter a deep, rather hoarse, 
and strident cla/-ba, c1a'-ba, c-la'-ha, which is very different from the note of any other goose with 
which I am familiar. At times, thougll rarely, a flock may lle brought within gunshot by imitating 
this note. 
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her eggs, the female flew straight away and aliglited at some distance, sometimes half a mile from 
the nest, showing very little concern. The male was rarely seen in the ,icinity of the nest. The 
young ·are batched the last of June or · first of July, and the adult birds undergo the summer 
moult from the last of July to the middle of August. 
During this season the Eskimo set long lines of nets across the marshes all(l make drives of 
water-fowl whicli have moulted their quill feathers. The · slaughter is enormous; the wasteful 
savages render it still worse by killing thousands of young birds which are entrapped, saying that 
they will thus prevent their being iu the way during the next· drive. 
Tens of thousanfis of geese are annually killed in the drives from the Yukon mouth south to 
the Kuskoquim. In fall, as these geese regain their wings,· tliey gather along the sea-coast and 
seek thefr food from place to place until the approach of winter sends them a few hundred miles 
south to the Aleutian Islands. 
The natives south of the Yukon use the skins of the Emperor Goose for making clothing·, as . 
they also use the skips of the other water-fowl. They are more difficult to kill than the other 
geese, and I have repeatedly knocked them down with a charge of shot and seen them make off 
apparently unhurt a moment later. 
The first plumage is known by the black or dark spots sprinkled over the white hood. In 
this stag-e the feet and legs are dusky olive-yellow, the iris dark hazel; lower mandible born-
black, as- is the lower border of the upper mandible. The upper surface of the latter is blotched 
with dark horn color on a livid purplish gro_und color, tinging the dark mottling. After careful 
examination I found the a.dult males and females to be ab8olute1y indistinguishable, altl.10ugli 
there is considerable individual Yariation. A fine adult female taken at the Yukon mouth 
May 22 (No. 1067) had its iris hazel; lower mandible dark born-color, with a white spot on each 
side of the rami; membrane about nares Ii rid-blue, the rest of upper surface of l>ill pale purplish 
or fiesby white; edge of nail dark horn color-rest of same white; inside of mouth mottled ulack 
and white; feet and legs a bright:, rich orange-yellow. The followiug measurements, taken from 
the fresh birds, will show the length and spread of wings: 
I 
I Number~ Sex._ Lengtil. r Spread. Number. Sex. Length. Spread. I Number. Sex. Length. Spread. 
----- -------
I 
1114 .... 9 26 48 : 1120 . -- d 27 51 1125 -·· . d 27. 5 53 1115, . .... 9 26. 5 50. 5 I 1121 9 27 53. 5 1126 .. -- 9 27 52 
1117 . ... • d 26 40 t 1122 ...•. 9 ..26. 5 51 ll,{27 ~ 27. 5 50. 5 
1118 .••.. d 27. 05 53 1 1123 . . - - . d 26. 65 51 1128.: :: :1 0 
I 
28 54. 5 
1119 ..... 9 'L7 51. 5 , 1124. ·--· ¥ 25. 6 49. 6 I 1129 . •... 
1 
d 28 56. 5 
- . 
During Billings's Expedition to the Aleutian Islands, about 17901 tlic Emperor Goose was 
described by Sauer, wh9 noted its arrival at Unalaska August :n and its departure the 18tll of 
the following April. It winters abundantly on the Near Islands. 
The latest contribution to its history is by Mr. U. H. Townse n<l, who records the capture of 
an Emperor Goose on Humboldt Bay, Northern Ca,lifornia, by Mr. Charles Fiebig, in the winter 
of 1884, and the latter Mated that these geese occur there at, long intervals. 
OLOR COLUMBIA.NUS (Ord). Whistling Swan (Esk. Ki>g-u-zliuk). 
This fine bird arrives on the slwre of Bering Sea in the Yicinity of Saint Michaels early in 
May, and in some seasons by the 27th of A.pril, as in 1878, when se-rnral were seen on that date 
about a spring-hole in the ice. At this time the ground was clothed with over a foot of snow~ and 
the sea covered, as far as coulu be seen, with unbroken ice. During the next few days a terrible 
storm of wind and now swept over the country, but did these birds no harm, as was seen directly 
after the storm ceased by their presence at tlle water-hole as usual. Mr. Dall records their arrival 
on the Yukon about May 1, and notes tlle fact of their descending that stream in place of going 
up tlie Yukon, as most of the geese do at this season. 
The birds arrive singly or in small parties on the coast, and directly after scatter to their sum -
mer haunts. At Nulato, Dall found them laying their eggs by May 21, bnt on the sea-coast May 
30 i tlle earliest date I have of their eggs being taken. Dall states that they lay two eggs, but 
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this mu t refer to a single nest, for the ordinary number i from three to six. The ne ti u ually 
npon a small island in ome secluded lakelet, or on a rounded bank close to the border of a poud. 
The eggs are deposited in a depression made iu a heap of rubbi b gathered by the birds from the 
immediate Yicinity of the nest, and is composed of grass, moss, and dead leaves, forming a bulky 
affair in many cases. 
On June 14, 1880, a swan was seen flying from the side of a small pond on the marsh near 
Saint l\Iichaels, and a close search finally revealed the nest. The eggs were completely hidden in 
loose moss, which covered the ground about the spot, and in which the bird had made a depression 
by plucking up the moss and arranging it for the purpose. The site was so artfully. chosen and 
prepared that I passed the spot in my search, and one of my native bunters coming close behind, 
called me back, and thrusting his stick into the moss exposed the eggs. I may note here that 
whenever the Eskimo of Norton Sound go egging on the marshes they invariably carry a stick 3 
or 4 feet long, which they thrust into every suspicious tussock, bunch of grass, or spot in the 
moss, and if a nest is t.here it is certain to be revealed by the stick striking the eggs. They are very 
expert- in detecting places likely to be chosen by the ducks and geese. I ham seen my hunters 
· examine the borders of a lake1 after I bad given it what I considered a thorough search, and unearth 
_ in one instance three geese-ne~.ts and one duck's. This was after I bad acquired considerable 
ski11 in finding eggs, so it may readily be seen that the birds are very cunning in placing their 
nests. There is some variation in the eggs of this swan, but the following measurements show 
the aver:age, the specimens measured being taken near Saint Michaels in June: 4.15 by 2.85, 4.05 
by 2.7 4, 3.96 by 2.6G. 
The last of June or first of July the young are hatched, and soon after the parents lead them 
to the vicinity -of some large lake or stream, and there the old birds moult their quill-feathers and 
are unable to fly. They are pursued by the natives at this season, and many are speared from 
canoes and kyaks. Although unable to fly, it is no easy task single-handed to capture them alive. 
TlJe young men among the Eskimo consider it a remarkable exhibition of :fleetness and endur-
ance for one of their number to capture a bird by running it down. The feat is performed as 
. follows: The man removes his clothing except his trousers and a pair of small, light skfo boots, 
aud then be starts after the bird, which may be plainly visible a hundred yards or more away, trying 
to conceal itself in grass 2 or 3 inches high. The moment the swan sees its enemy approach 
it rises and starts off at full speed, using its featherless wings as balances and to aid in pro-
gres~ion. The bird takes to every shallow pond it sees, and by the aid of feet and wings makes 
very rapi<.l. progress. The man mu t rush straight on in the track of bis game, through water and 
mud, and if he has good speed and wind he may hope to .capture the bird in the course of fift~en 
or twenty minute, . During the visit of the Corwin to Kotzebue Sound, in .. Tuly, 1881, I saw 
·eyeral wan with their quill. moulted, but, as I had no ambition to gain fame as a runner, I 
did not try to secure them. 
_t\..bout 20 mile from Saint Michael', toward the Yukon mouth, is a small, shallow lake, 
about one-fourth of a mile in diameter, which is grown up with "horse-tails" (Equisetum). This 
lakel t form a general rendezvou. for all the swans of that vicinity during the summer and 
fall. During the breeding sea on they gather there to feed, anu the males make it tlrnir home. 
Iu autumn, a the olc.1 birds regain their wing-feathers and the young are able to fly, all congregate 
her that I lia,e rarely pa ed thi place without . eeing from one hundred to five hundred 
:wan rratbered in thi mall area. Their combined cries can be heard for 3 miles or more, and 
make a "rand and m lo ion · concert. 
I haY freqneut]y a and li 'tened with the k en t pleasnre to the organ-like swell and foll 
in th ir u t , a they wer wafted on in ricli, full harmony, then sank to a faiut murmur, not 
uulik that f ru :ning water. ri of low hillock afforded a cover by which the lake coulu 
l app a ·h 1 an 1 it w " , maj ic i ht t li h re on a mo . y knoll and gaze on the un u -
f the f 1 ir<l · a tb · warn ack an l forth, witltin rifle-shot, not su -
ntifnl fi rm. a I la t aw them in this far-away 
· uniqu an l intere ting sight of my ·experien ce 
rt f a rift i:· uffi ·i ·banrrc tll cene into wild confn ion. A clJ.orus 
f uuclr l f mirrht · winO' · i 1J arc1. A cloud of white 
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rises, breaks into numerous fragments, and the birds scatter over the wide flats on every side. 
On one occasion a pair of old birds, with four young, was standing on t,he grassy margin of this 
lake, and I approached to within about 100 yar<ls, beyond which the ground was perfectly open. 
Preparing myself, I suddenly started and ran at full speed towards the birds, which gazed at me 
with great curiosity as they walked slowly toward the water, their heads t~uned back, to get a 
fuller view, until they stumbled into the lake. Then they started to take wing, but i was already 
within range, and choosing two young birds secured both of them. 
Toward the end of Septem~er these birds begin to gather into flocks, preparatory to migrating, 
and from the last of this month to the ?th or 8th of October all leave for the south, the exact date 
varying with the season. When they start they mo"e off in flocks of from ten to seventy-five 
or more, and keep up a continual noise, as though bidding farewell to the , hospitable marshes 
which have sheltered tllem during the summer. With the geese these birds pass to the east from 
Saint Michaels, crossing to the Yukon at once, along which, according to' Dall, the swans make 
their road of migration. . 
This swan is rare at Point Barrow in summer and an occasional visitor to the Near Islands in 
winter. Stejneger took a single specimen of tllis bird on the Commander Islands on November 3, 
1882, an immature bird of the year. · 
There is no record of this bird from the Siberian shore of Bering Sea, nor from any of the . 
islands in the same wa.ter . . Mr. Dall reports their occurrence on Sanak Island, in September, 1872, 
altbougli they are not known from any other of the Aleutian Islands. It is found common and 
nesting along the entire course of the Yukon, and in suitable places over all the remainder of the 
Territory, except upon the islands. 
The young birds of the year frequently retain the immature plumage until the last of September. 
A specimen in this plumage, taken on Sep tern ber 19, had its bill purplish flesh-color, the nail and 
a border along the gape black; the iris hazel, and the feet and tarsi livid flesh-color. Cl1he plumage 
of this bird, which is now before me, is sooty brownish with a plnmbeous shade about the top and 
sides of the head; -neck and throat all around <lull plurnbeous ash.Y of a light shade; back, tertials, 
and wing-coverts dull pfombeous ashy with a sit-very gray luster, especially upon the wings. 
Rump white, lig-btly washed with ashy~ which increases to dull plumbeous ashy on the tail-coverts 
and rectrices. Quills whitB, heavily mottled wit,h ashy gray on their terminal third, but almost 
immaculate toward bases. Under surface white, washed with dingy gray. 
From the Faunci Boreali-Americana we learn tllat these birds nest·withiu the Arctic Circle, on 
the northern border of the British fur countries. As quoted by .Richardson (op. cit.), Captain Lyon, 
who accompanied Parry on bis second voyage, describes its nest as built of moss-peat and nearly 
6 by 42 feet in area, with a height of 2 feet and a cavity 1½ feet in diameter. When first laid the 
eggs of this bird are white like those of geese, b_ut become soileu in f~ v~ery short time. 
OLOR BUC0INAT0R (Rich.). Trumpeter Swan. 
A. specimen of this little known swan is noted by Mr. Dall as having been secured, wit.h 
its eggs. at Fort Yukon, by Mr. Lockhart, thus rendering it an Alaskan species. There is no 
further re~ord of its presence in the Territory. This is owing, umloubtedly, to the fact that the 
~nterior remains almost unexplored, so far as its summer birds are concerned. There is no 
reason to suppose this swan e\''er reaches the shore of Bering Sea, where it appears to be en-
tirely replaced by the other species. There is no record -of either bird being found on the south-
eastern coa8t of the Territory, where, however, both are likely to be found during the migrations. 
Richardson gives this species a breeding range from latitude 61 ° north to well within the 
A.retie Circle. Hearne tells us that both species of swans usually breed on the islands in the lakes 
northwest of Hudson's Bay, and the eggs of the larger species (or the Trumpeter) are so big'' that 
one of them is a sufficient meal for a moderate man, without bread or any other addition." The 
same author notes the arrival, about Hudson's Bay, of this species earlier than any other species of 
water-fowl. Some years they arrive in March, before the ice is broken in the rivers, and they are 
forced to gather about the open water, near falls an.cl rapids, where the Indians secure large num-
bers of them. He adds, furthermore, that'' the flesh of both is excellent eating, and, wheu roastRd, 
is equal in flavor to young heifer beef, and the cygnets are very delicate." 
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ARDEA HER0DIA.S Linn. Great Blue Heron. 
This heron was found by Bischoff at Sitka, where it is rare. It is also recorded from Portage 
Bay, in the southeast part of the Territory, by Hartlaub. Facts obtained by me indicate that it 
may possibly occur up to Nulato, on the Yukon, and the Kuslevak month of this sti-eam. For the 
la t two references I am indebted to the natives and t'ur traders. An old native woman told me 
that se-rnral times she had seen, at Nulato, cranes of a different kind from those so numerous at 
Yukon mouth ( 0; canadensis), and that those seen at Nulato always perched on tlte tops of high 
trees. Tbis was corroborated by another native from the same place. The Knslevak recorcl is 
somewhat more doubtful, as the bird was found dead upon the snow early in April, and was seen 
by a Russian fur trader, who bought it from the natives for me, but the warm weather, setting in 
soon after, spoiled it and it was thrown away. From the description given, the bird coulcl not be 
anything else, so far as I could see, though there is a chance that tlte ucscriber made unreal char-
acters the base of his description. 
GRUS CANADENSIS (Linn.). Little Brown Crane (Esk. L at-slhulc). 
Tl.lis species is a rare straggler to Point Barrow, hut from the Eskimo Murdoch learned that 
it is abundant on the Arctic ~oast east of Colville- River. On the· Near Islands it is a Yery rare 
fall Yi itor &ind Beau saw cranes flying across Bering Straits, lieading for the American shore, 
on August 18. Skins of this species are in the Nationa,l Museum collection from Kadiak Island, 
Saint :Michaels, and the Yukon, in Ala kn, thence east to the Anderson River. 
The habitat of the well known mexicana is limiteu to the middle latitudes, where it is common, 
extending over the entire United States and into the southern parts of British America. In 
winter the two forms to some extent mingle in t he soutll. 
Several instances are known of the capture of canadensis iu its winter home, one of these being 
Oassin's type, taken by Mollhausenin October, 1853, at Albuquerque, N. Mex., and the second, taken 
on the Rio Verde, l\Iexico, February 23, 1870, is now in the Museum of Compara.tive Zoology at 
Carn bridge, Ma ·s. Several specimens have been taken in Colorado in fall. The chief reason for 
its apparent scarcity in the south is that owiug to its close resemblance to mexicana it has been 
mistaken for that pecies and overlooked, while in addition its wariness has rendered it very difficult 
to secure. 
Nothing is known of its habits or movement after it leaves its nortllern home, but while in 
its summer haunt on the shores of Bering Sea the writer has enjoyed abundant opportunities for 
tnclying it and purpo e to detail ome point of intere t regarding it. 
At aiut ::\Iichael it ometirne arrive by May 7, when tllere is yet scarcely a bare spot of 
round, and one a on the 'e early-comer had to endure ome severe weather, and several inches 
of uew now, over which they talked glum an I ilent, showing little of their usual roystering 
pirit. A a rule they are not een until from the lOtlt to the 15th of the month, when the ground 
i u uall.v half bare and tb~ craue can ear<:h every hill- ide for la t year's heath-berries, which , 
with. an occa ional lemmiug or mon e, cou. titute their food at thi season. 
Tll Y c ru from the ·outlt toward the Lower Yukon, and on mild, plea ant day it is a common 
igbt t , th· ·rane ad van 'ing high overhead in wide circuit , poi ed on motionless wing , 
n l ru vine, with a (Ti-a ·e nu xr cted in ucb awkwardly-formed bird . A the weather get.s 
warm r h ' lJ c m mor an l m r uum r u , until the lrier part. of the wide flats and low, 
r nml · l 1 rnti u.· ar num r u ·I p I ulatecl by th odd bird . Th air i .tilled with the loud, 
hard, re 11iu" Z·-r-roo kr-r-r-roo ki1-kr-r-roo c. nd ith r flying by, with trailing legs, or moving 
1'raY •l · fr I pla to 111, · , th · d mnch tor nd r the 1 onotonon land cave animate. The end 
f )1: Y chaw: n ar , 11 l th foll ti le f their pring-fi Yer can , tlle'e bin.ls to render them, elve 
pr'· mi11 ntl · ln li ·r 1 · b · h 1n r uti an 1 rformance which the cranes own book of 
1 nl l · · 1 1 •. t h th 1 r r thin at thi ma · ason. I ha,. frequently lain in 
it 1 · c lnct th ir fl'air of l e clo e by, and it i8 an inter ting 
1 t j tt 1 1 n on th ·po will pr 1 t th matt r more 
1 I 1 t th 
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On May 18, I lay in a hunting bliu<l, anu was much amus~d by the performances of two 
cranes, which alighted near by. The first comer remained alone but a short time, when a second 
bird came along, uttering his loud note at short intervals, until he espied the bird on the ground, 
when he made a slight circuit, and dropped close by. Both birds then joined in a series of loud 
rolling cries in quick succession. Suddenly the new-corner, which appeared to be a male, wheeled 
his back toward the female and made a low bow, his head nearly touching the ground, and ending 
by a quick leap into the air; another pirouette brings him facing his charmer, whom he greet§! with 
a still deeper bow, his wings meanwhile hanging loosely by his sides. She replies by an answer-
ing bow and hop, and then each tries to outdo the other in a series of spasmodic hops and starts, 
mixed with a set of comically grave and ceremonious bows. The pair stood for some moments 
bowing right and left., when .their legs appeared to become envious of tha large share taken in 
the performance by the neck, and then would ensue a series of stilted hops and skips which are 
more like the steps of a burlesque minuet than anything else I can think of. Frequently others 
· join and the dance keeps up until all are exllausted. By the 26th to the 30th of May they are 
mated, and are seen scattered all over the flats from Cape Vancouver north to Kotzebue Sound, 
-0r, perhaps, farther along the Arctic coast. 
'fhey are summer residents upon Saint Matthew's and Saint Lawrence Islands, and were found 
nesting by Nordenskjold in considerable numbers at Seniavine Strait, just south of Bering Straits, 
on the Siberian coast, .July 28, 1879. Eggs containing small embryos were brought me on May 
2·1, 1879, but the two eggs, which this bird alway~ lays, are generally deposited the last fow days 
of May or first of June. The site for the nest is usual1y on .the grassy flats, where the drier 
portions or the slight knolls afford them _ suitable places. The spot usually has an unob-
structed view on all sides, and it is common to see the female's long neck raised suspiciously at the 
appearance in the distance of anything unusual. If one approaches, the head sinks lower and 
lower to avoid. being seen, but if the person, ernn though 150 or 200 yards away, should stop and 
look toward the bird, she will generally rise and skulk away, her neck close to the ground, wings 
hanging loosely by the sides, and iegs bent, so as to avoid being seen. When she is 100 yards or 
more from the nest she straightens up and stalks anxiously about, uttering her loud call-note 
jncessantly, and is generally joined by the male; but it is rarely that either can, even then, be 
approached wjthin gunshot. In one case the fema.le was about 75 yards from the nest, and as we 
drew near she staggered from side to side with trailing wings, loo~ing as if in death agony. 
The nest is frequently a mere hollow in the ground, and is commonly lined with more or less 
coarse grass-sten~s and straws. In one instance a nest was found on a bare flat, and was lined 
with a layer of straws an iuch deep, all of which must have been brought for some yards; this is 
unusual, however. The eggs vary in ground-color from pale greenish clay color to bu:ffy brown 
or warm brownish, and the entire surface is irregularly marked with spots and blotches of 
cl10colate-brown, rather sparsely distributed at the small end, but numerous about ·the large end 
of the egg, chietly at the very apex. The size varies from 3.70 by 2.40; 3.72 by 2.40; 3.71 by 2.41, 
representing the maximum, to 3.26 by 2.28; 3.40 by 2.35, 3.33 by 2.21 representiug the minimum 
in a eries of twenty-five specimens. 
ThelastofJuly, and during August, thecranesfrequentthehill-sides,and feast upon the berries 
growing there, and early in September the small flocks, which have been trooping about from 
one feeding ground to another, join into larger companies, until toward the last of the month-from 
the 18th to 30th- they pass to the south, making the air resonant with their guttural notes as ·they 
file away toward the Yukon. The Eskimo say that, once, very long ago, a pretty womau was 
out picking berries, wheu a great flock of cranes gathered near, and circling about suddenly 
closed about the unfortunate girl, and taking her upon their broad backs, soared away toward the 
ky, where they vanished, drowning the girl's cries meanwhile by their own hoarse chorus. Since 
then the girl has never been seen by man, but the cranes to this day retain their habit of making 
a loud outcry, and soaring in flocks, in autumn, as a reminiscence of this abduction. 
On August 18, 1880, Dr. Bean saw cranes of this species crossing Bering Straits from the 
Siberian to the Alaskan shore. 
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Toward the end of June most of the young are hatched and, by the middle of July, ar on the 
wing. The sites cho~ en for this bird's ne t are very similar to tho e taken by P. lobatus, except 
that the latter may pick drier ituations. One Red Phalarope's nest wa found June 8, within 
six feet of a small brackish pool, the eggs being deposited upon a nest of dried leaves under a 
cl warf willow. Soon after the young take wing these birds gather in flocks and frequent the ea. 
They breed an along the Arctic shores of Alaska and Siberia, wherever_: suitable flats occur, and 
even reach those isolated jslands, forever encircled by ice, which lie beyond. It is not rare in 
Spitzbergen, where its eggs have been found laid upon the bare ground. During the cruise 
of the Corwin, in the summer of 1881, we found this and the Northern Pha.Jarope abundant 
wherever we went ·on the Alaskan or Siberian shores of the Arctic, and their pretty forms, as 
they flitted here and there over the surface of the smooth sea, now alighting a moment and gliding 
quickly rjght and left, pecking at the minute animals in the water, then taking wing for an 
instant, appeared in ever-changing groups. They were also seen among the ice off Wrangel 
Island and along the adjoining low Siberian coast, and through the Straits into Bering Sea 
where they were found nesting on Saint Lawrence Island. On the Seal Islands Elliott found it 
only as a migrant, passing north early in June and south from the 15th of August to some time in 
October. Although a few gray feathers begin to appear in July tbe winter plumage _is still 
irnverfect in many birds so late as October 6. . 
These Pbalaropes, with Tringa couesi, are the last waders found on the coast of Bering Sea 
in autumn and they remain until October 12 to 17. It · is a less abundant and less generally 
distributed breeding bird on the Alaskt1n coast than P. lobatus, and, like the latter, probably does 
not nest south of the mouth of the Kuskoquim River. It is also more restricted to the sea-coast, 
regions, but occurs in the interior, aH I have a specimen from Fort Reliance, on .the Upper Yukon, 
taken September 12. It is known to breed on nearly every one of the circumpolar islands yet 
visited by explorers. 
As with the other Phalaropes, the female is larger tban tbe male, and the following measure-
ments show the average amount of difference: 
Date. Locality. Sex. Whig. Tail. Tarsus. Culmen. Catalogue number. 
------ ---
May 27 Saint Michaels . ...... ! 5. 30 2. 80 . 92 . 02 1073 28 ...... do ............... 5. 30 2. 73 . 95 . 90 1074 28 ..... . do ~ .............. 5. 30 2. 75 . 94 . 95 1075 




. 96 1775 
20 ...... do ...... .. .. ..... 0 5.12 2. 52 . 87 . 80 1774 
20 ...... do ........... . .. . ,j 5.10 2. 54 . f.10 . 93 1776 
I 
The most trjkjng difference appears in the deep chestnut of the lower surface and sides of head 
of the female and the dull color mixed with white on the same parts of the male. In spring the 
bill is waxy yellow with a jet black tip. The feet and tarsus are dull yellowish. There is, per-
hap , even greater variation in the egg of this bird than in those of tbe following species. The 
mea nrements run from 1.15 by. 5 to J .28 by .89. The ground color runs through the same tints 
a appear in the eggs of P. lobatus. The marking average much darker and larger in fulicariu.'?, 
and about th large end it is common for the spot to be so large and numerous as to become 




PH.A.L.A.ROPUS LOD.A.T"CS (Linn.). Northern Phalarope (Esk. CMp-i-chang-ulc). 
As summer approaches on the Arctic shores and coast of Bering Sea, tbe numberless pools, 
until now hidden under a snowy covering, become borrlered or covered with :water; the mud about 
their edges begins to soften and through the water the melting ice in the bottom looks pale green. 
The ducks and geese :fill the air with their loud resounding cries, and the rapid wing-strokes of 
arriving and departing flocks add a heavy bass to the chorus which greets the opening of another 
glad season in the wilds of the cheerless north. Amid this loud-tongued multitude suddenly 
appears the graceful, fairy-like form of the Northern Pbalarope. Perhaps, as the hunter sits by 
the border of a secluded pool still half covered with snow and ice, a pair of slight wings flit before 
him, and there, riding on tlie water, scarcely making a ripple, floats this charming and elegant bird. 
It glides bither and thither on the water apparently drifted by its fancy, and skims about the 
pool like an autumn leaf wafted before the playful zephyrs on some embosorned lakelet in the 
forest. The delicate tints and slender fragile form, combining grace of color and outline with 
a peculiarly dainty elegance of motion, render this the most lovely and attractive nmong its. 
handsome congeners. 
The :first arrivals reach Saint Michaels in full plumage from May 14 to 15, and their num-
ber is steadily augmented until, the last few days of May and 1st of June, they are on hand in 
full force and ready to set about the season's cares. Every pool now has from one to several 
pairs of these lJirds gliding in Testless zigzag motion around its border, the slender necks at 
times darting quickly right or left as the bright black eyes catch sight of some minute paTticle of 
food. They may be watched with pleasure for hours, and present a picture of exquisHe gentleness 
which renders them an unfailing source of interest. The female of this bird, as is the case with 
the two allied species, is much more richly colored than the male and possesses all the ''rights" 
demanded by the most radical reformers. 
As the- season comes on when the flames of love mom1t high, the dull-colored male moyes about 
the pool, apparently heedless of the surrounding fair ones.- Such stoical indifference usually appears 
too much for the feelings of some of the fair ones to bear. A. female coyly glides close to him and 
bows her head in pretty submissiveness, but he turns away, pecks at a bit of food and moves off;, 
she follows and he quickens his speed, but in vain; he is Jrnr choice, and she proudly arches her· 
neck and in mazy circles passes and repasses close before the harassed bachelor. He turns his breast· 
first to one side, then to the other, as though to escape, but there is his gentle wooer ever preiising-
her snit before him. Frequently he takes flight to another part of the pool, all to no purpose. l:f" 
with affected indifference he tries to feed, she swims along side by side, almost -touching him
11 
and at intervals rises on wing above him and, poised a foot or two over his back, makes a half 
dozen q uick, sharp wing-strokes, prod.ucing a series of sharp, wl:Mstling noises in rapid succession. 
In the course of time it is sai<.l. that water will wear the hardest rock, and it is certain that time 
and importunity have their full effect upon the male of this Phalarope, and soon all are com-
fortably married, while mater familias no longer needs to use lier seductive ways and charming 
blandishments to draw his notice. About the first of June the dry, rounded si<le of a little 
knoll, near some mall pond, has four <lark, heavily-marked eggs la,fd in a slight hollow, upon 
what ver lining the spot affords or, more rarely, upon a few dry straws and grass-blades brouabt 
and loosely ]aid together lJy the birds. Here the captive male is introduced to new duties :nd 
spends half his time on the eggs, while the female keeps about the pool close by. In due tim'e the 
youug are hatched and come fortli, beautiful little balls of buff and brown. 
. During incubation, if the nest is approaclied, the parent usually flies off the eggs when the 
intruder is som~ yards away, arnl proceeds to feed about tb.e surface or e<lge of tlie nearest pool, 
as though uotl.11ng unusual had occurred. At times the parent shows a little anxiety, and swims 
~e~tlessls ab?~t the pool, utte~iug a low, sharp, metallic" pleep," pleep." When a bird leaves the eggs 
1t 1s usually Jomed at once by its mate. In one or two instances the parent bird came gliding stealth-
ily through the grass to the nest while I was occupied in packing the eggs in my basket. Fresh eggs 
are rarely found after J uoe 20, and by the middle to 30th of July the young are fledged and on 
the wing. By the 12th to 15th of July a few of the ashy feathers of the autumnal plumage ap-
pear, an<l soon after old and young begin to gather in parties of from five to a hundred or more 
' 
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and seek the edge of large ponds and flat or the mu<ldy parts of the coa t and bord r of i e 
creek . During Augu 't and Septemuer they are found on the bay , and the la t are e u al>ou 
the last of September or fir t of October. 
:Murdoch found it n rare summer visitant at Point, .Barrow, wllere it was notice<l. only ouce. T.u y 
breed on all the island, of Bering Sea, the north coast of Siberia, and we saw them commou about 
Herald and Wrangel Islands in July and August, 1881. It is plentiful throughout the interior of 
Northern Alaska, as well as on the salt marshes of the coast. Dall saw it all along the Yukon, 
and found a nest with two eggs at Pastolik, near the Yukon moutll. 
The usual number of eggs is four; which vary considerably in exact coloration. The grouud-
<!olor in the vers large series before me, obtained in the vicinity of Saint Michaels, shades by every 
degree from greenish-clay color to warm, buffy, olive-brown. The spots and markiugs are Yery 
irregular in size and shape, but are usually larger about the large end of egg. These spots and 
blotches, which are rarely confluent, occupy about one-half the surface, and are from dark chocolate 
to very dark umber-brown. These eggs measure, taking extremes, 1.20 by .85; -1.16 by .87; 1.12 
by .80; within which mesurements will fall most of the eggs of this species. Like the Red Phalarope 
this species extends its winter range far south on the coasts of both continents. It is known among 
whalers and fishermen by the same name as its relative, and both_ unite in giving animation t,o many 
an otherwise lifeless and forbidding scene along our northern shore. 
GALLINA.GO DELIO.A.TA (Ord). Wilson's Snipe (Esk. Ku-ku-kiwtk). 
This is a rather uncommon but widely-spread species in Alaska, along the mainland shore of 
Bering ·Sea. I found it both at Saint Michaels and on the Lower Yukon in small numbers, 
making its presence known in spring-time by its peculiar whistling noise as it flew high overhead. 
It nests wherever found i~ the north, and is a rather common species along the entire course of 
the Yukon, extending thence north to within tll~ Arctic Circle, but its limit in this direction is 
not definitely known. It was found at Sitka and Kadiak by the Western Union Telegraph ex-
plorers, but is not known from any of the Bering Sea Islands, nor from the coast of Siberia, but 
it is to be looked for from the latter region, a.t least. 
The nesting range of this bird is widely extended, reaching from Northern Illinois, where I 
nave found it in the breeding season, to well within tbe Arctic Circle. The first of June, 1879, while 
.at t1J_e Yukon mouth, several of these birds were heard uttering a loud peculiar note, whicll may 
\be represented by the syllables yak-yak-yak-yak, in quick, energetic, explosive syllables. This note 
wa uttered singly or repeated several times, and appears to be a kind of call-note of the male 
during the breeding sea on. At the time when the bird is uttering· its note, it flies along within 
a hort clist.ance of the ground with a peculiar jerky movement of the body and wings as every 
note is uttered. On one occasion, in the same vicinity, a Short-eared Owl and one of these snipe 
were flu hed from a grassy mar h within 3 feet of each 01ther, flying up almost simultaneously as 
I came upon them. I carefully examined the tail-feathers of twelve specimens of this bir<l in the 
National Mu eum collection and founu ixteen feather in all but one, and this had fourteen. 




OLOPACEU (Say). Long-billed Dowitcher (Esk. Kui-a-gwukh-
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picuous denizens <,f the marshes. At the Yukon mouth, on May 28, I came across a female b~sily 
at work preparing a little hollow in a tussock for her eggs, and as I drew near she moved a little 
to one side, and uttered a sharp, querulous note, as if protesting against the intrusion. We took 
the hint and left her; but a second visit, some days later, showed the spot deserted. These are 
very demonstrative birds in their love-making, and the last of .May and first of June their loud 
cries are heard. everywhere about their haunts, especially in morning and evening. 
Two or three males start in pursuit of a female and -away they go twisting and turning, here 
and there over marsh and stream, with marvelous swiftness and dexterity. At short intervals ' . a ma.le checks his flight for a moment to utter a strident peet ii weet; wee-too, wee-too; then on be 
goes full tilt again. After they have mated, or when a solitary male pays his devotions, they rise 
15 or 20 yards from the ground, where, hovering upon quivering wings, the bird pours forth a 
lisping but energetic and frequently musical song, which can be very imperfectly expressed by 
the syllables peet-peet; pee-ter-wee-.too; wee-too; pee-ter-wee-too; pee-ter-wee-too; u·ee-too; wee-too. 
This is the complete song, but frequently only fragments are sung, as when the bird is in pursuit 
of the female. 
June 16 while crossing a tussock-covered hill-top, over a mile from any water, I was surprised ' . 
to see a female of this species :flutter from her nest about 6 feet in front of me, and skulk off 
through the grass with trailing wings and depressed head for some 10 ·or 15 yards, then stand. 
nearly concealed by a tuft of grass and watch me as I pillc1ged her home of its treasures. ! 
The eggs, four in number (set.No. 299), rested jn a shaJlow depression formed by the bird's body 
in the soft moss and without a trace of lining. These eggs measure respectively 1.80 by 1.21; 1.70 
by 1.20; 1.69 by 1.20; 1.72 by 1.23. A second set of four (No. 328), taken on lower ground, June 
20, the same season, me·asure 1.80 by 1.22; 1. 72 by 1.23; 1.87 by 1.2-1; 1.83 by 1.25, and set No. 
222, from a boggy fiat, but with no nest, except the dead grass naturally found on the place occu-
pied, was taken June 13, t.he same season, and measures 1.73 by 1.23; 1.72 b,y 1.23; 1.70 by 1.22; 
1. 72 by 1.22. The ground-color varies from a greenish claley olive to a light grayish or clay color. 
The spots are large, well defined, and· scattered sparsely, except about the tip of large end, where 
they are crowded. These spots are dark umber-brown, and present a striking contrast to the ground-
color~ All the eggs mentioned above were fresh; but the young are full grown and on the wing 
with their parents the last of July, and the first of August finds the au.nlts rapidly changing their 
breeding-dress for that of winter, and gathering into flocks. By the first of September they are · 
in perfect winter dress, and frequent muddy flats, the edges of tide-creeks, and other places, ex-
actly as they do in their passage south or north in middle latitudes. They have the same unsus-
picious ways here as there, and may be shot at again and again, as they keep about their wounded 
comrades. Not long after griseus and scolapaceus were first distinguished many ornithologists 
reunited the two as inseparable, but iately Messrs. Ridgway and Lawrence, in the Nuttall 
Ornithological Club Bulletin, for July, 1880, have adduced proof which must go far toward convinc-
ing the most skeptical of their difference. 
Having occasion in the preparation of this article to compare my Alaskan series with the 
specimens from various parts of the country in the Naitional Museum collection, I find there is not the 
slightest difficulty in dist.inguisbing the two birds except in very rare instances. In the consid-
erable number of skins from both sides of the continent the following points appear almost in-
variably diagonistic: In the breeding plumage of gri~eus, a dull, pale buff shade extends over all 
the under surface of the body in richly-colored specimens, but is very pale on the throat and abdo-
men. In average specimens t,he middle of the abdomen and throat are generally much washed 
with dingy white. The throat ma.y or may not be maculated in either form. In griseus the macu-
lations, commencing as fine markings, extend over t.he breast, where they are most numerous, 
and then are scattered irregularly over the abdomen. On the breast and abdomen the spots tend 
to assume a rounded form in griseus with transverse barring on the flanks, which latter sometimes 
shows faintly on the abdomen. The dorsal colors of breeding griseus average darker than in scolop-
aceus, and the light edgings of the· feathers are less distinct,ly marked. 
In scolopaceus the entire under surface. is a uniform rich buff or reddish brown, in its lightest 
phase scarcely so light as in the darkest examples of gr-iseus. The throat is commonly immaculate, 
as invariably are the lower half of the breast and entire abdomen. The maculations of the lower 
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surface are confined to a pectoral band having about the arne di tributfon a the band on 
.Aotodromas m,aoulata. On the ides of the brea t these markings have a decided tendency to 
assume the form of a black bar across the feather in contrast to the oval or rounded markings of 
griseus; and in many cases the e bars extend in a series across the upper breast, and they are 
always found sparingly along the sides and flanks, but ~ever extend to the feathers on abdomen. 
The deep color of lower urface and restricted amount of maculations form the main char-
acters of this bird as distinguished from griseus, and not the comparative length of the beak, 
which was formerly erroneously supposed to be the main difference, but which in fact is only of very 
slight if of any value in separating the birds. The young and fall birds are much more difficult 
to distingusll, and the lack of sufficient material from the Atlantic coast prevents a presentation of 
the differences which probably exist. 
TRING.A. C.A.NUTUS Linn. Knot. 
Dall found this bird rare at the Yukon mouth, and in his list of the birds of the Territory records 
:a single specimen taken at Sitka. During my residence at Saint Michaels, I secured a single 
-example of the young of the year, on August 14, 1877, but the bird was not r.een again during my 
l'esidence there. l\furdoch found it to be a rare summer resident near Point Barrow. Although it 
is found througho~t most of the eircumpolar parts of the northern hemisphere 1t is rare in the 
region under consideration. Farther east, about Hudson's Bay and north to Melville Peninsula, 
it appears to be more or less common. During Parry's second expedition it was found breeding at 
the last-named place, and was said to have laid eggs upon a tuft of withered grass with no attempt 
at a nest. It rears its young along the coast of Hudson's Bay south to the fifty-fifth parallel. 'rho 
eggs are reported to be of a dun-color, thickly marked with reddish spots, as described by Mr. 
Hutchin . In the Auk for July, 1885 (pp. 312, 133), Dr. Merriam describe· an egg taken at Fort 
Conger, in latitude 81° 44:' N., from notes furnished by Lieutenant Greely. The egg measured 1.10 
by 1 inch, and was a light pea-green color, closely spotted with brown specks about the size of a 
pin-head. It extends its range well to the north, and specimens are reported from high latitudes 
by different exploring parties who have penetrated this region. 
During winter its southern range equals its summer range to the north, audit is taken in New 
Zealand and Australia. Aspecimen is mentioned by Gould which was taken on the latter conti11ent, 
September 2, as it·was just assuming its summer plumage. An interesting question arises whether 
this binl was a resident of the outhern hemi:;phere or a migrant from the north. In the latter 
place it mu t have been preparing for a second nillifi.cation, thus having a l>reeding-season in 
both hemispheres. During the late Engli ·h Arctic Expedition of 1875-'76, Captain Fielden found a 
Knot on the northern coa t of Greenland. On August 25, 1875, he observed severa,1 of these birds 
near the water's edge in Di covery Bay, latitude 81° 44/ N. The marshes were frozen at the time, 
and ·the bird were feeding aiong the hore on the mall cru taceans which are found abundantly 
in the Arctic Sea. Iu pur uit of thi foocl they ran brea t-high into the water. On J·une 5, 1876, 
in latitude 8 ... 0 33' N., a flock of fourteen or ll\Ore were een circling over a hill-side, alighting on 
th bar patche , and f'. eding eagerly on the bu<ls of Saxifraga oppositafolia. Specimens of this 
bird w rem t with in con ·id rabl number., ut they were wild and very difficult of approacb. 
Tb cry f tb ru t 1aptaiu Jj i Id n r mark., i light and omething like that of the curlew. 
Imm cliat 1 · after th y arrived in June th y b gan to mate, and he aw two male following a 
inrrl f mal . t tlli 011 th y oar in th air like the common nipe and when descending 
from ah io·ht lh .Y at their ing, behind th ir ba k with a rapid motion which produced a loud 
whirrinrr n i · . ft r 1 p , t LL arch t r th n t they w re compelled 
7
to abandon the hope of 
curin(l' · u: 0 • bu la r iu th , , . n th parent with young were obtaine(L The following 
<l ; erip i n f th 11 w'h--bat;h <l ird · i · pr , nt d by the naturali. t ju. t quoted: Iri black; tip 
m· n li 1 all· br wu · 1 ill , rk lfr ; t la k; ol . f feet greeni 11 y llow; back of legs 
m · rn 1 r p, r f hr • · tiu whit · ha kl utif ll;v-m ttl d tortoi e- hell. 
Y un" l ird f th , r .· ur cl y m at aint Iicha l n the dat already m ntioneu., 
·k t h rnm1 in lu in" tbe win" "'r Yi 'h a b,· dark r on the primaries 
~ J' ' 
\.. P 1 o-r 1yi h ·n r ·iliary trip xt u<.l. back from tiJe ba 'C of the 
ALEUTIAN SAN,DFIFER·. 










ui>per mandible on each side. Feathers of the crown have dark centers, producing a streaked 
appearance. Edges of feathers of back and wing-coverts, including the tertials and secondaries, 
have light borders. These edgings are gray on the back and narrow, but are broader and become 
white on the tips of secondaries; rump grayish white, each feather edged with a subterminal dark 
band. Tail pure ashy, tipped with a slightly darker border followed by a fine white edging. Sides 
of the bead, neck, and the under side of the throat and neck dull grayish ashy, thickly streaked 
with a narrow dark shaft-line on each feather. The grayish becomes darkest on the breast, where 
the streaking changes to white in the center with a · grayish border, the division between the two 
colors being marked by a fine dark line inclosing the white. Abdomen grayish white; sides of 
flanks pale fulvous ashy, transversely barred . with vermiculated lines formed by the broken and 
irregular markings of the feathers. 
TRING.A. C0UESI (Ridgw.). Aleutian Sandpiper (Esk. Tsnai-gulc). 
One of the most interesting results of the recent investigations into the zoology of Alaska is 
the determination of this and the following species. They appear to be among the most narrowly 
limited of waders in, their range, and are, like a number of other species, peculiar to this region, 
the product of the strange and unusual surroundings. 
Since the naturalists of the Russian-American Telegraph Expedition entered the country, until 
the present day, the species forming the subject of this article has been unde! observatiou. At 
first it was supposeu to be identical with its relative, the common Purple Sandpiper of the Atlantic 
- and portions of the Arctic coasts of the two continents. Nordenskjold found the latter species 
scattered over the north coast of Europe aud Asia in his famous voyage, but his record of T. 
niaritima, from the region of Bering Straits, where be wintered, must be referred to couesi, 
according to our knowledge of the latter's distributioi1. This bird was confused in Mr. Dall's paper 
with T. 1naritirna, where he gives some interesting notes on its distribution. He found a single 
specimen of A. couesi near Nulato, and another at Pastol_ik, and tells us that Bischoff found it 
abundantly at Sitka and at Plover Bay, Siberia. From PalJas's description of his Kurile Island 
T. arquatella it seems very certain that he referred to the bird now known as A. coitesi, as Mr. 
Ridgway bas alreadypointed out. (See Bulf. N. 0. O., July, 1880, p. 160.) 
Steller also noted this bird upon the Bering Islands, as Pallas affirms (loo. cit. ). In case this 
is true we have an additional record, which must undoubtedly be referred to this bird, for the 
'' T. marit-inia" found by Nordenskjold at his winter quarters, just uorthwest of Bering Straits, 
undoubtedly agrees with those found directly sonth on the coast of Siberia, a,t Plover Bay, and 
beyond to the Kurile Islands. 
There are some curious fa,cts regarding the breeding range of this bird which are at present 
unaccountable. It nests throughout the Aleutian chain, from the westernmost island east to 
the Shumagin group, south of Aliaska. Beyond this we have no knowledge of it at this season. 
On May 15, 1877, I visited Sanak Island, one of the easternmost of the Aleutians, and first met , 
this bird. A pair were found feeding on a series of bare, jagged rocks, over which the spray flew 
in a dense cloud as every wave beat at the foot of the rocky shore. I shot one of them and the 
survivor merely flew up and stood eying me silently from the top of a low cliff 20 or 25 feet over-
head, until it, too, fell a victim. Later in the day another was seen near . the border of a small 
lake in the interior of the island. It ran nimbly on before me, over the mossy hillocks, stopping 
every few feet and half turning to watch my movements, just as a Spotted Sandpiper would do 
under the circumstances. When driven to take wing, it.flew a short distance, with the same peculiar 
down-curved wings and style of flight as has the Spotted Sandpiper. While on the wing it uttered 
a rather low, but clear anc.1 musical tweo-tweo-tweo. When feeding it bad a note something like a 
call of the Oolaptes aitratus, and which may be represented by the syallables clu-clu-clu. 
From this time until the 1st of .August I did not· meet this bird again~ and meanwhile r had 
gone fu~ther north t? Saint_ Michaels, on Norton Sound. Early in August, however, I was pleased 
to find 1t abundant m parties of from five to thirty or forty about outlyiug rocky islets and along 
rugged portions of the shore. During each of the four succeeding seasons the sarp.e experience 
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was repeated, and the last of July or first of .Augnst I was certain to find n nm bers of them in tl.te 
situations mentioned, where earlier in the season not one was to be found. They always remained 
until the middle of October, when the beaches became covered with ice and they were forced to seek 
a milder climate. 
The first of October, as the first snow-st01;ms begin, these birds desert the more exposed islets 
and beaches for the inner bays and sandy beaches, where their habits are like those of other Sand-
pipers in similar situations. They are never shy, and a party may be fired into, again and again, by 
following them along the shore. The natives of Norton Sound call them ''°shore," or'' beach birds" 
(Tsna-guk), and do not know their nesting ground, so it is safe to say-as confirmed by my own 
observations-that this bird does not nest on the .Alaskan mainland north of the Yukon at least. 
On the Commander Islands it is a permanent· resident. There, as elsewhere, it frequents 
rugged beaches. The following notes on the bre·eding and other habits of this bird I quote from 
Stejneger's excellent report on the birds of the Commander Islands : The last of Marcll great 
flocks of five hundred or more swarm along the shore line of these islands. About a month later 
-the flocks make up and are distributed over the islands from the shore to the high plateaus. At 
this time, about the middle of April, they assume their bright summer dress. It has, in common 
with many other Sandpipers, the habit of uttering a · melodious song while upon the wing, and 
Stejneger saw one alight upon a tussock, and, '' sitting there with puffed plumage and pendant 
wings, it produced a loud bleating," very much like the "bleating;, of Gallinago gallinago. The 
first eggs found on these islands were taken the middle of May, and chicks on the 17th of June. 
In its autumnal wanderings it extends all along the eastern. shore of Bering Se a and even 
north along the coast of the Arctic. Its winter range includes the .Aleutiau Islands and the 
coast of Kadiak Island, with the mainland south to Sitka and probably farther. Its range on the 
.Asiatic coast is less known, but from its- abs-ence during the summer of 1881 at various points ot 
this coast, where I landed, from Plover Bay to East Cape, and around to west of Koli utchin Bay, 
its breeding range is probably limited to the Kurile, and perhaps Bering, Islands and the adjacent 
coast. On the east coast of Bering Sea these birds begin the fall moult the last of August or first 
of September, and the ashy winter-dress becomes more and more marked until it is completed the 
first part of October. 
Description.-Iris, hazel. Feet, legs, and base of bill dark greenish-yellow ; the outer two. 
thirds of bill black or very dark horn color. The feet and legs are light olive-yellow in some 
instances. 
Adult in breeding plumage.-] eathers of crown black or blackish-brown, narrowly edged with 
dull ru ty. Feather of <.lor um and scapular black, broadly edged about the tip with rusty yel-
lowish or buffy, varying to bright deep ferruginous; this latter color usually brightest at base of 
tertial , but covering the entire dor um in ome ca es. The buffy shade is usually most marked 
on the tertial and lower back. Rump and tail-covert black; middle t~il-feathers very dark; the 
outer one light grayi h. Primarie dark brown. Coverts olive-brown, narrowly edged with 
whiti h. econdaries mainly white. Side of head marked by a dull whitish superciliary line 
from bill anu a broad plumbeou line from gape back along lower border of eye to neck. Throat 
dingy whit . Feather of lower neck and upper brea t with dark base and a narrow shaft-line 
of black through the broad white tip, giving a treaked appearance, which gradually changes on 
the id of n ck to the rufou markin of the back. On both ides of the breast, and frequently 
a r all th br a ·t in a uniform area are two dull irregular black patches. The rest of under 
urfac i whit ea ·hf. ther wi h aw 11-mark d black ha.ft-line. 
1T ·nte,· plumage.- n ire h al an<l ne k uniform plumbeou , with a whiti h throat area on 
,; hi ·h th de rk m rkio O' ar limit 1 to th tip of f, ath r . The centers of feathers on crown 
nd • ck inclndi t rti 1-c \" r ha e 1, rk bl cki h-br wn center.· with a plumbeous a by edg-
rum , d tail , 1 ar ntls a 1i tl darker than in bre ding sea on. The wing-
t · , r nu b m r 1 r lly whi . d o- 1 han in nmm r. Feathe1.,, f brea t dark with white 
th d rk fr qu ntl in lo i g u t rmin l light area. Tlie black-brea t area of 
u th cl rk b ft-markino- ~ he. i l nd flank are rdinarily larger and 
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·on ·icl r, ul numb r of th uird · measured in the flesh range from 8 t~ 9 inches iri to~al 
, ncl 15 t 1 in 1.t • in preacl. The mea, urements of a series of ten specunens from Samt 
iven in the followin O' table : 
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ug. 25 ~ 
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h 1 , ny ouug :from Ky ·ka I land, June 30, 1873, is bright rusty fulvous above, irregu-
1. 1'1: m, rl l with lack; th ornamental, velvety flecks coarser, and not so white as in marit-imaj 
u ~ <1, Ji,,.ht nlv u , r1 d a in maritimaj ides of lower parts fulvous. 
h d wny u g b th of tbi p cies and of ptilocnemis are strikingly different from the young 
of maritima. Tb difD rence lie in the rich, light buffy or fulvous tints which so richly color the 
, fi1:t, in c ntr t with the tlark, diugy bnffy and grays forming the main colors on young rnari-
tima a tit 
'IRIN A. PTILO NEl\11S Ooues. Prybilof Sandpiper. 
al'ly, 11th in:£ rmation we posse s concerning this species is from the observations of Mr. H . 
. Blliott, wh e pecimen furnished the types. He found them abundant as summer residents 
upon the 1 nr eal I lan<l and later upon Saint Matthew's Island. A single pair ~as found nesting 
on the outh bore of Saint Lawrence Island by myself, in June, 1881. Krause secured a specimen 
of thi bird at Portage Bay on the 27th of December and two others on January 27, but saw no 
large flock until the end of April; he did not find it there in summer. Portage Bay is on the 
mainland near the month of Chilcat Peninsula, and as these birds winter there sparingly and 
appear in flocks in spring, it is safe to locate the main wintering ground of this species east and 
south along the coast, perhaps to British Columbia. It arrives upon the Seal Islands early in May 
and breeds on the dry uplands and mossy hummocks back ·from the shore. 
The nest is a mere depression in the dry moss or grass, where four darkly-blotched pyriform 
eggs are laid. By the 10th of August the young are on the wing, and, with the old birds, gather · 
in flocks and frequent the beaches unt.il early in September, when they leave the islands for their 
unknown winter home. It is said to· be a d~voted parent, and hovers about the intruder, uttering 
its low piping note by the hour, if its nest is near. Tbe single set of eggs obtained by Mr. 
Elliott on Saint George's Island, June 19, 1873, is still unique. The eggs, four in number, closely 
resemble those of A. maritima, according to Dr. Cones, and measure 1.55 by 1.08, 1.52 by 1.05, 
1.50 by 1.08, 1.48 by 1.05. "The ground is nearly clay-color, with an appreciable olivaceous shade. 
The markings are large, bold, and numerons, of rich burnt-umber brown, of varying depth, according 
to the quantity of pigment." These markings occur over the entire shell except at the point, and 
become confluent and massed about the larger end. There are also gray and pmplish shell 
ma.rkings scattered over the light. spaces. The male of the pair seen by me on Saint Lawrence 
R. Mis. 156--14 
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Island in June kept flying up some 10 or 15 yards, its wings beating with a rapid vibrating 
or tremulous motion, while the bird thus poised trilled forth a clear, rather musical and liquid but 
bard, whistling note, which is probably the same note which Elliott likens to the trill of the tree-
frog. The short song ended, the musician glides to ·the ground upon stiffened wings and resumes 
his feeding or stands silently for a time on a projecting rock or knoll. On Saint Lawrence Island 
the pair was in possession of a bare, desolate wind-swept hill-top, where the rngetation consisted 
mainly of small lichens and stunted Arctic plants hugging close to the earth for shelter from 
the raw fog-laden winds. The damp climate of summer on the islands of Bering Sea seems to 
possess an _attraction for this narrowly-limited species, which appear;::; to be absolutely restricted 
to a series of four small islands within a linear distance of 500 miles, and is, thus far, totally 
unknown from the adjacent coast upon either __ side, where, however, a closely allied form occurs. 
In addition to its greater size this bird is separated from couesi by the much lighter colors of the 
breeding plumage. 
Description of the sumnier plumage (specimen from the Seal Islands, June, 1872, Elliott).-
Crown dark brown, edged with pale fulvous rusty. Nape and sides of neck dull plumbeous ashy, 
approaching white on latter area. Feathers of back and scapulars with black centers, with a 
broad edging of pale buff anteriorly, and tinged with a shade of rusty-red posteriorly. The 
feathers just over the bend of the wing are rusty-red of a lighter shade than in couesi. The tertials 
and wing-coverts are all edged with silvery gray. The rump and tail are lighter than in the 
smaller bird, and the primaries a paler brown. The ear-coverts of ptilocnemis are dusky brown with 
a dark shade extending thence forward under the eye to the lores, but rarely reaching the gape 
even by shading. The base of bill-is entirely surrounded by white, which occupies a large area 
on the throat and sides of upper neck, and thence down the breast and entire abdomen, only broken 
by a scattered pectoral band of dark penciling prodncecl by the dark centers to the feathers. 
This changes on lower breast to an ill-defined area of dingy blackish-brown, shaded with gray-
ish and fuscous in some instances. In some specimens this dark area is divided into a spot on 
either side imperfectly separated, or forms an unbroken patch, but in any case it is much lighter in 
color and less extended than in couesi . The dark shaft streaks on flanks are nearly obsolete. 
Sex. Locality. Date. Wing. Tail. Tarsus. Culmen. 
---------
0 Saint Paul . ... .Tune 29, 1872 .. 5. 20 2. 45 . 08 1. 38 
~ Saint George . . .Tune .. ... . .. . 5, i.6 2. 55 1.02 1.49 
TRING.A. .ACUMIN.A.'l'.A. (Hor. f .). Sharp-tailed Sandpiper. 
e bird ver ' comm n, ,·catt r d 




reindeer tracks, and among these the Sharp-tailed Snipe were seen seeking their food. They were 
very unsuspicious, and allowed us to pass close to them, or circled· close about us. From their 
movements, and other circumstances, I judged that this district formed part of their breeding 
groonds, whence they reach the neighboring coast of Alaska in fall. 
They usually make their first appearance on the shore of Norton Sound the last of August, 
and in a few days become very common. They sometimes remain up to ·the 12th of October, and 
r have seen them searching for food along the tide-line when the ground was covered with 2 
inches of snow. When feeding along the edges of the tide-creeks they may almost be knocked 
over with a paddle, and when a :flock is fired into it returns again and again. Its exact range is 
still undetermined, but it is known to cover the east coast of Asia and adjacent isl3i.nds. _ · 
The 1st of September, 1880, Capt. 0. L. Hooper, of the United States steamer Corwin, took 
a single specimen within the Arctic Circle at Hotham Inlet, Kotzebue Sound, Alaska, making the 
farthest northern record yet known, and on the 9th of September, the same season, Dr. T. H. 
Bean took a second specimen at Port Clarence, Bering Straits, and these, with the large number 
of specimens taken at Saint Michaels by the writer, complete the American history of this bird 
up to the present time. 
Description of fall specimens.-Iris hazel; bill black at tip, changing to dull greenish-yellow or 
dirty horn color on basal third of lower mandible. 'l'he basal portion of the upper mandible lighter 
than outer part and dull greenish-yellow in some specimens. Feet and tarsus greenish-yellow, 
rather dull. Twenty specimens measured in the flesh ranged from 8¼ to . 9¼ inches in length by 16 
to 18 inches in extent of wing. 
The general pattern of coloration in this bird is very much like that of T. 1naculata, but 
acuminata may be distinguished at a glance by the rich buff and rufous shading and markings. 
The feathers of the crown have broad black shaft-lines with borders of bright rusty. On the 
back of the neck the black shaft-lines persist, but are bordered with dull rusty fulvous brown. 
On the back, scapulars, and tertials the black central part of feathers are proportionately larger, 
and the edgings are lighter colored than on crown. The edges of dorsal feathers are rusty red, 
dull, and shaded with buffy, and the scapulars and a portion of the tertials are tipped with white. 
The ed_gings of scapulars and tertials are a bright dark rusty red, approaching the shade of the 
crowp, but lighter. The rump, upper tail-coverts, and inner tail-feathers are blackish-brown, 
edged with rnsty red, shading through fulvous to white on the outer tail-feather. Wing-coverts 
pale-brown, heavily bordered with pale fulvous brown and yelJowish-white. Primaries dark-brown. 
Obin and upper throat occupied by an are3! of dingy white. Extending across . the throat, jnst 
below this area is a, heavily buff.shaded collar extending over the entire breast. · The dark shaft. 
lines of feathera on the sides of the neck extend across the throat below in a series of fine pencil-
ings, which never extend·down over the breast, as in maculata, nor are they so heavy as the mark-
ings on the breast of the latter bird. A dull bu.try or yellowish brown wash extends along the 
sides and tinges all the lower surface. There is considerable variation in the intensity of the bright 
rusty-reel edgings on the crown and back, but the color does not approximate the dingy brown-
ish or buffy yellow of rnac'u,latci. There is a distinct whitish superciliary stripe finely penciled with 
black, and the dingy white of sides of head ~nd cheeks is thickly penciled by fine dark shaft-lines. 
TI.Je breeding plumage of this bird differs from its autumnal dress. 
An adult male in the National Museum collection obtained at Sydney, Australia, November 16, 
1871, by J. E. Harting, differs much from fall birds from Alaska, as the following description will 
show: Feathers of the crown with a dull black shaft-line occupying half the feather and reaching 
the tip. Along each side of this is a broad border of dull rusty red. The entire back of neclr, 
dorsum, scapulars, tertials, and wing-coverts have blackish or dark-brown centers, each feather 
broadly bordered with ashy-brown, producing a pattern and coloration which may be almost dupli-
cated in dull-colored breeding females of maculata, tbe principal difference being · the larger 
size of the dark centers to feathers on tlle nape and the lighter color of the ashy edging iu acuminata .. 
As in the fall specimens, the pectoral baud is much narrower than in 1naculata and in the adult male 
consists of a pale dingy or buff:y brown shade, with a few scattered dark shaft-lines mainly on each 
side of the neck from the base of bill to the breast, the side of hea,l and neck thus appearing 
very similar to that of maculata. 
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The measurements are as follows: Wing, 5-; tail, ·2.10; tarsus, 1.15; culmen , .99. 
I I I 
No. Locality. Date. I Sex. Wing. Tail. I Tarsns. Culmen. ---
1354 Saint Michaels .. Auo-. 29 lj? 5. 50 2. 36 1. 20 1. 02 
1881 .... do ..•. · ••.... . Sept. 12 Jnv,o 5. 40 2. 30 1.18 . 99 
1882 . .. do ........... Sept. 12 Jav.o 5.44 2. 37 1.19 1. 02 
508 .... do .. ......... Sept. 16 Juv. lj? 5. 43 2. 35 1.11 . 98 
1880 . ... do .......... Se,pt. 12 Juv.o 5. 26 2. 28 1.18 . 98 
1343 .. .. do ........... Aug. 29 lj? 5. 00 2.12 1. 10 1. 00 
1352 ... . do ........... Aug. 29 0 5. 50 2. 40 1. 24 . 99 
1351 .... do ........... Aug. 29 lj? . 5. 24 2. 22 1. 19 1. 00 
1435 .. . . do ........... Sept. 11 0 5. 50 2. 40 1. 21 1.04 
1437 .... do ..•...•.... Sept. 29 lj? 5. 43 2. 40 1.19 1. 00 
TRING.A. M.A.UFL.A.T.A. Vieill. Pectoral Sandpiper (Esk. A-b6uk.kJt-ag.t-shu-Jt.a.guk). 
A single specimen of this bird was taken at Sitka, by Bischoff, during the Telegraph Expedi-
tion. During my residence in the Territory I found it an extremely common bird at the Yukon 
mouth, where the low, grassy flats ::i.fford it a much-frequented breeding ground. 
According to M.urdocb, it breeds abundantly at Point Barrow, where it arrives the last of May 
or :first of June. They breed during June and July, and move south by September. On the Near 
Islands, according to Turner, it js an abundant summer resident. 
It arrives on the shores of Bering Sea, near Saint Michaels, from t,he 15th to the 25th of May, 
and after lingering about wet spots where the green herbage just begins to show among the uni-
versal browns of the tundra, they pair and seek their nesting places. It is a common but never 
very abundant bird during both migrations near Saint Michaels, but it is rare there during the 
breeding season. This is difficmlt to account for, as they are extremely common at the latter period 
on tbe low, fl.at islands in the Yukon delta and are common also at other points on the coast. 
Dall found it at Plover Bay, East Siberia, and I found it common on the north coast of Siberia 
the last of July, 1881, where, like the Sharp.tailed Sandpiper, it was evidently upon its breeding 
ground. They arrive on the east coast of Bering Sea before the ground is entirely free from snow, 
and durin.g September, iu company with A. acuminata, are numerous about small, brackish pools 
and the banks of tide creeks. October, with its frosty nights and raw, unpleasant days, soon thins 
their ranks until, by the 10th or 12th, the last o:c.e has gone. 
The la t of May, 1879, I pitched my tent on a lonely island in t,he Yukon delta and passed 
everal wee.ks in almost continual phy ical discomfort owing to the cold rain and snow.storms which 
prevailed. However, I look back with pleasure up·on the time passed here among the various 
water-fowl, when every day contributed new and strange experiences. 
The night of May 24 I lay wrapped in my blanket, and from the raised flap of the tent 
look d out over a dreary a cloud-covered land cape a can be imagined. The silence was no broken 
ave by the tinkle and clinking of the di integrating ice in the river, and at intervals by the wild 
note of ome restle s loon, which aro e in a hoarse reverberating cry and died away in a strange 
gurgling ound. A my eyelid began to droop and the cene to become indistinct, suddenly a low, 
hollow, b oming n te truck my ear and ent my thought back to a spring morning in Nortberu 
Illi oi , and to the loud vibrating tone of· the prairie chicken . Again the sound aro e nearer 
and m re li tinct and with an effort I brought my elf back to the reality of my po ition aud, 
r , ting up n ne elb w li tened. A few econd. pa ed and again aro e the note; a moment later 
and, min hand, I tood ut i l the tent. The 01 en flat ext nded away on all side , with appar. 
ntl., n t a living er atur n ar. n e again th note wa rep ated clo e by, and a glance revealed 
it nth r. t n ing in th thin gra 10 or 1 yard from me, with it· throat inflated until 
a th r t f tb ir wa a mal A. rnaculata. The ncceeding day afforded op. 
b rv th ir a it utt r l it. ingular n te nn ler a vari ty of ituation and at 
rnri u la ur f th cl y r luri g th li ht retie night. Th n t i de p hollow and re onant 
m tim li ui 1 1 mu · ic 1 and m y r pr ent d y a rep 'tition of the yllable' 
tot. ,, to .r, t-o. 1 t"O·, to6-, too·ll. f, r the ird utt r th e note it :fill its 
i lJ , ir n ·h , n t u h tl.J r , ·t aud throat i. inflated to twice or more it 



















The skin of the throat and breast becomes very flabby and loose at this season, and its inner 
surface is covered with-small globular masses of fat. When nc;>t inflated, the skin loaded with this 
extra weight and with a slight serous suffusion which is present hangs down in a pendulous :flap 
or fold exactly like a dewlap, about an inch and a half wide. The resophagus is very loose and 
becomes remark.ably soft and distensible, but is easily ruptured in this state, as I found by dissec-
tion. In the plate accompanying this report the extent and character of this inflation, u.nique at 
least among American waders, is .shown. The bird may frequently be seen running along the 
ground close to the female, its enormous sac inflated, and its head drawn back and the bill pointing 
directly forwar<l, or, filled with spring-time vigor, the bird :flits with slow }?ut energetic wing-strokes 
close along the groun<l, its head raised high over the shoulders and the tail hanging almost directly 
down. As it thus flies it utters a succession of the hollow booming notes; which have a strange 
ventriloquial quality. At times the male rises 20 or 30 yards in the air and inflating its throat 
glides down to the ground with its sac hanging below, as is shown in the accompanying plate 
Again he crosses back and forth in front of the female, puffing bis breast out and bowing from 
side to side, running here and there, as if intoxicated with passion. Whenever he pursues his 
love-making, his rather low but pervading note swells and dies in musical cadences, which form a 
striking part of the great bird chorus heard at this season in the north. 
The Eskimo name indicates that its notes are like those of the walrus, hence the term "w~lrus 
talker.'' Since my return from the north my attention has been called to a note in the Proceed-
ings of the Zoological Society of London (1859, p. 130), where it appears that Dr. Adams noted 
the peculiar habits of this bird years ago when he passed a season at Saint Michaels. These Sand-
pipers were beginning to nest when I left the Yukon mouth, and in one instance a female was seen 
engaged in preparing a place for her eggs in a tuft of grass, but the spot was afterwards abandoned. 
The nests taken by Mr. Murdoch each contained four eggs of the usual pyriform shape. They vary 
in size as follows: 1.58 by 1.06; 1.44 by 1.11; 1.42 _by 1.08; 1.54 by 1.0i inches. They have a drab 
ground color, with a greenish shade in some cases, and are spotted and blotched with umber-brown, 
varying in distribution on different specimens, as is usual among waders' eggs. In autumn· its 
habits in the north are precisely those so familiar to all who know the bird in its southern haun_ts. 
The young birds in fall haye the feathers of crown and entire upper partt, edged with rusty 
and buff; some uf the feathers have white tips which, alt,hough generally duller and less marked 
than iu the ordinary acurninata, renders it very difficult to distinguish the birds by this character 
alone. The larger bill and broad pectoral band of shaft markings and brown · form the two most 
distinct char~cters. 
For the fu.rpose of comparison with acuminata I append the following list o-f measurements 
of five specimens of maculata from Saint Michaels: · 
No. I Date. Sex. I Wing. ~1 T~an, I Cfilmen. I 
1361 .Aug. 29 .Juv. 0 I 5. 70 2. ,10 1. 09 1. 12 
1362 .Aug. 29 .Juv. a I ,. 75 ... , 1. ., ,.,, 
1363 Ano." I ..Tuv. c:.f' ,. .. I 2. .. 1.18 I 1. 17 1364 .Aug. 29 .Juv. <j> 5. 15 2. 05 1. 19 1. 05 
1879 Sept. 12 .A.a.a 5. 40 2. 48 1. 17 1. 16 
1943 .June 2 A.d.c:.f' 5. 70 2. 62 1. 15 1. 10 
TRINGA FUSCICOLLIS Vieill. White-rumped Sandpiper. 
Rare at Point Barrew, where Murdoch took two specimens. It breeds abundantly in the 
Mackenzie River region, hut the present record is the first we have of its presence in Western 
Alaska. · 
TRINGA B.A.IRDll (Doues). Baird's San~piper. 
A single specimen of tbis species, a young bird in its first plumage, ·brought me in August, 
1877~ is the only inRtance known to me of its occurrence at Saint Michaels during my residence 
there. 
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During the summer of 1881, in August, I found them at everal places along the Arctic co« t 
north of Kotzebue Sou!ld, and at ~oint Barrow they were very numerous about the mall p ols 
of water near the shore. Murdoch found it to be a common summer resident here, arriving abont 
tbe end of May. . 
A pecimen is recorded from Sitka by Dall and others from Kadiak Island and from Amak 
Island north of the peninsula of A1iaska. On tl?-e Yukon Da11 found it not rare, and the collections 
obtained along the Arctic coast of British America and acljac~nt region show it to be a common 
breeding bird there; its summer range probably includes all the Arctic coast of America we tor 
Hudson's Bay. 
I regret my lack of opportunity to obserrn this little known species on its breeding ground; it 
it extends to the Yukon month, it must breed there rarely. As recorded in the Birds of the North-
west, by Dr. Coues, the eggs of this bird, obtained in June on the Anderson River by Macfarlane, 
have a ground color of clayey, shading to gray or buffy, and are spotted with rich umber and 
chocolate browns with paler shell markings. The markings are usually fine and of varying shape, 
larger, and sometimes massed, about the large end. 
Three eggs measure 1.30 by .90; 1.35 by .94; 1.28 by .92. 
My single specimen was secured near Saint Michaels in August, 1877, and by the latter part 
of this month it is found south to British Columbia a,long the Pacific coast. In the National 
Museum series there is a specimen of this bird in the first plumage taken on the Siberian shore of 
Bering Sea near the straits. 
TRING.A. MINUTILL.A. Vieill. Least Sandpiper (Esk. Liov-Ulbv-la-uk.) 
I did not meet this species in the course of my work on the Alaskan coast, and can merely 
record facts gleaned by others. 
A male was secured on May 14 at Nulato, by Dall, where, however, he states that the bird 
is not common, although he took other specimens. His remark that the bird is rather more 
common at the Yukon mouth was not verified by my observations during May and June at that 
locality. It was also found in May at Sitka by Bischoff and on the Sbumagins in June by Dall. 
Hartlaub records it from P ·ortage Bay May 5, and at Chilcat M-ay 12. A single specimen was 
brought me from Nulato in June, 1878, and, with the preceding records, show that it is generally 
distributed on the mainland of Alaska, but is not abundant anywhere near the sea-coast. There is 
no record of its occurrence on any of the ii;;lauds in Bering Sea. Bean found them at Belkovsky 
in July and at Plover Bay, Siberia, the middle of August. 
TRING.A. ALPINA p .A.CIFIC.A. (Coue ). Red-backed Sandpiper (E k. Oho-gho-rnu-
ghuk). 
the end of 
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the lakes and streams; a little later and the borders of these situations are edged with ice, and 
most of the birds leave for the south, but some of the hardier ones betake themselves to the sea-
shore, where they join with Ooues's Sandpiper, and remain as late as the 12th or }..3th of the 
month. 
Soon after they Rirrive in spring they are engaged in pairing, and the males may be se·en r:.pon 
quivering wings flying after the female and uttering a musical, trilling -note, which falls upon the 
ear like the mellow tinkle of large water-drops falling rapidly into a partly filled veEsel. Imagine 
the sounds thus produced by the water run together into a steady and rapid trill some five to ten 
seconds ·in length, and the note of this Sandpiper is represented. It is not loud, out has a rich, 
full tone, difficult to describe, but pleasant to hear among the discordant notes of the various 
water-fowl whose hoarse cries arise on all sides. As the lover's suit approaches its end, the 
handsome suitor becomes exalted, and in his moments of excitement he rises 15 or 20 yards, and, 
hovering on tremulous wings over the object of his passion, pours forth a perfect gush of music, 
until he glides back to earth exhausted, but ready to repeat the effort a few minutes later. .1.be 
female coyly retreats before the advances of the male, but after various mishaps each bird finds its 
partner for the summer and they start off house-hunting in all the ardor of a rising honeymoon. 
They generally choose some dry knoll, or other slight elevation, overlooking the neighboring lakes 
and pools. Here, upon a bed of last year's grasses, but without tbe trouble of arranging a formal 
nest, the female deposits three or four large eggs of a pale greenish varying to pale brownish clay 
color with dull chocolate and umber brown spots and blotches. · 
In some specimens the markings are rather small and numerous over the entire shell, but in 
all cases the larger end has the usual predominance of blotching. In other specimens the markings 
form blotches or large spots, rather sparingly distributed at the small end, but nearly biding tbe 
ground color at the large end. There is considerable variation in size, as well as color, among 
these eggs, as the following measurements show: 1.50 by 1.10; 1.39 by .98; 1.45 by .95; 1.50 by 
1.08. After the eggs are laid the male evidently becomes a wiser and a sadder bird, for bis merry 
trill is heard no longer, and, should some wandering naturalist happen along and start a sitting 
bird from the eggs, the chances are equal that be finds the female is not "at home.," but t~at it is 
the poor male who has fallen a, victim to his faithful care of the nest. 
On two occasions I started these birds from their eggs, and in each instance the parent :flut-
tered and stumbled along the ground, trying to distract my attention, and in each case examination 
showed it to be the male, and the two large, bare patches on the breast showed that they were 
accustomed to the task. Females shot at the same season showed the same marks of incubation, 
so it is evident that the work is shared by the two parents. The earliest nest found by me was on 
June 6, and the latest on July 3 ;" in both the eggs were fresh. 
The young are generally on tbe wing by the middle of July, or a little later, and by the first 
of August the birds begin to gather in flocks. · A young bird in its first plumage is as follows: 
Centers of feathers on the crown blackish, with well-marked dingy fulvous or huffy edgings; back, 
scapulars, and tertials with black centers, and a mixed edging of grayish, dull, buffy yellow, shading 
into rusty, especially on the tertiaries ; rump dark fuscous brown; sides of bead and neck smoky 
fuscous brown; a chin-patch of white; the rest of throat pale smoky brown, shading into a buffy 
brown of breast, each feather having a dark center; these dark centers are much hidden by 
the broad, overlaying brown edgings; from the breast, extending back over the area occupied by 
the black breast patch of the adult, the feathers are tipped with dull, faint brownish black; rest 
of the under surface white; tbe wing-coverts are edged with pale buff. This plumage gives place 
very rapidly to the winter dress. 
An adult bird from Greenland has the throat and breast markings very distinct; there is a 
predominance of the black centers of dorsal feathers, and the rusty-red edgings are narrow and 
much darker than ordinarily. Whether this is characteristic of the Greenland birds or not cannot 
be decided from the scanty material at hand. These Greenland specimens have been considered as 
identical with the Old World form by Mr. Ridgway. Specimens secured by me in Northeastern 
Siberia are the same as the Alaskan birds. There is much individual variation in these birds at 
a.JI seasons. 
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TRINGA FERRUGINEA Brunn. Curlew Sandpiper . 
.At Point Barrow, on June 6, 1883, Mr. Murdoch bad the good fortune to take a fine male of 
this species in full breeding dress. It was in company with a flock of Tringa maculata, and 
its capture is ·the only record we pos e, s of its occurrence in .Alaska, or, in fact, anywhere else 
on the western coast of America. 
Genus EURYNORHYNCHUS Nilsson. 
This remarkable Sandpiper bas tlle following generic characters: 
Bill expanded laterally, at the tip, into a broad, fl.at obcordate or rounded expanse, with a slight 
.carination along the median line on the upper surface; bill slightly grooved, with the nostrils close 
to the basal end. The hind toe is minute, and there is but a very slight trace of a web between 
the outer and middle toes. The other toes are free. 
EURYN0RHYNCHUS PYGM.1EUS (Linn.). Spoon-bill Sandpiper. 
The presence of this remarkable little Sandpiper tn the list of birds of .Alaska is due to the 
capture of a specimen at Choris Peninsula, during the summer of 1849, by the captain of the 
British ship Plover. This specimen was for a long time in the collection of Sir John Barrow, but 
when presented by him to the University Museum at Oxford it came under the notice of Mr. Hart-
ing, who records, in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society (1871, p. 110), the capture of this bird, 
and at the same time a Mongolian Plover, at the locality mentioned. 
Choris Peninsula is a sandy spit which extends out into the head of Kotzebue Sound, and is 
covered with pools of water which are formed by the overflowing of the sea-waves, or the gather-
ing of the rain, and thus forms an excellent point for birds of this character. · This place would 
well repay further examination dnring tbe summer season, as also would the strip of low, marshy 
and sandy lagoons dotting tbe coast from Cape Prince of Wales northeast, around the .Alaskan 
shore, toward Kotzebue Sound, as it must be a favorite resort for many waders and water-fowl. 
Doubtless several Siberian species occur there in audition to the two just named. 
Although this is one of the rarest of the Sandpipers, it has a wide distribution over portions of 
Asia. Mr. Harting doubts tbe occurrence of this bird anywhere in Europe, and especially in 
France, and in a footnote to one of his ·articles, he quotes M. Jules Verreaux as having recently 
informed him that no specimens of this bird ever existed in the Paris Museum, and the specimen 
which had been referred to by variou author under the name _of E. griseus is nothing else but 
Tringa subarcuata with the bind toes cut off and the bill remodeled with tbe aid of some warm 
water. Mr. Harting conclude hi article upon thi bird by tating that nothing is known of its 
ne ting habit , and refer to tbe unexplored regions of Northeastern Asia as the place likel,y to 
afford light upon tbi form, a well a upon other little-known species. 
Up to October, 1 69, only twenty-four pecimens of this bird were known, and of these twenty-
three were from Southern India, the ingle other pecimen being from Kotzebue Sound, .Alaska. 
In India the bird frequent th mud y fl.at at the mouths of river , sand-bar , and the sea-shore, 
wber with th variou pecie of Tringa, they alway find an abundant barve t of food depo ited 
by th rec ding ti l . 
t lover Bay, on the iberi n h r , I fir "t aw this bird, when on a visit there with the Corwin 
Th ird wa.- tan lin n th border of a mall, gravelly-edged pool on a spit at the 
ntr n' f th h, r or. I h d vid ntly fed to it ati f ction, and tood pensiv-ely at the water's 
wh n I am al n '· '\ bile watching it b for hooting, I saw it dabble it bill in the water, 
n 1th n r win i · n ck payin n further att ntion to H, urrounding~ although I wa clo e 
Y· hi w in th m 1 calit wh re in 1 Dr. B an ecur d a pe~imen in autumn plu-
ur _vi ·it to bi · 1 la· , on v ~ral u e ing cca ion , I earched the spot care-
. m b t n u th r in i i<lual f thi rar bird wa e n. winhoe reports a 
u t k · li , I· n h "ing ha th ird migrate ·outh along the ea tern 
n kj 1 r · r l it at T, kau n th north rn ·bore of iberia, near Bering 
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Straits, where, with the first bare ;pot iu June, it became so common that they were served twice 
upon the gun-room mess-table of his vessel. Nordenskjold supposes it not to nest there; but this 
is evidently erroneous. He suggests that t~e bird may go farther north to breed, but as it is found 
in summer from Plover Bay to Cape Wankarem, which latter place is west of Nordenskjold's winter-
quarh-1rs, on the same coast, it would seem certain that this portion of Siberia forms the breeding 
ground of this strange species. Specimens were seen also by me on several occasions at this last-
named place, early in August, 1881, so it is certain that the bird remains throughout the summer 
along this shore. 
EREUNETES OCCIDENT.A.LIS Lawr. Western Sandpiper (Esk. LWv-flibv-Jt-lu-uk) . 
.As the snow disappears on the low ground about Norton Sound, from the 10th to the 15th or 
May each year, and the ponds, still ice-covered, are bordered by a ring of water, these gentle 
birds arrive oil the shore of Bertng Sea, in the vicinity of Saint Michaels and the Yukon mouth. 
The advancing season finds their numbers continually augmented until, toward the end of May, 
they are extremely common and are found scattered everywhere over the mossy flats and low 
hill-sides. Their gentle character and trust_ing ways render them very attractive to the frequenter 
of their territorv at this season. 
The warm clays towards tl:ie end of May cause the brown slopes and flats to assume a shade 
of green, and among the many pretty bird-romances going on under our eyes none is more charming 
than the courtship of this delicate Sandpiper. They have forsaken the borders of icy pools 
and, in twos and threes, are found scattered over the tundra, showing a preference for small dry 
knolls and the drier tussock-covered parts of the country in the vicinity of damp spots and small 
ponds. Here the gentle birds may be soen at all times tripping daintily over the moss or in and 
out among the tufts of grass, conversing with each other in low, pleasant, twittering notes, a.nd 
never showing any sign of the wrangling so fr~quent with their kind at this seaRon. Tbe female 
modestly avoids the male as he pays his homage, running back and forth before her as though 
anxious to exhibit his tiny form to the best advantage. At times his heart beats high with pride 
and he trails his wings, elevates and partly spreads his tail, and struts in front of his lady fair in 
all the pompous vanity of a pigmy turkey-cock; or his blood courses in a fiery stream until, 
filled with ecstatic joy, the sanguine lover springs from the earth, and rising upon vibrating wings, 
some ten or fifteen yards, he poises, hovering in the same position, sometimes nearly a minute, while 
he pours forth a rapid, uniform series of rather musical trills, which -vary in strength -as they 
gradually rise and fall, producing pleasant cadences. The wings of the songster meanwhile 
vibrate with such rapid motion that they appear to keep time witll the rapidly trilling notes, which 
can only be likened to the running down of a small spring and may be represented by the s;yllables 
tzr-r-e-e-e, zr-e-e-e-, zr-e-e-e, in a fine high-pitched tone, with an impetus at each "z." This part of 
the song ended, the bird raises its wings above its back, thus forming a V, and glides slowly to the 
ground, uttering at the same time, in a trill, but with a deeper and richer tone, a series of not13s 
which may be likened to the syllables tzur-r-r-r, t.zur-r-r-r. The word" throaty" may be applied 
to these latter notes as distinguished from the high-pitched key of the first part of the song. 
Beside the trilling song, which may be characterized in some respects as a finer and weaker copy of 
tlle song of Tringa americana, the Semipalmated Sandpiper has a variety of low, happy, twittering. 
vocalizations used when feeding with its companions or addressing the female. Very soon after 
the real duties of the season begin the joyous songster forgets bis lay and betakes himself to 
the more matter-of-fact duties which are his as the father of a family. By the first of June, and 
earlier in some seasons, they have eggs, and in one instance young were found the 7th of June. 
Their nests are usually upon the drier parts of the tundra, generally on a mossy hummock or 
slight swell. A sheltering bunch of dwarf willow or a few grass stems in a tuft form a favorite 
cover. The male keeps near by and rises now and then to utter his song in an exulting tone, 
but as the honeymoon wanes he loses much of his musical character. The females vary much 
in their actions when disturbed from the nest. In some cases they fly off a few yards· and proceed 
to feed with perfect indifference; others tlutter about under the intruder's feet, with head down 
and trailing wings, falling every few feet and beating the wings upon the ground, apparently just 
ready to expire. 
S. Mis. 156--15 
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At ti.le Yukon mouth, on June 3, a female was driven from her eggs and flew a few feet away, 
where she stood crouching, with her wings hanging quivering nervelessly by her sides, uttering, 
meanwhile, as she watched me, a low, plaintive, long-drawn cheeping note which was so expre . 
sive of maternal grief and pain that I bad not tlle heart to touch her treasures, but left the tender 
motherin posse sion of her undisturbed home. This is one of the few instances I have met where 
the notes of the parent bird have assumed such human expressiveness when their nest has been 
approached that any but a heart lacking all feeling must llave been affected. The most striking 
instance besides the one just detailed was the sorrow shown by a male Snow-bunting for hi mate 
which I shot on Saint Lawrence Island. 
The eggs of this Sandpiper are sometimes placed on a thin layer of deau grass ·stems, or willow 
leaves, loosely arranged, but very commonly the mat of dry willow leaves or grass afforded by the 
spot chosen serves as the nest without special arrangement. On June 0, 1879, in company with two 
natives, I landed on the coast of Norton Sound near the Yukon m6uth, and built a large camp-fire 
of the abnndant drift-wood strewn about. Just as the fire was well under way we noted the 
strange motions of one of these birds; she advanced within a few feet of us when some slight 
movement would cause her to rnn away for a few yards, only to retrace her E-teps again in a few 
seconds. I made the men remain quiet, and in about :fialf a minute the anxious mother came trip-
ring along, caRting an anxious eye at us as she did so, and, to my urprise, she slipped into a tuft 
of grass not 10 feet away, and, covering her eggs, sat there in full view. This was so near the large 
fire that the heat could be felt by us when standing by the eggs. The bird ran off as we drew near, 
and my workman extended himself full length on the ground with outstretched band close ueside the 
nest. The rest of us retired, and the bird soon returned as before, and, without paying the slight-
est attention to the man, she actually crossed his arm and ensconced herself upon the eggs 
and was caught by a tnrn of the hand. After looking at the terrified creature I released her, 
but she refused to trust us again, and kept 20 to 25 yards away. I scarcely need remark that her 
eggs were left undisturbed as a reward for her devotion. During all this time, as is usually the 
case, the male kept at a safe distance, and took matters much more philosophically than did his 
partner. 
On one occasion, as I was tran ferring the eggs of one of these Sandpipers to my basket, the 
female which was close by, having been started from the nest, saw another female of her kind 
come tripping along through what she e-vidently ·consi dered her territory, for extending her head 
and ruffling her feathers 8he ran at the intruder and drove lier away. 
The eggs mea ure from 1.30 by .fJ2 to 1.11 uy ., 2 incl es, and there is an equally great varia-
tion in the marking . · The ground i ordinarily pale clay color, shading towaru pale brownish 
clay. In many in tance , u ually among the larger eggs, the ground. color is nearly or quite 
concealed by fine, light reddi h brown spot or .:P ck . ·The other extreme has the spots gathered 
mainly about the large end in large irregular pots and blotche , and the intermediate ones have 
the hell about half liidden by marking of cllocolate and umber-brown in small spots, a little 
mor den eat the large end. In ome egg, the pots are rich chocolate and the light or slightly 
reddi h-brown ca tin the marking even of the darkest colored egg u ually r,crves to readily sep-
arat he egg from any others with which I am familiar. 
Early in July the young are on the wing and begin to gather in flocks toward the first of 
u~n ·t. ·The la t of the e bird are non the coa ,t of Norton Sound and the Yukon mouth the 
fir t of tob r. 
1th Q hit i 
a t c a t of the Territory, where it occurs 
wing ·liaracter : Feather of crown dark 
cl with d rk c uter edged with a mixture of white 
i '"'- rt dull a hy l>rown edged with dull buff. 
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Rump dark ashy brown, darkest on the upper tail-coverts. Sides of head, .neck, and a broad pectoral 
band dull smoky gray, the same smoky shade extending over the. sides and abdomen as a pale 
wash. 
A downy young taken near Saint Mi haels in June has the middle of crown and of dorsum 
velvety blackish surrounded by the dark buff of the rest of upper surface. A few scattered spots of 
blackish are seen elsewhere on the back, but are very limited. Many of the long hair-like feathers 
ou the back are tipped with light yellowish white. Chin, throat, breast, and abdomen dull white, 
washed with buff on the breast. 
0.A.LIDRIS ARENA.RIA (Linn.). Sanderling. 
The only record of this widely spread species from Alaska is that of Mr. Dall, who informs 
us that it is "very common at Nulato and on the Yukon to the s~a." At Nulato he noted its 
arrival from May 10 to 15, and it passed south late in fall. He saw them at the edge of the ice on 
the river in October apparently quite at home. · 
It has been taken repeatedly to spring and fall on the coasts of Japan and China, and is a rare 
mio-rant on the Commander Islands. Several specimens are in the National Museum collection 
obraineu at Sitka during the migrations, but during the entire time spent by me in the north I 
did not see a single individual, although I looked for them each spring and fall. 
During Parry's first expedition the Sanderlings were found nesting on the north Georgian 
Islands, and it undoubte<lly breeds along the barren Arctic shore of the North Alaskan coast 
east of Point Barrow, but not in any numbers to the south of this point, as my observations during 
the summer of 1881 show. It is found wintering in low latitudes on both coasts of the Pacific. 
but is rather rare on the shores of India. 
LIMOS.A. L.A.PPONW.A. Il.A.UERI (Nauru.). Pacific Godwit (Esk. Tu-gu-tu-gu-uk). 
This bird was added to our faunal list by the naturalists of the Telegraph Expedition. D.all 
found it plentiful about the Yukon mouth, and informs us that it Jays '' two light olivaceous spotted 
eggs in a rounded depression in a sedge tu~sock, lined with dry grass." The same author found 
a single specimen on an islet in Akoutan Pass near Unalaska, June 2, 1872, and again the 9th ot 
June at Unalaska, where he states that it breeds. West of this place in the Aleutian chain it was 
not obser\7ed by him. Murdoch found it to be an occasional summer visitor at Point Barrow. It 
occur· on the Commander Islands during the migrations. 
Although tltis is a well known species of Eastern Asia, breeding as far north as 750 and wfo~ 
tering in Southeastern Asia, Australia, and Polynesia, our knowledge of it as an American bird 
is very limited, the summary of Mr. Daill's work just given, and Elliott's statement that it passes 
north in a straggling manner over the Seal Islands early in May, returning south in flocks of a 
dozen to :fift,y toward the end of August, comprising it all. 
This is one of the species :figured in Dall and Bannister's paper in tlie Chicago .A.cademy Traus-
actions, and is described b.v Professor Baird under the name of Limosci .uropygial-is Gould, in the 
same paper. On May 26, 1877, while I was at Unalaska, a native brougllt in a half dozen of these 
birds, and on June 3 I obtained three others from the sandy beach of a small inner bay. They 
were very unsuspicious and easily killed. Although these birds appeared to be migrating, yet the 
following years I found them arriving at Saint Michaels in flocks of from twenty-five to two hun-
dred from the 13tb to ~0th of May. These flocks were shy and kept in continual motion 
wheeling and circling in rapid flight over the low land, now alighting for a moment then skimmin; 
away again in a close body. 
Their movements and habits at tllis season are similar to those of other God wits. By the last 
of May the fl~cks are b~oken ~1p, and the birds are distributed in small parties over their bree~ing 
ground. Their courtship hegms by the 18th or 20th of May, and is carried on in such a loud-
voiced manner tllat every creature in the neighborhood knows all about it. The males continually 
utter a loud ringing ku-wew, ku-wew, ku-wew, which is repeated with g-reat emphasis upon the last 
syllable, and the note may be heard for several hundred yards. 
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'Ibey frequent open gra sy part of the country and are quick to protest again tan itwa ion 
of their territory. As a person approacbe , one after the other of tbe birds arises and come 
circling about~ uttering a loud ku-wew with such energy as to make the ears fairly ring. If their 
nests are uear, or they bave young, they come clo er and clo er, some of the boldest swooping 
close by one's bead and redoubling the din. This same uote is heard upon all sides while the 
birds conduct their co_urtships, and it serves also to express their anger and alarm .. At the 
mating season tbe males have a rolling whistle also like that of the ordinary field plover, but 
shorter. When the birds fly at this time they hold the wings decurved and stiffened and make a 
few rapid strokes, then glide for a short distance. On the ground it walks gracefully, its head well 
raised, and frequently pauses to raise its wings high over the back and then deliberately folds 
them. They may pe decoyed when flying in flocks if their whistling note be imitated. If wounded 
and ta ken in band they utter a loud harsh scream. 
These God wits are among the first of the waders to leave Alaska in fall. The young are flying 
by the middle of July and before-the end of August not one of these birds, young 01~ old, is to be 
found. In the breeding season all the birds of the neighborhood will unite to escort a dog through 
their territory with the most resounding cries. 
There is a wide range of individual variation among many species of waders, and this is nowhere 
better exemplified than in the 'present species, as will be shown in the following notes and descrip-
tions: A male in perfect breeding plumag·e obtained at Una.laska June 3, 1877, has the crown 
striated by broad sooty· black shaft-lines and dull yellowish edgings of each feather; the entire 
back of neck dull buffy or yellowish brown, marked longitudinally by fine blackish shaft-lines 
which become ver;y much broader near the back and on the dorsal area; including the scapulars 
and most of tertials the feathers are dark blackish brown, each bordered by a varying amount of 
dull gray, brown or buffy, in the form of irregular marginal spots and uneven borders. Feathers 
on upper rump pale ashy brown, faintly white-edged, changing on the upper-tail. coverts, which 
contain irregular central areas of white inclosed in brown and these finally become, like the tail, 
ashy brown, ~haded with buff and barred with several irregular and frequently imperfect bars 
of white or pale buffy white. The tail markings consist of six distinct bars of light. Entire 
under surface rich bu:ffy red, broken only by a few irregular dark bars on feathers of the sides and 
:-irnder tail-coverts. Secondaries and wing-coverts light ashy brown edged with grayish white. 
Upper surface of primaries dark blackish brown; under surface of same pale ashy, the inner webs 
lJJecoming whitish, broken by irregular clouding and maculations. In old male birds the feathers 
on the breast are irregularly marked by flue black shaft-lines. 
The female in perfect br:_eeding dress is like the male, except that the buff of the lower surface 
averages paler an<l i ' always mixed with white, giving an immature appearance. This character is 
frequently pre ent in the male as well, but in full-plumaged males it ·is absent; I have yet to see a 
female with the buff unbroken. 
Two female taken at Saint Michael on June 16 are in winter plumage without a trace 
of the u ual ummer coloration, and in everal otber pring females parts of the winter dress 
iu July,. but they leave for the south before it 
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In winter plumage the crown, back of neck, dorsal region, with scapulars and wing-coverts_, · 
are marked by narrow dark-brown central shaft-lines which shade rapidly into the adjoining 
grayish brown, followed by the gray of the border. There is no trace of tlle irre~ular serrated 
pattern of edging seen in the ordinary breeding bird of either sex. The rump and tail are much as 
in breeding birds, lmt, like the wings, are lighter colored in winter. The throat and neck below are 
dull gra,yish or brownish ashy; the breast and abdomen are white, faintly marked on the sides by a 
few obscure bars. Young birds are shadecl below with pale fawn-color in winter. The set of 
measurements appended give the range in dimensions exhibited by Alaskan specimens of this 
bird: 
Date. Locality. Sex. Wing. Tail. I Tarsus. Culmen I 
1--- --- i 
June 3 Unalaska Island .. 0 8. 52 3.10 I 2. 20 3. 20 I 
June 3 ... . do ...... . ...... 0 8. 64 3. 45 
I 
2. 20 3. 38 
July 11 Saint Michaels .... 0 8. 75 2. 95 2. 21 3. 60 
June 16 ... . do .......... . .. 0 8. 80 3. 20 2. 26 3. 35 
July 11 .... do ..•.•.•..... 0 9. 00 3. 35 2. 20 3. 33 
July 11 .... do ............. 'i' 9.45 3. 50 2. 30 4. 46 
May 16 .... c1o ............. 'i' 9. 00 I 3. ]5 2. 29 3. 70 May 16 ... . do ............ 'i' 9. 40 3. 40 2.39 4.40 
June 16 .... do ............. 'i' 9. 30 
I 
3. 20 2. 42 4.42 
June 16 .•• . do ............. 'i' 8. 85 8. ln 2. 28 3. 63 
From these measurements of specimens taken at random from my collection it will be seen 
that the females average larger than the males in every way, but especially in length of bill. 
LIMOSA. H.A3;MASTICA (Linn). Budsonian God wit. 
A single specimen, a female in a stage mid way between the summer a.nd winter plumage, 
taken at Nulato in Juue, is in my collection, and Dall obtained two specimens from the Yukon 
mouth in spring. The above comprise all the records or' this bird in the vicinit,y of Bering Sea. 
At Fort Yukon it occurs more commonly as a migrant, but thus far it is not known to breed within 
thA Territory, although it undoubtedly does. A single specimen is recorded by Hartlaub as seen 
at Chilcat. 
This bird has a remarkably wide range, extending from the Arctic regions on the north, 
through the entire length of two continents, to the Falkland Islands and Straits of Magellan. In 
Birds of the Northwest, we learn that a set of its eggs is in the Natio.nal Museum collection; they 
are four in number, and were found by Macfarlane, June 9, on the Anderson River. They measure 
2.15 to 2.20 in length and 1.40 in breadth. "The ground is a very heavily shaded olive-drab, 
much darker (almost as in a Loon's or Jaeger's egg) in two of the specimens than in the other. In 
these darker specimens the markings are almost lost in the general heavy color, merely appearing 
a little darker; they are chiefly evident at the greater end. In the other the markings, of the 
same general character, are, however, much more conspicuous, owing to the lighter ground." 
It has been taken, nn May 4, at Kenai, and a ·young bird, in its first plumage, is in the National 
Museum collection from that locality. The young in first plumage is very different from the adult. 
The feathers on the crown have dark-brown centers with narrow, pale, ashy-white borders. The 
back of neck is a rather sooty-brown with fulvous and dull ashy edginge. On the back the bases of 
feathers are dull ashy, with a subterminal border of blackish bordered at tip, .or outer edge of the 
feathers, by dull buffy or fulvous. Rump d.ark ashy. Upper tail-coverts white. Tail as in adult, 
except duller and with the markings less defined. The under cov-erts are white with an ashy-brown 
wash, but no sign of barring. Sides of bead pale fulvous, mottled.with dull ashy. A band of dull 
fulvous ashy extends across the. breast, and the rest of the under surface is dull fulvous. 
TO'.l'ANUS MELANOLEUCUS (Gmel. ). Greater Ye11ow-legs. 
Bischoff secured several specimens of this bird at Sitka, and these are the only ones known to 
have been taken within the limits of Alaska. It must nest wherever found in the Territory, ·and 
is very likely to occur upon the headwaters of the Yukon and its tributaries. Well identified eggs 
of this bird still remain a great desideratum, although a set bas recently been obtained by the 
National Museum from one of its correspondents. 
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. TOT.A.NUS FL.A.YIPES (Gmel.). Yellow-leg . 
During the explorations of the Western Union Telegraph Expedition ~pecirnens of the ·Jllall 
Yellow-legs were taken at Sitka and Kadiak I land, on the southea tern shore of the Territory, 
and at Fort Yukon Mr. Lockhart secured its eggs. Hartlaub records it in small flocks on Chilcat 
River. Dall found it at Nulato and the Yukon mouth, and the middle of August, 1878, I shot a 
bird of the year, at Saint Michael , as it was feeding on the border of a brackish pool. The 
natives were familiar with the bird, but told me it occurred only rarely . 
. In the Upper Yukon region, however, it is more or less common, and among the skins brought 
me l..>y the fur traders is a female, taken on May 3, at Fort Reliance, and another secured on the 
7th of the same month. On the Lower Yukon it is not common, and i very rare along the shore 
of Bering Sea. 
Spring birds from the Upper Yukon have many black feathers with irregular whitish borders 
scattered over the back, mixed with the ordinary winter dress. The young bird from Saint 
Michaels has the same pattern of coloration as the adult, but the colors are dull. There i no 
record of this species from the Asiatic shore nor from the Arctic coast of Alaska. 
TOT.A.NUS S0LIT.A.RIUS (Wils.). Solitary Sandpiper. 
A few skins of this Tattler were brought me from . ..t\.nvik and Nulato, both on the Lower 
Yukon. At the latter place Dall records it as a scarce species, arriving about May 5. There is 
no instance known of its occurrence in Southeastern Alaska, but its capture on the Lower Yukon 
involves its presence along the upper part of the same stream. Notwithstanding the general dis-
tribution of this bird, and its occurrence during the breeding season through the Northern States, 
its eggs still remain among the special prizes to be drawn by some fortunate collector. 
In the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club, October, 1878, Dr. Brewer describes the 
first and only known set of tts eggs which bear the marks of autheuticity. As a commentary upon 
the character of the eggs which have been produced so frequently as those of the bird in question, 
I quote the doctor's remark, that "during the rast year eggs were sent to me for verification from 
five different parties, and all were deemed not worthy of credence." The doctor learned of the 
capture of a bird from t.he nest near Castleton, Vt., and secured the loan of both parent and egg, 
and 1 quote the gi.st of his remarks below: 
The bird and egg were taken about the middle of May, 1878, on the ground, in a I)asture bor-
dering a wamp. The bird fluttered from her nest when approached and ran a short distance, then 
stood still until hot by the finder, Mr. J. Richardson. The single egg was placed in a small 
d pre ion in the ground, without any attempt at a nest. The egg had the appearance as if 
prematurely taken from the parent, and wa maller than the doctor anticipated, measuring only 
1.37 y .95, wherea the egg of the European Totanus ochropus, a closely-allied bird, corresponding 
in size and shape, mea ures 1.50 by 1.10. The ground color i light drab, similar to that of the 
e()'g f .lEgialitis rnelodu.. Over thi are catterecl mall rounded markings of brown, some of these 
quite dark and nowh re confl.u nt, and n ver large enough to be called blotches. At the larger 
ml th r ar a few pnrpli h or lilac hell-mark . The shape i as u ual in snipe-egg . 
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Beau took a specimen at Unalaska on October 16, arnl Oil the Near Islands Turner records 
it as a rare summer visitor. Stejneger thinks it breeds on the Oomman<ler Islands. 
May 15, 1877, while the writer was Wfllkiqg along tLe rugged beach on Sanak, one of the east-
ern Aleutian Islands, one of these Tattlers was started from its feeding ground on the-wave-washed 
rocks, where, amid tbe seaweed, it ~ound an abundance of small crustaceans and mollusks. As I 
approached it started off, uttering a loud, clear, flute-like tu-tu-WAu. This is a common note they 
utter when startled, although they change it at times to a sharper sound. 
The last of May, 1879, a specimen was obtained at Anvik, on the Lower Yuk~n, which, com-
bined with the Nulato record, would appear to indicate that these birds may breed in the interior, 
as, in fact, I was told they do by the Eskimo at Saint Michaels. They usually reappea on the 
sea-coast about Saint Michaels the last of July or very early in August, and remain until from 
the 1st to 10th of September. At this season their iris is hazel and bill dark horn bluish ; the 
feet, and legs dull greenish yellow. · 
During their presence on the coast of Norton Sound they show a decided preference for the 
most rugged and rock-bound parts of the shore, rarely or never occurring elsewhere. They are 
unsuspicious and gentle, moving gracefully from rock to rock and running to the edge of the water 
searching for their food. They are usually solitary, but three or four may be started sometimes 
from a small islet on which is a good feeding ground. A gunshot echoing among the huge bowl-
ders and cliffs about their haunts starts up those near at hand with mellow cries of alarm, but they 
either fly a short distance and renew their pursuits, or alight on some jutting point or top of a 
rock, and sta,nd motionless, like gracefully-poised statuettes, until perhaps the gun again wakes 
the echoes and breaks the spell. It is a frequent and regular summer bird on the rocky parts of 
the coast to the vicinity of Bering Straits, and occurs on the islan~s and Siberian shore of Bering 
Sea. 
· From the records obtained it must breed nearly if not quite to the .A.retie Circle. Bischoff 
took. two specimens at Sitka, and Elliott notes its presence on the Seal Islands for a short time 
tbe 1st of June, and a·gain toward the end of July. The fall specimens secured by me are almost 
uniform plumbeous ashy above, the feathers faintly edged with grayish white·. The chin is white, 
and the neck and pectoral band, incl1:1-ding the sides of the breast, are the same color as the back, 
washed and maculated with grayish white. This same marking extends back alo11g the sides. 
The atlult spring bird has the cheeks, chin, neck, and rest of lower surface, except middle of abdo-
men, barred distinctly with dark ashy brown and white. 
BAR'l'RA.MI.A. L0NGIC.A.UD.A. (Bechst.). Bartramian Sandpiper. 
The specimens of this well known species, obtained at Fort Yukon by Mr. Lockhart, are the 
only known instances of its occurrence within this Territory. Richardson noted it north only to 
the valley of the Saskatchewan, so the Fort Yukon record adds many degrees of latitude to its 
known habitat, and extends its breeding range within the Arctic Circle. 
In Birds of the Northwest, Dr. Cones writes that it is ·not· found west of the Rocky Mountains, 
overlooking the British Columbian (Col ville Bay) reference quoted in the synonomy at the head 
of his article. · 
TRYNGITES SUBRUFIC0LLIS (Vieill.). Buff.breasted Sandpiper. 
The last day of May, 1880, a pair of these widely-ranging birds was found on a dry knoll a 
hundred yards or so from the buildings at Saint Michaels. It was on one of those rare but 
beautiful spring days which occur at timeR even in the far north. The snow was gone, except a 
few drifts flecking the distant hill-sides with white, and the open tundra stretched on in dun-brown 
shades, upon which the sun poured down his life-giving rays, already turning to green the borders 
of pools and damp spots. About the dwellings house-flies left their shelter and buzzed about or 
clung drowsily to the warm logs. A few droning humble-bees and wasps flew clumsily from place 
to place, and the air was filled with the happy chuckling notes of the barn-swallows rejoicing in the 
welcome sunlight. 
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A strong quiv ring motion of the atmo ·pher blurred ancl render d unreco o-nizaul di • ut 
objects on land, as well a on the still ice-bonnd ea, now _a ·beet of dazzlin g wllfr , r fl cting 
the sun' rays from myriad of cori tautly altering facet . From the di ·tant hill- ide c· m the 
long-drawn .plaintive whi tle of the Curlews, and nearer at bancl the weet mu ical ry f tbe 
Golden Plover. Circling o,er the ice-locked hay were Glaucom; and Kitti wake Gull , addiu g tlieir 
hoarse cries to the strange souncl of the distant choru of wild fowl flocking about the bord r of 
ponds and lakes on the not di ' tant flat . The hon e became unendurable, and, gun in band, I 
had scarcely left the building behind when a pair of Buff-breasted Sandpipers, the fir t I had 
seen jn this vicinity, were before me, feeding busily on a large <lry knoll. After watchin g their 
graceB 1 motions for some time, I shot one and the other flew off out of sight, but an hour later it 
returned and was secured, and on examination it proved to be the female. 
It is an abundant summer resident at Point Barrow, where they arrirn the 1s t of Juue aml 
leaye early in August. Mr. Murdoch found them nesting there ou the drier parts of the t uudra, 
where they lay four eggs in a little moss-lined depression on the ground. In one instance five eggs 
were found. During the breeding season the males have some curious habits . . l\Iurdoch frequently 
~aw solitary birds walking about, at this season, with one wing fully extended and held high in the 
air. At times two birds would meet and "spar" for a few minutes an<l. then rise together for 30 
feet or so like towering birds and drift off to the leeward. Sometimes one w_ould stretch himself 
up to his full height and, spreading his wings forward, puff out his throat and make a sort of 
clucking noise, to the apparent admiration of his companions. .A'S a rule they were notably quiet 
even at the matirig season. 
The 30th of May, 1879, a party of three was seen by the writer on one of the islan<ls iu . the 
Yukon delta, and Dall records two specimens from the Yukon _below Nulato and one from Sitka. 
To the east, in Northern British America, especially in the Anderson River region, it is present 
and breeds in large numbers. The 1st of August, 1881, I found them rather common on the north 
coast of Siberia west of Koliuchi.n Bal, and they were evidently on their breeding ground tllerc. 
The eggs are fully described in Coues's Birds of the North west. 
From the meager opportunities I have bad to observe this interesting bird, I judge it to be 
one of the gentlest and least suspicious of its k_ind, as it ~s one of the most elegant in form a.nrl 
markings. 
AC'l.'ITIS ::YIACULARIA (Linn.). Spotted Sandpiper. 
I 
A few specimens were taken at Nulato, from the 10th to the 30th of May, by Dall, but the 
record by the same naturalist that these Sandpipers are '' not scarce at Saint Michaels in the fall," 
i ce,rtainly erroneous, since during four uccessive autumns I paid special attention to securing 
all the specie of wader occt1rrin o- there, but did not find a single example of this bird. It was 
taken by Bi choft' at Sitka, and this end our very in ufficient knowledge of its distribution in tlJe 
Territory. 




no more until the following season. It migrates, to some extent, by way of Sitka, where Bischoff 
took a specimen. It occurs throughout the Alaskan mainlanrl, but is unknown on the islands of 
Bering Sea. Dall found it common about the Y:ukon mouth in spriug, and records its favorite 
attitude to be perching, with one leg drawn up, on a high stnm~, piece of drift-wood, or even an 
alder busll. 
The adult spring birds have t,he feathers on the back with dark centers and regular and rather 
obscure edgings of bu:ffy brown. Autumnal birds, especially the young, have the edgings of tbe 
dorsal-feathers broken into distinct spots of buffy, which encroach on the dark cent~rs, and pro-
duce a much brighter and more variegated pattern than is seen on the adult. The bills of the 
birds of the year are also much slenderer and shorter than in the adult. Below, adult and young 
are much alike. -
Along the Arctic coast of British America these Curlews are abundant, and in winter they 
extend their range far into South America. 
NUMENIUS BOREALIS (Forst.). Eskimo Curlew (Esk; Pi-pi-p-t-uk). 
This is the moRt abundant Curlew in Northern Alaska, especially along -the coasts of Bering 
Sea and Kotzebue Sound. It has been found by various collectors at Fort Yukon, and I received 
a few specimens from Nulato. Murdoch reports it an irregular summer visitant at Point Barrnw, 
where it arrives by May 20. 
On May 12, 1878, at Saint Michaels, a number were seen passing to the north, and from this 
date on through the month they occur, frequently in considerable numbers, in-the vicinity of that 
place. 
They are always more numerous than 11/ttdsonicus, and sometimes flocks of one hundred and 
:fifty or more are seen, though generally they occur in smaller parties of twenty-five or less. 
Their haunts, habits, and food are almost precisely like those of their larger relative. But very 
few remain to breed so far south as Saint Michaels, but by the last of May nearly all have, like 
hudsonicus, passed north to breed within the Arctic Circle. With the preceding species they return 
at the end of July or first of August to feed and grow fat on the blue-berries and the fruit of 
the heath (Empetrum nigrum), which begin to ripen on the hill-sides. They are less suspicious 
than their larger companions, and generally may be ·appro~ched without difficulty. 
In common with many of the snipe kind this bird appears to feel more confident under the . 
leadership of a larger species, and a dozen or so will follow the ~anderings of a single hudsonicus 
all about the country, jusit as small flocks of Sandpipers will frequently joiu thefr fortunes with 
those of a solitary bird of this species, and so it runs down the scale. · This peculiarity among 
birds may result from an appreciation of the greater watchfulness which characterizes the species 
of larger size, and the safety thus secured. Both this and the preceding eat berries continually 
in fall and often have the entire lower surface of the body stained a purplish shade. _ 
This bird remains later in autumn than the Hudsonian Curlew, and is sometimes found on 
the grass and moss-covered uplands until about the middle of September. 
NUMENIUS TAHI'rIENSIS (Gmel.). Bristle-thighed Curlew (Esk. Mug-u-no-olUi-tai-
·u-li). 
On :May 24, 1880, while I was shooting Black Brant, a pair of these birds settled near by op. a 
ri ing stretch of land covere<;l. with large tussocks. They uttered a loud whistling call-note very 
much like that of hudsonicus, but something in their general a.ppearauce led me to stalk and 
ecure one of the birds. To my gratifica~ion it was a Bristle-thighed Curlew; and I made great 
efforts to secure the mate, which had stopped a hundred yards or so beyond. .As she raised on my 
approach I .fired at long range and the bird fell mortally hurt on a distant hill-side, where it was 
lost amid a host of large tussocks. _ 
The specimen se<;,ured was a male in fine plumage, and this is the second known instance of 
the bird's occurrence on our shores, the former record resti~g on the capture of a specimen ·at 
Kadiak lsland by Bischoff, as announced by Mr. Ridgway in the American Naturalist _for July, 
S. 1\Us. 156--16 
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1874, under the name of Numenius femoralis Peale. Nothing is known of its habit iu America, 
but the presence of the pair at the date mentioned in the vicinity of Saint Michaels would indi-
cate that it nests, at least occasionally, in Alaska. 
Their close resemblance in size and habits to N. hudsonicus renders it difficult to say ju t how 
rare they are, for they might be mistaken very frequently for the ordiuary species and passed by, 
so it behooves naturalists visiting this region in the future to keep a sharp lookout for them. It 
is numerous on the Paumotu group, in the South Pacific. 
Dr. Str:eets found them very abundant on Palmyra Island, but only a few were seen on the 
other islands of the Fanning group, which are located in the Pacific, just north of the equator. 
Although this species has ·been known to naturalists for a considerable number of years, yet, 
beyond the bare mention of its presence in a few localities, I have been unable to learn anything 
concerning its habits. 
My specimen, a male, measures 19 inches in length by 34.5 in extent of wing, when fresh, and 
the basal half of the lower mandible was dark, dull :flesh-color and horn-black on the rest; feet 
and tarsus dull livid blue; iris hazel. Its crop wa~ full of the last year's berries of Empetrum, 
nigrum, upon which it was feeding when shot. Length of wing, 10.18 inches; tarsus, 2.30; 
culmen, 3.67 inches. 
Ooloration.-The crown is dark brown, divided longitudinally through the median line by a 
narrow line of feathers with narrow brown shaft-lines and broad borders of pale buff; com-
mencing at base of upper mandible, on each siue, 1s a pale buff-shaded, white superciliary line, 
reaching to the nape, the feathers being finely marked with numerous small dark centers; a 
dark-brown loral line reaches to front of orbit, and continues from posterior side of orbit to nape 
as an indistinct line; below this the feathers of the sides of the head and neck are marked each 
with a drab shaft-streak and bordered along the sides with pale buff; these shaft-streaks are . 
very minute on the sjde close to the base of the lower mandible, and -increase rapidly and uni-
formly in size until at the shoulder they occupy most of the feather; these markings extend 
around in front on the lower neck, thus inclosing a pale buffy white chin and throat-patch, from 
which, reaching to the upper part of the breast, the feathers are marked as on the sides of 
the neck; the back of the neck has the same pattern, but the centers are darker brown and their 
borders of a deeper buff tint than on the sides; back, scapulars, and tertial feathers each with 
bright very dark brown centers, bordered with varying shades of buff; in some places the buff 
edging is a rich, warm tint, fading in other places to a pale whitish shade; between the bases of 
scapulars the buff edging takes the form of an irregular but well marked border; the rest of 
feathers on the back have this border broken up into irregularly rounded spots, from two to four 
in number, along each side of the feather. The rump is of the same dark brown as the back, 
relieved only by the narrow dark buffy borders, which are less marked than on the back; the 
upper tail-coverts are dark, dull buff, marked with irregular dark bars and shaft-spots ; tail dark 
buff with a faint brownish shade and crossed l>y five blackish brown bars, the inner bar poorly 
ie:fined. Below, along the sides of the breast, the feathers are irregularly bordered with dark, 
au<l the rest of the lower parts, lower half of breast, abdomen, flanks, thighs, and under tail coverts 
are uniform light buff;' under wiug-coverts and axillaries richly barred and spotted with deep buff 
on a dark brown ground; the primaries dark brown with white shafts, and a coarse, deep, but 
faint rration of pale buff along inner edge of inner web; secondaries and inner primaries each 
with a erie of duU buff pot along outer edge of web and tipped with gray. The distribution 
of th c lor on the back gives a dark surface coar ely spotted with buff, and is one of the most 
t ri tic£ ature of he bird, when compared with the duller and more uniform shades of the 
m ri · n , p i . of ur1 w. 
( inn.). Black-bellied Plover (Esk. Tu-zltek.) 
uring h migrati n and i rather common on the entire Yukon. 
rding to all; but I found it rather common at the Yukon 
it cca ionally at lea t, reacbe Nulato earlier than June 
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It is a very handsome l>ird in full spring dress, and · with its 1rn?ttle<l black and white back and 
glossy black under surface presents a striking appearance while standing by the border of snow-
drifts or on the banks of ice-covered rivers. "From Saint Michaels north it appears to occur 
rarely. It is found also on the Asiatic shore at Plornr Bay, but it has not been recorded from 
any of the islands in Bering Sea, although it undoubte<lly occurs upon nearly, if not all, of these 
at times during the migrations. A.t Point . Barrow it is a rare visitant, according to Murdoch, 
and on the Commander Islands was noted only as a fall migrant. It returns to Saint Michaels 
the last of August in straggling parties, a,nd stray individuals linger until the last of September, 
feeding along bare tide-flats and the borders of brackish pools and streams, where various Indi-
viduals of its kind may be found feeding in amiable companionship. The first frosts send them 
off to the south, though, arriving early in spring, they are often forced to endure cold storms and 
harsll weather. This is one of the peculiarities noted in the arrival of birds in the north during 
spring, that their eagerness to reach their nesting ground after they once start causes them to 
brave temperatures and cheerless surroundings which are much more severe and inhospitable than 
any which they endure in fall or while at the south. 
The female in her. full spring dress is distinguishable from the male by the mixture of white 
feathers in the black or lower surface. High plumaged males have the head nearly white. The 
spring dress is changed for that of fall and winter the last of July, at which time the young are 
on the wing and the birds begin the wandering life common to so many waders after the close of 
the breeding season. 
As in more southern lands~ it is not uncommon to see .one of these birds., a giant amoug pig--
mies, leading a party of small Sandpipers, including two or three species. 
Although this fine bird nests sparingly at the Yukon mouth, I did not find it in the neigh-
. l>orbood of Saint Michaels in the breeding season, and so bad no opportunity for observing its 
habits at this time. Richardson states that in the British fur countries its "eggs are oil green, 
spotted irregularly with different shades of umber brown." The birds are said to be found in sim-
ilar localities, but are much less common than the Golden Plover. 
CH.A.R.A.DRIUS DOMINICUS l\.foll. American Golden Plover (Esk. Tu-zliek) . 
. A bout the middle of May this beautiful Plover reaches the vicinity of Saint Michaels. The 
earliest record I have, for the Territory, is May 13, specimens in my possession having been 
secured at Fort Reliance on the Upper Yukon at this date. As the breeding season approaches, 
it is found as one of the commonest breeding waders over the grass and moss grown country ex-
tending along the shore of Bering Sea. In some cases they have deposited their eggs by the 1st 
of Juue. 
It is a widely-spread species over the eastern coast of Bering Sea and the Arctic, but is not 
very numerous on the islands of this sea. It is an abundant summer resident at Point Barrow, 
according to Murdoch. They arrive the last of May and leave the last of August. Dall secured 
specimens, Jnne 22, on the Shumagin Islands, and this is the only instance in which the bird has 
been taken on the Aleutian chain. Elliott obtained specimens of the Asiatic coast species on the 
Fur Seal Islands, as will be mentioned later. It arrives along the shore of Norton Sound, the last 
of May, in small flocks rarely exceeding thirty or forty birds. .They are in full breeding dress, and 
are a beautiful sight as they glide about on easy wiug, or feed over the marshy flats. Their soft, 
clear call-note gives evidence of the rich song to be heard 1ater. They soon pair and disperse, s~ 
that .within a few days after the main arrival their nests may be looked for. Their nests are gen-
erally in small depressions which may be found among the ·moss and dried grass of a small knoll, 
aud at times a slight structure is made of dried grass. The grass, and, perhaps, a few dead leaves 
of the dwarf willow are arranged in a circular, saucer-shaped form, about 4 or 5 inches across, 
and contain four eggs, wbich have a pale yellowish ground-color with very dark, well-defined 
umber-brown spots scattered rather profusely over the shell, especially about the larger end. Oue 
set of eggs measures l .98 by 1.35; 2.09 by l.30; 2 by 1.30; 2.08 by 1.33. This set of eggs was 
obtained at Stuart Island in June. Three odd specimens measure respectively 1.90 by 1.25; 1.92 
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by 1.38, amr 1.86 !Jy 1.29. A 'ccond et, obtained in June, 18 0, uear aint l\licha 1 , mea ·ure 2 
by 1.31; 2.09 by 1.30; 2.09 by 1.26, and 2.02 by 1.29. The ground-color i ,ery uniform, the only 
nriation being to a slight buffy shade, in ome instances, and a ~ liglit increa e, or decrease, in the 
abundance of the dark markings. 
A curious fact in connection with this bird is the arrested tate of plumage which occurs either 
in spring or fall, and is well shown by e,eral specimens taken in the vicinity of Saint Michael , 
which would indicate that it is of rather frequent occurrence. Two autumnal pecimens-one 
obtained at Saint Michaels October 12, and the other on the Upper Yukon-show this in a striking 
manner_. The black feathers of the low·er surface, the dark feathers of the crown and back, as 
well as the white frontal and supraorbital band of the nuptial dress, remain mixeu with about an 
equal amount of the ordinary fall plumage. Other specimens obtained in spring show the same 
mixture from the retention of the winter plum~ge. There is no difference in the habits of these 
birds, so far as I have been able to observe. 
The males are conspicuous objects, as they sta11Cl like silhouettes, tlleir black and white breasts 
and sides of neck presenting a sharp clear-cut outline on the brown and gray background. At inter-
vals their clear, mellow, and melancholy note rises for a moment, and then the bird apparently sinks 
into a day-dream and remains motionless for some time, until he is prompted to assure his partner 
of his presence by another call. The male at this season bas a brighter plumage than the female, 
and in places little frequented by man be becomes very unsuspicious; near villages, however, be 
iH always on the lookout, and is difficult to approach even when he is found by his nest. Toward 
the encl of May and during the first of June the males utter a clear, rich song, which is frequently 
beard during the twilight of the short Arctic nights. 
Where I was camping, at the Yukon mouth, the last of May and :tirst of June, 1879, these 
birds were scattered all about in the vicinity of the tent,. and frequently, during the mitldle of the · 
night, the song was heard close by, and was extremely sweet and musical. Une night, in particular, 
I remember lying awake, listening to the usual continuous faint clicking among the disintegrating 
ice in the river, which seemed to make the silence still more marked; suddenly, just back of the 
tent, arose the clear plaintive note of the Golden Plover, which may be repres·euted by the syllables 
too-lee-e. Soon after, in the same sweet mmlical tone, was uttered a marvelously harmonious 
succession of notes, which I wrote down at the time, listening to the song as it was repeated again 
and again, and ascerta,ining the exact number of syllables. These I find are very imperfectly 
represented as follows: Tee-lee-lee, tu lee lee wU, wU, u;-'f,t, icee-i'1, wit, chi lee u too lee-e. The three 
last syllables are the ones most commonly uttered, serving as a call-note, but the song in full is 
only repeate<l on special occa ions, as before remarked, being oftener heard during the still hours 
of the night than during the clay, if, indeed, it can be called night when the sun disappears below 
the horizon for little over an hour. 
The court hip of this handsome bird is carried on very quietly, and I have witnessed no 
demon tration of anger or quarreling among the rivals. When two are satisfactorily mated they 
quickly go about their neRting, after which each pair limits its range to the immediate vicinity of 
it trea ure . 
During the crni e of the Corwin to the north, in the summer of 1881, this .Plover was observed 
at varion point , mainly along the Kotzebue Sound coast of Alaska and upon Saint Lawrence 
I land~ where it bre cl . It al o oer,ur, on Saint Matthew' Island at this season, but is not known 
to breed n the eal I 1and or outh of them, except near the mainland, although it undoubtedly 
oc ur al o upon the l ntian I land at thi ea on. In Dall paper on the birds of the Territory 
h r c rl it· arrirnl on th Yukon <luring the latter part of May, and adds, that its eggs are 
n rall wo in nnm r · u thi latter tatement mu t be an error, since the considerable 
nnm r f n which I hav n all had complement of four. The young are hatched and on 
h w~o _ _ uring Jul and th la t of eptember many have already left for the south, bnt 
·tr Y n h llual: ar ~ rn<l w 11 i to cto er, th 12 h of hi, month being the last date wl1ich I 
In b prin t 
tb n k an l r 
be · th r wn an l ack of c btowni h black with a greenish-gray glo ; 
la k; th 1 ral whit pot i. pre ent, the feathers of the frontal 
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region and middle of crown are edged more or les8 8trongly with white, and the post-oculars, 
with an area extending down the neck and across tb.e breast, are marked with white in the same 
manner. Bill and feet dull greenish-black. The spring female has the white markings about the 
head and breast much obscured,- and is also distinguished by the brownish shade on the dorsal 
surface. The young of the year lack the white marking on the head; the throat is pale brown, 
and the head, neck, and breast are dull brown, becoming gradually darker posteriorly, wliere the 
color on the back is darker brown with a greenish shade as in the adult, and the feathers of t4e . 
back, breast, and scapulars are edged with grayish and pale brown. I' was unfortunate in not being 
able to secure the downy young-of this species. 
OH.AR.ADRIUS DOMINICUS FULVUS (Gmel.). Pacific Golden Plover (Esk. Tu-zh"ek). 
The relationship -of the Golden Plovers found on the islands and coast of Bering Sea is rather 
unsettled, owing to the presence of this bird, which reaches the coast · duri~g the summer 
and breeds, mingling, at this season, with the well known bird of North America. .A careful 
comparison ·of a series of about forty Golden Plove~s from the northwest coast of Alaska with 
specimens from the interior of America and the Asiatic coast does not reveal any constant differ-
ence in color-markings sufficient to invariably distinguish the birds of the different regions. There 
appears to be a difference in size sufficient generally to distinguish resident Asiatic birds from 
those of interior North America. On the Siberian coast of Bering Sea the typical Asiatic form is 
found common, and is of much rarer occurrence · on the Alaskan coast, from the peninsula of 
Aliaska north to Point Barrow. On this stretch of coast to the island of Saint Lawrence domi-
nicus is the predominating form, but specimens are found grading in a regular series from this 
bird to the fulvus of the Asiatic region. The considerable number of specimens examined show 
that only the ordinary dominicus occurs in the interior of Alaska. The breeding range of this 
latter form extends thus over the entire interior of Alaska and meets that of fulvus along the west 
coast of the Territory in the vicinity of Bering Straits, with its southern limit on the Shumagin 
Islands and the adjoining coast of the North Pacific. Fulvus breeds around the northern shore 
of Bering Sea on both continents, and upon their Arctic coasts as well. It is a rareJall visitant to 
the N:ear Islands. It occurs on the islands of Bering Sea from the Fur Seal group north to Saint 
Lawrence. It also occurs on the Commander Islands during the migrations. At Wrangel Island, 
in the Arctic, a, single Golden Plover was seen by me, which was undoubtedly this form.. Elliott 
secured the original American. sp~cimen of this race on Saint Paul's Island of the Fur Seal group, 
May 2, 1873, and was informed by the na ives that it was a frequent visitor, occurring there the 
last of April and first of May in spring, and returning in September, when it feeds upon the larvre 
found upon the killing-grounds of the seals, passing south toward the last of October. 
No specimens of fulvus have been taken along the Pacific coast south of .Alaska, hence it is 
probable that very few, if any, of this race follow this course in their southern migrations, whereas 
dominicus is known to migrate throughout the breadth of the continent. Fu'lvus breeds ,along the 
northern border of Asia, and migrates south, in winter, to the eastern countries in India, and in 
the sout4east islands' reaches New Zealand. Mr. Swinhoe describes its nest as a loose structure 
of dried grass and fibers lining a hollow, containing four eggs. These are greenish gray, blotched 
and spotted with deep blackish sepia, and have occasionally ?bsolete purplish grp,y spots. They 
measure about 1.50 by 1.10, thus showing a marked discrepancy iJ?. size between the eggs of this 
bird and domin·icus. . 
The most striking distinction between the two forms of this Plover is shown by the young 
birds in autumn. At this season the young of fulvus has the entire crown and back marked with 
golden yellow in the shape of strong edgings to the feathers. This rich color frequently occupies 
half or more of the entire dorsal surface, and, joined with the yellow suffusion of the sides of head 
and n~ck, which latter extends over the breast in a fainter degree, renders the bird strikingly 
different from the pale, dull-colored young of the ordinary dominicus from the interior, and even 
from those found along the Bering Sea coast of .Alaska. My large s~ries from this region shows 
every gradation in other·respects from one form to the other, but ·none of the interior birds ap-
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proach the coast form in intensity of coloration. The serie of mea urement appended will show 
the relative proportions of these bird from different region , and at the same time show the 
differences in the dimensions betweenfulvus and it American representative: 
C. FUL VUS FROM EXTRALIIDTAL LOCALITIES. 
Date. Locality. Sex. Wing. Tail. Tarsus. Culruen. 
Winter, 1862 .....•...... Amoy, China............... (1) 
April 21, 1881.. .• . . . . . . . Shanghai, Uhioa . . . .. . . . . . . . 0 
Winter. . ... .. ..... . .... Loo Uboo 1. .• . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Juv. 
Do...... . ......... . Honolulu 1. .. . . . ... . . . .. . . . . Juv. 






.A.LASK.AN CO.AST SPECIMENS. 
May 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seal Islands ............... . 
May 30, 1e81. . . . .... .. . . Saint Michaels ............ . 
i~~i :~~~ :~~·;'.\!; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~i~lt~i~~e~): ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
¥i1?e 2d.'.~~~~:::::: :::::: ::::::i~ ::::::::: :::::: ::::::1 
May 18 . .. ....... . . .. ... Kotlik (Yukon) .. ....... . .. . 












May 26, 1860 . • • . . . . • • • . . Fort Simpson, II. B. T. . ..... 0 
Spring ......... . ....... . Great Slave Lake. .......... 0 1 
June ...• . •.............. Barren grounds. . ........... <? 
May 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. Fort Reli;:mce, Alaska...... o 
May 14 . . .................... do .. .... , ................ <? 
September 24 . . . • . • • • • • . Carlisle, Pa .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
June 6 .. . ....•.......... Hudson's Bay. . ............ <? 
November 12 .. . . . ...... Fort Walla Walla....... .. .. 0 juv. 
September 27 ..• . ....... Souris River................ <? jav. 































































































Dr. Streets, in his contrilrntion to the natural history of the Hawaiian Islands, published in 
Bulletin No. 7 of the National Museum, records this bird as bE;ing very abundant on the island of 
Oahu, where be was informed by the inhabitants that they make their appearance about the 
first of September, arriving very poor and weak, having evidently been a long time without· food. 
During the winter they become very fat, and in March and April they prepare for their departure. 
At this time they can be seen taking long or short :flights out at sea and returning again to the 
island. Tltis exerci e, the doctor thinks, was undoubtedly for the purpose of strengthening 
themselves for the final effort, their muscles Laving· become :fla.bby and feeble during the 
inactivity of winter. 
While the Corwin was midway between the Aleutfan Islands and San Francisco, in October, 
1881, a small party of'bird , undoubtr<lly of thi pecie , was seen pa sing high overhead, coming 
from the direction of the Aleutian I lands and pas ing directly toward the Hawaiian group. This 
i c rtaiuly a remarkable flight for birds of this character to undertake, ancl its accomplishment 
indicates great powers of flight, as well a great endurance. 
~ 'I.A.LITI SEMIP .A.L11A.T.A. Bonap. Semipalmated Plover. 
erify, a I found it to be of infrequent occurrence 
I i pro ably much more numerou in the interior, and I received 
th Yuk n. It was found rather common at Sitka by Bischoff. 
ay, and again on the north coa t near Koliuchin Bay, I found 
n iy r grav lly bord rs of pool near the sea. It also occurs on 
u n r ward. fr. all tate the number of eggs to be generally 
r u i y t 1 arn anything about their breeding habits. It appears 
1 a i , wh r it i :£ n i in great numb r , but on the west coast 
i, 11 .. in the rth. 
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Young bir<ls in their first plumage are seen the first half of July. They have a white frontal 
bar and the pectoral collar is brown like the crown and back. The feather.s of crown and back 
are narrowly edged with pale buff, and a narrow collar of blackish borders the front of the brown 
of back, separating it from the white ring about the neck. The bill' is entirely black and the feet 
dingy fleshy yellow. 
The downy young are pretty little objects, with the crown and entire back ashy-brown, with 
a faint buffy shade in places, and the entire surface irregularly maculated with black. -The color8 
of the crown and back are separated by a white collar, whichjoins the uniform white of the lower 
surface on the sides of the neck. 
1EGIALITIS MONGOL!. (Pall:) Mongolian Plover. 
This handsome addition to the Plovers _of North America was made by the captain of the ship 
Plover, during his visit to Kotzebue Sound, in the summer of 1849, when he secured· two specimens 
upon Choris Peninsula. It is a common summer resident on the Commander Islands, where it 
arrives during the first half of May and leaves the last of September. Their eggs were taken 
there by Stejenger the first of June and the young about the middle of July. A nest found on 
June 4 contained three eggs. It was in a hollow between the stems of four Angelica archangelica 
-and lined with dry fragments of leaves and stems of the same plant. The eggs are described by 
Stejneger as being larger and of a deeper ground color than eggs of ..lE. semipalmata, and the spots 
average rather smaller than on eggs of the latter. 
The Choris Peninsula specimens alluded to above were presented some years since to the Oxford 
Museum, among other birds, by Sir John Barrow, and the only published account of them which I 
have been able to find is that by Mr. Harting in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London 
for 1871 (p. 110). As the bird is now first recognized as a member of the .American fauna, I append a 
description of it taken_ from a beautiful male recently received by the National Museum from Yoka-
hama-, Japan. This bird, an adult male (No. 85779, National Museum collection), taken .April 
28, 1881, is marked as follows: Crown, ashy-brown on the posterior half, and much mingled with 
<lull buff; forehead bhtck, the black reaching back of and bordering the orbit in front. A 
concealed, badly-defined line of white is found upon the edge of the black frontal band just above 
tlle lores, and extends around the frontal region as an indistinct light line, which thus divides the 
frontal band into an upper and lower portion. This light or white area is ve'ry indistinct, being 
merely a spot just over the base of the culmen, but is distinctly marked on each side in front of 
the orbit. Oommencing at the base of the upper mandible at each side and extending back, 
including cheek and ear-coverts, is a broad black bar. Chin and throat clear bright white. This 
area covers the sides of the neck and entire base of lower mandible; entire breast occupi_ed by 
a broad band of rich buff, approaehing chestnut. This area extends irregularly along the sides 
from the flanks and, reaching over the back of the neck, forms a col13:r of a duller shade of the same 
color. In the perfect plumage this color extends up over the entire crown. Entire back and ter-
tials, scapulars, and mid<lle of rump pale olive-brown with a wash of grayish; feathers of the 
sides of the rump and upper tail-coverts bordered and edged with white; tail ashy-brown, becom- · 
ing lighter towards the sides, where the outer feather is white; quills dark hr:own, and the shaft 
of the outer primary white. The rest of the primary shafts are dark ·brown with a median white 
or pale stripe. A white wing-bar is produced by the edgings of the coverts; secondaries and some 
of the single primaries bordered with white areas of varying extent; abdomen white, much duller 
than the clear bright w·hite of the chin and throat. · 
Dimensions: Wing, 5.15; tail, 2; tarsus, 1.18; culmen, .60. 
For peculiarities of plumage, discussion of synonomy, range, &c., of this species, the reader 
is referred to Mr. Harting's paper upon the little-known Limicolm, in the Ibis for 1870 . 
.APRHIZ.A VIRG.AT.A (Gmel.). Surf-bird. 
During the exploration of the Western Union Telegraph Company iu Alaska, four specime.ns 
of this widely-spread bird were taken in the vicinity of Sitka by Bischoff. North of this there is 
no record except that of the birds secured by myself in the · vicinity of Saint Michaels. It is· a 
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widely-spread Pacific species, occurring only as a rare summer or fall visitant on the shore of the 
North Pacific and Bering Sea, reaching the vicinity of Bering Straits in Norton Sound. One autumn 
about October I, I saw a pair feeding upon the bare· muddy :flats, near Saint Michaels, but with 
the exception of the record of two or three other specimeus obtaine~l at various times _in autumn, 
near the same place, I have but little to add concerning its habits or distribution. ~he natives, 
however, claim tbat it is found breeding on the bare mountains in the interior, some 20 or 30 miles 
from the coast; but they probably mistook it for some other bird. Its favorite haunts are exactly 
those of the Wandering Tattler, and e~-,,ch of my specimens was collected while this Tattler was the 
object of pursuit. The isolated character of the spots chosen by these bir<ls requires a special visit 
to the outlying islands and capes, in order to obtain information concerning them, and this 
may account, in a measure, for their supposed scarcity. The present record extends its raug-e 
north of 63°, and it undoubtedly reaches the immediate vicinity of Bering· Straits. 
A young male taken at Saint Michaels, August 19, 1879, is in an interesting state of plumage. 
Iu fall plumage the birds are very different from the spring aclu1ts, and bear a strong superficial 
resemblance to the corresponding stage of plumage of the Knot ( T. caniitus). The crown has the 
· centers of the feathers uniform blackish brown, edged narrowly with grayish white, thus produc-
ing an irregular striation of grayish white and dark. Around the back of neck and entire dorsal 
region to rump, including the scapulars and tertials, the feathers are uniformly ashy, olive-brown, 
each feather narrowly edged with grayish white. Wing-coverts dark ashy; but lighter than the 
back, an.cl with broader white margins of tbe fef;\thers . The wings and tail as.in the adult. Rump, 
under tail-coverts, and abdomen white. · Chin white, lightly maculatecl with dark. The throat and 
sides of the head marked with dark ashy brown and white lines, the dark forming the shaft-lines. 
Each feather of the breast is ashy brown, crossed by two narrow white bands near the extremity, one 
of which tips the feather. The feathers on the sides of the abdomen are marked with scattered 
dark shaft-lines. When fresh, the bill is black at thA tip and dingy grayish-yellow ·at the base. 
Gape yellow. Feet and legs dingy gamboge yellowish. Iris dark-hazel. Length, 9.60; spread of 
wings, 20; wing, 6.50; tail, 2.35; tarsus, 1.10; culmen, .89. 
ARENARIA. INT.ERPRES (Linn.). Turnstone (Esk. Tulfo-a-ta-tuk). 
During the summer this bird is found from the mouth of the Yukon north to Point Barrow, 
where it is noted by Murdoch as scarce. It probably occurs to the south of the Yukon mouth at 
this season, but we find no records thence. It has been noted on Saint Matthew's [sland by 
Elliott, and during the crui e of the Corwin, in the summer of 1881, we found them numerous on 
Saint Lawrence Island, where they were breeding at the time. It also breeds on Saint Matthew's 
and the muddy flat of the ea-coa t, from the Yukon north, wherever the surroundings are favor-
able. Dr. Bean took a specimen on Saint Paul Island, August 6, and a second at Plover Bay, 
Siberia, a little later. Although not recorded from the Aleutian Islands, yet its abundance ou the 
Fur Seal I laud -on1y a comparatively hort di tance north of the chain mentioned-renders it 
"\"ery probable that the bird occurs al o on the Aleutian chain during its migrations. As confirm-
atory of tbi ' ' tatement, I may add that as we approached the Aleutian Islands, in the spring of 
1 77 i evP.ral bird were een which I identified as of this species. 'fhese were seen while we were 
about t nor tw 1Y hour teaming from the i lands, and while they were on their way north. 
rding to Elliott thi bird doe not ne t upon the Seal I lands. He record their arrival 
th re by the tbir week of July, and they leave for the outh about the 10th of September. While 
7 mile off ·bor we from he Strait of Fuca, h acling northwe t for the Aleutian Islands Lie 
tb r p im f thi bir . ' 
£ 
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south. It is found alo11g the barren A.retie coast as far as Point Barrow, and thence east and south 
through the fur countries it is a common bird, extending its range north to the eigthtieth parallel 
and beyond along the coast of Greenland and the adjoining .American shore. Upon the Asiatic 
shore these birds were observed at Plover Bay, and to the northward beyond East Cape on the 
.Arctic coast, and several parties were seen in the vicinity of Wrangel Island, whence they came 
and circled about the vessel several times. Stejneger found the species scarce on the Commander 
Islands in the breeding season, bnt numerous later in the summer. 
It arrives in the vicinity of Saint Michaels from the 15th to 20th or 23d of May, accorcling to 
the season, and is found scattered about the newly opened ponds and mud-flats, where it remains in 
small numbers to breed. It is usually much noisier than the Black-headed species, and utters 
several ·loud, ringing notes when in parties passing from one feeding ground to the other, and 
especially when disturbed. They remain until the last of August and into September, when 
they gradually straggle away. They also pass to the south along the Asiatic coast in large num-
bers, being repeatedly recorded from various Japanese and Chinese localities by the different 
naturalists who have visited those countries. It is found among the islands of the Southern 
Pacific to New Zealand, and a male has been taken on that island in the breeding plumage on the 
1st of April. Among the natives of certain islands Dr. Finsch (Ibis, 1881) found these birds kept 
for pets, singly or in pairs, in small cup-shaped cages by the natives, who <3,lso used then as fight-
ing cocks, matching strange birds with each other almost exactly in the manner done elsewhere 
with the common game chicken. This pugnacity is a trait not usually known, and is one of wl:iich 
my field experience with this bird, often in the breeding season, had given me no inkling. 
Two females obtained at the Yukon mou~h on May 19 and 20 have a white throat-patch 
and a glossy black breast, the black reaching up on the sides of the neck to bill and to the eye; 
thence from the lores to the upper mandible inclosing the loral white spot. From this black area 
a bar extends to the nape, leaving the white ear-coverts and the supralora.I line which extends to 
the nape and thence across the frontal region. The back is irregularly marked with a mixture of 
black rusty or reddish brown and dull ashy yellowish brown with wllite edgings. The pattern of 
wing coloration is the ordinary one. The top of the head is streaked with black and grayish brown. 
The legs are dull orange-red. Iris very dark brown. The full-grown young of the year, taken 
at Saint Michaels the last of July, were in the following state of plumage: The white throat-patch 
is present as in the adult, and the dark breast and neck area of the adult arc outlined in the 
young by irregularly-defined blackish brown feathers, edged and washed with yellowish and 
grayish, which extend over the entire side of the head. The lores are pale brown. Crown· light-
brown in front, darker posteriorly, and with light-brown edges to the feathers of the neck. Back 
and rump blackish brown, with a grayish olive gloss, and profusely edged with dull yellowish 
brown or buffy, the latter most marked on the tertials and wing-coverts. Tips of tbe two middle 
tail-feathers buff. Iris very dark brown; legs dull fleshy, with an orange shade. 
A female from Saint Michaels, taken in June, is remarkably dark, having the crown and 
entire dorsal surface~ except the white spcts on the rump, covered with blackish, only marked 
here and there with reddish and rusty spots. Even tho wing-coverts are much darker than 
usual, and. the white markings on the head are limited and obscured in places. 
ARENA.RIA l\iIELANOCEPHALA (Vig.). Black Turnstone (Esk. Tubv-a-ta-tuk). 
This Turnstone is far more plentiful on the coast of Bering Sea than the preceding species, 
and is one of the most abundant waders from Sitka north along the mainland coast of the Terri-
tory. I found it also along the coast of the Arctic from Bering Straits to the vicinity of Point 
Barrow during the cruise of the Corwin, and it was also observed sparingly on Saint Lawrence 
Island and along the Asiatic shore on a few occasions. It breeds among the brackish pools on 
Saint Michaels Island, and is found scattered over the wet flats everywhere. It is one of the 
commonest birds of this locality, its sharp, clear note breaking the silence wherever one turns his 
steps among the pools and marshy places. It has a habit of circling around the intruder, during 
the nesting season, with a fine, clear, peeping cry like the syllables weet, weet, too-weet, as it 
moves restlessly about; now stopping a moment on a slight knoll, then running hastily along the 
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edge of a neighboring pool, perhaps picking up a scrap of food as it runs, and thon it mouut on 
wing again and comes careering about, evincing the liveliest distress at the invasion of its haunts. 
When disturbed in the vicinity of its nest it has al o a sharp peet, weet, weet, very similar to the 
weU-known note of the Spotted Sandpiper. Let the hunter go where he will on the marshy ground 
and his ear is g,reeted by the same remonstrance. 
They are found along the course of the Lower Yukon during the summer season and breed 
wherever found. When the young are able to take wing iu July they leave the flats, to a great 
extent, and frequent the sea-coast, where they keep in small straggling parties searching for food 
along the tide line. 
These birds arrive in the vicinity of Saint Michaels or the Yukon mouth about the m_iddle of 
May; rarely before this date. In autumn they move gradually to the southward, until by the 
last of August they become rarer, and during the first half of September all have gone with the 
exception of an occasional straggler found along the sea-shore. Dall found them to arrive in the 
vicinity of Nulato on May 27, although it undoubtedly occurs earlier in the season than that. 
Among the considerable number of this species in my series I find only a single individual with a 
white throat-patch. 
H.1EM.A.'.l.'0PUS BA.CHM.A.NI Aud. Black Oyster-catcher. 
This bird is found abundantly at Sitka and Kadiak, and Dall found it a summer resident on 
the entire Aleutian chain. It arrives in May on the western part of these islands. On one of the 
Shumagin group (Range Island), June 23, 1872, he found two nests. In both cases the eggs were 
placed directly upon the gravel on the beach; one contained two e~gR, and the other one. They 
were all partly incubated. 
Their iris is rich orange, with the edge of the eyelid scarlet. The birds were extremely wary-
as also are their east-coast relatives-and kept entirely out of gunshot. Their note was a peculiar, 
low whistle when disturbed; they have a habit of standing on the beach, or rocks, a short distance 
apart, and calling to one another. Like the eastern birc1, their motions are stilted and odd. 
Its range is not known to extend beyond tlle Aleutian Islands to the north. From this point 
south it is faun<l on the coast and neighboring islands to some point in thfftropics, where it meets 
the species ater, found on the west coast of South .America. In the Nova .Acta Acad. Petropol. 
1800 (p. 350), Sevastianoff gives a first account an<l comparison of this bird with the European Oyster-
catcher, but does not propose a name. Specimens of this bird were obtained in Alaska by Bill-
ings's Expedition (1785 et seq.). Pallas recor(ls it from the Kurile Islands, where he also cites the 
Old World ostralmga as being found. 
DENDR.A.G.A.PUS 0BSCURUS FULIGIN0SUS Ridgw. Sooty Grouse. 
During the explorations of the Western Union Telegraph Company, Bischoff secureu seven of 
the e bird from the vicinity of Sitka, and Hartlaub records it from Portage Bay, where its love 
note are said to be heard from April 1 to July. There is no doubt but that this bird occurs con-
·i<l erably farther to the north and westward of Sitka along the coast region., and, perhaps, extends 
a ro to the headwaters of the Kuskoquim, where the heavily-wooded character of the country 
furui he the proper ground for its presence. 
DENDRAG.APUS C.A.N.ADENSIS (Linn.). Canada Grouse. 
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gravelly river bank, early in the morning, during pleasant weather in spring and summer, and 
fall8 an easy prey to the native hunters, who watch for it in these locations. It is so quiet ancl 
retiring in the woods that it is rarely seen. I also found it at the headwaters of the Innoko River in 
mid winter, where, however, it did not appear to be very common. It bas been taken on the island of 
Kadiak, anu its range therefore extends from the islands bordering the coast of the North Atlantic 
to those in the North Pacific. Specimens were brought me from the headwaters of the Yukon 
taken in autumn, and Richardson and others have traced it down the Mackenzie to the delta of 
this river, well within the Arctic Circle. It also extends its range to Southeastern.Alaska, where 
the var. franklini might Le supposed to usurp its place. Thus Hartlaub records it from _Portage 
Bay and Chilcat. The above author notes that specimens from these localities differ in nowise 
from the bird of the northeast, and hence a.re true canadensis. 
My specimens also, from various pomts in the northern portion of the Territory, compared 
with the series of' birds from the more southern and eastern locations on the continent, show them 
to be identical. In addition to the above records is one from Fort Kenai, on the southeastern 
mainland shore of the Territory, where Bischoff secured a specimen in May. On Peale's River, 
and near the delta of the Mackenzie, Richardson found these birds frequenting the marshy parts 
of the fore st. 
BONAS.A. UMBELLUS UMBELLOIDES (Dongl.). Gray R.uffed Grouse (Esk. Kh-tuk}. 
Like the Spruce Grouse, and sharing with the latter its range in Northern Alaska, this bird is 
found ever.vwhere where wooded land occurs, reaching the head of Norton Sound and vicinity of 
Bering Straits, following the belts of timber as they approach the sea in this portion of the Terri-
tory. It is not uncommon in the vicinity of Nulato, where it frequents the deep spruce growths, 
an<l. feeds exclusively upon the buds of these trees, its flesh being tainted in consequence. Dall 
found it nesting there in May, and a set of eggs was found in a willow stump. Like the Spruce 
Grouse, this bird is found wherever spruces occur, and both species range well into the Kaviak 
Peninsula, so that they are found within a very short distance of Bering Straits. _It is about 
as numerous as the Spruce Grouse, giving place, however, in the southern coast of' the Territory, 
to the closely-alJied form mentioned under the next beading . 
.As I bad no opportunity to observe this bird I have nothing to add to the record of its habits. 
Specimens were brought me by the fur traders from various points along the Yukon and a<ljoining 
region, so that evidently it is of' common occurrence throughout that portion of the country. AU 
the specimens of Bonasa north of Great Slave Lake, excepting the dark coast form founll along 
the Pacific, are referable to the gray northern form. There is considerable individual variation 
in Ruffed Grouse from any particular locality, and the races grade from one to the other in an un-
broken series. 
BON.A.SA. UMBELLUS SABINI (Dougl.). Oregon Ruffed Grouse. 
A few specimens of this bird have been taken about Sitka by Bischoff, and others have been 
found in British Columbia, so that tliere is no <l.oubt it occurs along the northwest coast as far as 
the he~vil~ w?oded region iu tlie vicinity of Kadiak and the adjoining .mainland. The typical 
form of this bird appears to be rather strictly limited to the Pacific slope, as Mr. Henshaw found 
that birds taken east of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon were :referable to sabini, although 
they were not typical of the latter form., and showed an approach to the eastern race losino- that 
intensity of coloration which is characteristic of the north west coast birds. ' '° 
LA.G0Pus L.A.GOPUS (Linn.). Willow Ptarmigan (Esk. A-kuzh-gtk). 
T~roughout the northern p_ortion of .Alaska this bird is a resident in summer, frequenting the 
extensive ope? country, and berng most abundant along the barren sea-coast region of Bering Sea 
all(l the .Arctic. It breeds also south of the peninsula 01) the Shumagin Islands whence Dr. Bean 
obtained a female in mid-summer plumage during his visit to those islands in the summer of 1880. 
Other reconls of albus in the Aleutian chain are referable to var. nelsoni or atkhensis, according 
to locality. 
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.At Point Barrow it i noted by l\for<locll a a re i<lent but not abundant pecie ·. At thi 
locality specimens were noted o late a July 10 with con, i<lerable white till in tlrn plumage, so 
it is evident that the umm r molt in part of the Territory is not a complete change in color, as i 
the case further south. 
Acconliug to Hartlaub this bird extend· it' rauge far to Ule southeastern extremity of the 
Territory, aud wa found in flock at Chilcat I'ebruary 9. In May they leave the coast and go 
higher up into the dwarf forests among the willows and small birche". A nest of seven eggs was 
found on the Damaaku June 28. 
In the northern portion of their range these Gron e arc summer re idents; but in autumn, the 
last of August and <luring September, they unite in great flocks and migrate south to the shel-
tered banks of the Kuskoquim and Yukon Rivers and their numerous tributaries. In early spring, 
as the warmth of the returning sun begins to be felt, they troop back to their breeding grounds 
once more. During a large portion of the year these birds form one of the most characteristfo 
accompaniments of the scenery in the northern portion of 1\..laska. They change their summer dress 
for the white of winter in autumn before they make their migration, and after they arrive at their 
winter destination they keep in immense flocks about the open glades and willow-grown country 
along the courses of various inland streams. In tra,eling through these tracts in mid-winter I 
have sometimes come across flocks numberiug several thousands. In one instance a large area! a 
half mile across near the Lower Kuskoquim, was literally covered with these birds, and the bushes 
around the borders were also covered with perching birds. They allowed us to get into their 
midst with our dog-sledges before they took flight; as they arose the whirring of ~heir wings 
made a noise like tile rumbling of tlmn<ler and seemed to make the very ground tremble. As they 
arose the flock spread in every direction, and for a mile or two beyond we met small scattered 
parties, where they bad taken refuge. They move iu flocks, often numbering several hundred, 
iluring their migration, when they pass to and from their summer haunts. 
Among the Alaskan natives, both Eskimo and Indian, especially those in the northern two-
thirds of the Territory, this bird is one of the most important sources of food supply, and through 
the entire winter it is snared and shot in great abundance, and many times it is the only <lefense 
they possess against the ever-recurring periods of scarcity and famine. 
The Eskimo of the Kaviak Peninsula have a curious way of taking advantage of the pecu-
liarities of this bird in their migrating season. Taking a long and medium fine-meshed fislling-net 
they prca<l it by fastening cross-pieces to it at certain distances; then taking their places just at 
sun et in early November or the last of October, on a low open valley or" swale," extending north 
and south, they stretch the net across the middle of this highway, with a man and sometimes tn·o 
at each· cro -piec , while the women and children conceal themselves behind the neighboring 
clump of bu he . As twilight advance the net i rai ed and held uprigllt. Ere long the 
flock of Ptarmicran are seen approaching kimming along clo e to the snow-covered earth in the 
dim twilight, and a moment later, a the fir t bird come in contact with the obstacle, the men press 
:the net clown upon the snow Rometirne ecuring fifty to ixty bird . While the men throw them-
elv upon the net and hold it down, the women and children ru h forward and kill the birds by 
wringing their n ck~ or y iting their heads. On some evening everal flock are thu inter-
c pte , and tb party of nativ return to their hou es l.ieavily laden with poils. In winter 
th ir<l · ar oar in th ir haunt by placing fin noo e attached to low bu hes close to the 
groan 1. om tim · ·mall bru h £ nc ar built witll nare at the passage-ways purposely left 
In priog, a th now gin to 1 av th mo y kuoll here and there, the natives hoot 
ird c n l ,tuft' it r ugl.J.l T ith traw, and, IJ)Ounting it on a mall take, place thi effigy 
u n n f th bar knoll in , o picuou po ·iti n; tllen they urround it with a fine ·inew net 
h 11 in pl · - I u r, t k ' . Th hunt r th one al him elf clo e by and imitate , the chal-
1 n th m, l . 11 ar uud , n e bear l the loud crie of the pugnaciou bir<l , and 
n t , f 11 n tiv f th Am are almo t certain to lle tow th ir atten-
ti u up n h 1 · ' · _th · a1 r ch wiftl. ith r fly dir ctly at their suppo cl rival or alight 
an l run a hir in 1 liu<l 1. " . n itb r a ir j , I t y i fatal, as they are at once hopele ly 
ut U"'l in h n t f h hunt r wb f tb •m and r p at th rnaneuv r indefinit ly· 
n 11. • r 
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In winter I found this bird frequenting the shelter of the spruces at the bead of Norton Bay. 
Under these circumstances they have almost precisely the habits of the Ruffed Grouse at this 
season, so ii is evident that their preference varies greatly with the locality and individual birds' 
tastes. . 
Dall speaks of the curious spring migrations of this bird at Nulato, the birds leaving in 
immense flocks the middle of Februar;y and returning again 111 March of each year. This is 
probably due to the passage of the winter-resident birds at that place to the north, while the birds 
which reside during winter in the south reach Nulato on their northward migration. later in the 
season. 
During- the winter season these bir<ls extend their range south to Sitka and Kadiak, whence 
specimens in white plumage are in the National Museum collection. ·whether these birds nest upon 
Kadiak Island or not is unknown. Toward the end of March, as the small bare spots commence 
to show on the tundra, the Eskimo say this will bring the Ptarmigan from the shelter of the inte-
rior valleys, and their observation proves true. At Saint Micllaels these birds commence their 
lorn -making according to the character of the season-on some years by the 1st of April their 
loud notes of cllallenge are heard; but ~he recurrence of cold weather usually puts a temporary 
stop to their proceedings. About the 5th or 15th of this month the first dark feathers commence 
to appear about the heads and necks of the males. During some seasons the males make scarcely 
any progress in changing their plumage up to the middle of May, when I have frequently seen 
them with only a trace of dark about the bead and neck. In the spring of 1878 the first males 
were heard calling on the 26th of April, and on April 27, in 1879, the ma1e~ were just commencing. 
to mouJt, showing a few dark feathers; but these seasons were unusually late . . In autumn the: 
change frequently commences the last of September, and by the first of October it is well umler 
way, the winter moult being completed toward the end of this month . 
. During an excursion taken from Saint Michaels on May 9, 1879, the males of these birds 
were found extremely numerous al] over the country in the vicinity of that place. The soft, 
slushy snow covered most of the ground, leaving bare a few dark-brow1i and brownish-red moss-
coYcred spots and tussocks. Here the male Ptarmigans had stationed themselves, and as- we 
passed, frequently within 15 to 20 yards of them, they would squat and watch us. Several 
times I stopped and snow-balled them, and even then they would remain motionless, until a well-
aimed ball would strike so close as to cover the bird with snow. Frequently they dodged the 
ball by running a few steps, and in one instance I fired several shots from my rifle at one bird as 
it crouched at some distance, but it did not start, although the balls struck each time close to it. 
Not a can was heard during this evening, owing probably to the gloomy sky, but the birds are 
ordinarily much less pugnacious at this time than in the morning. On the next day they were 
extremely common all along the coast from our starting-point to the mouth of the Yukon, frequent-
ing the hillocks bordering the shore, and several times two males were seen paying court to a 
single female. 
As we turned into the mouth of the Pastolik: River, close to the mouth of the Yukon, on the 
eveuing of May 10, a female Ptarmigan was seen coming down the river pursued by a Gyrfalcon, 
which was fol1owing close behind, and gaining upon the terrrned grorise with every wing-stroke. 
Suddenly the grouse saw us, and swerving around, lit upon the opposite side Qf the sledge, not 5 
feet from us, and ran quickly around to the side where a native and myself stood. The hawk, 
eager in its pursuit, did not notice us, until the grouse disappeared in its sudden change of course, 
and the pursuer had barely time to check itself as be came swiftly on iu a direct line with my head, 
so close, in fact, that I involuntarily dodged as the hawk suddenly extended its wings and shot up 
15 or _20 yards at a direct right angle to its former course and hovered there looking down upon us 
in e·vident surprise. I hastened to remove my gun from the lasllings which attached it to the sledge, 
but before it could be taken out the hawk had assured itself of danger, and made good its escape. 
The grouse took wing when the hawk disappeared, and made off in tbe opposite direction.. The 
grouse, in so suddenly changing its course and placing itself under t]10 protection of man, showed 
a wonderful amount of quickness and intelligence. . 
At t~e Yukon mouth, in the ernning, l\fay 24, these Ptarmigan were heard uttering their 
hoarse notes a.11 about. As we were sitting hy the tent, my interpreter took my rifle, and going 
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off a short <listance, worked a, lump of now to abont the size of one of these bird . Fixing a 
bunch of dark-brown mos on one end of the snow to repre ent the bird's heiid, be set bis decoy 
upon a bare mossy knoll. Then retiring a short di tance behind a knoll hP- began imitating the 
call of the male, until a bird came whirring along and t~king up the gauntlet lit close by its sup_ 
posed rival and fell a ,ictim to the ruse. The note uEed by the natiYe iu this instance was a 
peculiar nasal yak-yak-yak-yalc,. This was made by placing his hands oYer bis mouth and closing 
the nose with thnILb and finger. At this time the males were continually pursuing each other 
or holding possP-ssion of prominent knolJs, frequently rising thence 5 to 10 yards in the air, with 
quick wing-strokes, and descending with stiffened wings with the tips curnd downward. While 
ascending they uttered a series of notes which may be represented by the syllables ku-lcu-ku-ku, 
.which is changed as the bird descencls to a hard rolling kr-r-r-r-r, in a ,ery deep guttural tone, end-
ing as the bird reaches the ground. Frequently a pair would fly at each other full tilt, and a few 
feathers would be knocked out, the weaker bird quickly taking flight again, while the victor 
Tises, as just described, and utters his loud note of defiance and victory. On other occasions, 
when the birds are more evenly matched, they fight fiercely, until the ground is strewn with 
ifeathers. On June 1, at the mouth of the Yukon, in spite of a cold raw gale and rain, which 
sent all other birds to the sheltering thickets in the vicinity, the shrill call of the male Ptarmigan 
was heard on every hand. The change this morning was the more striking as, on the preceding 
evening, when the weather was calm and pleasant and evidently foretold a storm, all the other 
birds of the marshes were extremely noisy, especially the geese and gulls, which raised such a din 
on every band that it was difficult to carry on conversation. In the morning not a sound was 
hear<.11 excepting an occasional luk-luk of a goose, as it passed on its way to some feeding ground 
or sheltered spo(; in t•he distance, and the cries of the Ptarmigan, which seemed but little affected 
by the depressing character of the weather. 
On May :?4 almost all of these birds were paired, but some did not complete their nuptials 
until the first few da,ys of June. This grouse take but a single mate in Northern Alaska, and I 
am informed by the natives of Unalaska that the same is the case with the Rock Grouse found on 
the Aleutian Islands, nor have I ever known of the Ptarmigan assembling in numbers about 
any special meeting place to carry on their love affairs; they scatter about, as previously men-
tioned, being seen singly here and there on prominent knolls o-ver the flat country. Early in June, 
rarely so early as the last of May, the first eggs are laid; by June 20 and 25 the downy young 
are usually out, and when approached the female crouches close to the ground among her brood. 
When she sees it is impossible to escape notice she rolls and tumbles away as though mortally 
injured and thus tries to lead one from her chicks. The young at the same time try to esca,pe by 
running away in different directions through the grass. At this season the female and male both 
moult and assume a plumage which differs considerably. 
The young are fledged and on the wing at varying dates through July, and are nearly full 
grown by the 1st to the 10th of August. On November 25, 1877, they were numerous, in large 
and small flocks, along the bushy gullies and hill-slopes on the shore of Norton Sound, but were 
shy. In many places where they hacl. stopped the night before, their sleeping-place was well 
marked. In each in tance they hacl. occupied a small clear spot in the midst of a dense thicket, 
an 1 in no ca e ha<l the bir<l approached on foot, but had flown in over the top and plumped down 
into the oft now, where they hnd remained during the night, each bird thus making a mold 
of it lf in the n w. In ome in tauce there were fifteen to twenty of these molds in the 
· no in an area f a fi w f et. In 1 aving their topping-place the birds arose and flew directly 
from their "form.·, a wa hown by the mark of the wings on each side as they touched the 
• n w in ri inO' ' th r w re no t 11-tale track to or from the e places; the open places were 
un u_ t l h n t II w h bird an unob tructed e. cape jn case they were surprised by 
lr wlmg fi xe wbi ·h bun h tbi ket for food . 
. ional1 
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The young are hatched t1ie·1ast of June, or rarely the first of July, and are handsome little 
creatures in brown and yellow down, with a chestnut cap an<l black lines down the back. In a 
few days after birth the young begin to show traces of the first full vlumage upon their breasts. 
The young of the year differ from the adult, as is shown by the description. 
In nesting, these birds usually gather a few grasses and dry leaves, and with them loosely 
line a shallow depression which is situated on the side of some slight knoH or dry place on the 
open grass and moss-covered tundra. The eggs vary considerably in the amount of dark mark-
ings, wllich, in some cases, form heavy dark purplish-brown blotches, scattered ornr the surface 
and interspersed with finer blotches and spots of the same. These markings cover the light 
and rich vellowish-brown of the ground color. In other cases the markings are of a lighter shade, 
and form~ rather small spots scattered uniformly over the surface. In others the spots are com-
paratively few, but this latter style is not common. The number of eggs varies from seven to ten 
and twelve; one set, taken in early June, at Saint Michaels, contained ten eggs measuring respect-
ively as follows: 1.81 by 1.2-8; 1.78 by 1.30; 1..80 by 1.29; l.80 by 1.31; l.80 by 1.30; 1.80 by 1.27; 
1. 78 by 1.28; 1.80 by 1.23; 1.83 by 1.32; 1. 78 by 1.22. These eggs are about the average size. 
A young male bird taken September 10, 1880, just as it began to assume the white winter 
plumage, as ~hown by the white area on the abdomen, bas the color of tbe crown and back of tbe 
neck intermediate between the spring plumage of the male and female, but more closely approach-
ing the female in possessing blackish-brown feathers barred with rich buffy-brown. The feathers 
of the back are long and lanceolate in place of being bluntly rounded at the ends, as in the spring 
birds, and their centers are blackish-brown. The whitish and buffy edgings of these feathers, with 
_ yellowish and bnffy mottling and barring on their webs, are arranged so as to mark the borders of 
the feathers, and to give the back the appearance of being marked longitudinally in place of the 
transverse patterns on the shortened and blunt-pointed feathers in the spring female. A careful 
comparison of feathers rfrom adults and young shows that the distinction of markings and colora-
tion is similar in tlrn summer male and young birds, bnt the shortening of the feathers in the a<lult 
gives the transverse in place of the longitudinal markings seen in the young birds. The long 
upper tail-coverts of the ~young bird shows the same pattern of marking. The throat aud breast 
have a mixture of dull chestnut, much duller than in the male adult, and the buff, combined with 
dark transverse markings, is much less iu amount than is present in the female, the bars being very 
narrow. The feathers of flanks and si<les are yellowish, irregularly barred and mottled with dark 
brown. The feath ers of the entire back, sides of the neck, and breast are tipped with small white 
spots. 
The change of summer plumage to that of winter begins on the abdomen and gradually 
extends over the entire body, the head changing last. '.]:his change occurs between September 
10 and the last of October, the young assuming their winter garb a little in advance of the adults. 
In spring the change is reversed, commencing about the heads of the birds and thence passing 
over the rest of the body. After the head ·bas assumed its summer plumage, the change on the 
rest of the body goes on very slowly, and in many instances is never perfected, the back and 
abdomen of the majority of summer specimens being never entirely free from white feathers. The 
wings remain white throughout the year. ThBre is considerable individual variation in the plum-
age of adult specimens shot the same season. In summer this variation appears mainly in the bar-
ring of the feathers according as the dark centers have more or less of the buffy and gray bars. 
The adult male bird shows still another plumage in mid-summer. When the pairing season is 
over the fleshy comb over each eye shrivels and is hidden under the feathers, and the rich brown 
plumage of the head and neck gives place to a dull chestnut-brownish, becoming rusty-red on 
throat and neck. The crown, back, and sides of neck are bufty-brown irregularly barred with 
blackish, changing to black or very dark brown on back. Rump and tail-coverts thickly barred 
or mottled, with transverse lines or spots of yellowish-brown, and most of the feathers are edged 
with a narrow grayish-white border. This plumage is almost intermediate between that of the 
spring plumage of the male and female birds, but is distinct from either, although combining cer- --
taiu characteristics of each. Kumlien reports that in latitude 670 north on the Davis Strait coast 
of America these birds begin changing their winter plumage for that of spring the middle of May, 
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but further north the change commence 'till later, and in Greenland the males arc pure whito 
in the breeding season . 
This species wa found sparingly about Cumberland Gulf by Kumlien, aml is extremely 
abundant from Bering Straits across the entire northern portion of America and Greenland. 
The Scotch Ptarmig~n, a near relative of the present bird, is known to breed by the end of March 
in the lowlands of Scotland, and as late as Jun~ among the highlands. In the south of Scot-
land the males perch on knolls during a mild morning, and, rising se,eral feet, drop again, utter-
ing a note which bas been indicated in syllables as follows: Eok-kelc-lcek-wiilc-u;ulc-uuk. This note 
and habit are identical with those of the Willow Grouse, as observed in Alaska, though more fre-
quently the note of the Alaska bird is the one pre,iously indicateu. 
LAG-OPUS RUPESTRIS (Gmel.). Rock Ptarmigan (Esk. Ung u-w-'tk). 
This beautiful Ptarmigan is a common resident of the Alaskan maiulam1, from Bering Straits 
to the British border on the east, including the entire north and south extent of the mainland. 
Unlike the common White Ptarmigan, it frequents tho summits of the low hills and mountains 
during the summer season, where it remains nntil the severe weather of early winter forces it down 
to the lower elevations and under the shelter of the bush-bordered ravines and furrows marking 
the slopes. 
On May 10, 1881, while visiting two volcanic hills in the ,icinity of Saint Michaels, I sud-
denly came across a pair of these handsome birds, which were still in almost perfect winter plumage, 
the female having but a very sp~rse sprinkling of clayey feathers, and the male but three or four 
dark feathers on the sides of the head. These birds were feeding upon the last year's berries, on 
the marshy knolls near the end of one of the bills. '.l.1hey allowed me to approach within 20 feet, 
and paid no attention beyond looking curiously at me as I walked slowly along. The suspicion 
of the male being slightly excited, he uttered a low, rolling or whirring sound, like that produced 
by rolling the end of the tongue. The female answered with a low, clear" yop-yop,'' with a peculiar 
intonation, .strikingly like that of the female -hen-turkey, except it was much lower. When we 
were about 15 feet from the birds, they stood looking at us for a moment with a pretty air of 
innocent curiosity, and then, without showing the slightest signs of alarm, arose and flew off to the 
hill-side, a hundred yards or more away. The comb over the eye of the male stood erect, and was 
of the same brilliant orange-red as that of the White Ptarmigan; but the outline of the upper 
border of this comb is cut out in the middle, so that only upon each end does it bear the filamentous 
prolongation seen bordering that of L. cilbus. Just as the male alighted upon the hill-side, he took 
a slight upward curve, and then descended to the ground on stiffened wings, very much in the 
manner that characterizes albus at this ·season; at the same time he uttered a loud, rather harsh 
and guttural series of rolling note , very much like the pecu1iar rolling call-note of Dajila aouta. 
During the entire year these birds are resident north at least to Bering Straits, as I obtaineu 
specimens from that vicinity on one of my winter expeditions. In summer it extends still beyond 
thi , to all portions of the country crossed by mountain chains and hills. In autumn, toward 
the la t of October and first of November, this bircl unites with the common Ptarmigan in great 
flock·, on the northern hore of Norton Sound, and migrates thence across the sound to Stuart's 
I land, thence reaching the mainland. The birds are frequently seen by the natives while they 
, re pa ing Egg I land, on their way to the i land ju~ t mentioned. They are said to commence 
th ir flight ju ·t b £ re <lark in the evening, and at this easou, as mentioned under the preceding 
·p ci . , man · ar ·nared at the head of .r orton Bay. in April the birds return to the north, 
, lw c y: traY ling in the eYening or night, c. th y uo during their autumnal migrations. 
hi t rmilY, u i, r i nt at oint Barrow according to Murdoch but is Jess common than 
c1lln1 • Ir. 11 m nti n it pr nee i the ns-du-large or Romanzoff Mountains northwest 
f ' rt kou in ut 1 titud 6 ° N. It i al o found commonly in the vicinity of Fort Yukon. 
h ~ r itb oni n n titution ha r c ive a large number of these birds from the region border-
in tb r ·tic h r f th fur con tri . On the Arctic coa t of British .America Mr. Rae 
J-ill l. m whi ·h w re moulting a that time. They were not by> and 
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wheu flushed woul<l fly near the ground until behind the first knoll or rise of the surface, then 
turning suddenly to one side they would crouch and remain motionless until they were approached 
closely. 
The first American record of Ptarmigan in these islands was made under the title of Lago-
pus albus by Mr. Dall in bis paper on the ornithology of this region, and bas been corrected 
by me in the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club for June, 1878. The male specimen 
secured at Unalaska, and upon which this identification and correction was based, is :figured in t,he 
present ,report with the characteristic mountainous surroundings. All the records of Lagopus 
albus upon the Aleutian chain apply solely to this species, with the single exception, perhaps, of the 
easternmost island, which lies next the mainland of the Alaskan Peninsnla, where the ordinary 
a,lbus is found, according to the information given me by residents of the islands. 
Concerning this bird Mr. Dall gives us the following notes in his paper before cited: It is 
more or less abundant throughout the chain. The eggs which he speak8 of having found upon, 
the islands of Atti.1 and Kyska are to be referred to the new race, atkhensis. The Ptarmigan eggs 
found by Dall on the Shumagin Islands, June 20, were either those of the present species or 
of albu,s j this latter bird is known to occur upon these islands, as is shown by the specimens 
secured by Dr. Bean. As mentioned in describing the habits of this species, it frequents the 
more elevated portions of the country, its range complementing that of albus. The latter 
keeps i:nore strictly to the lower and more level parts of the country, and frequents the open 
stretches of moss and grass covered tundra in the summer, 01· keeps the center of deeply bor-
dered water-courses and ravines during winter. Rupestris keeps to the mountain sides and sum-
mits in summer and about their bases in winter. This difference in the habits of the two birds 
may account for the presence of rupestris alone iu the Aleutian chain, for the precipitous slopes 
and rugged cliff's, which arise from the water on every side, among this chain of islands, afford 
none of the low flats and busby shelters congenial to the tastes of albus. With the exception of 
the Aleutian Islands, where rupestris alone occurs, this latter species i.s less numerous than albus, 
the ratio perhaps being one to ten, though the disproportion increases as the country becomes 
more mountainous, as I had occasion to observe in the vicinity of Bering Straits. In the portions 
of the country where flats occur, as between the Lower Yukon and the Kuskoquim, albus alone 
is found. North of British America Captain Sabine records rupestris as abundant in summer on 
Melville Island, in latitude 75° north, where it arrived May 12 in full winter dress. · Some 
males retained this plumage unaltered until the middle of June.. In winter it makes a partial 
migration from this region. As this bird occurs on the American side of Bering Straits it un-
doubtedly occurs upon the adjacent Asiatic shore and should be ,, looked for about the mountain 
summits of that coast. Specimens of lagopus taken at the mouth of the Lena River, latitude 71 ° 
north, during April, by Seebohm, are said by Newton to be referable to rupestris and not to 
rmutus. The male differs from the female in having the ocbraceous baFfl narrow and interrupted by 
more numerous lines, thus making the plumage darker and richer. During the recent English 
Arctic Expedition Ptarmigan were found in latitude 83° 06' north, which were referred to this 
species by Captain Fielden. This was at the highest northern point of land at that time visited 
by man. The birds were again seen in latitude 82° in September, after which they migrated south, 
returning by March 11 the following spring.* 
*While examining the series of Ptarmigan contained in the National Museum, during the preparation of this 
work, I was smprised to find a bird from Cumberland Gulf on tbe American shore of Davis Strait, and from the 
Greenland shore of the same coast, differing very decidedly from. the many specimens of rupestris and albus in the 
collection. This led me to examine the matter more thorough1y, and I find that nearly all the older writers credit four 
srecies of Ptarmigan to America, whereas the bter authors have united in ignoring one of the species and placing it 
as a synonym of rupestris. My search through the various forms has resulted in satisfactorily determining that the 
bird found on the coast of Greenland aud the adJotning portion of the American mainland is totally distinct from 
tlie ordinary Lagop1is rupestris. It may be well to give a slight review of t,he Ptarmigan mentioned by the several 
authors who have written upon the region in question. Hearne mentions the Rock Grouse (1·upestris) as plentiful iu 
the region northwtst of Hudson's Bay, and this with albus may- comprise the two forms with which be was acquainted. 
Pany found birds on the shores of Davis Strait which are considered to be exactly similar to the Scotch Ptarmi-
gan, or Telrao lng'opus of Gmelin. In the North Georgian group, at a later date, another species was found more 
abuucl::mt1y, to which he refers as T. rnpestris of Gmelin. In the appendix to Parry's First and Second Voyages it is 
S. Mis. 156--18 
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LA.GOP RUPE TRIS NEL ONI tej. Nel on' Ptarmigan. 
In his paper on the bird, of Bering Sea in The Orui e of the Corwin, l\Ir. Nel ' Ou gives two 
accounts of the Rock Ptarmigan, numberec1, re pecth·ely (78) and (79), both, however, being placed 
uncler the same heading , viz, Lagopus rupestris (Gm.) Leach. The Rock Ptarmigan. It need 
but a glance at the second account (79) to show that Mr. Nelson considered the bird here treated 
of to be different from the one preyiously mentioned (78) . In fact be states that "tlie detailed de-
scription of this form will be given in the account of the Birds of Alaska,, now in course of prepara-
t ion." He had thus noted the distinguishing characters of the form which was subsequently 
named in his honor by Dr. Stejneger, and had intended to describe it in his report (-i.e., the present 
one), and to merely designate it; by name in The Cruise of the Corwin. Wby he subsequently failed 
to set this forth in his errata slip I am at a loss to understand. Re there complicates the matter 
by stating that "through an error, the notes under numbers 78 and 79 were not placed under a 
single beading." The form was named by Dr. Stejneger in Auk, July, 1884, p. 226, and partially 
<lescribed. The types of the race were taken by Mr. Nelson at Unalaska, in spring, and winter 
specimens were taken by Dall at the same place. A fine series of this bird, collected by Mr. Town-
send during the summer of 1886 at Unalaska, corresponds well with the types and confirms the 
validity of the race . 
.According to Mr. Nelson, this Ptarmigan is common on the ..Aleutian Islands, at least from 
Unalaska eastward, where it frequents the mountain tops and slopes, breeding there in June. 
Subjoined is a description of the bird, prepared by Dr. Stejneger at my request.-H. W. H.: 
J ad. (U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 7348 . Type. Unalaska Island, Alaska, May 18, 1877. Coll. E.W. Nelson, No. 
19.) Top of head and neck all around bright tawny brown, inclining to burnt sienna on the former, barred with 
black; rest of upper surface of the body deep umber-brown, each feather being very finely and densely vermiculated 
with blackish; lores and eye-region black, more or less interspersed with old white feathers; wings white, with a 
few of the coverts and the tertiaries like the back, the six or seven outer primaries with the shafts dusky above; 
under surface from the breast backwal'ds, including the feathering of the feet, white except a few new feathers on tLc 
flanks, which are like those of the back; most of the nasal plumes, the feathers on the forehead, those on chin, throat, 
and sides of face below the eyes are old white feathers, remains of the winter plumage, and a few similar ones a.re 
stated that "there is much difference in the color" in summer specimens of T. rupestris and T. lagopus. "The upper 
plumage of the 'Ptarmigan' (T. lagopus) is cinerous, with undulating, n&irrow black lines and minute spots, whereas 
in the Rock Grouse each feather is black, and cut by transverse broad lines or bars of a reddish-yellow "' "' "' "' " "' 
with spaces of black between them broader than the bars. The feathers are tipped with a light color in the male, 
approaching to white in the female." 
'l'he males (rupestris) average 13¼ and the females 12½ inches ill length, and both were inferior in size to 
specimens of T. lagopus. The two agree in the character of bill ancl claws and the black bar over the eye. 
The ground-color of the egg of 1·upe'jtri3 is" pale yellowish-brown, irregularly blotched and sp·otted with a 
darker brown." From the information procured from Sabine's contribution to the appendix of Parry's Voyage, I am 
convinced that his 1·1tpe1Jtris is identical with reinhardli of Greenland and the adjoining American coasts, wL.ereas 
T. la9opus, which he de cribes as hav ing beon found ill the cotllltry south of Barrn w's Strait and east of Regent's 
Inlet, but as not met with in the North Georgian Islands, and which he claims is the Ptarmigan of Scotland, .is 
our rtipestri,.'j. The specific ch mcter;i of T. lagopiis of Gmelin m rk it a, referable to rupestris, the summer plumage 
of wbich is cinerous, with minute black lines, or spots, except on the head and neck, where it is characterized by the 
aame author as marked with broad bands of white. The white prevails on the throat and the back, and ferruginous 
on tho crown and hin 'l r part of the head. The main portion of the preceding notes are from Sa,bine in a supple-
ment to Pan-y ~ Fir t o age, under the heading of T. lagopus. From the sfatements made here it appears thaL 
th bird from the c a t northea. t of Huclsou's Bay are thus marked with fine undulating lines in snmmer and 
h avier-barre markinrr bont the neck. The m le of 1·upestris in snmmer i distinguished by the large amount of 
l lack formina th ground-col r of the feather and b y tho di tinct barring of yellow or buff. Audubon's figure of 
bi Lagopus am ·rica1111s au w r. perfectly to sp cimens contained in the National Museum from Cumberland Gulf 
ao<l the oppo i oa t f reenl· a<l and i. undoubtedly r ferable to 1·einhardti. It is quite likely the specimen 
r <' r1 dbyauthor a. rupelri,1fr m behighn rthernl,l.itucl alonrrtheGreeulanclcoastandtheadjoiningmainland 
m Yr l 1 r fir ble t thi peci . While rcinharclli i di tiw•ni hed b.v tho heavy black barrings which divides 
h f · th r into two rthr ep.:irt and th int r p c wi h grayi h a.ud buffy-brown spaces, 1·upestris ha its plumage 
~ r cl ,vith fin v rrui ul tion and d tinrr of Yaryiorr had of brown, buffy, and black. It was my intention 
t mak a ati ( c r · arrana m nt f th American Ptarmigan but I find he amount of material contained in the 
·ati n· 1 Jn nm 11 · ion ia uffici u a h indiYidual Yariation among the e bird requires a large eriea of peci-




still left on the fore neck and the upper surface; tail black with a,n indistinct white edge to the tips of tho feathers, 
and the outer rectrices white at the base for a very short distance. Wing, 200mm; tail-feathers, ilimm; bill from 
noRtrils, 11mm; tarsus, 32mm; midu.le toe with cbw, 35mm. _ 
First primary shorter than Rixth; second longer thau fifth ancl shorter than third and fourth, which are longest. 
The adult female does not differ materially from typical Lagopus ri11Jestris in corresponding plumage. 
The designations of the colors in the above description refer to Mr. Ridgway's "Nomenclature of Colors." 
L.A.GOPUS RUPESTRIS ..A.TKHENSIS (Turner). Turner's Ptarmigan. 
Among the specimens secured by Mr. L. M. Turner, during bis residence in the .Aleutian 
Islands, are two Ptarmigans, which, upon examjnation, prove to represent a well-marked geo-
graphical race of rupestris. His specimens were secured Jnue 7 and May 20 upon .Atka Island; at 
the extreme western end of the Aleutian chain. Th~y are ·found upon this island and undoubtedly 
also upon those adjoining. .As compared wtth my specimens from Unalaska ·the biil of this bird 
is considerably broader at the base, and is somewhat longer and slenderer. In addition to this, 
a striking difference is the very much lighter color of the western bird, which has a predominance of 
ashy-gray and pale yellow. The dark rusty or buffy-brown seen in the Unalaskan bird is re-
placed by a pale yellow on the western variety, and the general shade of color is grayish in place 
of brownish. The female of the Atka bird is more finely marked, as a rule, and bas much less 
of the grayish and buffy vermiculation which is exhibited by the bird from Unalaska. It is 
undoubtedly to this race Mr. Dall refers in his contribution to the ornithology of the western end 
of the .Aleutian chain, when he speaks of finding nine much-incubated eggs, on June 21~ at .Attn 
Island, and chicks which were hatched at Kyska, July 8.* 
PEDIOCJETES PHAGI.A.NELLUS (Linn.). Sharp-tailed Grom,e. 
This grouse is given by Dall as a,not uncommon species at Fort Yukon and for 200 miles lower 
down this river to the Ramparts, below which place it is not found. It may be Galled a bird of 
Eastern Alaska, being limited to that portion of the Territory bordering on the British possessions. 
Its nest was found by Mr. Kennicott near Fort Yukon at the foot of a clump of dwarf willows, 
with scattered spruces and other trees· growing about. Other nests were afterwards found in sim-
Har locations. ~I.1be structure resembles that of the common prairie hen. The record of this bird 
from Fort Yukon places its nesting range within the Arctic Circle, but how much beyond this 
point it occurs to the north remains. to be seen when future and more extended observations 
are carried on in that region. Richardson found this grouse along the Mackenzie to the delta of 
that stream in about latitude 69°, and it may occur to that point in the adjoining portion of 
.Alaska. 
CIRCUS HUDSONIUS (Linn.). Marsh Hawk (Esk. Nil,kh-to-kd-luk). 
T1lese hawks are numerous throughout Northern .Alaska during the migrations. It is seen fre-
quently along the barren coast of Bering Sea, and bas been recorded as rather uncommon in the 
i11terior. It is a rare summer visitor to the Near falands. It has been taken in Northeastern Sibe-
ri:-t, aud is found on the mainland throughout Arctic North .America. It breeds on the Lower An-
derson aud other northern riYers, and is one of the regular and common birds of prey in these 
regions. The Marsh Hawks arrive later and depart earlier from the coast of Northern .Alaska than 
they do from the interior of the British fur countries. The last of May, 1879, it was common at 
the YukoB mouth, and on May 6 a specimen was secured by Mr. McQuesten at Fort Reliance, on 
the upper part of this river. In autumn, from the middle of .August until the end of September, 
is the time of its greatest abundance, although it sometimes remains until November, according to 
Mr. Dall. It is also seen frequently from the middle of May until the first of June. 
While I was at the Yukon mouth, on May 19, 1879, a pair of hawks was seen repeatedly 
crossing the river on different days at a certain point, the leader always performing, as he went, a 
succe sion of curious antics; it would turn over and over a half dozen times in succession like 
"Lagopus leuourus has been killed in British America, at PortJ Halk~tt, on Liarcl's River, in latitude 63° north, so 
clo~c to tbe Alaskan boundary that it seems .almost certain this species is. to be fournl within the limits of Alaska. 
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the Tumbler .Pigeon, and after descending nearly to the ground it would mount to its former height 
and repeat the performance, so t,hat its progress was a perfect series of these evolutions. One 
of its favorite and most striking performances consisted of turning head down and by placing its 
wings in a pecnliar position descend rapidly about 20 or 30 yards with a swift screw-like motion. 
The last bird always flew slowly and smoothly along as if enjoying the performance of its com-
panion. 
In markings and appearance these birds were apparent1y exactly alike. They were white-
rumped, slaty on the back and light below, with blackish wing-tips and the under surface of the 
wings white. The feet were light colored. I tried again and rt gain to secure them, but failed. It 
is extremely probable that thP.y were male Marsh Hawks, since the abo,e-mentioned characters 
apply to no other American ·hawk with which I am acquainted; the peculiar evolutions, however, 
I have never seen performed by this or any other hawk. A series of .Alaskan specimens shows all 
the usual variations of plinnage exhibited by this bird and agrees with specimens from various 
parts of North America. Although these birds nest throughout their northern range I never 
found them nesting in the vicinity of Saint Michaels. There is no definite record of these birds 
from the Aleutian Islands, although lVlr. L. M. Turner describes a small flock of hawks seen by 
him at Unalaska, which were probably this species. 
. ACOIPITER VELOX (Wils.). Sharp-shinnHl Hawk (Esk. OM-kiibv-1 itk-shu-gitk). 
Dall records a female of this species killed on the Yukon,just above Nulato, on .April 29, 1877, 
a.nd tells us that the natives prize it highly, using its feathers for shafting arrows or for orna-
menting their dancing costume. Its value, like that of the Pigeon Hawk, was equal to one marten-
skin when the Western Union Telegraph Expedition visited the country. Since then hawk-skins 
have less value and marten-skins are worth much more. .A.long the Yukon and northern portion 
of the Territory it is outnumbered by the Pjgeon Hawk ten to one. A number of specimens were 
brought me from various points along the Yukon, and fragments of others were seen among the 
natives at various other places in the Territory. It has been taken at Sitka, and is pretty generally 
distributed through the wooded portion of the Territory, being very rare 011 the barren sea-coast, 
and, perhaps, nffrnr occurring on the islands of Bering Sea. On the Upper Slave River, in thA 
Hudson's Bay country, it was found by Kennicott and Ross, nesting abundantly on the cliffs. Ken-
nicott also found a nest at Fort Resolution, British America, which was made of spruce twigs and 
placed in a spruce tree. A specimen which was taken on September 7 has been brought me from 
Fort Reliance, and it arrives at Nulato the last of April. 
ACCIPITER ATRICAPILLUS (Wils.). Goshawk (Esk. Abv-ung-u-lrkh-tuk). 
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The eggs of this bird are four in number, greenish-white in color, and are usually laid by the 
1st of May. An egg of a set secured by Dall, on April 27, 1868, at Nulato, measures 2.:!8 by 1.90 
inches, and is of a dead white color with a very faint greenish shade. Another egg, secured near 
the head of Unalakleet River, by the same naturalist, measures 2.32 by 1.80, and is of a more 
greenish white shade, with a few spots of bronze brown scattered irregularly over the surface. 
The middle of September, 1881, w-hile the Corwin remained in Kotzebue Sound, these birds 
were rather numerous about the shores, frequenting the alder-patches, and making forays among 
the flocks of Ptarmigan which were gathered in this vicinity at the time, preparing for their 
autumnal migration. In one instance a wounrled Ptarmigan was seized and carried off before 
my eyes. 
The Goshawk llas a bad reputation amoug the natives, from its habit of stealing birds from 
their snares, as well as for hunting the Ptarmigan, upon which, at certain seasons, the Eskimo 
depend largely for a food-supply. 
While at Niantilic, on the west coast of Davis Strait, September 19, Mr. Kumlien found one 
specimen of this bird. 
ASTUR ATRICAPILLUS STRIATULUS Ridgw. Western Goshawk. 
While examining the large series of Goshawks in the National Museum collection to ascertain 
the status of the variety striat-ulus, a new and well-defined race was found to exist upon the Pacific 
coast, of which a number of specimens are in the National Museum from California and Washing-
ton Territory, with the skin of a young bird from Sitka. It is characterized by the clearly-defined 
and dark markings of the lower surface, so dark that they stand in sharp contrast to the light 
ground-color. The color of the cap is much darker than in atricapill'lis, and extends down the 
nape to the middle of the back and covers the shoulders. The bars of the tail are also more 
sharply defined than in atricapillus. I propose uaming this form in honor of my friend, Mr. H . 
. ·w. Henshaw, who is so well known for his. work in western ornithology. 
[This Goshawk, described by Mr.Nelson in the Auk for April, 1884, p. 166, proves to be a well-
marked race, for which, as shown by Mr. Ridgway in the Auk for July, 1884, p. 253, the name 
striatulus requires to be taken under the law of priority. The adult striatulus of Ridgway, 1874, 
prove ,, indeed, to be a special phase of plumage of atricapillus, as shown by Mr. Nelson; but under 
t he uame were described also several immature birds, which uow turn out to belong to the race 
characterized by Mr. Nelson under the name hens.hawi.-H. W. H.] 
The habitat of this race is the northwest coast of America from the Sierras in Middle Cali-
fornia north through Oregon, Washington Territory, to Sttka, at least, and probably farther along 
that coast. The types of this race are specimens in the Smithsonian collection, No. 79798, a 
female adult from Cbeenakan Creek, Oregon, taken on August 16 by Mr. Henshaw; No. 85625, a 
male adult, taken at Big Trees, California, on on June 17, 1881, by Mr. Belding; No. 85624, a 
male adult, taken at Big Trees, California, June 19, 1881~ by Mr. Belding. The measurement.3 of 
these birds respectively are as follows: 
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The following measurements are of two adult birds of typical atricapill1,1,s in the National 
Museum collection: 
I w ing. Tail. T ar sus. Culmen. D epth of bill. 
----------- --
49663, Calais, Me., ad. t .............. 14. 25 11. 60 2. 95 l. 35 .80 
81214 (1559) Saint Mic a.els, Alaska .. 14. 25 11. 00 3. 30 1. 25 . 80 
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The characters upon which this race are ba ed are mainly the inten ity of the dark marking 
on the abdominal surface and the extension of the dark color of the crown ov-er a large p rt of 
the entire dorsal surface. In striatulus the nuder surface differs al o in the abundance and inten-
sity of tlle markings on the throat, which in the new race is a profusely marked a the brea t; 
the a by-brown of the markings on the breast are v-ery dark, becoming blackish-brown, and in 
No. 85625 the entire under surface bas a dark SO(lty wash. Ou the crown the color varie from a 
dark sooty to a glossy black, and this color extends over the nape to the back, covering the cap-
ulars and extending even to the rump in some cases, but usually shading to a dark bluish-ashy on 
the posterior half of the back. T~e wings are Yery dark brown. The tail is also much darker than 
in atricapillus. The young birds mas be distinguished by their generally darker color and the 
large size and intensity of the linear markings on abdomen an<l breast. There is a young bird 
from Sitka, and several from Oregon, California, and Washington Territory, all of which agree in 
these characters. The white postocular line in this form is more obscured by dark markings, and 
the whole may be summed up by saying that str-iatitlus is a dark, northwest coast race of the Gos-
hawk, characterized, like other geogravhical races of that region, by the great predominance of 
the dark markings as compared with birtls of eastern and northern localities. The only bird . 
among the large series of atricapillus in the National Museum collection which approaches the new 
race in its dark colors and intense markings is one from New Jersey, which is very dark colored. 
This appears to be a solitary example of individual variation, as among a series of twenty-five 
birds examined this proves to be the only exception . 
. ' Bu'rEo BOREALIS CALURUS (Cass.). Western Retl-tail. 
The only known instance of this bird's occurrenoe in the Territory is recorded (loc. cit.) by 
Dr. Bean, who secured a bird in the young plumage near Sitka, June 5, 1880. 
140. BUTEO SWA.INSONI Bonap. Swainson's Hawk. 
During my residence in the north this bird did not fall under my notice either alive or dead. 
Dan obtained a skin of this bird near Nulato on May 20, 1867, ~nd adds that it prefers the 
thickets and wooded :places, building a Jarge uC"st of ttfrts. Jt begins to lay the last of April 
and the young are hatched bs the end of May, about the tjme the ice leaves the rivers. Ile found 
the bones of rabbits, squirrels, mice, and ducks, and cnn part of a whitefish, in the vicinity of 
their nests, bowing that they are ready to prey upon anything that falls in their way. It is 
a summer vi itor and occurs on the Lower l\1ackenzie and Anderson Rivers, whence specimens have 
been sent to the Smithsonian. The Ala ·kan 11e imen taken on the Yukon was in the melauistic or 
insignatus state. This appear to be a common i:-pecies in the middle and southern parts of British 
America, but is rare farther nortli, where it arriYes about the 1 t of .April or later, leaving toward 
the end of September. It is not known b yond the wooded country, and there is no record of its 
occurrence on the soutbea ·tern coa t of tl.ie Territory, although it is likely to be found in tbat 
region. It is al o unknown from the isiand of Bering Sea and the barren coast of' that sea anc.l 
the rcti . 
', ARCHlilUTEO LAG0PUS (Brihm.). Rough-legged Hawk (Esk. P't-to-ghulc). 
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They liave been found to be very common birds in summer throughout the northern portion 
of the Territory, arriving in the vicinity of Saint Michaels and the Yukon mouth from May 12 to 
20, and returning south from the end of August to the mi<ldle of September. They range from 
Unalaska in the middle of the Aleutian chain north to the northern extreme of land along the 
shores of the Arctic. A breeding female was taken on the Shurnagins by Bean the middle of July. 
Turner does not record it from the Near Islands. A single specimen taken by Stejneger on 'the 
Commander Islands is said to be typical lagopus. 
Mr. Ridgway has already noticed the fact that not a specimen in the black phase is known 
from the extreme northern part of its range in British .America among .hundreds of skins exam-
ined, and I must bear similar witness concerning the large number of these birds seen or obtained 
in various portio.ns of Northern Alaska. 
At Unalaska Island, on May 21, 1887, a pair of these birds was found nesting on the f~ce of 
a liigh cliff. About 9 p. m., one evening in the dusky twilight, as I was passing along the beach 
close under the cliffs, 1 was surprised by a long whining cry almost exactly like the mew of a 
young kitten. It w·as with some d,ifficulty that I made out the ~orm of a hawk perched high up 
in a niche on the cliff. Just as I caught sight of the bird it flew, uttering the same querulous cry, 
and an ineffectual shot only s~rved to elicit another cry, as the bird <lii;;appeare<l around an angle 
of the cliff. Following the bird it was found perched in a similar niche. The bird caught sight 
of me as I drew near, and launched out with its usual cry only to come whirling to the base of 
the cliff with a broken wing. At this moment the same cry, with a slightly different intonation, 
reached my ear, and glancing uµ I saw the head of another hawk peering from the edge of a shelf 
close above the perch of the one I had just shot. Two shots at this head only resulted in bring-
ing forth the usual cry, without causing the bird to take wing, and the increasing darkness forced 
me to secure my bird and make the best of my way back to the village. On May 24 I revisited 
this nest with two companion~, and was lowered to the nest by a rope, and secured three eggs. 
The nest was on a narrow moss-covered shelf, and the body of the structure was composed of 
coarse stalks of weeds with a thick lining of soft grass; it was about 2 feet in diameter and had a 
slight depression ip. the middle about 10 inches across. 
The eggs of this lJird taken in Europe are said to vary greatly in color, shape, and size, and 
measure 2.44 by 1.82 to 1.95 by 1.53. Its nest is sometimes found on trees, where it is constructed 
by the birds themselves, and at other times they take possession of deserted Ospreys' nests. It 
found breeding commonly in Lapland and all along the northern border of the Old World. 
AIWHIBU'l'EO LA.GOPUS SM{C'l'I-JOH.A.NNIS (Gmel.). American Rough.legged 
Hawk (Esk. Pf to-ghuk). 
No examples of this bird were secured by me in Northern Alaska, nor are there any specimens 
in the National Museum collection from that portion of the Territory. Se-.;-eral specimens from 
Kadiak in the melanistic phase of plumage are the only ones known from Alaska. This form is 
found almndantly in the Hudson's Bay country, where the black phase is known to predominate. 
They arrive in spring on the headwaters of the Anderson and Mackenzie Rivers and in the region 
about Hudson's Bay, where they find breeding grounds. In autumn they form the rear guard of the 
migrants passing south into the .Middle States where they are winter residents. ln the north it 
nests indifferently upon trees or cliffs. During their migrations in spring and fall I have seen 
thousands of these birds passing through Northern Illinois, both the dark and light forms asso-
ciating,.in their migratiou as they do in the breeding season . 
.A. friend of the writer's Ii ving on a farm in N ortbeastern Illinois amused himself one spring by 
trapping various birds of prey as they passed nortb 9 using his empty corn -crib as a bird-house. 
Into this, in rapid succession, were introduced Red-tailed, Sharp-shinned, Coopers, Broad-winged, 
and Rough-legged Hawks, with a single Horned Owl. .As might be expected, the family was by no 
means a happy one, and as my friend failed to provide a sufficient supply of food, the owl made use 
of bis fellow-prisoners, and in a very few <lays the owl and a black Rough-legged Hawk-the hand-
somest specimen I ever rnw-were the only occupants of the crib. The next act in the tragedy closed 
with the Ro·ugh-legged Hawk perching quietly in his usual corner, while the badly used-up form of 
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Bubo lay among the bones of its victim . The conqueror wa thereafter well treated and, fa t ned 
by one leg with a long cord, was kept in the orchard as a pet, until the int n e heat in early June 
proved too ruuch for him and death resulted from tlle effects of a sunstroke. 
' . 
1 AQUILA CHRYSA.ET OS (Linn.). Golden Eagle (Esk. Ku-pi-tal-f,k). 
Throughout a.large portion of the Territory, especially that part which is more or les heavily 
wooded antl interspersed with mountains, the Golden Eagle is found. The Point Barrow party 
secured a single specimen taken by the natives east of Colville River. It extends its range west 
along the Aleutian chain, having been obtained on Unga Island by Dall, who mentions it as a 
common resident on· the Aleutian chain as far west as Unalaska. · Turner notes that it i a rare 
visitor to the Near Islands. 
During my visit to the eastern portion of the Aleutian chain, in the spring of 1877, none of 
these birds were found, although the following species was very numerous. The skin anu. quills 
or thjs bird are used for ornamental purposes in the religious festivals and dances of the Eskimo, 
and the bird itself figures extensively in their legends. DLuing my residP-noe in Northern Alaska 
- I saw only fragt¥ents of skins in the possession of the natives, none of the birds coming under my 
notice. 
It nests rather commonly on the Lower Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers, and extends its range 
to the Arctic shores of the mainland, and perhaps -reaches some of the adjacent islands north of 
British America. In spite of the courageous and-even fierce character of this fine bird it some-
times descends to feed upon carrion. On one occasion a pair was disturbed by a friend of mine 
while they were feeding upon the remains of a hog in Northern Illinois. As my friend approached 
the birds arose, and swooped fiercely at him. Both birds were shot almost at the muzzle of the 
gun; the first fell dead almost at his fe~t, but this apparently served only to increase the rage 'of 
the survivor, which renewed the attack until it, too, was disabled. 
H.A.LI.A3.:E'I.'US LEUC0CEPH.A.LUS (Linn.). Bald Eagle (Esk. ]{u-ti{<jh-o-wt k). 
Bald Eagles are very abundant tl.lroughout the Aleutian cbain, where they are resident. In 
summer they feed upon fish and the numerous wild fowl, which breed among these islands. In winter 
they feed upon Ptarmigan and the sea-fowl, which reside there during this season. When at the 
salmon run in Sanborn Harbor, Nagai, Mr. Dall saw seventeen eagles within 100 yards. During· 
winter he found many eagles dead, but they were too fat to have starved, and he was unable 
to account for the mystery. When he left the islands, in October, he found the young still unable 
to fiy, ancl remarks upon the great length of time they remain in the nest. 
It is well known to be extremely common on the entire Aleutian chain, and theuce along the 
south coa~ t of Ala ·ka throughout the Kadiak and Sitkan region. In the latter part of its range 
it is mainly a fish-eating bird. Throughout the northern portion of the Territory, where it is 
widely distributed, it is not uncommon to find a, pair of eagles frequenting the cliffs in the interior, 
where they rear their young. Here they prey upon the young reindeer and smaller game, and the 
natives accuse them of even carrying away children. 
The following i a good specimen of Eskimo animal myths, and records the belief that long 
ago the eagle were larger and fiercer than they now are. The story is current among the Eskimo 
along the Lower Yukon and neighboring coast: In ancient times there were eagles of tremendous 
ize frequenting the top of the highest mountains in the int!3rior and preying upon whales and 
full-grown reindeer, and even upon men. A volcanic crater of yery regular outline, situated upon 
the ummit of a mountain near the Lower Yukon, was pointed out to me a the nest of the 
ancient Mutughoi ik. Around the rim of the crater are differently-colored tones, which, the 
ti claim, wer gat ere the e bird to ornament their nest. When the birds sat here, 
OY rl kino- th u · n on th ne ide and the sea far away to the horizon on the other, their 
o 1 h ar 1 f r mil , and m ny lu kle creature were caught in their talons and 
t ir ri , an th re t rn i to fragment to e devoured. Year after year the e 
l rntil m n wer fr i t g our nth broad bo om of the Yukon for fear of being 
f th m unt in verlooking their village. Each year the young 
tha n ver m re than two old birds inhabited 
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the mountains. One spring, after the birds, as usual, bad batched their young, a famous hunter 
of the village went out alone to attend to bis fish-nets. While he was out one of these eagles 
soared. high over the village, and seeing the hunter's wife outside of t,be house, swooped with a 
mighty rush of wings- and carried her off to feed the nestlings. Ere long the hunter returned, 
and with wailing cries his_ friends told him of his loss. For a time he was inconsolable, but at 
length he seized his bow and examined it carefully, then be selected a quiver of his best 
arrows, and heedless of remonstrance beg-an climbing toward the nest of the eagles. When 
he had nearly reached his goal he heard the whistling of great wings, and crouching behind a 
huge bowlder, with an arrow drawn to its head, he waited. In an instant the female bird was 
seen descending, her terrible eyes fired with rage; but just as she was about to grasp the hunter 
in her talons he buried an arrow under her wing and she fell far down the mountain side, mor-
tally hurt. He then advanced, and in a short time reached the summit of the mountain, :finding 
the young so large that they entirely filled the enormous nest. All about were· strewn fra,grn.ents 
of men and animals, among which were seen the frames of many kyaks. WHh vengeful heart 
he shot arrow after arrow until the last of the brood lay dead. He had scarcely finished, when 
a wild cry was heard close by, and he saw the male bird approaching. At the same instant the 
bird caught sight of its slain young and of the hunter. A still louder and more terrifying 
cry was heard, which made the villagers below shudder for their friend. -The eagle darted at its 
enemy. With unshaken courage the :Jrnnter met each asRault with a well-directeu arrow until the 
bird, pierced with many wounds, turned, and, upon outspread wings, slowly glided away and 
vanished far off to the north. Since then none of its kind has ever been seen, and men have been 
able to hunt without fear. The Yillagers afterwards visited the nest with their deliverer and 
found many relics of friends who had perished, and .it was only a few yea::-s ago that the remains 
of the kyaks were still to be seen about the nest. This s_tory is implicitly believed by the natives 
of the Lower Yukon and adjacent sea-coast, and the Bald Eagle is known by the name whfoh they 
apply to the bird of tlleir legend. 
In British Columbia Mr. Lord found the White-headed Eagles remaining in winter and during 
the most intense cold several were seen by him perched close togeth~r upon a pine branch iu such 
a benumbed state that he frequently shot one of the number without disturbing the others, a·nd 
one morning he found three birds frozen stiff upon the ground where they had fallen from. their 
perches. In the fur countries the Bald Eagle is resident as also upon the Aleutian Islands and 
the southeastern shore of Alaska, and in portions of Northern Alaska as well. It arrives as soon as 
the streams show signs of opening in spring, being one of the earliest arrivals in Northern British 
America, according to Richardson. At Unalaska, in the spring of 1877, I saw large numbers of 
them, and visited an eyrie on a cliff overhanging the sea. Although this was in May, the birds 
had not deposited their eggs, and I was informed by the residents that their usual time for 
incubating is from the middle of May until into June, which is very-late in the season considering 
the comparativel,y mild climate at this place. In the north, along the portion of the country occu-
pied by the Eskimo, the feathers and skin of this bird are prized for ornaments used. in their 
festivals -and dances.* 
FALCO ISL.A.NDUS Brunn. White Gyrfalcon. 
During my residence in the north I secured only a single specimen of this bird, an Eskimo 
skin taken at Cape Darby on the Alaskan shore near Bering Straits. Dall saw one on the rigging 
* Halwetus pelagicus, Pallas.-Kamchatkan Sea Eagle. The great Kamchatkan Sea Eagle of Pallas has been 
erroneously accredited to the Aleutian Islands proper. That this Sea Eagle should occur, as a rare straggler, on the 
western extreme of the Aleutian chain, would not be surprising, as it is common in Kamchatka and occasion-
ally visits the Commander Islands situated only about 300 miles west of the extreme of the Aleutian chain ; but 
it has never been captured within the limits of these latter islands, nor have we authentic ·records of its occurrence. 
For the purpose of identification, for the benefit of future explorers in the Bering Sea region, I will add here the most 
prominent characters by which the Kamchatkan eagle may be distinguishecl from the Bald Eagle. It is larger than 
the Bald Eagle. The tail is rather short and wedge-shaped; the middle feathers are nearly 4 inches longer than the 
outer ones. All the fourteen feathers are somewhat pointed, but the oentral four are Jauceolate. The head, tail, 
thighs, and a broad band from the shoulder to bend of wing are white. 
S. Mis. 156-19 
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of his vessel off the coast of Kamchatka and north of Bering Islands. This bird remained with 
them many hours and finally left for the adjoining coast. It is apparently found merely as a 
straggler in the northern portion of the Territory and across the entire northern part of North 
America. During several springs a few birds were seen passing over just as the sun began to 
melt the snow from the tundra and the hardiest migrant birds were returning. The loud notes of 
the Ptarmigan are now heard rising for the first time from the hill-sides, arnl doubtless serve 
as the signal which sends this handsome hawk back to its summer haunts. The natives told me 
that these White Hawks sometimes breed on the mountains of the Kaviak Peninsula; but I had no 
means of verifying this statement, although my solltary specimen came from there. Kumlien found 
it very rare on the Cumberland Gulf side of Davis Strait and much more numerous on the Green-
land. shore. He notes that it is apparently much slower on the wing than the common Duck 
Hawk, and also that it was seen pursuing the gulls until they were exhausted before the hawk 
could secure its prey, thus showing that their endurance exceeds their speed. 
FALCO RUSTICOLUS GYRFALCO (Linn.). Gyrfalcon (Esk. Cht-kuuv-t- 1'ilc jnv.; Ka-
gokliAuk, ad.). 
Throughout all Alaska, from the Aleutian Islands north, both along the coast and through 
the interior, extending.from Bering Straits across the northern portion of British America, the 
present falcon is the commonest resident bird of prey. It was observed by Murdoch at Point 
Barrow, though it was not common. It frequents the vicinity of cliff3 and rocky points about the 
sea coast, or the rocky ravines of the interior, during the breeding season, and the remainder 
of the year, especially in fall, it is found wandering over the country everywhere that food can 
be obtained; it is especially numerous during the migration of the Ptarmigan along the sea-coast. 
It is less numerous on the.Aleutian and other islands in Bering Sea. than elsewhere, aud there is 
but a single record of this species from the Fur Seal Islands, where Elliott obtained a specimen 
on Saint Paul's in March, 1873. This is an immature bird iu the streaked plumage. 
The young are much more abundant throughout its range than the adults, and from six to 
eight of the former were secured to one of the latter. The young from Alaska form a pretty 
uniform series, with but a comparatively small amount of variation for this extremely poly-
morphic species. The specimen obtained on the Seal Islands by Elliott, is larger and paler than 
the average Alaskan birds, and thus approaches nearer the young of the form known as island-
icus. The adults secured on the shores of Norton Sound vary in the amount of spotting on the 
abdominal surface and in the shape and size of these spots. On the back they also vary from a 
condition in which the entire surface is washed heavily with ashy-l}lue, and the light cross-barring 
of the feathers is nearly obsolete, to one iu which the cross-bars are well marked and of dull 
yellowish-white. In a series of skins of this species, from various parts of its range, there is 
found an interminable gradation from the white t islandus to the darkest f!Yrfalco and rusticolus. 
Specimens in the National Museum collection from Greenland show the widest extremes, which are 
bridged by connecting pecimens, so that it is impo sible to definitely separate them. The young 
r tain their treaked plumage until the second fall, as is stated by Newton in the Proceedings of 
th hiladelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, 1871, pp. 96, 07. This author's separation of 
gyrfalco fr m islandicus on the assumption that the head is lighter than the back in one and uni-
form with the back in the other rests upon a purely iudi vidual character, as is shown by my 
Ala, kan ri . 
I r enland Holboll found the young of islandits moulting throughout the winter; but none 
f my wiut r pe ·imens how ign of moulting, and the young specimen in my collection taken in 
pril and . I. y, till in a triped condition, bow no ign of change. Macfarlane found numerous 
n ·t. f tbi ir 1 n th nd r n iv r, nearly all of which were placecl in trees, and the eggs 
w ·r lai l in Ia ', th arli t ing n o he 10th. Along the ea-coa t in the vicinity cf Saint 
.. Iic;li~ ·l · it r etl r r l , b o in rr rocky ·liffi f cing the ea. Along the Lower Yukon and Ku . 
k qui~ i\· r i_n . in t r i t i num rou nd find an abundance of Ptarmigan, upon which it preys. 
tln n it 1 fr qu ntly n p rcbing on a tout branch of a tr e overhanging the river 
it on v r l c a io allow train of dog- ledge to pa ' S within 40 or 50 
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yards, only noticing their presence by slowly turning its h~ad. It wa~ seen in the vi?in~ty of 
Rering Straits and around the shore of Norton Sound durrng the crmse of the Corwm m the 
summer of 1881, as also upon the northeast shore of Siberia in the vicinity of East Cape and 
Plover Ba.y. Swinhoerecords specimens of this bird from Pekin, China, and it also occurs in the 
Kurile Islands. At Saint Michaels on May 1, 1881, a specimen of this bird was brought me by a 
native woman, who had taken it from one of her Ptarmigan snares, where it was caught just after 
having robbed another snare of a Ptarmigan. The iris of a specimen taken on October G, 1880, was 
<lark hazel, and the large scales on the upper surface of the feet and tarsus were a greenish, 
yellow, the rest of the feet and tarsus being livid greenish; the bill was horn blue. .A.nother-
specimen, taken on October 12, had the cere, like the tarsus, livid bluish-green; the bill was . 
dark horn color at the tip and bluish-green at the base. 
,' . FALCO PEREGRINUS ANA1'UM (Bonap.). Duck Hawk. 
A single specimen of this widely ranging species was obtained by Mr. McQuesten on the Up·per-
Yukon at Fort Reliance on September 16, 1878. Dall found it breeding on the Middle Yukon,. 
nesting in dead spruces aud with the yo'ung nearly ready to fly on June l, 1867. It is found in. 
all the wooded parts of .Alaska., from Sitka north to the extreme tree-limit. All the specimens 
from the southeast coast of the Territory, however, are to be referred to the dark variety pea,lei;. 
The specimens from the Yukon a.re identical with others taken in the lJnited States. All writers . 
who have studied the Duck Hawk in life agree in giving it the reputation of being a swift and 
courageous marauder. It sits quietly perched on some point of vantage, whence it dashes with 
surprising quickness upon its prey. 
On Cumberland Island and the west coast of Baffin's Bay Kumlien found this bird to be a 
regular summer resident, which, with the .Alaskan aud British .American records, show that it 
reaches the northern .A.retie portions of .America entirely across the continent . 
.A.long the eastern coast of .Asia the Old World form, the true pere,qr inus, is recorded by various-
authors, and Nordenskjold found a pair with young on the north coast of Asia in about latitude 
70°. 
' .FALCO PEREGRINUS PEA.LEI Ridgw. Peale'.-; Falcon. 
Along the southeastern coast of the Territory from Kadiak to Sitka this dark handsome· 
variet,y of the Duck Hawk is found, perhaps entirt3ly replacing its more eastern and northern: 
relative. It has not been recorded from the interior or northern portion of the Territory to the· 
north of the Alaskan Mountains; but in Dall's paper on the birds of the Western Aleutian Islands
21 
in the Proceedings of the Californian Academy of Sciences, he records the following: 
The form of Arctic Falcon referred to under this name is, according to Professor Baird, a true Gyrfalcon as 
<l.istinguh1hed from candioans and islandicus, and has now its first record on American Territory. 
Turner found it to be not rare upon the Near Islands, and Stejneger found it common on the 
Commander Islands . 
.A. male bird, the subject of tbe preceding note by Dall, was taken at Kyska Island, at the 
western end of the Aleutian chain, on June 30, 1873, where a numter lrnd their nests on the brow of 
a precipitous cliff at the western end of the harbor. They were seen by the same naturalist at 
Amchitka Island later in the season. It did not appear to ue common, and was the only hawk seen 
west of Dnalaska. A note confirming the quotation just made was published in the American 
Naturalist for July, 1874, but Mr. Ridgway informs me that be has since examined the specimen 
upon which the identification and just quoted notes were made, and finds this specimen is really a 
typical example of Falco pealei; rn that the range of this bird is extended to the extreme western end 
of the Aleutian chain. During the last of September, 1881, as the Corwin approached the Aleutian 
Islands from the north, with pleasant weather and a Ugbt wind, some half dozen specimens of this 
Duck Hawk were seen, one after another, as they ca me circling about the ship, and after remain-
ing a short time, each departed to the southwest toward. the island of Unalaska, which was in · 
sight. All came from the direction of Akoutan Island. Several of these birds came very ·close to 
the vessel, and with the naked eye appeared almost black; but by the aid of a pair of good glasses, 
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the det.ails of their color pattems were easily distinguished. From this observation, aud that of 
Mr. Dall at the westward end of the chain, it would seem that this species is not uncommon on 
these islands; but there is no record of its presence to the north of this point on any of the other 
islands of Bering Sea, nor on either coast except south along the American mainland. 
FALCO C0LUMBARIUS Linn. Pigeon Hawk (Esk. OM-lcubv-Jt-ulc-shit-guk) . 
The well-known, widely-spread Pigeon Hawk is one of the most numerous and familiar birds 
of prey throughout the wooded portion of Northern Alaska, ranging during the migrations to the 
barren coasts of Bering Sea and the Arctic, and perhaps even extending its range to the north-
eastern shore of Siberia. The well-known Falco msalon of the Old World is recorded from the 
east coast of Asia, in China, and adjoining parts of that continent, and its range might be expected 
to extend across Bering Strait; but among a considerable number of Pigeon Hawks secured from 
that region not one is referable to this form. Among a series <;>f eight Alaskan birds only one is in 
adult plumage; two immature specimens from Norton Sound are darker than the average: and 
some of the other specimens approach r-ichardsoni very closely in the pale cast of their colorativn. 
A Sitkan bird secured by Bischoff approaches variety suckleyi very closely in its dark plumage, 
and it is almost certain that the dark northwestern coast race occurs in this part of the Ter-
ritory. The nesting range of the common Pigeon Hawk is confined to the wooded portions of the 
Territory. 
The natives prize the feathers of this bird as an ornament and frequently as a fetich, on ac-
count of its boldness and powers of flight. It also figures frequently in the totemic system of the 
Western Eskimo. 
At Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, Mr. McQuesten secured a specimen of this bird on 
April 22, 1878, and Mr. Dall records it as a permanent resident at Nulato; but.this, I am inclined 
to think, is somewhat doubtful, from state·ments made me by the fnr traders and natives. In the 
interior of the Territory the Indians value the quills and tail:feathers of these birds for shafting 
their arrows. According to the natuJ¥1,list just quoted it occupies the same nest for many succes-
sive seasons. The nest is made of sticks and straw in the top of a high tree. In one instance Dall 
saw one of these birds kill a Ptarmigan. The grea~size of this grouse as compared with the 
diminutive size of tbe hawk shows the prowess of the latter. Typical examples of this race ha,ro 
9een taken at Kadiak Island, and I secured a skin on Sledge Island in Bering Straits. On Octo-
ber 6, 1878, I saw one of these birds dart down and strike its talons into the back of a Burgomas-
ter Gull (Larus glaucus) a the latter was flying over the sea; after holding on for a moment.r-the 
gull continuing it flight unimpeded-the falcon let go, and rising almost directly up for 30 or 
40 yards made off. In the summer after the young are on the wing these birds are not uncommon 
along the coa t near Saint Michaels. Like the other hawks at this season they appear to wander 
exten ively. 
FAL o SP.A.RVE&lU Linn. American Sparrow Hawk. 
·.Mr. Dall r cords a pecim 11 of thi bird from U nala ka in the fa11 of 1871. Since then it has 
not e n found by th everal collector in Ala ka un.til noted by Dr. Aurel Krause, as numerous 
~n hilcat Riv r, n ar the nd of Augu t. It i probably a very rare vi itor to the more northern 
tion of la ka. P rhap it ' ccurr nee at Unala ka i to be regarded as accidenta,l, and it i 
con.Gn <.l alm x -lu iv ly to th outhern portion of the Territory. 
---
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are of very uncommon occurrence along the shore of Bering Sea, on Norton Sound, but they are far 
more numerous on the southeastern coast of the Territory. 'Although in the interior this bird 
extends its range within the .Arctic Circle it is not found on the Alaskan shore of the-Arctic 
Ocean. At the Yukon mouth, in May, 1879·, a pair of these birds was seen hovering over the 
open places in the ice which still covered this stream. In British America Richardson notices the 
strange fellowship these birds keep, nesting close to the borne of the Bald Eagle, and apparently 
living upon the best of terms with this robber. 
The Fish Hawk has been recorded also from the eastern shore of Asia, incl_uding East China; 
Japan, Formosa, and other points to the south and north. These Eastern Asiatic birds are said 
to differ from those taken in Europe, and the northwest coast bird from America may be found to 
vary from its eastern representative. It is a point worthy of attention from any naturalist who 
may have the opportunity to secure birds from the northwest coast, and to compare them with 
the eastern bird. 
Asro ACCIPITRINUS (Pall.). Short-eared Owl (Esk. Mfng-ko- che-u·uk). 
My first acquaintance with this bird in Alaska was made on May 21, 1877, while stopping at, 
Unalaska. Here, one evening,just as the long twilight was drawing to a close., and I was making 
my way back to the village from a hunting excursion, my attention was drawn to two birds which 
appearefl to be pursuing each other in sport over the adjacent hill-sides. As I approached 
they ceased their erratic flight, alighted and watched my movements. A few moments latei· 
one of them gave a rather loud cry, which sounded like the syllables hoo- hoo-hoo-koo, uttered 
rapidly in a higher key than the note of the Horned Owl and in a much less sonorous tone. 
These birds were very shy, and it was impossible to get within gunshot . . Later, in the vicinjty of 
Saint Michaels, it was found to be a regular and common migrant and rather common sum-
mer resident, and skins were brought me by the fur traders from various points on the Yukon; the 
Eskimo brought skins also from Selawik Lake, near Kotzebue Sound, the summer of 1880. Accord-
ing to Turner, it is an uncommon resident of the Near Islands; it is also found on the Commander 
group. 
On the Aleutian chain, where it is frequently found, Mr. Dall reports it as nesting in burrows 
on the bill-sides, and telJs us that these burrows are usually about 2 feet deep and lined with grass 
and feathers, and that the birds have a habit of sitting by their entrances during the day. While 
the same naturalist was descending the 'Yukon, one of these birds followed his boat for a consid-
erable time until the superstition of the natives became excited and they killed it. He informs us 
that, the Indians consider its liver as a love-philter if given by a woman, but a deadly poison if given 
by a man, and the charm is broken if discovered before being eaten. The Short-eared Owl is the 
commonest bird of prey found on the shore of Norton Sound in summer, and is sometimes very 
numerous. It is never very shy there, and has a great amount of curiosity. 
On one occasion I was lying prone in a bunch of grass while shooting geese and saw one 
of these birds approach. I remained perfectly quiet and it alighted close beside me and began 
to gaze about, keeping up a continual blinking with its large round eyes, in the most comical 
way, moving its eyelids with a peculiar quick motion as though they were worked by springs. At 
the same time it kept turning its head watchfully from side to side. I made a slight noise, 
which caused the bird to arise and hover directly over my face so close that the fanning of its 
wings was fel t . It hovered there nearly a minute trying to understand the strange object below 
until I broke the spell by a shout and threw up my arms, upon which the owl dashed off in wild 
irregular flight as if its wits were completely scattered. To account for the -stupidity of this owl, 
and for its peculiarly-shaped head, the natives have a legend that the mun-ko-che-wuk was a little 
girl living on the Lower Yukon with her parents; but from some cause she was turned into a bird 
with a very long bill, very much like a curlew's, and as she started up in a wild confused way to get 
out of her village after the change, she flew plump into the side of a house, compressing herb.ill into 
a very short one, and flattening her face; and so it bas remaim:d to this day, as any one may sre 
by examining the bird. 
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Throughout the 1101 them part of its range this is a migratory ·pecies, arriving the la t of May 
at Saint Michaels, on Norton Sound, and in the surrounding region, where it remains until the la t 
of September or first of October. In Northern Illinois they come late in the fall, frequently iu 
considerable nnmbers, and remain on tlle prairies an<l. marshes au tllrough the winter. At thi 
season they remain concealed in the bunches of dry grass anu reeds until about 2 p. m., when they 
rise and quarter the ground the rest of the afternoon in search of mice. They are very heedless 
.and may be easily approacheJ, and, at times, may be called close to one by imitating the 
-squeaking of a mouse. They some.times alight and watch a person's movements, at the same time 
going through a· curious bowing ruotion, swinging the liead about, much like the odd bowing 
of the Burrowing Owl when it is approached. When disturbed and pursued the Short-eared 
Owl frequently utters a hollow, sonorous, rolling whistle. I have heard the same note in the fall 
at Saint Michaels when the birds come about the dwellings as they are preparing to migrate. 
At this time they are frequently found about the houses in the evening, frequently <lashing 
rapidly back and forth by one's face as if in sport. 
Kumlien reports finding these birds breeding on Penny Peninsula in latitude 120 North, and 
the natives informed him that they nested under ledges. It is rare on the Greenland coast. 
ULUL.A. CINERE.A. (Gmel.). Great Gray Owl (Esk. Mu-ga-ai-pat-ulch). 
Throughout all the wooded parts of Alaska from Sitka north to tlle northern tree-limit, and 
from the vicinity of Bering Straits east throughout the Territory, and extending over all of tbe 
fur countries, this fine owl is a common and well known resident. Unfortunately, owing to 
my limited acquaintance with the interior-having made but a few winter expeditious in this 
direction-the present bird became known to me only through specimer~s brought in by the fur 
traders and natives; and, as a consequence, I can add nothing to our knowledge of its habits. 
It was found to be remarkably stupid by Mr. Dall, who informs us that on the Yukon it can be 
caught by the hand in the daytime. He found it feeding mainly on small birds, and took thirteen 
.ll!Jgiothi crania from one of them. He tells us also that it is eaten by the old men and women, 
but the natives have a superstition that if young persons eat it they will become old very soon 
and die. Owing to its heavy flight and awkward motions the Indians in the vicinity of Nulato 
call this bird Nuhl-tuhl, the '' heavy walker." 
-This is a common bird throughout most of the north, but is not familiarly known to the coast 
people, owing to its predilection for the more heavily-wooded portions of the country. It 
occurs as a very rare straggler even on the open sea-coast of Bering Sea and the A.retie, but the 
bird is totally unknown on the islands of Bering Sea. Along all the heavily-wooded southeastern 
coast of the Territory, including the Sitkan region, and thence south to Washington 1'erritory, it 
· is a common resident species. 
ULUL.A. CINERE.A. LAPP0NIC.A. (Retz.). Lapp Owl (Esk. Mu-ga-pai-i"ilch). 
The intr0duction of thi bird as a member of the North American fauna rests upon a single 
pecimen taken at the Yukon delta 1 on April 15, 1876, and sent to the U.S. National Museum by 
• I\fr. Turner. The original record of this capture is published in the Bulletin of tlie Nuttall Or-
nithological Club for January, 1878, p. 37. The range of thi~ bird in America is probably limited 
to that portion of the Bering S a coa t and shore of tbe Arctic in Alaska adjacent to the Siberian 
h t , wb r the bird may occur a' au occa ional visitant. Its habits are undoubtedly closely 
r lated to tho c of it American repre entative. 
In Lapland tbi · owJ ha een found ne ting on tlie stumps of trees and on the Scotch fir. It 
ai<l to lay fi ur gg , aud ran e throughout Northern Europe and Siberia. The difference 
a d it ntati- e c n i t of the much lighter colors and fainter mark-
id 
'G. I.A.L II RI HARDS ' I (B nap. ). Richard on' Owl (Esk. Titk-wlte-
mm n thr ugbout be northern part of Alaska wherever t,rees 
h lter. t nlat Dall frequently beard it crying in the even-
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ing almost like a human being. Owing to poor eyesight it is frequently caught alive in the hand 
by the nativei:;, and the Eskimo call it, in cousequencc, the "blind oue"-Tiik-whe-lfog-tik. They 
sometimes capture the bird and tie a small piece of dried fish between its shoulders, and let it go 
again, so that it will bring them a successful hunt, perhaps with the idea that this will ·render 
the game as blind to the approach of the hunter as is the owl. I found Eskimo children keeping 
these owls as pets on the Lower Yukon, feeding them with dried and fresh fish. The birds were 
very tame, and looked complacently about when taken in the band, evidently perfectly reconciled 
to their fate. In one instance, while at the Yukon mouth, I heard them uttering a pecµ1iar grat-
ing cry on a, cloudy mo"rning the middle of May. .A fur trrider from Kotlik brought me a set of 
four fresh eggs of this bird, taken from a nest in a, bush near the Yukon mouth, the 1st of June. 
These eggs were white and round as are most owls' eggs. The man who brought them unfortu-
nately neglected to bring the nest, but told me that it was a rather small structure. of twigs and 
grass. It was probably a deserted nest of the common Rusty Black Bird or of tbe Gray-cheeked 
Thrush, both of which nest commonly in that vicinity. The eggs were found in the midst of a 
dense thicket. 
Dall and others tell us that this bird generally nests in a bole in a tree, but the lack of trees 
at the Yukon mouth and the presence of busby thickets may lead this bird to even build a nest 
for itself, and the fur trader insisted that the eggs above mentioned were in a nest of the bird's own 
construction. The only authenticated eggs known to Dr. Brewer were a set from Fort Simpson, 
taken on .May 4, 1861, one of which measured 1.28 by 1.06. Of the set secured by myself I have 
been able to find only three of the eggs since my return. These.measure, respectively, 1.54 by 1.24; 
1.50 by 1.24, and 1.50 by 1.27. .A careful examination of my extensive series Qf these birds, from 
various parts of the Territory, shows but little individual variation; the intensity and amount of 
markings on the lower surface, especially on the feathers of the tarsus, is the main point. In 
some instances the markings on the latter are almost entire]y obsolete, while again they are very 
distinct. Northern birds appear to be of a slightly lighter shade of brown, and grayer than birds 
from Eastern North .America; otherwise there appears to be no appreciahle geographical differ-
ence. 
The difference between the Old World form and the present bird rests entirely upon the 
light colors of birds from Europe and Siberia, as compared with the dark tints of the .American 
birds. 
MEG.A.SCOPS .A.SIO KENNICOTTII (Ellfott). Kennicott's Screech Owl. 
The type specimen of this species was a young bird in the tawny brown phase taken at Sitka 
during the explorations of the Western Union Telegraph Expedition, and described by D. S.Elliott 
in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences-for 1869, p. 69. Up to a com: 
paratively recent date our knowledge of its habitat and history was limited. We have, however, 
within the last few years learned that it extends down the northwest coast from Sitka to Oregon, 
and then east to Idaho, and Mr. Brewster, in a paper describing the smaller variety of this bird 
(bendfrei) as hereafter mentioned, shows that kennicottii intergrades with bendirei where their 
habitats overlap. 
The habits of both birds remain as yet almost unknown, but the eggs of bendirei have been de-
scribe<l recently from notes published in the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club for July, 
1881, giving an account of two sets taken by Capt. Charles Bendire at Fort Walla-Walla, 
Wash., on the 7th and 11th of April of that year. The first set contained four eggs and was taken 
on AprH 7. This was in a hole in a cottonwood tree about 25 feet above the ground, the eggs 
resting upon decayed wood and a few dead leaves. The eggs measured, respectively, 1.47 by 
1.28; 1.43 by 1.29; 1.4-5 by 1.30, and 1.46 by 1.30. The second nest, taken on April 11, contained 
five eggs, whieh measured, respectively, 1.53 by 1.31; 1.50 by 1.27; 1.47 by 1.32; 1.50 by 1.32, 
and 1.49 py 1.30. This nest also was in a hollow cottonwood tree, and about 40 feet above the 
ground. The eggs rested upon rubbish in the _bottom of the cavity, there being neither feathers nor 
leaves as a lining. The parents in both instances remained in the holes while the eggs were 
being removed. 
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Mr. Brewster bas recently made a careful examination of a large serie of the e owl in 
connection with the other North American races of ~cops, and gives the following diagno i of 
kennicottii, which we quote from the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club for January, 1882: 
Description.-"Wing , 6.40 to 7.60; Dichromatic, assuming either a gray or a tawny-brown condition. Gray pha 
similar to that of asio, but with the plumage beneath thickly liarrecl and streaked along the median line. Brown 
phase characterized by a general clusky-umber or tawny-ochraceous coloring unlike that of any otheT North American 
form." 
In a footnote Mr. Brewster states that the small quadrnte spots on the primaries and the 
indistinct tail-bands, formerly held as diagnostic, are variable, and have no varietal significance. 
BUBO VIRGINIANUS SUBAR.CTICUS (Hoy). Western Horned Owl (Esk. Mrti-glt-
pc'(i-uldi). 
Throughout the entire wooded part of Northern Alaska the present bird is found, extruding 
its range in autumn to the open treeless shore along Bering Sea and portions of the Arctic coa t. 
In several instances at Saint Michaels I found them perched on our wood-pile in the eveniug, late 
in autumn, and saw others, now and then, using for a lookout the upright stacks of drift-wood we 
had placed above high-tide mark for winter use. When traveling at night along the Yukon in 
midwinter I have frequently beard the hollow notes of these owls echoing from the black recesses 
of the spruce forests which wall in the river down to within a hundred miles or so of its mouth. 
This sound, with the sharp bark of a fox, or the much rarer cry of a bare as it is caught by a 
lynx, or, rarer still, the Jong-drawn howl of a wolf', are the only noises that greet the ear of the 
weary traveler. We may add, howev~r, the monotonous squeaking of the sledges over the snow 
and the grinding sound of the snow-shoes, forming a continuous undertone. At last motion be-
comes mechanical, and with dim, half-closed eyes we keep our course, while everything visible in 
the immediate vicinity appears to assume fantastic shapes; the broad white surface of the river 
appears to rise like a wall before us, and the two black spruce- grown banks form arms that stretch 
out on either hand and beckon to us with a wavering motion. As the darkness becomes more and 
more intense a deep silence falls upon the scene, and in a waking trance our minds wander back 
to distant firesides where gather those we love; familiar faces take form, and the companionship 
of-friends thousands of miles away is ours until, breaking in upon the reverie, comes the loud 
hoo-hoo-h6-oo of this self-appointed guardian of these wilds. With a start we again become con-
scious of our surroundings. The river stretches out interminably, and the bankA appear to draw 
back as we advance. Ere long, however, a distant howl is heard; the dogs prick up their ears 
and start off at a trot, and in the midst of a c~nfused howling and shouting we make our grand 
entrance into a town composed, perhaps, of two or three underground huts filled with people and 
dog. 
It i upon occasions like thi that the traveler i likely to make the aequai ntance of these 
owl . When tbe winter draws on and daring the famine period ju t before the pring opens it is 
common for them to get a foot into a fox-trap while they are foraging for food. Again, in early 
June, ·a· the fur trader come down the Yukon with their furs, they not infrequently bring the 
half-grown young of the e bird a pet , and by uch mean a number of the young reached me 
at variou time •. 
ar Fort Yukon Kennicott found them breeding on pril 10, and describes the nest as a 
Y •ry l rg . tructur made of dry pruc branche placed in a pruce tree standing amid a dense 
r wth f th r tr e of it kin . Thi date, however, is probably omewbat earlier than usual, 
<: w uld a.pr .. r from th , iz f tll young which I have een brought to the ea-coast by the 
fur tr, d r wbi h w r n half grown y the middl of June. Strangely enough thi form 
·.·t n l n n1: tbr ugh ... .,. rtb rn la ka ut through the northwe tern portion of Briti h 
m '1 i a an l b 11 • 1 wn alon th ky .1:Iountain and along the ierra to California, where 
. ' ·im n · · ·m· whi h r icl nti , 1 1 ith tho e :f: rth r north. 
I h , '" , ; ir 1 in m · 11 ·ti n cur 1 in ,. rtb rn lllin i whi ·his exa ·tly like om Ala kan 
.· mpl ~ un 1 in r ning untr ~ in winter. 'Ibe r at White-born d Owl 
(< ,· ti · ' ) h · n rth i · a rac bi h i appar nt1y very .Jmilar 
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to the present bird, but with the white predominating so as to nearly obliterate the darker color. 
The habitat of this form, however, appears to be very much more limited than that of subarcticus, 
and is confined to northeastern extremes of continental North America. 
Buno VIRGINIA.NUS S.ATUR.ATUS Ridgw. Dusky Horned Owl. 
The present species is an extremely dark-colored form of the Horned Owl, found along the damp, 
heavily-wooded south coast of the Territory, and extending its range thence so?-th to Washington 
Territory, and perhaps farther. 
· The Horned Owl is split into the following geographical races: 
Virginianus.-At.lantic States. 
Saturatus.-Labrador, Hudson's Bay, and North Pacific coast. 
Arcticus.-Extreme north of the continent, in the interior. 
Subarcticus.-Rocky Mountains and Alaskan region, crossing into Southern California, and extending 
thence ~as~ to Wisconsin and Illinois. 
NYCTE.A NYCTEA (Linn.). Snowy Owl (Esk. Uftg-_puk). 
From the Sitkan region north to the farthest point of the Territory the preseut bird keeps 
mainly to the more barren porti~ns of the coast and interior, and always is found less numerous 
where trees are abundant. It occurs also upon the islands of Bering Sea, and more sparingly 
upon the Aleutian chain, where it is rare. It is resident at Point Barrow and also on the Near 
Islands. On Bering Island it bas become abundant since the introduction of mice. On June 12, 
1877, we were on a vessel about 75 miles east of the Fur Seal Islands, when one of these birds came 
on board and remained most of the night in the rigging, but left early in the morning. 
The Eskimo are well acquainted with these birds and with their habits, and oue man told 
me be bad seen these owls catch the large Arctic bare by planting one foot in the hare's back and 
stretching the other foot back and dragging its claws on the snow and ground; at the same time 
the bird used its wings to hold back, by reversed strokes, until the hare soon became exhausted, 
when it was easily killed. 
On the Lower Mackenzie, Richardson relat,es that one of the Hudson's Bay Company's Factors, 
Mr. McPherson, saw one of these owls fly over a cliff and carry off a full fledged Duck Hawk in its 
cla ws. It crossed the river to the farther bank, where it lit on the shore to devour its prey. The 
parent hawk followed, uttering loud screams, and, darting down with great rapidity, killed the owl 
with a single stroke, but whether with wing or claw could not be determined. After this surn-
ma,ry act of vengeance the falcon returned to its nest. 
This owl also preys upon ducks, as Stejneg..-r saw it pursue sea ducks on the reefs of Bering 
Island. 
North of Hudson Straits Kum1ien found Snowy Owls rather scarce during the winter, and 
saw them hunting during the day, but notes their excessive shyness. This,shyness appears to be 
characteristic of the bfrd throughout its northern range, and even upon the lonely and almost 
unknown Wrangel Island, where, upon our ·landing, one of these birds was seen, it arose and 
hastily left for the interior, although we were about 200 yards from it when it first caught sight of 
us. It has been reported as a resident of the Aleutian Islands, where DaU saw a dead bird and 
fragments of skins of others at Unalaska. It is more common in the northern part of the Territory, 
where its distribution, µowever, is irregular.," it being abundant at one season and almost totally 
unknown the next. I was informed by Captain Smith-a well known whaling captain of that 
region-that be bad seen as many as fift,y of these birds perched in view at one time along the 
abrupt coast-line of the Arctic, in the vicinity of Cape Lisburne, and yet they were so shy that it was 
impossible to secure a single bird. It breeds upon the ground, as .far south as the mouth of the 
Kuskoquim, especially during the years when lemmings are abundant, when this owl also becomes 
proportionately numerous. The natives told me of seasons, separated by long intervals, when the 
lemmings have occurred in the greatest abundance, and the White Owl accompanied them in such 
nurube.rs that they were seen dotting the country here and t,here as they perchec:1 upon the scat-
tered knolls. During such seasons the owls nest on the hill-sides, laying, according to the natives, 
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from five to ten eggs, in a grassy depression in a sheltered spot on the bill-side. The last time 
when they were so abundant about a dozen pairs were found nesting upon an i olated hill near the 
coast, just east of Saint Michaels, as I was informed by several different persons. 
On one occasion, while traveling south of the Yukon in December, I secured a beautiful 
specimen of this bird, wllich was nearly immaculate milky white, with a rich and extremely beau-
tiful shade of clear lemon-yellow suffusing the entire bird, exactly as the rosy blush clothe 
the entire plumage of some gulls in spring. The bird was kept until the next morning; an 
examination then showed that beautiful tinge had vanished and the feathers bad become dea<l. 
white, with barely a trace of the coloring seen the previous evening. The birds Rhowing the large t 
amount of white are usually males. 
The highest latitudes reached by Arctic explorers have not excee<led the bounds of this hardy 
bird, which is represented by a similar or identical form around the northern shores of the Old 
World. In the History of North .American Bir<ls the .American bird is separated from the Euro-
pean by the greater amount of white possessed by the latter. It is rather common to find pure white 
specimens of this bird from the nort,hern part of America marked by a very few scattered spots 
upon the back. A specimen sent !o the National l\luseum from Sitka, taken during the winter of 
1881-'82, has a larger amount of black markings than any bird I have seen. It may indicate a 
local dark-colored form in that region. 
The Snowy Owl is said to nest in Lapland, after a great lemming season, and in Northern 
Norway as well. When it nests there it always chooses a hill-top or hill-side. The eggs, whicll 
are from six to eight or more in number, measure from 2.05 by 1.02 to 2.25 by 1.77, and are of a 
roundish oval form; the color is white, and the shell has a fine texture. Like numerous other 
birds this owl :figures largely in the mythologic tales of the Northwestern Eskimo, one of which 
in particular is an interesting account of the way in which man learned the use of various imple-
ments by the experience of a metamorphosed owl. It does not appear to have been a very com-
mon bird near the winter quarters of the Yega, although every explorer bas found it wherever lie 
has penetrated the Arctic. 
Wrangel accuses these birds of being carrion-eaters in Northern Siberia. During the Nares 
Arctic Expedition these birds were found nesting on Grinnell Land, in latitude 82° 33' north, on 
June 24, when a nest with seven eggs was found. The eggs were placed in a mere hollow 
scooped out in the earth on the top of a rise in the center of a valley. They were found nesting 
in abundance by the same party in latitude 81°. 
SuRNIA ULULA. (Linn.). Hawk Owl. 
The presence of this bird in thi report rests upon the capture of a single specimen near Saint 
Michaels in October, 1876, by Mr. L. M. Turner, and recorded in the Bulletin of the Nuttall Orni-
thological Olub for January, 1878. Its great rarity at this point, as well as throughout the interior 
of the Territory, is attested by its absence in the large series of Hawk Owls secured by myself and 
Mr. Turner while in the north. It is a rather abundant species around the Arctic region of the 
Old World, and is numerou in Lapland, where it is noted for its indifference to the presence of 
man. It nests in hollow trees, and the male fiercely defends the eggs. They have been known to 
even wound a person climbing the tree, thus showing a spirit as bold as the .American bird . One 
f the latter made an on laught upon Mr. Dall when investigating a nest. 
The pr nt form may be di tingui bed at once from the .American bird by the predominance 
of white barring on the lower urface and the large amount of white upon the neck, with a gen-
ral I al n an incr a ed am unt of white upon the back. The brown bars of the lower ur-
fa c r narrow and pal , and th , bite bar broader than in caparoch. The feet and legs are dull 
whit with a fin pale an l Y ry indi tinct rown mottling. The top of the head appears white with 
rk marking wh r a in th m ri an bird the crown appears dark-brown with white mark . 
Tb whit mark on th upp r ack, capnlar and rump are larger and more prominent than the 
dark marking._ Tb brown of the ntire bird i pale and ha a bleached appearance. The pat-
t ru f 1 r ti n i th am in th w form , but the Europ an bird will be recognized at once 
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by the characters given. From the material I have been able to examine these two owls appear 
to form very good races. The only record of the presence of the American form in tbe Old World 
appears to be that of its capture in England. 
SURNIA. ULULA CA.PA.ROCH (Miill.). Ametican Hawk Owl. 
This is perhaps the most abundant resident bird of prey throughout the entire wooded part 
of Northern Alaska. It is rather closely limited to tbe region of spruce and pine forests of the 
interior, and occurs along the open coasts of the Arctic and Bering Sea merely as a straggler, and 
it is unknown from tbe various islands of Bering Sea. It is found also a.Jong the southeast coast in 
the Sitkan region. On l\Iay 5, 1868, Mr. Dall secured six eggs of ~his bird from the top of an old 
birch stub about 15 feet high in the vicinit.y of Nulato, on the Lower Yukon. The eggs were laid 
· directly upon the wood and the male was sitting. When he climbed to the nest the sitting bird 
dashed at him and knocked off bis cap, thus showing their fierce and bold character, which is 
shared by their Old World representative. The eggs were smooth and clear white. 
Their food consists mainly of mice, and the bird _itself forms food for tlle old Indians of the 
Yukon. Although it is ,ery rare on the sea-coast, yet stray individuals make their appearance 
now and then. According to the evidence of various authors these birds nest from .April until 
June. 
There is considerable variation in the amount of white marking, and one Saint Michaels skin 
i;;ecured by me is about midway between the two recognized forms. 
OERYLE ALCY0N (Linn.). Belted Kingfisher. 
Several specimens of this bird were brought me from the Lower Yukon, where it is a regular 
summer visitant. It is found along the entire course of this river, reaching the shores of Bering 
Sea from the Yukon mouth,.north to the bead of Nor ton Bay" It has been taken at Sitka and fre-
quents all the clear streams of the interior, nesting, as it does elsewhere, in a deep burrow in a bank. 
'fowards the end of June Mr. Dall saw a male bird digging short tunnels into a bank near its nest. 
These tunnels were not deep and apparently were made as a pastime by the bird, which was seen 
to u e them only upon one occasion when be entered one to devour a fish which he hadjust caught. 
The Eskimo brought me Kingfishers from several places on the shore of Norton Sound, and the 
Eskimo of the north coast brought specimens of the Kingfisher to MacFarlane from the shore of 
the Arctic, between the Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers. From its mode of life, however, it is 
forced to retreat before the fast-closing streams of the far nodh as winter advances, yet the King-
fisb<::r can brave a very low temperature provided its food supply is not shut off. I bave seen 
these birds along Western rivers among the Rocky Mountains in January, when a deep layer of 
snow covered the ground and weighted down the bushes overhanging the streams. Even on the 
Saskatchewan it holds its own until into October, but is forced south when winter sets in. It 
does not appear to be a bird much addicted to wandering beyond its usual range, which is pretty 
wide, as it extends to the shores of Hudson's Bay and thence across to the vicinity of Bering Straits, . 
and from the coast of the Arctic Ocean south to the tropics in winter. The Californian and west 
coast birds are said to be larger than those found in the interior and Eastern United States. It is 
probably this form which extends its range to Sitka during the summer and perhaps even winters 
a1ong the sea, which there is never frozen. 
. DRY0BA.TES VILL0SUS (Linn.). Hairy Woodpecker. 
Strangely enough, although the distribution of the present bird is eastern, and although in 
Northern Alaska and the interior of British America it is replaced by a large northern form, yet 
the typical villosus also occurs in British Columbia and thence north along- the southeastern 
coast of Alftska; bow abundantly it is found there is not known. It is probably this form which is 
recorded by Hartlaub under the name Picus villosus ltarrisii Aud., as seen in great numbers around 
Portage Bay the last of August. 
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DR YOB.A.TES VILL08US LEUCOMELAS (Bodd. ). . Northern Hairy Woodpecker. 
This large form of the Hairy Woodpecker nests along the northern tier of States, particularly 
those bordering the Saint Lawrence, antl thence north through the interior of the fur countries, 
reaching rarely, if at all, the coast of Bering Sea and the adjacent Arctic shores. It is distin-
gqished from villosus by its greater size antl the larger amount of white. It was found by Richard-
son in the Hudson's Bc1y country to the sixty-third parallel, but was reported to be rare north of 
the fifty-sixth degree. The specimen in my collection was taken by Mr. McQuesten at Fort 
Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, about latitude 66°, and undoubtedly the bird straggles still 
farther north. It has not been taken on the Lower Yukon, but at Sitka and south in British 
Oolumbia is found the common villosus, replacing the harrisi of \.Vashington Territory, Oregon, 
and thence south. The range of the two latter forms, from Southea~tern Alaska to Washington 
Territory on the northwest coast, appears to be intermixed, and just what relationship the two 
forms bear one to the other in this portion of their habitat is, at present, unknown. 
The following set of measurements show the difference between the small-sized Hairy Wood-
peckers from the Southern Atlantic States and those from the headwaters of the Yukon, the 
specimen measured from the north being the one in my collection taken at Fort Reliance. The 
second set is from a specimen- in the National Museum collection from Georgia: 
No. 1155. 





Northern .Alaska ... 5.10 3. 58 .73 1. 25 •• 34 
Georgia ........... . 4.40 3. 20 ·--······· . 95 . 29 I 
DRYOB.A.TES PUBESOENS (Linn.). Downy Woodpecker (Esk. Pu-gulcli-tu.yu-ltlc). 
Throughout the Territory where woodland or a growth of bushes and sma,11 trees occurs the 
present bird is certain to be found, and is a resident winter and snmmer. It bas been taken along 
the entire course of the Yukon as well as at various points on the coast of Bering Sea, and thence 
south at Kadiak and Sitka. In autumn it is a rather common visitant to the coast of Norton 
Sound in spite of the lack of timber, and it was not uncommon to see it clinging to the sides of 
the hou es, or to the flagstaff, and other similar supports; after resting awhile, and, perhaps, tap-
ping a few times on the unproductive logs, they would leave for a more promising field. They 
were seen at times pa sing from one alder patch to another, on the hill sitles, and they follow the 
pruces and other trees to the shore of the sea. 
While I was camping in,spring, at the Yukon mouth, these birds were rather common in the 
de.o e bu hes along this tream and its tributaries. Their holes were frequently found in the 
decaying stub , although I did not find a nest containing eggs. This species appears to frequent 
deciduou thickets and trees by preference, as, in addition to the various times which I saw it in 
the int ri r in winter, while at the Yukon mouth, I always found it about locations where only 
d ciduou tree and bu h were found, and its holes were always made in cottonwood or birch-
. tub . 
In th m rican Bird , Mr. Ridgway notes the re triction of the black 
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I give below measurements of two se1ies, one of no1 thern birds taken in the vicinity of Saint 
Michaels and along the course of the Yukon, and the other from specimens taken at various points 
in the United States, by a comparison of which may be seen the amount and character of the varia-
tion exhibited by birds from the two regions: 
PIOUS PUBESCENS. 
Wing. I~ Tarsus. ~ ~e?ijf. 
1-----------·-
United States specimens. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., <j> •••••••••••. 
Sherborn, Mass., <j> ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Whitfield, Ga., <j> •••••••••••••••••••••• • 
Carlisle, Pa., cf •••••••.•••••....•••••••• 
District of Columbia, cf' •••••••••••••••• 
Massachusetts, cf .•••••.•••.••..•••••••. 
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PrnornEs .A.RCTICUS (Swains.). Arctic Three.toed Woodpecker. 
Very little appears to be known concerning the movements and ,ha~itat of this bird, especially 
in the north. I secured but a single specimen, which was brought me by Mr. McQuesten from Fort 
Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, and its rarity as compared with the other Three.toed Woodpecker 
appears from the fact that dozens of the latter were brought me each winter. No one among the 
various -naturalists who have visited this region before bas secured it, and arcticus is totally 
unknown west of the point where my specimen was found. The wooded and mountainous southern 
portion of the Territory is a still unknown region, and it is likely that the bird will be found to be 
more or less common there. The next record appears to be the one given by Mr. Lord, who 
secured one on the summit of the Cascade Mountains in British Columbia, and upon this rests the 
only other northwestern record of this bird. It penetrates the United States at various places, 
and is not very uncommon in Northern New England and New York, as well as near the northern 
border at various other suitable places, reaching the Rocky Mountains and the Cascade Range of 
the Sierras, and it extends farthest to the south on the eastern and western extremes of its range. 
The National Museum possesses specimens from the vicinity of Great Slave Lake, beyond 
which there appears to be no record. My bird, which was secured on the 17th of October, 1878, 
does not differ from others of the same species taken at various localities in the Eastern United 
States. 
PrcornES AMERICANUS .A.LASCENSIS ·(Nels.). Alaskan Three-toed Woodpecker.* 
A careful comparison of the large series of Picoides contained in the National Museum 
from the Rocky Mountains and a series of nearly a dozen fine specimens from Northern New York, 
kindly loaned me by Drs. 0. H. Merriam and A. K. Fi~her, with a large number of British 
American and Alaskan skins, shows conclusively that three well.marked geographical races of this 
bird exist in North America. From the Lake ·Superior region eastward, and along the .Atlantic 
coast north, embracing the region about Hudson's Bay and joining the habitat of the other forms 
about Fort Simpson, on the headwaters of the l\fackenzie .River, is the range of typical americanus,-
which intergrades with the other races along the junction of their habitats. A.long the Rocky 
Mountains from Fort Simpson, on the headwaters of tlle Mackenzie, and westward to the Sitkan 
and Kadiak regions of Southeastern Alaska as its northern border and thence along the Rocky 
* Described in the Auk, April, 18b4, pp. 165, 166. 
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and other mountains of the west to the south is founcl the form known as dorsalis, which, as will 
be seen in the appended description, is a well-marked race. From Fort Simpson and Fort Liard, 
on the headwaters of the Mackenzie River north, including also the Anderson and Lower 
Mackenzie Rivers, and to the west, covering the entire northern portion of Alaska, on the south-
eastern shore of the Territory, its range merges into that of dorsalis, as mentioned previously. The 
differences existing between americanus and alascensis will be seen by the following parallel tables, 
in which the northern form is compared directly with specimens from the Adirondacks: 
AMERICAN US. 
Crown the same in both forms. The nuchal collar 
frequently indistinct, and never forming a 
heavily-marked band. The upper half of the 
dorsum is frequently black, almost unspotted, 
and is never heavily or thickly barred or 
marked with white; the lower half of dor-
sum is frequently rather profusely barred with 
white, but rarely equaling even those Alaskan 
specimens with the lightest markings. The 
rump is sometimes black, but usually has 
more or less white markings in the shape 
of spots and small bars; the white wing-
barring and spotting along the edges of the 
vanes of the primaries, secondaries, and ter-
tials are about equal in number in the two 
races, but the individual marks are much 
smaller, as a rule, in americanus. The pattern 
of the white markings about tho head is the 
same in both forms, but in the present bird 
these markings are very much less decided 
than in the northern race. The upper tail-
coverts are either unmarked or the markings 
are very narrow. The barring and streaks on 
the sides .of the breast and flanks are always 
black and distinct. 
ALASCENSIS. 
White nuchal collar generally very broad and well 
de.fined. The upper half of dorsum is almost in-
variably thickly and heavily barred with white, 
which often occupies two-thirds of this area. 
This is one of the main and most striking differ-
ences between the two forms. The lower half 
of dorsum, although less abund:1ntly marked 
than the upper half, usually has :ibout one-half 
its surface covered by transverse or·longitudi-
nal white markings; iu some instances these 
markings cover nearly the whole back, so that 
the bird appears to be almost uniformly white 
on the entire doraal surfa,ce with a faint wavy 
barring of darker showing indistinctly through 
the white. The rump is al way:s profusely 
marked with white bars and. streaks,. which 
extend ovet· the upper tail-coverts, which latter 
are generally broadly barred and marked with 
white. The white markings on the wing-
feathers have the same distribution as in amer-
icanus, but they occupy nearly twice the area 
occupied by those in americanits, ar.d in many 
cases the primaries and seconr1:1ries are broadly 
tipped with white in the northern birds. The 
streaks and barring on the sides and flanks a.re 
much lighter than in arnericanus, and frequently 
are pale fulvous -brown in very narrow bars 
with broad interspaces of white. 
The following note form a summary of the characters distinguishing the three American forms 
of this bird; a serie of measurements is appended: 
A.mericanus.-A erie of eleven birds from -Northern New York have the white markings ot 
the back in tlle form of transver e bars, which are frequently restricted to the central portions oi 
the feather , and in several iu tances the upper half of the dorsum is very much less markecl. than 
the lower portion~ The oval or quadrate spots and bars along the webs of the wing-feathers are 
mall. Tlle white line xtending from the eye to the nape is very narrow and frequently scarcely 
di cernibl . In hort, the bird of Eastern North America are darker colored with the white 
inclined to pr ad and become united into broad areas than i the case in the fol-
' 
Ea t rn merica. 
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Alascensis.-In the country from Fort Simpson north and west, including the Lower Mackenzie 
and .Anderson Rivers, and all of Northern Alaska, occurs this well-marked race of the Three-toed 
Woodpecker, which is characterized by the extent and amount of the white markings upon the dorsal 
surface, mainly in the form of barring. The well-marked white postocnlar stripe reaches the back 
amljoins the nuchal collar, as in the other two races, but, as is the case with all the white bead-
markings in this form, they are broader and more distinct than in the sout1rnrn races. Commencing 
at the nuchal collar and covering the dorsum extends a series of transverse white ban;, two or 
three on each ·feather, one of which forms the tip. These bars are generally so broad and distinct 
that they occupy over one-half the surface of the back. In many examples the white encroaches 
on the black until the latter appears only as spots along the' border of the web of each feather, and 
the back is covered by a much larger white area than in typical dorsalis. In .Alaskan birds this 
white area is generally mottled with darker, whereas in dorsalis the white area is usually unbroken. 
In some cases the rump and tail-coverts are tipped with white, as in dorsalis, and again they are 
heavily barred with white, the difference being shown most strikingly by the heavy barring of the 
upper tail-coverts, which, in the southern forms, are usually much darker and with far less white 
barring than in the northern. In some instances the white on the dorsum of the northern form 
extends to the rump, and, occupying nearly all of the dorsal surface, forms an area very similar to 
that present in dorsalis, but the two may be distinguished at a glance by the hoariness and much 
greater amount of white exhibited by the northern bird. In many instances the barring of the 
sides of breast, body, and flanks (which are usually very similar in the three races), is encroached 
upon by the light colors in the northern bird until the .under surface, as well as the back, becomes 
extremely light. This race appears to reach its greatest divergence from the otb~rs on the Middle 
and Lower Yukon. 
From the series of americanus before me, taken in Northern New York, and including both 
summer and winter specimens, there appears to be very JiUle seasonal difference of plumage except, 
owing to the greater amount of wearing incident to the summer season, birds taken at this time 
have the white tips and borders of the feathers considerably lessened by abrasion, thus appearing 
a little <larker than winter specimens. The females and young birds possess no yellow on the 
crown. 
From Fort Liard and Fort Simpson, on the headwaters of the Mackenzie Rh-er, extending 
thence north along the course of this stream and the .Anderson River, and westward, covering all 
the wooded ·portions.of Northern .Alaska to the northern tree-limit, occurs alascensis, outnumbering 
by far the combined numbers of all the othel' woodpeckers of that region. It also extends its 
range south across the .Alaskan Mountains, encroaching upon the range of dorsalis in the Sitkan 
region, and upon the island of Kadiak, whence the National Museum possesses typical specimens 
of this northern form. 
Richardson records this bird as very abundant between Great Slave Lake and the Arctic 
coast. On the Yukon these birds are said to prefer the groves of poplar and willow to the spruces. 
During my visits to, the interior I saw it alive only in a few instances, and learned nothing of 
its habits. From the number of skins brought me by the fur traders, taken at various points along 
the course of the Yukon, from near the mouth of that stream to the vicinity of Fort Reliance, its 
great abundance is attested. We learn from Dall that the Yukon Indians disiike this bird and 
call it Tikeklalat, in common with the Kingfisher and the other woodpeckers. 
The natives are said -to have a legend of this bird, a male of which-according to the 
story-during a time of famine devoured itR mate. Just as he was swallowing the last morsel 
the other birds came trooping through the forest, and as they approached him be hastily wiped 
hi claws on the back of his head to conceal the deed. The new-comers inquired concerning the 
whereabouts of his wife; his unsatisfactory replies caused them to institute a search, and they 
quickly <letected the marks of fat upon the back of bis head; and ever since that day the males 
of this woodpecker have borne the mark as a memento of the crime. 
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Herkimer County, New York .... 
...... do ....•...................... 
... .. . do .......................... . 
...... do ............ ... ... .. ...... . 
Moose River, New York ......... . 
Moose Lake, New York ......... . 
... ... do .......................... . 
Moose River, New York ......... . 
Moose Lake, New York ..... .... . 
...... do . ......................... . 













22031 Bitter Root Mountains .•... : ...... Sept. 7 
72925 Colorado . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 7 
72610 Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .Jul.v 12 
67146 Colorado . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .June 25 
18460 New Mexico..... ... ............ . . Apr. 4 
79771 Colorado ........................ .. .June 3 
Collect· 
or's No. Var. alascensis. 
638 Fort Yukon, Alaska ............ . Mar. -
1162 .Fort Reliance, Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. -
1169 .••... do .......................... . Nov. -
639 Fort Yukon, Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. -
1167 Fort Reliance, Alaska............ . Oct. -
1158 .••••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. -
































~. 70 3. 00 
4.95 3.00 
4. 7i 2. 50 1 
4. 80 3.18 
4. 82 2. 701 
4. 72 3. 051 
4. 45 2. 98 
4. 50 3. 05 
4. 60 3.10 
4. 55 3. 10 
4. 35 3. 00 
4. 45 3. 00 
. 81 . 96 
• 82 • 98 
. 83 . 92 
• 82 • 93 
. 83 . 99 
• 82 1. 00 
. 83 1 
. 81 . 92 
. 83 . 90 
. 82 I • 90 
. 81 . 89 
I 
• 85 1. 00 
.87 1 1.04 . 86 1. 09 
• 85 . 96 
. 86 . 98 
• 85 1. 00 
. 84 1 . 95 
. 84 . 95 
. 83 1. 05 
• 81. I . 89 
. 81 . 92 
























t From collection of Dr. C.H. Merriam. 























PIC0IDES .A.MERICA.NUS D0RS.A.LIS Baird. Alpine Three-toed Woodpecker. 
In examining the series of Pico ides in the National Museum collection from Southeastern 
Alaska, I find examples from Fort Kenai which must be referred to this form and others from 
Kadiak Island which approach it closely. As dorsali;:; of the Rocky Mountains extends its ra1ige 
north to Fort Simpson, on the headwaters of the Mackenzie River, it is probable that the bir<ls 
occurring on the southea ·tern coast of Alaska, in the Ka<l.iak and Sitkan region, intergradc 
between typical dorsalis and the new northern race describe<l. above. Specimens of typical 
dorsalis are present from the extreme headwaters of the Yukon River, but no examples refera. 
ble to this form are among the series of woodpeckers taken at Fort Reliance and thence 
down the cour e of that stream to Bering Sea. We possess no information of the habits of tbi 
race, and very little upon ic; di tribution in Southern Alaska,, and, in fact, no definite knowl-
edge i pos e sed reo-arding the exten ion and limits of its northern range. 
SPIIYR.A.PIC s R BER (Gmel. ). Red-brea ted Sap ucker. 
Known a an 
iver pril 12. 
la kan bir<l only from the record of Hartlaub of two males taken at Chilcat 
(,Tour. Orn., July, 1 83. 275.) 






The National l\Iuseum collection possesses typical specimens of this bird collected at Sitka and 
Chilcat, on the southeastern coast of the Territory, thus showing that it ranges across the Alaskan 
Mountains to the shore of the Pacific in Southeastern Alaska. How common and widely spread 
it is in this region is unknown at the present writing. 
C0L.A.PTES CA.FER SA.TURA.TIOR Ridgw. North Western Flicker. 
During Bischoff's visit to Sitka, at the time of the Russian-American Telegraph Ex-pe<lition~ 
numbers .of these beautiful birds were taken there, and the specimens are now in the collection 
of the National Museum. Since then, however, the bird has not been secured from that 
region. Both forms undoubtedly breed in that section, their habitat ovedapping, but no inter-
mediate examples have been secured thus far. There is no Alaskan record of this Flicker except 
in the limited territory named, altl10ugh it is to be expected to range across the Alaskan l\fountain_s 
even to the headwaters of the Kuskoquim River. 
TR0CHILUS RUFUS (Gmel.). Rufous Humming-bird. 
This is one of the smallest North American humming-birds, and is also the most northerly in 
its distribution. It is a summer resident at Sitka and beyond, thus occurring far along the coast 
of the North Pacific. Nearly every voyager to t,hese regions has noted with surprise the occur-
rence of this small and delieate bird so far beyond the usual range of its kind. From specimens 
secured on the northwest coast it was named sitkensis by Rhatke. · In spite of its small size, how-
ever, it is a hardy bird, and occurs in great abundance in Oregon, Washington Territory, and Van-
couver Island, arriving in latitude 47° on this coast as early as April 10, an<l. in latitude 49° early 
in May, returning to the south again in September. It apparently does not winter in California, 
where it is partly replaced by a resident form de~cribed some time since by Mr. Henshaw as S. alleni, 
a form which was long considered identical with the bird found throughout the Rocky Jlountain 
region and along the north west coast. 
The life history of this interesting visitant to the shores of the north west is yet to be studied. 
It moves on through California just as the spring opens, reaching Vancouver Island from the last 
of ~farch to May, and, passing up the intricate heavily-wooded channels among the many islands 
of the northwest coast, it reaches the vicinity of Sitka, where Dr. Bean took a nest and eggs June 
9. Farther to the north they nest under the shadow of the snow-capped peak of Saint Elias and 
on the shores of the deep-cut fiords, bordered with glaciers, which fill the air with their thunder, 
and are brooded over by damp fogs and rain-laden winds-surroundings seemingly not at all in 
keeping with these tiny visitants. 
SAY0RNIS SA.YA (Bonap.). Say's Phrebe. 
Several specimens of this bird .were brought me from Fort Reliance by Mr. McQuesten, one a 
mala taken on May 12, and a young of the year taken on September 12. The history of this bird 
has been pretty well worked out by the ornithologists connected with the various expeditions in 
the Rocky Mountain region, where it is one of the commonest summer residents. To the north 
it reaches the valley of the Saskatchewan, where it was recorded by Richardson, who supposed 
that it extended its range to about the sixtieth parallel. It gives me pleasure to record the 
capture of two specimens on the Upper Yukon in about latitude 66°, and one of these is a youno-
bird of the year, taken in September. The fur traders told me that the bird breeds thus far north~ 
and perhaps even beyond, within the Arctic Circle, which crosses the Yukon a short distance from 
the locality whence came my specimens. I have nothing to add regarding its habits in the Terri-
tory, and can only quote from Richardson that it arrives on the Saskatchewan early in May and 
that it is a late fall migrant. It has a habit of nesting about buildings in the west very much like 
the common Phrebe of the east. At Fort Simpson, in British America, it has its young about 
July 1. 
C0NTOPUS BOREALIS (Swains.). Olive-sided Flycatcher. 
. The singie specimen of this bird, brought me from the Lower Yukon in latitude 630, is the only 
mstance known of its capture in Alaska, although on the eastern side of the continent it has 
S. Mis. 156--21 
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strayed even to Greenlan<l, where, at Nenortalik, it was obtained August 29, 1840. It is very com-
mon in Washington Territory, and the types of the species were obtained from the Sas-
katchewan in latitu<le 54°, north of which, until tbe present, there appears to be no recor<l but 
. that from Greenland. The natives informed me that it is not uncommon in the vicinity of Anvik, 
where my specimens were secured, and they described its usual habit of perching on the top 
of tall trees, whence it makes forays for insects, so there is little chance that they were mis-
taken. It probably reaches as far north in the Rocky Mountain region as the preceding species, and 
along the coast north of Washington Territory probably to the Sitkan region. Like a number 
of other birds its northern range will be con~iderably extende<l when a careful summer survey 
has been made through the wooded portions of Northern Alaska, the animal life of which, at 
present, is but little known. 
EMPIDON.A.X DIFFICILIS Baird. Baird's Flycatcher. 
A single specimen taken by Dr. Bean on June 5, 1880, at Sitka, is the only record of its capt-
ure in Alaska, but as others were seen at the same place it is probably a regular summer resident 
in th at district. 
185. EMPIDONAX PUSILLUS (Swains.). Little Flycatcher. 
A single male of this widely-spread little bird was brought me from Nulato in the spring of 
1878, and a second specimen was secured at Saint Michaels the same season. The natives knew 
the bird and told me it was not common. Hartlaub records a sing-le specimen seen in Lower 
Dejah Valley May 24. The above specimens comprise all the known Alaskan examples. It may be 
consi<lered as an irregular, though probably not abundant, summer resident. Kennicott and 
others found it nesting in alder-bushes near Fort Resolution in latitude 62° north, in the Hudson's 
Bay country, and it probably extends its range far beyond this on the Yukon and Mackenzie 
Rivers. 
OroCORIS .A.LPESTRIS LEUC0L.rEMll (Coues). Pallid Horned Lark. 
Throughout Alaska this species appears to be very rare. Two specimens were taken in the 
vicinity of Saint Michaels during my residence there, and three were ecured on the Upper Yukon 
by Mr. McQuesten on April 3 and 30, 1879. All of these birds are spring males and typical of this 
variety. It is much more common on the heaclwater of the Yukon during spring and summer than 
along the hore of Bering Sea, where it can only be counted a very rare straggler. It has not 
been recorded from. .any of the Bering Sea island nor from the adjoining Asiatic co&,st. Not a 
single individual wa een by us during the summer of 1881 anywhere along the .Alaskan coast 
north to Point Barrow. In addition to the specimens obtained by me is a single bird secured on 
the Yukon by Dall. All of the e bird are very pale, but are far less bleached than the peculiar 
variety in the National Mu eum collection from A . trakhan, which is labeled '' variety bei." This 
biru ha alruo t uniformly fade<l to a pale grayi h ·asby above and white below, and probably 
repr · nt aw 11-marked local race. The typical alpestris apparently does not occur in Alaska, 
ancl tb p cim n tak n at Portage Bay and at D jah Pa s, in the southeastern part of the Territory, 
nd recorded y artlaub, are doubtle referable here. In Oregon and Wa hington Territory, 
and p rhap' throu"bont Briti h Columbia, i found a small, very brightly-colored form, with the 
ruf · f th b •k all(l tb y llow which in ome !.pecimen exteud over the throat and entire under 
part' ,. r 'int u e. h th r tbi £ rm extend it range to the outbern border of the Territory 
c nn t • , rtain d until ba r gi n ha h n vi ited and mor thoroughly examined than it has at 
vr<> · ·nt. I i ·h rrl n £ und tb hor L rk n th oa t of the Arctic at the mouth of the Mac-
1· nzi · h· r au , . in"l wancl rin" p imen ha. n taken jn Greenland.• 
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PIO.A. PICA HUDSONICA (Sab.). American 'l\fagpie. 
This handsome bird is limited in its distribution to a comparatively small portion of the 
Territory, occurring as a resident H,nd abundant tipecies along that portion of the coast-line 
extending from the Shumagin Islands east and south. It is abundant on Kadiak Island and in the 
vicinity of Sitka. Mr. Turner tells me that, during his visit to Kadiak Island, he saw a considerable 
number of the nests of this bird built in trees close about the village at that place. North of 
tbe Alaskan Mountains it is comparatively rare, although in the interior, about the head of Bristol 
Bay, it is not very rare, and even reaches, in some instances, as far as the Lower Yukon, a single 
specimen having been taken in midwinter in 1880, at Mission, on the lower course of this stream. 
Two specimens were brought me from the upper portion of the Yukon by Mr. McQuesten, who 
obtained Lb.cm at Fort Reliance. These include all of the Alaskan records of this bird. The two 
specimens from Fort Reliance place its range close to the Arctic Oircle. These birds extend their 
range west on the Shumagin Islands and on the peninsula of Aliaska to Isanotsky Pass, where the 
alder-bushes and the mainland of Alaska find their western limit together. The alders are used 
by the magpies to support their nests, and the lack of such support further west is probably the 
chief reason for the birds' absenc~ beyond. Their northern limit on the Upper Yukon is near the 
Arctic Circle at Fort Yukon, but on the Lower Yukon and its tributaries it is in about latitude 
63° or 64°. · 
The two specimens taken at Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, measure as follows : 
Original Sex. Date. Wing. Tsil. lT•nm,.Jculmen. Depth of nnmbers. bill. 
1137 <j? Nov.15 8 ~,~1~ . 55 
1136 <j? May 1G 7. 5 10 • 1. 76 I 1. 20 . 53 
.A comparison of birds from Europe a,nd this continent shows that they intergrade· and that 
there are no constant differences of coloration. The pattern of wing-coloration is suqject to 
great individual variation, but none of the American examples seen show such a large amount of 
white as do some specimens from continental Europe. 
The shape of tlie spurious primary varies greatly among individuals. · 
PICA HUDSONICA. 
~~ ~ ] ~ 
~A e, ~. ...., 
~~ iS. ~~...; :s 
~ gD Locality. S s ;~ .S ci ""'$ 
'" 8'o ,..... a! 0 P- o c;s -~l.: . ~-,.., .s~ i 2 ..q,c 
~0$ ~ · ~ .s r;::'S ~ ~ A , 
lzj A Jl ~ ~ ~ ~ A 
66119 Colorado ... .... . ........... .. ........ . .June -1-~1~1~ / 1.29 ~ ' 
53020 Ncv'.1da...... .... .. ...... •...... ••. . . . . .... .. . . <j? 7. 90 11.·2 1. 80 1. 26 . 52 
52482 ~ad1ak I sland, Alaska................ . . . .. . . . c{' 8. 00 10. 4 l. 90 1. 42 . 60 
Carsor:i,Nev ..... :························--··· ad. 7.80 11.0 1.78 1.23 .51 
Washmgton Territory....... . . .. . . .. Oct. ad. 'i. 60 10. 2 1. 7R 1. 18 . 50 
Nevada ............................... Nov. <j? 8. 10 11. 35 1. 83 1. 40 . 56 
· - - .. - - - -- . - - - - . do .... ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Dec. o 8. 25 11. 8 1. 87 1. 3.! . 58 
European specimens. 
7 8. EO l. 88 1. 20 
6. 90 8. 00 1. 80 1. 19 
7.40 10.20 1.89 1.21 
7.00 8.65 1.78 1.10 
7. 40 8. 50 1. 87 1. 20 
7. 42 9. 00 1. 00 1. 20 
7. 35 9. 90 1. 86 1. 23 
7. 68 10. 35 L 88 1. 22 





.50 I  53 
.50 
. 55 
_ At Sitka this iR an abundant bir<l, and undoubtedly it occ~rs still farther to the north, f)OSSI-
bl! ~ven across the Alaskan Mountains. From accounts <lerived from the natives I believe that 
th1s Jay may reach even the Upper Kuskoquim Hiver. They informed me of a bird found on the 
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wooded mountains to the south of that river, which has a hirge crest 011 its head; but the 
rest of the description was so vague that it was hard to determine to just what bird it referred. 
The heavy snowfall and se\·ere winters, in the region named, would seem to negative the po si-
bility of the bird's occurrence, though it may be a migrant there. Specimens are in the National 
Museum collection from Sitka taken in October and January, thus proving it to be a winter resi-
dent north at least to this point. Sitkan examples of this jay are typical of the variety. Dr. Bean 
found this jay at George's Island in June. 
PERISOREUS CANADENSIS (Linn.). Canada Jay. 
From the headw_aters of the Yukon to the mouth of the Tanana River occur birds which are 
almost typical representatives of the jay found in British America, and thence down to Canada. 
A lar~e majority of them approximate, or are typical of, Mr. Ridgway's variety fumifrons. 
PERISOREUS ,CAN.A.DENSIS FUMIFRONS Ridgw. Alaskan Jay (ERk. Ku-i}a-nfi.-
{1,kli-puk). · 
As noted under the precetling species, inany specimens from the Upper Yukon are nearly typ-
ical ccmadensis, but the present form gradually replaces i~ lower down this stream until, near Nulato 
to the coast, birds approaching the canadensis style are almost unknown. The present form is the 
only Perisoreus found throughout the Sitkan and Kadiak region, and thence north along the region 
bordering the Bering Sea coast and up the wooded interior. 
On June 9, 1880, I saw a single specimen at Cape Romanzo:ff, just north of the Yukon mouth, 
on the coast of Bering Sea, and in the winter of 1878 I saw this jay on the Lower Kuskoquim, and 
specimens were brought me which were taken at the head of Norton Bay, so that it appears to 
range to the coast of Bering Sea wherever alder-bushes occur to afford it shelter. It has been 
taken also at Kenai by Bischof[ Dall took a nest with four half-grown young on April 20, at 
Nulato; it is evident, therefore, that the bird must nest during the latter part of March, and fre-
quently while the temperature ranges well down toward the freezing point of mercury. 
Dall's statement that this bird is not found south of the Yukon is erroneous, since it occurs 
l'throughout the Territory wherever timber is found. A young bird of tbe year, taken the last 
rof July, at Fort Kenai, is just beginning to assume the adult plumage. The range of this form 
includes all of Alaska, probably down to the coast of British Columbia, meeting tllere the ground 
'°f obscurus. •rypical examples of fumifrons are in the National Museum from Fort Kenai, Fort 
Yukon, Fort Reliance, Nulato, anJ Saint Michaels; this must also be the form found in the Lower 
1\1:aclrenzie Valley and, perhap , through a large portion of Northern Britisll America. Thl'ough-
out it range occur specimens which clo ely approach oanadensis. Comparing the large series of 
specimens from Ea tern and North we tern America I find the following characters to distinguish 
canadensis from the present variety: 
CA.'ADE.· I., from Nova cotia. 
Ba.ck duli. smoky-brown with an a hy bade· 
crown dark ooty-brown, sharply defiutid by 
the white of tho frontal, cheek, and nape area. 
Tho nucbal collar of white, . eparating tho 
dark are of the crown from b, ck, well marked. 
id of head aucl neck a. w 11 a throat 
an mo tof\,r• t, ilver white. The white 
on upp r br a t ha thence int light 
moky-browni ·b which n ually occupi the 
i e and flank . Th tw form run clo elv 
torr th r. in th· particul:lr in a nnmber ~f 
- n ir l ar , litt lar er than 
rica. 
FU:\UFRON ' from Alaska. 
Back ashy-brown. Crown dark blackish-brown 
with an ashy wash, the dark area encroach-
ing npou frontal space until the latter may be 
almo t absent or it may be present nearly as in 
canaclensis, bnt this rarely. Nuchal color of 
white u nally obsolescent. Sido of head, 
neck and throat dull white in most cases, much 
·haded with ashy-brown. The white is limited 
to the throat and is r~placed on tho brea t by 
color of abclomen, which shades into the light 
on upper brea t. The color of abdomen is a 
moky brownish-gray, with a dark a hy shade 
predomiuatinrr on sides and flank . 
im n · f typi , l canadensi from Ea teru North 
PLATE XI. 
ALA_SKAN JAY. 
Pe-J'iso1·cus ceunai/ent'-)'is fu7ttifrons. 
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Two nests were brought me from the mouth of the Tanana River by Mr. Fran9ois Mercier, 
who obtained them the 1st of April, 1880, after considerable persuasion and an offer of a large 
reward in flour to the natives during a time of scarcity. By these means he succeeded in getting 
a native to go out and search for the nests of this bird. The young fellow returned in a few hours 
with two nests, each containing half-grown young. Walkil)g into the house he told the trader to 
take the nests and birds at once, for he was sure some evil would 'result from his act, and taking 
his flour he hurried away before the birds and nests were examined. All the old crones and men 
of the vicinity prophesied that the weather would turn cold, and that a very late spring would 
ensue as a result of t,his robbery. As chance would have it the prophesies of the old soothsayers 
came true in a remarkable degree, and the spring was the coldest and most backward by nearly a 
month of any year since the Americans have had possession of the country. On the following 
spring ( of 1881) I asked the same trader to try and get me eggs of this bird by sending out na-
tives earlier in the season. He complied and offered still greater rewards than on the first occa-
sion, but the natives could not be bribed to risk the visitation of the birds' anger, and the old 
people positively forbade any of-the younger ones to have anything to do with the matter; therefore 
the attempt was abandoned. One point was gained, however, and that was the information how the 
natives found the nests so readily. They told the trader that these nests could al ways be easily 
found by examining the snow at the base of each bushy-topped spruce, and whenever a number 
of small dry twigs were found lying near together upon the snow under a tree there was a great 
probability of a jay's nest being snugly ensconced in the thick branches overhead .. 
These two nests, now before me, are built of a matted mass of a cotton-like down of some plant ; 
about the upper edge and in the cavity are pieces of rabbit-fur, a few Horned Owl feathers-r 
and fine strips of bark. The entire nest rests upon a horizontal branch nearly 2 inches in diam-
eter, and a scanty·nmnber of small dead spruce twigs, 6 to 8 inches long, loosely woven into the 
structure, give it consistency and prevent it from being easily damaged. This nest is 4¼ inches 
high by 6 broad, with a cavity 2¼ inches deep by 3f inches across the top. The other nest lvas 
placed in the fork of a small branch less than half an inch in diameter, and rests on a rough plat-
form of slender spruce twigs. The main part of the nest is made of the same cottony substance 
as is the first, and is also interwoven with twigs. Above this is a layer of fine fibrous black moss 
such as occurs on spruce trees. The inside of the cavity is slightly lined with fine grass. This 
nest measures 4 inches high by 6 inches broad, and the cavity 2 inches deep by 2¾ inches across 
the· top. 
Hearne says that it is well known that the Whisky Jack lays up great stores of berries for a 
winter supply, and speaks of its power of mimicry. · 
CORVUS COR.A.X STNU.A.TUS (Wagl.): American Raven (Esk. Tit-lit-kau-ghulc). 
Everywhere throughout the entire Territory of Alaska, including the shores of the Arctic 
Ocean and Bering Sea, and the various Isiands of the latter, this bird is a well-known resident. 
Here, as in some more civilized regions, it bears a rather uncanny character, and many and strange 
are the shapes it assumes in the folk-lore of the natives of these far off shores. 
On Akoutan, one of the Aleutian Islands, May 13, 1877, l found a pair of these birds nesting 
on a shelf about 50 feet above the beach, and, as usual, their home was inaccessible. Bean 
found it an abundant resident on the Near Islands. On Saint Matthew's Island Elliott found 
several, and on Saint Lawrence Island they were seen by Elliott and myself. Strangely enough, 
however, the bird is unknown upon the Fur Seal Islands, although these are only a little over 150 
miles to the northward of the Aleutian chain. An attempt has even been made to populate the 
Seal falands by capturing ravens on the neighboring Aleutian Islands and taking them across by 
vessel, but tbe unwilling emigrants refused to colonize their new abode and took the first oppor-
tunity to make their way back to their former home. This is especially remarkable, since the 
annual slaughter of fur seals on these islands strews the land on every side with innumerable 
carcasses, which one might suppose would render the islands peculiarly attractive to these cun·-
ning birds. 
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Throughout the Territory the Raven is a rather colllmon but scattered specie , becoming 
abundant only along the southeast coast and the entire length of the .Aleutian cbaiu, where is 
found its center of abuu<lance. North of the Aleutian chain, wherever a jutting ragged cape or 
bold cliff faces the sea and defies the grinding ice and surging waves, one or more pairs of these 
birds may_ be found to liave taken up thefr residence, safely out of reach of predatory raids from 
above or below. In passing these cliffs, during stormy winter days, when the wind whistles 
around the arches and jagged. points of tµe rocks, I have frequently heard the strange notes of 
the ravens, and caught glimpses of their dark forms as they showed themselves for an instant 
through a rift in tlie storm, gliding back and forth, uttering their wild cries, and apparently · 
enjoying the fierce gales and in full accord with the wild surroundings. A particular instance i 
especially impressed upon my mind. It was during a journey in midwinter when we arrived at a 
rocky promontory just as a terrible gale of wind and snow· set in. Our road for several miles 
lay around the base of a series of cliffs. On the left arose sheer black walls of rock around whose 
angles and spurs the wind swirled and beat the sharp fragments of snow in blinding masses. 
Along the path which we were forced to travel, lay a shelving mass of fallen rock, a few yards 
wi~e, and covered with ice formed by the spray dashed up from the sea, which surged, inky-black, 
against the foot of the cliff some 10 feet below. We crept around the narrow shelf, every muscle 
strained to keep the sledges from being dashed over the edge of the rock into the sea; suddenly, 
directly overhead, came with startling distinctness the hoarse cry of a raven. .A. hasty glance 
upward showed one of these birds floating directly over us upon motionless wings, and until we 
were safe on the farther side of the cape this bird kept above us, uttering repeatedly its harsh 
notes, which superstitious fancy might easily, under the circumstances, have construed as of evil 
omen. It is to such fcenes as these, doubtless, with the occasional accidents attendiug them, that 
is dne the occult standing enjoyed by this bird among the ignorant and superstitious. 
At Unalaska, one of the east-em Aleutian Islands, the raven is extremely numerous and famil-
iar'. It keeps about the village and is scarcely more shy tha:µ the domestic fowl s. On wild, 
stormy days it appears to delight in soaring high overhead in large numbers. During the time 
when fierce gales are rushing over the mountain-tops and down the gorges into the confiued 
valleys, thirty or forty of these birds may be seen at a time circling overhead on outspread wings, 
in involved circles, uttering a medley of odd" cork-drawing" and other strange notes. The birds 
appear to be animated by a frolicsome disposition, and pursue one another playfully as if exult-
ing in the fierce dashes of scud and rain that are driven before the wind. At other times they 
feed a1ong the shore and make the roof of the Rus ian church, in the center of the village, a 
general meetit1g place to re ta.nu doze. They liave a common habit of rising high overhead with 
a sea-urchin (Echinus) in their beak , and after reaching an elevation of several hundred feet of 
allowing the hell-fl h to fall. s a con, equence, it is common to find the shells of these radiates 
catt r d all over the bill- ides in the vicinit,y of tlie sea; apparently the ravens do not do this with 
tbe intention of gaining readier acce to the contents of the shell, and I do not recall a single in-
tance where a raven followed the hell to the ground, although on several instances I have seen the 
bir l di e ha tily aft r the falling hell a,nd capture it in their beaks before it reached the ground, 
appar tly in port. 
In pit f th ir familiarity at 
i 1 cliff: , om di t, n fr 
nala ka th(}y are wi e enough to place their nests on almost 
m the illage and b yond the reach of miscbevious boys. .At 
la,. their egg about April 20, and there a el ewbere: the 
t c re approach l. 
d, ince the raven devour the fledglings a fa t aa 
too large to be overcome in the same manner, and 
pig ' tail clo e cropped. Thi i the rea on why 
ur l by Mr. all that the pio- of the pre ent 
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Both the Eskimo and Indians unite in accusing this bird of pecking out the eyes of new-
born reindeer and afterwards killing them, and they are notoriously mischievous in robbing 
traps of bait, as is well known throughout the fur countries, though the thief frequently pays the 
penalty by getting a foot in the trap. 
Althou·gb the common crow ( 0. americanus) has not been taken within the limits of the Terri-
tory, yet its known occurrence as far north as the Lower Anderson River, within the Arctic Circle, 
would appear to render it highly probable tllat they will be found on the Upper Yukon when more 
careful explorations have been made. While wiI1tering at Cumberfand Gulf, on the west coast of 
Davis Strait, Kumlien found the ravens resident, and notes the fact that the Greenland birds are 
much smaller than those from tbe mainland. He credits the raven with plucking out the eyes of 
the reindeer and killing it, and also of capturing.young seals. In this latter operation great intelli-
gence is shown. As an instance be observed that one ·bird dropped directly into the seal's hole 
through the ice, thus barring its only means of escape; then the second bird attacked the helpless 
victim and brained it on the spot. Another pair he observed giving chase and capturing the 
northern bare after a long pursuit. They were in the habit of keeping about tbe camps and were 
seen even after <lark and on moonlight uights when food was scarce. The last English Arctic 
expedition found ravens north to latitude 81° 4~', which Captain Feilden thinks is their northern 
limit. 
The eggs obtaineg. iu Alaska·are light green, with a variable amount of dark brown spotting, 
These spots are usually scattered uniformly over the shell, but they vary greatly in size from small 
. rounded points to large irregular blotches. Six of these eggs from the Lower Yukon measured as 
follows: 2 by 1.41; 1.98 by 1.42; 2 by 1.43; 1.92 by 1.43; 1.92 by 1.38; and 1.00 by 1.38. 
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2. 40 2. 90 . 98 1.15 
2. 50 2. 95 • 99 1.04 
2. 55 2. 80 . 9!) 1.11 
2. 61 2. 90 1. 04 1.17 
2. 66 2. 00 . 99 1. 17 
2. 52 2. !)0 1. 01 1.11 
2. 57 2. 28 . 82 . 99 
2. ()5 2. 75 1.00 1.05 
2. 70 2. 70 • 97 1.06 
2. 67 2. 85 . 97 1.10 
2. 55 2. 95 1. 00 1.10 
2. 85 3. 00 1. 00 1.15 
2. 59 2. 51 . 81 • 99 
2. 80 2. 78 • 98 1.01 
2. 60 2. 70 . 90 1.00 
2. 58 2. 69 . 86 • 98 
2. 99 2. 88 1.00 1.06 
2.82 2.80 . 98 1.04 
2. 63 2. 66 • 89 1.04 
2. 94 2. 80 . 90 1.10 
2. 78 2. 66 • 90 1.00 
2. 75 2. 84 1.04 1.18 
2. 63 2. 60 1.00 1.17 
2. 67 2. 80 1.04 1.17 
2. 82 3. 00 1.03 1.12 
2. 78 2. 61 1.00 1. 10 
* This specim~n is like_ the European birds in color and proportions, with even a heavier bill than that 
of tbe Synan specimen. 
t An adult bird, but with a remarkably small bill and very slender feet and legs. 
The foregoing measurements of the ravens in the National Museum collection were made 
under the impression that sufficient- variat_ion could be found to separate the Old and New 
World birds into well-marked races. 
As the measurements show, however, specimens from various widely-separated North American 
localities have as large an amount of variation as can be found between American and Old World 
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birds, and in both cases many examples are found uniting the various extremes. The recognition 
of the American and European birds as races would involve the separatfon of the American bird 
into three races. 
The Old World birds usually have heavier bills than the American. The bill is deeper at 
the base, whence the culmen has a full, well-marked curve to the tip of the bill. There is Jes of 
the purple gloss ou the feathers, but one specimen shows this gloss as in American birds, and 
among the latter may be found the heavy bills and dull plumage apparently most common among 
European birds. 
CORVUS CAURINUS Baird. Northwest Crow. 
Bischoff obtained numerous specimens of this little known bird at Sitka. Dr. Bean found 
it abundant at Sitka ·in June and saw others at George Island. From Sitka down the coast to 
Washington Territory it is very abundant. An egg of this bird from Sitka has the ground color 
light sea-green, with markings and blotches of olive-brown, varying in size and of different shades. 
Scarcely anything is known of the habits of this fish-crow, and of the meager account which 
we possess I quote the most important. According to lVIr. J. K. Lord it abandons the sea-coast of 
British Columbia early in May, and builds its nest on trees or bushes on the borders· of small 
prairies in the interior. Their nests are precisely like those of the magpie, arched over with 
sticks. The bird enters by a hole on one side and leaves by an exit on the opposite. The inside 
is plastered with mud and a. few grass stalks strewn loosely on the bottom keep the eggs from 
rolling. He examined great numbers of nests on this prairie and on the Columbia, but invariably 
found the same habit of doming prevailing. While-the birds remain inland their food consists of 
small reptiles~ insects, mollusks, and it even captures butterflies on the wing. Both rn~le and female 
defend the nest :fiercely from all intrusion of bird or mammal. They lay from five to seven eggs, 
which are smaller and lighte1' colored than those of the common crow. The breeding season over, 
they return to the sea-coast, the immediate vicinity of which they frequent with the common crow, 
feeding along the shore at low tide. lVIr. Lord\;; opinion of the specific identity of this bird is 
upheld by later investigations, particularly those of Mr. Henshaw, though until further work is 
clone, and a larger series of birds at band, the subject of the crows of the 11orth west coast caunot 
be satisfactorily concluded. In the interior of North America Richardson found the Gorvits ameri-
canus extending to latitude 61° north, near the Great Slave Lake, and it is to be looked for in the 
Upper Yukon region and thereabout. 
At Puget Sound Mr. Henshaw found these birds abundant and saw them frequenting the 
exposed reefs, where they gathered shell-fl h during low tide, and carried them high over the 
rocks to drop and break the shell, thus rendering the contents more accessible. This was repeated 
again and again and appeared to be their ordinary manner of feeding. 
PICICORVUS C0LU}IBIA.NUS (Wil .). Clarke', Nutcracker. 
Since the capture of a single Sitkan ·pe<!imen taken in August by Bischoff, no Alaskan record 
of tbi bird ha been made. It i lik ly to be found all along the heavily-wooded coa t region 
from Briti h Columbia, where we learn it is an abundant species, north to the beginning of the 
penin ula of Ha ka, ince thi entire tretch of coa t region bas approximately the ame cbarac-
teri. tic . 
Th fir t tin of thi. pecie wa girnn by l\lr. Lord, who found a ne tat 
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juniper. The latter mass is well woven an<l. makes a warm, comfortable structure. The outer 
diameter of the nest is 8½ inches; the- inner diameter 4½ inches; the inside depth 3¾ inches, and 
the outside depth 5 inches. 
The two eggs measure, respectively, 1.2:3 by .95 ancl 1.20 by .90. The ground-color is light gray-
ish-green, speckled and blotched with grayish, principally about the larger end. On the smaller 
egg the spots are finer and more evenly distributed, half of them being rather of a lavender color 
than gray. These eggs resemble in shape those of Maximilian's Jay, two of whose eggs I have 
from Mr. Aiken out of a nest found by him in Colorado. 
All the nests found by Captain Bendire were placed in pines, well out on the branches, and 
generally 20 or 40 feet from tlrn ground. The edges of forests are preferred and trees well 
supplied with branches. The female sits closely, and seems devoted to her eggs and young. 
When the first nest was -visited the bird refused. to leave until some of her tail-feathers were pulled 
out in removing her, and she returned to her nest before the· man had left it. On the second visit, 
in order to see how much disturbance these birds would bear when on the nest, be fired a shot 
into the limlJ on which tho nest was placed. He threw sticks at. the nest, striking the base once 
or twice; still no bird appeared; lmt when he sent a man to examine it, and the latter approached ~ 
within a foot or so, the bird left. 
Mr. Lord tells us that a few of tliese birds winter in British Columbia, the majority lea,ing 
for tlie south in September. On their arrival in May and early June they assemble in immense 
flocks, and keep up a nearly constant discord, screaming and chattering, and raising such a din 
that one is deafened by it. During about a week of this reassemblage all their wooing is done, 
and the best birds carry off the fairest partners. The single nest he found was in a pine tree 
about 200 feet above the ground. It was large, built of fir twigs and bits of bark, with pine-needles, 
root fibers, some moss and gray lichen Illixed carelessly in it. The eggs were destroyed when the 
tree fell and the nest 'was mucli damaged. 
STURNELL.A. MAGNA NEGLECT.A. (Aud.). Western Meadow Lark. 
In J. K. Lord's entertaining Naturalist in British Columbia, we learn that these birds "are 
generally distributed throughout British Columbia, extending north to Sitka and even farther for 
aught I know." The preceding is the only record of this species from Alaska, and as later col-
lections from Sitka do not contain this bird it can scarcely be common there. Mr. Lord continues 
in bis pleasant style concerning these birds in British Columbia (Vol. II, 146): 
After being shut up, anc1 closely imprisoned by the bitter cold and deep snows of a North-Western winter, one 
bails with delight the :first heralds, announcing tl.te prospect of speedy relief-sunshine and summer. The Meadow 
Larks (or starlings, more correctly) are amongst the earliest arrivals, making their appearance in the interior of 
British Columbia before the snow has begun to thaw even from the roofs -of the log huts. Their custom, on :first 
arriving, is to sit on the extreme tops of the sprays that project above the snow. The brilliant golden yellow, deck-
ing their breasts, and the rich browns on the back and wings, are in such vivid contrast with the intense white on 
every side, that one is almost tempted to imagine that some mag i's band had conjured gorgeous blossoms on the leaf-
less sticks; until the mellow plaintive songs, pealing over the wintry waste, tells yon that life is there, with hope and 
confidence in coming events. Leaves, :flowers, grass, insects, all are missing, still the birds know they are sure to come; 
their instincts are true, and so they patiently await the change from bleak winter to genial spring, as joyous as if 
they had not quitted the sunny south. 
SC0LECOPHAGUS CAR0LINUS (Mi.ill.). Rusty Blackbird. 
Dall noted the arrival of this widely-ranging bird at Nulato on May 20, where it was 
al>undant and tame, and be saw one nest commenced about the end of the month. The eggs 
have been taken at Fort Yukon, while skinEJ are in the National Museum collection from Sitka and 
Fort Kenai. It arrives in the British fnr country at Great Bear Lake, latitude 650 north, by the 
3d of Ma,y, and breeds throughout the northern extreme of the continental land, reaching the 
farthest limit of the wooded region on the Lower Anderson and Mackenzie Rivers. In Northern 
Alaska it reaches latitude 70°. On the · Bering Sea and Arctic coast of this Territory from the 
month of the Kuskoquim Rver the bird is a regular but not numerous summer resident wherever 
trees and bushes are found reaching the vicinity of the sea-coast. 
S. Mis. 156--22 
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During the migrations it is a rather common visitant to this coast; but I found it abundant 
only at the Yukon mouth, where the widely-extended areas of bush-grown country offered it suit-
able shelter, and where it consequently nested in considerable number,3; thence being found along 
this river throughout its entire length. Wherever the bushes on the streams :flowing into Bering 
Sea or the Arctic Ocean afford shelter, it delights to make its summer home, and the males may 
be seen on all sides mounted upon projecting branches uttering their cheerful but not musical 
notes, or busily searching for food around the shallow pools and along the muddy banks of streams, 
and they even become so familiar as to join with the snowbirds and fox-colored sparrows in search-
ing alwnt the for-traders' doorsteps for food. In autumn they remain until well into September1 
and are stiJl more frequently f~mnd in the vicinity of the houses at this season than in spring-
time. 
In }fay, 1879, while I was living for a time with a fur trader at the mouth of the Yukon, 
these blackbirds were very common in the vicinity, frequenting the dense growth of willows and 
alders which stood a few yards from the log huts. They were very indifferent to the presence of 
the natives apd others, who were continually passing about, and here they annually came to 
carry on their love affairs and rear their young, as I was assured by the residents. I did not remain 
there long enough to investigate their housekeeping, so I can only quote what Dr. Brewer tells 
us concerning some eggs sent to the National Museum from Fort Yukon. These eggs measured 1.03 
by .75 of an inch, and were scarcely distinguishable from the eggs of Brewer's Blackbird. He 
also informs us that all the Fort Yukon eggs of this bird be had seen had a ground color of 
very light green, very thickly covered with blotches and finer dottings of a, mixture of fer-
ruginous and purplish brown. There appears to be very little individual variation in these birds, 
as was shown by an examination of a considerable series of skins from the north. 
PINICOLA ENUCLEATOR (Linn.). Pine Grosbeak (Esk. Nt-lcubv-u-glialch-tukh-tulc). 
Along the entire west and northwest coast of America, from Vancouver Island uortll to 
within the Arctic Circle, this bird occurs in greater or less abundance. The only breaks iu this 
range are the treeless areas which occur a,long the coast of Beri.ng Sea. Throughout the interior 
of the above region it is an abundant species. On the Kaviak Peniusula, in the vicinity of Bering 
Straits, it is found among the stunted spruces to longitude 165° west, thence through the entire 
Territory of Alaska to the British boundary line it is abundant; at Sitka and Kadiak it was found 
numerous by Bischoff, during the Western Union Telegraph Expedition, and specimens were 
brought me from points along nearly the entire course of the Yukon. It is limited by the range 
of spruce, pine, and cotton-wood forests. Dall found the crops of these Grosbeaks filled with 
cottou-wood bud at Nulato, on the Yukon. Dtiring winter, while traveling along the frozen 
urface of the water-courses of the interior, it i , common to note a party of these birds busy among 
the cotton-wood top uttering their cheerful lisping notes as they move from tree to tree. I have 
frequently passed a pleasant half hour on the wintry banks of the Yukon while making a mid-day 
halt, and waiting for the natives to melt the snow for our tea, listening to the chirping and 
flutt ring of these bird a they came trooping along the ~dges of the snow-laden woo<.ls in small 
parti . They rarely paid any attention to u , but kept on their way, and were, ere long, lost to 
igh in the mid t of the bending tree-top , and ilence again pervaded the dim vistas of the low 
w od . Tb e bird with tand the evere t cold in the e forests, e'1"en within tl.te Arctic Circle, 
c n 1 a1 l . ~ to e ab ut equally di tributed througliout the wooded region. Unfortunately my 
1 p rtnmti t r ob rving them w re confined entirely to the hort glimpse obtained in the 
m nu r i d, and I an add nothing to their hi tory during the ummer and breeding season. 
, nd th f~ int, ft call-n t utt red a the bird trooped along through the forest , I never 
th m ak any th r und. Tll Am rican au hor appear to have overlooked, or not 
·ong- f thi P · which i aid t l> - p ciall ~ in the European bird-very plea ant 
1. 
chleg l ay they can only find that the 
'' les teintes tant soit peu plus vives que ceux 
i ur p an bird i x eedingly "agreeable. 
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rnried, melodious, sonorous-sometimes strong, sometimes soft. It imitates the ·rnices of other 
·birds, and its song recalls sometimes that of the Tlirush ( Turdus musicus), sometimes that of Ohry-
sornitr-is spinus1 and t:bat of the Willow Warbler." From the close relationship of the two we would 
infe r that our bird has equal powers of song. · 
The young of this species, in the first dress, bas tllc usual soft, loose plumage common to 
young birds, and the entire under surface is covered with a smoky brownish shade, palest on 
the abdomen; on the back the smoky shade is present, but washed over w-ith dull yeJlowisb, which 
is strongest on the crown and rump. The tail and wings are the same as in the adult, 
but are a little more dingy and duller colored. A careful comparison of the large series of 
Pine Grosbeaks in the National Museum collection, in conjunction witll my own specimens, results 
in the determination of three appreciable geographical races, of which two (enucleator and ca,na-
densis) have been recently united in Mr. Ridgway's Uatalogue of the_Birds of North America. The 
third is a new race, found only along the south coast of Alaska, extending south, perhaps, to Wash-
ington Territory. There are specimens of it in the National Museum collection from Sitka and · 
Kadiak. 
I find that the European and American forms may be separated by certain appreciable and 
pretty constant characters, mainly differences of proportion. Specimens from Alaska-north of 
the Alaskan Mountains, and from Bering Straits east to the Mackenzie River, and thence south 
through the Rocky Mountains-agree in the different shape of the bill and in tbe clearer ashiness 
of the plumage as compared with specimens from the Eastern United States and especially from 
Southeastern .Alask:1, and as compared with Scandinavian specimens of the European form. The 
northwest coast bird1:l and those from Europe agree in having a wash of dark olive in marked 
contrast to the clear and almost uniform ashiness in many of the Rocky Mountain and North 
Alaskan bir<ls . • The color of the adult males of the Northern Alaskan bird is like those from the 
Eastern United States and Europe. The Kadiak birds and thence south to Oregon bave a lich 
shade of red in summer. A maJe from Sitka has the head 1 breast, and rump bright scarlet. _The 
scarlet of a male from Kadiak-shot during the winter-is pale like some specimens from Enrope 
and America in winter, so it is probable that in the matter of coloration alone· there are no dis-
tinctive racial characters. _We find, however, that differences of proportion are apparently suffi-
ciently constant for the discrimination of the several forms. The beak of the Kadiak bird is longer 
and slenderer and less full, or swollen, on the sides than the birds from Northern Alaska, and the 
under mandible is disproportionately he·avy as compared with the other forms. The birds from 
Northern Alaska~ the Rocky Mountains, and the Mackenzie River region have the bill much 
inflated, and the tip of the upper mandible is not strongly decurved and lengthened as in Kadiak 
specimens. There are two young birds in the first plumage, from Kadiak, which have a much 
larger bill than a young bird in the same stage of plumage killed in Utah during the month of 
Septern ber. The former also have more of a greenish-yeJlow shade on the bead and rump. The 
birds of the Eastern United States are recognizable as a rule from Rocky Mountain or Alaskau 
specimens by their smaller and much less inflated beaks. Oregon specimens are very much like 
those from Kadiak and Sitka in proportions and general appearance, but are larger, thus approach-
ing the Hocky Mountain form, which would indicate that it is along this portion of their range 
that the two races intergrade.* 
,. Two races of the North American bird are recognized by Mr. Ridgway, in his Manual of North American Birds, 
as P. f.uncleator canadensis ancl P. enucleator kodiaka; the latter being the race which Mr. Nelson suggested, but did not 
name.-H. W. H. 
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The serie8 of measurements will how the difference in proportion upon which the races might 
be based: 
PINICOLA. ENUCLEATOR. 
I ·a,d ?. .... +> E' 0 ~ i ~~ ~ 4) 8 l1J  Q 2~ .,Q .... I-< 8~ ~ ..... 4) 0 4) Locality. a;~ o.El .d I>- o: ~-~ .s~ ,,5 0 ~.,Q ,0 a:i bl] $ &3 .0 8~ ce ~ .El ~ ~ s %:? zS 4) ~ ce ~ (F.l E-l E-l ~ 
Yukot f ;;:;;;;,t?S:. :; ; ;;: ; : ; : ; ;:: : : : :;: : : ; : : ;; I:::::. 
------------
0 4. 66 4. 21 . 91 • 52 . 395 
<j? 4. 57 4.14 • 91 • 52 . 89 
4. 75 4. 15 . 94 . 51 . 40 
4. 66 4. 32 . 87 . 56 . 40 
As the largest dimensions of ~be ;parts ocmu in different birds, 
4. 75 4. 33 . 94 . 58 . 42 1 aggregate these in tha followmg list tifken from the males . . .. ... 
Smallest dim en ' ions of the males are ....... .. ... .. ..... .. ..... 4. 60 4.10 . 87 . 50 . 36 
Largest dimensions of the females ... .....• . . .. ... . ..... ---- -- ............. 4. 70 4. 33 . 94 . 55 . 41 
Smallest dimeneions of the females .............. . . ... . . . ------ ....... . ... 4. 40 4. 00 . 87 . 50 . 37 
The largest specimen in the Smithsonian collectioa is from 
0 5. 00 4. 40 . 93 . 55 • 42 Montana. and measures .. .... . .. . ------ . . .... .... ..... . --- - -· 
A series from the Eastern States average ....... ... ............ 10 o ancl <j> 4. 40 3. 94 . 90 . 55 . 37 
A series from Alaska average .................. ... ..... . ...... 33 oand <j> 4. 61 4.18 . 91 • 52 . 39 
The largest aggregate measurements from the Eastern Stal es .. o and~ 4. 60 4. 00 . 92 . 59 . 40 
The smallestag-gregate measurements from the Eastern States . o and 4.15 3. 70 . 88 • 52 .34 
The average of"the ten examples from the Eastern States given 
aho,e inclm1erl an example from Racine, Wis., and another 
from the Red River of the North. 
{ 0 4. 35 4. 15 . 90 . 58 • 38 These two examples measure respectively ......... •.• . . ..... ... 0 4. 75 4.15 . 91 . 56 .40 
And are intermediate between the east coast birds and those 
from the Rocky Mountain region. Eliminating these two 
specimens from the Eastern States series, the average from 
8 oand <j? 4. 36 3. 89 . 90 . 54 . 37 that region is as follows . ...... ....... ....... ................. 
Specimens from Kadiak Islanu ancl Sitka, Alaska, are identical, 
6 o and~ 4.40 3. 74 .89 • 60 • 39 8nd 
ita~i~~~s f ~~:S~oii"s"::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ........ ............ 4. 50 3. 80 . 91 . 62 .40 
Minimum dimensions .... ..... ............ ...... . . ...... . ...... . ............ 4.30 . 3. 65 . 88 • 59 • 38 
A male and female from Camp Harney, Oregon, are very much 
like Kadiak birds in general appearance, and also in size as 
I c! 4. 58 4. 00 . 90 . 60 . 38 shown by the following measurements . ...................... ........... <j? 4. 50 4. 00 . 90 . 57 . 39 
The Oregon birds differ from the Kadiak form in their larger 
size, thus agreeing with the form foancl both north and south 
in tbe Rocky Mountains. 
The dimensions of a, small series of European birds is shown 
o and <j? 4. 23 3. 71 • 89 . 61 . 37 below, all of which are from Sweden ...... ......... . .. .. .... 5 
Largest measurements ....... .......... .... . .. ......... ........ . ..... ... ........ . 4. 25 3. 73 . 91 . 62 . 39 
Smallest measurements .. . ..... ..... ___ .................. .... .. . . ........... ... 4.10 3. 69 . 88 . 60 . 36 
The largest bird in this series is a female. 
PYRRHUL.A. C.A.SSINI (Baird). Cassin's Bullfinch. 
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capture, but not a single individual was secured or reported as having been seen during my four 
years' residence in the Territory. It is to be hoped that more careful work in the interior may 
result in finding it a regular inhabitant of the Territory, for its elegant coloration and the well-
known beautiful notes of all the birds of this genus render it a valuable and interesting member 
of the bird-life of any region. 
LOXI.A. CURVIROSTR.A. lVIINOR (Brehm). American Crossbill. 
Along the southeastern coast of the Territory, in the vicinity of Sitka and the aujoining 
regions, this is a rather common bird. North of the Alaskan Mountains, however, it has been 
obtained only in a single instance ; this was a male, taken by L. M. Turner in the vicinity of Saint 
Michaels during the winter. It is an immature bird, with a mixed red and yellow plumage, and, 
like all the specimens I have examined from Sitka and Kadiak, as well as Shoalwater Bay, Wash-
ington Territory, is very small as compared with birds from tlrn Eastern United States and the 
Rocky Mountains. Although a large number of the white-winged species were brought me from 
various points on the Yukon, and others were obtained by myself in the interior, not a single Red 
Cross-bill was seen, nor was it foun~ by the Western Union -Telegraph explorers; so its rarity in the 
northern portion of the Territory is established. In the National Museum collection is a specimen 
from Fort Rae which is differently colored from any other example in the entire series. It is of 
a dark maroon color with a clear ashy suffusion on the back. There are two distinct dusky stripes 
on the cheek, one on the upper edge of the ear-coverts, the other along the lower edge. The 
lining of the wing is without the red tint, which appears in all the other specimens of true americana 
and mexicana. The wings and tail are a pure sepia-brown, quite different from the others, and 
the feathers show no red margins. The lower mandible is very much curved. This specimen is 
noted in the History of North American Birds, and is certainly in very curious plumage. It 
would not be surprising to find that it is a stray representative of the Northeastern Siberia race, 
although it is possible that it is merely a remarkable individual variation of the ordinary bird. 
This species, like several other hardy birds, attends to its nesting and the rearing of its young 
during the most inhospitable part of the year. Commencing early in March, they continue the 
duties of incubation through tbe frequently intense cold of their northern home with the same 
success as the Whisky Jack and one or two other species. They a.re strange, wandering birds, 
abundant in a locality at one season and disappearing again may be for years, to turn up again 
as unexpectedly as they left. In the Old World it is represented by a closely-related form, which 
in Asia extends as far soutll as the limits of the Palma.retie region. 
Middendorf observed it along the Yenesei above latitude 62° N., and flocks were seen at, 
Ivikulik early in October. It is recorded as tolerably common in Japan, also in Northern China, 
where it is kept by tho people as a cage-bird. 
In describing the nesting habits of this bird in the north of Scotland, Mr. J . .A. Harvie-Brown 
writes that the female is always on the nest while incubating, and is fed constantly by the male, 
and that the young birds are found sometimes as early as,March 10. The.size of the beak varies, 
and the birds from Scotland are said to show a range reaching from variety arnerfoana to variety 
pityopsittacus, or the heavy-beaked European form, answering closely to our mexicana. A young 
female from Sweden is of a little lighter color than the American bird of the same plumage and sex. 
The average length of sixteen European eggs is seven-eighths by five-eighths of an inch. 
The half dozen .Alaskan and northwest coast specimens of this Cross bill are very different in size 
from the ordinary bird of the remainder of North America, and agree so uniformly among them-
selves that it would appear as though here was another northwest coast race. The small num-
bn of specimens, however, rernler it hazardous to venture a definite conclusion. Among the large 
series of specimens in the National Museum collection from various parts of North America the 
only specimens of the diminutive size of those from the northwest coast are two taken in New York 
State. Should the diminutive size ·of the birds from the northwest coast prove to be uniform it may 
be necessary to recognize them as@ distinct race.* 
. i. The Ala kan spec imens here alluded to by Mr. Nelsou agree with the small eastern examples to which Mr 
Ridg way would restrict (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., II, 105, 1884) the name L. arnerioana.-H, W. H. 
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The subjoined set of mea urements will show the characters of these bir<ls as exhibited in 
series from various portions of tbefr North American range : 
LOXIA MINOR. 
Cl .... ~ 0 
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6440 Washington Territory ..................... Mar... 0 3. 42 2. 22 . 70 • 61 . 35 
180J3 Fort Cl'ook, California ..................... Mar... o 3. 40 2. 30 . 67 . 67 . 38 
70203 Saint Michaels, Alaska .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. Mar... o 3. 20 2. 00 . G3 . 57 . 33 
83366 New York ... ......................... ..... Mar ... 0 3.40 2.25 .Gl .52 .32 
83363 Massachusetts ............................. Mar... o 3. 50 2. 31 . 70 . 70 • 42 
85531 Mar-vland .................................. Mnr ... 0 3.54 2.24 .69 .70 .40 
Fort Rae, British America. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar.. o 3. 55 2. 20 . Gi . 62 . 38 
Sitka, Alaska .............................. Oct .. . ...... 3. 25 2. 45 . 63 . 52 . :J3 
Kadiak, Alaska ........•••................. Oct ........ · 1~~ ~~ ~-~ ~
Average . ................................... . ·--···I 3.381 2.22 .65 j .GO .36 
ALASKAN EXAMPLE::i OF AMERICANA . 
........ Kadiak,Alaska ............................ Oct ... ~ 
.............. do .................................... Oct... ~ 
Sitka, Alaska .............................. Oct... "' 
Saint Michaels, Alnska . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. Oct . . . o 
Shoal water Bay, ,vashington Territory.... Oct ....... .. 
Average ......................... ...... ...... .. .... . 
LOXL\. STRICKLilTDI. 
68441 Arizona ........................... .' ........ Oct.. . o 
79574 ...... do ............... .................. ... Oct... 0 
69462 ...... do .................................... Oct... o 
604G3 ...... do . ....... .. .................... ...... Oct. . o 






















































Anrage.............................. ........ .. .... 3.03 2.51 .71 I .77 .45 
LOXIA CURVIROSTRA. 
17010 I Europe .... .. .................. .... ..... ·· I Ort-- · \ 0 
17011 ..... do .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . Oct .. . ~ 
LOXIA nIFA 'CIA.TA. 
34129 1 Stockholm .............................. ···I Oct --·I o 
34132 ...... do .................................... Oct... ~ 
LOXIA LEUCOPTERA.. 
~~fi'a~!1~1J~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: :. 8~~::: 
Ala ka (Anvik River) .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. Oct .. . 
nine .. .. . ...... ... .... .... .. ...... ..... Oct .. . 
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L "IA LEU PTER mel. l.tite.winged Oro bill. 
iv ly rare vi itaut in the 
iu ro b ak and ·bare with 
,lk fr qnently coming low down among the 
f tL m win,.,.in a out in ev ry conceiva-
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ble position from the twigs on the tops of the cotton-woods or birch trees, where the birds are 
busily engaged in feeding upon the buds. They pay no heed to a passing party of sleds except, 
perhaps, that an individual will fly down to some convenient bush, whence be curiously examines 
the strange procession, and, bis curiosity satisfied or confidence restored, back be goes to bis com-
panions and continues bis feeding. When fired at they utter chirps of alarm and call to each 
other with a long, sweet note, something sjmilar to that of the ordinary Goldfinch (Spinus tristis). 
They keep up a constant cheeping repetition o,f this note when feeding iu parties, and if one of their 
number is shot the others approach closer and closer to the bunter, and gaze with mingled curi-
osity and sympathy upon their fluttering companion. 
It winters through its range within the tree-limit and was found in the Hudson's Bay country 
up to the twenty-eighth parallel of north latitude by -Richardson, and there are several records of 
its occurrence in South Greenland. Dall states that they are not found about Nulato during the 
summer; but, from their retiring habits during this season, they were undoubtedly overlooked, 
since they surely breed throughout the timbered ,portions of the northern part of Alaska. On 
the coast of Bering Sea and Kotzebue Sound it ·is found merely as a very rare straggler, mainly 
during the autumn and spring, at which times occasional wandering parties or solitary birds occur. 
Reinhardt records five Greenland examples of this bird, and one of its peculiarities is its appa-
rent fondness for ranging to the eastward over the Atlantic. 
Kumlien took a young bird on board the Florence, August 15, 1877, in the bay of Newfound-
land. 1n the List of Occurrence of North .American Birds in Europe,* Dalgleish gives se,7 en in-
stances, which be appears to consider authentic, of this bird's occurrence in Great Britain, all be-
tween 1838 and 1870. He quotes Gray as authority for the statement that the late Dr. Dewin, of 
Glasgow, when crossing the Atlantic some years ago, saw a flock of these birds 600 miles off New-
foundland, flying east before a westerly wind, and ten or twelve of the birds were captured. He 
adds, however, that the numerous Swedish records of nearly a dozen instances are not authenti-
cated. It appears to be limited mainly to the eastern portion of North America, reaching the west 
coast in Alaska north of the Alaskan Mountains, but in the Western United ,.States it very rarely 
reaches tlie Rocky l\lountains. 
In its variations of plumag·e there are a number of interesting special phases found ill tbe col-
lection. In :finely-plumaged birds an irregular black band across tbe back unites the scapulars, am, 
the red bars rang·e from dingy to a clear bright rose-color, approaching carmine in some specimens. 
One bircl from :Fort Yukon, February 16, 1876, has a rich blencling of saffron yellow an<l. rose-
tipped feathers over the entire body, the colors becoming especially rich upon the throat, breast, 
and rump, the yellow of these parts becoming a rich lemon. An adult, taken :May 13, 1876, bas the 
edges of tbe feathers worn so that the greenish-yellow shade is partly obsolete, and the dark sbaft-
markingtS of the feathers are thus brought out and rendered prominent. One adult, a male 
specimen from the Northwestern United States, is dull scarlet, with a slight metallic luster in cer-
ta in lights. A full -grown young male from Fort Yukon, April 29, 1877, bas the feathers above 
and below with broad, dark, longitudinal shaft-streaks of blackish-brown. On the crown and 
middle of the back the dark Rh aft-streaks are heavier than on the rest of the body. The feathers on 
the crown, neck, and throat are edged with grayish-white. Those of the back, rump, and uppertail-
coverts are edged with a dingy fulvous; breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts with a pale sellow-
ish gray edging. The white markings of wings are shaded with yellowish. Wing and tail feathers 
edged with grayish white. Bill and feet pale. Another young bird, taken by Kum1ien on the 
Florence, as hefon~ mentioned, is older than the one just described, and shows tbe effect of wearing. 
It is very dark and almost black a,bove, being almost uniform blackish-brown on the neck, crown, 
au d back, with a by-gray edgings. Rump lighter, owing to the broader yellowish-white edging 
to feathers. Below, the feathers are marked uniformly with sharp narrow shaft-markings, with 
ashy-gray edgings. The bill is larger and longer than in the young Alaskan specimen. Tlle wing-
bars are pure white and there is no trace of yellowish shading except on the rump. In Bonaparte 
and Scblegel't, Mon des Laxiens is recorded and figured a specimen from the Himalayas said to 
belong to tltis species, but it shows certain differences which would indicate, in addition to the 
extreme extralimital range, that this bird should be referred rather to some Himalayan species. 
-'f Bull. N. 0. C. 
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The Loxia bifasciata of Europe and Siberia ii:; Yery much like leucoptera,, but di:ffer:s io haviug a 
larger and more robu t form throughout. The red of the male is dull scarlet, in contra t to the 
rose-red and purplish-red of leucoptera. In its stout proportions it resembles curvirostra, while in 
some of the colo.r-markiugs, especially in the female, it resembles leucoptera, so that it appear to 
unite several of the characteristic marks of the two species and to merit an intermediate po ition 
between the plain and the ban<led winged species. 
LEUC0STICTE GRISE0NUCH.A. (Brandt). Aleutiau Leucosticte. 
Ou the Aleutian Islands from one extreme to the other is found this large and beautiful finch, 
extending its habitat thence north to include the Seal Island group and the small island of Saint 
Matthews, still further to the north. East of the Aleutian chain it reaches Kadiak Island. Uvou 
all these islands, with the exception of Saint J\fatthmrn and the Fur Seal group, it is a permanent 
resident. 
For a knowledge of its habits we are indebted mainly to the observations of Messrs. Dall and 
Elliott. The latter saw a few on the island of Saint Matthews August 9, 1874, and this forms our 
only record from that point. On the Seal Island group the same observer found it abundant, and 
tells us nearly all we have concerning its breeding habits. We learn that on these strange islets 
the '' Pahtoshkie," as it is termed by the creole iuhabitants of the island-
Nests in a chink or crevice of the cliffs, building a warm, snug home for its little ones, of dried grasses 11nd mo , 
very neatly put together, and then lined with a few superfluous feathers. The eggs vary in number from three to ix; 
there generally is four. They are pure white with a delicate rosy blush, when fresh, and measure 0.97 by 0.67 of an 
inch. The young break the shell at the expiration of twenty or twenty-two days' incubation, the bbor of which is 
not shared by the ma1e; he, however, brings food to his mate, singing as most birds do of his kind, highly elated by 
the prospects of paternity. The chicks, at first, are sparsely covered with a sprinkling of dark-gray down, and in 
two or three weeks gain their feathers, :fitting them for flight, though they do not acquire the ash and black of the 
head, while the chocolate-brown on the back is rich, ancl the rosy tints of their feather-tips tnrn to crimson. These 
bright hues of adolescence do not appear until they are one year old; between the o1d birds, however, t here is no 
outward dissimilarity in size and coloration, tho male and female being exactly a1ike. They feed upon various seed 
and insects, as well a the larv.e which swarm on the killing-grounds. They are fearless and confiding, fluttering in 
the most familiar manner around the village huts. In the summer of 1 73 a pair built their nests and rearc1l a broorl 
under the eaves of the old Greek church, that tottered on its rotten foundations, at St. George. 
This bird has no song, but utters a low, mellow chirp. It seems to pair 'perma nently, an<l 
neHr assembles in flocks. Dall adds tbat it bas no song at any season, but a clear chirp-like 
weet-a-weet-a-weet-weet. He reports it as on the wing a great part of the time, avoiding the ground, 
but darting rapidly in a s ries of a cending and <lescending cur,es, now springing on the broad 
top of some umbelliferous plant, now alighting on lbe ledge of a perpendicular blnff, jumping 
from point to point, eemingly delighted at its o"°n agility. The nest which he found on the 
Aleutian Islands wa in a small hollow on one of the ledges, provided with a few straws and bit ' 
of mo s. The egg arc deposited in May, and in August the ;young are fully-fledged. He consi<lers 
the bird as altno t wholly gramnivorou , but found several beetles in the crop of one. At Una-
laska he found it e pecially num rous, and on May 24 took its nest from a crevice in a rocky bank 
on the bore of C, ptain Harbor. Tbe structure was of grass, very neatly woven together, an 1 
lin d with fin gra aml a£ w feather . It contained five egg , newly laid, and was about 12 
fe t aboYe th beach. The bir<l were found ingly or in pairs frequenting the grassy bank and 
ro ·ky l>luff · near the hor . It was not found at elevated points on the mountains. 
ltring my r id nc at Unala ka, in May and June, 187'7, I aw but a single indi,i<lnal of 
thi ·p ci , t e la, of May, a~ it wa fluttering from point to point along the face of a high cliff 
t, uch a di:tanc that it cap d my hot and di appear <lover the brow of the precipice. I pent 
n ider 1 • time · archinO' for them in every uitable location from my arrival up to the <late of 
1 Yi O'-th Lt f' un -but none w r to b fi un<l; yet only; f .w, ea on efor they bad been 
~ nu<l nuw ·r u 1 '.Ir. 11, Y r x ctly the ame ground-an additional illu tration of the fa. 
m~Ji, r f: · tu t , ir may b num rou at , lace in ne a on an<l the next finds that locality 
·itb u x m 1 . n r yr turn t th 1 uti, u I 1, nd , the la t of September, 18 1, up 
·t f tb n I again ma le ear •h for thi finch, but with the 
ffirt·. 
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A single specimen of this bird is recorded from Fort Rupert, Var.couver Island, June 1, 1862, 
but this reference undoubtedly belongs to Uttoralis. Mr. Ridgway is inclined to consider this bird 
a well-defined species, and to separate it from the form to which it has been referred, claiming 
that the two do not intergade, as has been supposed. This supposition may be true, but it is diffi-
cult to definitely settle the matter until more is known of the geographical range of the two. · L. 
arctoa has been ascribed to the Aleutian Islands, but apparently upon insufficient evidence, 
although Bonaparte and Schlegel, in their work (loc. cit.), state that they have seen specimens of 
this bird which were killed upon the islands. It was recorded by Steller as one of the birds he 
found upon Bering Island, and it is well known from the Kurile Islands and th~ coast of Kam-
chatka. 
On the Commander Islands Stejneger found griseonucha resident, and most numerous on Copper 
Island, where they frequented the rugged coast-line. This observer notes them as a shore-loving 
species during the breeding season, but when the young are able to follow the parents lead them 
inland along the streams in search of insects. He shot full-fledged young on July 7, and adds 
that many pairs raise two broods in a season. 
It winters in Southeastern Siberia, frequenting the vicinity of villages, and becomes very 
familiar, approaching the houses for its food. A young gdseonucha, about two-thirds grown, obt~iued 
on Saint George Island, on July 12, by Elliott, bas the entire body fuscous-brown or umber-brown. 
A dingy rusty wash on back and breast. The head may be called a dark umber with a grayish 
wash. The outer edges of secondaries and wing-coverts pale rose. Tertials edged with rusty. 
Wing and tail feathers dark brown-edged with a narrow pale border. The basil half of feathers on 
body dull, pale plumbeous, which shows through on the abdomen, and less distinctly on other 
parts of the body, giving a peculiar shade to the general tint. A full-grown bird of this species, 
in this plumage, is figured with an adult in Bonaparte and Schlegel. (Loe. cit.) 
Toward the close of the last century, Sauer, a member of Billings's Expedition, writes that the 
Unalaskan Aleuts prized this bird for its feathers, which they used for ornamental purposes ou 
their clothing. 
LEUC0STICTE TEPHR0C0TIS LITT0R.A.LIS (Baird). Hepburn's Leucosticte. 
The 1 ypes of this form came from Sitka, where they were obtained during- the explorations of 
the .Russian-American Telegraph Expedition, and the original description iH contained in a com-
munication by Professor Baird in the Transactions of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, p. 318. 
Since then specimens baYe been obtained from Sitka, Kadiak, British Columbia, Vvyoming, and 
various portions of the central Rocky Mountain region, as far south as Colorado. We learn from 
Mr. Ridgway, in his monograph of this genus,* that littoral-is occurs in winter with tephrocotis 
throughout the latter's southward range, the abundance of the former increasing to the westward. 
"We have seen it in the winter plumage from Kadiak and Sitka of the Alaskan coast, from Fort 
Simpson, British Columbia, Idaho, WJ"oming, and Colorado, while it is known to extend in very 
severe winters as far southward as the parallel of 3~0 in the Sierra Nevada and contiguous ranges 
to the eastward. On the Cascade Mountains J'. K. Lord found them in October." 
In summer plumage this race has been obtained only in Colorado, where Mr. Aiken shot 
it from flocks of tephrocotis as they were passing to the nor.thward in the spring. From the fact 
that it bas been found during winter in the northwest, from the island of Kadiak southward it is 
. ' exceedingly probable that the breeding ground of this race is the coast system of mountain ranges 
of Southeastern Alaska and British Columbia., possibly extending southward to the alpine sum-
mits of the Cascades of Washington Territory and Oregon. Mr. Ridgway further states that a 
series of eleven winter specimens in the National Museum collection, representing the "campestris" 
style, forms a connection between littoralis and tephrocotis. On Kadiak Island littoralis and 
griseonucha occur in co!Ilpany, and it)s possible that further study, in this anu the adjoining region, 
may show that the two forms intergrade. For a most complete and satisfactory treatment of 
this genus those interested are referred to Mr. Ridgway's monograph, previously cited. The 
Kadiak specimens, obtained in February, are indistinguishable in general coloration from the 
* Bull. U. S. Geol. ancl Geog. Surv., I, No. 2, second series, 1875, p. 62. 
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specimens of griseonucha obtained at the same time, except tliat they are small r ize and h~ ,· 
lighter chocolate tints. A typical specimen of this form is in the National Museum collecti 11 
from Gilmer, Wyo., sent in with a number of tephrocotis. The breeding habitat and di tinctiYc 
habits of this species, if it posse s any, are as yet totally unknown. 
AC.ANTHIS II0RNEM.A.NNII EXILIPES (Ooues). Hoary Redpoll (Esk. O-kl!'rl;h-t(l· 
ghuk). 
This is the prevailing species of the genus throughout Northern Alaska, whero it occurs iu great 
numbers. Its habits and range are shared by the common Redpoll, and tlie two are almost iudis-
tinguishable, excepting for the differences in coloration. Their notes, nesting-sites, nest, and eggs 
are indistinguishable. Both forms are summer and winter residents, making a partial migration into 
the interior during the severe weather of winter. The series obtained by me contains botll form 
from various points along the Yukon from the sea to the British boundary line. They are usually 
found in parties of varying size comprising both forms, although, owing to the_greater abumln11ce 
of ex·Hipes, parties composed wholly of it are found at times. It is found on the Commander 
Islands in limite<l. numbers during the winter. 
Young exilipes, taken at Saint Michaels in July, have the bill <lark horn-color; feet pale iu 
young specimens, but in full-fledged birds the feet and tarsus are dark horn.color. The feathers on 
the top of ·head, back, and rump, sides of neck, breast, and body each with a shaft-sfreak rf <1nll 
blackish-brown, and feathers of crown aud rump edged with more or less ashy or grayish, aud in 
some cases the gray extends down the middle of the back. Ear-coverts, edges of dorsal, aud 
scapular-feathers buff, or dull fulvous.brown~sb. The two wing· bars and tertiaries are edged with 
a lighter shade of buff; edges of primaries and rectrices grayish, washed more or less heavily with 
a fulyous shade; tlrn abdomen ashy-white; chin occupied by a concealed patch of soot_y-browu 
feathers with a dull white wash; there are black shaft-streaks on the throat and sides of neck, the 
feathers edged with dull grayish-white washed with more or less of the fnlvous shade. Very yon Ilg 
birds are darker than those full-fledged, and show much less gra,yisb-white on the crown and rump. 
The nests vary from 1½ inches in height by 3 inches broad to 2¼ inches high by 5 inches broad. 
The central cavity is sometimes shallow and sometimes <leep, and is usually more or less warmly 
lined with ptarmigan-feathers and the cottony down from willows and other plants. The eggs 
vary from three to five in number, and are light-blue in color, witb an occasional hade of gre n. 
They are variou 1y marked, some being thickly covered with fine pale re<ldisl1-brown or ri1 ty-
browu speck , much more numerous a.bout the large end. Others are sparsely dotted bere and 
there with fine brownish spots or purplish-a by markings, which become more numerous about the 
·1arge end in the form of a ring of traggling irregular dark markings, mucll smaller and less de-
cided than the irregular marking of an oriole's egg, though 1·esembling the latter. In one instance, 
however, these dark-brown mark are very di tinct and are very much like the eggs meutione<l. 
Dr. Br ,wer characterize the egg of this bird a pale blui h-wllite. Those I have seen, how-
ever, are decidedly blue or blui h-green, which color j found in all American specimens, except, 
perbap , uch a are much faded by expo ure to light after beiug blown. 
A large · ri of egg , con i · jog of thirts-four pecimen from Saint Michaels, measure as 
follow : 
ACANTHI EXILIPES. 
I . 70 by. 52 1 -7ll by . 51 . 7t by. 52 1 - 67 by. 54 . 70 by~5o 
. 70 by. 51 . 60 by. 51 . 70 by. 52 . 69 by. 52 . 71 hy. 50 
• (H by . 0 . 67 by . 52 . 70 bv. 51 . 70 by . 51 . 65 by . 50 
. 67 by . s2 . G by . so . 70 1,:v . 50 
1
. 72 by . 51 ..... .' ..... . 
• 0 by . 53 . 67 by . 50 1 · 72 hy . 32 . 6 by . 40 .....••..... 
• l>y • 51 . 67 b ' . f>O • GS b y . 52 . GO by . 51 ........... . 
. 10 by. 53 . 60 by. r.o . 73 by. &2 . o by. so .•......... 
. 71 by . 51 . • . . . . . . . . . . . 70 by . 51 . 70 by . 50 .... .•• . ..• . 
Lot" mallc. t, . l by .:xi. Av r " , .6fl by .51. 
r . r w r h- th n , m ent · f u gg fr 
f n i h. 
r eulan 1 referable to lwrnemanni a .75 
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The habits of this species are included. in the description of the following bird, as they are 
indistinguishable. Be it remembered, however, that exilipes is the prevailing form at Saint Mich-
aels, and the observations refer mainly to it. 
AC.ANTHIS LIN.A.RIA (Linn.). Redpoll (Esk. 0-kwtkh-ta-ghi1k.) 
This species is found in Alaska in smaller numbers than the preceding. On the southeast-
ern coast of the Territory, including the Kadiak and Sitkan region, the present bird is found to 
the exclusion of the other, as also to the south along the coast to V\Tashington Territory and Brit-
ish Columbia, where Mr. Lord found it resident. Ta.ken at Cook's Inlet on July 1, on August 
31 at Chamisso Island, Kotzebue Sound, by Bean. In Kamchatka it is the common breeding 
form and on the Commander Islands it is the most common form in winter. It is not consid-' . 
ered by Stejneger to be a summer resident there. 
This and the closely-allied species commence to nest in tlie vicinity of Saint Michael.s, even 
as early as May 22, and in 1878, before the ground was free from snow, ancl while the sea and 
small streams were still c:overed with ice, we found a nest of this bird cunniogly placed in a cavity 
in a stout branch projecting from a log of drift-wood, which a high tide, many years before, had 
stranded on the bare tundra several miles from the sea. In the bottom of the shallow cavity, to 
which the l>ird gained access by a small knot-hole, was placed a compact structure of fine straw 
and grass, lined with ptarmagin-feathers and containing three eggs. The log was from 20 to 25 
feet in length, and while a native sat at the farther end the female entered the nest, the male keep-
ing close by and continually uttering his cheerful notes, as if t.o assure his partner of his presence 
A pair of these birds built their nest early the same season within the shelter afforded. 
by my inverted kyak, as it lay upou the staging close by the house, and nests were found all about 
in hushes, or tufts of grass, indifferently, according to the locality. The material used by them is 
as varied as the sites chosen, and appears to cousist of such material as comes first io hand. One, 
for instance, is composed entirely of an irregular mass of fine dry twigs with a very few ptarmigan-
feathers for liuiug; ~nother, is a fine, compact, cup-shaped structure of Llry, coarse grass, warmly 
lined with a finer material of the same, united with feathers and the cotton obtained from willows 
aud other plants. 
lt has been recorded from the .A.leutiar1 Islands; at Unalaska in Eilis's voyage, and this is the 
only record from those is1a.u<.1s. To the north I found it and exil-ipes on both shores of Bering Sea 
to the Arctic. On the Alaskan coast the two were common about Kotzebue Sound, exilipes, 
however, being the preuominating species. In the vicinity of East Cape ancl adjoining portions of 
the Siberian coast the two forms occur, exilipes being in the majority there, as it is on our shore. 
The first nests are built early in spring, as noted, and from the middle of May until the last of 
June and first of July they are seen but rarely in the vicinity of the houses. After about the.1st of 
July, however, they come troopfog about, yonng and old, in large parties, with great confidence and 
a pecnliar pertness, takin~r possession of the premises and using the roofs and fences for convenient 
perclies, making excursious thence to whatever point appears likely to yield food, or chasing each 
other playfully about. In spring they are beautiful objects, with their bright rosy hues and 
flu.fly plumagr. On warm sunshiny chl)·s during April they come familiarly up to the very windows 
and doors, and peer alJout "°ith an odd mixture of confidence and curiosity, examining everything, 
an<l scarcely deigning to move a~ide a:-. the people pass back and forth. By the 8th of June their 
young are frequently batched, and by the 1st of July are ful]y fledged. All through July and 
Augu t they are extremely abundant, but in September the number commences to diminish, 
nutil toward the end of September the majority are gone, and but comparatively few are seen in 
the Yiciuity of the coast until spriug approaches. Flocks of considerable size, however, unite at this 
sea, on and remain al,ont the country, frequenting the bushy tracts on the bill-sides until into 
No,;-emlJer, when all bJJt a few of the hardiest lea,-e. The migrants mainly flock to the interior, 
where they brave the severest weather. The last of March and early in April they reappear on 
tbe sea-coast and make their :first visits to the houses. Their movements at this season are rat.her 
erratic. They sometimes api1ear in cousiderable numbers and remain permanently, and again 
remain for a few days or Lours, and then disappear for several weeks. 
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PLECTROPHEN.AX NIVALIS (Lim.1.). The Snowflake (Esk. A.11Ht-go-ltlr-gl'1.k) . 
The Snowflake is a well-known summer bird in all the circumpolar region~, and noue of 
the various Arctic expeditions have extended their explorations beyond the points where thi hand-
some species is found. It chooses indifferently the bleak shores of foe Arctic islands encircl d by 
an icy sea~ or the warmer shores to the south as far as the Aleutian Islands, and nearly a far on 
the opposite Siberian shore of Bering Sea. .Although it rears its young far from the usual haunts 
of man, it passes to the south and is one of the most familiar and well-known birds through 
the Northern States. But few remain during this season in Alaska, and these mainly on 
the Aleutian chain and the southeast shore of the Territory, where the climate is comparatively 
mild. To the north of this the intense cold and violent storms permit the presence of only a small 
number of the most Lardy. Before the winter is fairly broken-by the 6th of April-they com-
mence to return to t4e north, and are found on this date at Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, 
and thence they advance slowly with the returning sun until during this month tliey have regained 
nearly all their summer haunts within the Territory. Along the north coast of Asia, Nordenskjold 
mentions finding it at nearly every stopping-place of the Vega during his famous voyage, aud 
notes its arrival at Tapkan, on the Siberian Arctic shore, northwest of Bering Straits, on April 23. 
During the summer of 1881, while with the Corwin, I found it common on the A.retie coast of 
Alaska to Point Barrow, along the entire northeast Siberiau coast, and again on Herald and 
Wrangel Islands. 
Elliott found it resident on the Seal Islands in Beling Sea, and informs us that-
This bird builds an elegant and elaborate nest of soft, dry moss and grass, and lines it warmly again with a thick 
bed of feathers. It is placed on the ground beneath some heavy lava shelf or at the foot of an enormous bowlder. 
FivA eggs are usually laid, about ihe 1st of June. They are an inch long by two-thirds broad, of n, grayish or 
greenish white, spotted sometimes all ov, r, sometimes at or around the larger end only, with various shades of rich 
dark brown, purple-brown, and paler neutral tints. Sometimes the whole surface is quite closely clouded with diffuse 
reddish-brown markings. Upon the female the entire labor of the three weeks' incubation required for the hatching 
of her brood devolves. During this period the male is assiduous in bringing food; and at frequent intervals siugs bis 
simple but sweet song, rising, as he begins it, high up in the air, as the skylark does, and at the end of the strain drops 
suddenly to the ground again. if if if The food of this species consists of the various seeds and insects pecnliar to 
the rough, higher ground it frequents, being especially fond of the small coleopterous beetles found on the island. -,. * if 
It cannot be called at any season of the year gregarious, like its immediate relative, the Lapland longspur, with which 
jt is .associated on these sea-girt islands. 
nan found it resident throughout the Aleutian Islands, and on June 20 and 23, 1873, he found 
two nests, one with five fresh eggs and the other with four, much incubated. These nests were 
I.milt on low grassy banks on Attu Island, one of the extreme westernmost of the Aleutian 
chain. At Unalaska, in the eastern section ofthe~c islands, he found it frequenting the mountains in 
summer, and only approaching the shore when the heavy snows rnndere<l the heights uninhabitable. 
The Snow Buuting is also found breeding on all the other islands of Bering Sea and in mouutain-
ous localities along the entire shore-line to that portion of the Arctic coast north of Kotzebue 
Sound; here it frequents the low, flat, pebbly shores and breeds close to the sea-level. In pro-
portion to the di tance south of the Arctic regions it is found, it resorts to higher and higher 
.altitude in ummer. 
ri ing abruptly from the water, I found it com-
18 1 and on Jun 24, the am season, it was also found in 
th outh, t cap f ain Lawrence I land, wb re we lauded from 
of tbi l 1ff w r tb ruined but of the famine-, tricken E~kimo, and 
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the steep hill-side was studded with tlle glistening skulls of the victims. Every large depression 
held a heavy snow-bank, and the tops of the bills were gray with masses of lichen-covered rocks or 
a stunted vegetation. On the summit overlooking this desolate scene were two walrus-hide huts, 
shelt~ring a few survivors of a Yillage which contained nearly two hundred inhabitants a little 
over a year before. .A.s we made our way up to these huts we were greeted by the hard rattling 
chir-r-r of several Snow Buntings as they flew from place to place before us. Their note was dif-
ferent from any that I Iiave ever heard them utter during their winter visit to the south, and was 
one of protest or alarm, as shown by the uneasiness of the birds as they :flitted overhead. Wo 
suspected they were nesting from their movements, and asked three or four native children, 
who ran to meet us, if -they knew where the birds had their eggs. In an instant a broad smile 
illuminated each grimy countenance, and away they scampered, each eager to be the first to reach 
the spot and gain the prize. Just back of the lluts, about 100 yards distant on the hill-side, and 
sheltered by a slight tussock, was placed a warm closely-made structure of fine grass stems inter-
woven throughout with feathers and the cottony seed-tops of plants. The central depression was 
built uniformly like the rest of the nest, and the entire structure measured 2¼ inches high by 
4½ inches across the top, and 2½ inches across the central depression, which latter was 1¼ inches 
deep, and contained one fresh egg. Its ground color is dull grayish-white with a tint of bluish; 
over this is spread an abundance of reddish-brown markings, in the form of dots and irregular 
spots, which are larger and form a ring around the large end of the egg. The nest was taken, and 
the female was shot, while she hovered restlessly about, uttering her sharp chirring note. As we, 
returned slowly toward the shore, the male flew about us continually, uttering a loud plaintfro 
call-note like the syllables "p-chir," prolonged at t·he end, the entire time of our stay in the neigh-
borhood. It exhibited the greatest distress, and appeared to be perfectly aware of our having 
the female in our possession, for the vicinity of its rifled nest was deserted, and it followed us 
over 100 yards, circling about and keeping close by, perfectly regardless of any danger to itself. 
Later in the season, during the latter half of July and first of August, the young Snow Buntings 
were found fully-fledged and accompanying the parents wherever we landed on the shore of "the 
.Arctic either on the American or Asiatic coasts. It was also seen on Wrangel and Herald Islands, 
and on the former, two pair of adnlts with their young broods greeted us as we set foot upon that 
preYiousJy unknown shore. When these Buntings prepare for their northward flight in spring 
in Northern Illinois they gather in flocks, and I once heard a flock utter a sweet warbling song in 
a low musical chorus as they were perched in the tree-tops on a street in the city of Chicago. In 
the far north, however, I have never beard this, and can only recall the rolling call-note previously 
mentioned, and the rich clear and rather bard song which is uttered by the male during the mating 
season and for a short time afterwards. 
Hearne tells us that the Snowflake may be kept alive for a long time in a cage, and..if placed 
near a canar,y learns the song of the latter and sings both winter and summer, thus showing that 
the bird possesses considerable musical ability as well as power of mimicry . 
.At Plover Bay, East Siberia, I heard it uttering a loud clear whistling song from the jutting 
points of the rocks ou the bill-side. The song consisted of a few short notes, which were repeated 
at interYals of a few minutes in a clear wild tone, striking the ear harmoniously amid the sur-
ronnding wilderness of bare, rocky, mountain slopes. 
Along the Alaskan shore of Bering Sea it is not an abundant breeding species, but a pair or 
two may be found at almost any point where the coast is rugged and high land is found in the 
vicinity. It arrives there during the last half of April and lingers until winter sets in. 
At Cum~erland Gulf, on the weRt coast of Davis's Strait, its arrival is recorded by Kumlien 
a' occurring on the 1st of May, and the first eggs were obtained there by him June 20. It nests 
there in the :fissures in tlle rocks and among the Eskimo graves and caims, and one nest of 
this bird has been found constructed in the cavity of an Eskimo skull. .All accounts agree in 
stating that it is a bulky structure of grass, line<l. with feathers, and containing from four to six eggs. 
During the Nares Expedition Captain Feilden found a Snow Bnnting's nest June 24, in lati-
tude 82° north. The nest contained four eggs and was within 20 feet of a Snowy Owl's nest. It 
was made of grass and lined with the owl's feathers. Another nest was lined with the fine wool 
of the Musk Ox. 
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There is a Yery <]ecided amouut of indi,idual rnriation among the specimens of thi bird iu my 
collection, which i composed maiuly of winter birds. This ·rnriation appears to be, llowey r, a 
stated, purely indiYWual, since a compari. on between birds of this specie from varion localiti 
on the two continents shows no geograpllieal difference. The range of individual variatiou ap-
pears much greater than is shown among tlie allied species, and I append notes of some of the wo ·t 
remarkable states of plumage. Its fondness for wandering from place to place is exhibited iu tlrn 
north, as well as soutlJ, and in summer, except <luring the breeding season, it is found scattered 
everywhere throughout its northern range. The parents and young wander restlessly wherever 
their inclination lead~, until, at the approach of winter, they band together in parties of variou 
sizes and betake themselves to the south. 
One specimen, a female, obtained at Saint Michaels, April, 1879, is pure white ornr the entire 
body, with the exception only of the tips of the primaries for an inch from their ends. This part 
of tbe primaries is jet black, mainly on the inner web, with a narrow e<lge of white at the tip, but 
the shaft and most of the outer web are white. The tail is pure white without a trace of black. 
The bases of the feathers are not black, as is usually the case with this bird, but are dark sooty-
plumbeous. Feet black, bill pale. This bird is not an albino, as is shown by the black wing tips, 
which have much the same color arrangement as is exhibited in the gulls. Another specimen 
t:lOmewbat similar bas the tips of the two middle tail-feathers black and black-shaft lines on the tips 
of the other tail-feathers. It bas also black wing-tips and black tips to the tertials with the bases 
of these feathers white. The crown and back are washed with rusty. This. bird was taken at 
Unalaska Island in January.* The third curious plumage shown in a bird taken at Saint Michaels 
in Februar.r, 1879, has tbe four outer tail-feathers white, with the otl.J.er half of the shaft black. 
The ceutral tail-feathers are very dark brown, edged with white, with the basal parts of webs, 
excepting tbe two middle feathers, white. Tbe wings are dark brown and colored much as usual, 
but the dark Lases of the feathers on the back terminate in 1011g uarrow pointed sh>aft-lines edged 
with dull, yellowish wlJite, which gins the back a striated appearance of brownish lines and 
yellowish-white interspaces. . 
A female taken at Saint Michaels August 2:l-, 1879, is in full winter dress, and a fine series 
from Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, taken early in April, shows conclusively that this bird 
does not pass through a spring moult, but that the rusty edges or tips of feathers wear away and 
leave exposed the iJeautifully contrasted black and white characteristic of the breeding birds. 
The female-parent of the egg described from Saint Lawrence Island-thougli much worn, 
bas the feathers still edged with clingy yellowish on the head and grayish-white on the back, 
and thus appear mnch duller than the summer male. The rapid wearing away of the feathers 
in spring is similar to t.be process undergone by the fur-bearing mammals at that season-the rays 
of the sun, with the fierce reflectiou from the snow, bleaches the dark color of the winter fur to a 
much lighter shade, and renders the ends of the hair so brittle and harsh that by the last of l\farcl..t 
and first of April the skins of the foxes and other fur-bearing animals are worthless. Animal 
killed at thi eason how that the hair becomes shorter and shorte·r, by abrasion, as tlle season 
• advances. Compared with the fine, glo y fur of winter, tbe difference is very striking, and would 
c m to how that bedding had tak n place were we not aware of the actual cause. 
I i to be uppo d that foe featb r of bird , when the breeding sea on approaches, recciYe 
< dditi Del oloring matt r wllich ,frifr the tint of tll ~ plnmage, a i best exemplified in tlie 
gn1l , wllich ar r -tint din priuo-. 
LECTROPIIEN :x: IIYPERBORE s Riclgw. McKay' llOWflake. 
-n. l1c1gak, were sub, equeutly 
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Matthews and Pinnacle. It beiug an insular form its summer habitat might be supposed to include 
Saint Lawrence Island, to the north of Saint Matthews. Such, however, is not the case. The 
Plectrophenax of this island is known to be true n-i'caz.is. The form resident on the Prybilov Islands, 
to the south, is disti!1ct from either of the above, and has recently been described by Mr. Ridgway 
as a race of hyperboreus (P. hyperboreus townsendi). H. W. H. 
C.A.LCARIUR LAPPONICUS (Linn.). Lapland Lougspur. (Esk. Tik-t-cM-Wftg-uk.) 
Like the preceding species, the Lapland Long-spur is a widely-spread circumpolar' bi-rd, whose 
presence is recorded from nearly every point visited by explorers along the shores of the Arctic 
coast. It is found breeding in Iceland, Greenland, and on nearly all those islands lying in the 
icy sea just to the north of the continental mainlands. In the territory covered by the present 
paper it is an extremely abundant and familiar bird, found, perhaps, more numerously upon the 
mainland, but also known from the various islands of Bering Sea. It was found by Dall as a 
summer resident on the western portion of the Aleutian chain; it was also found residen't ou the 
Seal Islands by Elli.ott, and on Saint Lawreuce Island was found by myself during the summer of 
1881. It is a summer resident on the Near Islands and abundant about Point Barrow, where it 
arrives about May 20 and lays the first eggs tJ..ie beginning of June. It returns south from tllat 
point the last of August and first of September. On the Commander Islands it is one of the 
commonest land birds, arriving about the 21st of April and leaving the end of October. On the 
north coast of Siberia it was founu with its young during the same s~ason, b1it was not seen on 
either Wrangel or Herald Islands during our visit. Regarding its presence on the Seal Islands 
Elliott tells us tliat "this bird is the Yocalist par excellence of the Prybilov group, singing all 
through the month of June in the most exquisite manner, rising high in the air and hovering on 
:fluttering wings over its sitting mate. The song is so sweet that it is always too short." * * * 
According to Dall it arrives at Nulato, on the Middle Yukon, about May 12, but this must be 
exceptionally late, since it frequently arrives at Saint Michaels on the sea-coast the last days of 
April or 1st of May, and they are known to arrive in tlie south of Greenland by the 1st of May. 
The naturalist just quoted found it an abundant summer resident on the Western Aleutians, and 
obtained a nest with four eggs much incubated the 18th of June. He also tells us that they leave 
these islands in autumn, and I doubt if any winter in the Territory, with the possible exception of 
the Kadiak and Sitkan region. 
During my residence at Saint Michaels over thirty nests were obtained, and the number might 
readily have been doubled. Their nests were so abundant everywhere on the grassy flats that 
one could scarcely walk over the tundra for half an hour during the proper season without finding 
from one to a half dozen of them. By the middle of May the males are numerous and in full song 
along the coast of Norton Sound, having arriV"ed about this time or a 1ittle earlier in flocks, and 
spread rapidly over their breeding ground. Its range during the nesting season is from Fort 
Kenai and Kadiak, on the southeast coast of Alaska, north through the entire Territory to the 
Arctic coast. In July and August Kumlien found the eggs and young of this bird on Disco Island, 
Greenland, and notes that they keep back from the coast, having a greater preference for the inte-
rior than the Snow Bunting. I have noted tbis r>eculiarit.y wherever I have bad an opportunity 
of observing their habits along the shores of Bering Sea and the adjoining Arctic coasts. When 
tliey arrive early in May the ground is still largely covered with snow with the exception of grassy 
spots along southern exposures and the more favorably situated portions of the tundra, and here 
may be found these bfrds in an the beauty of their elegant summer dress. The males, as if con-
scious of their handsome plumage, choose the tops of the only breaks in the monotonous level, 
which are small round~d knolls and tussocks. The male ntters its song as it flies upward from 
one of these knolls and when it reaches the height of 10 or 15 yards it extends the points of its 
wings upwards, forming a large V-shaped figure, and floats g-ently to the ground, uttering, as it 
slowly sinks, its liquid tones, which fall in tinkling succession upon the ear, and are perhaps the 
weetest notes that one hears during the entire spring-time in these regions. It is an exquisite 
jingling melody, having much less power than that of the Bobolink, but with the same general 
character, and, though shorter, it bas even more melody than the song of that well known bird. 
There is uch joyous exultation in the song that the songster assumes a new place in one'8 regard. 
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By the last of May or the fir t of June t,hc bir<.1" are matf!d, and each pair ba it nu ne t 
carefully placed in the mid t of a sheltering tu ock, or on a dry knoll, where are d po it d 
from four to seven eggs, which is a quota. The young are ont on the wing sometimes a early 
as the 1st of July, but more generally by the 10th of this month, from which time th y unite 
in small bands, frequenting the vicinity of the trading-posts and native villagE-s, wh re they 
remain in great abundance until the last of ..A.ngnst or first of September, when they comm nc 
their stragg·ling departure for the south. While in tlie neighborhood of houses they are extremely 
heedless of the presence of people, and are nearly as familiar as are the English sparrows in our 
cities. By the la_st of September or the first of October the last one has passed away towards 
the south., and none are seen until returning spring brings them north again. Some doubtless 
remain to winter along the southeast coast of the Territory, but none are found in tbe north, nor 
do they occur at this season on the islands of Bering Sea. 
The nest is generally placed on the drier portions of the flats; a hummock or tuft of gra s 
is chosen, or perhaps a projecting bunch of dwarf willow stems, and as one comes directly upon 
it, the female usually flutters off under one's feet; the male keeps in the immediate vicinity, and 
jo.ins with bis mate in a cheeping protest at the intrusion. If the eggs are nearly ready to hatch 
the female·s show the greatest solicitude, as they do also in case the nest contains youug. In 
one instance a parent was driven from her eggs just as they were about to batch, and she ran 
along the ground for a few yards, uttering a plaintive note, like chee chee-chee, in a fine, vibrating, 
metallic tone, at the same time dragging her outspread wings and tail upon the ground, and flut-
tering as though in mortal agony. Ordinarily they boyer about or fly restlessly from tuft to tuft, 
uttering a chirp of alarm and protest, until the intruder has left the vicinity. The males remain 
in song but a comparatively short period, for by the middle of June scarcely a note i!:l beard. The 
adults change their summer to winter plumage toward the end of July. 
In a series of twenty-six nests, obtained in the vicinity of Saint Michaels during tbe first 
half of June, is to be found so great a variation that it may he safely said no two are alike. 
The nests vary in size from 2i inclles in depth l>y 5 incbes across the top, and in size of central 
cavity from 2 inches deep by 3 inches across the top. The walls are thick and strong, composed 
of an abundance of material, or they may be a mere cup shaped shell, barely sufficient to Lokl 
the eggs. The majority of nests are composed of rather coarse grass, sometimes with moss 
interwoven, forming a thick layer, which was frequently as thoroughly water-soaked as a wet 
sponge when the nest was collected. The amount of material used depends greatly upon the 
locality; in damp places a much greater amount is made use of, while in dry places the nests 
are much lighter. Though the outer part of the nest was frequently formed of old and often 
grimy or partly decayed vegetable matter, the interior was invariably composed of fine, soft, dry, 
j'ellow blades of last year's graAses. These in many instances are unmixed with other material, 
and in others are combined with feat uers of the Ptarmigan or other wild fowl. In a few cases the 
lining of the nest is a warm cup of feathers re ting upon fine grass, and one has a thick lining of 
feathers and dog ' hair. Some nest are o small that tlley may be inclosecl in the band, while 
others can scarcely be inelosed by both, and the sma1lest nest collecled may be inserted entil'e into 
the cavity of the largest one. The large t ne t contained also the largest eggs, and probably 
b lonc,ed to an nnu ually large bird. 
The ground-color of the eggs (when it ·an be ·cen) throughout the entire series is a light clay 
with a pale greeni h tinge. The ggs of one et (.J.. o. 386), numbering four, obtained at Saint 
Ii ba L, on June 5, 1881, mea ure r , pectively .00 by .65, .08 by .64, .05 by .65, and .02 by .68. 
The e (7g ha ·e a pale gre ni h clay-colored ground, and are covered irregularly with a course 
blot hin" of reddi h brown mo t plentiful t the large end. The ma,rking occupy oYer haJf the 
urf, c · ~ notb r et ( "" . 21 ) obtained al oat Saint Michael , in June, is marked somewhat in 
tli... am mann r and the '"'' m a. ure r pectively .80 by .o7, .83 by .61, .7D by .59, .80 by .GO, 
: 11<1 · v · J • In tlii · . t h r<: ar 1 rk zigzag marking · on ernry egg iu addition to the other 
n, rk · r I t ·. Tb thir 1 t (.i.: o. 11 ), tain 1 on June 5, l 80, at the same locality, Im the 
'r uncl-c l r c n · 1 y th ·lo· light- r wn marking whi h are . o light that the ground-color 
h w.- in l"h an l p c ln .- , l ·i liY - r wn , r th ntiro gg. They mea ure re pectiYely 
l I Y · I · - n l · l >S . J • Thi . t of grr r em l . in olor, tion the ordinary tyle of 
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the eggs of Budytes flavus leucostriatus so closely that had they not been identified by means 
of the parent it would have been impossible to distinguish them, and in the preliminary separa-
tion of eggs which I made prior to looking up the numbers in my note-book I included them 
in the series of Yellow Wagtail's eggs. Set No. 80 has the same appearance. The smallest 
eggs are set No. 345, from the same locality. These have the ground-color almost concealed 
by the fine reddish-brown specking, and measure respectively .75 by .57, .75 by .58, .76 by .57, 
. 77 by .56, and . 76 by .55. From the sets marked by spots, or by spots and irregular blotches 
sparsely enough distributed to allow the ground-color to be distinctly seen, there is a regular grada-
tion, the markings becoming heavier, darker colored, and more abundant, until the ground-color 
may ue entirely concealed under the rich, warm chocolate-brown, which reveals only a very faint 
mottling of olive-brownish where the ground-color is less thickly overlaid. Many of the sets are 
more or less plentifully marked with irregular zigzag markings of dark umber-brown, very much 
as in the eggs of the Orioles, but less decided than in the latter. The pattern and style of 
coloration ·rnry greatly, but are pretty well defined by the variations described in the preceding 
notes. It may lJe remarked that eggs of the same set rarely show very much individµa.1 variation. 
Notes on plumage.-Partly-fledged birds taken tlie· last of June or first of July have the feath-
ers of the crown, back, rump, breast, and throat with black or·very dark-brown shaft-lines, which, 
upon the breast and throat, are narrowed to about one third the width of the feather. On the 
crown and back the black central markings occupy over half this width. The feathers of the 
crown are edged with a clingy yellowish-buff; those on the na-pe with grayish or dull ashy, and 
on the back and rump with a dingy yellowish-gray or buffy. There are two indistinct white wing. 
bars. The throat is dingy ashy. The P,clges of breast-feathers are soiled yellowish, which washes 
the feathers of the entire under-surface. Tertiaries, secondaries, and greater coverts broadly e<lged 
with a dull shade of chestnut. Primarie_s lightly edged with a paler shade of the same. Quill 
and tail feathers dark-brown, the latter edged with reddish-brown. A little later the bird attains 
its growth, and by- abrasion the feathers soon lose a great part of their fluffy immature appear-
ance. The dingy yellowish of the abdomen changes to soiled whitish; the throat also becomes 
lighter and the yellowish borders of the feathers on neck and breast wear so that the dark shaft-
markings appear less diffused, and are more sharply defined. The crown is occupied by a well-
defined area of feathers with black centers and rusty reddish edges. A dingy white area begins 
on the lores at base of bill on each side, and passes back, encircling the eye to the nape. This 
area is dotted with fine, dark shaft-lines. Ear-coverts dull rusty reddish. Back, shoulders, and 
rump feathers with heavy dark centers, edged with grayish or yellowish gray and dull buff. The 
pattern of tail-feathers is the same as in adult. Wing and tail feathers brown, the latter darkest. 
Wing-coverts tipped with white, forming indistinct wing-bars. Tertiaries, sec·ondaries, and prima-
ries with dull ashy-white tips. 
This state of plumage is scarcely attained before it begins to give place to the fall and winter 
dress with which we are familiar when the birds come trooping down from the north at the 
commencement of winter. Beginning on the lower part of the breast the feathers are gradually 
moulted and replaced, the change extending slowly toward the bill. I am inclined to think that 
the moult commences about the tail and rump, and slowly extends forward. It begins the last of 
July and first of August, at which time the old birds are already far advanced in their autumnal 
change. In my collection are adult males with nearly complete winter dress taken July 22, and 
probably some make the change even earlier than this. They begin to move south before they 
ham folly moulted, so that only tbe comparatively few individuals which have completed the moult 
in September are found in perfect winter dress on their northern breeding grounds. 
The males reach the Upper Yukon ou their return in spring by the 5th to the 18th of Apr,l in 
nearly perfect breeding dress, and from the examination of specimens obtained there by Mr. 
McQuesteu, as also of others taken in full breeding plumage, I am led to believe that, like the Snow 
Bunting, thjs bird does not undergo a spring moult, but attains its breeding plumage merely by 
the wearing away of the light edges to the feathers; at the same time the feathers are imbued with 
a richer shade and a greater amount of coloring matter. There is considerable individual varia-
tion in these birds, which, however, consists mainly of a variable intensity of coloration rather 
than a change of pattern. In the males the postocular stripe varies from a pure white to a richer 
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bu:ffy-yellow. The cue tnut cervical collar Yarie from dark to light, and th g n ral 
back in some bird i' , ry <lark, while in otuer it i much light r tllough thi depen 1 to a o-r at 
extent on the amount of weariug the featl.J r. have nndcr<rone. Bird from Labrador and 'r n-
land appear to be uniformly <larker than the majority of Ala kan xarnple._, but the man ri . 
in the National l\Iuseum collection from the fir t named region doe not ufilce for a ati factory 
comparison. It would be interesting to compare a large erie of tllis bird from variou part. f 
its extended habitat and ascertain the amount of geographical variation. 
The Lapland Longspur winters in various parts of Central Europe, tllrough A. ia to llina aud 
Japan, and in tlle United States, where its distribution at this sea"on i well known. 
CALCARIUS PICTUS (Swains.). Smith,s Longspur. 
This species bas been taken at Fort Yukon by Strachan Joues, but tllere is no other recoi d 
of its occurrence in the Territory, though it· abundance in the adjoining 1\fackenzie River di tri t 
renders it extremely probable that it occurs more or less regularly in the neighboring portions of 
Alaska. Next to the two preceding species the present bird is tl.Je most northerly in its di tri-
bution of the species in this group; it differs, however, from the Snow Bunting and Long pur in it 
narrowly -restricted range. 
It breeds on the northern shores and through the northern centr}ll districts of British America, 
and penetrates during winter into the Mississippi Valley and interior plains of the United State , 
turning towards its northern haunts at the first approach of spring. In Northern Illinois it pa~ e 
to the north by the last of March or first of April, just as it is commencing to assume spring liv-
ery. That the species passes through a spring moult is certain, since a number of specimen,, 
secured by me, were in the first stages of this moult. 
The biography of this species is, as yet, almost entirely unknown; we possess a few fact· o[ 
its distribution, and some skins of the birds in breeding plumage, with their eggs, have reacL"d 
the National Museum from the Lower Anderson River, close to the Arctic shore. 
According to Dr. Coues, it arrives in Northern Dakota the laRt of September, and as ociate 
with Oalcarius ornatus. I have found it passing north through Northern Illinois the last of Marth 
and first of April. There is ~bout the same rauge of variation in the markings and inten ity of 
color among these birds as occurs in the Lapland Long par. The autumnal plumage of the young 
is well described by Dr. Coues in Birds of the Northwest, p. 121. 
Thi 
AMMODRAMUS SANDWICHENSIS (Gmel.). and wich Sparrow. 
am·. A · 110, l 1rl from i{adia.k differ. from that of sarn11na in larger , jz , 
upp ,r J1,1r and d r.p Y llowi. h-fnlvon tin on jugulnm and aloncr tbe icle ·. 
form f h · rurnrm .'avanua panow, and i found duriucr th nmm r froru 
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To extend. the range of the Savanna Sparrow proper "nortbwe::st to Alaska,'' as i3 done in 
the History of North American Bir<l.s, is a mistake, and Mr. Ridgway assures me he bas never seen 
a specimen of typical savanna from that region. .All the numerous skins in the National Museum 
collection from the Andersou and Mackenzie Rivers,. as well as from Alaska, belong to alaudinus, 
excepting those of the larger race, sandwichensis, which is peculiar to the Aleutian Islands, and 
thence :south along the coast. The Savanna Sparrow proper probably does not breed in the interior 
of the continent north of Hudson's Bay, and the chain of lakes extending northwest from Winnipeg 
may form its western and northwestern boundary. Specimens from Sitka, ancl the northwest coast, 
are referable either to sandwichensis or alaudinus, the former being the resident form in summer in 
Southeast Alaska, and the latter occurring as a migrant there and a summer resident tllroughout 
the rest of the Territory. 
AMM0DRAMUS SAND.WICHENSIS A.LAUDINUS (Bouap.). Western Savanna Sparrow 
(Esk. JJ1J-ju-lcuk). 
Next to the Lapland Longspur, the Wes tern Savanna Sparrow is the most abundant of the 
.sparrow tribe throughout the Bering Sea coast region of Alaska, and it extends thence north to the 
.Arctic shores of the Territory. In order to ascertain positively whether more than a single form 
of this bird occurred in the vicinity of Saint Michaels, I made a practice during my stay of shooting 
every Savanna Sparrow which appeared .at a hasty glance to differ from the ordinary form, alaudi-
nus. As a result, I secured about :fifty skins, every one of which is referable to the present bird; 
and if it is taken into consideration that, in addition to the skins saved, at least a hundred s·peci-
mens were examined, but not preserved, it will be apparent that no other form is likely to have 
been overlooked. 
This form was found to be common at Cook's Inlet and Kadiak Bay by Bean in July, 1880. 
In the paper of Messrs Dall and Bannister ( loo. cit.) the statement of the occurrence of P. ctn thin us 
a t Saint Michaels is erroneous. The specimens upon which this identification was based are at 
present in the National Museum collection, and are typical examples of alaudinus. Elliott does not 
mention a single Passerculus from the Seal Islands, though one or both forms undoubtedly occur 
there, as sandwichensis is common at Unalaska, only a comparatively short distance to the south. 
In the notes of Messrs. Dall and Bannister, before mentioned, all accounts of the occurrence of P. 
sa·vanna, P. anthinus, and P. alaudinus are to be referred, without exception, to the latter form. 
The P. savanna, cited as common on the Yukon, yet rare at Saint Michaels and Unalaklik, 
and as being found at Sitka by Bischoff, must be referred to alaudinus, as is shown by an exam-
ination of the specimens upon which these records were made. Bonaparte places the ha bi tat of 
P. anthinits in Russian .America and that of alaudinus in California., in his original description, 
and , as is stated in a foot-note in the History of North American Birds, from the fact that this 
form, anthinus, is not found in any part of .Alaska, nor, indeed, north of California, i.t is probable 
tlJat the localities of the two forms were transposed in Bonaparte's original description. Anthinus 
appears to be a narrowly-limited Oalifornian coast race, almost wholly confined to the salt marshes 
and vicinity of the sea-shore. On the other hand, we have in alaudinus a widely-extended interior 
ra ce, wbich reaches the shores of the Arctic Ocean on ·the .Anderson and Mackenzie Ravers, and 
· along the coast of Alaska, while it passes the summer at various points to the south, along the 
iuterior Rocky Mountain country to Utah, and across to the Pacific side of the Sierra Nevadas, 
where it has been found breeding eYen to Santa Barbara, Cal., where a recently-fl.edged young lias 
l>eeu taken. · 
At Saint Michaels, on Norton Sound, these birds arrive in early seasons by lVIay IO, but usually 
about the 15th of this month, and become more and more abundant until about the 1st of June, 
when all are back iu their summer haunts and have already paired. In a short time they have 
chosen their nesting-sites and constructed the light structure which is to contain their eggs. 
Towar<ls the last of June the young are out, and are fully fledged early in July, after which, witli 
the adults, they come in abundance about wet places in the vicinity of houses. Most of them 
leave early in September, and. they·are rarely seen after the middle of this month. The site where 
the 11est is plac:e.il. Yaries considerably with the locality. I !Jave discovered nests on open, grassy 
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flats or on mossy knolls, where theJ were conceal d l>,r an ornrhanging bunch of mo and a few 
scattered grass blades, or a steep side of a bank is cho en, where the overhanging tus ock afford 
a niche in which the nest js placed. If the nest i among the grass, and the female is not taken 
too quickly by surprise, she glides off and run away, mon e-like, through the gras -stem , and 
wben at a safe distance, comes into ·dew and exhibits great anxiety for her home, hov ring about, 
and flitting restlessly from point to point, or hopping along the ground, and uttering a harp 
tsi:p, tsip, tsip. The male sings bis short, monotonous ditty for hours at a time, from some promi-
nent point, choosing a small tuft of gra s, a tall weed or stump. 
The song is a low, weak, and rather harsh series of notes, which are difficult to characterize. 
The song is not-like that of the Longspurs-confined to the breeding season, but may be beard 
during the entire time of the bird's residence in the north. They are never shy, and are usually 
heedless of one's presence. 
Among the various nests of this bird before me (all secured in the vicinity of Saint Michaels) 
there is considerable variation in size, but ·rnry little in material. They vary from 3 to 5 
inches in diameter and from 1 to 2¼ inches in height. The central cavity is from 2 to 2¼ inches 
in diameter, and 1 to 1-½ inches deep. Five of the eight nests have a thick layer of moss form-
ing the outer part of the wall. Inside of this is a layer of coarse grass; the egg-ca"ity in each 
is neatly lined with very fine dry grass, prettily arranged in a circular fayer. The nests are com-
pactly built ·and are very pretty specimens of bird-architecture. Those lacking the outer layer of 
moss differ in no other manner from the others. It appears a little odd that no feathers should be 
used · in the nests of this species, yet in the only nest where any of this material has been used a 
bunch of down has been combined with the moss in the outer wall, apparently by chance. 
The eggs vary from five to six in number. Their ground-color is a greenish clayey-white, 
moN or less thickly covered with reddish·-brown, varying to chocolate-brown, spots. These mark-
ings vary in form. from fine spots, which may cover the shell so thickly as to almost conceal the 
ground-color, to a coarse, irregular blotching and spotting scattered over the shell, but most 
marked at the larger end. In some cases shell-markings of pale lavender or pu.cple ma,y be seen. 
The eggs vary in size as fol1ows: .67 by .55, .67 by .58, .68 by .57, .06 by .58, .G9 by .57. In set 
No. 314, taken June 19, 1880, at Saint Michaels, and set No. 322, taken June 24, 1880, at tlle 
same locality, the eggs measure respectively .80 by .60, .80 by .60, .79 by .60, .78 l>y .58, and .79 by 
.60. 'rlie average, however, is nearer to the last set of measurements than to the first, as appear~ 
in the average of twenty-four eggs, which equals .75 by .58 inch. 
A fully-fledged bird which I took at Saint Michaels, ou July 12, has the crown feathers with 
dark-brown shaft-streaks and dark rusty-brown edgings. In some specimens, however, these 
edgiugs are much <larker than in the adult. The dark area along the shafts of tile feathers on tb.e 
should er and back is large, oval or rounded at the end, and bordered with grayish or g-irayi h buff. 
The e dark-brown or black shaft- pots are larger than in the adults. The outer edging of scapulars 
and secondaries is warm chestnut-brown. Wing and tail feathers dark brown, the latter edged 
with dull grayi h. Breast and ides are marked, as in adult, with dark shaft-lines, but in this 
young ·pecimen, the shaft line are sooty black and are edged with <lingy yellowisl.J.. Rump with 
dark haft- treak edged with yellowi h-brown. The usual fluffy appearance of the featllcrs of 
young bird of this ag is pre ent, with a dingy yellowish suffusion on the breast and sides. 
Tb ;yellowi b or dingy buff of the back con titute~ the most striking difference between the 
y ung and old bird . Thi l)lumage i barely attained when it is replaced by the autumual 
t ath riu<r, Iu thi latter dr the adult can almo t always be distinguished from tl10 young 
by t light ·r ancl "rayer color and by the maller amount of warm bu:ffy tint about the head and 
r a t. Th pring adult ar readily told from tbe fall bird, by the large clear edging of the 
:C ath r ba ·k a h ad an y the lack of utf5 bade about the head and brea t, the 
m, rkiuo- · ml patter f colorati n thu bowing in harper contra t. Tlle adults perform their 
nl in July an<l th 1 t f uo- t y which latt r time the young are in nearly perfect fall 
r .. 
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The following measurements are of five spring adults taken at Saint l\Iichaels in June and 
show the normal amount of variation: 
I 
Length Length Depth 




2. 70 2. 00 . 79 .40 . 21 
2. 67 2. 00 . 78 • 39 • 20 
0 2. 80 2.17 . 79 • 39 .19 
0 2.73 2.10 . 78 . 40 . 20 
0 2. 75 2.11 • 78 . 40 • 20 
The females are in worn plumage. 
ZoNOTRICHI.A. INTERMEDI.A. Ridgw. Intermediate Sparrow. 
Everywhere in Alaska the presence of bushes and timber is an almost certain indication of 
this bird's ·presence in summer. It is the only White-crowned Sparrow reaching these high lati-
tudes, and it ranges to the shores of the Arctic Ocean and Bering Sea. In the north em half of British 
America, extending entirely across that country along the Arctic shore and thence west through-
out Alaska, it is a very abundant and familiar bird. It arrives on the Upper Yukon at the Arctic 
Circle by the 15th or 20th of May and begins nesting about the 20th of this month. It has been 
taken on the south coast of the Territory at Fort Kenai and is given by Dall as common at Nulato 
and very common at Fort Yukon. It is said to arriYe at Nulato about the 20th of May, and Dall 
secured a nest and set of eggs from an Indian at Nowikakat, some distance farther up the Yukon. 
A single specimen taken at Point Barrow by Murdoch in September extends its range to this 
poiut, but only as a straggler. 
In Dall and Bannister's paper on the birds of Alaska (Zoe. cit.) the notes under the heading 
of Z. gambeli are referable to this form. To this bird also must be referred all the Arctic and 
Alaskan references to ''gambeli" given in the History of North American Birds. It is the most 
abuudant sparrow on the Mackenzie River, and it was found breeding in great numbers on the 
Upper Yukon and thence east to the Anderson River, where MacFarlane, Lockhart, and Ross 
found it breeding. The nests fouud were mostly placed upon the ground or in low bushes and were 
lined with deer-hair and feathers. A nest in my collection, obtained at Nulato June 1, 1880, is 
composed of fine dry grass with a slight lining of club-moss in the bottom of the cavit,y. The 
eggs are four in number, measuriug respectively .90 by .63, .84 by .64, .89 by .63, .87 by .64. They 
have a clayey-white ground-color, thickly covered with small reddish spots, which are ouly a trifle 
more numerous at the larger end. 
This sparrow reaches the coast of Bering Sea, in the vicinity of Saiut :i\lichaels, by 1.\fay 10 iu 
early seasons and in others not before the 19th or 25th of this month. Its arrival is accompanied 
by the short but pleasant songs uttered from the top of a wood-pile, or any vantage-point of similar 
character about the houses. After lingering for a few days in the vicinity ·of the dwellings it 
seeks its breeding ground among the alder-patches along the neighboring hill-sides. Its eggs are 
laid during the first of June, and the young are fully fledged early in July. By the 25th of July 
they come about the houses in considerable numbers, joining with the various other sparrows and 
small birds. As the cold storms of August commence they gradually pass to the south until, as 
this month draws to a close, tlley have a11 disappeared. 
A young bird of the year, in its first plumage, taken at Saint .Michaels July 28, 1877, has the 
crown almost uniform blackish-brown, with a few brownish-yellow edgings along the median line. 
Lores dingy yellowisll-gray. Postocular stripe dingy-gray, each feather with a narrow dark 
shaft-line. Ear-coverts 1.mffy-brown. Back very much darker than in the adult, as dark as 
the back of adult Z. coronatc'1. The feathers of nape, back, an<l rump with dark blackish-brown 
shaft-lines, bordered with dark fulvous brown. The wings and tail are dark brown, darker than 
in adult coronata. Throat, sides of neck, and breast have the feathers each witll a dark shaft-
line and a dingy grayish uorder. Feathers of sides are very similar and the abdomen is <l.ingy 
whitisli. Bill and feet pale. Bend of wing white. Tertials edged with dull bay, aud two indis-
tinct white wing-bars are formed by light tips of the coverts. This plumage is replaced almost as 
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soon as gained bj the ordinary autumnal dress, which is well known fo its southern rang . In 
spring adults the intensity of coloration on the back differs consiuerably, being much dark r in 
some than in others. At what point in the north leucophrys is replaced by intermedia cannot be 
told at present, since the comparatively recent separation of interrnedia from the eastern bird La 
complicated the matter, rendering it uucertain to which form each author has referred. That 
leucophrys occupies the northeastern part of British America and thence into Greenland is proba-
ble, but -apparently it does not occur to the north .and west of Great Slave Lake. It is a strange 
fact that Z. albicollis is not known from the Upper Yukon region, Richardson having found them 
in .the breeding season north to the sixty-sixth degree along the Mackenzie. In the vicinity of 
Great Slave Lake this b:rd and intenned'ict are found together, but the latter is tl.te most numerous 
and soon wholly replaces albicollis to the north of this point. 
ZONO'.l'RICHIA CORON.AT.A. (Pall.) . Golden-crowned Sparrow. 
During the Russian-American Telegraph Expedition our knowledge of the northe.rn range of 
this bird was considerably extended. Numerous examples were secured at various places in British 
Columbia., Sitka, Kadiak, and at Kenai, where it breeds; theuce north to the Lower Yukon and 
Norton Sound it is a frequent summer resident, penetrating even beyond to the Arctic Circle, in 
the Kotzebue Sound region, where, however, it is much less common. It was taken on Kadiak 
Island anu on the Shuma.gins in July by Bean. The last of l\fay, from the 25th to 30th, it arrives 
in the vicinity of Saint Michaels, and breeds sparingly all aloug the Bering Sea coast of the 
Territory, and more rarely on the shores of Kotzebue Sound. From the peninsula of Aliaska 
south to Puget Sound it is a common summer resident. I obtained partly-fledged young of the 
year at Saint Michaels, and numbers of specimens were l>rought me from still farther north 
about the head of Norton Bay; like H esperocichla nrevia, it extends its range across to Kotzebue 
Sound, within the Arctic Circle. It is found at Saint Michaels usuaJly from May 25 to the 15th 
of .August, about which latter time it passes south with the young, which now are assuming their 
autumn plumage. While moYing south it comes fearlessly about the houses for food, with troops 
of other sparrows, and is not so shy as in the spring. Its breeding ground is in the alder-patches 
along the hill-sides, where the various bush-loving species make their homes in tlle matted thickets, 
well protected from birds of prey and most other foes by an almost impenetrable wall of gnarled 
and twisted branches. On the Shum a.gin Islands, just south of the Aliaskan Peninsula, it is com-
mon and breeds; but west of tbi , on the Aleutian chain-as upon the various other islands in 
Bering Sea-it is unknown, its absence ·ueing easil_y acnounted for by the bare and unattractive 
character of the e island ·. 
SPIZELLA. l\IONTICOLA. OCHr:.ACEA. Brew t. Western Tree-sparrow. 
Of the varicm ' pecie of sparrows which frequent the bushes in the north, especially along 
the coa t of Bering Sea, the pre ent bird is the most numerous. It arrives at Saint Michaels early 
in lay and remain until the 15th of September, sometimes e\'en later. 
pou it fir t arrival it comes about the trading posts an<l native village$, frequenting tlrn 
w d-1 atclle' . After a bort vi it here, and when the snow has melted from portions of their 
u by r tr at~ th y l a,· th icinity of man and betake themselves to the hill-sides, where they 
a ume tb c.1uti f the ea. on. Jn tbe cour e of time the ne ts are made; the young are batched 
' m full fl JCT d early iu Jul . Toward the la t of this month- sometimes by the mid-
yonn and 1<1 · m troopi g l>a ·k to the vicinity of the houses again ready to feast with 
f tll ir f ·llo,-v' in a mo l y crow amono- the weed patches and in the garden plot. 
ly h 1 , an familiar at tbi ea 'on, like the variou other pecies with which 
11-inrr th la balf of July au the entir month of Augu t, with various others 
f und flittinrr a ou tll ui in , or ev n coruiug within the yard and 
th ·ir ri"ht la k r . ·ar full . earcbing cYery inch of ground for 
the wearing away of the gra:yi b tips 
m re le i led tint below. 'Ille crown 
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becomes a decided clear ligllt rufouE~ with a liue of the same extending baek from the eye and 
a patch of the same 011 the body at the bend of wing. The rnfous edge of the scapulars becomes 
distinct, as do the dark brown cer1ter.s of the dorsal feathers. The back and sides of neck are clear 
ashy, and the rump ashy-brown, with a faint olive shade. The under surface differs from the 
back; there a.re clearer and better defined areas of ashy on the throat and breast and a dingy 
yellowish-white on abdomen. This plumage is exchanged for the winter dress the last of July 
and first of August. The colors become clearer toward the end of May than they are when the 
bird first arrives. The fully-fledged young of the year, taken the middle of July, or earlier, are 
marked on the crown and back with shaft-streaks of dark brown, each feather being edged with 
dark ashy-brown or buffy-brown. The throat, breast, and sides of head, neck, and most of abdo-
men, have on each feather a central tip of dark smoky-brown, larger and more diffused on throat 
and breast. Each feather is edged with soiled ashy-brown. On the fore part of abdomen these 
dark tips are much smaller and the feathers are dingy-white or buffy-whitish. This plumage is 
barely assumed when it is moulted, commencing posteriorly, and is replaced by the ordinary 
autumnal dress, which can scarcely be distinguished from that of the adult, except, perhaps, by the 
greater amount of ashy edgings to the feathers of the crown and back. By the first of August the 
fall plumage has been assumed by nearly all, olcl a,nd young, but they linger about a month or more 
longer. 
The nesting commences the last of May or the first of June. A nest (No. 321), containing 
four fresh eggs, obtained in au alder-thicket near Saint Michaels on June 20, was placed upon 
the ground, and well concealed by the overhanging bushes and the cleacl leaves and grass of 
the previous year. It measures 2½ inches in height by 4½ broad, with a central cavity 1£ inches 
deep, by 2½ inches across. It fs composed of rather fine dry grass and a few fragments of moss 
scattered through the circumference. The lining of the cavity is :fine dry grass and a few dog--
hairs. This lining is cross-woven in place of the usual circular arrangement. The nest is a light 
and rather loosely-built structure, but is nearly as bulky as the nest of the Lapland Longspur. The 
eggs measm;e respectively .83 by .65, .85 by .65, .85 by .64, and .82 by .65. Their ground-color is 
dull greenish with an irregular mottling or dotting of reddish-brown, purplish, and chocolate color. 
These markings are gatlrnreLl about the large en<l, almost concealing the ground-color in three spec-
iwens, and iu the fourth tlley are ouly a trifle more numerous there tllan on other parts of the egg. 
Iu the Natioual Museum collection there is a specimen from Sitka, and the bird has been found 
breeding abundantly all along the Yukon. Tile S. monticola proper occurs at various pla,ces in the 
Northern United States during the winter. The present form has also been taken at the mouth of 
the Colnml>ia RiYer in September, as also at The Dalles of that river. It is one of the most common 
birds along the western shore of Alaska from the mouth of the Yukon north, wherever groups of 
stuute<l willows aud. alders occur. On entering almost any northern thicket the protesting tsip of 
this gentle little biru. may be heard greeting the intruder upon all silles; if one sits in the midst of 
their co,~ert and keeps quiet he soou becomes the center of an inquiring party, the members of 
which flit about in the bushes, their bright l>lack eyes peering about from the leafy coYert all 
arounc.l until they finally decide that tlle interloper is kindly disposed or harmless, and then back 
they go, one by one, to tlleir former occupations. 
The flocks are broken when they reach t be far north in spring and the birds are mated soou 
after. Iu the nortq, before taking leave for their winter borne, they gather in flocks on thP-
bushy uorders of the woods, and their low, sweet chorus is heard rising and falling as they tn~e 
their geutle pipes for the songs they are to utter later in the season. Its power of song, however, 
is not grenit, and its music i ' ; perhaps, most pleasing when thus heard in chorus. It is unknown 
from the Aleutian and other islands in Bering Sea, though it undoubtedly occnrs on Kadiak, and 
it may winter on the adjoining pa,rts of the southeast shore. 
JUNCO HYEMALIS (Lion.). Slate-colored Junco. 
This is one of the rarest sparrows visiting the coast of Beriug Sea. It is, howeYer, much 
more numerous in the interior, and is found more or less common along the entire course of the 
Yukon, at the mouth of which it breeds. It reaches Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, by April 
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30, an<l. I have fouud it at th l ukou mouth by th lltll f l\Iay, althoeo-11 th arlie, r c rd, t 
Saint Michaels i the lDth of this month. At .l ulato it wa foun<l common by Dall, who r c rd 
its arrival on the 1st of June. In the Hud on Bay Territory Kennicott found it breedincr abun-
dantly to latitude u5° north, au<l it j ' known to arrive on the Mackenzie Bfrer b,r the 20th of April. 
While I was camping at the Yukon -mouth, tlie la t of l\fay, 1879, it "' a a common bird, and at 
Kotlik it was found numerou ' about the trading po t, 'earchiug the ground clo e to the door t p 
for food. Its occurrence at Saint :Michaels i merely accidental during the migration, a few ol-
itary individuals being seen at considerable intervals. I did not find it there during the fall. A 
specimen taken :May 241 bJ Murdoch, extends its range to Point Barrow. 
One of my collectors brought me a nest from Nulato, obtained the 1st of Junr, 1880, wllicll 
was built on the ground and contained five eggs. The nest is made of fine dry gras -stems, and 
measures 2 inches deep by 3 across the top. The cavity is 2 inches across the top and 14 incl.le 
deep, and is lined with reindeer-hair. 
The eggs measure respectively .75 by 58, .75 by .57, .75 by .59, .76 by .59, and .75 by .57. They 
bave a pale clayey-white ground dotted over with a varying amount of fine rusty or reddish brown, 
which forms a close well-marked ring about the large end in sharp contrast with the sparsely-
marked larger ends. 
This bird extends its summer range along the Norton Sound shore of Bering Sea and tlie 
coast of the Arctic about Kotzebue Sound, yet there is no record of its having been taken on the 
coast of Southeastern Alaska, nor does it occur on any of the islands in Bering Seft. 
JUNCO HYE~ULIS 0REG0NUS (Towns.). Oregon Junco. 
The occurrence of this bird in Alaska was first made known by the capture of eight specimens 
at Sitka by Bischoff. It was again found at Sitka by Bean. It has not been takeu elsewllere in 
the Territory, to my knowledge, though it is very likely to be found along the timbered coast of 
the southeast part of the Territory reaching Kadiak Island and the adjoining mainland. Like 
many species of soutllem or middle latitude its northern distribution has not been de:fiuite1y 
settled. The fact that in Southeastern Alaska southern birds occupy only a narrow strip of ter-
ritory, 20 to 30 miles in width, along the coast, and on the other side are replaced by a Canadian 
and subarctic avifauna, is not well known even now, except to those who have made a special 
study of the Alaskan region. The various larger Sitkan and Oregon forms extend their range 
and are resident along this portion of Alaska, which is to be classed with that rainy northwest 
coast country which produces such a rnarke<l. and characteristic influence on its animal life. The 
kin of a Junco brought me from Anvik in spring had a well-marked dull-rusty area on the back, 
as also a shade of rusty on the flanks, suggestive of oregonus, but the specimen was so badly 
damaged that it could uot b a. ·certained jn t what it · re]ations were. 
l\IELO 'PIZA FA,'CIATA R ~FINA (Bonap.). Sooty Song-sparrow. 
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MELOSPIZA. CINEREA (Gmel.). Aleutian Song-sparrow. 
Among the several insular forms occurring in the 1\leutian Islands ancl rarely extending their 
range to the adjacent mainland of Southeastern Alaska, this large, hardy bird, a veritable giant 
among its congeners, is the most peculiar. The well known Song-sparrow of the wayside hedges 
and fences in Eastern North America, as is well known to the naturalist, is represented by 
several geographical races between its eastern limit and the northwest coast of tlle continent, 
where it culminates in the present bird of the western Alaskan islands. The connecting chain, 
however, which unites this bird with its relatives of the east bas been found to be but partly 
complete. 
At Unalaska, on May 10, 1887, upon my first arrival in the Aleutian Islands, I found this bird 
common and in fnll song, although the surroundings were desolate and forbidding in the extreme. 
Long banks of snow lay in ragged outline on the sheltered sides of the mountains aml capped · 
their summits. Day by clay cold rain with fierce gales or squalls of snow beat through the val-
leys and the inner harbors. With characteristic changeability, the weather at times. cleared for a 
few hours, and, taking advantage of the temporary sunshine, this hardy songster gave utter-
ance to its pleasant notes from the tops of jutting rocks or even the roofs of the houses in the 
vil1age. On the 15th of this month, at Sanak Island, about 100 miles east of Unalaska, it was 
also found abundant, and its song· was heard repeatedly iu rather loud, clear tones, having a certain 
wild melody harmonizing well with the rude surroundings. The song may be imperfectly repre-
sented by the syllables zwee-e-tu-tu-tii-chi-e-e-e; the first syllables clear and the last three or four 
slightly hard. It was mating at this season, and invariably fonncl in pairs, generally searching 
along its favorite haunts at the water's edg·e on the rocky and most rugged portious of the beach. 
It is a resident throughout the Aleutian Islands, and is limited fo the rocky shores and low flats 
with bordering beaches, never .going far inland, nor does it reach any con siderabJe altitude. 
Strangely enough it does not pass to the northward, even so far as the Seal Islands, where the 
much sma.ller Alaskan Winter '\,Vren has gained a foothold. To the eastward, however, it is 
abundant on the Shurnagin Islands and Kadiak, but whether it reaches the peninsula of Aliaska 
or not is still unknown. 
Its eggs are thus far unknown, but the nearly full grown young were found in July, a,t Kyska 
Island, near the western end of the Aleutian chain, by Mr. Da11. 
On the 23d of September, 1881, when the Corwin arrived at Unalaska, and from then on until 
we left early in October, these sparrows were in full song whenever the weather was propitious. 
The songster which came most under our attention, from its nearness to the vessel, would re-
main sometimes for an hour or more on its perch, repeating its song at short intervals. The notes 
were somewhat louder than those of its eastern relative, but bore a considerable likeness to them, 
and since my return to Washington, during April of the present year (1882), I heard the common 
Song-sparrow in the Smithsonian grounds uttering a series of notes which reminded me strikingly 
of the familiar song of the Aleutian Sparrow heard the previous autumn. This song uttered by 
the common Song-sparrow was not its usual spring note, but one of the shorter and slightly harsher 
modifications of its ordinary ditty. 
During our stay at Unalaska in the fall, these sparrows were common everywhere along the 
shore; especially favoring the jutting faces of rocky l>luffs and the rugged points descending 
abruptly to the water, whe~e they flit from rock to rock, and scramble in and out of the clefts and 
jutting points like the Rock-wren (Salpinctes); or they search the stones at the water's edge for 
foou. cast up by the breaking wavelets, running out and in close to the edge of the rising and 
falling wate1'. 
In a paper on the different forms of JJI. nielodia (Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, p. 159, July, 1879) Mr. 
Henshaw, after examining a large amount of material contained in the National Museum collection 
remarks: ' 
'~his gigantic sparrow is <listiognisbec1, in ac1<litiou to its great size, by a much paler, grayer phase of color 
than its nearest geographical neighbor, rujina. The streaks, iosteau ·of being nearly or quite obsolete as in that 
form, are well defined and of an umber-brown. 
S. Mis. 136--25 
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Continuing, Mr. Hen haw quot Baird anu Ridg ay on insignis a follow 
Between M. melodia of the .Atlantic tate and M. illsignis of Kodiak the differenc e rus wi<le, but tb con-
necting link in the inter-regions brido-t, thi over o complet ly that, with a serie of hundr d of p cimen iJ ~ r 
us, we abandon the attempt at pecific eparation. 
:Mr. Henshaw adds: 
It needs but n, glance to determine that the Yar. rufina i nearer insignia by many degrees than the mllodia of th 
east, and, as bas been indicated, nothin~ is wanting in the chain of evidence to establish the connection between 
rufina and melodia. But while admitting a possibility, perhaps even probability, that the relations between insignis 
and rufina may be as close as that of races, we feel jnstifie<l in a serting that the intergradation necessary to cstnl>-
lish this cannot be shown from the maierial accumulated up to the present time. Measurements append d below 
demonstrate that between the largest specimens of rufina in tho collection and the smallest insignia there is a by no 
means inconsiderable gap. Nor does there appear to be any known law of geographical variation by which this cli ·-
crepancy of size can be accounted for. 
The law of increase of si2ie with increased latitude, while applying to the preceding members of this group, fail 
of applicat.ion in the case of insignis; since Sitka, the metropolis of rufina, is in the same latitude with Kodiak, that of 
insignia; while one specimen of rufina, and that by no means the largest, is present from Lituya Bay, which is slightly 
farther north than Kodiak. 
And he might have added that Sitka is farther north than a large portion of the Aleutian 
Island chain, a great portion of tbe habitat of insignis tlrns being south of the center of abundance 
of rujina. Our author adds: 
Possibly its insular habitat may be deemed sufficient to account for the marked peculiarities of this giant amon~ 
Sparrows. So far, in fact, as color is concerned, although in this respect insigniB is well marked, the step from rufina 
appears an inconsiderable one as compared with that of size. But, ns has been stated, no h1termediatc specimens 
are at hand to prove such a close relationship. 
The author concludes that cinerea should be allowed to retain its former position as a dh,tinct 
species pending the collection of further evidence. The true relationship of this form requiret: for 
its satisfactory determination a considerable amount of material from the region where it meets 
rufina. M. cinerea is an abundant resident of the Near Islands, and birds from there, according 
to Dr. Bean, have considerably smaller bills than those from the eastern part of its range. 
In the National Museum collection are various interesting stages of plumage, upon the mo t 
interesting of which I subjoin remarks, prefacing the notes by stating that there are three well 
marked plumages exhibited-the spring and fall adults and the young of the year in fall. 
The adult plumage of fall birds from Unalaska differs from the spring plumage in haviug a. 
greater amount of rufous on the crown, back, edges of the wing-feathers, and on the tail. In the 
spring bird these parts are dull ashy-gray, nearly uniform, excepting where the slightly darker-
brown centers of the featl.ters on the back break the uniformity. The rump in spring is ashy-brown 
and is olive or fulvous-brown in fall. The rusty-brown of the spots on the breast in spring. birds, 
and the ashy on the sides, the large amount of white or ashy-white of throat, breast, and abdomen, 
all give place in fall to the greatly enlarged reddi b centers of the neck and breast feather , and 
the large fulvou -brown area on the sides, which latter color extends as a wash over most of t.he 
abdomen, so that the bird of the two easons appear quite different when laid side by side. The 
young birds of the first autumn are to be known by their uniformly dark coloration and-the obso-
lete character of the marking on the back. In ome ~pecimens the .dark centers are almo t 
ntir ly ab ent, as are the che tnut crown marking , which are usually dark brown in the young. 
adiak binl average lightly darker than tho e from. Unala ka and the Aleutian chain. 
young mal , two-third grown, taken July 15, 1872, on Kys~a Island, by Mr. Dall, has 
th ·rown and nape plumb ou a b, , with a, dingy fulvous-brown wash, which is much darker· 
along • h id of the crown, outlining the indi tinct che tnut tripes of the adult. Feathers of 
l- ell with a lark blacki h- r wn haft marking on terminal half of tlie feather and bordered 
' ith 111 fnlv u:- cupie the rump and uter tail-cov rt xcept f~r the narrow 
cla k !ip '· n n f ther . ing and tail dark rown, considerably darke; 
Lau m lJ a<lult. <lg d xt ~ri rl ith dark rufou , wl.Jich al o borders the other 
f tb am , n<l. ext nd eYen to the coYert~. The rufou 
1 with a li !Jt r wni h buff, which form an indi tinct tip 
t il-f , th r ar cl with lark rn tY-red 'haded with brown. The-
I -in n uaY fin 11 cki h ·haft-liu . The uperciliary line i <lull 
1i h- r 11 . aft-1in •. TlJ auri ·ular pat •ll nll r ddi h- rown, mot-
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tled by the gray shaft-lines of the feathers. A light liue extends back from the sides of the man-
dible and is shaded and mottled with brown. The chin is ashy or grayish white. The throat, 
breast and abdomen a dingy shade of ashy-white. The feathers of throat and breast each with 
an indistinctly marked central shaft-tip of smoky fulvous-brow11, which gives the breast of the bird 
at this stage an indistinct smoky or mottled appearance; on the sides there is . a uniform shade 
of dingy fulvous-brown, which may be uniform or, as in some specimens, the feathers have faint 
dark shaft-lines. 
MELOSPIZ.A. LINCOLNI (Aud.). Lincoln's Sparrow. 
At Nulato this bird is rare, but thence it becomes more and more numerous towards the east, 
and at Fort Yukon it is considerably more abundant; its eggs have been sent to the National 
Museum from that place. It has been found breeding throughout the northern pottions of British 
America to the Arctic Ocean, and in Northern .Alaska extending down the Yukon to Nulato, and 
perhaps even still farther, to the bhores of Bering Sea. It occurs commonly along the coast of 
California as a winter resident and migrant in spring, which is an argument for its presence along ' 
the southern shore of Alaska, but we have no record of it from that part of the Territory. 
During the middle of .April, 1877, I found it numerous in the vicinity of Sau Francisco, as it 
was passing north with numerous other species. Like various other birds, however, which extend 
their northern breeding range far within Arctic lands, this sparrow is found rearing its young: 
also urnler sunnier skies, and has been taken during the nesting season in Oregon, California, at. 
the southern end of Lake Michigan, and at various other points in middle latitudes. 
p .A.SSERELL.A. ILIAC.A. (Merr.). Fox Sparrow . 
.Along the coast of Norton Sound this bird is an abundant summer resident, sharing with the 
Tree-sparrows the bushy shelter of the alder thickets on the hill-sides and sheltered ravines. Wher-
ever, along the northern coast, a fair-sized alder patch occurs, this hardy species may confidently be 
looked for. Its presence is first noted at Saint Michaels from the 10th to the 15th of May each 
spring, frequently when the ground is still largely covered with snow. The alder thickets, which are 
to give them shelter later, are now half buried beneath the wintry snow banks, and, their chosen 
haunts being thus closed to them, the birds keep about the hou~es or native villages, where thfr-
snow disappears quickest, and the small patches of bare ground afford them spots where they may: 
obtain their food. The small garden patch at Saint Michaels, which bordered the south side o:t 
the kitchen, was a favorite gathering place for these birds; sometimes two or three might be seeu 
at once in the small plot, scratching away with vigorous claws, sending the dirt right and left, 
pausing every few moments and looking about for any insect or seeds they might have turned uo. 
Their mode of procedure is odd in these cases. In place of scratching first with one foot and th~n 
with the other, as gallinaceous birds do, they worked with both feet at once, so that they appeared 
t0 be continually hopping, and the pieces of dirt or small fragments of chips flew right and left in 
a perfect shower, some of them beiug thrown to a distance of 2 to 3 feet or more by the vigorous 
strokes of the bird's claws. 
On pleasant frosty mornings at this season the males take their stand upon the roof of the 
highest building, or the cross upon the Greek church-just back of the dwellings-_whence they 
pour forth their clear, thrush-like whistle. The song is clear anrl melodious, but far too short. 
The notes may be indicated l>y the syllables pew-e-e-dudy-pew, these notes being uttered in a clear 
musical whistle, with a rising accent to the middle and then falling rapid]y, with considerabl; 
inflection at the end. The effect is·very pleasing, and on clear, frosty mornings toward the end of 
May, a concert raised by four or five of these bird~ perched upon the tallest bushes rising over an 
alcler tllicket, is Yery fine, and affords, perhaps, the sweetest and most melodious series of bird-
notes with which we are favored in that region. If the songster is approached, be ceases his song~ 
and, after watching the motions of the intmder for a few moments, dives precipitately into the shelter 
of the thicket, only to reappear, however, at a considerable distance further on, where be suddenly 
perches upon a projecting bush and recommences his song, as if undisturbed. This maneuver he-
will repeat again and again until thoroughly frightened; but by remaining quiet one may be sure he 
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will repea the oug after a Yery uor il~ncc. At tlti time it i ~ a1mo ·t irnr -. ilJl t g •t witltin 
gun l10t of tliem, but while they ar about tll lion : they are tame nml nu. u ·picion.' nnd ''"ill 
aJlow one to approach very clo c without takiug alarm. 
At the mouth of the Yukon, the la t of May and tlle fiI"t fow day of Jnm, J ;o, tbe;y w r, 
extremely commqn, and eYery plea aut day tb bu b-co-rnrecl bank of the numerou channel: 
cutting the delta of this tream re-echoed with the beautiful note of tlle,_,e bird ; by Hie 7th f 
June, howernr, they were mated and had their ue 't ; after tl.lis their note ceased uddeul.r atHl 
were uot heard again. 
On June 5, 1880, a pair was shot in a thicket uear Saint l\lichaels and the nest ecure<l. 'Ibe 
nest obtained is a, very strong, compact structure, 4i inches across by 2¾ inches high, li::t-ving a 
central cavity 11 inches deep by 2-f¾ across. Tl.le outer part of the nest is made of a tl.Jin, compact 
layer of green moss with a few <lead leaves. Inside is a thin layer of dry gras~ runuing circularly 
up the inside of the nest; this again is lined with a handsomely cross-woven layer of wiry black 
moss fibers and chestnut club-moss stems, the whole being a very well made and handsome truct-
ure, in which were tliree eggs with a clayey greenish ground-color_; two of them are thickly 
and uniformly <lotted with dull reddish-brown; between the dots the ground-color shows plainly 
in many places. The third egg is so densely dotted with reddish-brown and chocolate tbat the 
ground color can barely be traced in a few placeR. This egg mea nres .!JO by .70; tbe otlJer two .89 
by .GS, and .90 by .68. 
Towards the end of July and first of August tlie males renew their songs and are le s sliy 
than in the spring, but by the end of July the young are on the wing, and, wit.h their parents, come 
about the houses. They have now much the same skulking ways as the cat-bird in southern lati-
tudes. They come boldly about, but sknrry away into the midst of the weed-patches and other 
conrnnient shelter at the first alarm, only to come back again the moment danger bas pa e<l, 
flirting their tails, apparently as bold an<l as defiant as eYer. It leans the coast of Bering Sea 
by the last of August. At Fort Simpson, British America, tbey arrive the middle of May and 
leave the midd_le of September, and it is an abundant species along tbe entire northern extreme 
of British America. lVIacFarlane and Kennicott found it nesting either ou trees, sometimes 8 feet 
from the ground, or upon the ground. · Its known range is npparently limited only by the limit 
of the bushes. There is a considerable variation among t!Je North Alaskan series in tl.Je exact .:·ize 
and shape of the bill, us well a in the exact shade of color; but tllis is merely individual, and 
Ala k~ ._peciruens show no apparent intergradation with tl.Jeir southern relative. 
Owing to its predilection for bu by place , thi fine , parrow i unknown from any of the 
Bering Sea I land , but it occur on tbe outbea tern coa t in the Sitkan region, and may b 
cla "e<.l as a ummer resident on all the Alaskan mainland, reaclJing Beriug Strait on the we t 
and the bu h limit on the north in about latitude G 0 • 
PAS 'ERELLA ILI.ACA UNALA.:;CHEN IS (Gm 1.). Town eucl' Sparrow. 
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'The under parts have a diffused smoky appearance, owing to the wash of fulvous brown. There is 
considerable variation between adults of the same locality, but the National Museum series does 
not appear to indicate any geographical differences. 
PETROCHELID04N LUNIFRONS (Say). Cliff-swallow. 
The lack of proper surroundings on the coast of Alaska and the Arctic Ocean appears to 
limit the range of this bird to the interior, and although I kept a continual lookout for it during 
my residence in the north I did not see a single individual. At Nulato Dall records its arrival 
from 1\fay 10 to 16, and from these dates up to the 24th. At the same place he found it nesting com-
monly about the trading stations, and was told by the natives that it nested on the faces of the 
sandstone cliffs along the Yukon before the advent of the white man placed. at its disposal the 
convenient shelter of the trading posts. The birds were quick to take advantage of the hospitality 
offered them, and to change from their primitive nesting-sites to ciyilized domiciles. 
It is also found breeding at Fort Yukon. .Mr. Dall records the presence of this bird at 
Saint lVlichaels, but not one was seen during the four years pass~d by me at that place, and the 
evidence seems to point to a mistaken identification whereby the common Barn Swallow (which 
is very common there) was mistaken for the present bird. These swallows are recorded from Point 
Lake, in latitude 65°, in British North America, and in Alaska they are known to extend north 
of the Arctic Oircle. Its extension north to the Arctic Ocean is doubtful-at least in our Territory-
owing to the low and unsuitable nature of the country, in addition to the harsh and repelling 
climate. There is a single specimen in the National Museum collection obtained by Kennicott at 
Fort Resolution June 23, aml this and the points previously given constitute the northernmost 
limits of its known range. There is no evidence of its presence in the southeastern part of the 
Territory. 
OHELIDON ERYTHR0GA..STER (Bodd.). Barn Swallow (Esk. Tu lu-kugh-u-naguk.) 
This bird is the most common and widely distributed of the swallows throughout the north. 
In Alaska it is fot'l.nd along the southeastern coast, extending thence over nearly the entire 
Aleutian chain, and north along the coast of the mainland to Kotzebue Sound, and thence east 
throughout the Territory wherever suitable situations occur. It arrives at Saint Michaels from 
May 17 to 26, and leaves toward the end of August. At Port Clarence, in Bering Straits, Dr. 
Adams found them breeding in the summer of 1851. At Unalaska, June 2 and 3, 1877, I saw a 
number of these swallows skimming about and over the village. Dall found them at various points 
on the Aleutian I slands, and they nest at Unalaska. The latter reports seeing a swallow at Atka 
Island, at the extreme western part of the chain, which was undoubtedly this species. About the 
middle of May they arrive at Nulato, where they breed, as they do also at Fort Yukon and the 
other fur-trading stations along the Yukon. 
Gmelin's Bir-undo aoonalashkensis is undoubtedly referable to the common Barn Swallow, from 
the fact that among the various naturalists who have visited these islands-since Gmelin's bird 
wa obtained-no one has recorded any but the ordinary Barn Swallow, and this has been foun<l 
by nearly every one visiting this portion of the Territory during summer. 
Before the ad vent of the fur traders these birds nested in the deserted huts of the natives as 
' ' in fact, they do in many instances, at present, and sometimes they even share with their owners
the summer-houses on the Lower Yukon. Ou the north coast of Kotzebue Souml iu the autumn 
. ' of 1881, I found t wo nests of these birds in a large cleft of the rocks, into which the waves beat. 
Their ne ts were seeu in deserted huts on the same shore. 
This swallow arrives as soon as mild spring weather s·ets in, generally from tlrn 18th to the 
23d of lYiay. The sea is still covered with an unbroken surface of ice as far as the eye can reach 
ana winter appears to be hardly gone when the first arrivals reach Saint Michaels and com~ 
fluttering about their former -nesting sites. Those whose ne~ts were in the old out.houses, the 
windows of which are left open in summer, but are now closed, try vainly to enter, aud flutter just 
before tbe gla S: until exhausted and driven to perch on the roofs of the buildings, or upon a1;1 
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adjoining fence. Within a fi w day they are en glan iog all ab r gli<lin in wid 
circles over the brown tundra, which at thi time i re by heav. · now-
drifts. Their arrirnl may be followed by fro ty night , and ev n now- uall.· ar by no m an.· 
rare, while raw, misty rain are common. Still the bird appear to emlnr th unplen aut 
weather witl10ut harm, and shelter them elves in old ne ts or oeher place until the un sbh1 1-, 
once more. These old nesting sites are re-occupied after being repaired, an<l. all manner of bel-
tering nooks are cl.10:Sen as building ites for the new-comer . Usually a number of pafr rai ·e 
two broods in a season, if autumn does not come too early. When August arrives young and 
old are seen sunning themselves in noisy parties upon the low roof: of the log hou e • whicll 
form a favorite chattering-place. Day by day passes in teaching the young the use of their 
:uncertain wings, and sacl work some of them make of it at first, affording amusement to the 
·dwellers of the houses. Before long, however, they :fly as well as the old ones, and some fine 
morning we wake to find a blank in place of the vivacious throng, that, like many another 
source of pleasure, iE! not fully appreciated until lost. The sky seems to assume a sadder and 
more dreary aspect, the brown earth looks duller, and the presence of a gloomy autumn is made 
more apparent by the cheerless silence. Many days shall not pass before the snow-capped hill-
tops, like the tents of outposts along the coast, announce the rapid approach of a long, weari-
-some winter. Occasionally a pair have their unfledged young still in the nest, or just com-
mencing to take flight, at the time the other birds leave for the south, and I have known a pair 
or two to remain a week or so behind the main migration iu order to prepare their young for the 
journey b(';fore them. But this is uncommon, the nesting being usually ended and all the ;young 
on the wing at about the same time. Their first eggs are laid on the last <lays of May or first of 
June. In the British fur countries Richardson found these birds nesting to latitude 69° 30' north, 
and Hepburn traced them on the west coast of America, from British Columbia north to Sitka. 
Richardson notes their arrival at Fort Chippewayan about May 15, and they were also com. 
mon at Fort Good Hope in latitude 69° 30' , the most northerly post of the Hudson Bay Fur 
Company. After rearing a single brood he tells us they leave tliese high latitudes early in 
August. A comparison of specimens of this bird from various Alaskan localities with other 
from Eastern North America does not show the slightest appreciable difference. 
T.A.CHYQINET.A. IlICOLOR (Vieill.). Tree Swallow (Esk. Kau-ta!Jh t-y<t-ghuk). 
Although having even a wider northern range than the Barn Swallow this bird does not 
accept the shelter afforded by man, but retains its ancient habit of occupying holes in banks or 
trees, and, as a consequence, its distribution along the Arctic coast and shores of Bering Sea is 
limited to tho e portions where the proper po itions for its nesting sites are afforded. At the 
Yukon delta, the 1st of June, 1879, and at Saint Michaels, the 24th and 25th of May, 1880, they 
were common, and although they ne tat the former place, where the river ba,nks and dead tree-
trunks atford them proper site , yet in the latter place they are unknown, except as visitants in 
fall or during the spring migration, when, as on the dates mentioned, they were found quarter-
ing over a serie of small lake and gra y flats, hunting insects and enjoying the genial sunshine, 
which la t for a hort time at this sea on. It is al o found as a straggler, generally the young 
bird of the year, for a few day during the mi<ldle of Augu t, when it departs, thus leaving for 
the uth or it interior haunt con 1derably earlier thau the Barn Swallow. Richardson found 
them ne ting in hollow tr e on the Mack nzie River, in latitude 650 north, and during Parry' , 
fir Y yag " , p ci of , wall w wa e n in about latitude 73° north, which was probably ti.ti. 
bird. u the priug d iring their. l.10rt i it to Saint Michael , tlley occur at the same season a 
th l k Br, nt; , n l w il l ·ing prone on my back upon a gra y knoll, on the open tundra, 
:\' t hill'"£ r . '· ha Ye fr q ntl:·amu e my 'elf by ob erving the silent flitting to and fro of 
the. Ir ttv ·r ur · h kim th urf: ce of lakcl t and bog , gliding here and there as if 
fl atinrr a th f in l l fl> of ir whi h ar r l to bold them poi ed, and then to waft them about 
r e I ·ur · . 
th f > rin 
r to offer a very inho ~pi table welcome in 
m t uffer the lea t inconvenience from 
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CLIVIC0LA RIP.ARIA (Linn,). Bank Swallow. 
Along the Arctic sea-coast, as well as the shores of Bering Sea, this is an extremely rare visitant, 
occnrring merely as a straggler during it,s migration. On the river courses of the interior, how-
ever, it is one of the most abundant, if not the most abundant, species of swallow. Dall found it 
nesting in great numbers on the Yukon, and counted over sm.,.en lmndred swallows in a sand-bluff 
near Nuklukhayet; he found from two to six eggs in the nests which he examined. These eggs 
were laid upon scanty l>eds of fine twigs without straw or other lining. Richardson found colonies 
numbering thousands of these birds about the mouth of the Mackenzie River in latitude 69°, and 
it is common all along the riv.ers of Arctic .America. A single bird taken by tlie Point Barrow 
party, and a few others seen there the last of July and first of August, show that this species 
extends its range to the extreme northern point of the mainland. In Northern Asia also it is a 
very common species along the river courses, nesting to latitude 69° north, and passing south to 
the shores of the Indian Ocean during the winter. It arrives at the Yukon mouth from the 20th 
to the 25th of May, and leaves that region the last of August. 
There is no record of the Bank Swallow's presence on the southeast coast of the Territory, 
though it is to be expected there owing to its wide distribution. It is unknown on the islands of 
Bering Sea. 
AMPIDLIS GARRULUS Linn. Bohemian vVaxwing. 
There is no record of this bird's occurrence anywhere along the shores of Bering Sea or the 
Arctic. In the interior, however, it is rather common, and specimens were brought me which were 
obtained in May at Nulato, and at Fort Reliance from October 2 to 16 and on May 9. Dall states 
that it arrives at Nulato about June 10, when it becomes common, and undoubtedly breeds in the 
vicinity. That it arrives earlier in the season is shown by the specimens brought me from that 
locality. By Mr. Dall's observations it appears that the bird is migratory in that section of the 
Territory. 
The only American examples of the Waxwing's nest and egg were taken by Kennicott at Fort 
Yukon July 4, 1861. The nest was placed on the side of a branch of a small spruce which was 
growing on the edge of a clump on low ground. The nest was at an elevation of about 18 feet. 
It was large, the base being made of dry spruce twigs, and the nest itself constructed of fine 
grass and moose-hair, lined internally with large feathers. The female ·was shot as she left 
the nest. The single egg obtained measures .90 by .65 of an inch, and has a grayish-slaty or 
s tone-colored ground. The spots are dark brown with a deep violet shade. This nest and egg 
remain unique among American collections, notwithstanding the presence of the bird in consid-
erable numbers in various parts of Arctic .America. 
The nest described above is considerably smaller than the European nests of the Waxwing. 
The eggs of the European bird are also much larger, being au inch long and from .70 to .69 of an 
inch iu breadth. Hundreds of these birds' eggs were obtained in Lapland by Wolley and others. 
Through the labors of this last-named naturalist and of various other ornithologists, it has 
been ascertained that these birds breed in the northern part of the Old World from ·the last of 
May to the end of June, but most of them have their complement of eggs by the second week of 
~Tune. Their breeding range varies so much in different years that a locality where many of its 
eggs are found in one season may not yield a single set the next. There is no record of the Wax-
wing's presence on the southeastern coast of the Territory, although undoubtedly it is found there. 
LANIUS BOREALIS Vieill. Northern Shrike (Esk. n-H-chtu-wuk). 
The ouly specimen of this bird from Southeastern Alaska in the National Museum collection is a 
full-plumaged male, which was obtained at Fort Kenai Cook's Inlet May rn 1869 and it has 
' ' ' ' not been taken on any of the islands in Bering Sea. H artlaub records a specimen seen January 
4 at the mouth of Ohilcat River and a second on Lynn Caual. Over the entire northern portion of 
the Territory from Bering Sea east to the British boundary, and north of the .Alaskan Mountains, 
i t i a resident, rather common in some places but nowhere abundant. It is found as a rare visitor 
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along the open coa t of Bering a au 1 the a ljoiuiu 
numerous inland, and apparently i mo t abundant bio-b up the .,.. nkou, a 
specimens brought me by tbe for trader wer from ,.ort R lian 
Briti b boundary line. 
Nuttall tells us that in ome part of ....... w England tbi hrik i call l the ' Mocking-- inl, 
on account of its imitation of the note of maller bir<ls, thongh it more u ual not r ern bfo tll 
di cordant creaking of a igu-board binge. On N vember 10 he beard one utt ring a 1 w ·oft 
warble resembling that of the Song-sparrow, changing the note immediately afterward t that of 
·the Cat-bird. 
While at the Yukon mouth the la t of ~lay, 1879, I ltad the good fortune to ob errn tl.li 
bird several times, and also to hear its ong. On :May, 1879, while tlle ground was till largely 
covered with snow, I was passing througll a thicket where the winter'. drift till lay deep 
enough to half bury the bushes, when suddenly a low, soft, musical whi tle, con isting of a lJalf 
dozen liquid trills, ending in two or three strange grating notes, fell upon my ear. Aft r n, 
slight pauee this was repeated, and with some difficulty, n, moment later, I made out the iuclL tincfj 
form of a bird close to the ground in a dense busb, about 20 yards in advance, where i t bad CYi-
dently concealed itself on my approach. I hastily fired into the bush to secure, as I snppo ·ed, 
some rarity, and, hurrying forward to gain the prize, was more surprised than pleased to :find notb-
ing 'but the ordinary ShrikP. On another occasion I was led a, long chase through a. piece of 
tangled. wood, bordering one of the Yukon cbanuels in the delta, by some strange and mu ical 
notes unlike anything I had ever heard before, which appeared to be uttered close at hand, 
and a moment later to be far away. After a considemble t.ime, as the wood became more open, 
the author of these notes was found kulking from tree to tre<', in advance, and a long hot 
brought down another Shrike . 
.In bis list of the birds of the Territory, l\lr. Dall record but a single 8pccirnen of tbi bird, 
which was brought ltim at Nulato by a natirn in winter and he considered it uncommon. 
A considerable number of specimens brought me by the for traders from the various part of 
the Territory show, however, that it is a rather common, if not an abundant, species in the in-
terior, although on the sea-coast it is to be classed a uncommon or rare. Specimens were brougbt 
me by Eskimo from the beau of Kotzebue Sound and Norton Bay. 
Kennicott noticed this species at Fort Simpson in September, and again in October, aud b anl 
them uttering a low, irregular, and varied but mu ical song. It breeds far to the nortlJ, as i' llown 
l>y a female binl in the National Museum collection, taken the 11th of June., 1863, in the An-
der on River region, latitu le 69°, with ix egg . Thi specimen is in immature plumage, and i 
probably a bird of the preceding year. The summer and winter plumages of the perfectly adult 
bird can be di tingui. he1l, a i stated in the Hi tory of Nortlt American Bird , by the lore , 
which are jet black in ·ummer and gra in winter; the clear ashy-gray of the back and 
crown i a little le s clear in winter, the wllite beneath le s pure. Tlle young requil'e from 
two to three year to attain the per£ ct tate, a i hown in a large eries before me. A female 
ho at the Yukon mouth, May 13, which wa mating, llas the entire lores grayish wbite and the 
frontal patch of the ame. The back, wing , and under surface cannot be told from the ordinary 
winter bird . Other ummer pecimen how the ame character grading into the perfect 
plumage by Yeral ta(J'e . .A.mong about a dozen pecimens from Alaska only three are adults. 
The uuclul ting ,ermiculated bar which cover the entire lower urfacc of the young of th ·ear 
c r fl'c dually r ·tri ·ted until in the adult th .y occupy the brea t and a portion of the ide ·, leav-
inrr th thr and lorn n immaru1at . The feather markings producing tbi vermiculation are 
1 · ,i u · in tiJ c dnlt bir 1. 
Uran" - ·rowned War ler (E k. same a Ken-
l . ka from the Briti ·h boundary line we t to 
r Il"e of mountain. north within tbe Arctic ircle 
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as far as the tree-limit, this species .is a rather common summer resident. It is .known along the 
shores of Bering Sea and Kotzebue Sound mainly as an autumn migrant, as it straggles to the 
southward at the end of the _breeding season. Wherever bushes occur along the northern coast 
of the Territory it is found at this season, and at Sa,int Michaels it was a common bird each summer 
from the last of July up to about the middle of August, after which it became rare and soon dis-
app~a.red. I have never noted it on the sea-coast during the. ~pring migration. 1.'he latest date 
which I ha,e recorded is August 24. The birds seen at this time were mainly young of the year, 
a-9 was shown by the numerous examples obtained. 
As remarked in describing the habits of Kennicott's Warbler, in fall this species frequents 
the vicinity of dwel1ings and native villages, where it searches the crevices of the fonces ·and log 
houses for iusects. It breeds tnroughout the interior, and Kennicott secured a set of its eggs at 
Fort Yukon on the 10th of June, and another on the 15th of the same month. A young bird of 
the year, in its first plumage, obtain <'cl at Saint Michaels August 3, 1878, presents the following 
characters: 
Feathers of crown ashy at base, tipped with smoky-brown; a brownish, dull olive-green 
shade on the back; rump and upper tail-feathers fnlvous-olive; wings and tail brown, edged with 
olive-green; two dull fulvous wing-bars formed by the tips of coverts; throat and abdomen 
dingy with an ashy whitish wash; sides of neck, breast, and body smoky fulvons-brown; axilla-
ries, bend of wing, and under tail .coverts with a sulphur-yellow wash; bill and feet dull brownish 
horn color. 
From the state of plumage just described, in which there is very little greenish-yellow wash, 
there are all steps to the adult plumage of autumn. 
The young of lutescens is readily distinguishable in this stage by the decided greenish-yellow 
shade which pervades the entire bird, especially on the lower surface; whereas, celata, in the same 
stage, is characterized by ashy shades, especially the entire head and lower surface. 
HELl\HNTHOPHAG.A. CELA'l'.A. LU'.l'ESCENS (Ridgw.). Lutescent Warbler. 
Extending up the Pacific coast this bird is fonnd as a common summer resident of the wooded 
southeastern shore of the Territory, where it replaces celata. Bischoff secured a specimen from 
Fort Kenai, and it occurs also at Kadiak and Sitka. N otbing is known of its breeding habits in 
Alaska, nor is it known to pass north of the Alaskan Mountains and thus intrude on the territory 
of its relative. 
A young bird of this form, obtained at Cbilkat Depot, Washington Territory, July 7, 1879, 
by Dr. Kennerly, now in the National Museum collection, is dull, smoky, yellowish-olive brown on 
the crown, neck, and back. · A huffy shade from the rump to shoulders. On the back of the neck 
and crown a yellowish-olive cast is more apparent. Lores yellow like chin; wing and tail brown ; 
feathers edged with clear greenish-yellow very similar to the coloi· of the adult, but a trifle more 
brownish. Two faint wing-bars formed by the dusky-buff tips of wing-coverts. Entire under sur-
face greenish-yellow, which approaches a clear yellow ·on tlle under tail-coverts and axillaries, 
and with a dull smoky shade on throat, breast, and abdomen. The bill and feet are pale. 
The dates of arrival and departure of tliis form are unknown, as is, to a great exteut, its 
biography. 
DENDROICA 1ES'.l'IVA (Gmel.). Yellow Warbler (Esk. Chfing-ulc chu-ug-u-nitk). 
This h;, perhaps, the most abunu.ant warbler throughout Alaska. It is found. everywhere in 
the wooded interior, on the bushy borders of the water-courses, or frequenting the scattered clumps 
of 'tnnted alders on the shores of Bering Sea, and the coast of the Arctic about Kotzebue Sound, 
or on the southeast coast of the Territory. Its arrival has been recorded in the northwest 
in British Columbia, by May 1, and by the 10th of May it reaches the Lower Yukon. In the 
northern part of British America Richardson noted its arrival at Fort Franklin, in latitude 6G0 , 
on May 15; and on May 25, 1879, while I was camping on the bush-grown islands in the Yukon 
delta, its ong was heard on every hand for some days before the birds scattered, appareutJy making 
the r:v r their highway, whence they reached the adjoining region; It has been taken on Kadia,k 
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Island tho 1st of July, and skin were l>rongllt me from variou, point along the cour e of tlie 
Yukon from where this river crosses tLe British boundary line to its mouth. It breed to the bores 
of the Arctic Ocean wherever it can find a willow or alder patch wherein to place it ne tand helter 
its young. Its well-known breeding range thence south, reaching far within the temperate zone, 
and from one side of the continent to the other, gives it the most extensive breeding l.Jabitat of 
any .American Warbler. Its lively presence, even among the pleasant surroundings of the south, 
lends animation to the scene, and even more impressive is its presence under the dismal skies 
and in the damp, depressing climate of the north, where such visitants are only too rare. Its 
bright form, full of sprightly gaiety, is seen flitting about the dark-green alder-patches, and its 
lisping ·song greets the ear like a memory of the past. But a change in the weather drives it to 
shelter within the low but densely clustering masses of foliage.· In spite of the untoward sur-
roundings in its far northern home, the little fellow takes matters as they come, and makes him-
self merry while opportunity is afforded. In fall, from the last of July to towards tlie last of 
August, they come about t.he houses and native villages to feast on the fare they find provided 
abundantly iu those localities, until, a little later in the season, a few chilling storms send them 
tmoping away with others of their kind to far <listant winter quarters. 
This species, as also several others, arrives at or near the Arctic Circle, along the Lower Mac-
kenzie, and the whole course of the Yukon, at almost the same <late that it reaches the Middle 
States. The autumn migration oc_curs from the 1st to the 20th of August, maiuly about the middle 
of this month, after which the bird is very rare. 
It is the only warbler, with the exception of the Black-capped Flycatcher. which nests iu tbe 
alder-thickets in the vicinity of Saint Michaels. 
DENDROIC.A. CORON.A.TA. (Linn.). Myrtle Warl>ler. 
This species is tbe hardiest of the American warblers. Even cluring its winter visit to the 
south it frequently passes this entire season in parts of the country where there is abundant suow 
and severe cold. In spring, by May 5, it reaches Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yuko11, and by the 
15th of May it is recorded at Nulato and reaches Saint Michaels from the 18th to 20th of this 
month in ordinary seasons. For comparison with the dates of its arrival in the nortlJ, I may add 
here that this warbler is recorded as reaching Northern Vermont on the 1st of l\fay, arnl on the 
15th of this month, Eastern Maine. It occurs along the open coast of Beriug Sea merely as a 
straggler or passing migrant, ancl after being observed for a day or two about tile houses in the 
spring it is not seen again until it returns towards the south duriug the first half of August. By 
the 3d· of June it lays its eggs on the shores of Great Slave Lake, in the interior of British 
America, and it has been recorded as breeding also along the Anderson River. Kurnlieu obtaiued 
a single specimen July 31, at Godhaven, Greenland, and in Alaska it breeds to the northern tree-
limit, considerably inside the Arctic Circle. I have no recoru of its occurrence on the southeast.em 
coa ·t of the Territory, although it is undoubtedly a visitant to that portion. A strange point in 
the hi tory of this bird is the fact that it has been found breeding ou the island of Jamaica, thus 
connecting the ti-opics with the extreme Arctic in its breeding range, although it is unknown 
during the ummer in mo t of the intermediate region. Its nests in the north are placed on 
low pruc · or even on the ground, according to MacFarlane, who found nests thus placed on the 
And r ' ou Riv r. During it vi it to the ea-coa t, like various other species of warblers, the 
M ·rtl arbler mak it 11 adquarters in the vicinity of the trading posts or the native villaf;e , 
wh r it apparently fin an abundant upply of its favorite foo<l. The garden plot and fence at _ 
aint 1icbael · aff rd tbi a everal otber kind of warblers favorite gathering places, where 
th y £ d in pa 
'rA. ( r t.). lack-poll Warbler. 
ree ing gr un in the woo ed int rior, it occurs along tbe sea-
pri g migrati n. I have noted it a. early as l\Iay 27 at the 
fr m tbi. at n to the 5th or 6th of Jnue it contiuu to 
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arrive in this region. A specimen in the National Museum collection was obtained at Fort Kenai, 
Junes, and they probably breed as far south as this point along the coast, if not still farther. On 
June 4 specimens were obtained at Saint Michaels, and on the 8th and 10th of June its eggs have 
been taken at Fort Yukon. Mr. Dall notes its arrival at Nulato about May 15. Its early arrival 
here is very remarkable, since :Mr. Allen has never noted it in Western Massachusetts earlier 
than l\1ay 20, whereas the bird arrives in the far north, near the Arctic Circle, fise days earlier 
than it is known to arrive in Western Massaclrnsetts. It is also recorded as· the last of the 
migrants in Uentral Vermont, where it is seen only for a few days in early June. In the autumn 
it starts on its return to the south about the 1st of August, the last being seen about the 20th of 
this month. On the shores of Norton Sound in fall, as in spring, it frequents the vicinity -of the 
dwellings, and searches industriously over old board fences and log houses for insects. It is 
stated that it usually builds its nest in bushes, a few feet from the ground; but some Arctic 
nests are placed directly upon the ground. This latter variation in habit probably accords with 
the locality, sinee it nests in bushes when the latter are to be found. 
A young male commencing to lose its :first plurr;rnge, taken ()Il the 1st of August, 1879, at Saint 
Michaels, presents the following characteristics : -
Feathers of the back gray with a central shaft-line of black, edged along the tip with <lark, 
giving an irregular faintly-barred appearance. The crown is dull olive-green, this color having 
evidently replaced a shade similar to that on the rump, but dark~r. The first plumage remains, 
- however, as an obsolescent superciliary line, which is dark grayish, mottled and bordered with 
dusky. Sides of the bead the same as the superciliary stripe. An olive-green wash extends from 
the feathers of back to the sides of head and neck, and includes the edges of the wing-feathers, 
where it is brightest on edges of primaries. Wings dark ashy-brown; tertiar.ies edged with white, 
washed with olive-gre~n. Coverts broadly tipped with white, forming two very distinct wiug-
bars. Secondaries and inner primaries slightly tipped with white. Tail-coYerts and outer edges 
of tail-feathers ashy; the former lightest. Tail brown, with a white spot close to the tip of the 
two tail-feathers; in size and pattern exactly like the adult. On the third tail-feather on inner 
web near the tip is a small white spot, which, though small, is distinct. Abdomen and under 
tail-coverts dingy white, faintly streaked along the s-haft and tipped with <lark. Throat, breast, 
and sides dingy grayish-white, finely tipped on the edges with black, and faintly washed with 
dusky greenish-yellow. 'Ihe breast and sides are strongly marked with a distinct greenish-yellow 
area, owing to the presence of feathers belonging to the second plumage. From what is left of 
the first plumage it is evident that, in this stage, the bird is dingy gray with dark edging and 
shaft-streaks washed with a faint yellowish, producing an indistinct dingy yellow. 
DENDR0IC.A. T0WNSENDI (Nutt.). Townsend's Warbler. 
Bartlaub (Jour. Orn. Deut. Cent., July, 1883, p. 267) states that this species was seen once by 
Dr. Krause, on May 27, in conifers of Upper Dejah Valley, Alaska, which is probably the most 
northern point from which it bas yet been recorded. He also adds that there is a single specimen 
of this species from Sitka in the Bremen and Stockholm collection. 
SEIURUS .A.UR0C.APILLUS (1:inn.) . . Oven-bird. 
From Fort Yukon some distance dowu the river this bird is known to breed. Dall tells us 
that it is not common in that region, and on May 30 he secured a single specimen above Nulato; 
be ad<ls that the nati,es called it the grandfather of the Ruby-crowned Kinglet. At Mission, on 
the Lower Yukon, a single dried skin was seen in an Eskimo but, in the winter, which is the only 
addition I can make to the history of the bird within the limits of the Territory. It is thus far 
unknown from the coast an<.l islands of Bering Sea, as well as the coast region of Southeastern 
Alaska, apparently penetrating the Territory by the way of the Upper Yukon, from itR r::mge 
through the British fur countries to the east. 
Its nesting range extends wit,liin the Arctic Circle ou the Upper Yukon and Lower ~fackcnzie 
River . 
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SEIURUS N0VEB0RACENSIS (Gmel.) .. Water Thru b (E k. CHf-chi-wo-gi'ik). 
From abont May 25 to June 1 these Water Thru bes reach the mouth of the Yukon, and at 
this time then· clear, sweet song may be hearrl from along tlie bn h-grown banks of the river 
and its numerous tributarjes. The barren coast of Bering Sea north and south from this point 
affords it but little shelter at this season, hence its extreme rarity there in spriug. It occurs in 
spring where tlle dense growth of bushes about Kotzebue Sound affords it available breeding 
places. In the wooded interior, as at the Yukon mouth, it is abundant, and, in fact, is one of the 
most common bush-frequenting birds throughont the entire fur countries, extending north even 
beyond the tree limit. In the autumn migration it is fouud scattered about the country more gen-
era11y than in spring, visiting even such points on the sea-coast as Saint Michaels, where, entirely 
outside of its usual range, it is found in friendly companionship with the Titlarks and Yellow ·vvag-
tails, frequenting the borders of damp spots and muddy paths close to the buildings, where its only 
shelter is afforded by the overhanging grasses. Its· presence, however, at this place is to be looked 
for only from about the 25th · of July to the 15th of August, after which time it passes south. I 
have found no record of it~ occurrence on the southeast coast of the Territory. At Fort Yukou 
Dall found a nest containing two eggs, in a bushy spruce, on the 1st of June;· but be saw none of 
the birds at Nulato, and considered it uncommon. My own experience at the Yukon mouth proves 
the bird to be one of the commonest species breeding at that place. Its favorite haunts, in the 
midst of dense thickets, shelter it from the observation of one not accustomed to its song, which, 
however, is one of the inost striking that reaches the ear of the traveler in that region; but the 
songster, perched on some low branch, is quick to take alarm, and skulks away beyond the sight 
of one penetrating its haunts.· 
At Fort Yukon Lockhart shot a bird from its nest on June 21. This nest was concealed under 
a small pile of drift close to the river bank, und~r a large willow tree. Another nest taken near 
by was similarly placed and made of moss lined with very fine grass. In the National. Museum 
collection is a nest containing five eggs, from Peale's River, which is composed of moss aud grass 
and lined with mouse and rabbit fur. There are also other eggs in the same collection, whieh 
were obtained from Fort Yukon during the mi<lule of June. 
SYLVANIA PUSILLA (Wils.). Wilson's Warbler. 
The movements of this handsome little species agree closely with those of the Yellow Warbler, 
a.s does its distribution, at least, so far as is shown by my experience in the north. On the 
Upper Yukon its nest and eggs have been taken by May 20, and by the middle of this month, 
or soon after, its presence is noted on the coast of Bering Sea,, where it is a summer resident, 
occupying the ame alder-thicket as the Yellow Warbln. It first makes its appearance, like 
the latter, about the house in spring, but soon strays away to its summer haunts on the 
hill ·ide , where it i confined until the nestiug ea on bas passed and, about tlle eud of July 
and 1st of August, it return with its young to pay a last visit to the solitary group of llouses 
on the open ea-shore at Saint 1\Iichaels before it passes to the south. It is one of' the commoi1est 
of the bush-frequenting pecie. in the north and extends its breeding range to the shore of the 
Arctic Oc an, where it i found breeding about _Kotzebue Sound as well as along the entire coast 
fNorton ound wh rev r ·helter i afforded. Like most other" of the wood-frequenting specie._, 
thi bird i not known ou the arren rocky i land of Bering Sea but on the mainland it forms a 
trikin anl 11 a ·ant addition to the fau a o trangel5 attracted to the e apparently forbidding 
r gioo · <lnriu th rt an unpl a ant Arctic ummer. Its range iu the Territor,y is confined, like 
ba f H. c lata t h r ion uorth of the Ala kan ~fountains, and like the latter it i repre c·nted 
h f h m untain · - a clo el -alli d g ograpllimLl rac . 
ilcolat <1 Warbler. 
the Ltl.i of tlli month omo were 
occupie the ntir Pacific 
an at akutat Bay_and Kadiak in 
, . 
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Jun,e and July, but it is not found on any of the .Aleutian chain nor on the mainland north of the 
.Alaskan Mountains. From these mountains south ward it is abundant, however, aml its nest and 
eggs have been obtained at Sitka. Its times of arrival and departure are unknown, and its biog-
raphy in this part of its range yet remains to be written. 
A comparison of specimens of this and of the other form from Northern Alaska and Eastern 
North America shows that the race pileolata is based upon a general and constant intensity of 
coloration. 
· l\'IoT.A.CILLA. ocuLARIS Swinh. Swinhoe's Wagtail. 
.Although this bird has been taken repeatedly at Plover Bay, Siberia, and thence throughout 
a large portion of Northeastern Asia, including China and Formosa, to the Lake Baikal region, it 
appears to be almost unknown in Alaska. In fact its claim as a bird of the Territory rests upon 
the captnrB of a single specimen, a young bird in summer plumage, by Captain Kellett and Lieu-
tenant Wood in" Northwest America," as recorded in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Birds, X, 473. 
'.rhe Wagtail seen by Mr. Turner on .Attu Island, on the western extr_eme of the Aleutian chain, 
may possibly have been of this species, but it is far more probable that it was the JJi. lugens which 
Dr. Stejneger found common upon the Commander Islands. 
A single specimen of ocularis was taken by Mr. Belding at La Paz, Lower California, during 
the winter of 1881-'82. It is scarcely necessary to add that its occurrence at this point, so far 
from its home, is entirely accidental. 
The western limit of tllis bird in Siberia is given by Seebohm as the wa,ter-shed between the 
Yenesei and the Lena Rivers; thence east it has been taken in many portions of tli<' continent, in-
cluding Mongolia, Chukchi land, and the localities previously mentioned. · 
A fine adult male secured by me June 26, 1881, at Plover Bay, Siberia, presents the following 
characters: The back is nearly uniform ashy, changing on the upper tail-coverts to blackish, edged 
with dark-ashy. All but the two outer feathers black. The two outer feathers are white with 
their bases black and a narrowing longitudinal band of the same along the edge of the inner web 
of each, vanishing towards the end of the feather. A black line extends along and near the shaft 
on the outer web of the next to outer tail-feather, becoming broken and disappearing toward the 
end of the feather. The wings are light:brown, but the tertiaries are much darker and edged with 
white. The latter color so broadly edges the greater and lesser wing-coverts as to overlap and 
conceal the dark-brown centers, and forms a large uniform patch on the upper surface of the wing. 
A broad frontal patch of white extends from the bill back on the middle of crown to a liIJ.e connect-
ing the posterior edge of orbits; this white is continued back nearly to the occiput as a superciliary 
stripe. A narrow black line extends from the gape through the eye, uniting on the back of the 
neck with a nearly square black patch, which occupies tLc occipital and 1mchal area, and extends 
partly down the sides of the neck. From the base of lower mandible on either side a widening 
band of white extends back under the eye, on the cheeks, and down the sides of the neck, separat-
ing the black crown patch from the large black area, which extends from base of under man<lible 
o·ver the throat and breast. The rest of the under surface is <1ingy white with a wash of ashy on 
the sides and flanks. Bill and feet black, iris dark hazel. Fall specimens exllibit a somewhat sim-
ilar pattern, with the black and white areas on the head and neck much broken np and intermixed. 
BUDYTES FLAVUS LEUC6STRIA'l'US (Hom.). Siberian Yellow· Wagtail (Esk. Psu-
guk). 
Un the west coast of Europe, and extending across the entire northern portion of the Ohl 
World, is found . a series of closely-ailied Wagtails, of which the form under consideration repre-
sents the easternmost. The literature bearing up.on these birds is in a state of considerable 
confusion, owing to the variability and close inter-relationship between the several varieties. 
The Yellow Wagtan of Eastern Sibe.ria, extending across Bering Sea into that portion of Alaska 
in the region of Bering Strait, is one of tbe handsomest among its several related forms; and of 
the evcral additions made to the North American fauna by the explorers of the Western Union 
Telegraph Expedition, this was one of the most int~resting. Tlle first specimens were obtained 
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from the vicinity of Saint l\lichael ·, wlJer it wa · foun<l n,bnndant during 11 ummer of 1 GG- 07. 
It was previously ob erved by Dr. Adam , of th Eugli 11 navy, during th summer of 1851; but 
this observation was not made public until recently. The original pecimen from Ala ka wa 
forwarded to Mr. Tristram, who tated that "the pecimen with a wllite uperciliary tripe was 
identical with forms in bree ling plumage from the Atla , Palestine, and Lapland." 
In Alaska I found this bir<l along thecoa t as far south as tbe Ynkon mouth, wlJere it arrived 
May 28, 1879, but was extremely rare. Specimens have been taken since by l\fr. McKay as far 
south as the bead of Bristol Bay, ancl it was noted as a late summer ,isitor on the Near Islands 
by Turner. Saint Michaels, on Norton Sound, appears to be the center of its ab1rndance on our 
coast, an<l thence north it becomes rarer, until at Kotzebue Sound it is, as at the Yukon moutb, 
very rare. I saw but two or three specimens at different points on the shore of Kotzebue Sound 
during our visits there in the summer of 1881, the farthest northem record being just on the Arctic 
Circle. In Eastern Siberia it is an abundant species and is found along the entire Bering Sea 
coast, wherever suitable localities are found, extending its range to Saint Matthews and Saint 
Lawrence Islands; East Cape, Plover Bay, and Yarious other localities on the Siberian coast are 
well-known points of occu.rrence. 
In the vicinity of Saint Michaels it is one of the most familiar and common land birds, and as 
one walks over the open tundra its familiar clinking, metallic note strikes pleasantly on the 
ear. It usually has a preference for the boggy, moss-grown portions of tbe country, and upon its 
first arrival appears rather shy. Ernn during the breeding season they are ever on the alert, and 
the approach of a stranger to their haunts is sure to bring several of them from bush or fl.at to 
protest against tlJe right of way. They may be distinguislied, while yet far away, by their long, 
easy, swinging flight, undulating in their course like Spinus tristis, or a Woodpecker; drawing 
near, tliey circle slowly overhead, constantly uttering the sharp ple-ple-ple, or alighting for a mo-
ment upon a small bush or hummock, :flirting their ·tails and moving restlessly about, apparently 
consumed with nervous impatience, and scarcely have they touched the ground ere they are again 
on the wing. A gunshot or two, however, is enough to send them to a safe distance, even though 
their nest be near by, although occasionally they sllow great recklessness and are as heedless of 
danger as most other breeding birds. 
Their nests are usually placed under the edge of a tu 'Sock or slightly overhanging bank, bunch 
-of grass, or in fact of any similar shelter, under which they can partially or wholly conceal the 
nest. Their preference, howernr, is for gm sy borders of a rather steeply sloping bank, along the 
brow of which they place their ne t'. As one walks over the grass-covered places frequented by 
the e bird , during the breeding season, be is likely to see a female :fl.utter off her eggs at his feet, 
and, flying away a few yartl , alight and glide away, mouse-like, among the gras with such 
rapidity that, unle s clo ely watclled, be quickly di ppears. In some cases she will lie thu 
concealed for ome time, and at other time he join the male at once and circles about overhead. 
When the male pay bi addre e to the i male in pring a peculiar performance takes place, 
omewhat like that of the Yellow Chat. The male tart up from a bank or clump of bushes, and 
ri ing for 20 or 30 yard at a harp angle, uddenly ~ tiffen and de.curve· his wings, at th·; 
am time lowly preading and elevating lli tail nearly perpendicularly to bis body and in this 
. ' cur1ou po ·ition h fl.oat lowly down until within a foot or two of the ground, uttering a low, 
clear_ and ra id medley f jingling n t which can nly be compared to the ountl made by lightly 
rattlm(l' t "eth r th link f mall ·t 1 chain. T1tis performance i very commonly executed 
v r 1 r,,. ·n w- ank, a if the ird appr .ciat d the contra, t affor<led by such a background. 
· h appr a ·h ' th <rr nnd in hi d . c n b uddeuly glide away to a neighboring bu 11 or 
kuoll wh n · b r , t · th man UY r. 
Tb _' a~ri\· in tb vi ·init f ain :m ·ha 1 from th 27th of l\Iay to th, 3d of Juue. U ·ually 
>r • _'11 111 fnll n 1mh r · v the th f tbi · lat r month, and uickly pairing, they eek out th ir 
n tm ,,. 1 <1. I, ~ , ·ry , b rt tim th y ba~e their c mpl meut of grr . By Uie middle of 
.J tlY th· r • ' l, n l , n ·m, 11 p rti com a u the lion e. an l frequ ut th rocky 
b • · fin<l fi cl in a :i. 1, n . )!any f the adult at tllis .'ea. on ·, tlt r al>ont 
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Early in Aug-uM the old birds commence to gradually disappear, and by the mid<lle of tlrn 
month are seen only occasionally, although on the 18th of August they have been note<l. on Saint 
La.wrence Island. The young remain longer and are found in scattered parties all about the 
settlements and native houses in the same localities favored by the common Water Wagtail, which 
occurs sparingly along the coast at this season. The Yellow Wagtail trips daintily along the 
grassy mareins of the muddy spots, its ,"ibrating tail and slender form distinguishing it among the 
motley crowd of Savanna Sparrows, Lapland Longspurs, and common Wagtails which keep it 
company. The complement of eggs ranges from four to seven, and much variation exists in 
the marking of the considerable series in my collection. No two of the seven nests are alike; 
nor are the sets of eggs similar, although there is a general likeness running through the series. 
The nests measure externally about 3¼ by 4 inches across b,y 1½ to 2 inches deep, with the central 
depression¼ to 1½ inches deep, and from 2 to 2½ inches in diameter. The outer portion is usually 
composed of bits of grass and moss, pretty compactly arranged, with the central cavity well lined 
with some warm material, such as the hair of dogs and men, or Ptarmigan feathers, or a com-
bination of the three. One nest is built mainly of fine grass lined with a closely-felted layer ot 
dogs' hair. The second nest has a thin layer of moss and grass followed by one of feathers, and 
the six eggs it contains rest upon a layer of silky-brown club-mosses. The third is composed of 
a felted layer of dogs' hair on the bottom, followed above by a thin layer of feathers; this is 
succeeded by a still thinner layer of club-moss, and the eggs rest upon a felted layer of dogs' hair. 
The fourth nest is composed of a uniform loosely-joined structure of feathers and pieces of grass 
all mingled into a heterogeneous mass. The ground color of the . eggs varies from a pale-greenish 
clay to a clayey white, over.which exten<l.s a profuse confluent mottling, varying from slaty to red-
dish brown, which, in some cases, almost hi<les the ground color; in others the spots are large 
and less numerous, and do not cover the shells so completely. The eggs of the same set usually 
are of a similar shade and marking, and in but one set can the slightest traces of zigzag markings 
be found about the larger ends. A series of thirty-two eggs ranges within the following limits: 
Extreme length, .79; extreme breadth, .60; average length of entire series, .748; average breadth 
of the entire series, .562; least length, . 70; least breadth, .54. 
The following characteristics are taken from a series of twenty-six adult birds and eleven 
young of the year, all obtained from the region about Saint Michaels: 
The sexes are very similar. In freshly-killed specimens the males are frequently brighter 
colored than the femalei:,, but richly-plumaged females are much more brightly colo.red than the 
<luller males at the same season. 
Adult male and female in Spring.-On the crown and nape, extending down the sides of the 
neck the color is clear ashy, becoming shaded more or less with brown in poor or worn plumage. 
The back rich olive-green, especially upon the rump and upper tail-feathers, and extending to 
just back of the ashy crown-patch. The intermediate region between the shoulders and on. the 
scapulars is shaded more or less strongly with brown, becoming ashy-brown or of a darker shade 
than the crown in some specimens. The wings are brown. The tertiaries and coverts edged with 
pale-yellowish white, the tips of the coverts forming two dull wing-bars. This light edging of 
coverts varies in amount, an<1 in worn specimens is sometimes nearly obliterated. The middle 
tail-feathers are dark-brown, becoming nearly black in some specimens. Two outer tail-feathers 
have their basal quarter brown, with a narrowing band of the same extending from the dark base 
along the inner half of inner web, reaching nearly to the tip of feather. A narrow line of brown 
close to the shaft on the outer web to the next to the outer feather. The remainder of these feathers 
are white, including the entire tip of each and their shafts. The narrow white supereiliary stripe 
u ually commences at the nostril and reaches to the nape; bL1t in some specimens it is obsolete in 
front of the eye, and is frequently barely discernible. A dark-brownish ashy line includes the 
lore , eye, and ear-coverts. Chin white, shading into rich greenish-yellow, which occupjes the 
entire under parts, including the under tail-coverts. The precise chain of the white area as well 
as the intensity of the yellow varies greatly with individuals. The olive-green of back extends 
on the sides of the neck and breast, forming a more or less ob8olete and slightly clouded band 
a_cross the breast, the basal ha,lf of each feather being olive-green with a yellowish tip; some-
tune the yellowish tip is obsolete, rendering the green more apparent. In some specimens sev-
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eral pure olive-gre u f ~c tilers ar . · att red ll r and tlJ r among tlJe y 11 w featll r,· f thi part. 
A -trong wa 11 of olh- -gr en e t rnl alon · tlJ i<l and fl.auk . Tl1e under wiug-cor rt are 
yellowish-white. The iri i. dark baz 1. The bill and fe t black. 
In fall adult are nearly uniform oliY -l>rown above, with a grayi ' h sha<le ou the crowu aud. 
grayish on the rump. The tail aud wiug featLer · are of a, ofter hacle than in the pring, and 
tintBd with a mixture of olirn. The superciliary line white, ometimes yellow shaded. The whit 
chin-patch extends to tlle breast aud the yellow or fnlvou · of breast surround~ it po teriorly; this 
fulvous-brown shade extends aero s the breast. Abdomeu <lingy yellowish; sides and flanks dingy 
olive. Bill and feet dark born color. 
Young of the year.-The top of the head and back i nearly uniform fulvou brown, Yarying 
to olive-brown. v-Vings and tail almost precisely as in the adult. The younger specimens have 
more of a light fulvous brownish shade through0tlt, which becomes darker and more ashy in ol<ler 
birds. The light superciliary line is fine and less marked than in the adults and oftener obso-
lescent anterior to the orbit. The white chin-patch is much extende<l, frequent.ly reaching far 
down on the throat, where it is more or less washed with pale fulvous. In very youug specimens a 
band of feathers tipped with black or very dark sooty-brown, with light-colored bases, extends 
from each side ·of the low.er mandible down the sides of the neck and contiuues across the 
breast, thus inclosiug the throat-patch. The da.rk area does not form a continuous surface, but lrns 
a broken and mottled appearance. It is in striking contra.st with the inclosed whitish space. The 
abdomen ancl under tail-coverts are a ver,y pale dingy-yellowish, with a fol vo us wash in some 
cases. Tlle sides are washed with clingy olive-brow11. Bill and legs pale fleshy l10rn-color. 
A young bird from Saint Michaels is in the following rather strange plumage: A faiutly 
· outlined blackish-bro'fn cap mixed with dull olive-brown. The black is most markeu as a supra-
orbital line. There is a postocula.r yellowish-white st.ripe. Nape., back, and. rump <lull grayish 
olive-brown. Wings an<l tail as in the onlinary young bird. An oval area of <lingy whitish occu-
pies the chin and throat nearly to the breast. This area is outlined. an<l limited by an irregular 
sooty-ulack border, which takes its origin on each side of the bead at the base of the lower man-
dible, and extends clown the sides of t-he neck forming a breast-baud, patterned very much as tlle 
black border of throat-patch in Sturnella magna. The abdomen is yellowi ·b, breast and sides a. 
dull olive-brown. · 
ANTHUS PENSILVANICUS (Lath.). American Pipit (Esk. OlH-ch''ing-uk). 
Ou the 8th of M$Ly, 1877, during a storm of snow and sleet, the first Pipit was seen at 
Unalaska, on the Aleutian Island. . The following days they appeared to be still more numerous, 
and on the 19th of the month the Aleut told me that these birds already had eggs on the 
hillsides. On the Upper Yukon, at Fort Reliance, they arrive as early as May l, leaving about· 
tlle 5th of October or later. Hartlaub records the pecies at Portage Bay by April 28, and 
numerous by May 11. They do not remain here in summer. August 15 they have been taken on 
Saint George Island of the Fnr Seal group, and numerou pecimens have been obtained from Sitka, 
Kadiak, and thence north along the coa t to the peninsula of Aliaska and through Bering Strait to 
th hore of the Arctic. It wa not din July on the Shurnagins, and at Cape Lisburue in Augu t. 
On tb .i.: ear I land it i an occa ional ummer re ident. At Nulato, on the Yukon, it arrives May 
10, an lit arri al ha been recorcle<l on the Lower Mackenzie River as late as May 21. It appear 
at tim on be ·hor of B riu Sea in the vicinity of SaintMichaels, and., like various other species, 
t during th early c utumnal migrations, wh nit i pre ent for a short time about the 
ugu t. 
umli n r c r 
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it of telling the reindeer when a man is in pursuit; and it is also said to tell the deer wllether or 
not a man is a goo<l shot. Kmnlien adds that he has seen an Eskimo waste bis last charge. in 
vainly trying to kill one of these birds, although a· herd of doer was near by. 
Iu examining a large series of these birds, contained in the National Museum collection, great 
variation is observed between specimens from the same localit3r, and it is difficult to distinguish 
any difference which may be ascribed to geographical influence. Spring specimens from the 
Upper Yukon have a decided ashy shade on the crown, nape, and back, though toward the rump 
and upper tail-coverts there is a more brownish shade. The dark centers of the feathers over this 
region, the wings, and the tail are brown-edged, especially on the back, with a lighter shade. The 
dark ashy of the nape extends forward on the ear-coverts, and the rest of the cheek, superciliary 
stripe, and the entire under surface are of a nearly uniform buff or a yellowish-brown of vary-
ing intensity. The chin and tail-coverts are a little paler. A series of small, poorly-marked black 
and brown spots extends down the sides of throat from the bill and reaches across the breast, thence 
continuing towards the sides. A young bird obtained at Saint Michaels, July 29, 1877, has the 
crown and sides of the head brown, and the nape has an ashy wash of buff; the superciliary 
stripe is faintly outlined. Back brown, with dark central areas to feathers, as in adult. The wings 
dark-brown edged with fulvous-brown. Tail similar to adult. A well-marked series of dark 
spots and shaft-streaks extends down the sides of the neck to bill and forms a heavily-marked area 
across the breast, and a l.ess strongly-marked series extends along the sides and flanks. In the 
youngest specimens the bu:ffy shade is less marked than in those which have attained their 
second plumage or are in the process of moulting. Bill, feet, and legs are pale in young birds. 
The spring birds from the northwest appear grayer arnl more ashy above than specimens from the 
Eastern United States at the same season. 
ANTHUS CERVINUS (Pallas). Red-throated Pipit. 
This species was accredited to the Aleutian Islands in Zander, 0alJ., Jour. fi.ir Orn., Extra-
heft 1, 14, 1853. 
A specimen was recorded by Mr. Dall, at Saint Michaels, during the Russian Telegraph 
Expedition. This specimen has been alluded to by myself, Ridgway, and others, erroneously, as 
A. pratensis, which latter species is not known from Alaska. · 
CINCLUS MEXIC.A.NUS Swains. American Djpper (Esk. Kiithl-ku-ga-yuk). 
Throughout the Territory, wherever clear, swift-running streams afford suitable locations, this 
bird is found. It has been obtained at Sitka and on the island of Unalaska, in the middle of the 
Aleutian chain, and by Turner in the Near Islands, in August, and I have specimens from Fort 
Reliance, at the headwaters of the Yukon, as well as from. various points along the lower . course 
of this stream, and along the shores of Norton and Kotzebue Sounds, where the small stre'ams flow 
into the sea. Some natives from the interior, near the northeastern part of Kotzebue Sound, in 
about latitude 69° N., described to me a little black bird that remains all winter about open sp·ots 
in the ice on the swift-running streams, and swims and dives in the water like aduck; this is 
undoubtedly the Ouzel, and I received specimens from several ]ocalities in that region. Several 
were obtained and brought me in mid-winter from the head of Norton Sound, during a cold period 
when the thermometer registered as low as -50° at Saint Michaels, and they must frequently 
endure a temperature of -60°, or even lower, since in the interior the cold is almost invariably 
much more severe than along the coast. On the Upper Yukon it is also a resident, whence the fur 
traders brought me wintering specimens. In this region also the cold is intense, as shown by the 
fact that in one instance a bottle of mercury suspended on the south side of a house remained 
frozen for six weeks, during which time there were no means of ascertaining how low the temper-
ature descended below the -42° necessary to produce this result. Throughout this period these 
hardy little birds were busily seeking their food as usual about the open places in the ice marking 
the rapids in the sma11er streams: the icy waters and the frigid temperature of the air not appearing 
to affect them in the least except, perhaps, to make them a trifle less active than usual. It seems 
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scarcely credible that a bird of thi group can successfully brave such extreme colu, yet the fact 
is supported by ample proof. It is, perhaps, the only bird of its kind which winters within the 
Arctic Circle. 
Although this Ouzel is found throughout North America from far within the tropics north to 
within the frigid zone, yet a comparison of my series of eight specimens obtained in Alaska with 
specimens from Southern United States and Guatemala shows nothing but a trifling individual 
variation. As usual, the fall and winter specimens have light-colored bills, and the secondaries 
and the feathers of the lower surface are slightly edged with grayish. Altlwngh this bird is found 
on the Aleutian Islands, it is not known to occur on the bleak, rocky islands elsewhere in Bering 
Sea. It is resident wherever found in Alaska, although, strangely enough, it is partly migratory 
iri. some portions of its range in middle latitudes. An allied species occurs in Eastern Asia. 
TROGLODYTES HIEMALIS P.A.CIFICUS Baird. -western Winter Wren. 
From Sitka, Bischoff sent in four spedmens during his collecting there, which are mentioned 
in Dall's paper as Troglodytes hyemalis, and others have been secured· from Kadiak. Since then 
nothing new concerning its northern distribution and habits iff the Territory has been ascertained. 
South of Sitka it is known to nest in abundance according to Cooper and Buckley. Specimens 
from Sitka and Kadiak are identical with others from Chiloweyuck, Washington Territory, and 
other localities to the south along the coast. Northern specimens appear to be alike, being some-
what more intensely colored, but the small series does not allow any definite statement in this 
regard. The geographical race pacificus is very distinct from the eastern hiemalis. The dark tint, 
which is so marked in birds from the northwest coast extending down to tlie middle Californian 
coast region, is apparently constant. Its breeding range appears to include the entire extent of 
its habitat in this region, and the National Museum bas recently received its eggs from the 
Coast Range in the vicinity of Santa Cruz, Cal.; the parent of these eggs cannot be distinguished 
from specimens obtained at more northern localities. 
TROGLODYTES .A.L.A.SCENSIS Baird. Alaskan Wren. 
The type specimen of this Wren was obtained by Mr. Dall at Saint George Island, Alaska, 
during the explorations of the Western Union Telegraph Expedition, and is a young bird of the 
year in its first plumage, and much darker than the adult, of which there is a considerable series 
in the National Museum collection. It is an abundant resident on the Near Islands. 
On the Commander Islands Stejneger found the Alaskan Wren replaced by an allied species, 
which Mr. Ridgway has named T. pallescens. At present, although there are many skins in the 
collection from various localities throughout the known range of the bird, nothing definite is yet 
known of it.s nests and eggs, except a statement made by the Aleuts, and recorded by Dall, that 
it breed in l\'.Iay, building a nest of moss in tlle crevices of rocks, where it lays six eggs, and a 
similar record by Elliott, that it breeds in the holes and crevices of cliffs, where it lays from eight 
to teu eggs in a ne t which i made of dried grass and feathers roofed over, with an entrance 
to the ne t-chamber at the ide. Thi last statement is from the natives of Saint George Island. 
It i found throughout the Aleutian Islands and upon the island of Saint George, of the Seal 
I laud group. Throughout this somewhat limited territory it is a common resident. One of the 
mo t eculiar facts in it hi tory i it abundance on the i land of Saint George, which is about 180 
mil, north f the leutiau I land , wher a , on Saint Paul Island, only 27 miles distant from Saint 
p · reutly uita le in every way for its presence, there is not a single record of its 
· rr n · · a <l Elli t tat that h searched c refully for it during his residence at that place. 
H ~ , 1 · t ll m that, clurin xcepti lly eYere winter on the island of Saint George, large 
f h e ircl die f exr 'Ur , that only the hardiest among them survive. But the 
bi h th lti l · ri g th ir num er up to the former standard in a very few 
g heavy gal , on the i land of Akoutan, just east of 
ti u 1 long the rock-strewn beach, half expecting a fall 
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of fragments from the beetling cliff::; above to join the rocky mass which · had already fallen. While 
occupied in searching cautiously for a firm footing, a faint, wiry note struck my ear and brought 
me to a sudden standstill. All about lay huge blocks· of riven lava! from which arose the over-
hanging era.gs; a little back a more sloping bluff presented its face, the inequalities of which were 
dotted by scattered grass and other vegetation, now dead and yellow, or in spots-were flecked with 
patches of snow. As my eye scanned this abrupt slope, the author of the notes was seen clinging 
to a dwarf willow bush at the very brow of the bluff, over which the wind came with great force, 
beating the bush back and forth as if it would uproot it. I put in a shell with No. 6 shot, and 
:fired. To my joy I saw a small brown body drop down the face of the bluff and 1odge in a bunch 
of grass. ..With eager haste I reached the spot, raised the little songster~ and made my first 
acquaintance with this hardy ·wren. Glowing with pleasure, I sat for some time examining my 
prize, and then continued my way, filled with that peculiar exhilaration enjoyed by the field natn-
rali~t when he finds a coveted prize. 
The last of September and first of October, 1881, while the Corwin lay at Unalaska, I bad still 
ful'ther opportunities for studying this little.known species in its home. They were very common 
everywhere on the lower portions of the island, wherever the rank grass and otller plants, combined 
with the stunted bushes, offered a fitting shelter. Here the birds were seen repeatedly, swinging 
on the .projecting sprays or :flitting busily from point to point, and showing a peculiar sprightliness 
and activity common to it and its kin<l. Spe~imens have been taken along the entire Aleutian 
chain, but it is unknown on the coast to tµe eastward of these islands. 
The original description of the species gives the character of the young in the first plumage 
sufficiently well. They may be distinguished from the adult by a smoky brown shade on the sides 
of the head, chin, and throatr and a brighter rusty-red on the back, especially on the rump. In 
the adults the bill is longer and proportionally slenderer, and the faint, ligllt superciliary line is 
better marked. The crown is dull brown, shading into a dingy rufous brown on the rump and 
tail. Below, the adults are indistinguishable in coloration from rufous ·specimens of the common 
Winter Wren obtained in Virginia and Illinois. Young 8pecimens of a.lasoensis approach nearer 
hiemalis in the amount of rufons on the back and in the size of the bill. .Another character is the 
lack of maculatioos on the back and rump of alasoensis. The latter then m~,y be characterized as 
grayer, larger, and longer-billed than the common hiemalis and its variety paoijious, and is, per-
llaps, less differentiated from hiema,l~s than JJfelospiza insignis is from the eastern JJf. melodia. Th us-, 
far, llowever, comparison of the Winter ·wrens from the adjoining coast of Alaska with those of' 
the Aleutian Islands shows a, greater amount of difference than exists between the Aleutian Wren. 
and its eastern congener. This argues in favor of the specific disttnctness of cilasoensis. 
CERTBI.A. F.AMILI.A.RIS AMERIO.AN.A (Bonap.). Brown Creeper. 
In the·National Museum collection is a single specimen of this bird obtained at Fort Kenai 
May 6, 1869, by Bischoff. According to HartlaulJ it was seen at Sitka by Kittlitz. These are the 
only records of its occurrence in the Territory, altl.wugh from its presence at the localities named 
it is to be inferred that it occurs in the intermediate country, thence to Washington Territory 
where the bird is known to b.e abundant. ' 
PARUS Al'RIC.A.PILLUS SEPTENTRIONALIS (Harris). Long .. faile<l Chickadee. 
(Esk. Oht-ku-pi-pt-ct .. uk). 
Throughout the wootled region of Alaska, from the moist, heavily-wooded coast in the Sitka-a 
and Kadiak region north throughout the entire Yukon and adjoining country, this bird is a common 
resident. Spe~imens were secured both at Cook's Inlet and Kadiak by Dr. Bean. I secured speci-
mens from var10us places th:oughout tlie norLhe~n portion of the Territory, at times even along 
the barren sea-coast, where 1t only fo~n<l shelter rn the stunted alder or weed.patches. Its visits 
to the coa t, however, were mainly in roving parties during spring or fall. .A few days of mild 
weatl1er, at this season, are almost sure to bring some of these familiar birds about the coast set-
~lement .' a~d it~ familiar ~ee-dee .. dee is a welcome sound <?n tb.e clear frosty mornings which usher 
m the stmgmg blasts of winter, or announce the approach of spring. One meets it again while 
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traveling througli tlle ilent , now-clad fore t of the Yukon, a he trarnr w ari "Orn Jy n, until tbe 
mind is unconsciou ly affected by the lack of animation. At ucll time , a w rnoYe mechanically 
forward, the shrill, trident note of the Chickadee, as the bird eye u from it winging perch on 
a bush clo eat hand, breaks the ilence a,nd diverts the rnind. Frequently the clloru of tlleir 
Lilliputian cries arise from the bushe' all about as the jolly company of harlequins swing and 
balance their tiny bodies and pa s on a though too bu ily intent upon affairs of iruportance to 
stop. After their passage the forost resumes its cheerless silence once more, and the heavy 
breathing of the icy wind through the tree-tops or the sharp report of the contracting ice in the 
river are the .only accompaniments of the toilsome rnarch. 
Their habits and appearance are like those of the well-known Black Cap in southern localities, 
from which it is to be distinguished merely by its larger size and the greater amount of white 
bordering the wings ap.d tail, in addition to the general lighter color of the back. These dis-
tinctions are likely to vary considerably in individual specimens; aml, in fact, it is frequently 
d-ifficnlt to distinguish the two forms either by color or size differences. The western and northern 
varieties are usually distinguishable at a glance by the much grayer back and lighter flanks of 
septentrionalis. .Among many specimens of the latter from Saint Michaels and the Lower Yukon, 
the wash of brown on the sides is almost totally lacking, and in two specimens no differences of 
shade ca,n be found in the flanks or abdomen. In the south the differences in shade between these 
two parts become more and more striking. .Although the northern birds -are usually larger, 
there are exceptions to the rule. Neither in midsummer nor in midwinter does this bird reach 
the coast of Bering Sea, and its breeding range is co-extensive with the wooded country of the 
interior and the timbered coast in the southeast part of the Territory. 
PA.RDS A.TRI(JA.PILLUS OCCIDENTA.LIS (Baird). Oregon O1.iickadee. 
Hartlaub records two specimens of this Chickadee taken at Chilcat; he adds also "on Feb-
ruary 17 seen on low bushes and deciduous trees near shore. Summer and winter always in low 
thickets near coast." 
PARUS CINCTUS OBTECTUS (Cab.). Siberian Chickadee. 
The first record. of this species from .America was published in the Bulletin of the Nuttall 
Ornithological Club, January, 1878, in which mention is made of several specimens, obtained by 
Mr. L. M. Turner from Saint Michaels. The :first American .specimen of this bird, however, is a 
female, which was sent to the Smithsonian Institution with seven eggs, from the Lower Ander-
son River, June 1, 1864, by Ma~Farlane, to whom credit is thus due for obtaining it first on this 
continent. 
The habitat of this l>ir l include , so far a known, the spruce forests in Northeastern Siberia, 
extending acroRs a very similar region in the northern half of Alaska, and reaching the Anderson 
River on the ea t. It range does not appear to extend to the south along the Upper Yukon, as 
a considerable serie, of Titmice, brought me from that region by tbe fur traders, does not contain 
a ingle example. From the vicinity of Nulato, thence down tl.te Yukon, and to the north and 
northea ,t, thi form ~ ppear to be as abunuant a::s the Hudsoniau Titmouse, whose range it shares 
in tbi region. From a out Lake Baikal, in Eastern Siberia, we t through Northern Siberia and 
Northern Europe, extend, the range of a clo e relative of the present form, known as Parus cinctus, 
with which t i • binl h< b 11 confu ·ec.l until very recently. The original American reference 
w,: iy n a P. oinctu,. , ut a car ful COLil[ ari n. of the large erie of Alaskan bird in my collec-
ti I wi h ·re i n f ·inotu fr m :r rtilern Europe how a well-marked geographical difference, 
hi ·h , ill r ferr l t low. 
ik m ·t th r · of it kin l, the ib rian Ti mou e ue t · iu hollows of tree , and has beeu 
kn w1 t j .ct th rirrhtfnl wner of cavity a d eize upon the ite for its own ne t. Its eggb 
r 1 ·u 11 · ph cl 111 u m f f h lemming and hare, combined with fine mo s or 
"' t, hl l wn. I la ·: fr e u t nin gg~, whi b are grayi h-white, with reddish-viol t and 
r d i li-1 r , ·n f n t 1 at he 1, r r nd. Tli ego- are broad in proportion to their 
1 0 11th. 11 ... rth r p c me~ Ollt he hou es in winter, wh re it 
£ f l " h xtrem ly familiar. In Lapland this biru 
cl wo ' ecker . It cry j expre"sed 
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by the syllables" pistM-tee," uttered in a hissing tone. From this it receives its Fiuuish name, and 
the superstitious among the Finns regard it as a bird of bad omen, and predict a bootless errand 
for the bear or squirrel hunter who chances to meet one of these busy little p-istee tainen, as he starts 
. for the forest. The .Alaskan and East Siberian form is closely related to P. hudsonicus, but the · 
following characters will senTe to distinguish the two: 
P. HUDSONICUS. 
Crown dark smoky brown. 
Back brownish, much lighter than crown, and of a 
more ful vous tint. 
Lores B,nd cheek-patch white. 
Sides of neck ashy-gray, and an indistinct shade 
of the same across the nuchal region separat-
ing the crown from the back. 
Wings and tail brown, edged with a pale ashy. 
gray. 
Cheeks aml throat-patch smoky-black. 
Breast and abdomen dingy-white, and a large 
flank-patch of dull vinaceous-brown. 
The average dimensions of a series of these birds, 
numbering fourteen are: length of wing 2.57 ; 
tail, 2.7:3; tarsus, .65; culmen, .86. 
P. CINCTUS. 
Crown ashy-brown, rather dark. 
Back a lighter shade of the same, washed with very 
pale fulvous. 
Lores, cheeks, and side of neck white, the white 
sometimes forming a very slight nuchal collar. 
Wings and tail brownish-gray, edged with pale 
silvery gray or white. 
Cheek and throat black. 
Breast and abdomen white, washed with a slight 
shade of pale brown, which covers the flanks. 
The feet and claws of this bird appear.to average 
stouter and heavier than in hiidsonious, although 
there is a considerable amount of incli vidual 
variation in this respect in both species. 
A series of nine specimens average: length of wing, 
2.155; tail, 2.81; tarsus, .62; cnlmen, .30. 
The East Siberian form is distinguished from its European and West Siberian relative mainly 
by its longer tail and wings and shorter tarsus. In the Ibis for 1879, Seebohm states that his Lake 
Baikal specimens show less rusty-brown on the flanks than do the European birds, and ought to 
be referred to the variety gricescens of Sharp and Dresser. By a direct comparison of my Alaskan 
series with two specimens from Lapland, in the National Museum collection, I find that the smoky-
brown of the crown, in the latter specimens, is very similar in shade to the crown of P. hudson-
icus of Alaska; but the contrast between the crown and back is considerably more marked in 
cinctus than in hudsonicus, and much more marked in cinctus than in oblectus. The whole back 
and rump of cinctus are rusty or reddish-brown, and a little paler than the rusty-brown of the 
flanks, which latter color is a little paler than the brown on the flanks of hudsonicus. In obtecttf,S 
the flank-w~sh is frequently no heavier than in examples of P. septentrionalis, and in the darkest 
specimens is but little darker than in cinctus proper, while the flanks are invariably strikingly 
paler. The color of this flank-wash is faintly traceable on the back and rump of some Alaskan 
specimens, and absent in others, but an almost uniform tint of crown and back is generally char-
acteristic of obtectus. 'rhe throat-patch is <lark smoky-brown, with a wash of reddish-brown in 
cinctus, and smoky-black with a brownish wash in obtectus. The latter is also distinguishable by 
the clear silver ~shy-gray of the wing and tail feathers with the whitish edging of the former, 
whereas the wings and t~il of cinctus are of a dnll ashy-gray with a smoky shade of brownish. 
The comparative measurements of two Lapland and two Alaskan birds are as follows: 
' 
National 
I DeEmof Name. Locality. Sex. Museum Wing. Tail. Tarsus. Cnlmen. 
No. at base. 
------------------
Parus cinctus .. . .... . . Lapland ........ { 0 34136 2. 66 2. 76 . 69 . 44 .17 
( ~ 34137 2. 65 2. 74 . 67 • 44 .16 
P. cinctus obtectus . . . Nulato,.A.laska .. { 0 (n 2. 52 2. 86 . 60 . 41 . 20 
~ 0) 2. 60 2. 80 . 61 • 43 , 19 
Outside of certain differences in proportions, as shown in the measurements given, obtectus may 
be said to differ from typical cinctus very much as septentrionalis varies from typical atr-icapillus. 
PARUS HUDSONICJUS FORST. Hudsonian Chickadee. 
This bird has been found throughout the wooded portion of Alaska, from its southern coast-
line at Fort Kenai, north through the Knskoquim and Yukou River regions to the northern tree-
l~mit, well within the Arctic Circle. In the southern portion of its range its habitat overlaps that 
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of rufescens, while to the nortll it i found mingling with the Long-tailed and the Siberian Gray 
Titmouse. From. the wooded interior in the north it occasionally wander to the open sea-coa ·t 
along the shore of Bering Sea anll Kotzebue Sound, where a few bushy ravines and hill-side8 
afford it temporary shelter. These visits are usually made during the fall and spring, as is the case 
with other Titmice, and at such times it frequently comes about the houses and is as familiar as 
the other Titmice. It mainly keep3 within the ra.nge of the whiLe spruca of the north. and the pine 
- forests of the southeastern coast, and is of very unusual occurrerrce outside of these limits. Within 
its proper territory it is a very common bird, and from its Alaskan range near Bering Straits, east 
throughout the fur countries, and occasionally reaching as far south as the United States, it is one 
of the most abundant of its kind. Owing to its being confined to the interior, I had no opportunity 
of learning anything of interest concerning its habits, a few examples seen now and then, while 
passing through the forests on the Yukon in winter, being the extent of my experience with the 
bird in life, although large numbers of their skins were brought me by the fur traders and natives 
from various portions of the interior, including the entire course of the Yukon to the British 
boundary. 
P .A.RUS RUFESCENS Towns, Chestnut-backed Chickadee. 
From about 60° north latitude on the southeastern coast of Alaska, south into Ualifornia, this 
Titmouse is a.bandant and breeds throaghoat the greater part of its range. On May 16, 1874, Dall 
obtained a specimen at Li.tuya Bay, and Bischoff secured numerous skins at Sitka. Hartlaub 
records specimens from. Portage Bay iu December, Januar.v, anJ February. As the ornithology 
of this portion of Alaska is almost unknown, the ~listribution of this bird will probably be found 
to extend a considerable distance farther along the wooded coast and the interior. It may be 
remarked, also, that the :field in this portion of Alaska is one of the richest open to American 
naturalists, especially in the northern portion of the continent. I have nothing new to add regard-
ing the habits of this interesting species, and it remains only to call attention to the description of 
the nests and eggs of this bird which is found in the appendix: to volume iii of the History of 
North American Birds. · 
PHYLLOPSEUSTES BORE.A.LIS (Blas.). Kennicott's Willow Warbler (Esk. Ohung-
ukli-tai-uk). 
The original record of this warbler in America was based upon the capture of a siugle speci-
men at Saint Michael , on August_ 16, 1866, by the naturalist of the Western Union Telegraph 
Expedition. A second specimen-an alcoholic bird in the National Museum collection, without 
a label-is in the same plumage, and is to be doubtfully referred to the same locality. Since the 
original capture, up to the summer of 1877, no additional examples were secured by the various 
naturali ts who have visited the Territory. During this summer, on July 26 and 31, I obtained 
two specimens, one on each of the days mentioned, as they were searching the old board fences. 
surrounding the houses at Saint Michaels. Later in the season, at the end of August, another 
example was taken, and the succeeding ummer others were seen, but very sparingly, and none 
were obtained. At the time of the capture of the specimens noted they were in company with 
numerou young Orange-crowned Warbler , which were feeding about the crevices of the fences 
and loO'-bou , finding an abundance of spiders and other small insects in the lurking-places 
there aft' rel d. The ennicott Warblers were so similar to the Orange-crowned ·warblers in 
motion and a pe ran e that it wa almo t, if not quite, impossible to distinguish them until shot 
x mine in b, nd. ne of the bird obtained wa a youug one in rat.her immature plurn.-
ag nd th th r w r adult . The ea on of their occurrence and other circum tances lead me 
to think th t it r d i mall mun r along the northwest coa t of Ala ka in the vicinity of 
r it p rh, p r a ·hi " otz ie onn , and certainly extending as far to the outh a 
mo 1th of th ukon. win t the li l k own chara ter of the avian fauna alonO' the north-o 
, t f n kn wn wh l r this bird migrate from Northern Ala ka to the 
ll t r r urn aero ring trait to eek a winter re ort with its 
an • j ini g i 1 n 1 . 
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Tlrn ·bird. is well known to be a, great wanderer, resorting in winter to the southern portion of 
Asia~ migrating through Japan, China, anu Formosa, and reaching the Malayan Peninsula and 
Archipelago; while in summer it seeks the high latitudes of Asia, extending to Northern Russia 
and thence east even to Alaska, as recorded. At Tapkan, northw'Mt of Bering Straits, on the 
Siberian shore, N ordenskjolu tells us that considerable flocks of these birds visited the vessel 
during June, before the ground was free from snow. They appeared much exhausted and remained 
about t.he vessel for some days . . The abundance of this bird here at this season would_ indicate 
its presence in considerable numbers througliout the Chukchi Peninsula during summer. During 
my visits to this shore in the summer of 1881 it was not foun<l, as might have been anticipated from 
the lack of bushes and suitable locations along the immediate coast where we landed. 
Its habits while in America are almost unknown, hence we must draw· upon the records 
furnished us by Eurol)ean naturalists, who have visited its haunts in Northern Europe and Asia. 
Seebohm found it on the Lower Yenesei, where it arrived a fortnight later than P. trochilus, 
P. tri.stis, and P. supercitiosus. His account (Ibis, III, 9, 1879) is as follows: 
I had given up P. borealis in despair, when suddenly it arrived in great munbers, and became the commonest 
of the four species. The song is almost exactly like the trill of the Redpole, but not quite so rapid, and a little more 
melodious. Its call-note is generally a single monotonous "clzit," but sometimes made into a double note by dwelling 
on the first part, "d-z, zit." It is less restless than the other Willow-Warblers, by no means shy, and is easy to shoot. 
When I left the Arctic Circle it bad probably not commenced to breed; but on the 6th of July I had the good fortune 
t o shoot a bird from its nest at Egaska, in latitude 67° . The eggs are larger Lhan those of our ·willow Warbler's, pure 
white, and profusely spotte<l. all over with very small and ·rnry pale pink spots. They were :five in number. The 
nest was built on the ground in a wood thinly scattered with trees, and was placed in a recess on the side of a tus-
sock or little mound of grass and other plants. It was semidomed 1 the outside being composed of moss, and the 
inside of fine dry grass. There was neither feather nor hair used in the construction. I did not see this bird farther 
north than lat. 69° . 
From the same author we learn that this species breeds in the-north of Asia, at or near the limit 
of forest growth and in a similar climate to the snbalpine districts of Southern Siberia. It passes 
through China on its migrations, and winters in tbe Bast Indian Islands and the islands surround-
ing the Burmah .Peninsula. It unites an extreme southeastern win tel' range with a wider northern 
range than any other ·species of the genus. Collett has recently obtained it in Finmark, and it 
is not uncommon at Archangel. · It has been shot on the Mesen and on the Petchoya . . It occurs 
as far east as the Ochotsk, and breeds in Southeastern Mongolia. It has been taken in Japan and 
west to Heligoland, and passes in great numbers through Amoy in spring and autumn. 
The following description is taken from specimens obtained by me at Saint Michaels: Entire 
dorsal surface, including broad edging of wing and tail feather, nearly uniform olive-green, 
b rightening on the wings to a shade very similar to that on the back of the Golden-crowned 
Warbler. The under surface white, washed with a pale yellow like that of Vireo philadelphicus. 
Across the breast and along tbe flanks is a wash of a dull olive-brown, heavier on the flanks, and 
with a well marked superciliary stripe of greenish-yellow extending from beak over the lores to the 
nape. Extending from bill through the lores and including the eye, ending coincident with the 
superciliary stripe, is a dusky-greenish band; thence down the cheeks extends a dusky greenish 
yellow shade, which changes to a yellowish-white on the neck and throat. The bend of wings and 
edges of axillaries are clear yellow and the lower edge of tips of secondary coverts are pale yellowi~h-
white, forming a distinct wing-bar. The abdomen is grayish-white, with a faint yellowish shade, 
and the upper surface is dull olive-green. The upper mandible, and sometimes the tip of lower 
mandible, dusky-horn color. Lower mandible pale brown and legs olive-brown. 
Measurements. 
TYPE OF KENNICOTTI. 
Date. Locality. Sex:. Total length. Spread of L ength of wings. wing. Tail. Tarsus. Culmen. 
1-----f-------1---1------1----1---- 1------- ---
Aug. rn, 1866 Saint Michaels . . . (1) 
Aug. 31, 18,7 .• . . do . . • • . . . . . . . . . o 
Aug. 21-, 1877 .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) 
Aag. 21-, 1877 . ... do............. (1) 
4. 75 6. 00 2.40 
2.50 
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Stejneger notes t,hem as among the comm one ,t smnmer binl in the birch and alde1· groves 
about Petropaulski, Kamchatka. He also found them on Bering I land, and on comparing his 
specimens with those from Alaska :finds that the Ala kan specimens are smaller than the Chinese 
and Kamchatkan birds. The difference, he thinks, may prove constant enough to warrant snb-
specific rank for the Alaskan bird, in which case it becomes P. borealis kenniootti (Bd.). 
REGULUS SA'.fRAPA 0LIV.A.CEUS Baird. Western Golden-crowned Kinglet. 
The Alaskan records of this species are limited to the southeastern coast, where it has been 
obtained at Sitka and Kadiak. Although this is a common bird at Sitka and Kadiak it is tlms 
far unknown to the north of the Alaskan mountains. The occurrence of satrapa is to be expected 
on the headwaters of the Yukon and adjacent parts of the wooded interior. 
REGULUS C.A.LENDUL.A. (Linn.). Ruby-crowned Kinglet. 
This handsome species has been secured from various portions of the Territory. The various 
.Alaskan records include l!.,ort Yukon, Nulato, and .Anvik, in the north, with Sitka and Fort 
Kenai on the southeastern coast. Its range is restricted to the wooded portion of the Territory, 
and it has not been recorded from any pa.rt of the open sea-coast in the north. Various specimens 
show a wide range of variation, which is merely individual, although the extended distribution of 
the bird through North .America might lead one to expect geographical variation. This supposi-
tion, however, is not sustained by an examination of a large series in the National Museum col-
lection, although the peculiar form from the -Guadalupe Islands is an exception. In the spring 
of 1868 Dall found it abundant at Nulato, where it preferred the alder-thickets awa,y from the 
river. It was very courageous, and a pair which appeareu about to commence a nest in a small clump 
of bushes tore to pieces a half-finished nest ofthe Rusty-headed Blackbird, and upon the return of 
the female Blackbird the pair of pigmies attacked and drove her away. This was repeated sev-
eral times, and when Mr. Dall left Nulato on June 2 the quarrel was still unsettled. The Indian 
name of this bird is said to be T'lik. They say he is a little chief, and that the Golden-crowned 
Thrush is bis grandfather. The Ruby Crown is to be found to the tree-limit within the Arctic 
Circle, but rarely approaches the damp, cold sea-shores of this region. 
TURDUS .A.LICL~ Baird. Gra.y-cb.eeked Thrush (Esk. Ku-gJt-,u-chulc). 
This species is common throughout all the northern portion of .Alaska wherever willow and 
alder thickets afford it shelter. Its western range extends to Bering Straits and beyond, and it 
has been recorded from Kamchatka,, and probably occurs on the Chukchi Peninsula. .Along 
the entire Yukon, and other streams bordered by trees or bushes in this region, it is present in 
great abundance during the breeding season. On the 1st of June, 1879, as I came down the 
Yukon by boat, large numbers of their old nests were seen in the leafless bushes along the river-
banks. .A. number of these nests were close to the ground-within 2 or 3 feet-while others were 
from 8 to 12 feet high at the divi ion of two stout branches where the compact structure of fine 
gra and leaves was placed. The species reaches the mouth of the Yukon and adjacent coast in 
large number the la t of May or :first of June. The earliest arrival which I have recorded is on 
~lay 24. They are oon found in every thicket, whence their low sweet .tsong is frequently heard; 
ut they are very hy, and, at the fir t alarm, dive into the dense bushes for shelter. As soon as 
the bre ding ea i o-,er they ecome le s retiring and frequent the vicinity of villages and 
ru r ope pot , wh re many are killed by the native boys, armed with their bows and arrows. 
Th ir ·kin ar r ov d an hung in row or bunches to dry in the smoky huts and are preservecl 
a tr hie f the young huuter prow . In the winter fe tivals, when the older hunters bring 
ut tb r phi f th ir kill the y Ir udl di play the kins of these thrushes and hang them 
1 D r ·id . 
n tle · 
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with scraps of deer-hair, feathers, and a little moss. A nest obtained by me near Saint Michaels 
on the 1st of June is an extremely small, loose structure, formed by lining a small depression at 
the base of a shrub in the midst of an alder-thicket with fine soft grass leaves. The material of 
the nest is uniform throughout, and in this particular partly bears out Dr. Brewer's statement in 
the History of lforth American Birds, which is: "The nests [of alicice] are also quite different in 
their appearance and style of structure. The Hypnum mosses, so marked a feature in the nests of 
'1_ 1• swainsoni, as also in those of T. ustulatus, are wholly wanting in those of T. alicice." This state-
ment iR not confirmed, however, by the examination of other nests. A second example, obtained 
at Saint Michaels on June 20, was composed mainly of these mosses mixed with a small amount of 
coarse grass. This nest was placed upon the branching base of a small alder only a few inches from 
the ground. The nest :first mentioned measured 3½ inches across the top by 2 inches deep, and the 
eggs which it contained measure respectively .93 by .62, .90 by .64, and .93 by .68. These eggs 
are blue, with a varying amount of reddish-brown specking, which is most abundant at the larger 
end. In two specimens of this set the spots are thinly scattered over the shell, while in the other 
two it is so distributed that over half the surface is concealed by it. Of' the specimens in the 
National Museum collection some are scarcely marked at all, while in others the ground-color is 
nearly hidden. The single egg found in the second nest measures .92 by .69. This nest measures 3 
inches in depth by 4 inches in width, the central cavity being 2 inches deep. 
It may be remarked here that the nest just describe(l is typical of the structure made by 
swainsoni, according to Dr. Brewer, bnt, as every :field-ornithologist is aware, any attempt to make 
an exact science of zoology and of Urn study of the nests of birds must fail. Observation shows 
that in building their nests birds are necessarily influenced by the surroundings and by the nature 
of the material near their nesting-sites. The so-called instinct which has been supposed to lead 
birds of one species to almost invariably select a certain kind of material and a certain position for 
their nests has little foundation in fact. The nesting-range of the Gray-cheeked Thrush extends 
throughout Alaska, as specimens have been obtained io all parts of the Territory, during the breed-
ing season, except, however, the islands of Bering Sea and the Aleutian chain. 
Fall specimens possess much more of the warm, bufl:v tint on the breast than spring birds, 
although many of the latter have more or less, and in some specimens obtained by me from the 
Yukon the buff is nearly as intense and widely spread as upon typical examples of swainsoni. The 
full-grown young of this species, obtained on the Lower Yukon, in August, 1877, has the dorsal sur-
face of a dull brownish-olive, nearly uniform, but with a lighter shade and a decided brownish wash 
on the outer edges of the wing-feathers and on the tai.l, especially near the tip. The feathers on the 
side of the head, embracing the eyes and extending back to the nape, including the scapulars and 
intermediate feathers of the back, are each marked with a well-defined oval, lanceolate, or saggitate 
central area, of a dingy wh~tish shade, which in some places becomes pale buffy-yellowisb. The 
featbers on the throat, neck, and breast are pale buffy-white, with black tips. These tips are larger 
and more intense on the breast. They are centrally located and somewhat oval or arrow-shaped on 
the throat, but on the breast they become a squarely-cut black edging to the.feathers, which limit 
the white by a nearly straight line. These tips pass to faint edgings of black on the white of the 
middle of abdomen, and shade gradually into a brownish-olive on sides and flanks. The feathers on 
the sides and rump are dingy yellowish-brown indistinctly barred with blackish. The middle of the 
crown and rump are immaculate. The second specimen, obtained at Saint Michaels, August 25, is 
in a little more advanced stage than the one just described, and has the pale buff shade across the 
breast and sides of the neck of the second plumage. The lores are grayish-white, and the spots on 
the breast a:r;e nearly as in the adult. The bill is dull horn-color, lighter at the base of the lower 
mandible. Both of the specimens just described are merging into the second or adult plumage, but 
the first is but very little changed, ·and has lost only the spots on the crown and rump and the white 
tips on the wing-coverts. The second specimen, though a little older, still retains the faint wing. 
bars formed by the light tips to the coverts. 
TURDUS USTUL.A.TUS (Nutt.). Russet-backed Thrush. 
At pre ent this bird is known only from the coast of the southeastern portion of the Territory, 
where Bischoff obtained several specimens, in the vicinity of Sitka. These specimens are the must 
R. Mis, . 156--28 
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rufous of any in tile National Museum collection, excepting those from Shoal water Bay, Washington 
Territory, and the palest skins are those from California and the neighboring region, although Mr. 
Ridgway informs me that specimens as dark as those from the northwest coast are taken in Cen-
tral America; so that the above difference may be merely individual; the series from Alaska is 
too small to settle the matter. Nothing is known of the habits of this thrush, and very little of its 
distribution in the Territory, though it probably occurs throughout the heavily-wooded coast 
region from its well known habitat in Washington Territory north to the vicinity of Cook's Iulet, 
and perhaps to the limit of the wooded coast west of this locality. 
TURDUS USTUL.A.TUS SW .A.INS0NII (Cab.). Olive-backed Thrush. 
On the coast of Bering Sea, where the Gray-cheeked Thrush is abundant,this species is very 
rare or does not occur at all. In the interior, however, it appears to increase in numbers as the 
distance from the sea-coast increases. Among a considerable series of thrushes secured there are 
but two specimens of this bird, one of which is from Nulato and the other from Anvik, both on 
the Yukon, sev·eral hundred miles from its mouth. Dall speaks of this as a common bird, breed-
ing all along the Yukon to the sea-coast, but he evidently referred to the Gray-cheeked Thrush, 
which is abundant along the Lower Yukon; whereas swa,insoni is comrJaratively rare, as shown by 
its rarity in the collections brought me by the fur traders and natives from various parts of the 
Territory, and from the fact that I did not :find it at the mouth of the Yukon during the spring of 
1879. Among my series of alicim are a number having a distinct buff shade on the breast and 
upon the sides of the neck, thus resembling swainsoni; and it would not be surprising to fin<l occa-
sional cases of crossing, since the two occupy the same territory in many places. 
The subject of this article has been found to be a common breeding species on the Upper 
Yukon, whence eggs have been sent the Smithsonian from several points, including Fort Yukon. 
I have seen a specimen from Anvik, which is my lowest record on the Yukon. A set of eggs was 
brought me in June, 1878, from Nulato, and they measure respectively .89 by .65 and .94 by .67 
inches. The ground-color is blue, exactly like the eggs of alicim, with scattered purplish shell-
markings and fine specks of reddish-brown, which latter are much more numerous at the larger 
end. The nest is composed of dried grass-stems with a few fragments of moss, which is scattere<l 
through the structure as if by accident. The eggs of this species and of alicice are absolutely indis-
tinguishable, both in size and shape, as are also the nests, according to the observations I have 
been able to make. Both species breed together throughout, perhaps, the entire course of the 
Yukon; but on the lower portion of the river alicim is far more numerous. There is no record of 
this species from the coast region of Southeastern Alaska, nor from the islands of Bering Sea; 
nor is it 1ikely to occur in the latter portion of the Territory, owing to its preference for a wooded 
region. 
From the ob ervations and collections made on the Upper Yukon, the Olive-backed Thrush 
appears to be a common summer resident there, and thus · extends its breeding range within the 
Arctic Circle. It appears to be influenced to ~ great extent in its range by the presence or absence 
of woo<l , and it northern limit may be marked as coinciding with the tree-limit. A licim, on the 
con rary, extend beyond thi , wherever a bunch of dwarf willow will give it shelter, to the very 
bor of the retie and Bering Seas. 
TURDU, AON.AL SCHKJE Gmel. Dwarf Hermit 'rhrush. 
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Altogether the.reference of Gmelin's name of T. aoona,lascensis to the above species appears to me of 
doubtful propriety. La.tham's origin.al description, upon which Gmelin's name was based, is as 
follows: 
"A.oonalashlca Thrush.-Size of the lark; crown. anu. back brown, marked with obscure dusky 
spots; breast yellow, spotted with black; wing-coverts, prime quills, and tail dusky, edged with 
testaceous. Inhabits Aoonala:shka." 
The description is evidently of a bird injts first plumage, and while perhaps more applicable. 
to the young of the Dwarf Thrush than to that of the Gray-cheeked form, these being the only 
two thrushes inhabiting this part of Alaska, it is too vague and unsatisfactory to be received as 
properly diagnostic of a species. Only by the process of exclusion. can it be made to apply to the 
present species, and even then its pertinency is by no means assured. The guttata of Pallas was 
clearly based upon the present bird and the exchange of Gmelin's name, the pertinence of which 
· must ever remain doubtful, for the guttata of Pallas, accompanied, as 'the latter is, by a carefully 
drawn description, appears to me extremely desirable. 
MERULA MIGR.A.TORIA (Linn.). American Robin. 
Throughout the entire wooded portion of the Territory this bird is found more or less numer-
ous during summer, and along the treeless coast of Bering Sea and Kotzebue Sound it appears 
merely as a straggler in the migrations. Along the Yukon and other rivers of the Territory it 
is numerous as low down their course as the spruce forests extend, and thence, toward the months, 
becomes more and more uncommon. A. single specimen was found, storm-bound, on tbe Seal Islands 
by Elliott, and the natives informed him that it usually occurred annually in this manner. 
It reaches the Yukon, in the vicinity '>f the A.retie Circle, about May 15, and nests as far north as 
the tree-limit extends, in about 69° north. It arrives at Fort Reliance, on the Upper Yukon, May 
5, and my earliest record at Saint Michaels is the 18th of the same month. · Hartlaub records it 
at Portage Bay April 30, and again in large flocks the end of August. During the first half of 
September it commences its southern migration, but is found close _under the A.retie Circle as late 
as the 1st of November. No appropriate localities for nesting-sites are afforded on the Bering 
Sea coast north of Bristol Bay, hence the robins are limited to the interior at this season. There 
is one exception, however, on the north coast of Norton Sound, where the spruce forest approaches 
the sea, and here they are found in summer. Such stragglers as are found in tlle vicinity of 
Saint Michaels, numbering several every summer, usually approach the houses for food in early 
spring and remain but a few hours. They are rather suspicious and easily alarmed, and all 
I saw were in.variably silent, apparently depressed by the forbidding surroundings, and inclined 
to hasten back to the more hospitable region in the interior. Their nests and nesting habits are 
precisely the same in the north as they are in its southern locations, except that in the north 
they are limitetl more strictly to the wild woods. A.Ii of the considerable series brought home by 
me are typicai of the eastern form, and not one is referable to the western propinquus. They are 
unknown on the Aleutian and other islands in Bering Sea, except occasionally on the Seal Islands, 
as mentioned. 
HESPEROCICHLA N.lEVI.A. (Gmel. ). Varied Thrush. 
Until within a comparatively recent time this bird was supposed to be confined to the milder 
region on the northwest coast. That this idea was erroneous was shown when Dall reported 
the bird as found on the Yukon, in the vicinity of Nulato, and Richardson noted its arrival on 
the Mackenzie in spring, soon after the robin and summer yellow-bird. According to my own 
observations this is a regular and not rare summer resident in all congenial portions of Northern 
Alaska, even within the A.retie Circle, and undoubtedly it extends its range as far to tlrn north as 
tlrn common robin. I have received specimens from the interior north of Kotzebue Sound, 
as also from the coast-line of that sound, and of Bering Sea about the shore of Norton Sound. It 
arrives from the middle to t.he 25th of May, passing, like the robin, directly to its breeding ground, 
and returns to the soutll the last of August and during September. 
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Dall secured a nest and two eggs of this bird near Nulato, May 22, 1867, and states that the 
birds arrive there about May 15, and frequent the vicinity of the smaller streams. He found its 
nests along the Yukon to Fort Yukon and near Nulato. · 
According to this observer, the Varied Thrush was not very common at Nulato, nor, according 
to the information I have been able to secure, is it numerous anywhere in the northern portion of 
the Territory, though generally distributed and of regular occurrence. A few pairs breed every 
summer in the alder arnl willow thickets about the shores of Norton Sound, and a single specimen 
was brought me from latitude 68°, north of Kotzebue Sound. I had no opportunity of observing 
the little known habits of this interesting species, but learned that it generally arrives before the 
ground is free from snow, during the middle and last of l\fay, and leaves before the cold storms 
of autumn commence. The nest found by Dall was built in the midst of a large heap of rubbish 
in a group of willows, about 2 feet above the ground, and close to the riYer bank. The eggs 
were bluish, speckled with brown. 
As noted above, this handsome Thrush ranges north to the Lower Mackenzie River, where it 
nests. All the wooued country to the west and south of this to the shores of Bering Sea, and 
along the coast of the North Pacific south to Washington and Oregon, may be included in its 
breeding range, thus including within its summer habitat both Arctic and temperate climates, as 
well as the very dissimilar Canadian and northwest coast faunal provinces. 
OYANECULA SUECIC.A. (Linn.) Red-spotted Blue-throat. 
On the 5th of June, 1851, Dr. Adams found a flock of seven of these handsome birds feeding 
about some willows in the vicinity of Saint Michaels. They were very shy, and he succeeded in 
obtaining but a sin-gle specimen. They were not seen afterwards, and the natives were said 
not to be familiar with them. This is the solitary record by which this interesting species 
claims place as an American bird. In Northern Siberia, Seebohm found it extending its range to 
latitude 71 ° north, and in this List of the Birds of the Lower Petchora, Ibis VI, 125, 1876, E:eebohm 
and Harvie Brown write as foilows of this species : 
The Swedish Nightingale is an exceedingly abundant species in Northern Russia; and in early summer it enlivens 
by its admirable mimicry every patch of under-wood in the forests of pine and juniper on tlte sides of the valleys 
near Ust Zylma. It is abundant also in the birch- and-willow thickets and swamps along the river banks, and on the 
islands all the way north to Stanavoialachta. Even such clips and hollows of the tundra as can boast of a patch of 
willow-scrub holds a few pairs. * * * 
Often we were puzzled by t,he mimicry of this :fine songster. Ou one occasion, after listening for some time to 
the well-known musical cry of the Terek Sandpiper, tirr-r-1·-whui, blended with the songs of scores of other birds on 
approaching we saw our little friend perched high in a willow bush, with throat distended, bill rapidly vibrating, and 
uttering the tirr-r-r-wliui with perfect distinctness. We have heard the Blue-throated Warbler also imitate, among 
other bird voices, the trilling first notes of the wood-Sandpiper, or the full rich song of the Red wing. Sometimes he . 
runs these together in such a way as to form a perfect medley of bird music, defying one who is not watching to 
ay whether or not the whole bird population of that part of the forest are equally engaged in the concert at the 
same time. 
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Saxicola. The middle toe and claw are contained one and one-third times in tarsus; -spurious 
primary two-fifths of first primary; second primary longest; third and fourth quills are a trifle 
shorter; tail slightly rounded. 
Specific oharaoters.-Adult male. Heligoland, May, 1878. Back brown; feathers grayish at 
edges and darker anteriorly, especially on the crown, where the dark centers become nearly black; 
wings of a darker shade of brown than the back; two middle tail-feathers dark brown, the basal 
half of the remainingtail-foathers rusty-red, with their distal portion blackish-brown; the distribu-
tion of color on the tail is very similar to tlle pattern on the tail of the common Redstart or in 
Saxioola. The chin, throat, and the upper breast are bright blue, inclosing a large rusty-red 
patch on the lower part of the t\}roat; bordering the blue below is a crescentic band of black, suc-
ceeded by a band of rusty-red paler than the throat-patch; each of the feathers on the breast 
is edged with white; the remainder of the under surface is a dingy white; the under wing-coverts 
are a pale buff; the lores are black, and there is a faint supraloral and ocular line of white. Bill, 
feet, and legs dark horn-color. 
Adult female (Heligoland, May, 1878).-Upper surface almost precisely like that of the male, 
including the tail and wings; chin and throat white, tinged with pale buff, and this area is bordered 
by a narrow band of black-tipped feathers ; t~is band is followed by a broader one of dark brown, 
each feather narrowly white-edged. Below this the feathers are faintly dark-tipped, succeeded by 
dingy-white on the remainder of the lower surface, except on the flanks, where a brown or a brown-
ish yellow shade is present. The supraorbita1 stripe is much more marked than in the m·a1e. The 
lores and ear-coverts are dark with a shade of brownish-yellow on the latter. Specimens in fall 
plumage exhibit the same pattern of coloration, but the colors are very much paler, especially on 
the throat of the male. There is a strong wash <.>f buff on the sides of the head, including the 
cheeks, loral and supraocular stripe. The flanks and lower tail-coverts ctre heavily washed with 
the same. 
The dimeusions of the two birds just described are as follows: 
~L~~:of Length of Culmen. Tarsus. tail. 
2. 30 . 44 1.05 
2. 75 2. 20 . 41 • 98 
SAXICOLA <EN.ANTHE (Linn.). Wheatear. 
During the Western Union Telegraph Expedition Mr. Dall saw several large flocks of these 
birds near Nulato, on May 23 and 24, 1868, and learned from the natives of their abundance upon 
the stony hill-tops back from the river. This was the first record of the Wheatear from Northwest 
... A.merica, but since this time it has been obtained by several collectors. At Saint Michaels, Nor-
ton Sound, I found them to occur in spring and fall rather irregularly. They were not very rare, 
and the natives informed me that they were common upon the bare mountain tops in the interior, 
frequenting the summer range of the reindeer. Several specimens secured by me were found 
about the houses, where they were searching for food. They were never shy, but when pursued 
skulked among the stones and pieces of drift-wood for protection, and crept in and out among the 
crevices so quickly that it was with considerable difficulty they could be dislodged and killed. .M:y 
spring specimens were obtained on the 26th and 28th of May, and in autumn from the 20th to the 
25th of Angust. The Wheatear was also found at Port Clarence, in Bering Straits, at the head of 
Kotzebue Sound, at Cape Lisburne by Dr. Bean, and at Point Barrow by Mr. Murdoch. In the spring 
of 1882 they were rather c0mmon at the latter place, the first one arriving on May 19, when the ground 
was still covered with snow, except in a few places. They remained only a few days and passed on 
to the northeast, and were not seen again by Mr. Murdoch., whose observations confirm the curiously 
irregular distribution of this bird in Alaska on different seasons. Thus, in 1880, they were not 
uncommon on the coast from Kotzebue Sound to Cape Lisburne. In 1881 I visited the same district 
without finding a single individual. In the spring of 1882 they were noted at Point Barrow, and 
again failed to appear the season of 1883. The specimens secured by Mr. Dall were transmitted 
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t,o Mr. Tristram to be compared with European specimens, with the result of determining that 
birds secured in Lapland, at the same season, were identicat ·witll the .Alaskan examples. I have 
made a hasty comparison of my skills with those in the National Museum from Greenland and 
SQveral Old World localities, and find no differences other than individual. 
This species is one of the few which extends its breeding· range around the entire northern 
Polar regionsJ with the apparent strange exception, however, of the extreme northeastern portion 
of Siberia. . Another remarkable circumstance in the history of this wanderer is the great rarity 
of its occurrence in the United States during winter, notwithstanding its comparative abundance 
in the northern portions of the continent during the breeding season. Where these birds pass 
the winter is one of the numerous ornithological puzzles ,vhich still remain .to be solve<l. Single 
specimens have been taken in Eastern Maine, New York State, and south to the Bermudas, besides 
several other United .States and Canadian localities in autumn; but these rare instances do not 
account for the cousiderable number of Stone Chats which are found in the north. A. possible, 
but apparently improbable, supposition is that they pass to Europe by the way of Greenland, 
in autumn, and thence back again during their spring migration. To do this, however, the bird 
must leave North.em Europe, cross the .At.lantic to Greenland, thence to Arctic .America, and 
traverse the entire northern portiJn of our continent to become a common summer resident in 
Northern Alaska. However, the bird is unknown from the Chukchi Peninsnla, though I saw a 
single skin brought off to the Corwin from King Island, in Bering Straits, by a native, in July, 
1881," and the next record is from China, northwest of Pekin, and again on the Lower Lena. 
Ust Zylma and Krasnoyarsk are the easternmost r~cords of its presence in Eastern .Asia. The 
bird is unknown on the Aleutian and other islands in Bering Sea, nor has it been taken south 
of the Yukon any where in .Alaska. 
In some remarks made by Professor Newton up.on various Alaskan birds, and this species in 
particular, he assumes that the bird reaches Northwest America by the way of Greenland, and 
considers that this supposition may, in a measure, inclorse Petermann's suggestion that Green-
land extends across the pole north to the coast of .Asia and .Alaska. The investigations of the 
several exploring vessels during the last few seasons in the .Arctic have, to a certain extent, 
disproved this theory, for the Chat arrives at Saint Michaels the last of May, while the lands 
about the pole are still held by the rigid hand of winter, and are totally unfitted for a bird of 
this character. • 
SIA.LIA ARCTIC.A. (Swains.). Mountain Bluebird. 
This species is recorded by Hart1aub from Dejah, Southeastern .Alaska, .April 20, 21. .As this 
author states that it was seen only at this point, and on these two days, it would seem to be 
not at all common even in this portion of the Territory; further north than this it appears to be 
unknown. 
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PALLAS (PETRUS). Zoographia Rosso-Asia.tica, sistens omnium animalium in extenso Imperio Rossico, eto. 
Petropoli in officina caes. academiae scientiarum impress. mdcccxi [1811]. Edit. mdcccxxxi [1831]. 
2 vols.,4°, ~6 colored plates of birds. Imperii Rossici Aves, vol. i, pp. 297-568; vol. ii,pp. 1-374. 
This work, though printed in 1811, appears not to have been issued until 1831. 
SW.AINSON (WILLIAM) and RICHARDSON (JOHN). Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the northern parts of British 
America: contai'hing descriptions of the objects of natural history collected on the late northern land expe-
ditions under command of Captain Sir John Franklin, R. N. Part second, The Birds. By William Swainson, 
Esq., F. R. S., F. L. S., honorary [etc., one line], and John Richardson, M. D., P.R. S., F. L. S., member [etc., 
three lines]. London: John Murray, Albemarle-Street. mdcccxxxi [1831]. 
Pp. i-lxvi, 1-524, 4°, 73 plates of birds. Forms part second of Richardson (John), Fauna Boreali-
Americana, London, 1829-1837, 4 vol-s., 4°. 
VIGORS (NICHOLAS AYLWARD). Ornithology; by N. A. Vigors, Esq., A. M., F. R. s., &c. 
In Richardson (John) and others, The zoology of Captain Beechey's voyage * * * * performed in 
his majesty's ship Blossom * * * * pp. 13-42, London, mdcccxxxix [1839], 4°, 12 colored 
plates of birds. . 
BLASCHKE (EDUARD). Topographia medica portus Novi-Archangelscensis, sedis principalis coloniarum Rossi-
carum in Septentrionali America, edita ab Eduardo Blaschke, medicinae doctore [etc., two lines, followed by 
quotation two lines]. Accedunt tabulae tres geographicae in fap. delineatae. Petropoli. Typis K. Wienbobe1·i 
et Filii. 1842. 
Printed cover, 2 prel. 11., pp. 1-82, 2 11., tables and maps. 
Pp. 22-24 treat of birds, 51 species being enumerated. In the preface the author acknowledges his in-
debtedness to Dr. Brandt for annotations on birds, and in the text he says again: "The number of wild 
birds, especially marine birds, is very great, and I will enumerate them according to tbe classifioatiou 
of the distinguished Academician Brandt." 
BRANDT (JOHANN PRIEDRICH). Fuligulam (Lampronettam) Fischeri, novam avium Rossicarum speciem prae-
missis observationibus ad fuligularum generis scctionum et subgenerum quorundam characteres et affinitates 
specta.ntibus descripsit. 
In Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg, Memoirs, tith series, vol. viii (nat. sc. vol. vi), pp. 
1-19, St. Petersburg, 1849, 4°, 1 plate. First appeared, in separate form, in 1847. 
Title from Catalogue des livres publies par l' Academie imperiale des sciences, ii, Publications en langues 
etra.ngeres, p. 41, St.-P6tersbourg, 1877, s0 • 
BRANDT (JOHANN FRIEDRICH). Icones avium Rossicarum, tabula vii, i.neclita. 
The text to these plates was never published, but some impressions were distributed to ornithologists. 
Plates i-vii represented forty-eight species of birds from Alaska, .to which Dr. Otto Finsch has fur-
nished a systematic index in the Abhanclluugen der Wissenschaft-Verein zu Bremen, 1873, p. 19 . . 
CASSIN (JORN). Illustrations of the birds of California, Texas, Oregon, British and Russian America. In-
tended to contain descriptions and figures of all North American Birds not given by former American authors, 
and a general synopsis of North American ornithology. By John Cassin, member [etc., :five lines]. 1853 to 
1855. Philad'elpbia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1856. 
Pp. i-viii, 1-298, 4°, 50 plates of birds. 
KITTLITZ (F. H. von). Denkwtirdigkeiten einer Reise nach dem russischen Amerika. nach Mikronesien und 
<lurch Kamtscbatka von F. H. v. Kittlitz. Erster [ -Zweiter] Band. Gotha. Verlag v~n Justus Perthes. 1858. 
2 vols., 8°. 
Some additional Obt:!ervations appear in the Journal fur Ornit,hologie, vol. vi, pp. 387-390, Cassel, 1858, 
8°; and a notice or review of the work in vol. vii of the same journal, pp. 45-49, Cassel, 1859, 8°. 
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1 60. CoINDE (JEA T PA.UL). Notice sur la faune ornithologiqne de File de aint-Paul suivie do l'enumerat;on de 
quelques espeoes d'insectes (Coleopteres) des A16outiennes et du Kamt ch::itka; par J. P. Coiude, zoologi te. 
In Revue et Magasin de Zoologie pure et appliquee, 2d series, vol. xii, pp. 396-405, Pari [1860], 8°. 
1869. BAIRD (SPEXCER FULLERTON). On Addition to the Bird-Fauna of North America, made by the Scientific 
Corps of the Russo-American Telegraph Expedition. By S. F. Baird. 
In Chicago Academy of Sciences, Trans., vol. i, part ii, pp. 311-325, plates xxvii-xxxiv, Chicago, 1 69, 8° . 
In this paper Phyllopneustc kennicotti, Troglodytes alascensfa, Pyrrl1ula coccinea var. cassinii, L cncosticte lit-
toralis, and Slerna aleutica are described as new to science. 
1869. DALL (WILLIAM REA.LEY) an<l BAN1HSTER (HENI'.Y MARTYN). List of the Birds of Alaska, with Biographical 
Notes, by vVm. H. Dall and H . M. Bannister. 
In Chicago Academy of Sciences, Trans., vol. i, part ii, pp. 267-310, Chicago, 1869, 6° . 
This important paper was the first list of the birds of Alaska published in EI}.glish, and in . audition to 
naming several species new to the North American fauna it gives biographical notes concerning 
many species but little known at the time. 
1870. DALL (WILLIAM HEALEY). Alaska and its Resources. By William H. Dall, Director [etc., two lines]. Boston: 
Lee and Shepard. 1870. 
Pp. i-xii, 1-628, 8°, map and 15 plates. 
A nominal list of 212 species, in the appendix. 
1871. HARTING (JAMES EDMUND). Catalogue of an Arctic Collection of Birds presented by Mr. John Barrow, F. R. S., 
to the University Museum at Oxford; with Notes on the Species. 
In Zoological Society of London, Proc., vol. xxxix, pp. 110-123, London [1871], 8°. 
E ·urynorhynchus pygrnmus and .lEqialitis mongolicus were noted from the head of Kotzebue Sound, whore the 
Franklin search party, that secured the specimens, wintered. 
1871. TRISTRA.M (Hc;NRY BAKER). Notes on some Passerine Birds, chiefly Pa1roarctic. By JJ. B. Tristram, L. L. D., 
F. R. S. 
In The Ibis, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology, 3d series, vol. i, pp. 231-234, London, 1871, 8° . 
'l'he palroarctic forms obtained by Dall and Bannister in Alaska furnish the subject of some of Mr. Tris-
tram's notes, the specimens having been sent to him for comparison. Mr. Tristram accompanies 
his remarks with a brief synopsis of the nine species of Pyrrhula. 
1872. FINSCH (OTTO). Zur Ornitbologie Nordwest-Amerikas 
In Natnrwissenschaftlicher Verein zu Bremen, Abhandlungen, vol. iii, pp. 17-86, Bremen, 1873, 8° . 
A review of previous literature, with summary. 
1873. DALL (WILLIAM HEALEY). Notes on the Avi-fauna of the Aleutian Isla.nds, from Unalashka eastward. 
In California Academy of Sciences, Proc., vol. v , pp. 25-35, San Francisco, June, 1875, 8°. Also printed 
in advance, February 8, 1873. 
This paper is an annotated list of 53 species observed by the author during a winter passed in t,he eastern 
part of the Aleutian chain. Reissued by the Naturalists' Agency, Salem, Mass. 
1874. DALL (WILLIAM HEALEY). Notes on the A vifauna of the Aleutian Islands, especially those West of Unalashka. 
In California Academy of Sciences, Proc., vol. v, pp. 270-281, San Francisco, June, 1875, 8°. Also 
printed in advance, March 14, 1874. 
Valuable notes on 45 species observed during the seasou of 1873. Reissued by Naturalists' Agency, 
Salem, Mass., 1874, pp. 1-12. 
1874. RIDGWAY (ROBERT). Birds new to the fauna of North America. 
In American Naturalist, vol. viii, pp. 434-435, Salem, Mass., 1874, 8° . 
Records '' Falco fl!J?falco Linn.," Nurneniusfemoralis Peale. 
1 75. CouEs (ELLIOTT). Ornithology of the Pribylov Islands. (Based on Mr. H. W. Elliott's manuscripts aud 
collections.) 
In Elliott (Henry W. ), A report upon the condition of affairs in the Territory of Alaska, by Henry W. Elliott, 
special agent, Trea ury Department, pp. 168-212, ·washington, Government Printing Office, 1875, 8°. 
This impodant paper forms chapter ix of the report, and the birds of the }i'ur Seal Islands are treated in 
a very thorough manner. Charadrius fulvus i :first announced hero as occurring in America, and 
Tringa ptilocmemis is described. 
1 i5. BA.RTL: G (JAlIB Emirn TD). The fauna of the PrybilovI land , abridged from the" Report on the Prybilov Group 
or eal I land of Ala ka ' by Henry W. Elliott; with an Appendix on tho Ornithology by Dr. Elliott Cones. 
London: Reprint d from h natural history columns of '' The Fieid 11 for private circulation. 1875. 
Pp. 1-38, 12°, 1 plate. 
1 0 I ( urgeon E.). Tote on the bird of :Michaelaski (Saint Michaels), Norton Sound. 
In The Ibi , a Quart rly Journal of Ornithology, 4th series, vol. ii, pp. 420-442, London, 1 78, 8° . 
n a~notat d li t of 40 peci , in which i announced the fir t capture of Cyanecula suecica on thi con-
trneut. The.en t s w re made in 1 -o, while r. Adams wa on one of tho Franklin Soarcb Expe-
dition . 
L o.· ( · ow Al D WILLI . 1) . Th Rock Pt rruigan (La901Jus ntpestris) in the Aleutian Islands. 
Io . ~u _tall rnith lo ical lub, ull., vol. iii, p. 3 , am bridge, Ma s., 1 78, so. 
Thi b1 h" rib cl in a La9opus 1·1qIM I·i8 nelsoni 't ~neg r. 
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1878. RIDGWAY (ROBERT). Three Additions to the Avifauna of North America. 
In Nuttall Ornithological Club, Bull., vol. iii, pp. 37-38, Cambridge, Mass., 1878, 8°. 
The three species are Pa1·us oinctus, Bodd., Sy1·niwn lapponiomn, Retz., and Surnia ul-tila., Linn. 
1879. B[REWER] (T[HOMAS] M.). [Review of Mr. Edward] Adarns's Notes on t:µe Birds of Alaska. 
In Nuttall Ornithological Club, Bull., vol. iv, pp. 52-53, Cambridge, Mass., 1879, 8° . 
1879. ELLIOTT (HENRY WOOD). A few sea-birds. 
In Harper's New Monthly Magazine, vol. lviii, pp. 497-505, New York, 1879, 8° . 
A popular account of the most abundant sea-fowl about the Fur Seal Islands. 
1880. NELSON (EDWARD WILLIAM). An afternoon in the vicinity of Saint Michaels, Alaska. By KW. Nelson. 
In Nuttall Ornithological Club, Bull., vol. v, pp. 33-36, Cambridge, Mass., 1880, 8° . 
1881. NELSON (EDWARD WILLIAM). Door-yard birds of theFc1,r North. By E. w. Nelson. 
In Nuttall Ornithological Club, Bull., vol. vi, pp. 1-6, Cambridge, Mass., 1881, 8° . 
_ Popular account ofa number of species noted about ·saint Michaels. 
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1881. liELSON (EDWARD WILLIAM). Habits of the Black Brant [B. nig1·icans] in the vicinity of Saint Michaels; Alaska. 
By E. W. Nelson. 
In Nuttall Ornithological Club, Bull., vol. vi, pp. 131-138, Cambridge, Mass., 1881, 8°. 
Popular account of the bird's habits in Alaska. 
1882. DEAN (TARLETON HOFFMAN). Notes on birds collected during the summer of 1880 in Alaska and Siberia. 
In United States National Museum, Proc., vol. v, pp. 144-173, Washington, 1883, 8° . 
An annotated list of 77 species. Empidonax diificilis, Buteo bo,·ealis calu1·us, and Larus 1na1·inus are added to 
the Alaskan fauna, but the latter species was introduced through an erroneous identification, as the 
specimens upon which it was based have been identified smce as Larus schistisagus Stejueger. 
188.2. ELLIOTT (HENRY WOOD). A Monograph of the Seal-Islands of Alaska. By Henry W. Elliott. Reprinted, with 
additions, from the report on the fishery industries of the Tenth Census. Washington: Government Printing 
Office. 1882. 
Pp. 1-176, 4° . 
( Cf. The Ibis, October, 1882, p. 600. ) 
1882. TURNER (LucrnN MCSHAN). On Lagopus nwtus Leach, and its allies. By Lucien M. Turner. 
In United States Natio1rni Museum, Proc., vol. v, pp. 225-233, Washington, 1883, 8° . 
Lago pus mutus atlchensis is described from the extreme western end of the Alen tian Islands. 
1883. HARTLAUB (GUSTAV). Beitrag zur Ornithologie von Alaska. Nach den Sammlungen und Noten von Dr. Arthur 
Krause und Dr. Aurel Krause. Von. Dr. G. Hartlanb. 
In Journal ftir Ornithologie, vol. xxxi, pp. 257-286, Leipzig, 1883, 8°. 
This is a list of eighty species of birds collected in Alaska by Dr. Arthur Krause, with fie]d-notes. 
1883. NELSON (EDWAim WILLIAM). Birds of Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean. By E.W. Nelson. 
In Cruise of the revenue-steamer Corwin in Alaska and the N. vV. Arctic Ocean in 1881; Notes and memo-
randa: medical and anthropological, botanical, ornithological, pp. 55-118; Washington, Government 
Printing Office, 1883, 4°, 4 colored plates. 
The American ancl Siberian shores of Bering Sea and the adjacent Arctic basin, with all the included 
islands, comprise the :field c,overed by this paper; 192 species are enumerated, with more or less 
extensive notes upon each. 
1883. RIDGWAY (ROBERT). Description of a new Petrel from. Alaska. By Robert Ridgway, curator, Department of 
Btrds, United States National Museum. 
In United States National Museum, Proc., vol. v, pp. 656-658, Washington, 1883, 8°. 
(Estrela ta fisheri is described from a specimen taken at Kadiak Island. 
1884. HE TSHAW (HENRY WETHERBEE). On a new gull from Alaska. By H. W. Henshaw. 
In The Auk, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology, vol. i, pp. 250-2c2, Boston, Mass., 1884, 8° . 
DBscribes Lariis nelsoni. 
1884 . NELSON (EDWARD WILLIAM) . Brief diagnoses of two new races of North American birds. By E.W. Nelson. 
In The Auk, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology, vol. i, pp. 165-166, Boston, Mass., 1884, s0 • 
Pfooides tridaotylus alascensis and Astur atricapillus henshawi. 
1884. NELSO~ (EDWARD WILLIAM). The breeding habits of the Pectoral Sandpiper (Aotodromasmao1ilata). By E.W. 
Nclwn. · 
In The Auk, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology, vol. i, pp. 218-221, Roston, Mass., 1884. so. 
The first account of the peculiar breeding habits of this species. 
18 4. RIDGWAY (RommT). Melanettafiisoa (Linn.) in Alaska. By Robert Ridgway. 
In United States National Museum, Proc., vol. vii, p. 68, Washington, 1885, sc. 
This records the typical European bird and not the fusca previously named as a bird of Alaska,, but 
which is another species. 
1864. RIDGWAY (ROBERT). Description of a new Snow Bunting from Alaska. By Robert Ridgway. 
In United States National Museum, Proc., vol. vii, pp. 6e-10, Washington, 1885, s 0 • 
Pleot1·ophenax hypel'boreus. 
1884. RIDGWAY (ROBERT). Descriptions of some ne~ North American.birds. By Robert Ridgway. 
In Biological Society of Washington, Proc., vol. ii, pp. 89-95, Washington, 1885, so. 
Parus atrioapillus tt£rneri, var. nov., from Saint Michaels. 
S. Mis. 156-29 
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1884. STEJNEGER (LEONHARD). Remarks on the species of the genus Cepphus. By Leonhard Stejncgcr. 
In United States National Museum, Proc., vol.vii, pp. 210-229, Washington, 1885, 8°. 
Contains remarks on the range in Alaska of Cepphus grylle and Cepphus carbo. 
1885. Mu:rtDOCH (JOHN). [Report on the birds observed at Point Barrow during the stay of the Polar Expedition 
in 1881-'82-'83.J ... 
In Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska, pp. 104-128, Washington, 
Government Printing Office, 1885, 4°. 
This is a valuable addition to our knowledge of the birds of that region. Rhodostethia rosea was found 
common in fall, and Pelidna siibarquata was taken for the first time in Western America. The range 
of various other species is considerably extended. 
1885. MURDOCH (JOHN). Notes on some species of birds attributed to Point Barrow, Alaska. By John Murdoch. 
In The Auk, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology, vol. ii, pp. 200-201, Boston, Mass., 188fl, 8°, 
An unjustifiable rejection of certain species of birds attributed to Point Barrow by the writer in the 
Cruise of the Corwin. 
1885. NELSON (EDWARD WILLIAM). Counter- "Notes on some species of birds attributed to Point Barrow, Alaska." By 
E.W. Nelson. 
In The Auk, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology, vol. ii: pp. 239-241, Boston, Mass., 1885, 8°. 
Reply to Mr. Murdoch's criticism. 
1885. STEJNEGER (LEONHARD). Results of ornithological explorations in the Commander Islands and in Kamtschatka. 
Forms Bull. No. 29 of United States National Museum, pp.1-382, Washington, Government Printing Office, 
1885, 8°, 9 plates. 
This excellent report contains numerous references to Alaskan birds. 
1885. TURNER (LUCIEN MCSHAN). Notes on the birds of the Nearer Islands, Alaska. By Lucien M. Turner. 
In The Auk, a Quarterly Journal of OrnithGlogy, vol. ii, pp. 154-159, Boston, Mass., 1885, 8°. 
A list of 69 species, with very brief notes. 
1886. TeRNER (LUCIEN MCSHAN). Contributions to the Natural History of Alaska. Results of investigations made 
chiefly in the Yukon District and the Aleutian Islands; conducted under the auspices of the Signal Service, 




MAMMALS OF NORTHERN ALASKA. 
BY 




The materia1 upon which the following notes are based consists of specimens and field-notes 
obtained by me during my explorations in .Alaska, between the 1st of May, 1877, and the autumn 
of 1881. During this time my persunal observations extended over most of the Bering Sea and 
Arctic coasts of the Territory, and much of the interior. In addition, many specimens and facts. 
were secured through the cordial co-operation of the fur traders. 
This contribution to the history of .Alaskan mammals is not intended to do more than convey 
the information obtained by me while in the Territory, and, in consequence, does not contain any 
account of a number of species found either on the land or sea within the region covered by my 
work. As stated in the general introductory remarks, a large portion of the Territory is .Arctic 
or sub-Arctic in climate and in its animal and vegetable life. The southern portion of the main-
land offers an exception to this general rule, and, as a consequence, we find a number of species of 
mammals that, reach their northern limit in that portion of the country. Other species, particu-
larly the Sea Otter and some of the seals, have a restricted distribution; but by far the greater 
number of tbe mammals are widely distributed. No species of mammal is peculiar to the Terri-
tory , although several have their center of abundance located within its limits. .Among these 
may be mentioned the Sea Otter, Fur Seal, Ribbon Seal, Pacific Walrus, and Dall's Sheep. The 
discovery of this latter form was one of the most important results of my work among the mam-
mals of the Territory; ,. 
For remarks upon the distribution of species in connection with certain faunal divisions of the 
Territory, the reader is referred to the introductory.notes to the ornithological portion of this report. 
Since preparing the manuscript of this report, and too late to be incorporated therein, I have re-
ceived a letter from my friend, Mr. Rudolph Neumann, the Alaska Commercial Company's agent 
in the .Aleutian Islands, which contains some interesting information concerning some of the 
mammals of those. islands. These remarks I quote entin~, as they are an interesting addition to 
our knowledge of the mammals of that region: 
BLISHNI (NEARER) I SLANDS.-A.ttu: Blue foxes only, very rarely a white one. R at I slands: No foxes. 
ANDRAENOFSKI I SLANDS.-A tka: Silver, cross, r eel , and blue foxes ; white fox es rare. A.mlia: Amlia foxes are, 
I suppose, a cross between the silver and the blue fox es ; white foxes r are. 
Fox I SLANDS.-Oumna k : Silver, cross, and red foxes; no white ones. Un alaska: Siher, cress, and reel foxes; no 
white ones. A.lcoutan : Silver, cross, and red foxes ; DO white ones. A.koun : Silver, cross, and red foxes; no white 
ones. Ouniniak : Silver , cross, and r eel foxes; DO white ones. 
Sn UMAGI:N' I sLANDs.-Silver, cross, and red foxes ; no white ones. 
PRIBYLOV ISLANDS.-Blue foxes ; white ones rare. 
The Russians brought the blue foxes from Copper and Bering I slands and placed them on Attu, Atka, Saint 
P aul, and Saint George Islands. Amlia was stocked with Alaskan silver fox es, but being close to Atka I t.hink they 
must hav e crossed (interbred ) with the blne foxes of that island. r 
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Unalga Island was also stocked with silver foxes, but they have been long since exterminated. One difference 
between the silver and blue foxes of the mainland and the islands is that the under fur of the island foxes is not so 
thickly covered with the longer hairs as in individuals inhabiting the mainland. This is also true of the other foxes, 
but is not so noticeable. .Again, the pelts of all foxes, except the blue ones, are generally paler on the islands than 
on the mainland. The blue foxes are generally better (i.e., darker) here than on the mainland. The best blue foxes 
-come from Saint Paul and Saint George. 
The foxes ofUmnak, Unalaska, Akutan, .Akun, Unimak, and the Shumagin Islands are indigenous. The Kadiak 
furs are aJ)out the same as those obtained from the timbered districtR of the Yukon. Sea otters have decreased all 
:along the coast from Japan to Sitka. The western part of the .Alaskan Islands is nearly deserted by them, their 
movement having been to the ea.stward. 
For repeated kindly aid during my residence in the north, I am under obligations to every one 
of the fur traders and agents of the Alaska Commercial Company with whom I came in contact, 
and to my associates at Saint Michaels, Messrs. Rudolph and Henry Neumann and M. Lorenz, is 
due much of the success which attended my work. 
I can never forget the cordial interest with which these gentlemen were ever ready to forward 
my plans, even at considerable personal inconvenience to themselves. 
To Mr. L. N. McQuesten I am under obligations for many specimens from the Upper Yukon, 
including the types of Ovis Dalli. 
To General W. B. Hazen and Prof. S. F. Baird I owe the encouragement and support which 
,enabled me to conduct the work in the field and prepare the results for the press. 
Owing to my unavoidable absence from Washington, I bave been obliged to secure tbe co-
operation of Mr. F. W. True in the preparation of this report. 
Mr. True has kindly made a tabular arrangement of most of the specimens secured by me, and 
in many instances has given measurements and comments upon the species of particular interest. 
The subjoined introductory remarks a.nd lists of species are also his. The biographical notes are 
entirely my own. 
E. W. NELSON. 
SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZ., November 25, 1886. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
The Territory of Alaska being separated from the rest of the continent of America by no 
barriers which are impassible to mammals, we shall not expect to discover a distinct mammalian 
fauna within its borders. Lying partly within and partly without the Arctic Circle, and being 
bisected by the isothermal of 32° F., we shall look in its southern portions for representatives 
of the north-temperate fauna, and in its northern portions for representatives of the Arctic or 
circumpolar fauna. The facts bear out these a priori conclusions. We find no single species of 
mammal within the boundaries of Alaska which is not to be found also without those boundaries. 
Some enter the Territory from the east, or perhaps from across Bering Straits; others from the 
south. They are the familiar species of the United States, British America, or Siberia and the 
circumpolar zone generally. 
The interest attaching to the ma,mma,ls of Alaska arises, therefore, not from their novelty, 
but rather from the fact that they are the northernmost representatives of their species. It is in 
Alaska, as in Arctic British America, that we find the northern boundaries of the range of a 
number of American mammals. We !ind species characteristic of a temperate region contending 
with the rigors of an Arctic climate, few in numbers, and, as Mr. Allen has pointed out, small in 
size. On the other hanll, we find species rarely or never met with as far south as the United 
States, having their center of distribution within the Arctic Circle, abundant and of large size. 
In 1870 Mr. Dall published a list of the mammals of Alaska, includin·g the aquatic species. 
This list comprises 70 species and subspecies of recent mammals, of which 25 belong to tbe orders 
Pinnipedia and Cetacea. Six of the species, however, are now generally regarded identical with 
seven others in the list, and two additional species (Sorex Rossii and S. pachypus) appear never to 
have been described. The number of valid species and subspecies is, therefore, reduced to 62. 
The list is as follows:* 
Sorex Forsteri. 
Sorex Oooperi. 
Sore.r; pachypus (undescribed). 
Sorex Rossii (undescribed). 
Lynx canadensis. 
Vulpes fulvus. 
0Gnis occidentalis [ = Canis lupus griseo-
albus.] 
Vulpes fitlvits decussatus. 
Vulpes fulvus argentatus. 
Vulpes lagoJJUS. 
M ustela Pennanti. 
M ustela americana. 
Putorius vison. . 
Putor-ius pusillits [ =P. vulgaris]. 
Pu tori us noveboracensis } 









"The fossil species given by Mr. Dall are purposely omitted here; also the Eskimo Dog, which may or may not be 
indigenous. 
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Phoca Richardsi } [ = P. vitulina]. 
Phoca Pealii 
Pagomys ? largci [ =P.fmtida]. 
"Phoca " nauticits [ = E. barbatus]. 
Erignath1l,s'barbatus. 





Spermophilus Parryi [ =S. empetra]. 
Arctomys pruinosus. 
Castor canadensis [ = 0. fiber]. 
Hesperomys leucopits. 
Arvicola xanthognathus. 
Ari1icola Gapperi· } · E . . [ = i 1otO?nys rutilus] Arvicola rubricatus · 
Myodes hudsonius } . 
Myodes grmnlandicus [ = Cunwulus torqucitus ]. 
Myodes trimiwronatus } M . 
Myodes helvolus [ = yodes obensis]. 
Erithrizon dorsatus [ =E. dorsatus epixanthus ]. 
Lepits glacialis [ =L. timidus arcticus ]. 
Lepus campestris [Really Lepus americanus]. 
Alce americanus. 
Rangifer gr<.enlandicus [ =R. tarandus grmn-
land-icus J. 
Cermts columbianus [ = Cariac,us columbianus]. 
Aploceros niontanus [ =JlJ.azama amer·icana]. 
Ovismontana [ = Ovis canadensis Dalli]. 
Ovibos moschat1-1,s. 
Balcena rnysticetus. 
Bal<;ena Sieboldii l =B. japonical. 
Balcena cullamach [ = ?] 
Rhachianectes gla1w1-ls. 
Megaptera versabilis. 






Delphinus styx (~) 
Delphinus obliquiden8 [ =Lagenorhynchus obli-
qu·idens]. · 
Del,phinapterus borealis [ =Leucorhcimphus bore-
alis ]. 
Phoccena vomerina [ =Phoccena communis] . 
Beluga sp. [ Delphinapterus catodon]. 
Taking for granted that the species believed to be identical are in reality so, the list inclndes 
62 species and sub-species, divided among the different orders as follows: Carnivora, 19; Pinnipe-
dia, 7; Insectivora, 2; Rodentia, 12; Ungulata., 6; Cetacea, 16-total, 62. 
Since the publication of Mr. Dall's list, numerous collections of Alaskan mammals have found 
their way into the National Museum. 
In addition to Mr. Nelson's collection, a greater or less number of specimens have been 
received from Messrs. Turner, Murdoch, Dall, Bean, Fisher, the late Mr. McKay, and others. 
Among these specimens are represented 12 species and subspecies not given in Mr. Dall's list. 
These are as follows : 
Sciuropterus volucella huclsonius. 
Sciurus lmdsonius Richardsoni. 
Spernwphilus empetra kodiacensis. 
.Arvicola riparius riparius. 411 
.Arvicola ripariits borealis. 
.Fiber zibethicus. 
Zapits httd onius. 
Lagomys princeps. 
Vespertilio lucifugus: 
Rangifer tarandus caribou . 
Balcenoptera Davidsoni . 
Plwccena Dalli 
JJfonodon monoceros. 
and. ub pecies hitherto found in Alaska is hereby raised to 74, 
e be '' il.r •icola mbl'icatus, Rich." of Mr. Dall's list synony* 
1r. all had in mincl .il.rvicola riparius. 
MAMMALS. 
Species. Northern limit. 
Lynx canadensis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Head of Nu:uatog River (lat. 69° N.) .. 
Canis lupus griseo.a.lbus.... .. . . . .. .. . .. Meade River ....••..•..••••.......••. 
Vulpes lag-opus ......................... Point Barrow . ............••.•........ 
Vnlpes fulvus fulvus ..........•........ Head of Nuna.tog River (]at. 69° N.) .. 
Vulpes f'ulvus argentatus.... . . . . . . . . . . Upper Meado River ................•. 
Vulpes fulvus decussatus .. . .. ..• . . . . . . Head of Nunatog River (lat. 69° N.) .. 
Mnstela americana ..................... Head ofNllllatog River (lat. m;o N.) .. 
Mustela Penn anti . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lat. 63° N ....•............•.....•.... 
Pu tori us erminea....................... Point Barrow ........................ . 
Putorius vulgaris....................... N·unatog Ri.ver ...................... . 
Putorius vison .•• . ., . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . .. . . . Upper Nunatog River .........•...... 
Gulo luscus ................................... do .......•....................... 
Lutra canadensis . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nunatog River ...................... . 
Enhydris lutris ...•..................... Nuchelr, Copper River ...•..•........ 
I Procyon. lotor ......................... - . 
Thalassarct?s marit~mus .... ···;;_.·· ..... . 
Ursus amencanus cmnanroneus· ...... . 
Ursus l10rribilis ....................... . 
Ursus Richardsoni* ................... .. 
OJobamus obesust ..................... . 
Erignathus barbatus .................. . 
Phoca fasciata .... . .................... . 
Phoca fretida ......................... . 
Pho ca vitulina ......................... . 
Callorhinus ursinus ................... . 
Eumetopias Stelleri .. ................. . 
Sorex Cooperi ............•...•......... 
Sorex Forsteri .............. . .......... . 
Vespertilio lucifugus .............•..... 
Lepus americanus . .................... . 
Lepus timid us arcticus . ............... . 
La_gomys princeps ...... . ...... . ....... . 
Erithrizon dorsatus epixantbus ....... . 
Zapus hudsonius ....................... . 
Hes:pernmys leucopus ...............•.. 
.A.rv~cola x.ant~ognathu~.- .............. . 
.A.rv1cola nparms borea . .,s ............•. 
Evotom.vs rutilus .. .......... . ......... . 
Myodes obensis .. .. ..... .............•.. 
Cuniculus torquatus . ..... . ....... : .... . 
Fiber zibetllicus ...............•........ 
Castor fiber .................... · ....... . 
Sciuropterus volucelJa hudsonius ...... . 
Sciurus hudsonius budsonius . ......... . 
Sciurus hudsonius Richardsoni ........ . 
Spermophilus empetra kodiacensis ..•. . 
Spermophilus empetra empetra ..• ..... 
.A.rctomys pruinosus ............... . ... . 
Mazama montana .................. . ... . 
Ovis canadensis Dalli . . ... .. .•. ~ ....... . 
Ovibos moscbatus ! .................... ·. 
Rangifer tarandus caribou . ... ......... . 
Rangifer tarandus grrenlandicus ...•.•. 
.A.lees machlis ..................... ... . . 
Cariacus columbianus ................. . 
Ba.Irena mysticetus ................... .. 
Balrena japonica .. ..................... . 
Balrena cullamach ..................... . 
Sibbaldms sulpbmeus .......•.......... 
Sib lmldius veliferns .................... . 
Balrenoptera Davidsoni .............•.•.. 
Megaptera versabilis .................. . 
Rhachianectes glaucus ......•.....•.... 
Physeter macrocephalus .............. . 
Phocrena Dalli ......................... . 
Phocrena communis ..•..•............... 
Delpbinapterus catodon . . ............. . 
Delphinus st:vx 1. ..................••... 
Lagenorhynchus obliquidens .......... . 
Leuco1·hamphus borealis . .............. . 
Globiocepbalus Scammoni ............•. 
g~~: ~ti!i~i~~~:::::: :: : :: ::: : : ::::::::: 
Mono don monoceros ................... . 
Cook's Inlet ......... , ......•......... 
. ~~i~!J!f~!~e!.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::::::::::::: 
1 Meade River ...•.•..••.........•..... 
Point Barrow ...................•..... 
Point Barrow ........................ . 
~~Pit ~~l-rt~~:::: :: : : : : : ::: : : : : : :: : : : : 
...... do ..........•• . .•................ 
Saint Michaels ........•••............ 
Saint Matthew's Island .....••........ 
Saint Michaels ......•.. · ............ .. 
Meade River ......................... . 
Lako Iliamna . ........ . .............. . 
.A.bout lat. 69° N ..................... . 
Point Barrow ....................... . 
8outh of Fort Yukon, 160 to 200 miles. 
Head of N unatog River; 69° N ...... . 
if~dt:J~~.:::::::::: ·.:::::::: ·.:::::::: 
Fort Yukon ...............•........•. 
Cape Lisburne .. .....••............... 
Porcupine River .....•..•............. 
Point .Barrow ......................•.. 
...... do .............................. . 
Head of'Nunatog River .............. . 
Nunatog River ...................... . 
Fort Tong-ass ...................... .. 
Nunatog River; 690 N ............... . 
Nulato .............................. . 
Kadiak ............... .. ............. . 
f ~t~!~t; :) : : :::: iii!:: !!iii 
? Mouth of Colville 'River ..•.......... 
Point Barrow ..................•..... . 
Head of Kowok River .•.•....•....... 
Lat. 69°N ..................•.......... 
Sitka ................•............... . 
.A.retie Ocean ...................... · .. . 
Pribylov Islands ..................... . 
m 
California ................••........•. 
~rec11~ o~e":i"~ ·:::::. ·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::: : : : : 
....•. do ........•...................... 
...... do .............................•. 
~~~:~~s~!~~ ·.-.-.-.-.-::.-.-:.-.:::: :::: :: 
Glacier Bay .......................••. 
Arctic coast off Point Barrow ......• 
"North Pacific" ..................... . 
(?) 
Point Barrow ........................ . 
(1) 
(?) 
.A.rct-ic Ocean ..••••................... 














































































* For remarks on the ident,ity of these species, see pp. 257, 258. 
t The range of this and some other of the aquatic species, especially the Cetaceans, extends to the 
edge of the ice.fields. 
t This may be subfossil, The skull procurecl by Mr. Murdoch is very much broken and worn. 
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SYSTEMATIC AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 
FELID.lE. 
LYNX BORE.A.LIS C.A.N.A.DENSIS (Gray). Canada Lynx. (Esk. Tukh.tu.Vtk). 
In a series of :fifteen adult skulls the largest has a basi.cranial length of 125mm and a zygo. 
matic width of 95mm, It is presumably that of a male individual, but in this, as in the majority 
of the remaining species to be considered, the sex was unfortunately not ascertained. 
The largest skull in the National ·Museum collection (6216) from Peel River has a length* of 
115~m and a width of s9mm only. It is, however, a female. .A. skull of the European Lynx from 
Sweden (1034) greatly exceeds in size the Alaskan skull previously mentioned. Its length is 144mm 
and its width 112mm . 
The skull of the Canada Lynx may be distinguished at a glance from those of other Amer· 
ican lynxes by the shape of the visible parts of the presphenoid and the position of the anterior 
condylar foramen. The presphenoid is broadly :flask.shaped, and the anterior condylar foramen 
looks downward and is not confluent with foramen lacerum posterius. 
In other American lynxes the foramina referred to are confluent, and the visible portion of 
the presphenoid is linear or triangular in outline. The European Lynx agrees with the Canada 
Lynx in these details. 
List of specimens and rneas1i1·e1nents. 
Collector's number. 
Museum , ______ , 
number. 
Skin. Skull. 
Locality. Date. Greatest Greatest length. width. 
---------1---- - - ----1--------1---
21450 ......... . 
21451 ......•... 
2 .••.•••••• 







21460 . ... . .... . 






1 Mountains near Unalakleet ..... Winter of 1877-'78 . .... ... ...... ...... .... . 
2 ..... . do ..... .• ...... . ........ . ........ do................ 110 90 
114 Nulato .......................... .January, 1880 . .. . . . . . . . 112 89 
142 Mouth of Tanana Rh·er ........ February, 1880....... .. 119 91 
148 ...... do ..... . ....... . ... . .. ... . .. ..... do................ lll 
19-1 A.ndraenofski. ........................ do ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . 118 
m .~.~~~d~ ~i.~~~ :: : ::: :: : :: : ::::: :: .~?.1.i.ncfo o.~ !.8.8·0·::: :: ·: :: : m 
253 .•.... do ............................... do . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
254 ...... clo •.•••..•••••..•...•••••••...•.. do . . . . ... . .. . .. . . . 113 
255 ...... do ..................•...... ...... do............ . .. . 117 
256 .. ..• . clo •.••...••••.••...•...•••....•.• do .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 119 
257 ...... do . ....... .. ....•......... .. .••. . do . . . . • . . .. . .• . . . . 115 
258 ...... do ................... .. .... ... ... do................ 118 
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Biographical notes.-The range of the lynx i well defined by the extent of the forest area in 
Alaska. It i a tree-loving species and rarely leaves the shelter of woods even to extend its forays 
into tbe alder thickets which scantily replace the trees near the coa t of Bering Sea and the Arctic 
Ocean. Owing partly to thi fondue s for a wooded country it is unknown on the islands of 
Bering Sea, ancl only rea he the bore of thi sea at one point, where the spruce forest extend 
to the coa tat th head of orton Sound. On tbe Arctic coa tit is found near tlie shore at one 
point near th h ad f K tz bue Sound. It, range north i coincident with that of the trees, and 




Being to a great extent nocturnal in their habits, and excessively shy, they are rarely seen, 
except when trapped, even by the natives, who spend much of their time in the forest. 
Mr. McQuesten, a fur trader living at Fort Yukon, witnessed one winter day a combat 
between a lynx and a red fox, which he described to me as follows: "The lynx sprang upon the 
fox, in comparatively open ground, evidently trying to capture it for food. The fox instantly 
made fight, and for a few moments the fur flew right and left. Then a short pause followed and 
the fight was renewed. A second pause ensued, and after the two bad glared at one another for 
a few moments they slowly withdrew in opposite directions, the hair on each bristling defiance, 
but each apparent.ly satisfied to close accounts." This lynx was probably weakened by hunger, 
for a vigorous lynx is certainly more than a match for a fox. 
So far as I could learn, they are never known to attack per.sons, and their principal food is the 
white rabbit, which-is abundant in all the wooded districts of the north. Ruffed Grouse, Ptarmigan, 
and other birds are preyed upon, but the fur traders and natives agree in stating that the atmn-
dance of lynxes in a district is directly proportioned to the abundance of rabbits. 
When rabbits increase in a district for a number of years, the yield of lynx-skins is large, 
until, suddenly, an epidemic breaks out among the rabbits and they are almost exterminated. The 
succeeding seasons are marked py a heavy decrease in the number of lynx-skins secured by the 
natives, and until the rabbits become common again the }rnxes are scarce. Lynxes are trapped 
by means of a strong sinew noose at the end of a bent sapling, with a bait and trigger so arranged 
that when the bait is taken the sapling is freed and swings the lynx up in the noose. 
Another mode is to heap up a lot of brush in a pile, 3 or 4 feet high, with a clear -space 
on the ground in the middle, where some fragments of meat are placed. A carelessly-made open-
ing leads to this on one side, and the bushes are laid close on all the other Rides. A sinew noose 
is then made fast to some stationary object and laid at the entrance, so that the animal is almost 
certain to snare itself in getting the bait. Steel trap~ are sometimes m;ed in place of the snare in 
this latter style of trapping. 
The district about the mouth of the Tanana and the head of the Kuskoquirn River is the 
center of abundance of this species in Alaska. 
The fur traders and Indians of the Upper Yukon claim that the lynxes sometimes unite in par-
ties of five or six and make rabbit drives on the small islarnls in the Yukon. They claim to have 
heard the lynxes utter a sharp whistling noise, and to have found their tracks in the snow where 
the line had swept the island, until each secured its prey, IJear the farther end. The flesh of the 
lynx i said by the natives to be white, tender, and excellent eating. 
CANID.lE. 
CANIS FAMILI.A.RIS BOREALIS (Desmarest). Eskimo Dog (Esk. Kt-mukli-tli). 
In the icy regions of Arctic America the dog is indeed a faithful friend and valued ally of 
man, more so, perhaps, than in any other portion of the world, although bis services in other 
regious have brought him well-earned praise. Without dogs the larger portion of the great 
Eskimo family peopling the barren northern coast of America would find it impossible·to exist in 
its chosen home. 
In winter, the hunter is accompanied by his sledge and dogs on every important hunt. The 
dogs are invaluable aids in finding the game in many cases, and are used to drag it homeward 
across the icy hummocks or snowy plains. They ha1..1.l the sledges laden ·with household goods and 
children when a change of abode becomes necessary, and are ever at hand for the unstinted amount 
of work heaped upon them, spiced with a plenitude of kicks and blows. During the summer 
months they are forced to shift for themselves, unless put into hairne.ss to tow a large boat along the 
coast, or to accompany a hunter in the chase. On the Alaskan coast, when this latter office is 
dem~nded of them, a pair of small leather panniers is strapped upon their backs, in which is placed 
the small supply of food, and perhaps other small articles needed on the trip. In spite of much 
ill usage, they are a rollicking lot, full of good nature and playfulness, fond of the society of man, 
and, like a lot of school-boy , continually winding up their humor in pitched battle. They are 
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endowed with a well-developed vein of drollery, which they show in innumerable odd acts and 
manners, affording one much amusement when traveling with them; and each one in a team 
becomes known by some distinctive trail of character which is as marked in its way as the 
differences between human individuals. Many of the writer's lonely bivouacs have been made 
cheerful by the presence of these companions. 
A solitary camp-fire under the clear, cold sky of a winter night in the north is made doubly 
pleasant by the semicircle of bright, intelligent faces of the dogs opposite, inspiring a sense of 
fellowship not easiiy ex1Jressed. A long residence where the use of these animals is common gives 
one the power of distinguishing certain traits of character among them by their expression as 
readily as cert;ain expressions in the human face can be read. They possess a surprising diversity 
of character and a great amount of reasoning power. 
In all .Alaska, among Indians and Eskimo alike, the only kind of domestic dog known, with 
the ~xception of a few recently introduced by the fur traders, is that called the Eskimo Dog. 
It is commonly used an over the Alaskan· mainland and on the islands of Bering Straits. On 
the Aleutian and Fur Seal Islands dogs are not used. Those kept by the Indians of the interior 
of the mainland are less abundantly fed, and consequently more dwarfed and scrubby than those 
found among the Eskimo on the coast. Among the latter people the food of the dogs is rarely cut 
down except in case of great necessity, as the ability of the dogs to drag the sledge during their 
bunts is of vital importance. 
A large-sized, intelligent dog commands a good price among the Norton Sound Eskimo, and 
I have known of from $10 to $15 worth of goods being paid for a siugle animal. The owners in 
some cases refused to sell at any price. Ordinary dogs bring from $3 to $4. The winter fnr trade 
of Northern Alaska is carried on entirely by their aid, some of the trading stations having from 
one to two hundred dogs employed. 
A. team of either seven or nine <logs is used. They are harnessed in pairs to a single long 
leading line, with the most intelligent dog in advance, as a leader. Over average routes along the 
coast or across country such teams will haul from 350 to 700 pounds on a sledge. In nearly every 
instance the road must be made through the unbroken snow or over rough ice. Many factors 
combine to vary the hauling capacity of a team, such as the state of the weather, the condition of 
the snow, training, etc. During the winter of 1878-'79, with a team of seven dogs, pulling a load 
of oveT 300 pounds, the writer made a journey of over 1,200 miles in about two mouths' time, and 
the la ·t 60 miles of this journey was made, over a bad road, in a continuous pull of twenty-one 
hours' duration. Such feats as this are by no means rare in the course of the winter's work among 
the fur traders, and sbo·w what powers of endurance them animals possess. 
The moon ha great influence onrthe dogs, and during full moon half the night is passed by them 
bowling in chorus. During the entire winter at Saint Michaels we were invariably given a chorus 
every moonlight night, and the dog of two neighborino- villages joined in the serenade. 'Their 
howl i · a long-drawn cry, rising and falling in somewhat regular cadence. The chorus of a hun-
dred dog , lightly oftened by the di tance, has a wierd, wild. harmony in keeping wHh tlle sur-
rounding , and produce a trange and stirring effect upon the listener. 
The influence of th moon upon the dog i bown very trikinglya1so when traveling with them. 
In many a , aft r traveling during the day until at nightfall the dogs were dragging wearily 
al ng, I have known them to righten up when the moon aro e, and, pricking up their ear , tart 
oft' with r w l nero-y, whi ·h did not <limini h for many mile . Thi peculiarity i. well known 
t th fur trad r:. n 1th v om tim Ii o-ver during the day and travel at night, in order to take 
a rnntag fit. 
• , r l lc r(T 1 · f mix l l cent, from Tew£ nndland and tber blood. were kept at Saint 
1 ·, an 1 i wa · aruu ing t h ar th ir att mpt to join in the how lings of their E kimo com-
,. r a 1 n,.,. im b ir att m t. w r mo i ,nomini u , failure l>ut after om month 
1 1 in , p 1 imit ti n. h E kim , b, no r al ba~k but rn ·he to m ta 
. ' r ·1th , h, r h 1 r liu au r k n h wl. 
lJ · 1· 1y it· • pl , .· · I iu th a,, f 
f th rn n I ul - r m r · m half 1 
h iu lin l fury a th l a· 
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during a sledge trip, and at each crack of the whip he would turn and catch the leading rope in 
his teeth in the greatest rage, and woe to the dog that came within reach of him at such times. 
He was a perfect terror to my guides and before the end of the journey I was forced to kill him. 
They change allegiance very quickly, and whoever feeds them for a week wins their hearts 
from aU former masters. The instances are extremely rar.e in which they recognize property 
of their master's or make any attempt to guard it. 
When at home in the native villages in winter they keep about the entrances of the houses 
to enjoy the warmth and often fill the long underground passageway. Going in or out of the 
house one must, in this case, crawl upon hands and knees over a living carpet, but the dogs never 
show the slightest sign of ill nature, although an occasional yelp tells when one is crowded too 
closely. The puppies are usua1ly kept indoors and roll about on the floor with the fur-clad babies in 
the most fraternal manner. The women take the pups at frequent intervals and pull their limbs 
in different directions and knead their bodies to render them long-limbed and sinewy, they say. 
There is a peculiar disease, very much akin to the madness of dogs in lower latitudes;which 
the Eskimo Dog is subject to from Greenland to Bering Sea. A dog bitten by another afflicted 
with this disease becomes afflicted in the same manner in a few days. I made careful inquiry,-but 
could learn of no authentic case where a person had been bitten, although I heard a vague account 
of a man having died at Pastolik from the effect of such a bite. The nat.ives have the greatest 
fear of a dog in this condition, yet appear to have a superstitious dread of killing it. Both young 
and old dogs have the disease, and I have seen a puppy only a few weeks old afflicted with it in 
the most aggravated form. As a rule the first symptoms appear within four or five days of the time 
the bite is received. The dog refuses to eat, becomes re:stless and irritable, his head soon becomes 
swollen, and his vision is affected. He then has alternating periods of stupid quietness and aimless 
activity. During the latter he runs blindly about, staggering from side to side, hut keeping, with 
apparent difficulty, a nearly straight course until something turns bim. When moving about in 
this way he bites any dog or other living object in bis path and frequently runs blindly into some 
obstacle from which -he starts off in a riglJt angle to his former course. During this time his eyes 
are fixed aud glaring, and his head _hangs down as if overweighted, and is slowly swayed from 
side to side. They are easily avoided, and if kicked out of the way they rarely renew the attack, 
and never with any spirit. The attack is sometimes preceded by a hemorrhage from the nose and 
mouth; in rare cases a dog recovers, but usually they die in one or two days from the time of the 
first symptoms. During some seasons great numbers of dogs die from this cau.se. 
In some parts of the Territory the Eskimo expose their dead close to the village, and the dogs 
quarrel over the remains, but this disgusting habit is becoming far less common than formerly. 
The amount of cold these animals are capable of enduring is remarkable. During a winter 
sledge journey up an unexplored tributary of the Yukon I was delayed at a village for some days, 
and during my stay the thermometer ranged from 30 to 35 degrees below zero. Tied to an alder 
sapling near a hut was a female dog with two pups born the day I arrived. These pups were lying 
upon the bare snow in the open air without a sign of any shelter from the keen air. One died soon 
. after birth, but the other lived the two following <lays on its icy bed and was shivering and wrig-
gling about when I left the village, while the parent sat beside it shivering and lifting her feet 
alternately to keep warm. The dog figures largely in northern mythology and is usualiy endowed 
with supernatural powers. The Alaskan Eskimo have a firm belief in the transmigration ·of souls 
from men to dogs, and particularly intelligent animals are supposed to be inhabited by the spirit of 
some person. 
CANIS L U PUS GRISEO·ALDUS (Linn.). Gray Wolf (Esk. K f-gt -lu.n-ulc). 
This well-known animal is found over all of the Alaskan mainland and on some of the 
most accessible adjoiniµg islands. When game is plentiful the wolves are correspondingly numer-
ous anu. hunt in packs, sometimes numbering fifty or more, but usually containing from six to ten 
i11di viduaJs. 
Formerly, before the E skimo and In<lians were generally supplied with fire-arms, the reindeer 
were extremely numerous in Alaska and ranged over the country in great herds, always attended 
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on their feeding grounds by packs of wolves. The introduction of fire-arms has nearly exterminated 
the reindeer, and the scarcity of the deer is fully equalled by that of the wolves in the coast region 
of Northern Alaska. Near Saint Michaels wolves were very common ten or fifteen _years ago but 
during the past few years only two or three were noted each winter. .A.bout the headwaters of the 
Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers they are still numerous, and several hundred skins are secured there 
every year. Although endowed in the north with all the cunning and success in the chase for 
which they are noted elsewhere, I could not learn of a single instance in which they had 
d(:)stroyed human life or attempted to do so. Several instances were related to me of forays made 
by them at night among the dogs at villages, in which some of the latter were carried off and 
devoured, and in one instance they attacked the dogs at a neighboring post while I was at Saint 
Michaels, but were beaten off by the latter. The Eskimo sometimes seenre the cubs, and some 
. years ago an old Eskimo near Saint Michaels secured several, which he kept until wini:er and broke 
them to haul his sledge. They worked well, but became so vicious .. tllat they were killed. The 
natives also claim to have bad crosses between wolves raised in this manner and dogs. This is not 
surprising when the close resemblance between some of the dogs and a wolf is noted, and one can 
easily believe that such crosses are fertile . 
.Among several thousand wolf-skins brought into Saint Michaels during my residence there 
only a single albino was seen and this was a beautiful snow-white skin. Large numbers of the 
black or melanistic variety were brought in, and it is a noteworthy fact that the headwaters of the 
Yukon yielded a large majority of these black skins, and that from the same district come nearly 
all of the black fox-skim; obtained in Northern Alaska. These dark skins vary in endless grada-
tion from the ordinary gray to a glossy coal-black. .As a rule the black skins are considerably 
smaller than the gray ones and the fur is shorter upon them. 
Few or no wolf-skins are shipped from Saint Michaels, and one season a lot was brought 
there by steamer to supply the local trade. The Eskimo of the entire coast north of tbe Yukon 
find difficulty in securing a sufficient number of wolf-skins to border the hoods of their fur coats. 
The finest wolf-skins with a coat of long, heavy fur will bring a very high price in trade, sometimes 
netting $25 or $30 worth of more marketable skins. The gray skins are the only ones that ever 
bring a good price; the fur on the black skins is too short and the color is not liked. 
The black and gray wolves hunt in the same packs, and are distributed over the same range. 
Tbe black kind predominates about the head of the Yukon, and the gray variety is most abundant 
toward the coast region, but the difference seems to be too ill-defined for any definite line to be 
drawn. The wolf ranges north to beyond the 71st degree of latitude to the .Arctic coast, and in 
Veniaminoff's account of the Territory, written the first part of this century, it is stated that two 
wolves were killed on Akun Island in 1830, and that they are among the resident animals of Uni-
mak Island. Both these islands are at the extreme eastern end of the .Aleutian chain, and this 
animal is unknown el ewhere amoug these islands. 
The wolf is trapped by the Alaskan E kimo in a peculiar manner, which is also practiced 
among tlrn E kimo north of Hudson's Bay. A piece of whalebone about 8 inches long and 
tb.e ize of a flattened lead-pencil sharpened at both ends is soaked in water until it becomes 
thoroughly oftened. It i · t.ben bent on it elf in folds about an inch long and is tied in this posi-
ti n until dry. The cord i tb.en removed and the coil retains its position. It is then covered 
ab utan inch thick with tallow and laid out for the wolf to :find. The latter picks up the morsel 
f fat ·ontaiuing tlrn whal bon , and not b ing able to chew it gulp it down entire. In a hart 
tim th jui · ,. , nd w rmth f the animal' to ach act upon the whalebone and it lowly straigbt-
nt , u 1 b ·harp p int tran fix the tomach, and if they do not enter the heart Oi' lungs 
u 1 pro lu d th a n th y au. e th animal nch agony that he Ii down and become, an 
, .-y p y ~ r the hunt r wb £ 11 w, hi · trail. 
. b w lf firrur · 1· r ly iu th yth l gy f th Ala ,kan E 'kiruo, a it doe with the Tlinkets 
t th o. ·t f- rtlJ r outb. 
·op rnatural power . I one of their mo t prized 
r a 1 1 g tll c a t and int rior. 
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VULPES L.A.GOPUS (Liun.). .A.retie Fox (Esk. Kii·tuy-a-Z:t.a-g'uk). 
In addition to numerous skulls, the skins of two young individuals were obtained. One of 
these (No. 13877 (46)), taken at Saint Michaels in August, 1877, is clothed throughout with rather 
short, wooly hair. On the back and the upper part of the extremities it is of a very light bluish 
or purplish ash color; on the sides and belly, yellowish white. The tail and feet are bluish .white. 
The second specimen (No.13878 (57)), taken at Saint Michaels, September 19, 1879, is similarly 
colored, but the colors are dark. The head and legs are clothed with brownish and white hairs 
intermingled. The tail is strongly bi.color. The under-fur above is purplish-ash colored at the 
base and brown at the tip; mingled with it are long white hairs. Below, both under-fur and 
longer hairs are white. 
SKINS. 
Collector's number. 
Locality. Museum i------1 
number. 7kin. Skull. 
*13877 46 . . . . . .. . . . Saint Michaels .......................... ---.. . 
*13878 84 8 ...... do ........ . ......... . ................... . 
Date. 
August, 1877. 










72 Saint Michaels......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . November, 1879. 
~~ · s~i;t· Mich~~is ~:: ~:::::: ·. :::::::::::::::::: ~:. · N ~;~;;b~;:1"iio: · · · · · · 
91 . •••• . do....................................... Do. 
92 ...... do....................................... Do. 
93 .•..•. do. . .............................. . ...... D o. 
104 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January, 1880. 
Biographical notes. The White Stone Fox.-Along all of the belt of open coast country north 
from the peninsula of .A.liaska around all of the Bering-Sea and .A.retie shores of the Territory these 
beantiful lit.tle animals are common residents. They are also found npon such of the islands of Ber-
iug Sea as they can reach upon the ice. They rarely find their way to the Fur Seal group, but 
are numerous on Nunevak, Saint Matthews, Saint Lawrence, and all the islands in Bering Straits. 
Tlley are extremely numerous iu all the open country lying between the Lower Yukon and Kus-
koquim Rivers. 'rhence north to the Kaviak Peninsula they are less common, but in the latter 
district become numerous again, a,ml are abundant in all the coast country to the north. The 
wilder and more sterile the country tlie more abundant this fox appears to be. During my long 
winter journeys along the coast of Bering Sea the tracks of these foxes were found everywhere; 
they were distinguishable from those of the red fox l>y their smaller size. 
While cruisiug along the coast between Bering Straits and Point Barrow, during the summer 
of 1881, hundreds of their skins were brought off to us by the Eskimo; they were found in 
equal numl>ers along the opposite Siberian coast. The broad level tundra and the wildest and 
most precipitous coast appear to be equally attractive to them. We also found them on Herald 
and Wrangel Islands. In summer, when the ground is bare of snow, the White Fox is a very 
conspicuous animal, but its pure white coat is so like the snow in winter that it is almost impos-
sible to follow one with the eye as it runs swiftly across the white expanse. They sometimes 
make their presence known to travelers during the night, and I recall particularly that on a fine 
night, in early January, when I camped at the month of the Kuskoquim River, a number of these 
animals kept about for several hours, within from 75 to 100 yards of us, uttering an odd, weak, 
quer:ulous bark. We broke camp before daybreak the next morning, but none of our friends of the 
previous evening were heard. 
Parts of the country where rocky ledges occur are specially frequented by them, as the crevices 
among the rocks give them welcome shelter. During summer they fare sumptuously upon the 
breeding water.fowl, eggs, aud young birds which are found everywhere, but in winter comes 
harder work and the ground is carefully searched for stray mice, lemmings, or ar:1. occasional ptar-
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migan. In early spring, toward the end of March, when the seals begin to haul up on tlie ice 
and the first youug are born, thousands of these foxes go out seaward and live upon the ice the 
rest of the season. The young seal's offal, left by hunters and from other sources, gives them more 
food there than the shore affords at this time. 
At this season I have traveled along the coast and seen scores of their tracks leading sea-
ward, and not one directed toward the lan<l. In fall a dead whale or other large sea animal cast 
ashore forms a general feast for all the foxes and ravens from the country around until its bones 
are polished. 
The young of this species are born in May and June. 
Our party scaled the precipitous walls of Herald Island and found these foxes in posses-
sion. As we were the first men to reach its summit, and but a single party had touched its 
shore before us, the foxes were perfectly unsophisticated. A half-grown young one sat on a 
huge rock over us as we gained the top, and kept uttering a squeaky bark of protest. I climbed 
up to his perch and followed him as he kept 15 to 20 yards ahead of me until be disappeared over 
the brow of a precipice of over a thousand feet nearly sheer and concealed himself in some crevice. 
Their burrows were found everywhere, and about their entrances numerou-s tufts of freshly-pulled 
mosses showed the material of which their be<ls were made. Near the entrance of one of these 
burrows I inadvertently left a note-book, and when I returned for it an hour later it had disap-
peared, having been confiscated, no doubt, by the occupant of the hole. Their tracks were also 
numerous on Wrangel Island, and I do not think any Arctic explorer has yet found a land too 
desolate and forbidding to shelter the Stone Fox. During very stormy and seYere winters they 
have a difficult task to get food, and are driven to forage in the immediate vicinity of the yillages. 
While I was at Saint Michaels, one very snowy winter, a white fox came up on a snow-
drift and looked from the roof of a warehouse into the court-yard below, where a large nmn-
ber of dogs were lounging about. Some of the dogs spied the intruder, and he was o,ertaken by 
a large white dog, after a chase of a couple of hundred yards through the deep snow. The moment 
the dog came close the fox threw himself upon his back and held up his paws as if to play; the dog 
stopped short in amazement, and then began to frisk about as if in play with another dog. The 
rest of the pack came up in a moment, and urged by their cries, the first dog ran in and tried to 
seize the fox, but tile lat,ter caught him by the end of the nose with such a grip that the dog re-
treated toward the houses howling dolefully and dragging his plucky antagonist with him. It 
was only when near the houses that the other dogs succeeded in tearing the fox loose, and with 
him went part of his enemy's nose and lip; a moment later the fox died in the midst of his enemies, 
overcome by number . 
The E kimo trap them with a "figure-four'' deadfall made of logs, stones, or slabs of ice or 
now. Steel trap obtained from the fur traders are also u ed. 
The young are co,ered with a dingy or smoky plumbeous fur all summer until the last of 
September or fir t of October, when the white winter fur begins to appear. In spring the fur 
gets worn and i liar li and wortble by the middle of .April; it becomes prime again about the 
end of Octob r. 
ertain xt nt and are impudently 
th ir hol and bark at bim, and 
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At Saint Michaels, among the thousanus of skins brought in each year, not over one Blue Fox 
was observed among every :fifteen or twenty White Foxes, and the proportion was sometimes less. 
I afterwards found this proportion to hold good for the skins seen among the Eskimo of the Bering 
straits islands and the Alaskan and Siberian Arctic coast in the vicinity of the Straits. Further to 
the north the Blue Fox becomes more and more scarce. The habits of the two forms are identical. 
From the foregoing it appears that .at the southern extreme of their range in Alaska, on the 
peninsula of Aliaska, perhaps, and certainly on the Aleutian and Fur Seal Islands, the Blue Fox 
entirely replaces its white relative, and that as we pass farther north the number of blue individ· 
uals decreases steadily, and the white form becomes more numerous proportionally, until near the 
norther:n limit of the mainland the Blue Fox is almost entirely replaced by the white form. The color 
of the White Fox for several months after it is born is very similar to that of the adult Blue Fox, 
and the summer fur of the adult White Fox is very similar to the adult Blue Fox's normal pelage. 
Taking these . various points into consideration it appears very probable that the White Fox 
is a special variety of a species originally made up entirely of blue individuals. Peculiar climatic 
surroundings (which still exist) have impressed the change upon by far the greater part of the 
individuals now representing the species. This being the case we :find upon the .Aleutian and Fur 
Seal Islands at present the most typical representatives of the species, since there only do we :find 
the blue form in its purity. 
VULPES FUL vus FUL vus (Desmarest). Red Fox (Esk. Ka·bVt-'tt,k). 
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S. Mis. 156-31 
Locality. Date. 
Skull. 
129 Saint Michaels ................................ :February, 1880. 
9 ...... do ....................................... September .30, 1879. 
~ 
* Skin and skull; female. 
SKULLS. 
73 Saint Michaels . . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . November, 1879. 
74 ...... do....................................... Do. 
75· ...... do....................................... Do. 
76 ...... do....................................... Do. 
77 ...... do ........... ,.... ....................... Do. 
78 ...... do................ ................ . ...... Do. 
79 ...... do.......................... ..... . ...... Do. 
86 ...... do....................................... Do. 
87 ...... do....................................... Do. 
88 ...... do....................................... Do. 
108 
105 
107 Saint Michaels . . . . . . .. . .........•.......... January 1880 
144 Mouth of Tanana River........... ........... February 1880 t~i .A.ndraenofski. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Do. ' · 
Mouth of Yukon River ....................... March, 1880. 
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Biographical notes.-The Red Fox of the north is a much handsomer animal tban its southern 
representative owing to its heavier and richer fur and somewhat larger size. Its range covers the 
entire mainland of the Territory and extends over all of -the Aleutian and other islands of the 
Territory with the exception of tbe Fur Seal group. It is common on Kadiak Island and on the 
mainland is one of the commonest fur-bearing mammals north to the extreme Arctic shore line in 
about 71 ° of latitude. In the extreme north, however, it is less abundant than elsewhere. 
Reynard in the north enjoys a reputation for far-seeing cunning fully as great as be has in the 
southern part of his range, and he needs all of his sagacity there, since he is hunted from the 
opening of winter until the strong sunlight in April spoils the value of his fur. 
When traveling over the snowy tundra in winter I ha,e frequently seen solitary Red Foxes 
skurrying away in the distance and sometimes have found one crouching behind a tussock or other 
place of concealment watching us with cunning eyes as we passed. They will rarely permit a 
person to approach within rifle-shot of them. 
During fairly mild winters, when mice, lemmings, and other sources of food supply are open 
to them, only a comparatively light catch of Red Fox skins are taken, but during cold, snowy 
seasons, their ordinary food supply being reduced, they are forced by starvation to pick up the 
bait about t_he traps, and in consequence many more skins are secured in such a season than during 
an open winter. 
The Eskimo make use of steel traps and also used, formerly, the coiled whalebone described 
above as employed for the wolf. 
In summer the breed'ing water-fowl furnish an abundant food supply and in winter dead fish 
or anything else that may he secured is welcomed. 
The Russian fur traders claim that these foxes lay up a, supply of eggs for winter use. This idea 
is based on the fact that the foxes are sometimes found eating old eggs on the marshes in winter, 
but in the instances where I found them doing this the eggs had been found in old nests and dug 
from under the snow by the hungry animals. 
I found that during .April and May many of the foxes lost all of the hair from the rump and 
thighs. This was a mystery until I noted that although the sun was shining brightly and thawing 
the snow a little directly under its rays, yet in the shade it was freezing. The foxes have the 
habit of sitting on the ice or snow banks at this season, and while doing this their hair freezes 
fast so that each time they get up they leave some of their fur behind. This is repeated until tlle 
skin is uncovered and, in many cases, becomes sore. 
The strong sunlight in April bleaches .their hair and renders it brittle and valueless for com-
mercial purposes. 
These foxes sometime go out to sea on the ice in spring in search of food, but they prefer the 
shore. In trade, one skin of the Red Fox is reckoned to have equal value with two skins of the 
White or mainland Blue Foxes. The fox has its place in the Eskimo mythology like most other 
Ala kan animals. 
V LPES FULVUS DECUSS.A.TU (Desmarest). Cross Fox (Esk. I-lha-jik) . 
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VULPES FULVUS .ARGENT.A'fUS (Shaw). Black or Silver Fox (Esk. Ka-bvt.uk.chtk'·chtk'-
pa[-tk, or A-g'iUt.u.g'alcJi.tolc). 
This beautiful animal is much less common than the Cross Fox, into which it grades. Although 
Black Foxes are taken wherever the Red Fox is found in the north, yet they are of extreme rarity 
except in a few districts. The Hudson Bay Company obtains many of their finest Black Fox skins 
from the Lower Mackenzie River conntry, and the adjacent district in .Alaska, on the headwaters 
of the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rfrers, is the most productive ground for this animal, both in nmn-
ber and quality. It is also numerous to tbe south of this district, and particularly on Kadiak 
Island and the adjacent shore. Except in the districts named, not more than one Black Fox is 
taken to every five lmndre<l of the red kind, although occasional Black Foxes occur north to the 
70th degree of latitude, and west to the vicinity of Bering Straits and on most of the .Aleutian 
Islands. In trade, a Black Fox skin brings from two to eight or ten times the value 0f a Red Fox 
skin, according to its quality. .As _mentioned before, the district about the headwaters of the 
Yukon, where the Black Foxes are most numerous, is also most productive of Black Wolf skins. 
When the skin of a fox is removed by an Eskimo he makes a short incantation and dismisses. 
the animal's spirit, hoping thereby to remove any ill will it may bear him for capturing it. 
MUSTELID.lE. 
MusTELA AMERICAN.A Turton. .American Sable (Esk. Kafchi·chu.uk). 
Two skins of this species were obtained. · They represent very nearly tlie extremes of varia-
tion in color. One skin, No. 13879 (131), from Nulato, is of the usual snuff color ciouded with 
blackish brown, which latter color becomes dominant on the tail and feet. The second skin, on the 
contrary, is of a light orange tint, the extremity of the tail alone (the feet are wanting) being of a 
dark brown color. This specimen, No. 13271 (149), is a -bunter's skin from .Anvik. 
Among the skulls obtained, the largest (No. 21395), from Sbaktolik, has a length of 88mm and a 
width of 53mm. It is impossible to say, however, whether it is a male or· female. Tb ere are in the 
collection of the National Museum a female skull from Peel River (6087) which bas a length of ggrnm 
























List of s1,ecimens and measurements. 
SKINS. 
Collector's number. . I 
I 
/Grea""t Greatest Locality. Date. 
Skin. Skull. length. width. 
14!) 
~~1;t:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : / ~t~~!~;~~iso .-: : : : : : : : . : :7:~·::: 
mm. ........ . . . . 
131 127 ....... ....... 
. I . 
... ............ 
SKULLS. 
···· ····· ·1 ···--·-·-· 
127 Nulato - . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . February, 1880 ......... / ............... . 
i~~ Mouth of Tanana River .............. do . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 70 · 42 · 
!I ~ll!tt\(\\. :i/i!II i!li}!/!:/t/ ······l ······ 11 
222 S,Iiaktol1k:······················ Winter,1879-'80 ... .... . 88 53 
~~~ ?~~~d: ~~~~~.:::: :: :::::: :: :: : : .~~~i.ni~/~~~:: :::: :::: :: ~: 41 
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Biographical notes.-The Marten or Sable is a tree-frequenting species and rarely strays beyond 
the borders of the northern coniferous forests. Wherever such forests occur in Alaska this animal is 
more or less common. The lack of trees on the Aleutian and otl.Jer islands of Bering Sea renders 
them unknown in these localities, and also in the treeless belt of country bordering the coast of 
Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean. The Martens follow the spruce forests, however, where the latter 
reach the coast at the head of Norton Sound in Bering Sea, and at the head of Kotzebue Sound in 
the Arctic Ocean. They are als.o found on Kadiak aud the other wooded islands on the Pacific coast 
of the Territory. From the luxuriant pine forests of the coast in Southeast Alaska, north to the 
patches of dwarfed black spruces fringing the barren tundra in latitude 68° to 69°, and from the 
vicinity of Bering Straits east to tbe British boundary line, the Marten is one of the most abundant 
and valuable fur-producers of the Territory. In Northern Alaska they are rnost_uumerous in the in-
terior away from the dwarfed trees and scraggy vegetation, so general wherever the coast district 
is approached in this part of the north. Their tracks are sometimes E:een about clumps of bushes 
miles from the nearest tree, but this is very unusual. · 
Those skins obtained nearest the coast in N ortbern Alaska are lighter colored, and have shorter, 
harsher fur than those from farther inland, and a gradual change is readily noted from the region 
nearest Bering Sea, back to the headwaters of the Yukon. In the latter district and the adjacent 
interior of Alaska and British America their fur is long, silky, and dark colored in contrast with 
that of skins obtained nearer the coast. 
It should be noted that the spruce forests, with two or three exceptions, do not approach the 
coast of Bering Sea and the Arctic within from 10 to 50 miles. 
The martens of the heavily-wooded portious of Southe·1stern Alaska are long-haired and 
darker than those from the Upper Yukon. l\farten-skins are prime from the 1st of November 
until April. During the first part of winter, however, very few are taken, as the frequent storms 
and short days render trapping too uncertain. 
The Indians, and such Eskimo as live within the tree-limit, go out to trap in February and early 
March. Each man bas a certain district allotted bim, which he keeps by common consent from 
year to year, and in this district he sets a series of "figure-four" deadfalls, extending in some 
instances over a circuit of 30 or 40 miles. An energetic hunter usually has so many traps that it 
requires from two to three days to make a circuit. On the best ground a round is made once in 
from four to six days, arnl at the end of the season one bunter can rarely count over fifty skins while 
the majority have less than a dozen each. 
For these skins the natives receive about one dollar's worth of goods from the traders. Along 
the Yukon and the region tnbutary to it from five to six thousand skins are taken annually. 
-:Martens are sometime hunted with a small dog. The dog follows the fresh trail and trees the 
animal, and the hunter, following on snow-shoes, hoots it through the head so that the skin is not 
injured. 
As is the case with most fur , marten-"kiu are not ready to be made up until they have passed 
through the dyer' hand . The amount of variation in color among these animals is remarkable, 
and pa es from the rich chestnut or blacki h brown of ordinary specimens to the creamy white of 
the albinos that are brought in at time . The mo t strikiug ·rnriety i of a beautiful rich orange-
reddi b, which som time cover the ntire animal but i more often confined to the posterior half. 
Th ir fo d con i t · of mic mall bird , and other game of that character, and necessitate 
gr at activity durino- th wint r ru nth . t thi ea ou their broad-footed tracks are plentiful in 
tbe w d f th int ri r ut with ut a log on ha little chance of overtaking one on foot. When 
c rn r d or wound th y fight avagely and with effect for so mall a beast. 
r ling t th i 1 erf tr turn obtain <l from the trader there have been shipped from 
ka b tw n 1 7 and 1 0 1 ... ,92 marten- kin , a number considerably below the true 
ord in man ca e . 
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PUTORIUS ERMINE.A. (Linn.). Ermine (Esk . .A.-khltn-khu1. , . 
.A. very good series of skins of this species was obtained, the majority in the winter coat. .A. 
male, No.13902, taken at Saint Michaels in September, is still in the summe: coat. .A. second male, 
taken October 9, is in the transitional stage; the upper surfaces are still brown, though pale, 
especially on the legs. 
No skulls were obtained. 
List of specimens. 
Museum Collector's 
number. number. 



























9 Saint Michaels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec., 1877 !;> 
15 Unalakleet ..................... . .Jan., 1878 ~ 
8 Saint Michaels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec., 1877 o 
20 Nulato .........• •...... ......... M:tr., 1878 o 
16 Unalakleet .•. ...... .. .. ...... .. . .Jan. , 1878 o 
19 . ... .. do ............................. do........ ~ 
41 Fort Reliance . . . .... ..... . ..... . Oct. 1, 1878 ..... . 
5 Unalakleet. ....... ... ..... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
H :~~~~~ ~:~~~~1::::: ::::::: :::~:::: :~~ft~~·:~~~~I:::::: 
77 UpperYukon . . . .. . . ............ Dec. 2,1878 o 
8l .................................. . No-,. 11, 1878 o 
137 132 Saint Michaels ..... ........ .. ... F eb., 1880 o 
'144 ... . .. do ...... . ............•. . .... Mar., 1880 ..... . 
78 Upper Yukon .. ... ..... ... ...... Oct. 4, 1878 o 
143 Saint Michaels ..... ........... . . Mar., 1880 ..... . 
130,133 ...... do ..................... .. ... J~eb., 1880 ~ 
138,134 ...... do . . . ..................... .. .. . do . . . . . . . . o 
00 . .. .. . do .......................... Dec., 1878 ... .. . 
70 Upper Yu°K.on .-.................. Nov. 11, 1878 cf 
80 . . .. . ...... ... .. ............... .. .. Dec. 1, 1878 o 
82 .... . .. . .. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 9, 1878 o 
1 o, 86 Saint Michaels . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 30, 1879 o 
144 ...... do .. .. ....•. ..... .... .. ..... Mar., 1880 
110J~g f~t1f~~~·e····-·.·.· .-.-~::::::::::::: ~~~-~e\ssi" :::::: 
113 Kegiktowik . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fall, 1879 .. ...... . 


































B'iographical notes.-TLis pretty animal is more or less numerous over all of the Alaskan main-
land and on the islands adjacent to the coast. The islands of BNing Straits, N unevak, the eastern-
most of the Aleutians, and most of the islands of Southeast Alaska are inhabited by them. 
Although not very common in some localities, in others they may be classed as abundant. Their 
numbers in a district depend largely upon the abundance of mice and lemmings, upon which 
they prey. They appear to have a preference for a partly-wooded country, and in the district 
back from the hea<l. of Kotzebue Sound and about Anvik, on the Lower Yukon, they are more 
numerous than elsewhere. 
Although showing a slight preference for semi.wooded country they are far from rare on the 
barren open coast belt bordering the Arctic and Bering Sea, where they find shelter among rocky 
ledges. ' 
They winter at the extreme northern limit of the mainlancl and appear to be affected but 
little by the col<l. so long as their food-supply contimJes to hold out. In winter they frequently 
come about the native villages, attracted by the abundance of mice there at that season. At Saint 
Michaels they were often quartered about the wa.rehonses, where the mice congregated to feed 
upon the fl.our stored there. 
Th0 great swiftness and prowess of this animal, as exhib1te<l. in its habits an<l. the success with 
which it sometimes attacks and destroys such disproportionateiy large animals as the white 
ptarmigan or the northern rabbit, has had a remarkable effect upon the native mind. The 
Eskimo look upon it with an almost superstitious fear. Its skin is often worn by them as a kind 
of fetich and it figures in their mythology. It is an important totem and is thought to bring 
success in the chase to those favored by it. 
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About the Yukon month they take on their winter fur early in October, sometimes before the 
.first snow, and retain it until the last of May or first of June. There is no market for skins of 
the Ermine, and in consequence they are not trapped except in small numbers. 
PUTURIUS YUL GARIS Linn. Least Weasel (Esk. Tukn-fyuk). 
A specimen of this weasel in the winter coat was obtained on the Upper Yukon in December, 
1878. A second individual in summer pelage was captured at Saint Michaels l\lay 25, 1880. A 
third specimen, captured October 15, was in winter pelage. 
List of specimens. 
Museum Collector's Locality. Date. Sex. Remarks. number. number. 
13904 59 Upper Yukon ........•.•...••••. Dec. , 1878 Skin, winter pelage. 
............ 152 Saint Michaels .................. May 25, 1880 0 Skin, summer pelage. 
13905 83 ....•. do ...... . ......... . ......•.. Oct. 15, 1878 0 Skin, winter pelage. ....... .. ... 246,152 ....•. do .... .... ................. . May 25, 1880 ...... Skull . 
Biographical notes.-The Weasel has essentially the same distribution in Alaska as its larger 
relative. It is much less common than the Ermine and its skins are more highly prized by the 
Eskimo, among whom it is used as a fetich and is also one of their totemic animals. A skin waE1 
brought me from the Upper Yukon by Mr. McQuesten ;_ others w re obtained at Saint Michaels, 
and I ~aw skins from the Kuskoquim River and from the Kotzebue Sound district and from other 
localities. 
They were seen in use as feticbes among the Eskimo of widely-separated loealities and speak-
ing different dialects. The people of the Kaviak Peninsula prize them so bigllly for this purpose 
that they frequently P?>Y the value of a marten-skin for one. Tte boys and young men wear them 
in their belts in order to become successful hunt~rs, and they are considered to be of great use to 
the per~ons who wear them thus. 
The quickness and boldness of this animal are remarkable. The only time I eYer saw one of 
these weasels alive was one morning late in May, near Saint Michaels. I was goose-huntiug at 
the time and first Raw it close to the tent. The ground w::is till covered here and there with 
patches of now and the Weasel was searching among the dwarf willow sterns about a suo·w-
drift, evidently looking for mice. It darted here and there among the willow stems so rapidly 
that I lo t track of it several time . At hort intervals it would dart upou the suow and stare at 
me a moment with its beau-like black eye and t hen go on with its search althougli I was but a 
few feet away all of the time. :My E kimo bunter came an<l stood by me, watching its mornments 
with great intere t, until I :finally went to the tent and got a charge of fine !Jot and added the 
little hunter to my collection. It wa in foll um mer pelage. 
r'l.' ORIU YI' _T (S ltr 1 r ). Mink (E k. I-w11g-i1-111y1t-tiik ). 
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Locality. Date. Greatest Greatest length. width. 
Skin. Skull. 






































(245) Saint Michaels . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . March 23, 1880 .•••..••........••...•..••••• 
SKULLS. 
160 Mission .•••• :................... Febmary, 1880 ...•..•..••••.•••..•.....••. 
274 .••... do ..•••••••••••••••••.•.•.••••••. do .••..••....•.••.••••••..•..••••••.•. 
201 Andraenofski. .••••.••••..........•••. do •••••• ..••••. •• . 70 41 
:!02 .••••• do .••••••.•••••••.•••.........••. do .••..••.. ••...•. 70 39 
203 ..•.•. do ..•.••..••. • -: •..•••..••........ do .••••• .•• ••• . • . . 66 36 
204 .••.•. do ..••.•••••••..•••.•...•......•. do .••• •• . • • . .••••. 70 .42 
205 .....• do .•.••••.•...•••••............•. do . . . . . • . . .••...•. 74 43 
206 .•..•. do ••••••.•.....•...••...••..•..•. do . . . . . .•••• .••••. 73 43 
207 .•.•.. do ..•••••..•...•...••...•.•..•••. do................ 66 37 
208 ..•.•. do .•........••...•..•........•••. do .••..........••......•••••....•••..• 
209 .•..•• do ...•........••••••••..••.••..•. do . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . 69 40 
210 ...•.. do ..•••••.•••••.••.............•. do . . . . ..•.... .. . •. 67 36 
211 ...... do ............................... do ................................... . 
212 .•.... do ..•.•••...••..••.•........••••. do........... ..•. 66 36 
213 .•..•. du .•••..•.•.•.•...••••••......... do .. • . . . • . . • . . . . .. 64 37 
214 ...... do ...•..•.........•.........•.••. do................ 71 40 
215 ...... do ..••••......••..••........••••. do................ 74 44 
216 ...... do ...•...•..•.••..••..••••....... do ................................... . 
217 ....•. do ...........•..............••••. do ...... ...••... •. 7.3 42 
'218 ...... do ....••........•..••..••...•... do . • . . . ... .. ...... 75 42 
219 ...•.. do ..........••.••...........•.•.. do .. •. . . . . . . . . . • • . 74 44 
220 ...••. do . ...•.......••••....•.....•.••• do................ 74 42 
221 ...... do ............................... do . . . . . .•. . . ... . •. 73 40 
126 Nulato .......................... January, 1880.......... 65 38 
158 Mission ....•......•...••.•.•.••• February, 1880 . . .. . • . . 64 36 
159 ...... do ......................... . ..... do . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . 74 46 
161 .... · .. do .......•.......•..........•••.. do . •• • • . . . . • . • . . . . 71 43 
162 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . ..... do ..•... , . . . . . . . . . 75 44 
163 ....•. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ..••• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 40 
245 Saint Michaels . • . .. . . . .. . . .. . • . May 23, 1880 .. . ... : . . .. 73 45 
265 Mission......................... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 43 
126 Nulato . ..••...•..•.....••..•.... January, 1880 ....................... .. ..... . 
*Male. 
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Biographical notes.-Tlle well·known Mink is found abundantly throughout all the northern 
fur countries where marshes and sluggish streams abound. In Alaska they are found over all the 
mainland ex~ending north, nearly, or quite, to the coast, in latitude 68° to 70°, and reaching the 
coa t of the Arctic Ocean ·and Bering Sea to the southward. Their range extends out on the 
peninsula of Aliaska and across to U nimak Island, the nearest of the Aleutian chain, and they are 
found on some of the islands bordering the coast in extreme Southeastern Alaska. 
Although numerous in most parts of the Territory, yet on the low marshy tundras between, 
and adjacent to, the Lower Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers and abont the head of Kotzebue Sound 
they occur in the largest numbt·rs. The triangular area of swampy tundra between the Lower 
Yukon and Kuskoquim forms its center of almnuance. The people living there are called" mink 
people" by the neighboring Eskimo. 1'he country there is very low an<l. flat, an<.1 in many 
.places the pools are brackish and tide. water from Bering Sea reaches many miles inland. Over 
all of its extent marshy lakes, ponds, and sluggish streams mark the country in every direction. 
These lakes and streams connect with one another to such an extent that travel, except by boat, 
is rendered impossible in summer. The muddy waters here swarm with myriads of the '' Black-
:fi.sh" of the fur traders, which has been named Dallia pe.ctoraJis by Dr. Bean. This is a small fish 
from 4 to 8 inches long, upon which the Mink feeds, and it is the cause of its abundance in this 
part of the Territory. 
Mr. Trne notes the large size of the Mink skulls from Alaska, and probably the species attains 
its greatest development here. 
In the district described, between the Lower YukOIJ and Kuskoquim, from ten to fifteen 
thousand mink.skins are taken annually, yet the supply seems inexhaustible. Steel traps are 
much used by the natives, although one of their primitive methods is still used very successfully. 
This method is to make a tight brush or wicker.work fence across a stream or small pond, and 
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place a wicker-work fyke fish-trap at the opening left for the purpose in the middle. The Minks 
in trying to pass the obstacle enter the funnel-shaped entrance of the trap and soon drown. In 
a good locality tl..tis may occur several times in a day, and in a number of cases that came to my 
knowledge the hunter obtained from ten to fifteen Minks at a haul when he raised his trap. 
Although the Mink confines itself mainly to a fish diet, yet when opportunity offers it is very 
destructive to wild fowl. A tame Mink, kept at Saint Michaels, was turned into a room with a 
ptarmigan which had a disabled wing. Although the Mink was well fed upon fish, yet it no sooner 
saw the bird than it at once approached and sprang upon and killed its victim with all the ferocity 
one might expect from a Weasel. Albino specimens occurred about once in every two thousand 
skins taken by the Eskimo while I was at Saint Michaels. 
The Mink is not ·very common immediately about Saint Michaels, owing to the pursuit of the 
natives. At certain seasons of the year a few are killed with spears or arrows, but the number 
obtained'. in this manner is unimportant. Their fur becomes prime about the last of October, and 
begins to bleach the last of Marcb, sot.hat April skins have a harsh brittle fur and rusty color and 
are of little or no value. 
A good skin brings the native hunter about 50 cents' worth of goods. 
Mink-skins from the Upper Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers, and thence south through South-
eastern Alaska, are much finer and darker than those from the rest of the Territory, but they 
rarely equal prime Canadian skins. This species is resident wherever found in the north. 
Mr. Petroff gives 71,213 as the number of -mink-skins obtained in all of Alaska, except the 
southeastern portion, between 1870 and 1880, but from t,hc number taken at Saint Michaels during 
my residence there I am convinced that this does not represent one-half the number actually ex-
ported, while thousands of worthless skins are taken every year and remain in ~he natives' hau,ds. 
GULO LUSCUS (Linn.). Wolverine (Esk. Kaf-cMJc). 
The two skulls of this species obtained are of large size, one having a length of 147mm and the 
second of 144mm. The former is evidently the skull of an old male. There is in the National 
Museum a similar skull from Fort Anderson, known to be a male, which exactly equals this in 
length, but is a little narrower, i. e., 93mm, as against 101 mm . 
One of the peculiarities of these skulls is the variation in shape exhibited by the auditory 
bullre. They are not only not alike in the two specimens collected by Mr. Nelson, but in one of 
the skulls, No. 21479, the two bullre differ widely from each other in contour. This peculiarity is 
still more strongly marked in other specimens in the National Museum collection. It is observable 
also in other species of the family. 
Museum Collector's 
number. number. 




111 Unalakleet.......................................... Fall, 1879. 































Biol}raphical notes.-The Wolverine is one of the most detested animals found in all the fur 
country. Its life is a continual warfare against all living things, and every man's hand is against 
it. They invariably steal the bait from traps whenever they have the opportunity, and very rarely 
do they get caught Should they find an animal in the trap they make short work of it, and in 
Northern Alaska, as elsewhere in the fur country, they sometimes take up a line of traps so persis-
tently tlrnt the hunter is forced to abandon it and look for a new route. They frequently fol-
low a sledge party in the interior for days, visiting every camp as soon as it is abandoned, in order 
to pick up the scraps left, and anything left in a tree for safe-keeping is sure to be destroyed if 
the Wolverine can get at it. The fur traders usually outwit them by a very simple plan. They 
place the articles they wish to leave in a tree, and then remove the outer bark of the tree for 5 or 
6 feet from the ground. The frost renders the smooth, bare trunk so hard that the animal's claws 
cannot obtain a hold and he is unable to climb the tree in consequence. Their greediness over-
matches their cunning at tir~rns, and a fur trader told me of an instance where a returnfog trapper 
caught one of them in bis cabin so gorged upon the dried meat be bad found that he was unable to 
escape through the chimney, by which he had entered, and so died ignominiously at the hands of 
the enraged hunter. It is almost impossible to render a provision cache safe from them if it is left 
for any considerable length of time. . 
I was assured by a fur trader who passed many years on the Kuskoquim . that during very 
severe winters, when the ponds freeze so that the beavers are confined to a narrow space about 
their houses, the Wolverines sometimes dig through the roofs of the beavers' houses and kill the 
inmates. 
Marten trappers sometimes mourn the destruction of an entire set of traps in a day, and when 
one of these pests is caught there is great. satisfaction. 
The Yukon Indians have a superstitious dread of this animal, and on one occasion that came 
to my hearing a hunter found a Wolverine caught and hung between heaven and earth in one of 
bis lynx-traps, about which the Wolverine had been prowling. Such an unusual occurrence as 
this at once aroused the Indian's suspicions of bad medicine, for who ever heard of a Wolverine 
being caught in so simp~e a trap? Straightway the Indian returned home, and a grave consul-
t~tion was held among the elders of the village. It was finally decided that the hunter might 
take the animal from the snare, but to avert possible bad consequences he was instructed to abuse 
t lte white men all of the time, so as to make the spirit of the Wolverine believe it was owing to 
their agency that he had been trapped. The hunter then returned with a companion to the trap 
and removed the animal, repeating as he did so nearly his entire stock of English in saying 
" G-- d-- the Americans, G-- d-- the Americans," over ancl over again unti,I well away 
from the accursed spot. 
The Wolverine is found over the entire mainland of Alaska, but is most numerous about the 
headwaters of the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers. They are not rare wherever spruce timber 
occurs, but are very uncommon on -the· open coast barrens, although they occur there, and extend 
their range north to the extreme limit of the mainland at times. 
Although their tracks are among the most common ones seen when traveling in the wooded 
interior of the country in winter, yet the animai is always invisible, and ever on the alert to reap 
some gai"" from the visitor to his domain. · 
The Eskimo prize the skin of this animal very highly for trimming their fur clothing, and one 
good skin about equals in value a fine gray wolf-skin. · 
This animal figures in the Eskimo folk-lore, al ways typifying combined cunning and prowess, 
and it is one of their totemic animals. 
The skins of this species exhibit an a] most endless amount of variation, specimens from the 
Upper Yukon averaging very much darker than those from nearer the Bering Sea and Arctic coast. 
LUTRA.. CANADENSJS (Turton). North American Otter (Esk. Tsni-kulc). 
There is nothing especially noteworthy in the four skulls of this species contained in the col-
lection under consideration. One, No. 21482, is rather large, having a length of 113mm, but is sur-
pac eel in size by other specimens in the National Museum collection. No. 21480, though munh 
R MiR. 156-32 
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smaller (length 104mm), appears to be considerably older. The teeth, especially of the mandible, 
are much worn, and the canines are reduced to mere stumps. The region of the occipital condyle 
· exhibits signs of disease, but the remainder of the skull is normal. 
List of specimens. 
Mnsenm Collector's I 
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Measurements. 
21480. 21481. 21482. 21483. 
Basi·cranial length ....... ....................•. . .•............ . 
f!~~tha~~c,;ij~~~,;::::::: :: ::::::: :: : : : : ::::::::::::: :: : :: : :: :: 
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t111\ttorr::!~~8 : ::::::: ::: ::::::: :::::::::::: :: :: :: : : : :: : : : :: : : : 
































Biographical notes.-This species is one of the most common and valuable fur.bearing mammals 
in the north. It occurs in all the streams and lakes of the Alaskan mainland, excepting only the 
barren coast region bordering the .Arctic from Point Hope to the Mackenzie River. In Southern 
Alaska they are found upon Kadiak and the Shumagin Islands and upon Unimak, the easternmost 
of the Aleutians, as well as upon Nunevak Island, further to tlle north. Its range reaches to the 
vicinity of latitude 69° in the interior. 
· They prefer streams or ponds in which :fish are plentiful, and there they usually keep two or 
three boles open from the bank under the ice in winter. These holes are often cunningly concealed 
by some natural object or by an overhanging snow-drift. The entrance' to these holes are favorite 
places for placing a trap, so that the animal is caught when going in or out. A st eel trap is u ed, 
or a strong square net is stretched across the opening nuder water, and made fast so that the otter 
will become entangle<l. in its meshe and drowned. · 
· A district frequented by them is easily foun<l. in winter, a they move abo ut considerably and 
leave a conspicuous trail in the snow. Toward the end of winter they frequently make a burrow 
in a large snow.drift, and sometimes a party of :five or six will be found occupying the place. 
Such partie usually con ist of the two old ones and the last sea on's young. When the native 
:find uch a place they get strong clubs and stand at the entrance while a companion goes to the 
farther ide and <lrives the animals out and they are brained. 
n tance ometimes occur of their following ft ·h into wicker fish-traps and being drowned, 
but hi i r< rt'. ow and then one i foun<l. moving about in winter and hot, but the greater 
1 um rare caught in el trap, at the entrance to their holes in the side of streams or ponds. 
When traveling thr ugh of now th y move by a serie of short leap ~ and if frightened 
t y m k r pi pr re for 11ch hort-leggetl animal . At such times, however, a dog can easily 
wn, but wh IJ'ht t y th y mak de perate battle and are u ually killed witli a 




a powerful young- man he tried to swing _the otter over his head and kill it by dashing it against 
the ground, but when in mid-air it turned suddenly and caught him by the throat, with the result as 
described. 
The districts where the" blackfish" are abundant on the Lower Yukon and Kuskoquim form 
the center of abundance of the otter in Alaska. There they frequent brackish pools and tide 
creeks, like the mink. Petroff states that between 1870 and 1880 there were 18,964 of land-otter 
skins shipped from Alaska, but this falls far short of the real number. 
ENHYDRIS LU1'RIS (Linn.). Sea Otter (Esk. A-mi'-kuk). 
Museum Collector's 
number. number. 
List of specirnens. 
Locality. 
21652 . . . . . . . • . • . . Sanak Island . • . • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April, 1877 Skull. 
21653 .....•.........•.. do .................................... April, 1877 Do. 
1 Unalaska, Aleutian Islands................ . .. . . . ........ Fretal, ale. 
Measurements. 
'. 
2~652. \ 21653. 
-::-1 mm. 
~;~~::~~~Tct~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : ½~g i~g 
Wiath of interorbital constriction . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 29 
Length of "palate"................................................................. 59 60 
Anterior margin of canine to posterior margin last molar.......................... 46 4.4 
t1~1tt :~t~ri~: ::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~g ~: 
Biographical notes.-In 1760-'65, when Bering and his party first explored the .Aleutian Islands, . 
they found the Sea Otters Ho nnmerous that the Aleuts wore long mantles made of their skins, and 
a scrap of old iron was enough to secure the finest skin. In 1840 Veniaminov wrote that the Sea 
Otters in these islands "are distinguished above everything on account of their great value and 
small numbers. * * * There was a time when they were killed in thousands, now only by 
hnndreds. There are plenty of places where before there were great numbers of Sea Otters; now 
not one is to be seen or found. The reason for this is most evident; every year bunted without 
rest they have fled to places unknown ~Jnd without danger." 
When the Fur Seal Islands were discovered these animals were very numerous, and two sailors 
killed five thousand there the first year. The next year less than one thousand were killed, and from 
the end or' the next six years to the present day the Sea Otter bas been unknown there. From the 
Aleutian Islands south to Oregon the Russians found these otters so num~rous that they were ob-
tained in numbers running from two to three thousand skins per year in many places, and in 1804 
Baranov sailed from Alaska with a single cargo of fifteen thousand skins. At that time the dis-
trict about Unalaska Island furnished about one thousand skins annually. In 1826 only fifteen 
skins were taken there; in 1835 about one hundred were taken, and at the time of the transfer of 
the Territory in 1867 the entire .Aleutian chain, with the a<ljacent coast south, only yielded to the 
Russians from six to eight hundred skins annually. In 1873 the-Americans secured nearly four 
thousand skins from this same region, and in 1880 and 1881 from six to eight thousand skins are 
estimated to have been secured on the same ground. This great increase in the catch during the 
later years is entirely due to the greater vigor with which the animal has been huntecl, and the 
introduction of :fine long-range rifles. Good rifles now replace, to a great extent, the primitivP-
spears. 
There is little doubt that in the course of a few years, under the present regulations and mode 
of hunting, this valuable animal will be exterminated, and in place of affording the Aleuts a live-
lihood will leave them dependent upon the Government. · 
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During the last few years the catch of Seni Otters has produced in the neighborhood of three-
quarters of a million dollars annually to the companies engaged in trading in the Aleutian Islands 
and the coast to the southeast. 
The Sea Otter was found formerly all along the Aleutian chain, but they are now almost or 
quite unknown over a great part of this ground, and their principal resort at present is among the 
reefs and outlying islets surrounding Sanak Island, near the eastern end, and on the Paci.fie side 
of the Aleutian chain. The Aleutian hunters are brought to this point from the entire length 
of the chain in vessels belonging to the trading companies, and 8re landed with their kyaks or 
seal-skin canoes and their implements of the chase. Here they remain for months, scouring ti.le 
sea in all directions or lying upon rocky points and islets, awaiting the approach of an otter 
within long rifle-shot. Shot after shot is fired at the otter's head until one takes effect, and the 
body is brought in by the surf. The noise of the waves on the rocky shore drowns the noise of 
the gun and so prevents the animal becoming alarmed until it is hit. 
The otters have a habit of rising with their head and nearly half their body out of the water, 
while they deliberately examine the shore they are approaching, and this usually gives the hunter 
an opportunity for a fatal shot. 
While-the writer was at Sanak Island in May, 1877, a, large hunt was being arranged, and 
some twenty-five or thirty men were preparing to go to a hunting place some 10 or 15 miles to 
seaward in their small skin canoes. In .a hunt of this character the boats form in a long line 
on the hunting ground and then sweep the sea, watching for an otter. The moment one is seen 
the nearest hunter throws his spear and stops where the animal went down. The other bunters 
make a wide circle and watch f.or the animal's reappearance. This rnanmuvre is repeated until the 
otter becomes exhausted and is an easy prey. 
Of necessity the hunters have rules governing the hunt, and one of the most important is 
that when an animal is struck by Reveral spears the owner of the spear nearest the bead has the 
prize. 
In some places when the hunter~ go ashore after a successful hunt it has been the custom of 
· the Russian priests to be at the landing place, and after inspecting the catch to collect tithes at 
once. As a result some of the finest skins went into the hands of the priests and from them 
founcl their way into the hands of the traders at a round price. 
In winter, when heavy gales sweep the Pacific from the north, the otters take refuge upon the 
rocks lying out at sea, and frequently thrust their heads into bunches of kelp to protect them 
from the wirnl and spray. As the gale shows signs of breaking some of the best and most daring 
hunters leave Sanak and run down before the wind to these rocks, and under cover of the roar of 
wind and sea they lan<l, and, creeping silently up to the cowering otters, kill them by striking them 
on the head with a heavy wooden club. 
Elliott mentions an instance in which two brothers secured seventy-eight otters in less than 
two hours in this manner, and I learned of a number of instances in which a smaller number were 
secured. Another mode of capturing these animals was practiced by the Atka and Attu Aleuts 
at the western eud of the chain before t,he otters were almost exterminated there. Nets from 16 
to 18 feet long and from G to 10 feet wide were spread on kelp beds frequented by the animals, and 
when the latter came ashore they became entangled in the coarse meshes and seemed paralyzed by 
fear, so that they were easily taken by the hunter. Sometimes several were taken at once in a 
single net, and although the otter is a powerful animal yet they did not struggle sufficiently to 
injure the net in the least. These nets were also set in holes and caves at the base of water-
wa bed cliffi, where otters were known to" haul out." 
When the otter is surprised on shore it starts at once for the water, and can only be stopped 
y being killed. On land they move with a waddling motion if not alarmed, but jf startled they 
progre by a succes ion of short leaps. · 
The trau.ers at Sanak told me that the greatest care is exercised to keep all signs of human 
occupation away from the beaches where the otters come out, and when the wind blows toward 
the hunting-ground all fires are extinguished, as the animals have an acute sense of smell and are 
very hy. They r ly more upon the sen e of smell than either upon sight or hearing. 
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They sleep lying upon their backs in the water, and at such times the female carries her young 
clasped in her fore-arms. 
They are shorter and more heavily built animals than the land otter, and according to Elliott 
are more like a beaver, with the skin in loose folds. 
They range from 3z to 4 feet long ·in the flesh, but after the skin is removed by a single cut 
across the hind legs it is turned and stretched until nearly double its original length; 
Many of the finest skins have a grizzled or silvery gray muzzle, and the gray sometimes 
extends to the nape, but the rest of the body is covered with a beautiful, soft, dark, velvety brown 
or brownish-bla9k for, with scattered white-tipped hairs over the body in some cases; in others the 
color is unbroken. 
The natives say that the single young one is brought forth in fine weather on kelp beds and 
that the young are born in every month of the year. They are odd little grizzled or brownish 
animals at this time and it is not until the third year that their fur becomes prime. 
The females are very attentive to their young and protect them when threatened by clasping 
the young in their fore paws and turning their own back to the danger. Elliott's account of their 
playfulness, both with their young and with small objects, such as fragments of kelp, which they 
toss about while lying on their backs in the water, was corroborated by several persons well 
acquainted witbtthe animal. 
Their food consists of shell-fish, sea urchins, kelp, a1id perhaps fish. 
In former times this species , ranged over nearly all of Bering Sea, but they are unknown 
there at present. 
From the Eskimo of Norton Sound and Bering Straits I had .definite accounts of them, and 
from the latter place some of the people claim that these animals occurred there very rarely up 
to within a comparatively few years. The Sea Otter's range is sieadil_y decreasing. They are now 
. limited to the Pacific or southern side of the Aleutian chain and thence south along the coast, 
but are rarely found on the southern part of their range, where a merciless fusilade is kept up 
whenever one approaches the coast. They are numerous at present only at the extreme end of 
the Aleutian chain in Alaska. There, about Sanak Island and the Shumagin group to the east-
ward, is their center of abundance: The once prolific grounds at the extreme western end of the 
Aleutian chain is now almost entirely deserted by the otters. 
The fur of these animals has greatly increased in value during the past few years. From 
$80 to $100 in cas-h were paid by traders to the Aleuts in 1881 for particularly fine skins, and 
from this down to a dolla'r or two for very young, poor skins. The finest skin sold in London from 
the catch of 1880 brought £95 sterling or about $475 - a value unequalled by any other fur-bearing 
animal in the world. 
Arguing from the fa~t that the annual yield of Sea Otter -skins has been about the same for 
some years past it is claimed by .some that the number of the animals must be the same, or the 
supply equal to the <lemand. This.idea is erroneous; however, since, with the increase in value 
of its fur, there has been a steady and perhaps disproportional increase in the vigor and per-
sistence with which its pursuit has been carried on. Taking this in consideration it is evident 
that under existing conditions the Sea Otter is doomed to rapid extermination. White men with 
improved rifles are joining in the chase, and some of them make an income of several thousand 
dollars a year as a return for their marksmanship. Certain Treasury regulations restricting the 
capture of these animals already exist but they are imperfect and almost entirely ignored. The 
.A.leuts depend almost wholly upon this animal for their support, and once without the Sea Otter 
they will become dependent on the Government for a large portion of their supplies each year. 
These animals could be as thoroughly protected as is the fur seal if proper regulations were framed 
and provisions made for their rigid enforcement. All the expenses arising from such protection 
could be met by a tax of one or two dollars upon each skin. 
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URSID.lE. 
THALASSARCTOS MARITIMUS (Linn.). Polar Bear (Esk. Nu'-nu-ok). 
Biograp~ical notes.-As is well known, this species ba's a strictly maritime distribution. On 
the mainland coast of Alaska it is almost unknown in summer, even along the extreme northern 
shore. In winter it is rather common from the mouth of the Mackenzie River to Bering Straits. 
with the exception of Kotzebue Sound, where the unbroken character of the winter ice prevents it 
from securing food. . 
As the Arctic ice closes the sea north of Bering Straits in October and November large 
numbers of Polar Bfars are brought down on the floating pack and pass through the Straits with-
the ice and reach Saint Lawrence and Saint Matthew Islands, where they are numerous all winter. 
During severe winters, when the pack ice extends farther south than usual, a single specimen some 
times reaches the Fur Seal Islands, but this is rare. On such seasons they reach the mainland 
coast of the Territory south to the Yukon mouth, although they are extremely rare on the coast 
south of the straits. 
In the summer of 1880 a half grown young Polar Bear was killed near Saint Michaels in 
August, a very unusual occurrence; none had been killed there for many years. • 
In spring the bears keep along the border of the pack ice and with it pass north through the 
straits and into the Arctic ocean. Every season, however, large numbers of these animals remain 
on Saint Matthew Island, where they appear to be permanent residents, as they are, to a much 
smaller extent, on Saint Lawrence Island. 
During the summer of 1874 Mr. Elliott and Lieutenant Maynard found these bears extraor-
dinaril,y common on Saint Matthews, where Mr. Elliott estimates that there were several hundred 
at the time of their visit in August. This island is only about 22 miles long and is very narrow. 
It is essentially Arctic in Hs flora, the lowlands being covered with small flowering plants, grasses, 
and mosses, while the hills and ridges are bare and rocky. · As their boat approached Hall's Island, 
just off Saint Matthews, sixteen of these bears were seen, ten of which were on the beach together. 
The party from the vessel killed fifteen or twenty bears and were satisfied to leave the others 
undisturbed. The flesh of those killed was pronounced very good eating, perhaps owing to their 
food being mainly vegetable matter at this time and so rendering the meat Jess rank than usual. 
The bears were easily killed and did not show fight in a single instance, a~d as they were not at all 
shy there was but little excitement in hunting them. They were fat and were easily approached 
to within a few yards when asleep, but if they scented the party they at once took flight toward 
the hills at a good speed. When surprised they arose and sniffed at the party as if curious to learn 
whether they were friends or foes. ·This was on August 9, and the females and cubs, usually two, 
were by themselves. Small parties of three or four young males were scattered about and the old 
males were found singly. One of the latter measured 8 feet from nose to tail and was estimated 
to weigh from 1,000 to 1,200 pounds. The muscles of the fore-arm just back of the carpal joint 
measured 24: inches after the skin was removed. The bears were "all eating grass and roots, 
digging or browsing, or else heavily sleeping on the hillsides." "Their manner of browsing is 
very similar to the action of a hog engaged in grazing." Their well-beaten trails crossed the 
i land in every direction. 
The foregoing notes present this great bear in quite a different light from the fish and seal-
ating animal u ually de cribed, and the good condition of the bears obtained by this party showed 
that th Y found a abundance of nutritious food on the almost barren slopes of the island. 
u the Si erian , bore the southern limit of this species is in the vicinity of Plo·rnr Bay, just 
01 po ·it , int Lawr nee I land. On both shores of Bering Straits I found many white bear 
·1 in ' am ng tbe E kimo, wllich had been obtained in winter and they were also numerous 
h nativ along th north coa t of Siberia. ' 
Tb Chukchi , of the :rorth. Siberian coa t, hunt these bears with dogs and lance, precisely 
a. wa the m d £ rmerly in Greenland. 
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The Eskimo of Saint Lawrence Island and the American coast are well supplied with fire-
arms, which they use when bear-hunting. In winter, north of the straits, the bears often become 
thin and ver.v savage from lack of food. 
A number of Eskimo on the Alaskan coast show frightful scars obtained in contests with 
them in winter. One man, who came on board the Corwin, bad the entire skin and flesh torn 
from .one side of his head and face, including the eye and ear, yet had escaped and recovered. 
One incident was related to me which occurred near Point Hope during the winter of 1880-'81. 
Two men went out from Point Hope during one of the long winter nights to attend to their seal-
nets, which were set through holes in the ice. While at work near each other, one of the men 
heard a bear approaching over the frosty snow, and having no weapon but a small knife, and the 
bear being between him and the shore, be threw himself upon his back on the ice and waited. The 
bear came up in a few moments and smelled about the man from head to foot; and finally pressed 
his cold nose against the man's lips and nose and sniffed several times; each time the terrified 
Eskimo held bis breath until, as he afterwards said, his lungs nearly burst. The bear suddenly 
heard the other man at work, and listening for a moment he started towards him at a gallop, while 
the man he left sprang to his feet and ran for his life for the village and reached it safely. At 
midday, when the sun bad risen a little above the horizon, a large party went out to the spot and 
found the bear finishing his feast upon the other hunter and soon dispatched him. Cases similar 
to this occur occasionally all along the coast where the bear is found in winter. _ 
In July and August, ]881, while the Oorwin was cruising among the ice near Wrangel and 
Herald Islands, we saw a considerable number of the.;;e anima1s and killed several of them. They 
were usually upon the ice, and as we drew near made off at a lumbering gallop. Although clumsy 
in their motions, yet they progressed with surprising speed acro,~s the rongh and broken surface 
of the ice. They are difficult to kill unless hit in the head, and a gun of heavy caliber is required 
to do good work. 
A female killed by the writer, the skin of which is in tile National Museum, must have 
weighed 1,000 pounds, and the male, which I shot a few minutes earlier and lost among the float-
ing ice, was very much larger. With this female was a yearling cub, and when the pursuit became 
pressing and the cub began to tire, she swam behind it with bet fore paws one on each side of its 
back, thus shielding it from danger and urging it along. She continued to do this even after a 
ball had shattered her spine above her hips, and until wounded in various places and finally 
disabled. 
Th£y swim boldly far out t'l sea, and while the Corwin lay at anchor off the ice during a heavy 
gale in August, a bear came swimming off to us in the face of the sleet and wind. He had prob-
ably smelled our smoke and came off to reconnoiter, but a warm reception changed his mind and he 
turned and vauished in the fog again. The flesh of the bears we killed was tough and rank. They 
are guided more by scent than by eyesight, and frequently swim silently along the edge of the ict'-
searehing for their prey. Findi.1g a seal basking ·on the edge of the ice, they rise suddenly 
between it and the water, crush its skull with a blow of the paw, and feast upon it at leisure. 
The whalers claim that they ca.pture fair-sized walruses by creeping up to the Jatter, while they 
are asleep on the iee, and dragging them away from the water. 
With the possible exception of the Californian Grizzly, these bears are unquestionably the 
most powerful of their kind. In summer they rarely attack man, and usually fly from him. One 
old whaling captain, who has since been lost -with ship U,nd crew among the ice, was surprised by 
one while he was cutting tusks from some walruses on the ice; the bear came at him open-mouthed, 
but a blow from the ax laid bis skull open and closed the fight. 
There is no record of the White Bear on the Aleutian Islands, where it is unknown; and, except 
on Saint Lawrence and Saint Matthew Islands, they are virtually unknown south of Bering 
Straits ia summer. 
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URSUS AMERICANUS Pallas. Black Bear (Esk. Tun-t-guli-fltk). 
Mr. Nelson obtained a skull from Nulato which differs in no way fr~m skulls of the Black 
Bear from the State of New York. It is adult but not old, the fronto-p~rietal_ and other sutures 
being plainly marked and the cusps of the molars but little worn. ltR d1mens10ns are as follows: 
Measiwemen ts. 
[Skull No. 21491 (250); Nulato.] 
Basi-cranial length ...................•••.......... -.......... - - .. - . - - .. -; - . - ---- . - . - - . 
Zygomatic width . ............ . ......••... - - .. --- -.. -...... --- - -· · -· - · - · · · · · · · · · - - · · - · · 
Least distance between orbits in front .................... -•• - -... - .. -..... - ... - - .. - - . 
Distance between post-orbitaJ. processes .... -....... - -...... -.. -.. -... -- ... -- .. -- -. - - . 
t:~it~ ~i ~~;:ti:t"e"•;: :::: ~:: :::::: :::::::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::: :: :: :: : : : : ::: ::::: :: ::::::: 
Anterior margin of canine to posterior margin of last molar ................... , -- .. - .. 
Greatest len"th of mandible .......................•... --. - .. - ... -- .... - ... -- -... -- - - . 

















Biographical notes.-Throughout the Territory, wherever trees and large bushes occur, this ani-
mal is found, but it is far more numerous in the interior than near the coast. North of Bristol Bay 
they very rarely reach the immediate vicinity of the sea, but occur on the peninsula of A.liaska and 
the adjacent island of Unimak. They are unknown on the remainder of the Aleutian chain and 
the islands of Bering Sea, but occur on Kadiak Island and southward along the coast. The 
headwaters of the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers seem to be their center of abundance in Northern 
Alaska, although hundreds of their skins are obtained each year at Nulato and Anvik. 
In November, or the last of October, when severe weather begins, these bears find some ·shel-
tered cleft or cavern in the rocks, where they prepare a bed of grasses and other soft material and 
retire to hibernate until warm weather in April and May thaws them out again. On the Upper 
Yukon the Indians shoot, spear, or trap them, and some of the bravest and most powerful hunters 
sometimes attack and kill them with a hunting knife. This is not often tried, however, and before 
the hunter makes the attack he wraps a blanket or his hunting shirt around his left fore-arm, and, 
with the knife in his righti hand, meets the bear. As the latter rises upon his haunches the 
protected arm is thrust out for the bear to seize with teeth and claws, and at the same time the 
fatal thrust of the knife is made under the guard thus formed. 
In winter or spring, when the Indians find a bear's den, the entrance is nearly closed with logs, 
leaving a hole large enough for the bear to thrust out his head. The bear is then stirred up until 
he awakes and rushes to the entrance of his den in a rage and receives a blow from an ax or a 
bullet that kill him on .the spot. The young men sometimes make the logs fast about the entrance, 
so that the bear cannot e cape, and then take the maidens of their choice out and ret tllem shoot 
the bear when it thrusts its head out of the small hole left for that purpose. 
The Indian dog a.re very u eful in searching for these hiding places, and sometimes find them 
under aeon iderable depth of snow. In pring these bears frequent the banks of streams, where the 
dead or di abled almon ca ·t a hore afford them an ab ndance of food. Later in the season the 
blueu rrie and oth r fruit gr wing on the hill ides furni h them forage, upon which they fatten 
and ecome xcell nt eating. The fur trader all tell of occasionally seeing black bears with a 
white p on the ch tin front; thi white area is sometime quite large. 
Both E kimo an 1 Indian give b ar credit for gr at knowledge and cunning. A bunter of 
th form r p opl r li"iou ly r frain from peaking in a di re pectful manner of a bear, and is also 
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very careful not to tell any one if he intends going on a bear hunt. · They believe that the bear 
would be instantly aware of their intention should they speak of it, and a person who speaks dis-
respectfully of bears or makes sport of them in any way is in danger of being attacked by them 
when he goes into the hills on his next hunt. · 
The Black Bear :figures very often in the religious dances of the Eskimo, and among the 
masks obtained by me along the coast of Bering Sea are a number representing the bead of this 
animal. 
Veniaminov, in writing of the animals of tlrn .Aleutian Islands, states that these beats were 
found on the easternmost of the islands. 
From Elliott's translation of this account I quote the following notes, which refer also to the 
Cinnamon Bear: "The hunters are only afraid of those which have torn ears." Speaking of their 
habits on the mainland, he says· that "At the time of salmon running in the rivers, bears generally 
go there andcapture :fish." '' The bears go into the wate_r above their knees, stand up opposite the 
stream, and watch a fit opportunity when they can grab or snatch the fish, which, when they see 
it near, they instantly strike at with their paws, and most always hit; then they either throw or 
carry their prey to the beach and rBturn to continue their work, until they have as many as they 
want." The bears only eat the head, as this is the fattest part of the fish. 
URSUS .A.MERICA.NUS CINNAMONEUS Bachman.. Cinnamon Bear. (Esk. Tlfki't -ka). 
Biogrciphiccil notes.-This animal has a more general distribution in Northern Alaska than its 
black relative. The wooded country, the bare, rocky mountain sides and the desolate barrens ap-
pear to be almost equally favored by them, though at times an abundance of fqod draws them toward 
certain districts. The fur traders from the entire · course of the Yukon bring many of their skins 
to Saint Michaels each spring, anu the Red. Bear is well known to all the mainland coast tribes of 
the Territory from near the extreme northern part of the Arctic coast southward. They are re-
ported as being extremely numerous about the head of Bristol Bay, also at various points along the 
peninsula of Aliaska and the adjacent Pacific coast to the eastward. 
Although the natives, both Eskimo and Indian, do not consider the Black Bear a ,ery for-
midable antagonist under ordinary circumstances, yet the Red Bear is almost universally dreaded 
among them for its fierce and relentless temper. They have the. reputation of exhibiting their 
ferocious character even without provocation, and if wounded they become very dangerous. Many 
native hunters will permit this bear to pass undisturbed unless they have llim at great disadvan-
tage. 
In common with the other kinds of bears this animal :figures in the Eskimo and Indian legends. 
They feed upon the same berries and fish as does the Black Bear1 an<l in certain districts 
about the peninsula of .A.liaska in Jnne and July, regular paths are trodden along the banks of the 
larger streams where they search for the exhausted salmon which swarm _ in the streams at this 
time. · 
In some instances when a natural shelter cannot be found in which they can pass the winter 
the bears go intelligently at work to make one. Along the Pacific coast of the Territory this 
shelter is often formed by an excavation on a steep.hillside, but in the Lower Yukon Valley, where 
the soil is perpetually frozen within a short distance of the surface, they are forced to adopt another 
measure. Fragments of wood, long branches, and brush are piled ui) into a dome-shaped mass in 
some secluded spot in the woods, and under this the bear ensconces himself for the winter, and the 
first snowfall puts a good roof over his quarters. 
During thr, winter of 1879-'80 a couple of Indian boys were out hunting ptarmigan below Anvik, 
on the Yukon, with an old shot-gun, and one of them felt the snow give way beneath his foot in 
passing o,er a slight hummock in the woods. !finding a small opening extending clown several 
feet the boys got a long stick and began poking about in it. Very soon a large Cinnamon Bear 
began stirring about and thrust his head partly out of the hole the boys had made, but, owing to 
his brush-house being frozen fast to the ground, he was unable to get further, and one of the boys 
placed the muzzle of the gun close to his head and killed him with bird-sl10t. The meat of this 
animal was lean and tough, but was not noticably rank in flavor. · 
S. :Mis. 156--33 
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The skin of this spt3cies_ is of very little commercial value compared with that of the Black 
Bear. The traders buy but few of them and they are used by the natives for making dog har-
nesses also for sleeping mats and for :flaps to hang in the inner doors of their houses. 
A~ with the Black Bear their hibernation lasts from October to April. 
During the cruise of tlle Corwin I saw skins of this animal among the Eskimo north to the 
vicinity of Point Barrow on the Al::tskan coast, and on the Siberian side skins of what appeared 
to be a precisely similar animal were rather common among the natives both on the Arctic and the 
Bering Sea coasts. According to the Chukchi these skins were obtained in the neighboring hills, 
an<l in some cases the bears were killed with the long lance, whicll all of the men there carry. 
A few days before we visited the head of Plover Bay a Red Bear came down from the hills 
and smelled around a skin tent pitched on the shore, and when he came to a spot where a pile 
of blubber lay just instde he coolly tore a hole in the.tent-cover and thrusting in his head made 
a feast while several women and children sat on the farther side of -the tent shivering with fear. 
The men were all absent at the time, so bruin walked off unmolested when he had finished. 
The reindeer herders all carry long lances to protect the ms elves and their deer from these bears. 
The amount of individual variation in the color of the fur of the Red Bear is extremely great 
and extends from various shades of brown to a bright cinnamon-red. 
URSUS HORRIBILIS Ord. Grizzly Bear (Esk. Ta-ki't-kct). 
Biographical notes.-WhereYer the Red Bear occurs inAlaska there is found also a bear of about 
the same size but colored and marked precisely like the "Silver-tipped,~ Grizzly of the Centra,l 
Rocky Mountain regio_n of the United States. The Grizzlies and the Red Bears of the Yukon Val-
ley offer an interminable amount of individual variation in color. The skins intergrade so that I 
have frequently thought they formed but extremes of the -same species. The Red Bear varies 
from Hght rufous to a dark chestnut and reddish or cinnamon brown. The Grizzly often approaches 
t,be latter color very closely, but i3 nearly al ways easily distinguishable by the gray tips on 
the hafrs. At times this is quite obsolete, and again it is present to an extreme degree, rendering 
the skin a light gray or silvery brown. 
Skins of both the Red and the Grizzly Bear average very much larger than those of t,he Black 
Bear, so far as I could judge from the large number brought into Saint Michaels from the sur-
rounding region during my stay there. · 
Owing to the superstitious fears of the natives I found it nearly impossible to secure bear skulls, 
and as I was confined to the vicinity of Saint Michaels during summer I was unable to make any 
comparisons of these animals in the flesh. 
As a rule the fur is longer upon the Grizzly than upon the Red Bear. 
The habits and distribution of the two are nearly identical. 
Both species find their extreme northern limit well within the .A.retie circle in about 690 in 
Alaska. As the Black and the Barren Grouud Bear reach about the same latitude it will be seen 
that the inland range to the north of all these bears laps the coastwise range of the Polar Bear by 
seven or eight degrees. 
Petroff found the '' Brown Bear '1 (by which name he refers to both the Cinnamon and Grizzly) 
very common on Kadiak I land and on the shores of Cook's Inlet on the mainland, where the 
large t pecimen occ•ur. A kin of one killed in the vicinity of Kenai Mission in the summer of 
1 O wa 14 £ et and 2 inches long. He further states that brown bears occur in parties of twenty 
or thirty on tll mountain bor<.1 ring the westeru side of Cook's Inlet. 
R,' -., RICII.ARD ·o_TI Aud. & Bachm. Barren Ground Bear (E~k. Tlr-ku-lca). 
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In Petroff's Report on the Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska, Census Office, 
1884, he classes the Cinnamon and the Grizzly Bears together under the heading of Brown Bears,., 
or Drsus richardsoni, and ignores the existence of the present animal. f 
The very light color of this species would render the name of Yellow Bear suitable for it. 
The half-dozen skins which came under my notice were all very heavily furred, and of a dingy 
yellowish, in some cases approaching a whitish, but not in the least suggesting an albino. The fur· 
was dense and matted in all, and very much heavier than on the other bears taken at the same· 
time and place. The skins are not large, appearing to average about the size of a well-grown 
Black Bear, and never reaching the great size of a large Cinnamon Bear. 
The facts regarding its distribution were secured from the for traders, who could not furnish: 
anything regarding its habits. The latter are probably not peculiar unless the animal's light color· 
and heavy fur indicate that it spends a smaller part of the winter in its den than the other 
species, which is not likely, as its range is in the part of the continent where the cold in winter is. 
very great and long periods of v~ry low temperature prevail. 
PHOCIDlE, 
ERIGNA.THUS BA.RBA'.l'US (FA.BR.). Bearded Seal (Esk. ]Jftt-kM'lf). 
Three skulls of this seal were ob.tained. No. 2078·3, adult, though not old, has the teeth worn 
down to the roots, a condition which seems to be arrived at quite early in this species. No9. 21466, 
2146, having a basicranial length of 191 mm and 187mm, respectively, are still young; the occlpito-
sphenoidal and other sutures are still open. 
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List of specimens. 
Locality. Date. 
Saint Michaels . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . September, 1878. 
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Biographical notes.-Tbe present species is the largest of the hair seals found on the Alaskan 
coast, and the males reach a weight of six or eight hundred pounds; the females are somewhat 
smaller. Its distribution is more northerly than that of the Harbor Seal. On tlte south the limit 
of its range cnincides very closely with the northern limit of the range of the Sea Lion. 
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The Bearded Seal is rather common along the Alaskan coast of Bering Sea south to Bristol 
Bay, but iti, not fonnd on the Aleutian Islands nor about the Fur Seal group, except possibly as a 
winter vi itor with the pack-ice about the latter islands. On the coast south of Cape Vancouver 
they are far less common than north of that point. . . 
Wagner's record of this animal from Sitka, as quoted by Allen (N. A. Pinnipeds, p. 669), is 
certainly erroneous, as this species is unknown from the American shore of the North Pacific. 
This record probably arose through a misnnderstanding. 
Sitka was formerly a central distributing point of supplies for the Territory, and then, as now, 
the Bearded Seal skins from Bering Sea were an article of commerce prized by the natives of the 
coast and islands, so that the presence of a skin at Sitka does not necessarily imply tbat it was 
captured there. This species is particularly fond of the ice-pack, and the warm water of the 
Pacific about Sitka would not be very attractive to an animal which winters in the Arctic pack. 
From Cape -Vancouver north through Bering Straits and along the coast to Point Barrow, they 
are found rather commonly, but al ways less nnrnerons than the Harbor Seal. Like the latter species 
they are valuable to the Eskimo, to whom their flesh and oil furnish food. Their skins _are the 
most highly-prized kind for coveriug the kyak aud m~Iak and for boot-soles, and when cut into 
strips make l1 very strong and durable cord. 
They keep offshore and about the outlying islands and outer reefs more thau does the Harbor 
Seal. In autumn, however, they come into bays and along shore, so that in September and October 
many of them are taken in nets set off the points. During March, April, aucl 1\fay they are hunted 
along the seaward edge of the shore-ice before it breaks up, and also among the moving pack-ice. 
At this latter season they haul up on the ice and are shot, or are shot or speared in the tide-
cracks or among the loose ice. vVhen killed in the water at this season they do not sink, owing 
to the thickness of their blubber. 
Their foo.d consists mainly of fishes, judging from the stomachs of those I saw at Saint 
Michaels; from the stomachs I obtained some small deep-water fishes almost intact. 
The young are born from the end of March to the first of May. They appear disproportion-
ately large when first born, and will weigh in the neighborhood of 100 pounds. One young 
Bearded Seal which l saw brought in by an Eskimo, who claimed to have removed it from 
the mother, had the body entirely covered with the stiff steel-gray hairs, such as they have after 
fbeing born, and no signs of the woolly coat, such as the newly-born Harbor Seal exhibits, were to 
:.be seen. 
These animals move about with the pack-ice to a great extent, but they do not appear to have 
-any <.lefined migratory movement, as they are found iu Bering Sea all summer, although the pack-
ice usually disappears there in June, aud Murdoch found them wintering in the vicinity of Point 
Barrow wben the ice was broken enough to permit, so they ma,y be classed as resident wherever 
found ou the Alaskan shore. They are in no way gregarious, but sometimes two or three will be 
found in company. 
The young are dark silvery gray, becoming Jjghter on the lo,,er surface, and an appearance 
,of indistinct mottling is often found. The muzile of both young and old is of a peculiar reddish 
-color, which is more marked in the adults and sometimes extends·back to th1~ eyes. The adults 
are nearly uniform in color, being only a little 1rnler below, and without spots or mottling in all 
the p cimen een by me. The usual color is a ih·e·ry yellowish or very light grayish color, and 
almo t.yellowi 'h wbite in many im;tances. The , exe are alike, except that the female is smaller 
than tll male. 
The fie'h of thi, rpecie i.' excellent a ting when freshly killed, and the b luuber is tasteless 
au<l. much like'" ry fat r ork. If kept a few day"', however, tbe fie h and blubber become rank 
and repul ·irn t , ny but an tlucated ta te. 
Dnrin(l' the, urum r of l 1 we fonud thi pecie at Saint Lawrence and tbe Bering Straits 
I land nd up n th Sib rian Arctic coa t we t to 1forth Cape, but they were not seen near 
Wrang 1 or rall I lan<l , although hey nn loubtedly occur there. 
n th i rian coa f Bering ea we found them frotn the Strait to Plover Bay, aud tLes 
ham b n t, k ~n , utl t th moutu. of the moor Riv r on tllat "'Oa t. 
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Cape Vancouver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clothes-bag. 
Ca_pe Prince of Wales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Skin. T 
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Biograph-foal notes.-Tbis is the handsomest and least known of the Alaskan seals. They are 
found commonly at only a few points on the coast of. Bering Sea. Their southern limit on the . 
mainland coast is reached about the rocky shores of Nunevak Is~and and Cape Vancouver. Stray 
individuals may occur about the mouth of the Kuskoquim River, but if so they are very rare. 
About Cape Rumiantzoff, or Romanzoff, just south of the Yukon mouth, they are rather common 
in winter, and some are said to remain,there all sulllmer. At the Yukon mouth and about the 
shores of Norton Sound they are extremely mret but they sometimes occur off the rocky head-
lands when the ice breaks up in spring, about the last of May or first of June. .About the shore 
and islands of Bering Straits they are rather common in spring and fall, g0ing and coming with 
the pack-ice. 
The Eskimo living in the straits and along the adjacen-t coast make many of their skins into. 
clothes-bags, which are prized on account of the ornamental character of the coloring. TIJe largest 
sprcimens must attain a length of about 6 feet. 
During the cruise of the Corwin, in the summer of 1881, we saw these seals -repeatedly 
upon the border of the ice-pack along the northern coast of Siberia and near Wrangel and Herald 
Islands. They were rather common in the vicinity of the two last named place~ and were usually 
found basking singly upon a fragment of ice in the loose drift before we reached the main pack. 
The contrasting dark chestnut-brown and light markings render them very conspicuous objects, 
and they are easily recognized at a long distance lfben lying upon the ice. They were not shy, 
and several times the steamer came within a hundred yards before they noticed it. They would 
then raise their heads and after a deliberate stare tumble into the water, and were seen for some 
time swimming with the bead well raised and intently watching the vessel. 
We did not see them near Point Barrow, but Mr. Murdoch ·notes them as stragglers there, 
and two were killed during his stay at that point. 
The Eskimo prize the skin of this species very highly, aud the people of Bering Straits carry 
them along the coast in m·ery direction to bartP-r them with the people whose territory rloes not 
yield them. 
The skins are tanned with the hair on and are entire, except for a slit in tlJe abdomen. This 
slit is provided with eyelet holes for lacing it np, and thus is improvised into what is considered a 
fashionable traYeling bag among the Eskimo. These bags are used for storing extra clothing, 
furs, or other valuable artfoles likely to be lost or injured by lying about in the house or while 
traveling. 
On the Siberian coast south of Bering Straits this species ranges far to the southward, even 
reaching the Kurile Islands. 
Scammon says that the natives of the .Aleutian: Islands recognized this species as sometimes 
occurring there, but I never heard of an instance of jts being taken either there or at the Fur Seal 
Islands, and it must be extremely rare, if it occurs there at all. This species is more migratory 
than any of the other hair seals of Bering Sea. They keep with the ice-pack to a great extent, and 
the Eskimo living in Bering Straits informed me that they were common there only in fall and 
spring. In fall they come down from the north with the ice-pack and !Jass to the southward, and 
in spring, as the pack retreats through the straits to the north, it is accompanied by these seals. 
The examples seen by us in the pack during the summer of 1881 were all males. 
The females are ve-ry much lighter colored than-the males and the ••ri.bbon" chestnut markings 
of the male are but faintly outlined on the female. From the fact that this species ranges so 
much farther south on the coast of Siberia than it does on the opposite American coast, and that 
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all of the numerous specimens seen by us iu the pack were just north of the Siberian coast, it 
appears that this species is much more numerous and more widely distributed on the As.iatic store 
than on the adjoining .American coast. 
Although we saw only males in the pack.ice, yet the females must summer there also, since t,he 
people obtain uoth females and young there with the males in the migration. 
PHOC.A. FCETID.A. Fabricius. Ringed Seal (Esk. ish-6.g'tl~). 
This species occurs with P. v-itulina at Saint Michaels. Five skulls were obtained, one, No. 
21473, having the crowns of the teeth entirely worn away. 
The species was obtained by Mr. Murdoch at Point Barrow, bnt has not apparently been 
reported hitherto as far south as Norton Sound. 
The specimens referred to a.re from Unalakleet and Saint Michmels. In the smallest skull, No. 
21471, having a basi·cranial length of 145mm, the occipito.spheno'idal suture is still open. In propor-
tions they agree entirely with specimens from the North Atlantic, as will appear upon comparison 
of the subjoined measurements with those given by Allen. 
A young individual, about 630mm from nose to tail, agrees very closely with a yearling brought 
from Cumberland Gulf by J\:Ir. Kurnlien. The basal portion of the hairs is not so dark, the whis-







145 91 86 74 
172 107 107 ' 89 
1,2 106 106 I 90 
173 101 101 J 94 
164 !)8 98 I 89 
.Museum Collector's 1· 
number. number. 
Measiireinents of five sk1ills of Phoca fretida. 
45 99 91 35 30 10 6 21 7 25 19 67 
55 120 112 40 ....... 11 . ....... 26 6 25 24 70 
55 122 112 39 40 11 6 25 6 27 22 71 
56 121 112 40 39 12 6 25 5 30 22 08 
53 114 100 38 42 .......... 7 22 5. 5 25 22 67 
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99 Saint Michaels. . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . October, 1879.... Skull. 
110 . ••••• do ......•.•••............•......•.....••. .January, 1880 .. Do. 
80 . .• ... do .... . .. .•• . ....•....................... November,1879. Do. 
11 ....•. do ...• .......... .. .. . ...••............... October, 1879.... Do. 
110 ....•. do ..•• ......... . ... . ...........•.•....... 1880.. .. . . . ..• . . . Do. 
I I 
81 89 39 
84 107 47 
84 110 48 
81 109 47 
82 104 43 
Biographiccil notes.-The Ringed Seal is q,n abundant winter resident in the northern half of 
Bcriuo· Sea, its range reaching the month of the Kuskoquim River and extending thence in a 
we ~erly cour e aero the sea in a line coinciding with the southern edge of the ice-pack. When 
tu ice lea,e the shore in pring, and the pack.ice is drifting along the coast in May and the early 
part f .JmP, the e eal are found iu con iderable numbers among the ice well offshore. They 
·a. h r rn larrr bt:nche on large ice.cakes and are bunted there by the Eskimo. Tbe latter wea.r a 
lmt made of wlnte , heeting and pitddle cautiou ly up to a piece of ice on which the seals are 
gath red, and di. gni ed in their white dre are able to land and get among the seals before the 
latt r ar alarm d. . stout club i u ually employed on such occasions, and sometimes a man will 
ecure a number. Thi. ,·tyle of hunting i.., practic cl off the Yukon mouth and thence northward, 
a 1 a ,t t the northern hore f _T rton ound. 
ln :r or ton ound th . m, le 
tLat only a part of t]Jem are a le to 
ome v ry ran]· after tbe la t of l\farch aud the Eskimo say 
t . ' a it fl hat r,hi ea on a it makes some of them ill. 
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The greater. number of the animals which ~:mngregate on the ice are males, according to the 
natives. These animals are resident throughout the summPir io. the northern part of Bering Sea .. 
Iu fall they coast along the shore, and many of them are netted, and after the ice forms nets 
are set through the ice a~out tide-cracks or near their breathing-holes. Others are spread about 
these latter places. · 
Among the skins of this species brought into Saint Michaels a considerable number of me-
lanistic examples were seen, some of which were nearly black, with the dark rings: almost com-
pletely concealed in the general color. . 
I found this to be one of the most common species along the Siberian coast, both north and 
south of Bering Straits, and about Saint Lawrence Island. Mr. Murdoch also records it as the 
only common species of seal at Point Barrow, where it is resident throughout the year. 
This species is but imperfectly migratory in Bering Sea; though some come and go with the 
ice-pack through Bering Straits, the main body is resident throughout the year. 
After the ice leaves the mouth of the Yukon in spring these animals ascend tliat stream 
30 or. 40 miles, and are quite numerous ori the sand-bars in places far above tidal action. They 
are shy at this time and difficult to approach while hauled out. 
This species is probably the most abundant of any of the hair seals over all the northern 
shores of Bering Sea and the adjacent Arctic basin. 
PHOCA GRCENLANDIC.A. Fabricius. Harp Seal. 
BiographicaJ notes.-The only example of this species seen by me while at Saint Michaels was 
a yonng specimen of the second or third year, on which the dark" saddle" marks were just becom-
ing apparent. This skin was brought me from Cape Prince of Wales, on the American side of 
Bering Straits, where it had been taken in the spring when the ice-pack began running north. 
The native who brought it said that they were not common there, and seemed to consider it the 
young of the Ribbon Seal. Unfortunately this skin, with those of two Ribbon Seals from the same 
locality, decayed in the pickle while awaiting my return from the north, so no detailed description 
could be made. The skull was crushed and destroyed by the hunter. 
This is undoubtedly the seal known to the Norton Sound Eskimo under the name given above, 
and of which I had vague and unsatisfactory accounts. 
From the fact that among the many thousand seal-skins seen by me during my residence and 
travel along the shore of Bering Sea there was but one of this species, it may be safely considered 
that this seal is of excessive rarity there. 
, Mr. Allen, in his monograph, mentions that Temminck records having examined three skins 
of this species from Sitka; but, considering that we have no subsequent record of its capture 
in that now well-known region, and that it is unknown from the Aleutian Islands and is of such 
extreme rarity in Bering Sea, that record can be safely considered as more than doubtful. Pallas 
and Steller both record this species from Kamtchatka, wllere, like tbe Ribbon Seal, it may be 
resident. 
During the cruise of the Corwin in the summer of 1881 I was fortunate enough to add a little 
to. the · known distribution of the "Saddle-back." While cruising among the ice about Wrangel 
and Herald Islands several adults were seen, some of which were within a very short distance of 
the vessel. On August 12, in particular, while we were steaming through the pack off the shore 
of ,vrangel Island, two of these seals were seen close alongside. One came up within 20 yards 
of us and gazed curiously at the vessel as it pusheLl against a slowly-yielding mass of ice. 
The chestnut-brown of the animal's head was very conspicuous, and I called Captain Hooper's 
attention to it, whereupon he said that he had seen a number of these animals in the pack along 
this coast while there the previous year. This is good evidence that the ''Saddle-back" is a regu-
lar and not uncommon summer resident in the ice-pack northwest of Bering Straits, and it proba. 
bly winters there as well. South of Bering Straits its range appears to coincide very closely with 
that of the Ribbon Seal, but it is very much less oommon. Now that attention is called to its 
presence in this region, future explorers may find · it more or less widely distributed, parti~ularly 
along the Asiatic coast. 
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PH0CA VITULINA Linn. Harbor Seal (Esk. Nai-ytk"). 
21474 49 163 102 
21477 100 159 104 




21476 { l~~} 170 101 94 88 
Meas1t1'ements of fom· sknlls of P. vitulina. 
56 114 107 
54 110 Hl4 
55 112 105 






















Museum Collector's Locality. Date number. number. 
21474 49 · Saint Michael's ........••... Fall of 1879 .•••. 
21477 100 ...... do ...........••.•..... . October, 1879 .•. 
21475 50 ...... do .......•.•........... l<'all of 1879 •.... 
22476 { ,:iy::: :: ::: ::: : ::: : : : : : ::::: October, 1879 ..•. September, 1877. 


















{Young of No. 50. 





Biographical notes.-This species is a widely-spread and common one along the entire coast of 
Alaska, except on the extreme northern portion, where it is comparatively rare. It is not abunda~t 
about Point Barrow, but from the vicinity of Cape Lisburne south to Bering Straits it is very 
common. In Eschscholtz Bay, at the bead of Kotzebue Sound, we found them common in the 
summer of 1881, and they were also numerous along the Arctic coast of Siberia from the straits 
to North Cape. South of the straits in Bering Sea this is a common species everywhere along both 
the .American and Siberian coasts and along the .Aleutian Islands as well as the Fur Seal group 
and the other islands of this sea. They are also common along the coast of the Pacific from the 
.Aleutian Islands, east and south, to the southern point of the Territory. 
As a rule they are found singly, and are shot upon the ice or are shot or speared in the water. 
After the last of May they are rarely shot in the. water, as at tllat ~eason their coat .of blubber is 
very thin, and they sink at once. 
Rocky islands, like those of the Aleutian cllain and the Fur Seal group, are favored by these 
animals, but in the former islands. they have been driven away from many places by persistent 
hunting. They are less disturbed on the Fur Seal Islands, and are more common there than in 
any other locality known to me. There, according to Elliott, they gather into groups of thirty 
individuals, or thereabouts, on the shore, keeping close to the water-line, ready to plunge in · at 
the first alarm. They are resident there, and bring forth their young on the outlying rocks in 
pring. North of these islands the young are born upon the ice during April and May. 
The E kimo obtain many of the young at this season, and when 9nly a few days old they are 
odd-looking little bea ts. They are covered with a thick coat of slightly curly or" crinkled" white 
hair an inch or so long. Thi hair is silky, and makes very warm, handsome mittens. 
The adult make round hole through thin places in the ice, working from below, or come ont 
through the tide crack and remain ba ·king in the sun on the edge of the openings a large portion 
of the time at thi ea on. 
Befi re the young are born tbe parent are shy and watchful when hauled out on the ice, and after 
the young app ar they ecome doubly wary. At thi time the foxes and ravens wander about on 
th ic a cl de troy many of the young before they learn to take care of themselves. When a pup 
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seal is found with its parent off her guard or absent it has little chance for its life. A little later the 
mvvus a.rejoined by the Glaucous Gull, and at all times the White Bears hunt the seals, both young 
J,nd old, with success. 
When the ice leaves the coast the Eskimo hunt the seals in their kyaks, using a light spear, 
_until toward midsummer, when the seals move offshore or go to far-outlying reefs and points. 
When the cold storms begin in September theyreturn along Hbore again and enter the inner bays 
and sheltei~ed coves. At this time many rawhide nets, with large meshes, are set off the rocky 
points, and large n·umbers of the various species of hair seals are taken. Later, when the sea is 
frozen over, nets are set about the breathing holes with some success. These breathing holes are 
usually made by the seals when the ice is formed or is but a foot or so thick. At first it is a cir-
cular opening, a. foot or more across, but the spray aud vapor thrown up by the seal as it rises to 
breathe soon builds a dome of frostwork over the hole with a small orifice in the center. The 
hunters go out and search for these openings, and when one is found they push a long straw down 
into the water, with one end projecting through the top of the hole, and then, spear in hand, wait 
for the seal. The latter pushes up the straw when he rises to breathe, and the spear is driven 
through the frail roof and into his head. Then, holding the vfotiin by a strong cord attached to 
. the spear-head, the hunter breaks the ice and drags out his victim. 
Next to Phocci fmtidci this is the commonest hair seal in Alaska, and is of great value to the 
Eskimo. This species, with P. fmtidci, furnish most of the Eskimo with food and material. 
From their skins they make all of their ·'fine rawhide lines and net-twine, most of their kyak covers, 
their waterproof boots, trowsers, mittens, and clothing bags,' besides other articles. Their flesh 
and oil fill out the coast hunter's scanty store and carry him through the terrible northern winters. 
They are partly migratory, a portion of them following the ice-pack through the straits in spring, 
and returning. with it in fall, but the majority of the individuals are resident wherever found. 
The young are about 3~ feet long in fall and weigh about 50 pounds. They are very pretty ani-
mals at this age, their large soft eyes and handsomely shaped heads, with their beautiful coat 
of dark, silvery-gray hair, indistinctly mottled and spotted with darker color, forming a very 
attractive combination. 
With P. jcetidci, this species ascends the Yukon in summer, and several instances are known 
to me of their being tak~m over 300 miles above tide-water in this stream. They also go far up 
the Kuskoquim River at this season. The seals reported as occurring in the fresh-water lake of 
Iliamna, -back _ of Bristol Bay, and also · in another lake south of the Yukon, are undoubtedly 
either this species or Phooa fmt-ida. 
O.ALL0RHINUS URSINUS (Linn.). Fur Seal (Esk. A-tali). 
Biographical notes.-This is by far the most valuable fur-bearing animal of Alaska, and prob-
ably of the world. The annual catch of 100,000 skins on the Alaskan Fur Seal Islands of Saint 
Paul and Saint George yields from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 'in the London market, according to 
the demand, and for some years past the sum has closely approached the latter figures. From 
forty· to fifty thousand_ skins are taken on Copper and Bering Islands, on the Siberian coast, each 
year, and a few thousand more are taken by native and white hunters along the coasts of the 
Pacific during the migrations. 
The range of this seal is becoming more and more restricted in Bering Sea. Formerly it was 
taken every summer along the coast of Norton Sound and §lomet.imes about the southern entrance 
to Bering Straits. · 
The old Eskimo along the eastern coast of Bering Sea know it well and recognize a piece of 
its skin on sight, while it has a distinctive name in an the coast dialects north to the vicinity of the 
straits. 
·1n July, 1877, a male Fur Seal hauled up on the rocks within 200 yards of Saint Michaels 
and remained some time. It became frightened and took to tbe water, where I shot and killed it. 
This was the only one seen during my stay there, but the Eskimo said that fotmerly they were regular 
bnt rure summer visitors to that vicinity. At present they _sometimes wander to the vicinity of 
S. Mis. 156--34 
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Cape Romalizoff, but are mainly limited to the vicinity of the Fur Seal Islands in summer and 
the bays and passes of the eastern Aleutian Islands during the migrations. During the summer 
they are unknown south of the .Alet~tian Islands and are unknown north of them in winter. 
On the first of May each year the old males begin to go north through the passes in the Aleutian 
Islands and seek the beaches on the Fur Seal Islands. About a month later the main body arrives 
and millions of these intelligent animals arc then found crowding the short' line of Saint Paul and 
Saint George wherever suitable ground occurs. The males take their places op. the shore first, the 
stronger ones near the water and the weaker further back. .As the females land the males fight 
desperate battles over them and the victors take them by the back with their teeth and place them 
close alongside themselves where they can guard them from possible rivals. This goes on until 
many of the stronger males have a harem numbering from fifteen to forty-five members, according 
to Elliott. In preserving this from intruRion by surrounding males, which are on the alert to steal 
females from one another, they sustain many severe wounds and are sometimes killed. The females 
also sometimes fall victims to the fury of the combatants. · 
. For about three mouths from their landing these seals remain on shore without a single visit 
to the water and consequently without tasting food. When they land they ,ire.fat, and during this 
long fast they must exist by the absorption of their oil. 
During August they commence to move to and from the water, and the sea about the islands 
swarms with them. They are very playful in the water, particularly the half.grown young, and 
the manner in which they frolic about and leap from the water is very amusing. Many of -them 
remain about these islands until force(l away by the weather, the last remaining until the end of 
December. In September, 1881, when we steamed by these islands, the water swarmed with the · 
seals, while the shores were shaded a <lun brown by the thousands which still occupied their slop-
ing sides. 
When the seals leave these islands they pass south through the Aleutian chain and a portion 
of them straggle along the coast southward to California. Only a comparatively small number are 
found there, however, and as they certainly do not winter about the Aleutian Islands their main 
wiutering ground is still unknown. This uncertainty has led some sailors familiar with the ani-
mal's habits to imagine that they go to some unknown island in the middle of the North Pacific. 
Vessels have even cruised there in search of such an island, but it has never been found. The 
intelligence exhibited by these animals in returning each spring from their wide-spread roaming 
over thousands of miles of the stormy Pacific is marvelous. 
On the first of May, 1877, as we steamed northward, and while over 100 miles from the nea.rest 
of the Aleutian Islands, quite a number of Fur Seals were seen heading for the nearest pass and 
almost in a direct line for the two small islands where they make their summer home. The damp, 
cloudy, and foggy weather, which is almost unbroken about the seal h-;lands in summer, is con-
genial to the seals and a sunshiny day causes them great discomfort. About the seal islands their 
natural enemies are confined to an occasional Killer ,vhale. 
On these islands the animals are surrounded and driven back from the shore in droves or 
'' pod " by the Aleuts, and at a designated spot are brained with clubs and their skins removed, 
pack "d in salt, and in the course of time shipped to the London market by way of San Francisco. 
. Th~ kin when taken from the animals are thick and have a heavy layer of blubber on the 
muer '1de. On the outer side they are covered with coarse hairs which conceals the fine inner fur 
and give it an appearance entirely unlike the fur when ready fo~ the fashionable wearer. In the 
hand f the manufacturer the fat i remornd, and the skin shaved down until the roots of the 
he~vy ou_t r hair are cut o that the e hair can be readily removed, leaving the soft under fur. 
Tb1 · fur 1 th n leaned an i. dyed, when it i ready to be made up. . 
Th mal w icrh ab ut 4 0 pound and the females from 75 to 100. 
EmIET PI.AS ·TELLERI (L ou). d Iler Sea-lion (Esk. 1Vi'-nuk) . 
Biographical not s.-'-Tll only plac ·in.A.la ka where tb.i fine ea-lion i found in abundance at 
nt i. · a out tb Fur . lI land . Elliot tirnated that in 1873 some twenty-five thou and of 
·npyrnCY th aint Paul and about on -third of that number on 
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Formerly they were abundant all along the .Aleutian chain. They are now so scarce among 
these islands, and the ones that are found there frequent places so difficult of access, that the 
.Aleuts secure very few of them each year. They are still rather common at a few points along the 
north shore of Unimak Island and the peninsula of Aliaska, while small parties are found scat-
tered all along the .Aleutian chain, hauling up on certain rqcky points and shelves facing the sea, 
most of which are well known localities to the Aleuts. 
In l\Iay, 1877, I saw a small party on the rocks on the north shore of .Akoutan, and during the 
same month a fierce storm outside brought a few of them into the harbor at Unalaska. North of 
the Fur Seal Islands they are extremely rare or unknown at present, although I learned from the 
Eskimo of their occasional occurrence north to the Yukon mouth and about the shore of Nunevak 
Island. Froi:n the Aleutian Islands eastward and soutllward they occur all along the coast to 
California, where their range overlaps that of the southern species. 
Large males of Steller's Sea-lion are from 11 to 12 feet long, according to Mr. Elliott, and 
weigh about a thousand pounds. The females are much smaller, and weigh about four or five 
. hundred pounds . 
.After the annual catch of fur seals is secured on the Seal Islands, a drive of several hundred 
sea-lions is made to procure the skins used in covering the large native boats or umiaks. A few 
years ago this drive was made very easily, and an abundance of animals found, but at present they 
are becoming much fewer, and it is almost or quite ·mpossible to secure the full number. It is 
probably a matter of but a few years before they will become rare or unknown upon these islands, 
where they were formerly more numerous than anywhere else. 
Like the fur seal, this animal-is migratory, arriving at its breeding-grounds on the Fur Seal 
Islands in May, and the last of them leave there when the severe winter weather begins, about 
the first of. January. Their migration is not so general as that of the for seal, as some of them 
are found about the Seal Islands the entire winter during mild seasons. 
Mr. Elliott claims that the flesh of a young sea-lion is tender, juicy, and something like veal, 
but becomes rank an¢1 tough when the animal approaches maturity. The sam0 may be said pf the 
flesh of the fur seal. The first of the latter meat I ever ate was at Unalaska, and as there was a 
flock of sheep there at the time I was entirely deceived, thinking I had been eating mutton until 
told that it was young fur seal. The meat had the color and flavor of good mutton. 
The natives of the Seal Islands claim that nearly seventy years ago the sea-lions alone occupied 
nearly all of the shore line of Saint ,George Island, and numbered several hundred thousand 
individuals. By direction of the Russians they were driven off repeatedly until they left the 
place, and the shore was then occupied by fur seals. 
These northern sea-lions have a "deep base growl and a prolonged, steady roar," quite unlike 
the barking note so characteristic of the southern sea-lion of the California coast. To the natives 
of the Fur Seal and .A.lfmtian Islands this animal is of the same value as the walrus is to the Eskimo 
of the coast to the n9rthward. Its skin,.flesh, intestines, bones, sinews, and oil all come into play 
as food or in the simple manufactures of the Aleuts. 
Like the fur seal they have a dreaded enemy in the Killer Whale, whiqh pursues and captures 
them at sea and about their rocky resorts. The native hunters when at sea frequently se.e them 
leaping high out of the water in useless endeavor to escape their pursuers. At such times they say 
it is dangerous for an umiak or other small boat to be in the vicinity, as the animal, in its terror, 
will sometimes leap into and wreck the boat. They are hunted with gun and spear in the Aleu-
tian Islands, but, like most seals, if shot in the water in summer they will sink at once, owing to 
the small amount of fat on them at that season. 
In common with the fur seal, this species has t_he habit of swallowing stones. Mr. Elliott 
found stones weighing a pound or two iu their stomachs, and preserved one stomach containing-
over 10 pounds of such stones. 
In the North the young are brought forth in June. 
OnoB.lENUS 0BEsus (III.). Pacific Walrus (Esk. Xff.vuk). 
Biographical notes.-The range of this unwield.v animal does not extend south of the Bering 
Sea shore of the Aleutian Islands. They are unknown there, except on Unimak, the easternmost of 
these islands, where they sometimes occur in winter. .A.long the adjacent shore of Bristol Bay, on 
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tl.te northern side of the Aliaskan Peninsula, are several well-known hauling grounds which they 
vi it for a short time each year, about the middle of June. Elliott states that some thirty or thirty-
:fi.ve years previous to 1873 tl.tey were sometimes killed on the islands of the Pacific, between 
U nirnak and Kadiak. 
From Bristol Ba.y north to the southern mouth of the Yukon they are rather numerous for a 
time in spring, just as the ice breaks up, and again iu fall, in September and October, before 
the coast becomes ice-bound. Some winter off the coast between Nunevak Island and Bristol 
Bay. The coast between the Yukon mouth and Golovina Bay is rarely visitetl by them now·, 
although they were formerly common there iu fall and spring. In Bering Straits they are very 
numerous every fall and spring, moving south before the ice-pack in autumn, and following it 
as it retreats into the Arctic in the spring. During nearly all the year a few individuals, mostly 
males, are found about Wa1rus Island, off Saint Pau1, of the Fur Seal group, where they were 
formerly abundant. They are also about Saint Matthew Island nearly or quite all of the yea.r, 
and occur in great abundance about Saint Lawrence Island during the migrations. At the 
latter periods they are also numerou8 along the Siberian coast of Bering Sea and the straits. 
North of the straits t.hey are widely spread in summer, but keep in the close vicinity of the ice-
pack. 
During the summer of 1881 we found them along the Siberian coast west to Cape North, and 
th~nce north to Wrangel and Herald Islands, and along the pack easterly to the Alaskan coast, 
near Cape Lisburne, and thence north to Point Barrow, but they were not seen away from the 
vicinity of the ice. 
They are hunted by the Eskimo in kyaks, with ivory-pointed spears and the usual seal-skin 
line and fl.oats. ·when the animal is exhausted by its efforts to escape the hunters draw near and 
give the death stroke with an iron or flint headed lance. · 
Ou the south shore of Bristol Bay men are landed from vessels in June and left to watch for 
the Walruses to haul up on the beach at certain points. vVhen a ''pod" or herd of them is well 
ashore one or two old bulls are usually left to watch for· danger while the others sleep. The best 
shot among the hunters now creeps up, and by a sucessful rifle-shot or two kills the guard. The 
gun is then put aside, and each hunter, armed with a sharp ax, approaches the sleeping animals 
and cuts the spines of as many of them as possible before the others become alarmed and stampede 
for the water and escape. Sometimes the entire herd is captured in this way, but when the alarm 
is once given the hunters give the survivors all the room necessary to escape, for nothing· can stop 
tbem. 
Several hundred of these animals are sometimes killed in a few clays, and after their tusks, 
containing a few pounds of ivory each, are cut out the carcasses are left aud the ground is deserted 
until the following spring. 
The visit of the Walruses to the beaches of Bristol Bay occurs in June, and they remain there 
only a few days and sometimes only a few hours. I know of one party of hq.nters who camped a 
month on one of these hauling grounds waiting for the Walruses. Finally, becoming tired of stay-
ing in camp, all hands ~ent egging one day ancr returned to find, much to their disgust, ti.tat the 
W alru e had been there and vanished again. 
In pring and fall they are numerous about Ca,pe Newenham and along tlrn shore just north 
~f the mouth of the Ku koquim. In this district the water is very shallow, and when the natives 
fin 1 a herd of v\Talrus in one of the small bays they surround them in kyaks and by making a 
t . ' ' rea no1 e, frighten the animals, o that they will go ashore as soon as they discover that they 
cann t cap by dh·ing. Once a bore they are killed with lances or guns. A'' drive" of about 
thirty, nimal wa cured near Cape Vancouver in the fall of 1878. 
ccor lin.,. t tlie native li\.ing along thi trip of r.oast, the yonug Walru es are born early in 
·~)r~n wh~n th i~e break up, during April and l\Iay. They report the Walruses as being very 
tl~md au l moffe_n 1, animal at all other eason , but ay that the hunters give a female Walrus 
witll Y UD<T a w1d b rth , t thi time. The female becomes, ry a,age, and, like a bear with her 
ub .-11 ha· 1' t catch . ight of au j truder upon her domain to make an attack. 
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One hunter told me of an instance in which he and a companion, both in kyaks, bad an 
encounter with one of these animals. They were hunting among the drift ice off Cape VancouYer 
one day in spring, when his companion saw and killed a young Walrus without knowing that the old 
one was about. A moment later the parent arose from the water and catching sight of them uttered 
a hoarse, bellowing cry and swam rapidly towards them. Both hunters paddled for their Jives to a 
large piece of ice close by and landed upon it just in time to escape their pursuer. Here they were 
kept prisoners nearly.the entire day, and every time they tried to leave, thinking their enemy gone, 
they were pursued and -forced to return to the ice again. 
The people of Bering Straits often mE:et vicious vValruses at this season. In one instance 
which came to my hearing a Walrns broke a hole in the top of a man's kyak with its tusks, l.mt 
the man escaped. Numerous tales are told of their pursuing hunters. 
Along th·e Arctic coast of Alaska ·and Siberia they are numerous in summer, keeping with 
the pack-ice and moving offshore with it. In Kotzebue Sound they are unknown or very rare, 
but are taken in considerable numbers from Point Hope to Point Barrow. In autumn they all 
leave this region and pass through Bering Straits, wintering along the southern edge of the pack-
ice in Bering Sea. While we were cruising along the edge of the ice-pack in the Aretic, north of 
the straits, in july and August, 1881, we frequently saw large numbers of Walruses upon the ice 
lying in hunches, which are called '' pods" by the whalers and walrus-hunters. 
The hearing of these animals is so defective that a man can creep up on the leeward of a 
"pod," and if he kills the animal 011 guard at the first shot he may then proceed to kill the entire 
lot, ·as they do not heed the report of the gun in the least. A gun carrying a 45-caliber ball is often 
used, but a 50.caliber is better for this work. A shot striking the nape so as to enter the base of 
the skull or to shatter some of the cervical Yertebroo is almost the only one which is instantaneously 
fatal, owing to the thickness of the skull in front and 011 the sides and the (Lnimal's tenacity of life. 
Their sense of smell is cJairned to be very acute, and the lmnters are careful to approach them from 
the leeward side. ·when basking on the ice they keep near tlle wate_r and tumble clumsily in at 
the first alarm. 
As we coasted along the north Siberian shore in July a number of them were seen as we 
steamed along the edge of the pack. They were all on small ice-cakes, and as we drew near they 
would raise their beads and gaze at us a moment and then slide backwards off the ice and disappear 
in the most amusing manner. 
We saw many females with their young in various parts of the Arctic during July and August, 
and the jealous watchfulness of the mothers was noticeable. The young nearly always swam 
directly in front of its parent, and in diving the latter carried tlie little one down by resting her 
tusks on its shoulders and forcin_g it under the water. An adult male measured by Mr. Elliott on 
Walrus Island was nearly 13 feet long with a girth of 14 feet about the shoulders. 
When the Russians first occupied the Fur Seal Islands the walrus was very numerous there, 
lmt the seal.hunters soon drove them from Saint Paul and Saint George. On Walrus Island they 
were not troubled, and Mr. Elliott found a herd of about five hundred bulls in posseRsion there up 
to 1874; since then they have greatly diminished in numbers there, and will eventually entirely 
disappear. Their skin is a mottled yellowish-brown, with very short, rough bristles E:cattered over 
it. It is wrinkled into folds all about the neck and shoulders. The animal's posteriors are dispro-
portionately small as compared with the anterior llaif of the body. The males exceed tile females 
in size and reach a tou or more in weight. 
The tusks of the female are long and slender and are usually curved inward so that the points 
nearly touch. The tusks of the males are shorter and stouter, with the ends several inches apart. 
The largest pair of tusks I ever saw weighed 16 pounds, and they were far larger than the avera,ge. 
The tusks are used in digging clams, also to aid them in climbing upou the ice or to land on a 
rocky shore, and in their battles are used as effective weapons. From the paunch of a walrus 
Elliott took over a bushel of clams, many of which were not crushed. 
I have heard the walrus-hunters say thati these animals, when ou shore, often keep guard by 
gathering in a body, and then as the leader falls asleep his head drops and he prods the next 
animal with biR tusks; as the latter falls asleep be repeats the performance, and so there is one of 
the animals continuously on the alert. · 
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To many of the Eskimo, especially on the A.retie shores, this antmal is of almost vital impor-
tance, and upon Saint Lawrence Island, just south of Bering Str~its, over eight hundred Eskimo 
died in one winter, owing to their missing the fall Walrus hunt while on a prolonged carouse upon 
whisky obtained from .a whaling ship. 
To these northern people this animal furnishes material for many uses. Its flesh is food for 
men and dogs; its oil is also used for food and for lighting and heating the houses. Its skin when 
tanned and oiled makes a durable cover for their large skin boats; its intestines make waterproof 
clothing, window-covers, and floats. Its tusks make lance or spear points or are can,ed into a great 
variety of useful and ornamental objects, and its bones are used to make heads for spears and other 
purposes. 
The middle of August, 1881, we spoke a Walrus.hunter on the edge of the pack, off Cape 
Lisbtirne, and found that he was leaving the hunting ground, complaining that the pack.ice was so 
thin that when a "\iValrns was shot the blood from the wound thawed the ice, and caused the edge 
to break, resulting in the loss of the game before its tusks could be cut out. 
The continual pursuit · these aµimals have suffered during the past few seasons has rapidly 
thinned them out and, owiDg to the restricted basin which they inhabit, it is only a matter of a few 
year.s when they will become comparatively rare where formerly abundant, and unknown in many 
of their former localities. · 
To.day it is safe to say that the number of these animals in existence is not over 50 per cent. 
of the number living ten years ago, and a heavy annual decrease is still going on. 
SoREX cooPERI Bachman. Cooper's Shrew (Esk. U-gu'-gt.nuk). 
The identification of the shrews while the family is in its present confused condition is very ,, 
laborious, and the determinations are far from satisfactory. The specimens collected appear to 
belong to Bacbman's S. cooperi. They present considerable differences in proportions and colora-
tion, however, which may or may not be indicative of specific distinctness. In the following table 
of alcoholic speciJnens it will be observed that number 14976, though agreeing with the other four 
specimens in the length of the feet, head, and tail, appears to be considerably larger (i. e., the bead 
and body taken together are longer). It should be observed, however, that this specimen appears 
to have been compressed and thus elongated: 
-
Museum Length L ength L ength Length of L ength of L ength of of head and of tail verte· oftaitl. with number. body. brro. hairs. fore foot. hind foot. head. 


















List of specirnens. 
Locality. Date. 
14390 17, 110 Saint Michaels. . . ...... . ....... . Oct . 29, 1879 
ui2,~ 18' m :::::: ~~.:: :: ::: ::: : :: :::: :: : ::: ::· .?.~~-. ~~·.~~:~ . 
14973 424 · ·· · ················ · · ·· · · ·· ····· · ...... . ...... . 
I 14974 424 •••••• •••••• •••• •• . ........... . . .. ••••• .. . ..... . \ m~i \ m :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
\ 
14977 ....... . . 70. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .. .. . 

















T wo skine. 
Biogrnphical note.'i.-Tbi , th man e t of nor thern mammals is found over an of the Alaskan 
rnaiulau l • nu i abundant ey rywhere except perhap alon; th~ extreme northern coast line. Iu 
th uk n di trict ancl about aiot Iicha 1 I found that th:y were difficult to di rscover in ·summer 
wiu(J' t their 'mall ize a d r tiring habit. . ' 
In fall ~he fir t e,~ere w ath ~r bring· th 111 about the trading tations and nat ive villages, and 
th r tb Y f re · n P n trat very corn r of the hou e with all the I er istence of tlte domestic 
mou · f th m w r kill about our hou e at Saint Michael every winter., and they 
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were equally numerous at the ~ther stations throughout the interior. The natives reported them as 
also numerous in the Bering Straits and Kotzebue Sound districts, but I do not know of their occur-
rence on the islands of Bering Sea. An abundance of specimens were brought me from along the 
entire course of the Yukon and from the valley of the Kuskoquim. 
These odd little bP-asts are omnivorous in the widest sense, and insects, meat, fat, flour, or 
seeds all go to make up their winter bill of fare. 
Among the specimens taken in the houses at Saint Michaels I found considerable variation in 
the size, color of pelage, and in the teeth, but this appeared to be purely individual. After snow. 
falls they travel from place to place by forcing a passage under the snow, and frequently keep 
so near the surface that a slight ridge is left to mark their passage. On the ice of the Yukon I 
have traced a ridge of· this kind over a mile, and was repeatedly surprised to see what a direct 
course the shrews could make for long distances under the surfac'e. These minute tunnels were 
noted again and again crossing the Yukon from hank to bank. 
These little adventurers sometimes tunnel far out on the sea.ice, and the Norton Sound Eskimo 
have a curious superstition connected with such stray individuals. They claim that there is a kind 
of a water shrew living on the ice at sea which is exactly like the common land shrew in appearance, 
but which is endowed with demoniac quickness and power to work harm. If one of them is dis-
turbed by a person it darts at the intruder, and burrowing under the skin, works about inside 
at random and finally enters the heart and kills him. As a consequence of this belief the hunters 
are in mortal terror if they chance to meet a shrew on the ice at sea, and in one case that I knew 
of a bunter stood immovable on the ice for several hours until a shrew he happened to meet disap-
peared from sight, whereupon he hurried home, and his friends all agreed that he had had a very 
narrow escape. 
The Point Barrow party secured a single specimen of another species, S. Forsteri, from Meade 
River, but did not find it near their station, so it is apparently uncommon along the most northern 
and desolate parts .of the mainland coast. 
LEPUS TIMIDUS ARCTICUS (Linn.). Polar Hare (Esk. Kai-okll/-hlik) . 
List of speciniens. 


















5 ... ... Sain.t Michaels .. . . . .... ... .January 3, 1880 . ... . 
c:j? Nulato .. . .... .... • . .... ... Spring of 1878 . . . . . . 
. . . . . . Saint Michaels . ... ... .... . February, 1878 .. . .. . 
. . . . . . . .. . .. do . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . • . Winter of 1877-'78 .. 
. . . . ... .. . . . do . .. ................ Fall of1879 ... • . . ... 
..... . . . •• •. do .. . . . . . .. ..... ... .. .January, 1880 . .. . . . . 
.. . . .. ... . . . do . . ... ..... ..... .... . . •. do .. ... ... . ···· · · 
Nulato . ... . ....... ..... . .... . do . ... ... ....... . 
Saint Michaels .....• . .... .. .. do . .. .. .. ... . . . . . 
Yukon ....... .. .......... March, 1880 . .. . . ... . 
Saint Michaels .. .. . ... " . . . . . . do . ... . . .. .... .. . 












Biographical notes.-This fine bare is widely distributed in Northern .Alaska. It is numerous 
in all of the open coast count,ry from the mouth of the Kuskoquim River to the Kotzebue Sound 
district. From this latter point north along the Arctic coast these hares are more and more scarcP, 
until in the vicinity of Point Barrow, where they are unknown, according to Mr. Murdoch. In the 
interior, however, whereveropen barrens are found along the Kuskoquim and Yukon Rivers and 
to the northward·, the Polar Hare is more or less common. 011 the Bering Sea islands they are 
unknown except on the islands immediately adjoining the mainland, such as Saint Michaels and 
Nelson's. The open country of the Yukon delta is their place of greatest abundance so far as I 
was able to learn. There, in May, 1879, I found them very common. The snow was nearly gone, 
and while traveling along the small channels b·etween the islands in the pale twilight which 
'Illarks the nights at that season we saw many bares playing about on the banks. They were 
often in small parties of from three to five or six, and were not very shy. They were just losing 
the white winter fur, and, like the surrounding country, were mottled with gray and white. 
While camped in this vicinity at that time I found them to be almost entirely nocturnal in 
their habits, rarely moving about in daytime even during the g_loomy days when the sky was 
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obscured by uense, low.Jying clouds. Although they are nocturnal in their habits, yet they see 
·rery well in the daJ·, and it is extremely difficult to surprise one in its form. Usually it spies 
the bunter before be gets within gunshot and leaves the spot in great haste. 
During most of tlle year these animals are essentially solitary, but during April and May they 
gather into small parties, arnl sometimes as many as a dozen or more may be found on a single 
hillside. At this season the beds of creeks and other hollows are filled with slush and water, 
covering the ice below. This water is frequently several feet deep, and in many instances I saw 
places where foese bares had come down the lJank and, judging from their tracks, had plunged in 
witliout hesitation and swum actoss to the opposite side. Their tracks showed by the shortness of 
the jumps as they approached the water that they were in no way frightened or forced to cross. 
In one case a stream over 30,y~rds across was thus passed by one of these animals. 
In October they again resume their winter dress. The new snow now preserves their tracks 
and they once m,ore become an object of pursuit to the Eskimo hunter. They are very shy all 
winter, and unless surprised and shot in their forms are very <lifficult to obtain. 
The hunters usually go out after a new fall of snow and trail the hare to its form. The hare 
starts off at a run before the bunter gets within gunshot arv=l the latter follows at a slow trot upon 
his snow-shoes. This is frequently kept up for a half dozen miles, or perhaps more, until the hare 
becomes exhausted, and finally allows the hunter to get ":ithin easy range and secure the prize. 
At other times the hunter's breath is exhausted first and be returns home minus the hare. I may 
say that this was usually the writer's experience. 
Were it not for its black ear-tips and large eyes this hare won1d be very difficult to see 
in winter, even when sitting ou the open snow-covered plain. Their leg.s are much shorter, 
and the.entire animal is heavier built, than the ''jack-rabbit" or hare of the western plains, but 
their weight is about the same. As a consequ.ence they cannot approach their southern congener 
in the matter of speed. 
Their fur is very abundant, and in winter is nearly as light and soft as swan's down. Wolve~, 
foxes, gyrfalcons, and snowy owls are the natural enemies tlley are forced to gnar<l against. Their 
skins are very fragile, so that their liandsome fur is but little valued. It is used for clothing to a 
small extent. Their flesh is excellent eating. · 
During· the rutting season some are snared by the hunters, who set fine-meshed sinew nets in · 
places much frequented by them. · 
In severe winter weather they seek the shelter of willow or alder patches on the slopes of 
sheltered ravines ~or in other comfortable situations, but as a rule they are characteristic of the 
open Arctic barrens, and on the wide expanse of desolate snow their tracks are among the few 
evidences of life the traveler finds in crossing the Alaskan tundras in winter. . 
During one winter at Saint Michaels my friend, Mr. Rudolph Neumann, had one of these 
animals for a pet. It was kept in the dining-room at the fort and became quite domesticated. It 
was very mischievous, and would sit up before a person and beg for food, and if ignored would 
attract attention by striking one's legs with its· fore-paws. 0 wing to being teased it finally became 
ill-tempered, and would strike one's hand a painfui' biow with its fore-foot when displeased. 
Eventually it came to a tragic end, as seemed to be the fate of all pets reared about the fort. 
LEPUS .iDIERICA.NUS A.MERICA.NUS (Erxleben). NorthP,rn Varying Hare. (Esk. ]I.J{l .ga-
gu•uk). 
List of specimens. 
Museum Collector's I 1· number. numbt:r. • ex. Locality. 
--------- - ---·--- ---1 
Date. Remarks . 




· ··· ··· · Low~rYukon . .. . ..... ... . ..l September, 1880. ,, Sk in and skull. 
.... . • . . Annk . . . . .... ,... . . . .. .. .. Fe1.J1·uary, 1880 .. Skiu. 
'./ )~i;f HU\U?T J~t~:}/i) I k~~ 
· · · · -· · . Iouth of Tanana Ri..-er . . . . F ebruar,, 18 0 . . 13 skull. . 
· · · · . - :ll:outh of Yukon Rivel'.... . March, J° 0 . ... . 18 skull . 
I 
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Biographical notes.-The ground frequented by this species is the complement of t~at occupied 
bv the Polar hare. Tlle latter avoids wooded places and the former delights in dense thickets in 
the midst of such forests as the far north affords. The area over which the spruce forest extends 
in .Alaska covers at the same time nearly the entire range of this rabbit. The few found beyond 
the limits of the spruces in alder and willow thickets are merely stragglers. 
At several points on the coast of Norton Sound, between the Yukon mouth and Golovina 
Bay, where the spruces approach the shore, these rabbits are numerous, and their range extends, 
on the Kaviak Peninsula, nearly to the shore of Bering Straits, and also reaches tbe shore of 
Kotzebue Sound in one or two places. North of this they occur only in the interior, reaching to 
about latitude 690. From this point south to the .Alaskan l\fountains, and from the peninsula of 
.Aliaska east to the British line, they are common or abundant everywhere that spruce or other 
forests and thickets are found. The dense growth of alders, willows, and cottonwoods on the 
islands and banks of the Yukon along its entire course forms a favorite shelter, where they are 
found in great numbers. Some years ago they became excessively abundant along the Upper 
Yukon, but an epidemic broke out among them one winter and nearly exterminated them through· 
out several hundred miles of country, and many died elsewhere. Since that time, although becom. 
ing more and more numerous each yea.r, they have not reached anything like their former numbers. 
Great numbers of them are snared by the Eskimo and Indians by means of sinew nooses set 
in their runways, and in spring many are taken by organized drives. To make one of these drives 
all of the inhabitants of a village unite. They proceed to one of the wooded islands in the river, 
in March or April, before the snow is gone, and after the women have set a multitude of snares at 
_ one end of the island all hands proceed to beat the island from the opposite end. The men and 
boys use guns and shoot as many as possible, but all that are caught in the snares belong to the 
women, who usually secure the lion's share of the spoils. 
These rabbits furnish the main food supply for the Canada Lynx. Not infrequently the fur 
trader or Indian hears the sharp cry of a rabbit ~s it is caught by a lynx in the thicket, but a 
few drops of blood and the tell.tale tracks leading from the spot are the only apparent evidences 
of the tragedy. 
The fur of this species is almost valueless, and is used for clothing only by the poorer natives. 
Unlike the large hare this species is not a swimmer, and when the spring freshets flood the low 
bottoms along the Yukon it takes refuge upon any support offered, and will remain prisoner 
witllin a few yards of the shore rather than trust itself to the water. 
LA.GOMYS PRINCEPS Richardson. North Americau Pika. 
The Alaskan specimens are remarkable principally for the paleness of the fur. The head and 
back are but slightly tinged with ful vous, and the under parts are nearly pure white. The size is 
large, the flat skins measuring_about 8 inches. 
List of speciniens. 




163 160to200 miles south of Fort Yukon .. Summer of 1880 ... Skin. 
164 .••... do ......................•. : .......... do............. Do. 
165 ..•... do ........................••.......•. do............. Do. 
Biographical notes.-Tbree skins of this hardy species were brought me from the Upper Yukon 
by Mr. McQuesten. These specimens were taken on the tops of the mountains lying to the south 
of Fort Yukon and near the Arctic Circle. The Indians of that region report them to be common 
everywhere in the highest ranges, where they are usually found above timber line. From native 
accounts their habits appear to be identical with those of their relatives found in the mountains of 
Colorado and elsewhere in tlrn West. I showed these skins to a fur trader, who has lived many 
years on the Kuskoquim River, and he recognized them at once, and reported that they are also 
numerous on the 'Alaskan Mountains south of that river, and extend their range to the vicinity of 
the peninsula of Aliaska. 
S. Mis. 156-35 
• 
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Mr. True notes that the Alaskan spenimens are larger and palBr than more southern examples, 
and a larger number of specimens may prove that the northern end of the Rocky Mountains affords 
a geographical race of this animal nearly coincident jn its range with the northern form of the 
Mountain Sheep. · 
ERETIIRIZON DORS.A.TUS EPIX.ANTHUS (Brandt). Porcupine (Esk. I-lhcin-ko-chtk'). 
List of specimens. 
number. number. Locality. Date. Remarks. 






43 ·GolovinaBay ........................ November, 1877 ..... .. 
i! juv .. t~f1~!~~~~:·:·:~ ~ ·:·:·: ~·:·:~ ~ ~: ~:::::::::::: . ~ifi~\m1:::: :: : : : : 
{ ;~~ l TanauaRiver ......... : .............•. Fall, 1880 ...•......... _{;) 5 





Skin and skull. 
Do. 
Skull. 
Biographical notes.-Throughout Alaska, wherever timber is found growing, this animal is 
more or less common. They range to the extreme northern limit of the spruce forests in the 
vicinity of the sixty.ninth degree of latitude, where they endure the most extreme cold, and feed 
upon the bark aml twigs of the cottonwoods, alders, and .other deciduous tree.sand bushes. They 
are very common al.ong the Upper Yukon, whence the fur traders brought me a number of skins 
and skulls. They are nearly as common, however, throughout the entire wooded interior. A.t the 
head of Norton Soun<l, where the spruce forest reaches the shore of Bering Sea, they are com-
mon, and they are founu oc~asionally in alder patches along the entire Alaskan coast of this sea. 
They are found at times close to the Arctic coast, about the shores of Kotzebue Sound, and are 
numerous on the coast of Southeastern Alaska, bordering the Pacific. In winter they are usually 
discovered in the tree-tops, sometimes in a spruce, but usually in a cottonwood or birch. 
Although I have traveled many days in succession, in winter, through districts where the 
porcupines were known to be common I did not see one alive, nor did I see any tracks which 
could be referred with certainty to them. From this negative evidence I came to the c_on-
clusion that they must be very quiet at this season. 
The Indians and Eskimo are very fond of its flesh, and, with the exception of the wolverine, · 
are its only enemies. When the former capture one they singe it thoroughly over the :fire and so 
di pose of the spines, thus rendering the removal of the skin an easy matter. 
l\lus DECUMANUS Pallas. Uomruon Rat. 
Biographica.,l notes.-Tbe House Rat is less numerous and not so widely spread in the Terri-
tory as is the common mouse. They are unknown north of the Aleutian Islands, and only occur 
there at Unala kn, whei:e they sometimes get ashore from ships. These stragglers are soon 
di po ed of by means of trap or gun, so that none are resident there. In Southeastern Alaska 
they have become resident iu con iderable numbers at Kadiak and Sitka and probably at other 
more rec t town in that part of the Territory. 
'ULU, Linn. Common Ion e. 
Bi graphical notes.-Thi well.known pecic ba been imported into the Territory, and is 
· mm n at ' itka Jt acliak nala ka, aud the Fur Seal Islands. They are unknown at Saint 
.1. Ii ·ba l · an<l al ug th rukon and other interior point , where their places are filled by tbe 
n, tiY p ci .- . Tb y ar mor or le : common in all of the towns occupied by white men in tbe 
utb a ' tern p r of th T rrit ry. 
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ARVIC0LA RIPARIUS BOREALIS (Rich.). Little Northem Meadow Mouse (Esk. Af"-
tsVtn-ak). 
If the small northern mead·ow mouse is to be recognized as a subspecies of Arvicola ripa_r·iits, 
all the specimens in this collection may safely be included in it. Dr. Cones gives 4.43 inches as the 
average length of the bead and body of the specimens of A.. riparius from the Eastern United States 
which he examined. Of twenty-five skins of individuals, apparently adult, in this collection, the 
head and body of nine (Series A) measure 3 inches and less; of fourteen (Series B), more than 3 inches 
and less than 3.5 inches; and of two (Series C), more than 3.50 inches and less than 4 inches. The 
average length of the tail-vertebrre of eight of the nine specimens :first mentioned is .99 inch, and of 
twenty-three specimens out of the whole ~eries, 1.10 inch. Dr. Ooues's average for the same meas-
urement in his series of eastern specimens is 1.59. . 
In Series A the color is light, and the Hpecimens exhibit a decided uniformity. In Series B 
and C the color is somewhat darker, but the variation is not great. 
List of specimens. 
Museum I Collector's 












104. 22 cf Saint Michaels .... Oct. 25, 1S79 
107; 23 0 .... do ............. Oct. 25, 1879 
105 0 .... do . ............ Oct. 25, 18i9 
106, 26 0 . ... do ............. Oct. 25, 1870 
109, 20 0 .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 25, 1879 
121, 81 . .. . do ............ . Nov. - , 1879 
122, 85 .... do ............. No>'".-, 1879 
123, 82 .... do . . ........... Nov. -, 1870 

















4 Saint Michaels ................. . 
108, 30 0 .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 25, 1879 
· 126, 04- .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . D ec. 10, 1879 
117, 45 ... . do . ......................... . 
160, 273 ... do ............. Nov. 10, 1880 
58 ~ .. . do .. ........... Feb. -, 18iD 
102, 27 . .. <1o • . • • • • • • • • • . Oct. 25, 1879 
112, 40 Fort Reliance..... (*J 
113, 41 ..•. do .... - . . . .. . . . (") 
114, 42 . ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . (*) 
115, 43 ... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . (*) 
110, 44 ... . do. .. .......... ('') 
118, 46 . .. . do............ . (*) 
119, 47 .•• . clo . . . . . . . . . . . • . (*) 










Saint Michaels ... . Oct-. -, 18'79 
. . . . do ............. Mar.-, 1881 
. . . do ............. Oct. -, 1879 
Fort Reliance..... (*) 
... do..... .. ..... . (*J 
... . do............. (*) 
.. . . do............. (*) 
.... do............. (*) 
...... ........ . . . . . . Jan. -, 1880 
* Winter of 1878-'79. 
Remarks. 
Skin and skull. 
Do. 
Skin. 




























Skin and skull . 
Biographical notes.-The present species is abundant and widely spread ovei· all of the Alaskan 
mainland, and also upon many of the Aleutian Islands and the rocky islands in Bering Straits. 
A large number of specimens were brougLt me from the Upper Yukon, and others from Nulato, 
Anvik, Kotlik, and other places on the Lower Yukon and from the Knskoquim River. I also found 
them numerous about the shores of Bering Sea and the .Arctic Ocean from the mouth of the Kus-
koquim River to Cape Lisburne. 
It is the most common mouse in the Territory, and is abun<lant everywhere except upon sorbe 
of the Bering Sea Islands, among which the Fur Seal group may be included. 
When winter approaches they gather stores of small bulbous roots, sometimes secreting a peck 
or more in one place. The~e stores are usually bidden just under the moss on a small knoll or 
under the base of a large grassy tussock. 
The Eskimo women and children £earch for these hiding places with a pointed stick just before 
winter sets in, and sometimes secure a considerable amount of theroots, which are boiled and eaten 
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as a delicacy. When boiled these roots have much of the taste of a boiled unripe sweet potato, 
an<l are very pleasing to the palate after the long abstinence from fresh vegetables one necessarily . 
undergoes while living in the north. 
During the wjnters when the snow remains on the ground from fall until spring compara· 
tively few mice come about the houses until spring, when the,v are al ways nnmerous there. At 
intervals there comes a winter in which, during December or January, there is a thaw, and melts 
off all the snow. The water then percolates into all their burrows and storehouses, and the suc. 
ceeding severe cold freezes everything solid for the remainder of the winter. This leaves the little 
fellows without shelter or store with which to meet the remaining cold months. They are then 
eaten by foxes and other animals, and many are frozen, while scores of them swarm about the 
trading.posts and native villages. 
Their skins are us.eel by the native children to make blankets and clothing for dolls, and the 
little boys make toy traps in which they snare them just as their fathers take larger animals. 
These mice ar:e omnivorous, and when two or more are confined in the same box the stronger 
usually kill and partly devour the weaker ones the first night. 
The specimens of Arvicola from the vicinity of Saint lVlicbaels were, as a rnle, smaller and a 
shade lighter colored than those from the Yukon region, and these peculiarities seemed to hold 
good all along the c~ast of Bering Sea wherever I saw specimens. This difference was so marke<l 
that I noted it in my field-book, and I am of the opinion that a careful comparison of specimens 
will result in separating t.J.ie meadow mouse of the barren coast region of Bering Sea aud the Arctic 
from that of the wooded interior and British America. 
In 'Mr. True's accompanying tabular arrangement of the specimens obtained by me he notes 
this variation, and his ''Series A" represents the Bering· Sea form, while the ''Series B and 0" 
represent the common interior form, some of which are also found with the others along the coast; 
but I did not see auy examples of the small coast farm from interior localities. 
EVOTOMYS RUTILUS (Pallas). Red.backed Mouse (Esk. Af .tsvtn.uk). 
Dr. Cones gives 3.33 inches as the average length of head aud body in a series of sixty.seven 
individuals of this species from Arctic regions. Sixteen skins in the collectiou under review give 
an average of 3.2 inches, which approximates very closely to t,he same. 
Tb.e average length of tail.vertebrre in Dr. Ooues's series was ' 1 hard upon 1.10 inches." In 
.our series we determine it to be 1.05 in~hes. The largest skin bas a length of 3.8 inches and the 
mallest of 2.8 inches. 
Museum J Collector's No. 
number. Skin. Skull. Sex. 
List of specimens . 
Locality . Date. Remarks. 
--------- --·l---------1-----1------1 
13577 87 21 0 Saint Michaels, Alaska ... Oct. 26, 1879 
13581 124. 83 . .. . .. . ..... do .... . . .. ........... Nov.-, 1870 
14351 88 2! 0 ...... do .... . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 26, 1879 
14352 89 :25 o ...... do ................... Oct. 26, 1879 
14353 oo 28 cf .••••• <10 • .. • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • . Oct. 26, 1879 
14354 91 29 c! .•.•.. do . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . Oct. 26, 1879 
14355 02 32 c! ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 2(1, 1879 
1!356 93 33 0 ...... do ................... Oct. 26, 1879 
14357 91 3'1 o ...... do ................... Oct. 26, 1879 
1435 95 o ..... do ................... Oct. 2G, 1870 
14359 96 14 o ...... do ................... Oct. 26, 1870 
11m ii 15 ~ . : : : : :3~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·. 8~t ~g: m~ 
14362 99 1ti ,f" .••••. do ...... .. ... ..... .. . Oct. 26, 1870 
14:J63 100 19 o ...... do ............. ..... . Oct. 26, 1870 
14361 I 127 93 I .. · . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Dec. 10, 1879 
14305 133 .. ..... .. .... ... .... do .. .......... . ...... .Jan. -, 1880 
..... . .... . ... . .. 96 i- ····· ...... do ................... Dec. 16, 1870 
....... ... 132
1 
....... .............. do .......... .. ...... . .Jan. -,1880 










Skin and skull. 
Skin. 







Biographical notes.-Thi i the prettie t pecie of mouse found in the north, an<.l i · common 
an widelv di tri ut d \""er nearly all of the Ala kan mainland. From the ruouth of the Kuskp· 
quim n rth t Kotz ue ound along the coa t anu throughout the interior it i everywllere m1111er· 
ou , a i atte tel y the pecim 11 obtained by me and by the numbers of their , ki 11 I ~n w 
a ong the nati\"e cbil lr n luring my ledge journey . 
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So far as I was able to learn their habits are almost identical with those of A.rvicola, with 
which they are associated. They lay up stores of roots for winter, cover the barren tundras with a 
network of tunnel-like passages, and are driven iu severe seasons to find refuge and food about 
the trading-posts and the native villages. They are found in about equal numbers with the arvi-
colas, and, like the latter, are omnivorrus, and will destroy one another when confined together. 
None of these mice were obtained by the Point Barrow party, and -the bleak barrens along the 
extreme north coast are doubtless very rarely, if at all, frequented by them. 
MY0DES 0BENSIS Brants. Lemming (Esk. Ki-lug-u-1ni-u-ti1k). 
List of speoimens. 
Museum Skin. Sknll. I Sex. Locali ty. I Date. Remarks. number. 
-----
13580 159 272 , jv. <f Saint Michaels . .. Nov. 10, 1880 Skin and skull. 
14389 125 84 jv. .... do ..... . ....... Nov.-, ]879 Do. 
Biographicctl notes.-Tbis hardy little animal ranges over all of the Alaskan mainland except 
along the heavily-wooded northeastern extremity. They are found, also, more or less commonly 
upon nearly or quite all of the Aleutian Islands, and are abundant upon Saint George Island, but 
are unknown on Saint Paul, the adjacent and largest of the Fur Seal Islands. They are also found 
on NuneYak, Saint Lawrence, and the Bering Straits Islands. · They are abundant on the penin-
sula of Aliaska, and thence north around the entire northern coast of the Territory. In the interior 
also they are found in all of the moss-covered open country forming the Arctic barrens or tundra. 
Although numerous in most localities where the ground is sufficiently dry, they are particularly 
ahuudant in some districts. Sanak and Saint George Islands are covered with a network of their 
runways. On the mainland also scattered centers of abundance are found, but these vary from 
year to year. Lemmings are inconspicuous and not often seen even when one is traveling over a 
country where they are very numerous. At long intervals they appear in large numbers, making 
one of their strange migrations, and are accompanied by hawks, owJs, and various predatory mam-
mals, all uniting in the destruction of the travelers. 
The Eskimo told me of an instance of this which took place not many years ago, and said 
that the Snowy Owls were very abundant all the following winter, and nested very commonly 
along the coast about Saint Michaels the following spring. Like the arvicolas the Lemmings lay 
up stores of small bulbous roots for winter use. 
Several were brought me alive at Saint 1\:1.icl.iaels and were kept as pets for some time. They 
were very amusing, inoffensive little creatures, and from the first allowed me to handle them freely -
without attempting to bite. 'J..1hey were confined in a deep tin box and made almost incessant ef-
forts to escape. Whenever I extended one finger near the bottom of their box they would stand 
erect on their hind legs and try to reach it with their fore-paws. If successful they would climb up 
into my hand, and from it to my shoulder without a sign of haste or fear, lmt with odd curiosity 
kept their noses continually sniffing and peered at everything with their bright bead-like eyes. 
They were very expert in walking upon their hind legs, taking short steps and remaining erect a 
considerable length of time if anything above their heads interested them. I often held my finger 
just out of their reach and they would stand up, and in trying to reach it would make little leaps 
up, sometimes clearing the floor half an inch. 
When eating they held their food in their fore-paws. Like the arvicolas they are omnivorous,-
and in winter frequently come about the houses. The Eskimo children use their skins for doll 
clothing and blankets. On the islands of Bering Straits their skins were particularly numerous 
among the children. 
This species is abundant about Point Barrow and along the most barren parts of the Arctic 
coast of the Territory. 
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CUNICtLU TORQU.AT S (Pallas). White Lemming (E k. Ki.l{l!f-'lt·?rti·'l~·tuku). 
List of specimrns. 
Museum Collector's Sex. I 
number. number. 
------ --11----- -l·---------1 
Locality. Date. Remarks. 





Do. ...... ... 57. -·~·- ·r:;~·e;Y~k;~::::::::::::: -j-~;;~it~y·,"isio::::. Do. 
25 ...... Fort Yukon . ...........•. Summer of 1877 ... Summer skin. 
148 .. . . Sledge Island............. . .. . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . Four spring hunter's.skins. 
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Skull. .... ...... r f:~J ..... . Saint.Michaels ..... ..... . . .April 10, 1880 ..... Skull and skin . 
Biographical notes.-The distribution of this species is very nearly the same as that of tihe 
common lemming, except that it does not occur along the southern part of the latter's range. It 
is unknown also upon the Aleutian and Fur Seal Islands. On Saint Lawrence and the Bering 
,Straits Islands and adjacent coasts it is very common. From the mouth of the Kuskoquim River 
:north to the extreme Arctic shore of the Territory, and from Bering Straits to the British boundary 
,line, it occur.s more or less commonly, according to the locality . . 
Specimens were brought me by the fur traders from above Fort Yukon and· from Nulato, 
.Anvik, and Kotlik, along the course oft.he Yukon, and also from th~ Kaviak Peninsula and about 
Kotzebue Sound. A few were taken near Saint Michaels, but they were not numerous there. They 
3re more plentiful about Bering Straits than any other district visited by me, if the number of their 
skins among the native children can be taken as a guide. 
rrbe children about the straits had hundreds of their skins iu both summer and winter fur, 
about equally divided. About Sairit Michaels they are much les::; almndaut than the common lem-
ming and they rarely came about the houses. Murdoch found them very common at Point Bar-
row, where their habits were the same as those of the common lemming. 
The Norton Sound Eskimo have an odd superstition that the White Lemming lives in the land 
beyond the stars and that it sometimes comes down to the earth, descending in a spiral course 
during snow.storms. · I have known old men to insist that they bad seen. them coming down. Mr. 
Murdoch records this same belief as existing among the Point Barrow Eskimo. 
FIBER ZIBE'rmcus (Linn.). Muskrat (Esk. I-ltg'-u·icuk). 
Museum Collector's ' Sex 
number. number. I · 
List of specimens. 






-S-ai_n_t M-ic-ha_e_ls-.. -. . -. -.. -.. -.. -.
1 
-D- e-ce_m_b-er-, 1-8-77- .-.. ·
1
-Sk_i_n_-----
Kotzebuo Souncl ... . ..... ... ...... ..... .... . . . Black skin . 
.......... 
1 
53,69 . .. ... .. . Saint:Micbaels ............ Fallof1879 ....... Seventeen skulls. 
Biogrnphical notes.-T.l.le distribution in Alaska of the Muskrat and the Mink is the , same. 
Wherever bogs and ponds or running water occurs, except along the extreme northern coast line, 
they may be found more or less commonly. The marshJ' country between the Lower Yukon and 
Ku k quim River is their place of greatest abundance, alth_ougb they are almost equallj" common 
about elawik Lake, near the head of Kotzebue Sound, and up the Nunatog River. Their habits 
Hl the uortli are the ~ame as those of tlleir kind living in lower latitudes, except that in the north 
tlie;y are fore t1 to en<l.nre tbe severe winter and remain under their icy covering for six or more 
u10ntL. a ·h year. Tlrny ·llare tlle luggish streams and the countless pools and lakes of the 
tundra with tlic millk, wllich they outnumber. 
I, rom th light market value of their skins the.)' are not sought by the fur traders at present, 
out their almudanc may be estimated from the fact that over 25,000 of their skins were obtained 
Y arly by the fur trader about the Yukon delta some years ago when their skins were a market-
able :113m . lity .. Like t~e mink they are equally numerous. in the fresh-water streams and ponds 
of the rnten r r rn th tide <;reek ~ nd bracki "11 pools of the marshy country bordering Bering 
ea. 
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They occur upon the peninsula of Aliaska, and Nunevak and Saint Michaels falarnls, but are 
not found upon any of the other islands of Bering Sea. Like the mink they are trapped in small · 
steel traps or in wicker fish-traps, and many are speared from canoes or shot with pronged arrows. 
Their skins are used for making fur clothing and blankets or robes, and are only bought by the 
fur traders for the purpose of bartering them off in other localities for marketable furs. Among 
the many thousands of their skins seen by me there were only a very few albinos. Melanistic 
individuals were much more common, but were mainly taken in certain districts. South of the 
Yukon black Muskrats are very rare, but near the_ head of this river and about Selawik Lake a 
number of black skins are taken each year. An average of twenty-five or thirty such skins were 
obtained each year during my residence at Saint Michaels. 
CASTOR FIBER Linn. Beaver (Esk. Pal-olc-tuk). 
Museum Collector's ! 
number. number. 
List of spccirnens. 
Locality. Date. Remarks. 




447 Tanana River.··---· -'-·· .•• . . --· ·--·· ... ·--·· -· .. ·-· Fre_tal. 
264 . ____ . do _. _ •........ _ •.. _ ..... - -. Spring of 1880 .. - . . Skull. 
Biograpnioal notes.-The range of this species covers all of the mainland of Alaska excepting 
only the belt of barren coast country bordering the Arctic Ocean from Point Hope north, and 
east to the British line. From the peninsula of Aliaska north to Bering Straits they are only 
occasional visitors at present to the immediate vicinity of the sea-coast, although they were _ 
formerly very common in the streams and ponds a few miles back from tide water, and are still 
taken there in small numbers. 
During my residence at Saint Michaels two Beavers were killed on the salt marshes between 
there and the Yukon mouth. One of them was speared in a tide creek close to the sea, and the 
other was taken in a brackish pond. Such cases are now rare and only include stray individuals. 
The clear streams of the interior, bordered by alders and willows, and the numerous lakes 
and ponds are their favorite resorts. As a rule the large streams are avoided, owing to the great 
change in level they ara subject to at different seasons. The wooded portion of Northern Alaska 
may be taken as covering the area in which the Beaver is most numerous, and beyond the tree-
limits they become less and less common as the forest is left further behind. 
Being one of the most valuable fur-bearing animals of the Territory, the Beaver bas been 
hunted with such vigor, particularly since the American occupation of the country, that at present 
its numbers are very much diminished and are becoming less each year . . 
The continued pursuit by the natives is the main factor in this decrease, but one or two excep-
tionally unfavorable winters within the last ten or :fifteen years have aided in their destruction. 
During one winter in particular the snow melted suddenly in midwinter, and, :flooding the low 
ground and raising the streams, drowned large numbers of them in their houses or under the ice. 
Then the wolverines dug into the tops of some of their houses and killed some, and during the 
succeeding cold weather the water froze in their houses and :filled them so full of ice that the 
Beavers were made prison~rs and starved, or were shut out from their shelter and food supply. 
The year immediately following such a winter shows a very marked falling off in the yield of 
beaver skins, according to the fur traders. In autumn the beavers gather a large stoi·e of willow 
aud alder twigs and sticks for winter use and strengthen their dome-shaped houses so as to render 
them more habitable during t.he cold months. Old beaver meadows or flats, with ruins of the dams 
and domed houses, are not uncommon throughout the interior, though one of present occupation is 
much more rarely found. 
The natives, both Indian and Eskimo, catch Beavers in steel traps set at a frequented 
spot, or shoot them from a concealed place near their house or dam. In winter they often cut a 
square piece from the top of a house, giving a view of the· interior, and then run a slender stick 
into the chamber, with one end projecting. The earth is then replaced over the hole, and s1>ear in 
hand the hunter awaits the return of the Beaver. The motion of the stick tells when the animals 
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have returned, and throwing aside the cover the hunter spears one of the Beavers. If tbe one 
nearest the exit is struck the passage is blocked and the others are easily killed. In this way 
sometimes all of tbe occupants of a house, numbering a half dozen or so, are taken. · 
Another and very strange way of hunting them is sometimes practiced on the Lower Yukon. 
As winter advances and all of the lakes are covered with a heavy layer of ice, some of the small 
pond drain away so that a sheet of ice covers the empty bed of the pond like a flat roof. The 
hunters cut a hole through the ice, and if beaver tracks are seen in the mud on the bottom, they 
take stout clubs and descend under the ice in search of the animals. The house is usually at one 
end of the lake, and the poor animals are soon routed therefrom. They are then pursued over the 
:floor of their icy prison and brained b~ the hunter. The peculiar conditions required for this 
work, and the danger of the icy covering falling in upon the hunter, render this style of hunting 
rather uncommon. · 
The natives of Eastern Siberia prize the fur of the Beaver very highly for trimming their fur 
clothing, precisely as the Alaskan Eskimo prize the fnr of the wolverine. As a consequence a 
larg-e number of Alaskan beaver.skins are taken across Bering Straits every summer by the Eskimo 
and traded to the Chukchees for the skins of the tame reindeer, which are much finer and make 
more durable clothing than the skins of the wild reindeer. 
The Siberian natives come for several hundred miles in ~he interior to be at the annual meet. 
ings, which occur at Bering Straits for this purpose. 
Even before the discovery and occupation of Alaska by the Russians, this intercontinental 
trade existed, and various articles of Siberian produce or trade were carried across the straits and 
highly prized by the Eskimo. 
Among the fur traders of British America the beaver.skin has long served as the unit of trade, 
and one skin (or 25 cents in value) refers to the former value of a beaver.skin. Opposition a.ml the 
growing scarcity of the beaver now renders a beaver.skin more valuable. 
In Alaska the unit of trade called "a skin" is the pelt of a marten or American Sable. 
Castoreum was an article of commerce some years ago, but is not collected at present. There 
is official record of nearly half a million beaver.skins being shipped from Alaska since it was OC· 
cupied by the Russians, but this is far below the actual number. 
SCIURUS IIUDSONIUS HUDSONIUS (Pallas). Red Squirrel (Esk. Kt'•gu•tk). 
This, the common squirrel of Alaska, is represented in the collection by a series of eleven 
skins, having the normal coloration with one exception. This latter specimen was taken with a 
number of the others at Fort Reliance, September 17, 1878. The color of the back, instead of 
being tawny, approaches Indian red, aml there is a tinge of this color over an the upper parts. 
A similar color obtains in S. gerrardi, but in that species it is far deeper and more fiery. Two 
additional specimens depart from the normal coloration of S. hudsonius, and belong to the variety 





List of specirnens. 
Locality. Date. Remarks. 
13012 7 o Nulato.............. ........ January, 1878....... Skin. 
13013 21 o Do. 
13015 38 o ·N~iat~: ::::::: :: :::::::::::: . Spi-°hl·g,- is1s·: ::: : ::: Do 
13006 69 ~ Fort Reliance . . . . . . . . . • . . . . October 16, 1878 . • • . Do: 
}iiii ~~ I ::::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::: g~~~~:rn·, mL:: Do. 
13no9 72 Do. " ...... do ...............•..... Heptember 12, 1878.. Do 
13010 73 ...... do . .................... September 17, 1878.. Do· 
13011 74 '-f .•...• do .......................•••. do. ............ Do: 
13012 75 Do 
13013 70 . . ~ .. ·upi_;e; Y~{k~~·::::::: :: : : : : : . O~t;b~;·ii;isis::::: Do· 
!!!~ p::<ii; t it:???:t\?Y:?!:? J: 
········· .. .I { ;<;,\ ...... 1 Anvik ..•• . ........... ..... .1 Janna>-y, 1881.. •.•• .1 Skin and aknll. 
······ ···· ·· ? 
1 
...... Nulato ....... ............. ·I······ ............... ·1 Skull. 
·••••• ·••••· 1 O ······ 1·····-do ..................... January, 1880. •••••. Do. 
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Biographical notes.-Everywhere on the Alaskan mainland, north of the main range of the 
.Alaskan mountains, and where spruce or other trees are found, this pretty squirrel abounds. It 
reaches the shore of Bering Sea at the head of Norton Sound and is found near Bering Straits 
on the Kaviak Peninsula:. It approaches the Arctic coast near the head of Kotzebue Sound, and 
in the interior extends its range north to the extreme limit of' the forest in about latitude 690. 
Specimens were brought me from the head waters of the Y nkon and from various points along 
its course to the delta. They are very common about Nulato, and also upon the headwaters of 
the Kuskoquim. From Andraevsky up to Anvik, on the Lower Yukon, I found them common every-
where, and their tracks, leading from tree to tree, were found wherever I went, while the snow was 
frequently covered with scattered chips and scales from cones which they had rattled down from 
their perches. Skins from this region vary but little from those taken in New England or other 
parts of its range far to the south. 
Their habits are tile same everywhere. The most intense cold of the northern winter does 
not keep them in their nests more than a day or two at a time. 








List of specimens. 
Locality. Date. Remarks. 
22 'j.> Nulato ... .......... , ......•....................... Skin. 
30 cf •••••• do . . . . . . • .• ...... ...... Spring, 1878.. . •• • •• Do. 
Biographical notes.-Beyond the fact that my collection contains two specimens of this form 
from Nulato, on the Lower Yukon, I know nothing of the distribution of this squirrel in Northern 
Alaska. 
. SPERM0PHILUS EMPETR.A. EMPETR.A. (Pallas). Parry's Spermophile (Esk. Oh/t'·gtk'). 
In addition to several skins of the normal coloration, a melanistic individual was obtained at 
Fort Yukon in the summer of 1877. The under parts in this specimen are black throughout. 
The central line or the back is also black, but the shoulders, the sides of the neck, and the tail 
are gray, owing to the admixture of hairs having a subterminal bar of white. 
List of specimens. 
Museum Collector's Sex. Locality. I Date. Remarks. 11umber. number. 
............. 162 ...... Kotzebue Sound .••.••...... Summer, 1880 ..... Skin and skull. 
13022 13 ·----- Norton Sound ..••••......... · Summer of 1877 . •. Skin. 
13023 24 ...... Fort Yukon ...•.•..•........ .... do .......•..... Do.* 
13269 { 151} cf Cape Norne ........••....... 1879 •.•••••.••..... Skin. 146 
13020 12 ....... Norton Sound ............... 8ummer of 1877 .•. Do . 
* Melanistic. 
Biographical notes.-From the peninsula of Aliaskaand Unirnak, theeasternmostoftheAleutian 
Islands, north along the coast of Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean to Point Barrow, and occupying 
a belt extending back from the coast, this little animal is irregularly abundant. Its distribution 
over this area is very unequal, and while it may cover all of the hill-sides in one district, not a 
single individual can be found in another place which is apparently just as well suited to their 
wants. Usually it is plentiful wherever found, but the coast-line abo~t the northern shore of 
Norton Sound and Bering Straits is particularly favored by them. 
Their handsomely-mottled gray and bu:ffy-brown skins are much prized by the Eskimo and 
Indians for making light summer coats, and as a consequence the marmots are hunted by them in 
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various ways. Many thousands of them are killed each year to supply the demand, but their 
numbers do not appear to lessen. Their skins are an important article of intertribal barter. 
When the snow is nearly gone-toward the end of May, and sometimes earlier-they come out 
of their boles and run about over the snow until it is covered with a network of runways. At 
this time the hunters snare them in great numbers by means of a strong green st!ckoneend of which 
is planted firmly in the snow and the other bent over and fastened by means of a trigger and sinew 
noose. The noose is stretched across the runway and the first passing marmot gets his head into 
it, springs the trigger, and is swung intu the air, where he remains until the hunter makes his 
round. Each trapper has many of these snares, and on some days many marmots are taken. 
When these animals first come out of their burrows in spring their fur is full, soft, and of a 
clear grayish cast, but exposure to the glare of the sun and snow bleaches it so rapidly that in 
ten days, or thereabouts, it becomes a dingy reddish brown and is very harsh and brittle. 
In the summer of 1881 I found them abundant on the hills overlooking the Arctic Ocean from 
Kotzebue Sound to Cape Lisburne, and Murdoch found them at Point Barrow. Their habits are 
similar to those of their aJlies farther south. They burrow in colonies on the hill-sides and rarely 
wander far from home, but always appear ready to dive into the shelter of the earth at the first 
alarm. They are also abundant upon the Siberian side of Bering Straits, and upon the bill where 
we planted our flag on Wrangel Island were many of their burrows. They are found at intervals 
throughout the interior, always frequ~nting bare, open bill-sides and never occupying wooded 
placrs. Their distribution in the interior is as irregular as it is on the coast, and large districts 
may not have an individual in it while an adjacent district swarms with them. There are none 
about Saint Michaels or the Yukon delta . 
.A.RCT0MYS PRUIN0SUS Gmelin. Hoary Marmot, Whistler. 
Biographical notes.-Tbe fur traders brought me a few skins of this species from the Upper 
Yukon, where they are rather common. They were reported to frequent rocky and rather hilly or 
mountainour:, country along the headwaters of the Yukon,. and are fond of basking on jutting 
ledges over streams. 
The fur traders call them "whistlers" from their habit of uttering a shrill whistle when 
alarmed. Tht- natives of the Kuskoquim Valley obtain many of their skins from the Alaskan 
range, where they report them to be abundaut. 
The Whistler is found in these mountains nearly to the coast of Bering Sea, but does :Q0t 
elsewhere approach the coast north of the peninsula of Aliaska. .A.t Kotzebue Sound I saw a 
great many of their skins made up into clothing and worn by the Eskimo from the headwaters 
of the Kowak and Nunatog Rivers. These people reported them to be abundant there among the 
hills in about latitude 680, 
Ovrs C.A.N.A.DENSIS D.A.LLI Nelson. Dali's Mountain Sheep (Esk. Ph-nak). 
Thi" variety of the Mountain Sheep. was described by Mr. Nelson in the Proceedings of the 
:rational Mu~P.um 1 ~ii, 1884, p. 12, under the name of Ovis montana dalli. It appears, however, as 
ha been recently pointed out, that Shaw's name, 0. canadensis, which was used in 1802, has prece-
dence over Cuvier's 0. montana, and necessarily supplants the latter. The trinomial proper to 
Dall'. heep is, therefore, 0. canadensis dalli. Mr. Nelson's diagnosis (Z. c.) is as follows: 
Tbi. form can he recognized at once by its nearly uniform dirty-white color, the light-colored rump area seen 
in typical montana being entirely uniform with the rest of the body in dalli. The dino-iness of the white over the 
ntire hoc1y and limbs nppears to be almost entirely due to the ends of the hairs being c:mrnonly tipped with a dull 
rus_ty · peck. On clo e examination tbi tipping of the hairs makes the fur look as though it bad been slightly singed. 
Th1 · formal o had maller born than its outbern relatives, but how the two compare in genera,} size and weight I 
nm unable to y. 
\ (Yarding th ize of the twu Yarieties it i now po ible to offer some facts. The specimen, 
f all h P in the pr ent collection are the mounted skins of · a male and female. There are 
a 1 liti nal P im n in the Mu um collection, fro"CT the Chigmit Mountain , collected by t.be late 
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Mr. C. L. McKay. They comprise a, skin of an adult male and one of an adult female and the 
horns and scalp of a second fefnale. In the following table the proportions of Mr. Nelson's speci-
mens are compared with those of a specimen of the normal variety from Montana.: 







Montana. Fort Reliance. 
cf. cf. 9, cf. 
Ctn. Cm. Cm. Cm. 
Tip of nose to base of tail along the curves ....... 185.41 102. 55 147. 32 . .............. 
Tip of nose to Aye .........•....•.•............... 22.86 17. 78 15. 24 . ................. 
Tip of nose to base of e:ir ................ , .•.•... . 33. 02 29. 21 24.13 
1::_ri)C Length of horn around the curves ...... ... ...... . 77.47 83. 82 22. 86 Circumference of horn at base .................... 44.45 29. 28 13.4G Circumference of hoof at the base ................ 26. 67 21. 08 21. 59 
Mr. McKay's specimens, from tlie Ohigmit Mountains, present the following proportions. Nos. 
13652 and 13653 are flat skins: 
No. 13653. No. 13G52. No. 14083. 
Measurements. 
o adult. 9 adult. Horns 9. 
Cm. 
Length from po~nt between the horn-cares TO base of _tail . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139. 5 
Length from pornt between the horn-cares to extrennty of nose ... .. ... .... .... . . 
Length of horn around curves . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04. 5 
Circumference of l!orn at base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 28. 5 








If any conclusion is warranted by these few data, it is, perhaps, that the Alaskan sheep is con-
siderably smaller than its southern relative, and tbat it carries to the extreme the variations in the 
shape of the horn (extension and decrease in diameter at the base), observable in northern exam· 
ples of the normaJ variety, 0. canadensis (typicus). 
It would l>e interesting to know the southern limit reachetl by Dall's sheep.* 
Museum 
number. number. 
List of specimens. 
Remarks. Collector's I Sex. Locality. ,I Date. II 
1----1----- I ----- - 1 
~~m ~;g 1--~ ··1·~~~~ ~~~i-~~~~: ::: : :::::::::::.· ~~1_1, _1_~~~. :::::: ::: :: ·1' f~~!~'jaw. 
m~~ I m J. . ~~~~~ fe~i_a_~~~:::::::::::::.:: I· ~i~~; ~:. :~'.:~~~~:::: Skti~cl skull. 
Biographical notes.-The discovery of this fine animal is oue of the most valuable results of my 
work in the north. It is limited to the higher mountain ranges of the Territory, except in the 
extreme northern portion, within the Arctic Circle, where it ranges down nearly to the sea-level. 
Following the main range of the Rocky Mountains it is found in the southeastern part of the 
Territory and north along these mountains to the poiut where the chain swings to the west, and 
along its western extension, known as the Alaskan range, it is numerous nearly to the bead of 
Bristol Bay. In this portion of tlJ,e mountains Dall's Slleep is found upon the Pacific slope as well 
as on the northern side. · I could not learn of its occurrence on the peninsula of Aliaska, although 
some individuals may be found there. 
* See a letter by Lieutenant Ailen on the R~minants of the Copper River Region in Science, vol. vii, p. 57. 
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Owiuo- to the absence of suitable mountains these sheep do not occur between the Lower 
Yukon an~l Knskoquim RiYers, but inhabit the bluffs and high mountains along the Yukon above 
Fort Yukon, and across to the headwaters of the Tanana and Kuskoquim Rivers. 
The three type specimens, and the only ones I obtained, were brougqt me from some 
mountains lying about 100 miles southwest of Fort Yukon. They wer_-e secured by an Indian 
under the direction of 1\Ir. L. N. l\IcQuesten, the Alaska Commercial Company's agent in that region. 
The animals were killed in the fall and the skins bung in a tree until the following spring when 
they were brougllt to the Yukon by boat and turned. over to Mr. McQnestcn, and finally into my 
hands. 
When the traders ascend the Yukon in July or August they frequently see some of these ani-
mals upon a rocky bluff overhanging the river above Fort Yukon, and by making a circuit and 
getting above the sheep they have killed several of them there. North of the Yukon they are next 
found in the Romanzoff Mountains, from which point they range west to the Kaviak Peninsula 
near Bering Straits. They are also found abundantly along the courses of the Kowak and Nnna-
tog Rivers and thence northwesterly to the vicinity of the Arctic coast, near Cape Lisburne, and 
elsewhere. , 
In August, 1881, I saw two of them some 5 or 6 miles inland from Cape Beaufort. When 
first seen they were feeding on a grassy hill-side not over 600 feet above the sea-level. I ap-
proached within about 200 yards of them when a slight breeze sprang up and they winded me and 
immediately ran up a ravine to the top of a low mountain and disappeared. During this season, 
while cruising along this coast from Kotzebue Sound to Point Barrow, hundreds of mountain sheep-
skins were seen among the Eskimo, and when afked whence these cam_e they always pointed 
toward the head of the Nunatog River, in the interior. The Kotzebue Sound Eskimo also 
claim that these sheep are very numerous up the Nunatog. -All of the skins of this animal seen 
by me among the Eskimo from tbe Kuskoquim River to the Arctic coast were of the uniform 
dingy whitish color characteristic of the race. The hairs are tipped with a speck of rusty color, 
which, upon close examination, gives the hairs the appearance of having been slightly sing-ed at 
the tips. On the Mackenzie River Richardson found. the mountain sheep ranging down to the 
delta of that stream. They were undoubtedly of the present race. 
· On the Siberian side of Bering Straits a species of mountain sheep is known to inhabit the 
mountains back of Saint Lawrence and Plover Bays, but at the time of our ·dsit there the natives 
had none of their skins. Some of their horns that the natives had were very slender and very 
similar to the horns of the Alaskan sheep, and I am inclined to think that the sheep on the two 
sides of tbe straits will be found to be very closely related if not identical. 
The horns of the sheep are made into spoons, ladles, and other articles by the Eskimo and 
are highly prized. The skins are not valued so highly as thm,e of the reindeer, owing to the hair 
being coarse and brittle. 
i\IAZ.A.M.A. MONTAN .A. (Ord). Rockv Mountain Goat. 
Biographical notes.-The range of this species is limited to the main range of' mountains in the 
outheasteru part of the Territory. A fur trader who lived a number of years on the Pacific coast 
in the district between Kadiak Island and Mount Saint Elias, told me that in some parts of th; 
main range, extending along the coast, the goats were rather numerous occurring in flocks 
among _the cliffa and most rugged parts of the mountains. He related that in fall, when the 
mountam were covered with snow, the g-oats were forced to a lower level and the Indians 
' then hunted them very successfully. South from this district they are found all along the main 
:ange. !he fur tra~ers who have ascended the Tanana River claim that there are mountain goats 
m the high mountam about the bead of that stream, which is possible but if so this is the 
extreme nor hern limit of it range in Alaska. ' ' 
RANGIFER T.A.R.A.NDUS GRCENLANDICUS (Kerr). Barren-ground Caribou, Reindeer 
(E k. Tun-ti"i). 
Two ·kull of thi' P cie were o tained, one of which, No. 21489 (223), is that of a fawn, 
b li ved t b one ·ear old. The ba i-cranial length is 274mm, .AH the sutures, including tlie 
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occipito-sphenoidal, are plainly marked. The last two superior and inferior molars are still con-
cealed in the alveo1i. 
List of specimens. 
Museum Collector's Sex. Locality. Date. Remarks. number. number. 
.......... - ...... 5 ~ Unalakleet.···---. __ .. _-· Winter of 1880 ... _ .. Skull. I 21489 223 Juv. ·-----clO ·--·--·------··---· Winter of 1879-'80 •• Do. 
Bio,qraphical notes.-This deer, as its name implies, is found on the vast barrens or tundras of 
Arctic America. Where miles of moss-covered plains, broken by rolling hills or bare, rugged mount-
ains, with marshes and ponds in the hollows, characterize the landscape in the far north, this 
Reindeer is almost certain to be found, or to have been an inhabitant of the district only a 
few years ago. In Alaska they are found along the Pacific coast from a point nearly opposite Ka-
diak Island west to the island of Unimak, and thence all around the Alaskan shore of Bering Sea 
and the 'Arctic, in the treeless belt which borders all of this coast line. It is also numerous on 
Nunevak Island, but on none of the other Bering Sea islands is it fomid. They also occur through-
out the interior of the Territory at various places, where t,he bush and tree covered areas give· 
place to open plains and ~~erile ridges. 
When the American Telegraph explorers visited Alaska in 1866-'67, Reindeer were found 
everywhere, and herds containing thousands of individuals were no uncommon sight. They were 
· very abundant on the hills and valleys bordering upon Norton Sou·nd, but to-day their former 
abundance is indicated only by the number of antlers scattered over the country and the well-
marked trails worn on the hill-sides or leading across the valleys, showing where they passed from 
one feeding-ground to -another. 
When the Americans first obtained control of the Territory fire-arms wer~ unknown among 
the natives, and when first the natives obtained guns they kept the traders supplied with 
meat at the rate of two charges of powder and hall for a deer. One winter, just preceding the 
transfer of the Territory, an enormous herd of Reindeer passed so near Saint Michaels that a 
6-pounder loaded with buckshot was fired at them, killing and wounding a number of them. As 
soon as fire-arms were introduced among the people they began to slaughter the deer with true 
aboriginal improvidence. Hundreds were killed for their skins alono, and nearly as many more 
were shot clown and left untouched, merely for the pleasure of killing. 
In the course of a few years this indiscriminate slaughter began to tell, and during the years 
I passed at Saint Michaels and in exploring the country in which they were so abundant formerly, 
I failed to see a single living Reindeer. I saw their tracks a few t.imes during my sledge journeys, 
and each fa11 and winter from two to a dozen were killed within 50 miles of Saint Michaels. They 
were very abundant on Nunevak Island in 1877 and 1878, but are nearly exterminated there now. 
Eskimo from over a hundred miles along the coast in each direction went to Nunevak in sum-
mer, and, in company with the natives resident on the island, took thousands of adult skins for 
several seasons, until they suddenly found that Reindeer were not left in sufficient numbers to 
pay for hunting. 
Reindeer are still ,?ery numerous on the peninsula of Aliaska and the adjacent district, but a 
few winters since many of them died from some contagious disease, and I am told that they are 
becoming scarcer every year there. They are still abundant also in the district about the head of 
the Kowak River and on the extensive barrens to the east and west of there, reaching to the Arctic 
coast. The Eskimo of the coast and the Indians of the interior are hunting them so murderously 
from two sides that it is only a question of a short·time until they will be as scarce there as they 
are elsewhere. 
In the summer of 1880 one ~an from Point Barrow took about five· hundred skins, and many 
tJthers took nearly as large a number. Only a few stragglers now remain on t,he Kaviak Peninsula 
and m the country between the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers. 
Where these deer are numerous they have a habit of migrating from one distriet to another at 
uncertain times and for no apparent reason, so that a place where they are plentifnl one season may 
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only have p few of them the next. The fall is usually the time for this movement, and they gener-
ally advance against the wind. Their sense of smell is ve_ry acute, and they are thus warned of 
danger ahead. They follow their leader in a long irregular file, and are like a lot of sheep in their 
blind determination to continue in his footsteps, even in the face of an enemy. 
One ingenious method the Eskimo practice in hunting them is as follows: When two natiYes 
find a herd of Reindeer they get to the leeward of them, and then if no cover offers a good oppor-
tunity for stalking the game, the hunters start off directly for the deer, and in plain sight, except 
that one htinter walks as close behind the other as possible, keeping step with him. The deer soon 
spy them and start to make a wide circuit about the hunters. The latter now swerve from their 
course just enough to appear to be continually beading off the <leer. The latter soon change their 
walk to a trot and from this to a run, as the hunters still appear to be heading them off. As soon 
as the deer start to run the rear hunter drops behind the first knoll, and the one in front runs to 
head the deer off, but they soon pass him, and a.re almost certain to pass within gunshot of the 
concealed hunter: and sometimes almost run over him before they see him, they are watching the 
other one so closely. The concealed hunter now fires into-them and the other hunter hides himself 
at once, and the chances are greatly in farnr of the frightened herd running within gunshot of 
'him. Several deer are frequently killed in this way out of a small herd. 
Strong fences are sometimes built across the lower end of a rocky gorge which opens into a 
valley above, and thei1 a driv~ is made when a herd wanders into the valley. In this way several 
hundred are known to have been taken at once. In a case of this kind, every deer: that is inclosed 
is killed, although only a fraction of the number can be utilized. They are also snared by strong· 
rawhide nooses which are set among clumps of bushes freq~rnnted by them so that their antlers 
become entangled while browsing, and they are held until the hunter comes. 
About the headwaters of the Yukon the Indians build a wide V-shapcd fence with a pound or 
inclosure at the small end into which they make successful drives whenever the deer are suffi-
ciently numerous: 
When Mr. Dall came clown the Yukon in the spring of 1867, he saw over four thousand skins 
of reindeer fawns hanging up in a village near Anvik, and at present scarcely half a dozen deer, 
ol<l. and young, are ta.ken yearly in that district. 
The skins taken in summer are valued at about one dollar each among the fur traders, who 
buy them in one part of the country and trade them for furs in other parts. The summer skins 
are softer and have finer fur than the winter _skins, and are, consequently, more. in demand for fur 
clothing. Winter skins have long, coarse, and brittle fur, and the skin itself is heavier and of a 
poorer quality tl.1an those taken dnring the summer months. Summer skins are covered with 
dark-brown fur, sometimes shaded with dark chestnut, whHe the winter fur is brownish-gray with 
the light color predominating. The fawns in spring are covered with a prett;y coat of yellowish, 
or bu:ffy fawn color. · 
Reindeer flesh is fine grained and slightly dry, but betfer than ordinary deer meat. 
So far as I could learn, none of these animals are, or ever have been, domesticated on the 
American ide of Bering Straits. On the Asiatic side of the straits, up to the very water-line, the 
P ople e tirnate the wealth of themselves or neighbors uy the size of their reindeer herds, and the 
people who, from lack of these, are forced to live in villages on the coast and to subsist on the prod-
uct of the ·ea, are looked upon as an inferior class, of but little consequence. In rare instances 
me'ani ·tic ki11 of the wild deer were, een, but none were seen showing any signs of albinism. 
Tl.ii. · i·, a little ingnlar when white and piebald deer are so common among the tame herds across 
th ·trait . 
HAN ' I ER '.l.'AR _TD s c RIB u (Kerr). Woodland Reindeer; Oa,rilJou. 
lJinr;raphical note ·.-Th fur tra ler of the Upper Yukon frequently told me of a reindeer 
wlii ·lt fr <Ju nt d th wood d c un ry about tbe headwaters of that stream, and which was larger 
a <1 <1 rk ,r tlrnn tb 1 r f nud on the barren· and along the coast country. The only evidence I 
,. r ,·aw c r bor t tbi · n ·i. t d of a num er of ummer skins which the trader~ from the 
pper ~ 1 k rr ha 1 with tb m n<l w ·re u ing for bed. 
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These skins were very noticeably larger (by about one-third) than the ski_ns of tbe deer taken 
on the coast, and agreed in being uniformly much darker than skins of the barren-ground reindeer. 
This form undoubtedly largely, if not entirely, replaces the barren-ground reindeer in the wooded 
country about the bead of the Yukon, and perhaps on the extreme upper part of the Kuskoquim. 
I could learn nothing of its habits, except that it frequents the wooded country, like the moose. 
This is the form found on the wooded Pacific slope about Kenai Peninsula., according to Petroff. 
ALCES AMERIOANUS Jardine. Moose (Esk. Tun-tu i'tk). 
Biographical notes.-Being pre-eminently a woodlan~ species, this fine animal is unknown upon 
any of the Aleutian or Bering Sea Islands, and the Yukon month i& the only point where it ever 
approaches the shore of Bering Sea. It is unknown near the Arctic coast, but may occur on the 
Pacific slope of the Alaskan Mountains, in the Cook's Inlet and Copper River district. North of 
the Alaskan range of mountains, which closely follows the Pacific shore line, the Moose is a well-
known animal throughout the interior wherever the spruce and white birch forests occur. They 
range to the tree limit m latitude 69° and from Bering Sea at the Yukon mouth to the British 
boundary line. They are more common along the large water-courses, where the heaviest forests 
are found, than elsewhere, and they are most numerous about the headwaters of the Yukon and 
Kuskoquim Rivers. They lead a roaming life: and where they may be numerous one season none. 
are found the next. · 
The fur traders and Indians claim that the Moose has been found west of Fort Yukon only 
within the last twenty-five Qr thirty years, and that .only within the last ten years have they been 
killed below Anvik and Mission, on the Lower Yukon. 
A. few years ago a single Moose was shot in the Yukon delta close to the sea, which is the 
only record I have of its occurrence so far to the west. During the winters of 1879, 1880, and 1881 
moose were numerous from Paimut to Mission, on the Lower Yukon, and the Eskimo living there 
killed a number of them, although they afterwards were in fear of the Indians living higher up 
the river. They dreaded the vengeance of the Indians, as the Moose is considered as belonging 
to their territory. It is possible that the claims of the natives are true, and that the Moose has 
extended its range to the northwest within the last few decades, since the southeastern part of 
its range has become more and more restricted. This animal also occurs in Eastern Siberia, but 
does not reach the vicinity of the straits, owing to the lack of forests there. . 
During the summer months the Moose is rarely hunted in the forest, but is occasionally killed 
on the banks of the larger streams or while swimming across them. In winter they wander about 
from place to place, eating the tender twigs from the cottonwoods, white birches, and willows, 
until the increasing depth of snow forces them to unite in small herds of varying size on the best 
feeding-ground, and thus make a "yard," where they may be easily stalked. They rarely unite 
in this manner until 3 or 4 feet of snow has fallen. During some seasons they never ''yard" 
at all, and when spring ap1m:~aches or a very heavy snowfall occurs they are at the mercy of the 
hunter who strikes their trail. In spring the warm days settle the top of the snowJ and a cold 
spell following forms a heavy crust on the snow-strong enough to bear a man, but through which 
the moose breaks at every step. Under such circumstances the hunters easily run the huge 
animal down and spear or shoot it. 
After a very heavy snowfall the hunters go out on snow-shoes in search of their trails. When 
one is found the swiftest runner, stripped to a light hunting shirt arid breeches, and carrying a . 
light shot-gun loaded with balJ, starts off on the track, while the women and slower runners follow. 
The Moose sometimes runs 8 or 10 miles before it can be brought to bay and shot. The hunter 
th en_ turns back and returns to camp at a good round pace to avoid freezing in the intense cold. 
The followers cut up and drag the carcass into camp on sledges . 
. Small dogs-stunted examples of the Eskimo breed-are often used in this style of bunting if 
there is a light crust on the snow. In autumn the hunt is managed in a different manner. The 
bunter tries to stalk his game in the dense spruce thickets; but the Moose is very war.rand usu-
ally takes alarm and starts oft' ·at a swift trot, his hoofs making a great clatter before he is seen. 
The bunter, knowing the country, at once runs across to the further side of the l>asin or valley 
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from where he started the game, and takes position where he can command a broad piece of forest. 
The Moose makes a wide circuit, and very frequently returns close by his enemy, and falls a victim 
to this habit. Dressed moose-skins are used for making lodge-covers, clothing, and cords: 
The introduction of fire-arms among the natives has ra.pidly diminished this fine animal, and 
its extinction in Alaslrn is but a matter of comparatively a few years. 
According to Petroff, the JVIoose crosses the Alaskan mountains and is found on the Pacific 
slope about Keuai Peninsula. 
DELPHINAPTERUS CAT0D0N (Linn.). White Whale (Esk. S'-t6-uk). 
In one of the two skulls of young fen1ales obtained at Saint Michaels the primitive shape of 
the teeth is well shown. The.principal mass of the tooth consists of an irregular, compressed cyl-
inder of cement. From the top of the cylinder protrudes the tongue-shaped extremity of the small 
rod of dentine which forms the core of the tooth. In the older specimen the dentine core is worn 
down to level of the cement, the top of which is also worn away so that the whole tooth is conical. 
The proportions of the skull vary so much in the White Whale that comparisons of these young 
specimens with others from the North Atlantic are of no especial value in throwing light on the 
question of the number of existing· species of Delphinapterus. 
List of specimens. 
Museum Collector's \ 
I 
I number. number. 
Sex. 
I 
Locality. Date. Remarks. 
·- ------·· 4 ········ ) SaintMkhaela ... Ootobec .. ··· \ Skalaton. 22207 268, 156 (j:> juv .. ., .. do .....•....... September .. Skull and skin . 
22208 269 (j:> juv ..... do .....•....... October..... Do. 
Measu1·ements. 
Museum number, I Museum number, 
22207; collector's 22208; collector'R 
number, 268 (j:>. number, 269 ~. 
1------------------------1-------
Total length (greatest) ............... , .................................... . 
Length of beak from base of maxillary notches ..................•• _ ...... . 
Breadth of beak at base of notches ....................................... . 
Breadth of beak at its middle .............................. _ •.....•....... 
Breaclth of intermaxillaries at same point ................................ . 
Greatest breadth between outer margins of intermaxillary proximally ... . 
Length of superior tooth-line ..................................... . ....... . 
Last tooth to base of maxillary notch .. _ ..... _, .................. _ ........ . 
Tip of beak to anterior margin superior nasal opening ................... . 
Tip of beak to extremit.v of pterygoids ................................... . 
Breadth between orbital processes of frontal .. ........................... . 
Breadth between hinder margins of temporal fossre ...................... . 
~~t:~~i:;t;~1~!:I~r_:_:_~ -~:::::::::::: ::: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Length of symphysis of mandible ... _ .......•................ . ............. 
Length of tooth-row of mandible .. ..... . .............. _ . ................. . 
Depth between angle and coronoid process .. . ... . . ................. . ..... . 










































Biographical notes.-This species is the most abundant as well as one of the smallest cetaceans 
found along the Ala kau coast north of the Aleutian Islands. From Bristol Bay north to Point 
Barrow and thrnee ea t to the mouth of the Mackenzie River it is a common summer resident. It 
i particularly numerou about the mouths of rivers, and frequently ascends the larger streams far 
a o·rn tide-water. The evere Arctic winter force them to become migratory over much of their 
ran<Te. Th y mm· onth in fall a. the pack-ice comes down from the north in October and. winter 
in large uumb r on th coa. t of Bering Sea from Cape Vancouver south. They 8..ppe~r to have a 
fi: r great r likinO' fo1· tll month. of the fre h-water stream and shallow coast snch as a.re found on 
th meri ·an ·i<l f B rinO' S a an<l the .A retie, th.an for the cold aud dee{) water found on the 
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In January, 1879, while sledging near the mouth of the Kuskoquim River, a considerable num-
ber of White Whales were. seen one evening among the broken ice near shore. They were in an 
irregular school containing twenty or more individuals. They are seen sometimes in winter off the 
Yukon mouth when the ice is driven off shore or broken up. 
A.t Point Hope, on July 20, 1881, the females were seen 8wimming up and down the shore 
singly, each with two or three males keeping close alongside. Each femallj was accompanied by 
a young of the year, which kept close above its mother's back or just behind her. When one of 
the females was shot and ran ashore the young one swam back and forth at a distance for some 
time, raising its head well out of water at intervals to see its parent. 
At Saint Michaels the first ones seen in spring usually arrive between the 5th and 10th of 
June, soon after the ice moves off shore or leaves the inner bays. This is the spawning time for tbe 
herring which swarm along the shore, and the White Whales follow them into all the bays and in-
lets. On calm June mornings great schools of these whales, numbering from twenty to over a hun-
dred animals, are frequently seen in t,he bay at Saint Michaels, and their glistening milk-white 
color shows handsomely against the dark green water. These visits to the b_ay were usually made 
from 3 to 6 o'clock a. m., and a -little later in the season between midnight and 3 or 4 in the morn-
ing. Whenever they feed during the day flocks of Kittiwakf3 Gulls usually hover over them ready 
to pick up the fragments of fish which escape from the whales' jaws as they masticate beneath 
the surface. 
About tlle middle of June the first young arc seen. For the first few weeks after their birth 
they are very small, and have a great bulging forehead, which extends beyond a vertical line 
from the end of the jaws. Their color is a dark livid bluish or dull bluish greeu, so dark that they 
look almost black ·when seen at a distance in the water. They keep close to their mothE.rs, and 
. the latter swim very carefully, the young usually resting on their backs just beside the_ thin up-
ward extension of the skin, which appears like a false fin. During the remainder of the season 
they are generally distributed along the coast. The closing of the bays and streams by ice the. 
last of October drives them off shore and south each autumn. 
During the middle of August, 1881, these whales were abundant close along the shore of tlie 
Arctic from Kotzebue Sound to Point Hop~. At the latter place the Eskimo shot several with 
rifl es as they swam close to the beach, and told us that the whales visit the shore here every 
year at this season to pair. They are very abundant in Kotzebue Sound at times and the Eskimo 
kill_ them from their kyaks. They frequently drive them agrouud in the shallow water at the 
head of the sound and kill them with spears and lances. About Norton Sound in Bering Sea 
they are hunted and speared from kyaks or are shot from some jutting point near which they pass 
when entering or leaving some small bay or cove. 
In order to disable the animals at once they must be shot through the spinal column, otherwise 
they will swim a long distance and be lost. As a rule they are rather shy of a boat and are not 
easily approached, but on several occasions when I have been sailing along the coast in a whale-
boat I have seen them come close alongside, and in one instance the animal raised Its eyes well 
out of the water and stared at us steadily for several seconds. 
Tl.le Eskimo set large strong-meshed nets, heavily weighted, off outlying points for these 
animals, and iinough weather they are easily taken. In calm weather they see and avoid the nets. 
Small ones are sometimes caught in seal-nets in autumn. It was one of our amusements at Saint 
Michaels to set a "Beluga" net, dividing the prizes among the natives. This sport ceased, 
however, when a school of "Belugas 7' struck the net one day and by their combined strength 
reduced it to shreds. 
Along the low, flat coast from Saint Michaels to the Kuskoquim River are many tide creeks 
running back into brackish marshes. From midsummer until these streams freeze over they 
abound in tom-cods. In pursuit of these the White Whales go up these streams regularly every 
night after darkness bas settled over the land for an hour or two, and while camping on the banks 
of these streams I have heard dozens of them blowing with a quick, forcible, hissing or sighing 
sound as they hunted up and down the creek. They hunt about the Yukon mouths at ni~ht in the 
same way and are found just off shore among the fla.ts and sand-bars during the da.v. ~ 
S. Mis. 156--37 
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The E kimo at the Yukon mouth go off in kyaks ju t a the tide turns and pursue the 
Delnga until they become confu ed iu the shallow wa.ter and get hard aground and are left lJy the 
falling tide. Like the Hair Seal the Beluga wanders far up the Yukon, and I know of two in-
stauce of their being killed abo-rn Anvik, and another has been taken just below Nulato, several 
bnn<lred mile from the ea. 
On one occasion ·near Saint Michaels two natives found a White Whale held fast lJetwcen 
two,large pieces of ice. They secured clubs, having no better weapons, and proceeded to beat 
the animal to death. This they finally did, and afterwards one of the men told me that all the 
time they were pounding the poor beast on its back and ribs it kept uttering a sharp squeaking 
cry like the noise made by a mouse, but louder. 
The flesh of a young Beluga is tender and not unpalatable, but is rather coarse and dry. The 
fat, or blubber, is clear and white, and is consiuered to be much superior to seal-oil by the Eskimo 
and Indians. The intestines are made into waterproof garments or floats, and the sinews are ,ery 
much prized. Their small ivory teeth are carved into toys or ornamental pendants. The skin is 
made into strong lines or very durable boot-soles. When well cooked the skin is considered choice 
eating and is reall.Y pleasantly flavored. This refers to the epidermis, which is nearly half .an inch 
thick, soft, and has a flavor recalling that of chestnuts. 
As already noted these animals are very dark colored wllen young. They become lighter each 
year until the fourth or fifth season, when they are a pale milky bluish, and about the sixth or 
seventh year they are a uniform, clear milky white. A small disk around each eye is the lightest 
colored spot on young animals. The knob-like projecting forehead of the young Beluga be-
comes less an<l. less conspicuo_us until when they are six or eight years ol<l. the jaws have grown 
so ns to extend several inches beyond it. The young are about 3 feet long the first month, and 
the largest auult I saw was 13 feet in length and must have weighed nearly as many hundred 
pounds. 
It is claimed that the Beluga of the North Atlantic and adjacent Arctic Ocean reaches a length 
of 18 feet. From the great number of these animals I saw in Bering Sea and adjacent Arctic 
Ocean, I am satisfied that in that region they never reach a length of over 14 or possibly 15 feet 
at the extreme. The a,erage adults seen by me ranged from 10 to 12 feet long, and a 13-foot 
specimen was exa,mined by a dozen or more old Eskimo, who united in declaring it to be a very 
large Gne. 
Mr. Muruoch saw large schools of these animals near Point Barrow, and records the fact that 
t,hey pass to the northeast by the Point as soon as the ice opens offshore sufficiently. He mentions 
tbe pas ing of one herd which contained several hundred individuals. An adult female measured 
by Murdoch was 12 feet long. 
MONODON :MONOCEROS Linn. :Narwhal. 
Biographical notes.-Tbe icy sea from Point Barrow to the Mackenzie River forms tlle western 
limit to the range of this strange animal. Along this part of their range we know but very little 
concerning them. To the eastward of Point Barrow, about the mouth of the Colville River and 
el ·ewllere, various English explorers hav~ noticed their teeth among the na.tives. 
At Point Barrow Mr. Murdoch saw no living specimens, but saw some of their ivory in the 
P :;e ion of the native , who recognized ch a wings of the animal and said they were sometimes 
killed there. 
0RCA ,·p. Kiner Wha!e (E k. Aldi-luk). 
Biographical notes.-In the ......... orth Pacific, all along the Aleutian chain and the Alaskan main-
lan<l coa ·t tbi voraciou animal i common. It is also numerous in the passes and along the 
north rn i<l of the .Aleutian L land . North of this they are of much less frequent occurrence. 
In .. lay 1 77 from the time we approached within about 400 miles of the Aleutian Islands 
until we nt_ red nim, k Pa ,' the" Killer ' were very common. They were almost invariably 
in mall J), rtie of from tbr e to fifte n individual and warn side by ide in perfect order while 
th v cu hrough th water with grea :peetl. They swam o clo e to the surface that the long 
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curved dorsal .fins were in view most of tl.ie time, all rising and falling with the swell of the ocean 
i.n perfect unison. The rakish cut of these long fins and the regular motions of the animals, as 
t.hough they were guided by a single impulse, reminded me of accounts I had read of the fleets of 
piratical crafts that greeted some of the early navigators among the South Sea Islands. 
I saw many others among the Aleutian Islands during the last of May ~nd first of June. 
Their abundance there at this time may have been due to the fact that the fur seals upon which 
tlley prey were then passing northward in great numbers. In June a few were seen nea!' the Fur 
Seal Islands. 
lVIr. Morton, one of the revenue agents on the Fur Seal Islands, told me that the Killers some-
times make a raid upon the seals close to the shore at these islands. On one occasion he was 
standing on a bluff oYerlooking the sea when a Killer pursued a seal close inshore. The seal made 
the most desperate efforts to escape and finally leaped far out of the water onlJ7 to fa]l into the 
Jaws of its pursuer as it came down. In a moment the seal had disappeared down the throat of 
the whale all(]. the latter Yanished . 
.Although not aburnlant north of the Fur Seal group, yet these are well known animals to the 
Eskimo along the coast, from the peninsula of .Aliaska to Point Barrow. 
The long hunts made at sea by these people render them familiar with the habits of the Killer 
and it holds a prominent place in their mythology. Its ferocity and swiftness in pursuit of its 
prey have produced a strong impression upon the Eskimo mind and they credit it with various 
supernatural powers and regard it as a close relat_ive of the wolf. 
During the summer of 18S1 none of these animals were seen by us north of Bering Straits, 
but at Point Barrow I found several unmistakable models of them can·ed from wood. among the 
fetiches of a whale-hunter. I also received accounts of it from the Kotzebue Sound Eskimo 
w bile at Saint Michaels. 
The dorsal fin of this animal appears to be a very sensitive member, as on one occasion I saw 
one's fin struck by a rifle-ball, whereupon the wbale threw over half its length out of the water an<l 
went down head foremost in the midst of a mass of foam. 
BAL..£NA MYSTICETUS Linn. Bowhead Whale (Esk . .A.-gho-viik). 
Biographical notcs.-.A.Ithough the palmy days of the whale-fishery are past, yet the present 
species still exists in northern waters in sufficient numbers to afford profitable employment .for 
a considerable fle~t. The open basin of the Arctic Ocean north of Bering Straits is the main 
fishing-ground for this whale within the region covered by this work, although a few are taken 
in Bering_ Straits and just to the south in Berfog Sea. 'rhese are few in number, however, and 
the chase is only followed there incidentally as the vessels go to and from the regular .fishing-
gr{)unds farther to the north. 
"Brit," as it is called, 01· the vast numbers of small crustaceans and other small invertebrates 
which congTegate in broad patches and form the food-supply of the Bowhead, is found scattered 
everywhere in patches over the North Pacifir, but is most abundant along the northern coasts of 
this ocean. It is found on both sides of thfl Aleutian Islands, over all of Bering Sea, except tlte 
eastern third, and o"'er all of the adjacent Arctic basin. · The shallow water on the eastern shore 
of B€ring Sea is so filled with sediment and mingled with the fresh water of the rivers emptying 
therein that '' brit" is rarely found there, and as a consequence only an occasional stray Bow head 
is found. Some whaling for this and other species was formerly done about the .Aleutian Islands, 
but this has ccasecl long since. . 
To-day the whaling-ground of the North Paci.fie is located along the Kur~le Islands and 
the~ce north along the .Asiatic shore into Ochotsk Sea. There is no regular whaling-ground in 
Berrng Sea at present, although whales are quite numerous there at times along the Siberian 
coast. Tue Arctic l>asin north of Bering Straits is the center of abundance of the Bowhead in 
summer. at present, and there the whaling-fleet gathers each season. The hunt is usually most 
productive along the broken edge of the pack-ice or at no great distance therefrom. 
During some seasons these animals are numerous, and the fleet .fills up and goes soutll with 
a rich booty, and again nearly all the vessels leave the coast ligbtly Joade<l after au entire 
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sea on's work. .A a rule the Ilowheads congregate in some particular part of the sea: and it 
is the object of the whalers to cliscm·er this place and then to follow the whales until they get 
a cargo of oil and whalebone. In one part of the season the whales may congreg~te near the 
North Siberian coast or near Wrangel and Herald Islands, and in autumn they are generally found 
along the .American coast from Point Barrow to Point Hope. 
The belt of open water bordering the .American coast from Icy Cape to the mouth of the 
Colville River is a favorite resort during the last part of summer and until winter sets in. From 
Icy Cape to Point Barrow the coast is low and sandy and backed by shallow lagoons. The 
southern part of this strip of coast is known as the "graveyard" among the whalers, from the 
great number of vessels that have been forced ashore or crushed by the ice here. Some years ago 
a large part of the fleet was caught here and over five hundred men were _cast ashore, lmt they 
were all rescued by other vessels later in the season. Thirty-three ships were lost here in a few 
hours, and the sailors on two ships tllat were . caught in the ice, but not crushed, numbering 
some seventy men, refused to leave and have never been heard of since. 
Just before our arrival at Point Barrow in 1881 a vessel had been lost there, and hardly a 
season passes witl10ut the loss of one or more vessels. The fall of 1879 two vessels were lost in 
the foe, and a part of our season's work in 1881 was to search for them. 
Ou the north coast of Siberia we obtained a number of relics from the natives there, and 
learned that the preceding fall a party of ·bunters had found a vessel frozen in a great piece of ice 
drifting along the coast. The masts and all of the upper works had been cut up for fuel, and 
peering down into the cabin through the skylight the hunters saw a corpse floating about in the 
water that covered the floor, and in the berths lay three others, mute witnesses of the fearful fate 
that bad overtaken all of the ship's company. From these examples it can be seen that the · 
whaler's lot is one fnll of danger and privation, even up to the present day. In spite of the great 
risk men return year after year, until they accumulate a fortune or perish miserably. 'I'he ex-
citement and perils of their occupation exercise a fascination over many of the old captains that 
keeps them in the business years after they are in good circumstances and old enough to retire. 
The use of tlie bomb-gun and bomb-lance has rendered the capture of a whale a much simpler 
matter than it was in the days of the harpoon and hand-lance. Now a boat is pulled within a 
certain distance, ant.l a single shot either kills the huge animal instantly or so weakens it that it 
becomes au easy victim. Ten or twelve years ago some whaling vessels wfatered in Plover Bay, 
on the Siberian coast, and the natives there learned the use of the bomb-guns. Tlley managed 
to secure one of these guns, and the next winter secured several whales in· the following odd 
mauner: 
The tide running into the bay kept an open channel in the middle of the mouth of the bay 
after the bead was frozen over. Planting their gun on the edge of this channel, the natives 
waited, and when a whale passed slowly by, heading up the bay, they fired into him. The animal, 
tartled by lbe shock, in every instance swam desperately ahead and perished under the ice farther 
up the bay. In a few days the gases forming inside the huge body inflated it until it .finally 
became so bouyant that it would break through the thin ice and be discovered hy the people 
on the lookout. The Eskimo of Bering Straits and thence north to Point Barrow hunt them 
succe full)' in their light seal-skin kyaks, and also in the larger umiak. 
The implements used are usually an ivory barb with an iron or flint point,, attached to a 
trong line, which latter lla an inflated seal-skin fl.oat at the other end. .A long haft of wood is 
u ed to propel the barb; and when the first coil -of line runs out another is attached to it near the 
float, with another float attached to it; and in the end the whale may be dragging from six to a 
doz n floats and " vera1 mall boat , until be finally becomes exhausted, and one or two boats are 
c ble to approach ancl lance him with flint or iron pointed lances. 
From Icy Cape to Point Barrow the coa t is o low that only a short view can be obtained to 
eawar<l. Tear all of the ummer camping place on this coast the E kimo haye taken drift logs, 
doz nor mor fe l ng and, after notching teps in their sides, have erected them for lookout 
t tion . t fr qu n int r'7a1 a man a c nd the e to look for whale or to sweep the horizon 
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While cruising along the coast these posts usually gave us tlle first notice of a native camp, 
and when we drew near we usually found some one occupying tbe perch. 
The Eskimo of Saint Lawrence Isla1}d and the islands and coasts of Bering Straits are lwlu 
wbale-hm1ters, and are sometimes employed for the season on the_ whaling-ships. One sturdy 
young fellow from the Siberian shore had gone to San Francisco with a vessel and remained 
all winter. He liked the country there, he said; but, as he expressed it," 'Merican too damn much 
work." So he returned to his squali(l hut on the shore of Plover Bay. 
The Bowhead, aud some otber marine mamma_ls, undoubtedly pass from the Greenland 
coast to Bering Straits and vice versa, From an Eskimo on the coast of Kotzebue Sound we 
obtained a harpoon bearing an English stamp. This weapon was taken from a whale captured 
by the Eskimo on the shore of Kotzebue Sound in the fall of 1880. This harpoon was shown to 
every whaling captain we met during the summer, and, without exception, they were emphatic in 
the statement that no such iron was ever used by any vessel in .tllis part of the Arctic Ocean, but 
that it was a common pattern with the English whalers on the Greenland coast. As each whaler 
bas a private mark on bis irons, which all of the other whalers working in th.e same region 
know, there is no doubt that the captains were rigl1t, nncl that the iron in question had been 
brought from Greenland, in the body of the whale, by way of the Northwest Passage. Another 
fact, which is in direct confirmation of the idea that whales pass from Bering Sea to the Greenland 
coast and back, is th.at a year when whales are scarce in the Greenland seas they are numeroue; 
about Bering Straits, and vice 1;ersa. 
.. 
PART III. 
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BY . 
TARLETON H. BEAN. 
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By EDWARD W. NELSON. 
The notes and collections upon which the present paper is based were secured at intervals, 
and whenever opportunity offered; during my entire residence in the north. They cover a period 
from May, 1877, to October, 1881. Through my own work and the co-operation of t,he fur traders 
I secured specimens from various parts of the interior, extending from Bering Sea to Fort Yukon 
and from the Kuskoquim River north to Point Barrow. Unfortunately Jack of time and means 
forced me to be satisfied with such results as could be obtained in the intervals of the main work 
in which I was engaged. These circumstances rendered anything bnt superficial results impos-
sible and good results should repay a thorough reworking of this region. These remarks refer 
more particularly to the fresh and brackish water area, since I can claim to have examined very 
little beyond that. Owing to unavoidable circumstances I ham been forced to place the i<lentifica 
tion and description of my alcoholic material in other hands. I have been fortunate in securing-
the co-operation of Dr. T. H. Bean, whose familiarity with many of the species in their native 
waters gives him a peculiar advantage in dealing with this material. 
EDWARD W. NELSON. 
SAIN'r JOHN'S, ARIZ., February 12, 1887. 
By TARLETON H. BEAN. 
Mr. Nelson was prevented by ill health from carrying.out his intention of making an exhaustive 
report upon his Alaskan fishes. His colle~tions, color sketches, and notes were, therefore, left in 
my hands, with the request that I would identify the species and prepare a paper for publication. 
I have made ·some remarks upon certain of the fishes, which represent especially interesting addi-
tions to the fauna or to our knowledge of the development of a species. There are fifty species 
in Mr. Nelson's collection, one of which has fecently been named in bis honor.* 
Notwithstanding the small number of new species in ·Mr. Nelson's collections, they contain 
numerous fishes of quite as much importance, representing, as they do, elements of the fauna which, 
for a long term of years, have failed to appear or have not been certainly known to exist within 
the Territory. In the first category may be mentioned Cott-us ax-illaris and Oottus quadr-i.filis of 
Gill~ which have been practically lost sight of for nearly thirty years. Of species new to the 
Alaskan fauna Mr. Nelson took Parophrys ischyr·us, whose range is thus extended from Puget 
Sound to Unalas].rn; Murmnoides ruberrinius, which was known from Kamchatka; Ohirolophus poly-
actocephalus, another Kamchatkan species of doubtful rela.tionship, and Brachyopsis dodecaifdrus, the 
third of a series of little known and rare Kamchatkan fishes. Another valuable specimen is a 
,. An expedition in 1880, under the auspices of the U. S. Coast Survey, brought back several new fishes which 
Mr. Nelson had in his collection. These species were described while Mr. Nelson was still in the field. 
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young Stichams pimctatus, showing a stage in its development by which I was able to recognize 
Notogra11imus rothrockii as a still less developed phase of the same species. The young of Anar-
rhichas lepturus was also secured. 
There is another important feature of Mr. Nelson's collections, which is the presence of large 
eries of the Salmonidre, especially Thymallu,s and Stcnodus, as well as Cotti.dee: Ohiriclce, and of 
Lota maculosa, Lycocles turnerii, and A.mmocmtes aureus. 
Mr. Nelson's notes relate to locality, date of capture, native names, information obtained from 
natives about the movements· of species, colors of the fresh specimens, and such other matters as 
would claim attention in the fiel<l. He made, also, color sketches of some of the species. 
A complete list of his species follows: 
l. Gasterosteus pw1gitius L. 
2. Pleuronectes stellatiis Pall. 
:3. Pleuronectes glacialis Pall. 
4. Parophrys ischyrus J. & G. 
5. Boreogadus saida Lepecb. 
· 6. Plein·ogaclus navaga Kolrent. (.Tilesia 
gracilis Sw.) 
7. Lota maculosa Le S. 
8. Lycocles turnerii Bean. 
9. Sticlwnis punctatus Pabr. 
10. Lurnpenus anguillaris Pall. 
11. Anoplarclius afropurpureus Kittlitz. 
12. Miiramoides ornatus Grcl. 
13. Muramoides ruberrinuts C. & V. 
14. Chfrolophus polyactocephalus Pall. 
15. Anarrhichas lepturns Bean. 
16. ]3rachyopsis dotlecaedrns Tiles. 
17. Cottus tcvniopterus Kner. 
18. Coitus quaclricornis L. 
19. Cottus polyacanthocephalus Pall. 
20. Cottus niger Bean. 
21. Cottus lwmilis Bean. 
22. Coitus axillaris Gill. 
23. Cottu& quadri.filis Gill. 
24. Uranidea microstoma Lock. 
25. Hemilepidotus heniilepidotus 'riles. 
26. He:ragrCl1nmu8 asper Steller. 
27. Hexagrammus ordinatus Cope. 
28. Hexagrammus superciliosus Pall. 
29. Hexagrarnmns decag1·ammus Pall. 
30. Ammoclytes personatus Grc1. 
31. Esox lncius L. 
32. Dcillia pectoralis Bean. 
33. Osmcrus clentex Steinc1. 
34. Mallotus villosus Miilln. 
35. Coregornts laurettce Bean. 
36. Coregonus rnerkii, subsp. 
37. Coregonus lcennicottii Milner. 
f C. 1·icharclsonii Gunther. 
38. Coregonus nelsonii Bean. 
39. Coregonus quaclrilateralis Rieb. 
40. Thyrnallus sign-ijer Rich. 
41. Stenodus mackenzii Rich. 
42. Sali:elinus malma vValb. 
43. Oncorhynchus chouicha vYalb. 
44. Oncorhynclnis keta \Valb. 
45. Oncorhynchus nerlca Walb. 
46. Oncorhynchus lcisutch \Valb. 
47. Oncorhynclws gorbuscha Walb. 
48. Clupea mil'abilis Grd. 
4!,} , Catostomus catostomus Forster. 
50. Ammocr,etus aureus Bean. 
The whole number of species of fishes now known in Alaska is one hundred and thirty-five, of 
which Mr. Nelson added six. Since the publication of my review of the Alaskan fishes in Bulletin 
27, National Museum, section F, page 4, the following new members have been discovered: Hip-
poglossoides exilis, Lumpenus fabricii, Murrenoides ruberrimus, AspidQplwroides giintherii, Brach-
yopsis dodecaedrus, Oottus decastrensis, Oottus axillaris, Oottus qitadrifilis, Oottus quadricornis, Gore-
gonus nelsonii, Safrelinus namaycush, and Raia stellulata,. 
TARLETON H. BEAN. 
NOTES ON ALASKAN· FISHES. 
G.A.STEROSTEUS PUNGI'.l.'IUS Linn., snbsp. BR.ACHYPOD,j., SticklelJack (Esk. I-luk-
chugi1k). 
32931. .A.ndraevsky. Twenty-three Apecimens. 
32985. (119.) Yukon River, winter 1877-'78. Two specimell3. 
3%86. (78 a.) S:iint Michaels, summer 1877. 
Several hundred Sticklebacks from salt pools near Saint Micha-els. 
This is an extremely abundant species from Bering Straits south to the Kuskoquim River in 
all the brackish pools, tide creeks, and adjacent pools and sluggish streams of fresh water. In the 
marshy country between tlie mouths of the Yukon and the Kuskoquirn they are particularly numer-
ous, and are caught in great numbers in dip -nets, forming an important item in the foocl-supply of 
that district. They are larger there tharr elsewhere, attaining an average of about 2 inches in 
length. 
Charles Peterson, a fur· trader, told me that the last of October one season he was on a, stream 
connecting the lakes of the Cape Vancouver district with the Lower Kuskoquim and saw a con-
tinuous line of these tish about 5 inches wide passing up from the Kuskoquim to these lakes upon 
each side of the stream. 
About Saint Michaels the Sti.cklebacks always leave the small streams and gather along tlrn 
sea-sho1-ie in schools as cold weather approaches. 
PLEURONECTES STELLATUS Pallas. Rough Flounder (Esk. 0-gha-ghu). 
29912. (239, 290.) Saint Michaels, June 16, 1831. 
32821. (Sl.) { Spiny-skinned Flounders with square black spots on border of .fins 
32822: ( 52.) 5 
32801. (1.) Unalaska. 
Rough Flounder (Unalaska; Aleut, Oa-holc).-A curious species, with large rough scales -
scattered over the upper surface, with bare skin between; color light olive, a little darker on oper-
culum. The fins are light reddish orange, with black bars extending from the body to the tip of 
the fins. Also on the tail the same. The bases of these spots slightly color the white of the under 
surface. This species grows to 20 or more inches in length and weighs several pounds. Under 
pectoral and ventral fleshy red .. 
32914 (83). Saint Michaels, August, 1877. 
Rough-backed Flounder.-This species has very nearly the same habits as its smooth-backed 
relative about the shore of Norton Sound, where it is the more common of the two species, and . 
H:ttains by far the larger size. 
I'LE'URONECTES GL.A.CI.A.LIS Pallas. Smooth-back Flounder (Nu-tugli-u-nulc). 
299.29. (255.) Smooth-skinned Flounder. Saint :Michaels, Alaska, August 20, 1880, 1 fathom. 
29930. (201-292.) Smooth-skinned Flounder. Saint Michaels, Alaska, June 16, 1881. 
32826. (28.) Saint Michaels, Norton Sound, July 24, 1877. 
Punctulatecl Flounder.-The entire upper surface, head, and lJody dark olive-green, with rather 
coarse black dots or punctulations scattered tbickly over the head a_nd 1Jo<ly. Upper ventral and 
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pectoral olive-brown. Caudal, dorsal, ancl anal light brown, with a pale yellowish tint. The 
<lor al, ventral, and caudal are marked with a series of irregnlarly-defined dark spots. Iris bright 
yellow. 
32849. (36.) Saint Michael , N"orton Sound, August 1, 1 77. 
32850. (3i.) Saint Michaels, Norton Sound, Augnst 1, b77. 
(36.) )foeh like the preceding, except that the dark mottling and spots on the fins are nearly 
obsolete. General color a grimish or olive clay, with darker shadings or cloudiness; each scale 
witll a small dot or punctulation covering its outer or posterior border. 
(37) Spots very distinct over the body. The anal js bordered by a l>and of dingy brown, 
fie. by at base. 
36271. (82.) Saint Micllaels, Angnst, 18i7. 
In winter these fish retreat to deep water along the coast of Norton Sound, but in spring as 
ti.ie ice leaves the shore they return, and are common in 2 or 3 fathoms during the rest of summer. 
They a.re more numerous about the 10th of June than at any other season. In fall they leave the 
vicinity of the shore the last of September as the cold begins to affect the water. They are gen-
erally distributed along the Alaskan coast from the Aleutian Islands north to Kotzebue Sonnd. 
p AR0PHRYS ISCHYRUS Jordan & Giluert. (Plate XIII.) 
32913. (8.) Unalaska. 
Plain-colored FloundtJr (Uualaska; Aleut, Tadam,iulch j Russian, Kam-bul).-Found in abun-
dance along sandy shores in from. 3 feet to several fathoms. In life, dull olive on upper surface, 
with ob.solete golden-brown spots scattered sparingly and irregularly over the upper surface, and 
also on fins and tail, but always very dull and obscure .. The border of body of scale has a dark 
dotted line, which gives a dark tinge to the whole body. The fins are also finely spotted along 
the rays at each joint. Iris yellow. 
B0RE0GA.DUS SA.IDA (Lepech.) . Slender .Tom-cod. 
32933, 32944. Kigiktowik, Norton Sound, Novembc·r 20-27, 18i8. Original numbers, 135 to 
144. 
(Unaleet, Katli-yi'i,-uk j Kigiktowik, November 20 to 27, 1878).-Rather numerous for a few 
days, when they are taken with the comtnon Tom-cod. The natives say that a specimen is rarely 
taken at Saint Michaels, but they occur every year at Kigiktowik. 
Colors: Back and sides, tail, and all the fins and under jaw finely punctulated with black dots, 
becoming so numerous on the outer portion of dorsal fin and tail that when the fins are closed the 
outer third appears uniform blackish from tLe numerous dots, as is, also, the tail, but both are a 
little lighter of base. The lower fins are white, with fewer of the dots, which are most numerous 
near the extremity. Ventral surface extending up to a trifle above the lateral line is silvery-white, 
becoming plurnbeous silvery, and gradually decreasing in distinctness from below upward, the 
reverse being the ca e with the light olive of the dorsal surface, which extends nearly to the 
lateral line. -
PLEUROG ADUS NA VAGA (Kolreuter ). Tom-cod ( l VauJchnie, Russian ; I-lca-klit -uk, Esk. ). 
32d82. (G . ) a.int Michaels, .April 11, 1878. Original of painting. 
3· 3. (69.) Saint Michaels, April 11, 187 . 
32915. ( 1.) aint Micllaels, summer, 1877. 
329r. (87a.) aint)1ichael., September, 1 i7. 
Tlii 'pecie i abundant everywhere from Kotzebue Sound bouth along the coast to Bristol 
B~ Y, I~ fall, directly after the ice coYers tbe sea along shore, they are extremely abundant, and 
Wit~ a mg~e line the native , bout .... ~orton ound take from 1-0 to 200 pounds per <lay, and in 
pnn ', durmrr the mouth of lay, th y are qually abundant. They ascend all tide creeks to the 
upp t· limit of br, cki h wat r, ,rnd about Cape Vancouver great numbers of them. are taken in dip-
11 t:. Th .. - ar p, · ' rl c ·ay antl frozeu in gra. bag. and kept in great quantities for winter u e 
Natura! History Collections in Alaska.-Nelson. 
PLATE XIII. 
Alaskan Plaice (Parophrys ischyrus) . 

"Natural History Collections in .Alaska.-Nelson. PLATE XIV. · 
FIG. 1. Bntter-fish (Murcenoides 1•uberrimus). 
FIG. 2. Burbot (Lotam.aa11losa). 
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by the Eskimo of the eastern coast of Bering Sea, and are next to or perhaps equally important 
with the Dog-salmon in the position it occupies in the food-supply list. It is particularly valuable 
from the fact that, exce11t during the severe winter months, it is rare that a mess of these fish 
cannot be secured when all other food fails. 
LOTA MA.OU.LOSA (Le S.). Losh (Esk. ManAg i -ni'f.k) . Plate XIV, Fig. 2.) 
29917. (254.) Nulato, March, 1881. Losh. 
32823. ( 48.) Nulato, January, 1878. 
The specimen had the usual profusion of olive on a yellowish-olive ground. 
32902. (99, 100.) .A.ndraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32915, 32916. (241-242. ) Kotlik, January 20, 1881. 
Nelima or Losh.-Mottled irregularly, with dark areas separated by reticulating and irregular 
lines of yellowish; dingy whitish on ventral surface. 
32957. (317.) Fort Reliance, Upper Yukon. Losh. 
For about a month in the Lower Yukon this fish runs, commencing directly after the river 
freezes over. The large ones are confined to the main rivers, only small individuals running up the 
small tributary streams. They are abundant in both the Yukon and Kuskoquim Rivers, and are 
taken in brackish water at the mouths of both these streams where they debouch into Bering Sea. 
During midwinter the Losh is very numerous in the Lower Yukon, and is taken in the fish-traps 
almost to the exclusion of other fish at that time. It is eaten raw or boiled by the natives, both 
Eskimo and Indian, and is a valuable item in the yearly food-supply of these people. 
LYCODES TURNERII Bean. 
32879. (67.) Norton Sound, winter, 18i7- '78. 
Said by the natives to be not very common. The specimen collected was brought frozen 
during the winter, and the skin had dried considerably, so that the colors were not well marked. 
The entire upper surface of head of a dark purplish shade. The ground color of entire upper surface 
of body a lighter shade of the same, barred transversely with light irregular chain like bands of 
whitish with a blue tint. These bands are coarsely aud irregularly reticulated with dark, which 
gives them a peculiar braided or chain-like appearance. The first of the bands passes in a curved 
line intermediate between head and body on the occipital region! extending back and down behind 
the pectorals, where it unit~s with the second chain. The third and fourth bands also unite along 
the abdominal line. The remaining bands all cro~s the tail and are much narrower and less dis-
tinct than the four anterior ones. The abdomen is mottled with bluish white spots along the 
sides. The main color is a livid purple. Fins all purplish-olive, except where crossed on back 
and caudal peduncle by the light ba.n<ls. 
S11ICHJEUS PUNCTATUS (Fabr.). 
[Stich03us (1) roth1·ockii BEAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 146 (based on specimens less than lt 
inches long and doubtfully assigned to a new genus, Notog1·ammus).] 
[ l'.fr. Nelson's specimen is 2.1 inches long and exhibits many of the characters of the adul~. 
The row of pigment spots under the dorsal base is nearly obsolete, and the squamation is complete, 
showing the form of lateral line observed in the .full -grown fish. The coloration, too, approaches 
more nearly to that of the adult. The caudal is rounded. It is probable that the emargination of 
the caudal mentioned in my description of Stichants (') rothroclcii is the result of mutilation in 
most cases, although it was noticeable in freshly-caught specimens.-T. H. BEAN.] 
38228. ( 43.) Small Sand-fish. Saint Michaels, August 31, 1877. 
Entire body, except tlie abdomen, which is white, a uniform alternation of white spots sur-
ro~rnded by pale brownish-olive, forming a tessellated pattern, the brownish covering the most 
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space, and in this are irregularly set the white ma~kin~s. In a band extending under the eye from 
the tip of the under jaw to the posterior margm of operculum and bounded below by the lower 
border of the dentary are a series of five or six, more or less distinct, rather pale, vertical bars 
extending at right angles to the axis of the body. The last one on jaw is scarcely more than a 
dot. They gradually increase in size posteriorly and are well defined under the eye. Entire ventral 
surface of head, abdomen, and caudal peduncle dull white: Upper siuface of head reddish olive-
brown. The white under and dark upper surface of head are dividetl by a band passing from tip 
of snout through eye and back to the operculum, which is entirely covered by it. Pectorals orange-
reddish, crossed by nearly obsolete bars of darker. Tail the same color, crossed by five distinct 
vertical bars of darker, the outer of which is nearly obsolete. Dorsal the same shade of pale olive-
brownish as main part of body, with ft ve widely-separated, nearly round blue spots, which bear on 
their outer posterior side a bright orange spot. Anal sl_ightly tinted with flesh color and crossed 
by ten rather pale, slightly oblique bars. Ventrals nearly obsolete and w_hite. Eyes very protrud-
ing and dark. 
LUl\'IPENUS ANGUILLARIS (P_~llas) Am,w-fish. 
3J948. (257.) Norton Sound, April 2, 1881. 
Small minnow-like fish from Norton Sound, April 2, 1881; very rare. From median line down 
colorless including the long anal fin. The pectoral fins are pale lemon-yellow and the caudal has 
a dingy shade of orange. From median line up the color is a very pale olive, marked along the 
median line by a series of eight to ten irregular and poorly-marked but distinct linear spaces covered 
with minute dots. These spaces occupy the following linear position, while mid way between them 
and the dorsal line on fore half of body is a similar but more obscure series of four or five areas 
becoming very indistinct toward middle of length and gradually disappearing when two-thirds 
from head to tail. The median line of dotted spaces also grows less distinct until almost obso-
lete near the tail. On each side of the dorsal line, and bordering the long dorsal fin the entire 
length, extends a series of black dotted spaces more distinct than either of those on the sides. 
The dorsal series begins from a small pentagonal dark figure on top of head just back of eyes 
and on median line of head: The pentagon has a colorless space in center. Between the in -
distinct pentagon and the tail are nine to ten elongated irregular and indistinct pairs of these 
spaces; from the anterior border of each eye, a fine dark line of minute dots extends around the 
snout, almost meeting its fellow in front. The cheeks aucl opercles are finely punctulated with . 
dark dots. 
Fin rays: Dorsal fin extends from close to occiput to base of caudal and contains sixty-seven 
spiny rays. The anal fin extends from anus to base of caudal and numbers two spiny rays fol· 
lowed by from thirty to thirty-five soft rays. 
32945. (146.) Kigiktowik, November, 1878. 
A.rrow-fish.-Rare. A few are caught all along the coast. Light olive above, white below. 
A pair of dark lines pass from a point on the occiput along either side of the long dorsal fin and 
terminate at the posterior extremity of the dorsal. On the top of head back of and between eyes 
an oval heart-shaped space is inclosed by a dark line (which appears to be a continuation of the 
dorsal pair of lines). The apex of the head extends forward and a single dark line passes from it 
midway between eyes; just back of nares it divides and each branch extends in a curved line out 
and forwa,rd a trifle, then bends on itself and extends backward in a curveu line over the eye, then 
back along the outer margin of dor al urface and parallel to the median line, but much less distinct, 
for a con iderable part of the length; forming on the snout and exactly parallel to the last-named 
lin i ~ another pair which are prolonged on either sicle of snout and upward to anterior border of 
ye back of which it i continued pa:-allel to the other lines and forms a median lateral line. 
rr ~ golden iri , anterior and outer borcler of dor al spines black, forming the culminating 
dark lm . 
Natural History Collections in Alaska.-Nelson. PLATE xv: 
FIG. 1. Wolf-fish (Anar1·hichas lept1irus). 
FIG. 2. Tufted Blonoy ( Chirolophus polya<:toofphalus). 
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AN0PLARCHUS ATR0PURPUREUS (Kittlitz). Purple Blenny. 
32958. (285, 286, 288.) Saint Michaels, summer, 1880. Sand-fish. 
32973. (87a.) September, 1877. 
MUR1EN0IDES 0RNATUS (Grd. ). Spotted Gunn el. 
32974. (87a.) September, 1878. 
J\IURJEN0IDES RUBERRIMUS (0. & V.). Butter-fish. (Plate XIV, Fig. 1.) 
32978. (77, 78.) Unalakleet, Norton Sound, summer, 1877'. 
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[This beautiful species was imperfectly known from Kamchatka, but not before from Alaska. 
The brilliant color is persistent in alcohol. In our specimens the dorsal spines vary from. 92 to 
95.-T. H. BEAN.] 
A specimen was brought me from Kigiktowik on October 15, 1877, and on October 27, 1878, 
where, acco_ding ~o the Eskimo, they find it and one or two other species lying nearly dormant under 
large stones that are left exposed near shore by extraordinary low tides. 
CHIR0L0PHUS POLYACTOCEPHALUS (Pallas). Tufted Blenny. (Plate xv, Fig. 2.) 
32836. (54.) Saint Michaels, September, 18i7. 
32934. (87.) Saint Michaels, September, 1877. 
ANARRHICHAS LEPTURUS Bean. Wolf-fish (Ka-chu-kl'Uk). (Plate xv, Fig.1,juv.) 
29909. (333.) 
29910.' (261, 262, 264, 265.) Saint Michaels, May, 1881. 
Wolf jish.-Nos. 261 and 262 were caught May 23; Nos. 264 and 265 are cJ and !i?, Saint 
Michaels, May 24. The smaller (265) is the ~ and is dirty yellowish mottled and indistinctly 
blotche<l. The i _is uniformly covered with small irregular bluish-black spots, separated by irreg-
ular vermiculated dirty whitish lines, that give the whole fish a finely-marbled ai)pearance. The 
iris of both is hazel. 
29911. (220,221.) Saint Michaels, June 1, 1880. . 
Saint Michaels, June 11 1880, just as ice is breaking Ill); around rocky points in 2 to 3 fathoms 
of water. 
(220) Twenty-five inches long, 5} inches deep posterior to base of pectoral, which is 8½ inches 
from tip of snout; 3¼ inches deep at anus, and 4¼ inches deep just in front of anus. Anus midway 
between snout and end of caudal peduncle. 
(221) Length, 23¼ inches; snout to posterior tip of pectoral, 7½ inches; body, 4½ inches deep 
at posterior tip of pectoral, 3½ inches deep just in front of anus, and 2¾ inches deep just back of 
same. 
Color: Iris yellow; the entire body a dark leat~ery-olive brownish, clouded with indistinct 
shading of blackish, and a close inspection shows numerous irregular black spots and dots, none of 
which exceed lf-0- to 1-lii- of an inch in diameter and are very obscure. The fins are similarly 
marked and colored, but are all much darker than the rest of the body, which, however, at a short . 
distance, has a blackish tinge. The eye is encircled posteriorly and inferiorly by a series of eight 
to ten large distinct mucous pores. The thick fleshy lips are above smooth and on lower jaw bor-
dered with well-marked papillrn. The two parts of the upper jaw are movable independently of 
each other. · 
32919. (130.) Kigiktowik, October 25. 
This specimen was taken from under a rock at low tide at Kigiktowik, October 25. Colors 
dark reddish brown, becoming lighter on ventral surface, and with numerous fine irregular lines on 
head in front and below eye and on the lips, chin, and abdomen, sides, also on dorsal and anal. 
Caudal a trifle darker than body with no markings. Dorsal almost black along outer half, same 
as body on inner half, variegated by irregular light lines rather coarser than on abdomen and 
head. A series of faint light spots of about the size of eye, but with ill-defined borders, extend 
from front of dorsal to its posterior extremity on the dorsal surface and in a line parallel to the 
dorsal fin. 
S. Mis. 156-39 
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32977. (44.) Young. Safot Michaels, October lfi, 1877. [D. 83 or 84.] 
Specimen seven inches lon_g. Ground color of body dull white, with a :fleshy tiut, becoming 
silvery on the hea<l. The pattern of marking consists of an irregular series of very dark brown, 
nearly black, blotches of varying size, but usually large and irregular shape, and separated by a 
network of the light ground color on the anterio!' third of b,ody, except the abdomen, which is du 11 
olive-btown, the caudal portion, occupying a little over one-half the length of the body, bas 
the blotches cbanged to a series of longitudinal stripes of dark and light-five of the former and 
four of the latter. The upper and -lower dark stripes border the dorsal and anal fins. The two 
dark stripes next the central one disappear near the caudal peduncle. The width of the dark ba,nds 
varies, especially the central one, which shows alternating rounded expansions and contractions. 
Pectorals black, with a light spot on upper part of basal portion, from which exteuds an indistinct 
rectangular dark spot upon the anterior face of fin on each side of the anal. On the sides 
of the abdomen, and surrounding it to the white spots in front of the vent, as well as on the 
ventral surface of the caudal peduncle, is the same dark grayish olive as on the back, but nearly 
bidden and obscured by numerous and very minute punctulations. Fins: Ventrals very dark 
brownish, nearly black at tips, with about a half dozen white spots of large size on outer half. 
Anal translucent, but nearly entirely obscured by an overlying layer of punctulations, which only 
leave a few spots. free; the. tip and the clear spots ba,e a golden tint. Caudal transparent, with 
a golden tint, more clec-icled on the rays near the tip. The ground color is overlaid by a dark 
irregular band, extending across the en<l and sending slight arms into the middle of the fin, partly 
inclosing clear spaces. First, dorsal black, with one or two transparent spots. Second dorsal 
colored like the tail, but the dark mottling h; spread over the entire fin, inclosing the clear spaces 
in the form of spot.s. Pectorals a clear golden yellow, crossed by a wide, irregular anastamosing 
jet-black band, which occupies nearly half the fin and divides the transparent ground into spots, 
bars, and blotches. 
BR.ACHY0PSIS D0DECAEDRVS (Tiles.). Angle<l Sturgeon-fish. (Plate XVI, Fjg, 1.) 
32967. (237.) Unalakleet. [JY. ix; 7; .A. 13.J 
Specimen from fresh-water creek at Unalakleet, close to the sea. Another specimen of this 
fish was taken from the stomach of a large seal (Mukluk). Color of upper surface and sides a 
pale dingy watery olive-brownish. Below white. 
First dorsal, nine spines, with bar of blackish brown covering one-fourth the fin along the upper 
or distal border. A second bar of the same divides the fin longitudinally in half and parallel to the 
other bar but narrower. Second dorsal, seven rays, with the dark markings of the first dorsal 
repeated in an indistinct way; excepting the dark markings both fins are transparent. Pectorals 
translucent, with four series of black spots upon the rays as follows: The first row occupies the 
rays near their distal ends, and then follow three other series, dividing the fin into fourths yery 
equally. The inner erie is nearly obsolete. Ventrals of two rays .with a narrow dividing mem-
brane nearly black. Anal thirteen rays. The posterior four with membrane covered with a <lark 
blotch; the re t translucent. Tail <lark olive-brown or blackish, paler nearer body. 
3296 . (284.) From ·tomach of Hair Seal, March, 1881. 
ame a numb r 237 [32067j. A ~trange little fish with series of plates like a miniature 
turg on. 
1 0TTU f TlENIOPTER s Kner. Thread-finned Sculpin. 
29D21. (29:3. ) , aiut ..1:Iicha 1 , June 16, 1 1. 
29 2·. (305. ) aiut Michael , June 17, 1 "1. 
:l9024. (~94. ) aint, lichaels, June 16, 1 1. 
2 h ,. (~1. ) 'ain't 1icbael , July· 3, 1877. 
Th r urfa ·e 1iv -tia<Yed, ry dark on bocly, houlder , anu head· on ·ide ine.ll 
. . : "' 1cl n y llow bow indi tinctly through the olive. On icles of abdomen 
1mm ch t ly 1 a k f tb ·t ral i · a Y rti ·al irr gular bar of pnr . atin whit , which widen~ 
Natural History Collections in .Alaska.-Nelson. PLATE XVI. 
FIG. 1. Angled Sturgeon-fish (Brachyopsis dodecaedrus). 
Fm. 2. Northern Sculpin ( Cottns axillaris). 
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below, covering the chest and extending in a median line to ventral. On each side of this median 
line and extending to the olive of sides is a large patch of golden orange, which is very bright 
in life. The lower surface of caudal peduncle is crossed by 4 or 5 white bars, or rather irregular 
blotches. The under surface of head is white, variegated with small dots and spots of dark-brown, 
which extend to the white of chest. One spot covers the isthmus, and there is one in front of base 
of each ventral. The brancbia1s are covered with these dark punctulations. The pectorals a.re 
purplish-brown, with irregular bars of very pale golden or greenish yellow. CI.1110 ventrals are of a 
fleshy tint with several satiny white spots . . The anal is olive-brown, :fleshy-shaded toward baseJ 
and crossed. by a row of golden spots along tips of membrane, and a golden-yellow bar from 
anterior ray, nearly to last, through the middle. The last ray and membrane white at tip and 
base and yellow between. 
Tail ver.v dark l>rown with a slight golden tint, with a row of transparent spots across middle 
and a few near base. 
First dorsal very dark brown, with two median, transparent spots and the last two membranes 
dull golden, dark spotted. Second dorsal dark-brownish, with a few small golden spots scattered 
irregularly over the surface. 
32928. (29.) Saint Michaels, July 24, 1877. 
Along each side of the abdomen is a band of bright golden, with a pale yellowish tint. The: 
colors are all bright. 
32929. (80.) Saint Michaels, summer, 1877. 
32936. (79.) Saint Michaels, summer, 1877. 
32937. (45.) Saint Michaels, November 7, 187i. 
Mottled Scupin.-Length 8 inches. Norton Sound. Entire dorsal surface of head and body 
presenting a grayish color, caused by a marbling formed of :fine or minute whitish spots and retie-· 
ulating lines, which are scattered profusely over the dull olive-brown on the bead, and olive-
grayish or leaden on the back and surface of caudal peduncle. Lower surface of head very pale 
;yellow, tinted with numerous faint and minute p11nctulations of dark. Chest and throat colorless, 
sending an arm of white upward and slightly inclined backward behind the pectorals. In some 
cases this arm is divided about mid way in'its length, forming an elongated spot in place of its upper 
half. Behind these spots or arms of white on the sides and under surface of abdomen ara other 
large irregular spots, sometimes uniting and varying much in size and shape, but always well 
marked and usually 3 or 4 on each side, the last two extending upward from near the vent or just 
anteriorly to it. Obliquely above and behind the vent on caudal peduncle are a few small and 
irregularly placed white spots. 
3294'1. (120.) Saint Michaels, May 2, 1878. 
The pattern of :fin and side coloration varies considerably in shade and outline. The pinkish 
on tail is absent on this specimen, but the anterior 5 or 6 Jong rays of second dorsal have the outer 
two-thirds deep crimson red. 
O0TTUS QUADRIC0RNIS Linn. Four-Bpined Sculpin. (Plate XVIf, Fig. 2.) 
32962. (259.) Saint Michaels, April 26, 1880. 
32964. (~69.) Saint Michaels, July, 1880. 
3296G. (258.) Saint Michaels, April 26, v,so: 
Sculpin found over clay beds in bottom of the canal in about 1 fathom of water. Uniform . 
dull olive.green on entire upper surface, which has a slight mottled appearance. Dorsal and 
caudal fins irregularly mottled with dark on the translucent membrane, though the first dorsal 
is uniformly colorless, except sha<lin,g uear base. Mingling with the dark mottling ou- second 
dorsal and tail is an irregular mottling in less abundance of dull pale gamboge-yellowish, the 
latter color most marked on tlte rays. Ventral surface dull livid white. Pe~tora.ls crossed with 
5 irregular vertical zones of blackish, becoming regularly narrower from the bwad marginal band 
to the line like basal one. ·Tb.ese zones are separated by narrow bars of gamboge-yellowisb, rather 
dull on upper border and brightening to a bright sellow, entirely occupying the 4 inferior rays and 
lower edge of fin. Ventrals colorless. A·nal has a pale dull and very irregular mottlino· of 
brownish and yellowish. b 
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32966. (2G0.) Saint Michaels, April 26, 1880. 
Dorsal surface a slightly-mottled olive greenish. First dorsal, tr~nslucent and vaguely shaded 
with dark. Second dorsal translucent and marked with 3 to 4 very indistinct irregular series of 
dark mottlings, forming an irregular bar from the first ray backward and downward toward base 
of last ray. The dark markings are spaced by irregular and dull spaces of pale dL1ll gamboge-
yellow. Caudal fin crossed by 2 or 3 broad, pale, and irregular bands of dark blotchings, spaced 
by a deeper shade of yellow than on dorsal, and the yellow taking a shade of orange near ven-
tral border of fin, especially near the insertion of the latter in caudal peduncle. Lower surface 
white; silvery on ventral half of caudal peduncle, and with a brassy tinge on sid~s of abdomen 
next the dark color of upper surface. The mottling is most distinct along this line, which is just 
below median line where the two colors of dorsal and ventral surface intergrade. Branchiostegal 
rays and membrane shaded with light purplish violet. Pectorals crossecl by 4 irregular anas-
tarnosing bars of blackish with a blotch of the same on the base of fin. The outer bar broadest 
and about two-thirds of distance from base of fin to edge, the part of fin beyond beiug vaguely 
mottled with an irregular extension of this band; the inner band is the narrowest and one-sixth of 
fin length from base. The dark markings are separated · by an equally irregular series of 4 
bands of yellow, which gradually change from pale dull gamboge near uppEr surface to a dark 
orange on lower border of fin, especially on the 4 inferior rays, which are wholly orange. The · 
, dark also becomes more intense near the lower part of fin. The ventrals are a fleslly orange. The 
anal has its rays purple tinted with 3 to 6 very irregular indistinct series or bands of pale yellow-
ish and pale purplish extending across _fin from near first ray or ,anterior border backward and 
downward toward last ra_y. 
UOTTUS POL y ACANTHOCEPHAL us Pallas. 
32839. (11. ) Unalaska. Sculpin ( Ko-loo-n udukh, R am-siik). Common about Unalaska. 
Sides crossed by 2 wide ob~cure purplish browuish bands which diverge on the back and 
extend to the 2 dorsals. The bands meet on the sides of the abdomen and spread under the 
large pectoral. The base of caudal is a light purplish brown. The space between -and about the 
illy-defined bands is lighter and thickly mottled over the remainder of the upper surface of the 
body by a similar but lighter purplish than the bands. The ground color is a light clay, which on 
t he shoulders, nape, arn1 head has a reddish orange tinge. Along the sides and extending on the 
J1_)ectora1s and the operculum and across the top of the bead is a series of light spots which are a. 
rich orange-yellow on the bead, and on the base and posterior portion of the pectorals. The. spots 
are round and pure milk white. The white of the abdomen is encroached on by the dark of the 
sides, leaYing white blotches and spots, and on the caudal peduncle the spots become much smaller 
and almost obsolete. The dorsal fin s have large irregular dark brownish blotches. Tb e tail is 
spotted and blotched with dark at the base. Near the end it is crossed by a wide blackish vertical 
bar. The tip is n, pale orange-yellow. · The anterior par ts of the pectorals are thickly_ mottled 
with a dirty Rmoky brown not relieved by any spots. The ventrals are white, crossed by 3 <lark 
band. 
COT'lT-s NIGER Beau. Du ky cu]piu. (Plate XVII, Fig. 1.) 
'.32941. (1-21.) ,~aiut 1ichaels, J une~, 1 i . Subject of a color sketch. 
3:2942. ( 123.) , ain t Michael ·. 
OTT - n -c:mLIS B an. 
2!:>9H>. (304.) 
2 20. (303.) 
(2G. ) 
PLATE XVII. 
Natural History Collections in Alaska.-Nelson. 
FIG. 1. Dusky Sculpin ( Cottus niger). 
• 
FIG. 2. Four-spinec1 Sculpin ( Cottus quadricornis ). 
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tra.Is white. A.nal the same, with transparent blotcLes. Pectorals pale :flesLy on outer half and 
with slightest possible golden tint on _upper and basal half. Membrane colorless, except for the 
fine pnnctuJations, which are scattered over the surface and here and there form irregular spots, 
and on the basal portion a large blotch. Ou lower side of cl.leeks and 'immediately in the rear 
of the mouth are two bright yellow spots, the poRterior one being on the angle of the projecting 
cheek-bone. Dorsals transparent, except for two or three.irregular dark blotches, formed of minute 
dots. which are also scattered more sparingly over most of the surface. Caudal slightly inclined 
to a' fleshy tint and crossed vertically by 2 irregular bars of dark brown. The end of peduncle 
is obscured by an irregular dark blotch. 
32906. ( 122.) Saint Michaels1 J nne 2, 1878. 
32907. ( 123.) Saint Michaels, June 2, 1878. Subject of a color sketch. 
:32908. (124.) Saint Michaels, Jane 2, 1~78. 
This fish is of a, greenish clay color, nearly uniform on the upper Rurface, and thickly mottled 
with dark spots which vary in size on different specimens. Tl.w fins are yellowish with dark 
markings, and the tail is the same with 4 cross-bars of black, th~ outer of which is much paler 
than the others. 
O01.'TUS .A.XILLARIS -Gill.' Northern Sculpin. (Plate XVI, Fig. 2.) 
32960. (U:l3.) Saint :Michaels, October 4, 1879. 
3297'2, (87ct.) Saint Michaels, September, 1877. 
Extremely common, occurring with Anirnoclytes. 
O0TTUS QUADRIFILIS Gill. (Plate XVIII.) 
32961. (182.) Saint Michaels, October 4, 1879. 
32963. (:!87.) Saint Michaels, summer, 1880. 
32943. (145.) Kegiktowik. 
URANIDEA MICR0ST0lVIA Lockington. 
32969. (266.) Mouth of T:111ana River, spring, 1880. 
HEMILEPID0TUS HE?!HLEPID0TUS Tiles. 
32834. (2.) Unalaska, May, 1877. · 
32835. (3.) Unalaska, May, 1877. 
Deep-water Pur_ple-spotted ScitqJin.-Taken in large nmnbers 'by the natives in company witu 
the so-called Rock Cod about rocky points in a few fathoms of water. Ten to 13 inches is the 
average length. The exact tint of the ground color varies, but is usually a pinkish-purple, wbicl.J. 
extends over the top of the head and boc1y around the caudal peduncle; all the fins except 
the ventrals are bright pinkish-purple, variegated with other colors, as mentioned below. The 
abdomen and under surface of head are white, more or less tinged with golden yellow on the 
latter, and sometimes a tinge of the same on lower surface of the caudal peduncle. The under 
surface is profusely spotted with fine roundis~ specks and ronnded spots and blotches of purplisb-
brown. 'rhe ventrals are white with pink 'spots or · blotches. Sometimes they are golden-yellow 
with similar spots. The iris js a light purple with darker pigment in blotches. The entire upper 
surface is covered with spots and small blotches of a varying shade of purplish-brown; which ex-
tends over the fins as well as the body. Tlle tips of the pectorals are fleshy-red, and across the 
fin are 3 irregular light purplish-brown bands. Across the body extend 5 dark bands rather 
irregular in contour and size. The first crosses the first clo~·sal, the next 3 are along the second 
dorsal, and the last is on base of caudal, and generally sends out an arm and unites on side of 
peduncle with the preceding band. The tips of the fins are often a bright purple, which becomes 
dull livid purple toward the body. The purp]e assumes a pink tint about the jaws and sides- of 
the bead. In some specimens the space between the bands along the back is without definite 
spots, and is of a brownish-olive. · In this case the i:;pots on the bands and sides are apt to take a 
golden ttnt. In large specimens the colors become darker and there is a tendency in the light 
colors of the lower parts to become a golden yellpw. 
32971. (437.) Young. 
" 
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29944. ( 307.) 
32832. (20.) 
32833. (22.) 
32862. (27. ) 
Saint M.ic:bacls, August 20, 1880. One fathom. 
Saint Micbae1s, August 20, 1880. One fathom. 
Saint Michaels, June 16, 18tl. Kelp-fish. 
Saint Michaels, June 17, 1881. Kelp-fish. 
Saint Michaels, July 23, 1877. 
Saint Michaels, July 2:3, 1877. 
Saint Michaels, July 23, 18ii. 
(Notes on original Nos. 20, 22, 27.) 
Rock God (Norton Sound: Saint Michaels, July 23, 1877).- Light olive-brown, with an incli-
nation toward a yellowjsh tint on center of scales on back. Back and sides covered with numerous 
dark bluish spots scattered irregularly over the surface, each occupying about 3 or 4 scales. 
These spots also extend over the opercular bones. Head oli'rn, fading below into pale yellowish. 
Ventral surface <lark leaden, fainter on caudal p~duncle. The olive-browu of back fades into 
:a lighter and more goldeu tint ou sides. Tail pale olive with a pale. yellowish band crossing 
its middle in a11 arc. Anal and ventrals leaden blue, much like the coior of abdomen, but rather 
brighter. Pectorals pale yellowish with an olive tint. Entire base of dorsals_ bright golden-orange 
with numerous irregular bars or rows of spots of the same, extending· upward to border and 
-obliquely forward. Tlle spaces between these are occupied by_ pale drab, which becomes darker 
ton-ard the anterior portion, and on the first 4 membranes is nearly or quite black. Nose and 
~heeks pale olive; top of head very dark. 
(22) A second specimen n, trifle larger than No. 20. (Same locality, July 24.)-Iu this specimen 
the dark spots on sides are less conspicuous, and a steely greenish I.me is present on a considera"ble 
portion of the sides along the lower lateral line; below tllis, along the entire length, is a golde-n-
yellow space, becoming brighter below to ventral surface, where it is abruptly outlined against tbe 
slightly lighter dusky-white of the outer margin of abdomen, which, over chest and along median 
portion to tail, is dark plumbeous. A narrow light band separates the dark outer part of the anal 
from body. The lower half of the pectorals is plumbeous, the upper half a golden olive. The 
entire head from eyes down has an orange-yellow tint, which is obscure<l, but becomes brighter 
to lower margin of opercular bones, nnder which the color is nry apparent. 
:32920. (35.) Saint Michn:els, August 1, 1877. 
This specimen was brought me as soon as taken from the water, and I had opportunity to see 
a remarkabte change in the colors; for, while I held it struggling- in my hand, the dull, blackish 
brown color which covers the sides and back of the fish while in the water became overspread with 
a beautiful bright golden orauge, covering entirely the other colors, and relieved only by spots 
which took a more brassy luster. In a few minutes the fish had entirely metamorphosed itself. 
Tbe bra sy spots mentioned above that were on the fish when taken from the water were nearly 
b1ack. 
Ou taking the fi ' h up to make notes upon it the next morning I __ chancecl to touch it with a 
cloth, when, to my astoni hment, the golden color adhered to it, and by passing the cloth over tbe 
fi ha few tirn I found that I had restored the original° colors nearly as in nature. A golden tint, 
howev r, wa ~ till evident about the l>orders of the scales. The side which was exposed to the 
air bad nearly a ume l its original colors, but the ide which rested upon the board was still 
bright fl' kl n wh n I took it up iu the morning. 
:f2<J35. (30.) Rock od. 
E .- R.o}Ii\1 - ORDIN T -s (Cop ). Green-fish. (Plate XIX.) 
(Pa-hlii'-ku ). -na1a. ka., May, 1877. Aleut, Tir-poolc. 
14: ~ .) 
r. var,Ying had of olh·e. The cale, on 
l t ·, wbi h in ome pecim n almost entirely 
·k <.hvith l'<. tli>r nnm ron, . ilv r •. pot . The fle h 
Natural History Collections iu Alaska -Nelson. 
PLATE XIX. 
Green Fish (Hexagrammus ordinatus). 
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of the male is green and the colors brighter. The dorsal of the female shows the palest possible 
golden tint and is bordered by a narrow dark line. In the male the lower half of the dorsal is the 
same shade as the back. The upper half is dark brown in striking contrast. The pectorals and ven-
trals are barred with purplish-brown on a yellow ground. The anal is a shade of yellow crossed by 
4 or 5 oblique dark bars. The tail is marked like the dorsal. The breast has a tinge of golden. 
In the male the ventrals are bluish-black on outer half. · 
No. 14 is very dark; the abdomen, breast, and under part of head golden. The flesh is green-
ish. The brownish is in obscure blotches. 
No. 6 has the fins barred and mottled ver,v ligllt browu. The general color is very light 
brownish olive. The top of the head and nose is bluish-black. On the anal, ventrals, and pec-
torals the markings are nearly or quite obsolete. The silvery spots of the preceding example a.re 
replaced by white. 
On Nos. 9 and 10 the sides of the head are flecked and mottled with whitish, and on No. 9 the 
lower surface of the head is a rich golden-orange, becoming reddish-orange on the branchiostegals. 
These fish are common but not abundant around the shore of Norton Sourid. They come inshore 
from deep water the first of June each year and retreat again as cold weather approaches. 
EIEXAGRAi\E\IUS SUPERCILIOSUS (Pallas): 
32828. (5.) Unalaska, May, 1877. 
The male of this species is very beautiful, the ground color being a varying shade of ~right 
carmine i;:ed, a large portion of which is hidden by an overlying shade of black, or in many cases 
a dark brown. The red shows in from 6 to 8 more or less broken bands on the sides, extending 
from the abdomen in front and from the anal behinu obliquely up and back. In some cases the red 
is visible through the brown on the back, giving a rich madder tint. At times the red becomes 
an orange shade and again a brick red or a scarlet . . The lower parts are also red and brown 
marked, the former color predomiuating and covering all the breast and under surface of head. 
The lipR are a dull purplish red. The top of the bead is a dull madder red, extending back to the 
first dorsal. The spots along the dorsal parts are a little more purplish than on the sides, and the 
red is to a great extent replaced by a greenish tint varying from a light to a very dark, and some-
times becoming almost a white. A bar extends obliquely down and back from the eye, first green-
ish then red. The dorsals are dark purple, mottled with large bluish-white blotches. The tips are 
a lighter purple. The tail is a livid purplish-red, darker at base. The pectorals are a livid purple, 
darker at base and light at tips, and crossed by three poorly-defined dark-bluish bands. The base. 
is dark with irregular red blotches. The ventrals are very dark purple with a few red spots. The 
anal is also very dark with :r:.ed blotches. The flesh throughout as well as the interior of head and 
intestines are green. They are said to be very good eating. 
32864. (4.) Unalaska, l\fay 30, 1877. 
Common Red-banded Russian Rock Trout. Very common in a, few fathoms of water off small 
rocky points about Unalaska. The ovaries fully developed May 30. Females 17 to 15 inches 
long. Ground a pale blue, which is to a great extent obscured by a yarying shade of brown, which 
in a large specimeu was nearly black and faded on other specimens to a much ligliter shade, some-
times tinged with a dull reddish on the shoulders and sides of head. The blue is visible through 
the brown of the sides and back fa irregular spots and blotches. The latter mostly confined to 
the sides. Sometimes the blotches on the sides are of a satiny white. The arrangement of colors 
on the back, tail, and bead give a peculiar mottled appearance. On the head the blue appears 
as reticulations, with dark brown and sometimes golden-brown spots and blotches. The dorsals 
are bluish, witll large spots and blotches of brown on the membr:me and covering a larger part of 
the fins. The pectorals are dull yellow above and fleshy below, sometimes much darker and duller, 
with a purple tint, which becomes decided on lower i)art. Under parts pale dirty white, with a fine 
brownish mottling, and the abdomen, cl.lest, and iower parts of llead with a dull golden-yellow 
tiut. Lower fins fleshy, yellowish, with dark shading. Front of lips a dull brick reddish. In 
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some specimens a bluish line extends from posterior base of eye to anterior border of operculum, and 
a second line shows _on the upper part of operculnrn, but in others these lines are obsolete. The 
flesh of female is white. 
HEX.A.GR.A.nIMUS DEC.A.GR.A.1.Ii\iUS (Pallas). 
32863. (7.) Unalaska, May 30, 1877. 
A single specimen brought in May 30. This specimen, 17 inches long, has almost exactly the 
shape of a codfish. The ground color is a pale livid blue, which extends up about one-third the 
distance on the dorsals and caudal. The lower third of the fins is spotted with golden-brown spots, 
which occupy nearly all the surface of the upper two-thirds, leaving a few blue spots along the rays. 
The blue is more prominent on the posterior dorsal. The tail rays are a <lull livid blue, becoming yel-
lowish at end with brownish membrane. The pectorals are a dirty yellowish, the upper half much 
the brighter, the lower half becoming a dingy bluish with a yellowish shade. The ventrals are a 
dirty pale bluish at base and becoming very dark at tips. The anal is a dirty ochery-yellow 
throughout with slightly fleshy tips. The under surface is pale dirty whitish, purest along the 
anal, a dirty yellowish tint obscuring the white on lower surface of head, chest, abdomen, and sides. 
The lips are dull olive-brown, the nose having the same tint, which makes it darker than the rest 
of the head. The eutire upper surface is covered with small golden-brown spots, which are so 
numerous that the ground color has the appearance of reticulating lines. 
Pyloric creca:, 18. Intestines short, equal to length of body. The ovaries were undeveloped 
in the above specimen May 30 . . 
ll.l\IMODYTES PERSONATUS Girard. 
32933. (147.) Saint Micha.els, fall, 1878. 
Silver-sides. (Saint Michaels, fall of 1878). It is occasionally washed ashore by the waves. 
32970. (283.) Saint :Michaels, September, 1880. Arrow-fish. 
At every very low fall tide great numbers of these fish were washed on shore or confined in 
little pools left by the retreating tide. These and Sticklebacks were the common species that were 
brought to their young by the Sea Parrots at. Stewart Island, on September 8, 1879. 
Esox LUCIUS · Linn. Pickerel ( Ohitk'-whitk) . 
32938. (94, 95, 96, 97.) .A.nuraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-' 
DALLI.A. PECTOR.A.LIS Bean. Blackfish (I-miiii/-uk;. 
32834. (88.) Andraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32 85. (90.) .A.ndraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32886. (92.) .A.ndraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
328 7. (93.) .A.ndraev ky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'75. 
"Blackfi h" of the natives. Very numerous in pools along the Lower Yukon. 
32947. (2G7, 268.) Mouth of Tanana River, spring of 1880. 
32976. ( 9, 91.) .A.ndraev ky, winter, 1577-'7 . 
[For an account of the "Blackfi:h" see Nel ·on in Fi hery Indnstrie , U. S., Section I, 1884, 
pa e 4.66.] 
Thi, peci ·, though individually in ignificant, exi t in such numbers in all the sluggish fresh-
wat r tream and hallow lake from the dcinity of Kotzebue Sound on the north to the mouth of 
th I~u koqui~u RiYer on th ·o_uth, an<l extending up the stream as far ::is suitable surroundings 
p runt that it form a ·rnry imp rtant onrce of foou- upply. I have been informed of their 
Ir :·en a far a them uth of ~h Tanana on the Yukon, anu know by per onal observation of 
tb 'Ir occurr n fi r o~er 10 mile· up tll Lower Ku koquim and throughout the intermediate 
i u. It i. in tlle low ountry la t m ntioned that they are mo t abundant. 
nath' 1' pulati u of n arly tllree th u:anc.1 per n r l upon thi fi h for one of their mo t 
a rndaut an 1 c 1:tain ,; nrc ' of£ d- . npply. Th fl hi au ht in wicker-work traps et in their 
b 1 ·ker £ n 1 a iuO' int i on ith r ,·i l . In many of the muddy and grass-
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grown ponds and streams the water fairly swarms with these" Blackfish," aud during the fall 
especially after the ice forms, immense numbers are taken and packed in grass bags, containing 
from 40 to 100 pounds of fish, and these bags are then allowed to freeze and are then either packed 
in a turf-covered pit or stored in a square-framed storehouse erected upon four posts. These :fish 
are after wards used to a great extent for dog-food as well as eaten raw or boiled by the natives. 
It is extremely difficult to form an estimate of much value regarding the amount of these :fish used 
per annum, but it is within fair limits to say that for the three months, October, November, and 
December, an average of 1,500 pounds per day are taken by the natives of this region. This 
amounts to 13S,000 pounds, or 69 tons. 
During the remainder of winter many are taken, but the success of the fisherman depends 
upon the character of the season, &c., and th~ amount secured for the remaining nine months may 
be put at one-half that of the :first-mentioned amount, or 103.5 tons for the annual catch. 
The part of the country between the Lower Yukon and Kuskoquii:n, where this :fi.$h most 
abounds, is also the most densely-peopled district inhabited by the Eskimo in Alaska. 
On January 1, during a winter expedition south of the Yukon delta, I found these :fish 
swimming in the shallow rain-water that covered the frozen surface of the ponds and lakelets. The 
females examined at this time were very large with spawn. The Eskimo say that in shallow pools 
these :fish bury themselves in the mud and lie dormant through most of the winter, but where the 
water is deep they do not. They are the main food-supply of mink and otter in the region where 
they abound. They are a sluggish :fish and very ~enacious of life. 
OSMERUS DENTEX Steindacbner. Smelt (Hl'-ko-ofj-'°1-ntk). 
29933, 29934, 2}93f-, 29937, 2993>3. Original numbers 230-234. Smelt, Saint Michaels, 
August 20, 1880. 1 fathom. 
(Notes on original numbers 23, 24, 25, 31, 32.) 
RciinbowHerring (Saint Michaels, Norton Sound, July 24, 1877).-The most beautiful .fish I have 
yet seen from these waters. Dorsal surface pale olive, the borders of scales outlined by darker. 
From outer border of the olive to the lateral line the color is purple, then deep mazarin blue be-
coming a changeable violet and gold, then silvery with a iiolet tint. These colors pass from the 
olive of the back insensibly into one another and· rival the rainbow in the beauty and the delicacy 
of arrangement. From the lateral line, about half way down to the abdomen, is a pure silvery with 
the slightest possible shade of rose, which changes to greenish according to the angle it is viewed 
from. Between this and the ventral surface is a band of slightly-varying width of pure satiny 
white with a rich silvery sheen, which changes to a satiny rose color of the most delicate tint 
when turned at a different angle. Below on the ventral surface is a pure satin white with but 
slight luster. The dorsal and caudal are transparent, the rays only being a golden-olive. The 
lower :fins are colorless, the pectorals alone showing a slight golden tint on outer tips. .A.11 the 
colors mentioned as occupying· the body exteud longitndina1Iy the entire length from the eyes to 
the tail. The top, front (or snout), and under surface of head being plain olive. The rich colors of 
the sides are even preseut in the iris. 
32917, 32)27. (84, 85.) Sa int Michaels, August, 1877. 
32939. (86.) Saint Mich aels, August, 1877. 
32837, 32838, 32873, 32926, 32916. 
Abundant along shore from Kotzebue Sound to the mouth of the Kuskoquirn, from about the 
10th of September until into .November. They are numerous in tide creeks and inner bays all 
along shore at this time. The last of August, 1878, I found the Sea Parrots (Mormon) bringing 
yonng smelt 4 or 5 inches long to their young on the outer islets off Stewart Island . 
. ~fA.LLOTUS VILL0SUS (Mti.ller). 
32949. (270-282.) Golovina B ~1y, June, 1880. 
Said to be extremely abundant. 
O0REGONUS LAURETTA!; Bean. 
29901. (246.) Nulato, Yukon River, March, 1881. 
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CO REGO NUS MERCKII, SU bsp. 
32891. ( 113.) Andraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-';8. 
32892. (117.) Audraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 18i7-'78. · 
32921. (112.) Andraev-sky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32922. (114.) Andraevsky, Yukon River, winter. 1877-'78. 
32923. (115.) Andraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32925. (118.) Andraevsky, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32952. (310.) Andmevsky. 
32954. (312.) Andraevsky. 
32955. (313.) Andraevsky. 
32956. (31n.) Andraevsky. 
OOREGONUS KENNICOTTII Milner. Whitefish (Mu ksun of Russians; Kau-okH-tu of 
Esk). 
[ , Coregoniis richanlsoni'i Gti':KTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. , vi, 185.] 
lThis species, described by Dr. Giinther in 1866, has been considered iden_tical with the 
common Whitefish of the Great Lakes, 0. olupeiformis, but the common Whitefish has not been 
taken in Alaska or ''Arctic -;North Ainerica,'' so far as we know. It is highly probable that a 
re-examination of the types of rioha,rdsoni·i will show fhat they are the species now bearing 
Kennicott's name.-T. H. BEAN.} 
29904. (238.) · Saint, Michaels, Canal, November 8, 1880. 
Unusual size for this species here. I am told that they get much larger in some lakes at Nulato. 
32852. (55.) Saint Michaels, spring, 1877. BitiIJ.t-nosed Whitefish. 
32893, 32894, 32903, 32904. 
(Notes on original Nos. 131 to 134.) 
Small-headed Whitefish from canal near Saint Michaels, where they ~re very numerous just 
after the canal fre~zes over in tlle fall, when many are speared and trapped in wicker traps. The 
latter method is rarely practised, however, and only by natives who have lived on the Yukon. 
These specimens were taken the 1st of NoYember, 1878, and in t.lie same lot were many others 
of the same kind and about 011e-thirct'1.s many of the large Shoveled-jawed Whitefish so numer-
ous at the Yukon mouth in winter-Russian name Nelma. 
Upper surface dark brownish olive, becoming satiny white on flanks and abdomen and over 
all a stee1ish-blue luster above and silvery below. Pectorals, ventra-ls, and anal dark-bluish black; 
sometimes the black is on1y on the outer portion of the pectorals. Dorsal and caudal brown-
ish-olive, with darker margins often nearly as dark as the lower fins, and sometimes the dark color 
occupies nearly all the dorsals and a l,1rge portion of the caudal. 
This s ecies is common at different seasons, both along the coast of Bering Sea and in the 
Yukon and Kuskoqnim Ri,·ers. They run in considerable numbers .up the larg·e rivers ju the first 
part of winter for the two or three weeks following the run of Lampreys. They are common also 
ju t before ice make in the large streams, and many are taken in gill-nets, although very few are 
ever ecured in fyke-traps for some reason. · 
I al o saw a number of Whitefi h taken in gill-net· ou the north coast of Siberia in August, 
1 1, which I con idered to be thi, pecie . 
In f,pring, during J nne, the Whitefi 'h oh·arious ·pecie · run up the small streams. 
COREGO)i'G • NEL, ONll Bean. (Plate xx.) 
20 U.. (243.) 1:~n1ato, Ynkou Riv ·r, March, 1 
(249.) ,.'u1a.to, Yukon RiY r, )far·h, 1 1. 
(11 .) Audraev ky, Ynkon Ili\-er wint r, 1 77_·7 . 
(111.) ndra v ky. Yukon River, winter, 1"77-'7 . 
(107.) Andraev ky Yukon Riv r winter 1 ii- 'i . 
(10 .) Audra v ky. Yukon I iYer, Tiuter, 1 77..Ji . 
(10 .) Andro.ey k~- Ynkon Riv ,r, wint r, 1 i7-'7 . 
(3 .) Audra Y ky Ynkou Riyer, .June, 1 ,1. 
(:3 . ) Andr· • k~T Yukon R 'ver Jun 1 1. 
(311. ) Andra v. ky Yuk n iY r, Jun , 1 1. 
( l0fia. ) A1111ra ,, kr Ynkou 1 i\' r wiuter, 1 i'i'-'i . 
1 
1'at""'I lr;,to,y CoJJeotfon, In -41a,k~-1'e/eon. 
PI,,a 'l':E: .}(_}(_ 
~ 
l'feJson'a White-fish ( c,,,·ego,,,., ne/soni). 
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O0REG0NUS QU.A.DRIL.A.TERALIS Rich. Whitefish (Sigi of Russians). 
32854. (65.) Nulato, Yukon River, M-arch, 1878. 
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Slender White.fish.-Below white; sides to lateral line light flesh color, approaching roseate. 
Scales with fine specks, which make the color darker; above lateral line olive with silvery and steel 
blne luster. Lower fins orange shaded. Tail and dorsals olive. 
32855. (50.) ·unalakleet River, January 30, 1878. · 
Slender Whitefish.-This specimen was obtained of a nath'e, who said they were abundant 
at this time (January 30, 1878) in the river, but do not stay until spring. The ~sh is remarkably 
slender, and has a very pointed snout, which I have seen in no other whitefish. The color of the 
back is the usual olirn and the ventral surface white. On the sides between the white and olive 
and underlying, but nearly disguising the latter color, is a band of salmon-reddish the entire length 
of body, and occupying about one-fourth the surface of each side. A very beautiful and grac.eful 
species. 
This species is confined to fresh-water strrnms and lakes, only rarely occurring about the 
limits of tide-water, so far as I could learn. It is abundant from the rivers tributary to Kotze-
bue Sound to the Kuskoquim River, and from the vicinity of the coast of Bering Straits weli up 
the Yukon. With the other Whitefish they run up the Yukon and its tributaries in June, and in 
fa11, when the ice covers the streams, they descend to the deeper parts of the streams, and at the 
fatter season are taken in large numbers in fyke-traps. The following description is taken from a 
fine lot of these fish, taken from a fish-trap on the Lower Anvik River on November 20. The 
notes were made before the :fish had lost any of their life-tints: 
Silve~y white on the ventral &urface and extending up on the sides to meet the olive-greenish 
of the dorsum. Entire sides overlaid with a more or less l>right rose color of au extremely delicate 
shade, which show~ beautifully upon the silvery background . 
.. A..11 of the scales on the dorsal surface are bordered with dark, giving a reticulated appearance 
there. The pectoral, ventral, and anal fins are all fleshy-reddish. 
Tail and dorsal dusky, with fleshy-reddish sliade; sides of head silvery. In very bright 
examples the fleshy color on the fins becomes almost bloo(l-'red and shades off upon the surronnding 
scales even from the dorsal fin. 
·when viewed at one angle the silvery color on the sidrs extend nearly to the dorsal line, but 
seen at another angle it only· reaches the lateral line. 
THYMALLUS SIGNIFER (Riel!.). Grayling (Ohu-lnkh-pai't-g'uk). 
29950. (253. ) Nulato, Yukon River, March, 1881. Grayling. 
32868, 32869, 32870, 32880. 
(Notes on original Nos. 56 to 60.) 
Grayl-ing.-Nulato and Andra.evsky. Yukon -River and tributaries. Nos. 5G, 57, and 58, Nu-
lato; 59 and 60, Andraevsky.-The specimens were brought in a good state of preservation, and tl.ie 
following description gives a, fair idea of the appearance: Color of all the specimens nearly 
the same, a shade of dark ·bronze purplish becoming pale steel-blue or flesh-tinted brown on view-
ing from different angles. No. 60 is a trifle lighter colored. The abo,Te color extends over tlie 
entire dorsal surface, a little darker on back, and fades slowly as it approaches the abdomen. 
Separating the plumbeous-white of the abdomen from the color of the sides is a line of rusty 
or sometimes ochery-brown, much darker than the adjacent color of the sides. These lines com-
mence below the pectorals and extend to the vent, becoming almost obsolete in some specimens 
back of the ventrals. 
Extending along the median line of the abdomen from tlrn gular point to near tll~ ventrals is 
a faint line of brownh,b. The tail, anal, and pectorals nearly uniform bluish, sometimes ~ppearing 
nearly black, at others whitish tinted.. The ventrals are the same color, with 5 parallel bars of 
rose pink crossing the open fin at right angles with the body. The first of these bars.only bor_ders 
tlrn anterior edge of the fin. The dorsal becomes proportionally larger in the older specimens. In 
all it i dark blue with a row of pink, probably crimson, spots extending the whole width of tlle fin 
on the membrane between the rays. The spots are brighter colored farther back on the fin. 
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32871. (47 .) Nulato, Yukon River, Januarr, 1878. 
(Notes on original No. 47.) 
Grayling.-Nulato, Yukon, Alaska. Specimen brought frozen in January, 1878. Color, dull 
purplish-brown, very dark, with traces of black spots along sides. Fins nearly black. Dorsal 
greatly developed. Eye golden-brown. A light fleshy tint is apparent on the sides of head and 
body about shoulders. 
32930. (152.) Andraevsky, spring, 1878. 
This is a fresh-water species, straying occasionally into-the brackish water near the mouths of 
streams on the Arctic coast or along the shore of Behring Sea. They are very common about 
Nulato in spring, but are not numerous at other seasons. They are one of the characteristic and 
common species in all the clear streams tributary to the Lower Yukon, and to Behring Sea and the 
Arctic coast thence north. 
In midsummer, 1881, when hunting near Cape Lisburne, on the.Arctic coast, I saw a number 
of these fish in a small stream. They kept in the pools, and when I drew near swam hurriedly 
about, trying to escape. I watched them from concealment for some time, lmt did not see them 
open the large banner-like dorsal fin either while they \Vere unaware of my proximity or when 
alarmed by me. This fin lay closely folded along the back in both cases. This fin is probably a 
sexual character, as it can scarcely have a practical function. The creek where I found these Gray-
ling is a tributary of the Kowak River, which flows into Kotzebue Sound. These fish are caught 
by the Eskimo with smaH, brightly ornamented hooks, and also in nets and traps of wicker-work. 
The following is the description of the life colors of a fine male, which was written down directly 
after taking the subject, with several others, from a fish-trap in Anvik_ River on .November 20: 
Scales, on the sides and back, with golden bronze reflections. On the sides, extending longi-
tudinally through the micl<lle of each scale, is a bar of light color, thus forming a series of light 
lines along the body. Extending back from the head for about half the length of the fish is a 
straggling series of ten or fifteen black spots, each covering abont half of a scale. The ventral 
surface dingy white, with irregular dingy dotting in minute points. From pectorals to ventrals on 
each side extends a bar of from two to .three scales in width of dark golden bronze, fading quickly 
to brown after death. Back of ventrals this line is to be faintly traced. 
In fine specimens, mainly on the posterior half, particularly near the tail, the body is shaded 
with purple, bluish-green, and dark livid blue, the latter color covering the entire tail. This col-
lection of colors gives an iridescent appearance to the posterior part of the body. The anal fin is 
colored a lighter shade of the same tint as the tail. J?ive narrow bars of pink extend diagonally 
aero · the upper surface of the ventral fins from near their bases to the outer borders; these bars 
·how nearly wliite on the under surface of these fins. The ground color of these fins is dingy 
blui h-green, punr.tulate with minute white specks on the under surface. Pectorals dingy olive, 
with a dark-purplish shade. Head olive-brown, with bright-bluish and greenish-purple reflections 
from the opercula. Dorsal fin purplish, darkest on posterior half. From front to back on the mem-
brane of this fin extend five or six pretty regular series of light spots in so many rows. These spots 
are mall in front and larger posteriorly. Their color is light purple iu front, but changes posteri-
orly to bright purplish, red, green, indigo, and violet, sometime:::; blending and sometimes separate, 
o a to form a, beautiful combination difficult. to describe. 
The fin on its po terior half al ·o becomes much more in ten 'ely colored with sllades of greeni:::;h 
and purple. The upper aml outer border of this fin i rn1rrowly edged with pink. It is impossible 
to couyey by de cription the beautiful array of color. thi specie pre "ent when fir ·t taken from 
th w, t r~ mo ' t of which quickly fa le after death. · 
/1E.·onu' :\IA. KE::-;izn Ilichard on. Wbitefi 'h (l\ elma, of Rus iau; Chi of E k.) 
2!)'"' -. . (23 au<l 2-10.) Kotlik, J an nary 20, k Sl. 
_..i.Yelnu, or. Larue lVhitefi . h.-L w r half . il\~ ry whit ancl haded by du ky olive on upper 
h alt. L w ' r tin. p, l I rl · ·. -Upp r fin.- du k~. 
~larch, 1 :1. 
r Y· 
el}twik Lak bi · wint r (1, . 0- l): which weighed 
Natural History Collections in .Alaska.-Nelson. PLATE XXI. 
King Salmon ( Onco1·hyrichus chouicha). 
• 
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32861. (61.) Andraevsky, March, 1878. 
Young Nelma.-Ent.ireundersurfaceand sides silvery white above the lateral line, changing to 
steel blue. The dorsal line olive, also the top Qf head the same. Tail, dorsal, and adipose dorsal 
olive; the other fins colorless. 
32924. (116.) Andraevsky, winter of 1877-'78. 
White.fish (Nelma of the Russian traders).-Specimens of this fine Whitefish were seen from 
various points along the Yukon, also on the Kuskoquirn and from Kotzebue Sound. Tbey are 
taken abundantly in the brackish water at the mouth of the Yukon at certain seasons and often 
in tide creeks about Saint Michaels. In spring·about the time the ice is running down the Yukon 
this fish runs for a few days up all of the tributary streams that communicate with small lakes, 
where the Nelma passes the summer. In autumn about the .time the Yukon freezes over they run 
back again and are caught abundantly for a few weeks in fyke-traps up as high as Anvik at least. 
They reach a large size, frequently weighing from 35 to 40 pounds. These fish are t.aken with book 
as well as in traps and nets. 
42. SALVELINUS l\ULM.A (Walb.). Salmon Trout 1-ka-thluli-ptk). 
32895. (12f.) Golsova River, October 25, 1878. 
J Salmon Trout, from G olsorn River, October 25, 1878. 
The interior of the mouth is black; but when fully opened, exposing the partially concealed 
membranes at the angles, under the tongue anc!_ the branchiostegals, th~se surfaces appear white. 
32910. (127.) Golsova River, October 25, 1878. 
Is a~ of the same species, but the colors have faded on the spots, &c. The spots we1;e white 
two days after her capture and the body uniform steel-blue, with a rosy tint on :flanks and pale 
yellowish white on ventral surface. The head is colored like the body, with an olive shading on 
the upper surface. Pectorals :fleshy brown. Ventrals pinkish white, bordered on outer extremity. 
Anal like ventrals. Dorsal, adipose dorsal, and tail bluish-olive. Eye golden-yellow . . 
32911, 3.2J12. (128, rn9.) Golsova River, October 25, 1873. 
Appear to l>e exactly like 127, except being a trifle smaller and, as usual in the Salrnonidce, 
slenderer, and with more obtuse nose in consequence. Traces of pink and ro8e show along the 
sides of abdomen and faint pink is visible on most of the lateral spots. 
The lateral line extends in a straight line the entire length ou both svecimens. 
The first of June, 1877, Salmon Trout were rather numerous about the mouths of streams 
flowing into the bay at Unalaska, and young -ones from 2 to 3 inches long were numerous in the 
creeks. Salmon Trout run iu the Yukon aml other str0J:m, with tile salmon in June aud ,July, 
but are most numerous in fall just before and ~fter the streams freeze over. Few a.re taken later 
than November and from then until the ice leaves in spring. They are abundant and wi<..ieJy 
distributed. They are taken, like the salmon, in nets or traps. During August, 1881, we found 
the natives taking them in gill-nets along the north coast of Siberia. The last of September, 1881, 
we caught a number of trout in the streams flowing~into tlie bays about Unalaska. Only small 
examples could be taken with a hook baited with salmon-eggs, but specimens weighing as much as 
a pound.or more were readily secured with a brown hackle. They are game and offer good sport 
on favorable days. 
43. ONCORHYNCHUS CH0UICHA, (Walb.). King Salmon, Ohowichee 8almon ( Tag-u-
shulc-wkltk). (Plate XXI). 
32846. (15.) Saint .Michaels, July 20, 1877. 
King Salrnon (Ohou:echa, Russian; Tageshakhpuk, Esk.).-Length, 38 inches; depth, 8½. 
Color, bright silvery on sides and below, becoming nearly white on abdomen. The back and top 
of head a clear olive greenish . This species is taken along the shore of Norton Sound immediately 
after the ice disappears in spring, my earliest date being June 6, 1877. On the Lower Yukon, up, 
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at least, to Anvik, the largest of these salmon run during the few days just preceding and following 
the breaking up of the ice, and thence on until the end of the season they decrease gradually in 
size and quality. They are usual1y very abundant in the Yukon and run far up above Fort Yukon, 
reaching 1500 miles or more from its mouth. Only the larger individuals, however, reach the 
upper part of the river. At Anvik they begin running about ·the 12th of June, and the season 
is virtually o~:er the middle of July. At Andraevsky, lower down the river, tlle season is a little 
earlier. At Saint Michaels their season is usually over by the 10th of July. 
The middle of June, 1879, a number of these salmon were brought into Saint lVIicllaels and 
were found to have from one to two half-digested herrings in their stomachs. · Their ovaries at this 
time are fully developed~ 
These fish attain a very large size, although specimens weighing over 60 or 70 pounds are rarely 
taken on the coast. Charles Petersen·, a fur trader living at Anvik, told me of one example taken 
there that weighed 140 pounds, and thinks they sometimes weigh a third more than that. 
The Anvik natives say that there are land-locked King Salmon living in Shageluk Lake that 
are like the river Salmon, except that the lake fish are black-skinned in place of. the usual color. 
[These are Lake Trout, Salvelinits namaycitsh.-T. H. Bean.] 
44. ONCORHYNCHUS KE'.l'A (Walb.). Hyko Salmon (Nu-lea). 
29892. (223.) Saint Michaels, July 24, lc80. 
Abundant July 1 to 25 or 30, when the run is nearly over. The principal salmon in this vicin-
ity, but equaled by the preceding in the rivers. 
29894. (225.) Saint Michaels, July 26, 1880. Hyco, female. 
29835. (227.) Saint Michaels, August 6, 1880. Hyco, female. 
f 3~844. (16.) Saint Michaels, July 20, 1877. Hyco. 
32896. Locality not given. 
32898. Locality not given. 
This to the Eskimo is the most valuable food-fish found about the shores of Bering Sea and 
the Lower Yukon and Kuskoquim R,ivers, owing to its great numbers. Upon its abundance dur-
ing tlie summer ~epends in a great measure whether tbe following winter shall be one of plenty or 
of .famine and scarcity. 
This species commences to run about the middle of June, and mo\es in great schools along the 
coast and up the rivers for about a month, after which straggltrs are more or less numerous but 
constantly decrease in numbers until ice makes in thJ fall. The Kotzebue Sound Eskimo were net-
ting them along shore on July 15, 1881. Ont.he Lower Yukon the main run is between the last of 
June and end of July. The last of August each year many are still caught a bout the shore of Nor-
ton Sound. They are rarely taken before June 12 at Saint Michaels. 
On July 24, 1878, I saw many of tbem breaking in a tide creek near Saint Michaels. I do not 
know that any are taken with a hook. The ·usual means of capture along the coast is the gill-net, 
and along the river the same net or a wicker fish-trap. Tbeir flesh usually dries salmon-red and 
the ukali of the fur traders of Ala ka. 
4o. ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA (Wa1b.). Red Salmon (Orassnie Ryba of Russian; O-kogJi-
it-ltlc of EHk.) 
Form stout. Sides purple from just 
l~ISHES. 3H) 
-
jaw in line with the pectorals. Under surface of head pale bluish, .finely speckled with darker. 
The entire lower jaw, inside and out, a livid bluish, as well as the upper surfa~e of the tongue and 
anterior inner margin of the upper jaw. Tail, anal, and dorsals a dull purplish tinge. Ventrals 
slightly purplish and finely dotted or specked. Pectorals dark olive, purple-tinted between the 
ra.ys. 
32848. (18.) Norton Sound, July 20, 1877. 
SUver Salmon, female.-Entire body bright meta Ilic silvery, back tinged with a clear oli ve,green, 
becoming darker on head and dorsal line. A band occupying the ventral surface of body from 
outer border · of pectorals and ventrals a satiny white with a metallic Juster. Interior of under 
jaw bluish-green, also top of tongue. Sides of head silvery, with greenish tinge. Fins and taiJ 
with numerous minute dots, which make the color of the upper .fins dark olive. The lower:fins are 
a clear semi-transparent light olive, fading to translucent white on the inner portion. 
This is the least common of the Salmon taken on the coast of Norton Sound, and is next in 
quality to the King Salmon. It is taken in gill-nets irregularly through the season with the other 
small Salmon. It is a more abundant spe.cies in the Lower Yukon, where the main run occurs 
about the middle of August and usually lasts for a week 01· ten days, although in some seasons the 
run only lasts two or three days. 
Some of these .fish are little inferior in quality to the King Salmon. 
Above Mission, on the Yukon, all kin<ls of Salmon are commonly caught in a large dip-net, 
which is held under water while the :fisherman drifts down-stream in a canoe until he feels a :fish 
in the net. 
46. ONC0RHYNCHTTS KISUTCH (Walb.). 
29893. (236.) Female. Saint Michaels, September 8, 1880. 
Run of this .fish from September 1. Olear oJive-grMn above, silvery white below. Fins all 
more or less dusky;. inside of mouth livid dark green. 
, 32824. (38; 39.) Saint Michaels, August 20, 1877. 
Humpback Salmon, Dog Salmon; (Esk. Ohy-!t-yak). 
38. Female. Length, 29 inches; depth, 7-½; width, 3¼. 
39. Length, 28¼ inches; depth, 6-½ width, 3. 
Colors rather dark above the sides and abdomen, tinted with a light fleshy purple approaching 
pinkish red; otherwise as in the following description of a specimen not preserved : 
Ventral surface silvery white, fading on sides into a slightly darker shade of the same. From 
above a light purplish red tint is seen on sides and from below it appears of a faint coppery luster. 
Median dorsal line olive, this shading down in some specimens nearly to lateral line, and with a de-
cided greenish tint. Sides of head silvery, finely dusted with minute plumbeous dots. Olive above 
and white below. 
Pectorals white at base below and dark at tips, the· posterior surface of the same nearly 
black. Ventrals white, with faint fleshy tints below, dark above. Anal light at base fading into 
fleshy then into dark, which occupies most of the outer half. Tail dark brownish-olive. Dorsal 
peduncle bluish-black, lighter at front of base. Dorsal a trifle lighter than tail. Iris pale yellow. 
, 328.25. (42.) Saint Michaels, August 21, 1877. 
Female. Large Silver-mouth (Esk. N-ka).-Length, 29; depth, 7¼; width, 3. Fins as in 
Nos. 40 and 41. Head same as last, but brighter green on top. Back olive with violet green re-
flections, which become silvery or steel blue when viewed at different angles from below. When 
silvery a faint coppery tint is noticeable. Below the lateral line only silvery; a slightly darker 
shade near lateral line is observed. Ventral surface white. 
f 32829. ( 41.) Saint Mich ..... eJs, August 20, 1877. 
No. 40. Female. Length, 25t. 
No. 41. Length, 25. 
Fins exactly as in the preceding (39), except, perhaps, a trifle lighter. Below pure silvery 
white, extending on sides to lateral line, but here underlaid by a slight plumbeous tint, becoming 
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darker as the line is approached. Abo, e lateral line the color changes to a bright metallic steel 
blue, becoming Yery intense as the median dorsal line is approached. Along tlie dorsal line, liow-
ever. tbe color is a dull bluisl..t-oliYe, producecl by a heavy olive-shade over the blue. Top of head 
dark olive, fading into silvery on sides, "fach are finely and thickly sprinkled with dark dots. 
Below white. Iris Yery pale golden-yellow. 
f :32847. (19.) Norton Sound, July 20, 1877. 
Slender Salmon. Male.-Length, 25 inches; depth, 5 inche·s. . 
Back olive green, with a, sih ... ery luster on each scale. The olive fades away below the lateral 
line, but is invaded from below hy irregular blotches of light' silvery or of a delicate rosy pink, 
which extends from the abdominal region. Top and sides of head tinted olive green, fading as on 
body. A faint coppery tint to the silvery on opercular bones. The lower surface is made darker 
by the numerous fine dots. Dorsals, pectorals, and caudal dull clayey olh·e. Ventrals olive with 
a light spot on tip. Anal bluish-olive, with similar light spot on tip. 
32 97. Locality not stated, 
47. ONC0RHYNCHUS G0RBUSCHA (Walb.). Hump-backed Salmon ( Gorbuska of Russian; 
Esk. Tukli-tuk). 
29890. (224.) Saint Michaels, July 27, 1830. 
Dorsal surface <l.ull olirn bluish, wit,h a ting·e of purple along side on lateral line. Upper 
fins and tail uniform uluish olive. The bluish of the upper surface becomes rapidly replaced 
by white below the lateral line, but the whole side has a <lingy bluish-white appearance, though 
each scale is silvery white. Top of head greenish oliYe; sides of same purplish olive; beneath 
pure white. Pectoral fins bluish black, with white base close to body. Ventrals: Anterior halt 
of upper surface a little lighter than pectorals, the rest of this fin dingy white. The dorsal sur-
face above lateral line, from occiput to tail, including dorsal fin, and the entire tail irregu-
larly but profusely markeu with oblong black spots at intervals of about one-fourth to one-third 
of an inch. The spots on the back have their greatest diameter at right angles to the lateral line. 
On the tail the spots are rather more numerous, are rounder, and have their longest axis parallel 
to the lateral line. The spots on the back are about twice as long as wide. Iris pale yellow. 
(In a specimen fresh from water the whole upper half with fins is strongly shaded with a 
purplish or rec1uish tint.) 
29 91. (:226.) Saint Michaels, July 29, 1.::80. 
2\J 9i. (222.) ain t Michaels, July 24, 18 0. 
Young male. This species i ratller uncommon bere but very numerous at this season at 
Unalakleet. 
'rhe Gorbuska are first taken about the middle of June along the coast of Bering Sea, and are 
rather numerous until the end of Ju1J', with more or less common stragglers until late in fall. They 
run at the ame time and in about equal numbers in the riYers well into the interior. The 
Gorbuslca is le regular in it appearance than the other species of small salmon in the Yukon. 
Some years only a few will be taken, an<l again they will ruu in sucli excessive numbers in the 
Lower Yukon that the wicker fi. h-trap mu t be emptiecl , evetal times a day. The :flesh of this 
p ci drie orange yellow. Thi i the lea t palatable of the almon, being dry and tasteless. 
4 . 'L .,.PE.A. .IIR.A.TIILI' irard. Herring (E ·k. l-kd-thlu-1.Ucli-pulc). 
1. 
lI 
:,-.? i._. (::,3. ) , aiut ~licha ·b priu · 1 .i7. 
On nu· , 1 -.: I • w, 1· rne ·b ol of herrin 'in Un, la ka Barbor, an<l ou the 10th of the 
1 mo11t1 , rnl: ; r th . , r note l for th fir. t time tbat ea. on at aint Michael iu Norton 
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Sound. A.t thjs latter -place in 1878 and 1879 tbey first, appeared on the 12th, a.ncl ran until the 
16th. During the run they keep close to the shore, so that a person can stand on the beach and 
spe,<1,r them as they pass, and many are caught in seines by the Eskimo. Near Cape Vancouver many 
are caught in gill-nets and dip-nets at this season. During the run schools of E'elugas or \\71lite 
,Vhales follow along shore and feast upon tlrnm. In 1881 the herrings did not appear at Saint 
Michaels until June 15, and on the 19th the run was oYer. At this time these fish form a contin-
uous line along the beach, passing from south to north in unbroken uccession, sparrning on the 
sea-weeds and rocks from above low-tide mark to a 
0
fatl.iom below it. They enter all toe inner 
bays and swarm about every reef and rocky point. 
The water boils with them along shore as they struggle about in a clen_,e mass among the sllort 
sea-weed in spawning, and they can be easily caught in one's hands. The females move slowly 
among the weeds an~l press in the midst of them, depositing their eggs, wltjch adhere to whatever 
they come in contact with by means of a gummy secretion, wit!J which they are coated. Thrusting 
my hand under water for a half minute was sufficient for it to be covered with eggs. 
During all of the spawning time the milt of the males di~colors the water to an opaque dirty 
milky hue for from 2 to 4 fathoms from shore. 
The temperature of the water in the midst of the spawning fish was 44°.2. A large portion 
of the eggs deposited during high tide were exposed to the sun and air at ebb so that they dried, 
and the following higll tide washed them off the weeds and they were lost. The amount thus 
destroyed would equal at least 25 per cent. of the eggs deposited. 
· In Sauer's account of the Billings Expedition, at the end of last century, he states that ou 
June 7, at the harbor of Saints Peter and Paul: in Kamchatka, he saw the herrings spawning on 
sca,-weeds along shore; so that at ebb tide a portion of them were exposed. He adds further that 
the herrings return to that coast in fal1, but that the spring fish are largest. 
It may be noted here that the water of Norton Sourid, w4ere I saw these fish spawning, is 
very far from being as salty as the sea water 'on the coast of Kamchatka, owing to the proxjmity 
of the Sound to the Yukon mouth, from which it appears that the herrings of this region are 
somewhat indifferent as to the quality of the water on their spawning beds. 
49. O.A.T0ST0MUS CAT0S1'0MUS Forster. Pipe Fis!J (Tropka of Russians). 
29906. (250-252.) Nulato, March, 1 81. 
32859. ( 49.) Nulato, J anuar,r, 1878. 
Description of a specimen which was not kept. Lengtll, rn iuches, dors·a110; anal 7; scales, 17, 
115, 14. Color, dull plumbeous on back and sides, fading gradually into white on the lower surface. 
Extending along the later~,l line is a band of light pink or rose color, gradually fading on the 
posterior half. Iris golden. Head, above and on sides, bluish purple. Nose much prolonged. 
Lips very prominently papillated. A series of smaH papillm exteud from under the eye out on the 
snout on either side. Proportions: Head ·a t_rifle over 4 times in entire length. Eye, Sf in head, 
3¼ ii1 interorbital space. Depth of head 1-} in length of same. Height of dorsal a little more than 
base and ltr in length of head. Pectoral, 1¾ iu bead. Yentral, Hl in h(•ad. Anal, l} in head. 
Caudal, 1¼ in head. Caudal peduncle, width 3 iu head. Depth of body, Ji in head. From eye 
to end of snout 2 in head. 
The contour of head reminds one strikingly of a Sturgeou. 
32888. (101-106.) Audrae,sky, Yukon River, wiu er, 1877-'78. 
32959. (314, 316.) Andrae-vsky, Yukou River, s1 .all creek. 
32984. juv. AudraeYsky, Yukon RiYer, ·winter, 1877-'78. 
The Russian name is deri,ed from the peculiar slrnpe of the head. 
This i8 an abundant species throughout Northern Alaska in all the streams, so far as I could 
learn. Specimens were brought me from the Yukon at various points and from other streams, and 
the first of September, 1881, I saw quite a number of them taken in a seine by the Eskimo from 
the bracki h estuaries of streams flowing into Kotzebue Sound. 
s. l\Ii. . 1.156-41 
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50. AMMOCCETES AUREUS Bean. Lamprey Eel (Esk. Nu-mug-u-shuk), 
32840. (73.) Mission, Yukon River, winter, 1R77-'78. 
32841. (76.) l\lission, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32874. (70. ) M~ssion, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32875. (71. ) Mission, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32876. (72. ) Mission, Yukon River, winter, 187i-'78. 
32877. (74. ) Mission, Yukon River, winter, 1877-'78. 
32878. (V5. ) Mission, Yukon River, winter, 1877-78. 
Ordinarily soon after the ice sets in the Yukon, and rarely just before this occurs, these fish 
ruu up the Yukon in large numbers, reaching at least up to Nulato. They keep in the middle of 
the river and move up against the swiftest part of the current and run in a dense body. So 
compactly do they run that the natives use either a stick, with two short cross-bars at the lower 
end, or a dip-net to throw them out on the ice. By means of these implements great numbers of 
them are caught, although it is· claimed that the eels only require about an hour for the main body 
of them to pass any given point. The Yukon Eskimo have holes cut in the ice, and continuous 
watch is kept when the time for their run approaches, and as soon as they appear the alarm is given 
and every one runs out on the ice with stick or dip-net, and, making holes in the thin ice, secures as 
many as possible while the fish pass their station, and then they run upstream a half mile or so 
and make another hole and secure as many more as possible, and thus follow the slowly-moving 
fish for a long distance. In 1879 the run began at Anvik on the evening of November 26. They 
are extremely oi~y, and the natives use the oil for eating and for lamps as a substitute for seal-oil. 
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The present account of the butterflies collected by me has been kindly prepa::ed by Mr. 
Edwards. at my request. As will be seen from the list, the specimens were taken eitlrnr at Saint. 
Michaels or along the Arctic coast from Kotzebue Souud north. Along tlli8 latter coast I foun<l 
butterflies more numerous than I had ernr seen tbern on the coast of Bering Sea. Iu neither di&-
trict, howe,er, were they ·rnry common. The list of .::pecies is smaller than it would otherwise be 
from the fact ti.lat during the mouths of June a,ucl Jnly at Saint 1Iicl.rn,els I was so pressed with 
work in other -directions that only the scantiest attention was paid to collectiug butterflies. Iu 
fact I took only such specimens as occurred hi. the immediate dcinity of the station. The 
specimeus taken along the Arctic coast in tl.J.e snlllmer of 1881 were all secun:d by means of my hat. 
In consideration of these facts, the writer was surprised to find tbat the collection contained two 
new species, Pieris Nelsoni and Argynnis Butleri, beside.:5 sowe rare and little known forms. This 
sllould encourage future explorers in that region to pay greater attention to the collection of these 
insects. 
A.t Saint Michaels the warlll weather of June arnl the first two weeks of July cover the bat-
tcrfly season, and we only found buttr.rfiies along the Arctic coast during July. 
. The raw misty weather s9 characteristic of the last half of summer on the east coast of Bering 
Sea, is entirely unsuited to tlrn life of these frail insects~ and scarcely one can be found then. l\Iild 
weather prevails much later in the season about the shores of Kotzebue Sound, and in the interior, 
North of Kotzebue Sound, on the Arctic coast, the season is similar . to that at Saint :Michaels, but 
is shorter. The Point Barrow party failed. to obtain a single butterfly, so they must be very rare 
at that bleak and desolate locality. 
SPRINGERVILLE, e\..RIZ., November 25, 1886. E. W. NELSON. 
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DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA COLLECTED IN ALASKA. 
Family P APILIONIDlE. 
Subfamily PAP ILION AD. 
Genus PAPILIO Linnams. 
p APILIO MACH.AON Linn., var. ALI.ASK.A. Scudder. 
This form Sf'~rns to be abundant at Saint Michaels, and was found high up the Yukon 
River by Dall. The most easterly point at which it has been observed is Rupert House, Hudson's 
Bay. It would appear to fly over the boreal regions west of Hudson's Bay, but it was not taken 
by Mrs. Ross at Fort Simpson some years ago, though a very large collection of butterflies was 
made there. Captain Geddes did not find it along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railro~d nor 
in the Peace River district in 1883, nor did the late Mr. Crotch take it in British Columbia, though 
he collected as far to the north as Bald Mountain. It is the same form, apparently, which flies in 
the Himalayas and other parts of Eastern Asia, confounded with Asiaticus Menetries, which is the 
name of an aberration only. There is some variation in color among the examples from Saint 
Michaels, most being pale yellow. But one male is deep yellow, and so is like the Hudson's Bay 
examples so far observed. 
Subfamily PIERINAD. 
Genus PIERIS Schrank. 
Prnms NAPI Linn. Winter form Bryonim Ochsenheimer. 
A number of examples were taken at Saint Michaels, 1878, at dates from June 2 to July 
7. They are all of small size, the males expanding 1.5 inch, the females 1.~ inch. The male is 
white; on the under side the hind wings are either white or faint yellow, the nervures heavily 
edged with gray-brown, just as in examples from Lapland. The females are much obscured on 
upper side by gray, and the nervures are broadly edged with gray. Two Lapland females are 
yellow, obscured by brown; so also are some examples from the Alps, but l have not found Alaskan 
females of this lme. The winter form of Napi flies over the entire boreal part of the continent. It 
is single-brooded, and to the south, on the Pacific slope, is replaced by the winter form venosa 
Scudder, its summ~r form there being pallida Scudder. Mr. Mead took many example3 of both 
sexes of Bryonire on Newfoundland. The species there is two-brooded, and the butterflies of the 
second brood in markings lie between venosa and pallida of the west. I called this Newfoundland 
summer form Acadica, Papilio 1, p. 87, 1881. The butterflies of the winter form on this island 
are nearly twice as large in superficial area as t.1:ie Saint Michaels examples. 
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Oue male taken at Saiut .::.Hichael.::i Juue, 1831. The species is uear Callidiee Esper, but 
differs in tlrn coloration of the under side, which is gray-·brown instead of green ; and on upper 
side, in tlle hape of the cellular spot, which is a, short ornl, instead of a long curved bar; also in 
the presence of a "pot in the sub-median interspace. ::\Ir .. A. G. Butler informs me that the British 
~In enm collection contains a imilar male labeled'' _~orth America." I named the species after 
Mr. E.W. :YeJsou, and .figured it in Bnttertlies of :North .A .. merica, Yolume ~, part 10, plate I, of 
Pieris, 1883. 
Genm; COLIAS Fa,bricins. 
CoLIAS HECLA Lefeuvre var. ITEL.A. Strecker. 
One male and one female were taken at Kotzebue Sound July U, 1881. The male is similar on 
both surfaces to an example which I have .from Greenland, but the female is much more yellow 
than a Greenland female and another from Cumberland Island, and less obscured by black on 
both surfaces than these. The und_er side is of the same yellow-green hue of the male. The 
species ~"ems to be restricted to the Arctic regions, but flies from Greenland to Alaska. 
COLI.AS CHIPPEWA Ed war<.1·s. 
One white female ·taken at Saint 1\Iichaels .Augu.st 6, 1878; one white fem~le and one J7ellow· 
female at Kotzebue Sound July 14, 1881. These are all of same size and style of marking as the 
female figured in Butterflies of North .America, volume 1 (under the name of Helena, which name 
was found to have been preoccupied and Gkippewct was substituted for it). The under side of 
bind wing in this species has the <liscal spot srnal1, silvery, with no border. The examples origi-
nally described were taken at Fort Simpson, and probably the species flies over the boreal and 
Arctic regions to the northwest. 
Family NYMPHALIDlE. 
"'nbfamily :NYi\IPHALINlEJ. 
Genus ARGY::NNI.' Fa,bricius. 
ARGY:X~IS FREYA T4unberg. 
One male and one female, taken at Saint :\Iichaels, do not differ from Coloeado and Labrador 
pecimen:. Freyct follows the Rocky .Jfouutains as far as South Colorado, at high elevations. 
One male waR taken at Kotzebue Sound July 13, 1881, and is very black. 
... \TIGYi\NIS FTIIGGA Thunberg. 
Ouc male arnl on female, taken at Saint ::.\Iichael:, do uot differ from examples taken at Fort 
'imp. n hut are ·omewhat larger than a11 I have een from Labrador. This species also flie in 
th<> Tio<'l{ · ~fountain: a.ml Colorado . 
.. \r. ·y_·,:1s D -·1LEn.1 E<lwal'!1:. 
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Butler informed me that the example seut him for determination agreed perfectly with one in the 
British .Museum collection, labeled "Non1i Zembla; 7' also with two of the Grinnell Land series, 
juclnded under l'!Ir. ~IcLachJau's yarieties of clwriclea. 
Subfamily SATYRINJE. 
Genus EREBIA Dalman. 
EREBIA FASCI.AT.A. Butler. 
One female taken at Kotzebu(j Souull July H, 1881. Tllis is an excee<lingly rare species in 
our collections. I have seen but two examples of it before the arrival of this from JHr. Nelson. It 
is the largest American species of the genus, the male almost black on upper side, the female dull 
russet oYer the disks of both "dngs. On the under side of both sexes is a band beyond middle of 
both wings, brownish o.n fore wing, gray on bind wing; and next to the base is a brown area on 
fore and a gtay one ou hind wing; the area between the brown and gray is black, a band in fact, 
with jagged or irregular edges. 1'Ir. Butler's description in the Catalogue of Satyridm of the. 
British Museum Collection, 1868, give8 tl.ie locality as "Arctic America," and beyond this nothing 
appears to be known of the locality of the species. 
EHEBIA. DIS.A. Thunberg, var. 1\-1.ANCINUS Doubleday and Hewitson. 
Examples from Kotzebue Sound Jnly 14. One is labelell "Arctic Ocean," July 17; another, 
''Cape Thompson, Arctic Ocean," July rn, 1881. Others are from Saint Michaels. The species 
would seem to be common in Northern Alaska; I llave seen several examples taken at Saint 
Michaels in former years. There is much variation in the markings of tbe under side in a series, 
some examples being band-ed much as in fctsciMa,; others have the bands obsolescent. Kirby 
credits disct to boreal Europe and boreal Asia, and Rocky :Mountains of America. Probably boreal 
America (nortlrnest) is the correct locality. 
Genus CHIONOBAS Boisduval. 
OHIONOBAS TAYGETE Hi.ibner. B00TES Boisduval. 
Of this, two males and one female are from Saint _i\lichaels, not differing from the Labrador 
type. Probably the species flies through the boreal regions across the continent. 
Family L YC.lENID.lE. 
Subfamily LYCJENINjE, 
Genus LYC...-ENA. 
LYC.A3JNA PSEUDARGIOLU8 Boisduval. Arctic form, VIOL.ACEA Edwards. 
Two males from Saint Michaels. The species has two Arctic (or winter) forms, the other 
beiug Lucict Kirby. The latter was taken on the Yukon River by the expedition under Dall, 
as l\lr. Scudder reports. (Pr. Bost. Soc. :N. History, 1869.) These two forms fly from Alaska 
to New England. Where the species becomes two-brooded, in Canada and the ~ orthern United 
States, the summer or second brood is L. neglecta, quite a different butterfly in appearance. 
Farther to the south other forms present themselves, and under some of these the species is found 
even iu J.\Iexico. I ha-rn gfren a full account, illustrated by :figures, of all the phases of this species 
in Butterflies of :~forth America, Yolume 2. 
I subjoin a list of all species of butterflies so far known to have been taken in Alaska. Doubt-
les>' many more remain to be discoy·erecl, cspecialJy in the southe.rn parts of the Territory. In 
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drawing up this I have been aideu by l\Ir. Henry Eel wards, who inspectetl the collections made 
by l\Iessrs. Bischoff and Ilarforcl about ten years ago. · 
1. Papilio Tur1ws Linu. 19 . .Argynnis epithore Bois. 
2. Papilio eurym.edon Bois. 20 . .Ar[Jynnis Butleri Edw. 
3 Papilio Machaon, var. .Aliaska Scud. 21. .tfr[Jynnis Myrina Cram. 
4. Pa1·nassius Nornion Fisch. 22. Argynnis frigga Thunb. 
'5. Parnassius EverMrnanni, Men. 23. Melitrea Helvia Scud. 
~ Wosneseuski Men. 24. Melitrea Palla Bois. 
<j? Thor H. Edw. 25. Phyciodes Mylitla Edw. 
6. Pieris Napi, form Bryonire Ochs. 26. Grapta faunus Edw. 
Pieris Napi, var. Hulda Edw. 27. Grapta gracilis Gr.-Kob. 
Pieris Napi, form venosa Scud. 28. Vanessa .Antiopa Linn. 
7. Pieris Nels,ni Edw. 29. Py1·ameis Cardui Linn. 
8 . .Anshocharis lanceolata Bois. 30. Creno11ympha Kodiak Ed w. 
9. Anshocharis? ReakirtU Edw. 31. Erebia Discoidalis Kirby. 
10. Golias interior Scud. 32. Jtrebia fasciata Butl. 
11. Golias Chippewa Ed w. 33. Erebia disa, var. Maneinus Doubl.-Hew, 
12. Golias Hecla, var. Hela Str. 34. Chionobas Tay[Jete Rtibn. 
13. Golias eu1·ytherne, form Keewaydin Edw. 35. Chrysopllanus Dorcas Kirby. 
14. Golias? Pelidne Bois. 36. Lycama Kodiak Edw. 
15. IJanais Archippus Fab. 37. Lycrena pseudargiolus. 
16 . .Argynnis Bischojfii Ed w. form Lucia Kirby. 
17. Ar{J'IJnnis F1·eya Thunb. form Violacea Edw. 
18. .Argynnis Boisdm:alli Somm. 
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.A.lees americanus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~32, 287 
Aleutian District . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Ammocretes aureus . • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
Ammoclramus sand wichensis. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 186 
sand wichensis alaudin us . . . . . • . . . 187 
Ammodytes personatus . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 312 
Ampelis garrulus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 199 
Anarrhicha.s lepturus . • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305 
Anas americana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
boscbas...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
carolinensis . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
discors................................... 63 
penelope......... •• • •• . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . 67 
An op larch us atropurpureus...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 305 
Anser albifrons gambeli.... . . • • . • . • • • • . . . . . . • . . 83 
Anshocharis lanceolata . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . • . 330 
Reakirtii . • . . • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 330 
An thus pratensis, not an Alaskan bird . . . . . . . . . 209 
cervinus.... . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . 209 
pensilvanicus.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 208 
Aphriza virgata . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 
Aquila chrysaetos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 144 
Arctomys pruinosus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233, 282 
Arctonetta fischeri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 76. 
Archibuteo lagopus. .. . ... . . . . • .. .. . . .. . . .. . .•. 14Q 
lagopus sancti-johaonis . .. . .. . . . .. • 143 
Arenaria interpres.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128 
melanocephala . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 129 
Ardea herodia~ . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 94 
Argynnis Bischoffi.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 330 
Boisduvalli . . . • . . . • . . . .. . . .. . ... • . . . . 330 
Butleri ........•.•................•.. 328, 330 
epithore . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330 
Freya .... .....• .... .. .... ...... ..... 328 
frigga . . . • • . . . . • . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . 328, 330 
Myrina . . . • . . . • • . . • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330 
Arrow-fish ...............•...•.•......••..•••. 
Arvicola ri parius borealis ...................•.. 
Asio accipitrinus .•••........•. -~ •.•••....•.••. 
Astur atricapillus compared with striatulus .... 
atricapillus striatulus ......•.•.......... 
Anklet, Cassin's ................. · ............. . 
Crested ...••.............•............. 




Aytbya marila nearctica ..•••.................. 
affinis ....•..............•.•........... 
co1laris ...................... ........ . 
vallisneria ...........••..•..........•. 
Balrena cullamach ............................ . 
japonica ............................. . 
mysticetus ........................... . 
Balrenoptera Davidsoni. ...................... . 
Bal<lpate ....................•................. 
Bartramia longicauda ........................ . 
Bean, Tarleton, H., Report on Alaskan Fishes .. 
Beur, Barren Ground .......••.......•......... 
Black .........••...........••........... 




Bernie la. nigricans ..••.•..................•.•.. 
Bibliography of Alaskan ornithology ....••..... 
Blackbird, Rusty ...........•.................. 
BJa.ckfish .......•.•.....•..........••.•....... 
BJenny, Tufted .......•.•...................... 
Bluebird, Mountain ...............•........... 
Blue-throat, Red-spotted ..................... . 
Bonasa umbeJlus sabini. ..•.....•.....•••...... 
umbel1us umbeJloides ...•.............. 
Boreogad us saidn, ....•.........•...•........... 
Brachyopsis dodecaedrus ......•............... 
Brachyramphus ],ritt.litzii ...•••....•...••...... 
marmoratus .......•........... 
Brant, Black .......•.......•••...••..•••.•.••. 
Bran ta canadensis ...•..••......•............. 














































canadensis minima ..•.•........ - ...... 84, 85, 88 
canadensis occiden talis . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • 85 
nigricans . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 
Bubo virginianus arcticus, range of............ Hi2 
satriratus...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 
subarcticus .• . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . 152 
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Bntlytc. · tla n1s Ienco ·triatns ................... . 
13nftle.hea,l ....•...•.•..... .. .........•... . ••• . 
Bullllncb, Ca sin'· .....................•......• 






swaiu·oni ......... ·.:.................... 142 
B:1tter-lh,h.... ... . ...... ...•.. ...••..•••.. .... 305 
Calcarina 1apponicns . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • •. .. 183 
pictus .•. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . •. . . 186 
Cali(lris arenaria ...• . .............• . ...... ~... 115 
Callorhinus ursinus ......•............. . ...... 233,265 
Canhi familiaris borealis. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 235 
·1npns grisco-albus .......•............... 233,237 
Can ,·as-back . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
Cariacus colnmbianns . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . 233 
Cari bon ...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . 286 
Barrt,n·gronnd ........•••.••••• , '...... 2':l4 
Castor fiber .............••..••••..•••••.•..... 233, 279 
Catostomus catostomus.... •. . . .•.... ••. • . . . •.. 321 
Cepphuscolnrnba .... .................•.•.•.•.. 44. 
manc1tii ... . . . . . .. ..•••. .••••. ...• .... 44 
Cerorhinca monocerata . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • . • . . 40 
Certhia familiaris americana...... .••••.......• 211 
Cery le alcyon.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . 155 
Cbarac1rius dominicus ........•..••....•..••••.• 123,125 
fulvus............ • • • • . • • . 125 
squatarola ............... .. ........ . 
Charitonetta alheola ..............•....•...... 
Chelidon erythrogaster .......•••••...•...•.••. 
Cheu hyperborea ........••....•••.....•....••. 





Chickaree, Richardson's .......•....•.••.•.•.... 
Chionobas Taygete ......•............•........ 
Cbi.rolopbus polyactoccpbalus ........•......... 
Chrysopbauus Dorcas ............•............. 
Cinclus mexicanus ..............•.•..........• 
Circus huusonius .........•.........••..••••.•. 
Clangula hyemalis ..........••••.........••.... 
Clivicola riparia ....•.......•••....•....•...... 
Clnpea mirabilis .. ............. : . .....•..••.•.. 
Ca-nonympha Kodiak .•............•.....•.... 
Colapte aurntus ...............•...........•.. 
caffcr saturatior ..................... . 
Colia<; Chippewa .... . ........................ . 
enr~·th me Kcewaytliu ...•.............. 
·I--Iecla ................................. . 
Hecla ·ar. Hela ..........•.............. 
int ·rior 
Colia · i P •li<ln 
'ol ·mlrn auritns ............ ...... .. ........ . 
i,:ri i!!;t>na, 1 ot an Al::Llrnn Li 1. ••••.. 


































Cormorant, Reel-faced ...............•....•••.. 
Violet-green ......... ---~ ......... . 
White-crested .................... . 
Corvus arnericannl", probably an Alaskan bird .. 
canrinus ......••••.......•.•........... 
cora:s:: sin uatus ....... ... .... . .... : .... . 
Cottns axillaris ................................ . 
h::imilis ................................ . 
niger ...............................•... 
polyacn,utbocephalus ................... . 
quadricornis ........................... . 
q nac1rifi1i.s .........••........ ..... ..... . 
trnniopterns .........••................. 
Crane, Little Brown .......... - .•.............. 
Creeper, Bro,Tn .............. . ................ . 
Cross bill, American ......•..................••. 
White-winged ...........•.....•.. ... 
CroiV, Northwest ...•.......................... 
Crymophilns fulicarius .....•.................. 
Cuniculus torqnatus ......••.............. .' .•.. 
Curlew, Bristle-thighed ....................... . 
Eskimo .. .. •.•...••.••••.•••••.......... 
Hudsonian ....•..••••.............. . ... 
Cyanecnla suecica ...•.....•••................. 
Cyanoci.tta stelleri...... . . • • • . . • • • • . ......... . 
Cyclorrhynchus psittaculus ................... . 
Dafila acuta ...........•....•.•........••...... 
Dallia pectoralis .........•.•..•.•...•.........• 
Danais Archippus .......•... : ..... . ... ., ...•.. 
Dcudragapus canadensis .••••.................• 
ouscurus fuliginosus .............• 
Dendroica res ti va .......•........•............• 
corouata .....•.•.•.....•............ 
stria ta ....... ~ ..................... . 
townsencli ......................... . 
Delpbinapterus catodon .........•...•••••.•••.. 
Delphinus styx ...........................•.... 
Diomedea nigripes ...........................• 
ttlbatrus .................. .. ..•...•.. 
melanophrys ......................•.. 
Dipper, American .....••••.................... 
Dog, Eskimo ........•......•.............••••• 
DoiTitcber, Long-billed ........................ . 
Dnck, American Scanp .....••••................ 
Harlequin ..............•............••. 
Lesser Scaup ..••...•..•...•.•• , ........• 
Ring-necked ...•••..•.......... ; ....... . 
Steller's ............••.••••...........•.. 
Eagle, ,Bald .................•..............•.. 




















































Kamcliatkau Sea. ....................... 145 
Etlwarrls, \V. H., Report upon Diurnal Lepidop-
tera . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 327 
Eel, Lamprey. .... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32:J 
Eider, Ring ... . .. . ... ... .. . .. . ...... .. . ... . .... 79 
Pacific. ................................. 78 
··pectaclccl. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 
Empitlonax llifficilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 162 
Enhy,lri l11tris .................... .. . . .. .... .. 233, 251 
E11ico11 ,tta s elieri. ......................... _.. 73 
El ·hia cli a, var .. fau'nns ....... ...... ........ 3-29, :3:30 
i co·<1 ali., . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . 330 
f.t i. ta .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329, !330 
INDEX. 333 
Ercunetes occidentalis ...•...... 
Page, 
113 
Erignathus barbatus ..••••....•...••••........ 233,259 
Erithrizon dorsatu~ epixanthus .........•.••••. 233, 274 
Ermine . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • . . 245 
Eskimo dog................................... 235 
Esox luci ns .......... ,. . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ... 312 
Eumetopias Stelleri.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233, 266 
Eurynorhyi:J.chus pygmreus . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112 
Evotomys rutilus ....•....................•... 233, 27q 
Falco tesalon, recorded from China . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 
columbarius.. . •.. . . . •. . . . . . . .•. . ..•• .... 148 
islandus ...... ....•. ...•.. .. ..••.. ...... 145 
peregrinus, recorded from Asia........... 14i 
anatum.... .. . ... .. .... .. ...• 147 
})ealei ........•....... , . . . ... 147 
rusticolus gyrfalco ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 
sparverius . . . . • . . • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 
Falcon, P eale's .. • ... . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 147 
Faunal subdivisions of Alaska.................. 24 
Piber zibethicns...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 233, 278 
Flicker...... . ............•••.. _ ..... _.. . . . . . . 160 
North vVesteru ...• .•.. •.. . . . . . . .. . . ... . 161 
Fly-catcher, Baird's . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 162 
Olive.sided............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 161 
Flounder, Rough...... . . . •. • . • . ••• . . . . • . . . .. . . 301 
Smooth-back . . • • • . . . . • •• . . . . . . . . . . . 301 
Fox, Arctic... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 239 
Black ......•.••. _.. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 243 
Blue Stone .....................••• '....... 240 
Cross · ............... _ ..... _.......... .. . • 242 
Red ..••• . • ......... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 
Silver .................. __ ...............• 243 
White Stone . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .• . . 239 
Fratercula corniculata....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 38 
Fulica americana .......................... _.. 97 
Fulmarus glacialis glupischa...... . . . . . . . . . . • . • 62 
rodgersiL............ .. •• • . 62 
Fulmar, Pacific...... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Rodgers's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 62 
Gallinago clelicata.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 100 
Gavia alba.................................... 49 
Glancionetta clangula americana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
islandica...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Globiocephalus Scamrnoni.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Goat, Rocky Mountain . . . .•. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 284 
God wit, Hudsonian.... .. .... ... ••. .. .. . ... .... 117 
Pacific.................. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 115 
Golcleu.eye, American •••.. _ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Barrow's.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Goose, American ·white.fronted ............ . . . . 83 
Cackling... ............................ 86 
Emperor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . • 89 
Hutchins's ........... _ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 
Lesser SnoVI' _... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
White·cheeked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Gorbuska · ...................... _ .· ...... _. .. .. 320 
Goshawk ............................ _........ 140 
Western . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 141 
Grapfa faun us . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 330 
gracilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 330 
Grebe, Holbmll's . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
IIornecl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Grosbe~k, Pine._.......... .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 170 
Grouse, Canada ...........•............•...... 
Gray Ruffed .......................... _ 
Oregon Ruffed ..........••.......... • .. 
Sharp-tailed ...........•.........••.... 
Sooty ..............................•.. 
Grus canadensis .............................. . 
mexicana, habitat of ...•...•.........•... 
Guillemot, Mandt's .........•.. " ......•....•••• 
Pigeon ........................... . 




Ivory ................................... . 
Nelson's .........•..•....•.•...•..•.....• 




















Ross's Gull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 55 
Sabine's ...............................•. 56 
Short·billed.... .... .... ... . .. .. •••. .. . •.. 54 
Slaty.lJacked . . . . .. . • .•.• ••. • •• • . . • • . •. . . 53 
Gulo luscus .................. ? ••• .-••••••••••••• 233, 248 
Gunne1, Spotted............................... 305 
Gyrfalcon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . 146 
,vhite........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • •. . . . 145 
Hrematopns bachmani...... . • . • . • • • . • . • . . . • . . . 130 
Haliroetns leucocephalus...... . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . 144 
pelagic us • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 145 
Hare, Polar...... ..••.. .... .••••• •... ........ 271 
Varying Northern....................... 272 
H~twk, American Rough-legged................ 143 
American Sparrow............ . . • • . . . . . . 148 
Duck.................................. 147 
Marsh...... .... .... .. .. •... .. .•.. .. .. . 139 
Pigeon................................. 148 
Rough-legged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142 
Sharp-shinned...... . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 
Swainson's . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142 
Western Red.tail . . . .. . .. .. .. •..• .... .. 142 
Helminthophaga celata ................. _ .. .. .. 200 
lntescens....... . . . ••• . . 201 
Hemilt>pidotus hemilepidorus .. : . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 309 
Henshaw, H. ,v., Letter of Transmittal ..... .. . 9 
quoted on Song Sparrows..... 194 
Heron, Great Blue.;.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
Herring....... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3:20 
Hesperocichla ntevia . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 219 
Hesperomys leucopus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Heteractitis in can us........................... 118 
Hexagram mus asper........................... 310 
decagrammus................... 312 
ordinatus H.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310 
snperciliosus............ .• . . . . . . 311 
Hirundo aoonalashkensis of Gmelin, referable to 
H. horreorun1 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197 
Histrionic us histrionicns....................... 74 
Humming-bird, Rufo us . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 161 
Hj·drochelidon nigra suriuamensis...... . • • • • • . . 60 
Jaeger, Long.tailed................ . . • •.. . . . . . . 48 
Parasitic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 4 7 
Pomarine...... .••••• ...••....•.... .... 46 
Ja;r, Alaskan ..... . ............................ 16t 
Canada ........................ ,.··;·.... 164 
334 INDEX. 
Jay, Steller's ..•••..••••..........••......•••.. 
Junco hyemali .....•.•..•••..... -............ . 
oregonus ...................... . 
Junco, Oregon ............. - - -- ............ - - -
Slate.colored ......................... . 
King.fisher, Belted .........•.................. 
Kinglet, Ruby-crowned ...................... . 
Western Golden-crowned ........... . 
I<Htiwake, Pacific .......•..................... 
Red-legged ........................ . 
l{nut ............ -.. - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Lagenorbynch11s obliqnidens ................. . 
Lagomys princeps ............................ . 
Lagopus al bus ............................... . 
lagopus ...........•.................. 
]eucurns in British America ......... . 
reiuhanHii .......................... . 
rnpesi.ris ....................... - .... . 
atkbensis ............... . : . . 
nelsoni ............ " .....•... 
Lamprey Eel ...................•••........... -
Lanius borealis ............................... . 
Larix ~- sp. l ............................... . 
Lark, Pallid Horned ........................... . 
Wes tern Meadow ....................... . 
Larus affinis ................................. . 
argenta.tus ............................. . 





glaucescens ............................ . 
glaucus ........................ - ...••••. 
kumlieni •............................... 
leucopterns ............................ . 
nelsoni ................................. . 
occidentalis ............................ . 
philadelpbia ........................... . 
schistisagus ............................ . 
Lcn1miog .. .................................. . 
,vhite ..................••.......... 
Le-pitloptern. .................................. . 
Lepus americanus ............................ . 
americanus ................. . 
tiwit1us arctic us ....................... . 
Leucorbampllus borea lis .. .................... . 
Leucosticte, Aleutian ............•....••••..... 
grJ eonucha ...................... . 
H pburn's ....................... . 
tephrocti littoralis ............... . 
Limo a. lH ma.tica. ............................ . 
lapponica baueri... . ..••••........... 
Long. pnr, Lapland ............• __ .• . ____ ... _. 
Jmith's ...........•...............•• 
































































Pacific .................................. . 
fl <1-th1oatccl ........................... . 
• •llo ·-hilled ...................... _ .•... 
Lop o ly cucn11 u .•••...••••.............. 
L b .......................................•.. 
Lo, m nlo · ............................ ..... . 
303 
303 
Loxia americana, measurements of .......•...... 
bifasciata compared .•.••..••••.••....•.. 
measurements of .......•...... 
curvirostra measurements of .•......••••• 
minor ....................•.. 
leucoptera ............ : ............. _ ••. 
strick1andi, measurements of. ..•........ 
Lumpen us auguillaris ....................••... 
Lunda cirrbata ..............•••............. _. 
Lutra canadensis. . . . . . . . . . . . ..............••. 
Lyco<.les turnerii .............................. . 
Lycrena Kodiak ............•.................. 
pseudargiolus ........................ . 
form Lucia ............•. 
form Violacea ...•....... 
Lynx borealis canaclensis .. ~ .................. . 
Canada. ......................•.......... 
canadensis ...............•.............. 
Macrorbamphns griseus, compared with scolo-
paceus ..................... . 
scolopaceus .•............... _. 
Magpie, American ........•.....•......••...... 
Mallard ...........••••....................••.. 
Mallotn.s villosns ...............•..••.•........ 
:Marmot, Hoary ........ __ ...............•... _ .. 
Marten ..•••..........••........•. _ ........ ___ . 
Mazama montana .........................••••• 
Megaptcra versabilis ..........•••..•.•....••.. 
Megascop5 asio kennicottii ................... . 
Melanetta fusca .........•..................... 
Melitrna Helvia ............•................... 
Palla ..............•.................. 
Melospiza cinerea ...............••............ 
fascia ta rufina .......•...•.••....... 
gut.ta ta, not an Alaskan uircl ...... . 
linco1ni . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . ........ . 
Merganser americanus ........................ . 
Hooded ............................ . 
Red· breasted .......••••.... _ ...... . 
serrator ........................•... 
Merula migratoria .......•..................... 
l\lin k . . . . . . . ............ ____ . . ...... ___ . . __ . _ . 
Monodon monoceros .......................... . 
Michaels, Saint,description of. ............... _. 
l\1oose ..........••...••••.... _ ................ . 
Motacilla lugens on Attu Island ............... . 
ocularis ...•................... ___ .. . 
1'-Iouse, Common ...........•...••.............. 
Little Northern Meadow ............... . 
Red-backed .............•..... _ ....... . 
Murrenoicles ornatus .......................... . 
ruberrimus ...••............... _ .. . 
Murre, California ............................. . 
Palla 's ............................... . 
Murrelet, Ancient .................... _ ........ . 
Kitt1itz's ...........••............... 
Temminck's ...........••............ 
l\Iarbled ............................ . 
1Iu ·krat ...................... _ .............. . 
Mus decumanus .............................. . 
n1u·culu ............•••................. 












































































Narwhal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••. 290 rufescens •.........................••... 
Nightingale, Swedish.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 220 ' Passerculus anthinus, not an Alaskan bird., •••. 
savanna, not an Alaskan bird ... _ .• Numenius borealis....... .. . . . . . ... . . ... . .. .. .. 121 
femoralis.............. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 122 
hudsonicus .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . 120 
tabitiensis ......................... . 
Nut-cracker1 Clarke's .....................•.•.. 
Nyctala tengmalmi tichardsoni .............. .. 
Nyctea nyctea ..............•.....•.........•.. 




Odobrenus obesus ...•.•... ~ ......•............. 
Oidemia americana ........................... . 
deglandi ............................ . 
fusca ............•..................... 
perspicillata ..............••......... 
Olor buccinator .............................. . 
columbianus ....................•......... 
Oncorynch us chouicha ...•.............•..•.... 
gorbuscha ........................ . 
keta ....... ~-- ................•.. -
kisntcll .......................... . 
nerka ............................ . 
Orea atra ................ , .......... · .......... . 
rectipinna .............................. . 
sp. f ..•••••••......••••..•••••.•••••..•... 
Osmerns dentex .............................. . 
Osprey, American ............................. . 
Otter, Sea ................................... --
North American ........................ . 
Ot6coris alpestris, not an Alaskan bird ........ . 
































Ovis canadensis Dalli .........•................ 
0':'71, American Hawk ......................... . 
233,282 
155 
Dusky Horned ...........•.............. 
Great Gray ............................•. 
Horned, races of .......................•.. 
Kennicott's Screech ..................... . 
Lapp .................................••. 
Richardson's ............................ . 
Short-eared ...••......................... 
Snowy .... ~ ..........••................. 
Western Horned ........................ . 
Orster-catcher, Black ...•..................... 
Pandiou haliaetus carolinensis ................ . 
Papilio enrymedou ..........•................. 
Machaon ..... , ....................... . 
Machaon, var. Aliaska ................. . 
Turnns ................................ . 
Parnassius Eversmanni .....•.................. 
Nomion . .' ......................... . 
Thor .............................. . 
Wosneseuski ....................•.. 
Parophrys is0hyrus ........••.................. 
Parns atricapillus occidentalis ................ . 
septentrionalis ..........•••.• 
cinctus, compared with hudsonicus ... "; .. 



























Passerella iliaca. . . . . . . . . . . . . ........•........ 
unalaschensis ................ . 
Pediocretes phasianellus ...... ...••.....•...... 
Perisoreus canadensis ......•••................. 
fumifrons ........••...... 
Petrel, Fish(jr's ............•••............. , ... 
Fork-tailed •.••••...••................. 
Hornby's ...................... _ ........ . 
Leach's .............•••.•.............. 
Petrochelidon lunifrons ..•••...•••............. 
Phalacrocorax dilophus cincinnatus ........... . 
pelagicus ....................•.. 
robustus ............. . 
urile .......•••••............... 
Phalaropns lobatus ........................... . 
Phalarope, Northern .......................... . 
Red ........................ ....... . 
Philacte canagica ............................ . 
Phoca fretida .................•.•...........•.. 
fasciata .......•............ •......•.... 
grrenlandica. ...........•.............. : 
vitulina ............................... . 
Phocrena communis .....•....••...••.......... 
Dalli .............................. . 
Phcebe, Say's ...................••............ 
Physeter macrocephalus ...............•••••... 
Phyciodes Mylitta .....•..........••••......... 
Phy llopseustes borealis ........•••............. 
Pica pica hudsonica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••...... 
Pickerel ...........•.............••........... 
Picicorvus columbianus ....................... . 
Picoides americanus, compared ...••........... 
americanus dorealis ...•••....••....... 
dorsalis, compared ................... . 
Picus villosus harrisii, erroneously. identified .. . 
:?ieris N api ..... ~ .•............................ 
winter form Bryonire ... ~ ..•........ 
var. Hulda ....................... . 
venosa ...••....................... 
Nelsoni ..•.•............................ 
Pika, North American ...... : ................. . 
Pinicola enucJeator ........................... . 
kodiaka ................ , .. . 
Pintail ...............................•• - ....•. 
Pipe Fish ..............•..............•....... 
Pi pH, American .............................. . 
Red-throated ................•.......... 
Plectrophcnax hyperboreus ................... . 
townsendi. ........ . 
uivalis ................ ·--~-· .. . 
Pleurogadus navaga ...................•....... 
Pleuroncctes glacialis ........................ . 
stellatus .•.••............•....... 
Plover, American Golden ...•...•••••.•........ 
Black-bellied .....................•.... 
Mongolian ........................... . 
Pacific Golden ................. : . . . . . 
Semipalmated ........................ . 
























































Priocella tennirostris ......... . ... ... ... · · · · · · · 
Procyon lotor ... - - . . . - . - ........... ... - ...... · 
Ptarmigan, Nelson' ...... ·-- ...... . . • .. --· · ·· -
Rock ... ... .......... ............ . 
cotchJ habits of .. .... ... .. •..... .. 
Turner'::; . .......... ......... .. ... . 
\Villow ............... . ..... . .. .. . 
1->tychorarnplrns alenticus ..... . ............. .. . 
Pymrneis Cardui ...................•. . ..... , .. 
Pyrrhula cassini .............................. . 
Pnfnn, Horned .. ................. . ........... . 
Tufted . ............................... . 















Putorins erminea . . ............................ 233,245 
vison .... ...... ..................... 233, 246 
vulgaris ·-·· .... •••u• • •••••••••••••• 
Rangifer tarand us caribou ..... _ ...... _ ....... . 




Rat, Con1rncn . ......................... .. ...•. 
Raven, American ..... . ................ _ ...... . 
Reclpoll ........•..•............... . ........... 
Roary ............. . ........... •• ..... 
Regulus calenclula .......................•.... 
satrapa olivacens .... . ............... . 
Reindeer ......................... .. . . ..•.. -.. . 
Woodland .......................... . 
Rbachiancctes glancus ....................... . 
Rhode&tetbia rosea ........................... . 
Rissa brevirostris ............................•. 
tridactyla pollicaris ..................... . 
Robin, American ............................. . 

















Salrnon, Chowichee .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 317 
Dog.................................. 319 
Hump backec1 ..... . .................. 319, 320 
Hyko .... .... .... ...... ...... ...... .. 318 
IZ-ing ......................•......... . 
Red ......... ; .............. .. ....... . 
Salvelinns malwa ...................•........ . 
Sanderling ...... . .. ... ........... . ...........• 
and piper, Alaskan .......................... . 
Baird'I':! .... . ............. . ..•... . . . . 
Bartrami:w ....... _ ............... . 
Duff-lHea ted ... ·. _ ....•........ _ .. . 
Curlew ........••.................. 
Least ........ .. ... ....... ......... . 
Pectoral ....... . .......... . ..... __ . 
Pryl,ilof ... __ .. ____ .. ___ .... _. _ ... . 
Hc<l-lrnckc1l ·----· .....•............ 
'harp-tail cl ..••..•••••.••••••••..• 
,: olitarr .... ... • ..... - ............. . 
, poon.liill ......................... . 
·pott ed ......... ·- ................ . 
,Yf! t n1 ...... . .......•.•.......... 
W hit< ·rump l ............. . .. . ... . 
I' nPd•lllf', tP(l. ..................... . 



























Sciuropterns rnlucella h udsonius ............. . 
Sci urns budsonius . .... .. .... ...••••..••••..... 
lmdsonius .......•.......... 
Ricbardsoni ..•........••••. 
ricbardsoni ..•....•••...... . 
Sculpin, Dusky . .. •..............•............ 
Four-spin eel .........•...........•.... 
Northern ...............••.. , ......... . 
Thread-finned ....................... . 
Seal, Beardecl ................................ . 
Fur ...... ... .• ........ . .. . ........ .. .••.• 
Hai bor ..............•................... 
Harp ................................... . 
Ribbon ................................. . 
Ringed . ........................ ........ . 
Sea-lion, Steller's ............................. . 
Sea Otter ........ : ..................•......... 
Seiurus aurocapillus ................•.......... 
noveboracensis .• ••• ....•.... .... . . •.. . 
Sllear~ater, Slender-billed .................... . 
Sheep, Dall's 1\Ionntain ........•••........••••. 
ShoYeller ...... _ ......•.....•................. 
Shrew, Cooper's ............................. . . 
Shrike, Northern ............... ... ..... .... .. . 
S1nelt .......•....... ~ •.....••..• •............ . 
Snipe, ·Wilson's ..................•............. 
Snovdiake ................................•.. • 
1\icl{ay's ................ .. ..•..••... 
Sia1ia arctica ..•••........ . ..... ... ....•....... 
Sibbaldius sulpllnreus ........................ . 
veliferns ........•.•.....•.......... 
Siberian birds occurring in Alaska ............ . 
Silver~m0t1 th, Large .......................... . 
Simoryncbus criJtatellus ... ... ...... . ~ ••••..... 
pusillus .. ................. .. .. .. . 
pygmreus .. _ .........••.... ... .. . 
Sitkau District ............................... . 
Somateria molissima .. .... ........ ......... . . . . 
spec ta bilis .••..........•........•... 
v-uigra ..•......••.....•............ 
Sorex Cooperi ..........•....................... 
l 11rsteri . ....... · ................•• .. ••. .. 
Sparrow, Aleutian Song ....................... . 
Fo:s:: .• ... ..... .. .•...... .. ... . .•...... 
Golcteu.crowued .............. , ...... . 
Intermediate .........••...........•.. 
Lincoln's ..••........................ . 
audwich ........................... . 
ooty, ong ......................... . 
Townsend's .................... . .... . 
,Ye -tern ,'avanna ................... . 
,v est ern Tree ........................ . 
,:patnla d~·peata .. . ........... _ .............. . 
,Jpermopli-ik, Parr:', ......................... . 
(' lllpP.tra C'mprtra ..... . ...•••.... . 
kocliacn i.· ...••••••... .. 
~ph:rapieu ,-, rn l ,r!' ........ .. ...... . .•• -~ . ... . 
•• p izelia mouticoln oc:liracea . ................. . . 
._qna ··: Ol<l ... . ............. . ............... . . 
- 1nirn ·l. Rell .. . .. . ... _ .. . ... _ .. . ... _ .. . ..... . 
. aiut . ii<:had , li r f pl:rn t fouud 1a ar . ... .. . 
no lu mackC'nzii ....... _ .. . ......... . ... . . 

































































Stercotartus parasiticus ....•..•..•....•....... 
pomarinus ........ ____ ........... . 
Stern a aleu tica _ ........ _ .......... _. _. _ .. ___ .. 
paradis::ea _ ..... _ .. _ ....... _ .. _ ........ . 
tschegrava ............................ . 
Stich::eus punctatus ......................... . 
Sturgeon·:fish, Angled .. ~ ...................... . 
Sturnella magna neglecta _ .. _ ................ . 
Surf-bird .... .•.•.....•........................ 
Surniaulula ........................ · ......... . 
caparoch . ....................... . 
Swallow, Bank ....•........................... 
Barn .......... , .................... . 
Cliff ............................... . . 
Tree . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Swan, Trumpeter .............. • ............ --~-
Whistling ............................. . 
Sylvania, pusilla ... _ .......... . .. _ ............ . 
pileolata ................ · ..... . 
Synthliboramphus antiquus ................... . 
wumizosume ............... . 
Tachycineta bi color ......................... . 
Tattler, Wandering ........................... . 
Teal, Blue-winged ............................ . 
Green-winged .. : ....................... . 
Tern,Aleutian ............................... . 





























Caspian .............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Tbalassarctos mnritimus .......... : ........... 233, 254 
Thrush, Aoonalashka, remarks upon . . . . . . . . . . 219 
Dwarf Hermit........................ 218 
Gray.cheeked...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 
Olive-backed.......................... 218 
Russet.backed......................... 217 
Varied ...... ~. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219 
Water................................. 204 
Thymallus signifer .... •..... .... .... .. .... .... 315 
Tom-cod ....... _ .....•.............. _. . . . . . . . . 302 
Slender . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 302 
Totanus :fl.avipes .... _... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118 
melanoleucus . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 117 
solitarius.. .. . . . ... ... ... .. . ... .•.•... 118 
Tree·sparrow, Western .. . . .. .. . . . . .. ..•... .... 190 
Tringa acuminata . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . 106 
al pin a pacifica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 110 
arquatella ............... ~... .... .... .. . 103 
bairdii .............................. : . 109 
canutus.... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... 102 
couesi .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 10;} 
ferruginea . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112 
fuscicollis...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 109 
maculata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .108 
maratima.... .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 103 
minutma .. ·----- ...• ····-· ······ .... .. 110 
ptilocnemis .••... .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. 105 
Trochilus rufos.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lGl 
Troglodytes alascensis...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
biemalis pacificus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
hyemalis, incorrectly recorded from 
Sitka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
pallescens from Commander I slands 210 
Trout, Salmon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317 
True, F. W., and Nelson, E. W., Mammals of 
Northern Alaska............................. 227 
0 
Tryngites subruficollis .......•........•.......• 
Tordus alicire ................................ . 
aonalaschkoo ..........................• 
aoonalascensis of Gmelin, remarks upon. 
gutta ta of Pallas, remarks upon ........ . 
ustula tus .........•.. _ .... __ ••..•.....• 
swainsonii ....•..•..••....... 
Turnstone ..••..••••..............• . .••••..•... 
Black .......... _ .....•....••... - - .. . 
Ulula cinerea ...•... _ ....................•••... 
Japponica .......................• 
Unalaska, description of ............... _ ...... . 
Uranidea microstoma .............•••.......... 
Uria lomvia arra ............................. . 
troile californica ... __ ......... _ ......... . 
Urinator adamsii ............................ . 
arctic us •......•••........•........•. 
im ber ...••....••..................... 
lumme .....••••..•.................. . 
pacific us .........•.. ~ ............... . 























cinnamoneus .......... _ . .... . 233, 257 
borril.Jilis ............................... 233,258 
Ricbardsoni ............................. 233,258 
Vanessa Antiopa. .. . ..•• .... .. . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . 330 
Vespertilio 111 cifugus ...•..................... : . 233 
Vulpes fulvus argentatus . . . . . . ............... 233,243 
· decussatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233, 242 
fulvus ......................... 233,241 
lagopus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233, 239 
Wagtail, Siberian Yellow ................ ··-··· 205 
Swinhoe's...... .... ...... ...... ...... 205 
Walrus, Pacific................................ 267 
Warbler, Black-poll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202 
Kennicott's Willow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214 
Lutescent. ...... .... .... ...... ...... 201 
Myrtle ........•.... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 202 
Orange-crown eel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
Pileolated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 204 
Townsend's.......................... 203 
Wilson's...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204 
Yellow:....... . ..................... 201 
Waxwing, Bohemian.......................... 199 
Weasel, Least... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 246 
Whale, Bow-head............................. 291 
Killer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290 
White .................•......... : . . . . . 288 
Wheatear . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221 
Whistler ................•.. -..........•.••... _ 282 
Whitefish .................................. 314, 315, 316 
vVidgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 67 
vVolf-fish...... ...... .... .... .... .... ...••. .... 305 
Wolf, Gray ............................. _.. . . . . 237 
Wolverine.................................... 248 
Woodpecker, Alpine Three-toed ... _ ...•.. , . . . . . 160 
Wren, Alaskan................................ 210 
Western Winter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
Yellow-legs................................... 118 
Greater .... .... .... .... .... .... .. . 117 
Zapus hudsonins .... ...•.. ...... .... .... ...... 233 
Zonotrichia all>icollis, range of . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 190 
coronata ...... .... .... .... .... .... 190 
gambeli, not an Alaskan. bird . • • • • . 189 
intermedia........ .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 189 
leucophrys, range of. . • • • . . . . . . . . . • 190 
